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OUR PICTURE.

Our New Year number is embellished by

the portrait of Prof. Samuel F. B Morsk,

the oldest friend and votary of photography

in America, and the inventor of the ever

mysterious and wonderful telegraph.

A few months ago the unveiling of the

statue of Prof. Morse, erected in New York
to perpetuate his memory, together with the

proceedings at the time, was so fully com-

mented upon in our daily papers, that the

matter is still fresh in the minds of our read-

ers ; the name of this great public benefactor

is still lingering upon their lips, and the loud

huzzas which were given vent to on that

memorable occasion, are still being echoed

and je-echoed over the whole land.

Prof. Morse, himself a born artist, has

always been a friend of art. In 1837 and

1838, while Daguerre and Niepce were plod-

ding over the fugitive fairy images which

appeared upon their sensitive plates, trying

to devise some means to fix them so that

they would not grow black with shame

when exposed to light. Prof. Morse was

busied over another problem, which, if

solved, was to walk hand in hand with pho-

tography, and astonish the world. He sat

in his rooms at Washington, with his ten

nailes of wire coiled up hard by, through

which he communicated messages, to the

astonishment of the hosts of visitors who

(>alled upon him with congratulations and

encouragement, urging him to test his in-

vention on a more extensive scale. But in

the midst of this ardor came the doubt as to

the distance which the power of the battery

was capable ofcommunicating itself—a doubt

which was equally shared by Prof. Morse

himself, who, however, proposed to overcome

the difficulty by the establishment of relays

of batteries wherever they should be needed.

In looking at this subject at this period,

after a lapse of nearly forty years, and when
the electro-magnetic telegraph has embraced

within its coils nearly every part of the civ-

ilized world, it appears wonderful that there

should have existed a doubt as to the pro-

priety of Congress affording its encourage-

ment and aid to an invention which appeared

to be fraught with such practical utility. But

the record of the times shows that not only

did a doubt exist, but that the whole scheme,

in its incipiency, was considered by many
but little better than the delusions of mes-

merism, and its projector an enthusiast too

wild to command the attention of grave

legislators and pugilistic Congressmen. Not
until 1843 did he meet with much success,

when $80,000 was voted him by nearly a tie

vote in Congress, to enable him to construct

a line between Baltimore and Washington.

By the month of May, 1844, the whole line

was laid, and magnets and recording instru-

ments were attached to the ends of the wires
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at Mount Clare Depot, Baltimore, and at

the Supreme Court Chamber, in the Capitol

at "Washington. When the circuit was com-

plete, and the signal at one end of the line

was responded to by the operator at the

other, Mr. Morse sent a messenger to Miss

Ellsworth (who was the first to tell him of

the passage of his bill by Congress, and whom
he had promised should send the first mes- .

sage over the wires), to inform her that the

telegraph awaited her message. She speedily

responded to this, and sent for transmission

the following, which was the first formal

dispatch ever sent through a telegraphic wire

connecting remote places with each other :

" What Aath God wrought?"
The original of the message is now in the

archives of the Historical Society at Hart-

ford, Connecticut.

From that time many dark days, as well

as bright ones, greeted Prof. Morse in his

efforts to make the telegraph what it is. He
went to Europe meanwhile, and there ex-

hibited his invention to the most learned

men of science, such as Arago, Humboldt,
and to crowned heads, and it was during

this visit, as he will tell us shortly, he met

Daguerre.

"We have alluded to the period which may
properly be denominated his artist life.

This commences about one year after he

graduated at Yale College, when, under the

charge of "Washington Alston, he went to

Europe to begin his labors as a student of

art.

He reached Europe August 7, 1811, and

returned to his native land precisely four

years after—embarkiiig from Liverpool in

1815, upon the very day of the year he had

landed four years earlier. During this time

he was a student at the Royal Academy,

over which Benjamin West presided, and

numbered among his friends not only this

distinguished artist, but many of the most

eminent artists and literary men of the day.

West, who had an especial regard for his

own countrymen, was on particularly

friendly terms with Morse and Charles

Leslie. These two young students, who had

many views in common, took apartments

together, and while they prosecuted their

art-studies upon a common basis, had access

to the same social circles. While W«st was

particularly engaged he directed his servant,

Robert, to refuse admission to most persons.

On these occasions Leslie and Morse were

made exceptions. To them he was always,

when alone, at home, no matter how busily

engaged.

Returning to his native land, after com-

pleting his studies, Mr. Morse first settled in

Boston, but afterward removed to Charles-

tin, South Carolina. Prom there he went to

New York- to live, and there conceived the

wondrous invention, of which he is the re-

nowned parent.

After a life of great activity, intermixed

with no little personal annoyance and many
pleasant remembrances, at the advanced age

of seventy he retired from the active duties

of life, and since then has devoted himself

to the gratification of the tastes of a culti-

vated gentleman, and the exercise of a gen-

erous hospitality. His country residence,

situated in a most picturesque spot, amidst

deep ravines and lofty forest trees, vipon the

banks of the Hudson, a short distance from

the town of Poughkeepsie, is built in the

Italian style of villa architecture, and con-

tains a high tower, and extensive piazzas

clustering with vines and flowers.

In this delightful spot, adorned with all

the chasteness of an artist's taste, in the

midst of a charming and affectionate family

and a large circle of sympathizing friends,

the evening of life is passing away in quiet

and undisturbed repose.

He has seen the earth belted by his won-

drous wires, and still lives in good health

to enjoy his old age.

Last summer we asked the privilege of

putting his picture in our magazine, together

with that of the first camera he used in pho-

tography. He at once gave us the promise

that he would do so, and ask his " old friend,"

Mr. Bogardus, to make the negatives for us

as soon as he returned to his city residence,

in the fall. He was then in Poughkeepsie,.

at his summer residence, " Locust G-rove."

In October he made good his promise, and

sat for three double negatives, as immovably

as any one possibly could.

We wrote him our thanks, and stated that

there was one more favor to ask in order to

complete the gratification of our readers and

us in the matter, namely, his own account
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of his connection with photography. He
promptly responded in his own handwriting,

as follows:

New York, Nov. 18th, 1871.

Edward L. Wilson, Esq.

Dear Sir : In your letter of the 10th

instant, you ask of me a sketch of my con-

nection with the photographic art. I cheer-

fully comply with your request.

In 1838, I visited Europe with my tele-

graphic invention, and early in the spring of

1839, in Paris, I formed the acquaintance of

M. Daguerre, whose discovery, of fixing the

image of the camera obscura, in connection

with M. Niepce, was creating a great sensa-

tion in the scientific world.

A proposition at this time was before the

French Chamber of Deputies, to grant to

Messrs. Daguerre and Niepce a pension, on

condition that their process was given to

the public. M. Daguerre had very freely

shown to high officials the results of his pro-

cess, but by the advice of the distinguished

Arago, who had charge of the pension pro-

posal in the chambers, he abstained from

any publicity of his results until his pension

should be secured.

At this same time my telegraph was ex-

citing in the French capital a similar sensa-

tion. I had made my arrangements to

leave Paris for home in March of 1839, and

one morning in conversation with our emi-

nentand worthy consul, Robert Walsh, Esq.,

I lamented the necessity of leaving Paris

without seeing these photographic results.

He at once entered into my feelings, and

said, '

' I think you will find no. difficulty in

obtaining a sight of them. Drop a note to

M. Daguerre, and invite him to see the tele-

graph, and I have no doubt he will return

the compliment by inviting j'ou to see his

results." The plan was successful. M.
Daguerre invited me to see his results at his

diorama, where he had his laboratory, and

the day after, accepted my invitation to wit-

ness tKe operation of my telegraph
; aiid it

is a noticeable incident that during the two
hours, in which he was with me, his diorama

and laboratory, and the beautiful results I

had seen the day before, were consumed by
fire. In my interview with him, however,

I requested him, so soon as his pension bill

was passed, and the publication of his pro-

cess was made, to send me a copy of his

work, which he courteously promised to do,

and accordingly in the summer of 1839 I

received from him probably the first copy

which came to America. Prom this copy,

in which, of course, were the drawings of

the necessary apparatus, I had constructed

the first daguerreotype apparatus made in

the United States. My first effort with it,

was on a small plate of silvered copper,

about the size of a playing card, procured

from a hardware store ; but defective as it

was, I obtained a good representation of the

Church of the Messiah in Broadway, taken

from a back window in the New York City

University. This was, of cour.se, before the

construction of the New York Hotel. This

I believe to have been the first photograph

ever taken in America. Perceiving in its

earliest stages that photography was an in-

valuable and incalculable aid to the arts of

design, I practiced it for many months,

taking pupils, many of whom, at this day,

are among the most prosperous photog-

raphers. I early made arrangements to

experiment with my eminent friend and

colleague in the University, Prof. John

W. Draper, building for the purpose a pho-

tographic studio upon the top of the Uni-

versity. Here I believe were made the first

successful attempts by Dr. Draper, in taking

photographic portraits with the eyes open, I

having succeeded in taking portraits pre-

viously with the eyes shut, for it was con-

sidered at that date, that the clear sunlight

upon the face was necessary to a result.

And here it should be stated, that in reply

to the question which I put to M . Daguerre,

Cannot you apply this to portraiture ? he gave

it as his opinion that it would be impracti-

cable, because in obtaining his results on

still objects, the time necessary was from

fifteen to twenty minutes, and he believed it

impossible for any one to preserve an im-

movable position for that length of time.

The quick or instantaneous processes were

not then discovered. Thus you have in

brief my connection with the art, which

owes its existence to Messrs. Daguerre and

Niepce, and in which I profess to be only a

humble follower. The wonderful improve-

ments which have since been made by scores
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of ingenious men in various countries, have

established the photographic art as one of

the most useful, as well as beautiful, dis-

coveries of the age.

As to a sketch of my life I would refer

you to a biography in Harper's Monthly of

January, 1862, which, so far as facts are con-

cerned, is the best I have seen.

With respect, your obedient servant,

Sam'l F. B. Morse.

We regret that we cannot reproduce the

letter in his own handwriting, but a fac-

simile of his signature will be found on the

mount. His writing is bolder and clearer

than that of most men half his age.

Our best and united thanks are fissuredly

due him for the pleasure and gratification

he has given us, and for the early befriend-

ing of our art. AVhen photography was

a tender infant, holding up its tiny

hands crying for some one to take it up and

nurture it in this country, the artistic feel-

ings of Prof. Morse were touched, and he

brought the infant carefully across the ocean

to its native home, where it has thrived and

grown immeasural^ly. For this we honor

Prof. Morse, and his memory shall be per-

petuated in our minds as the Father of

American Photography.

Mr. Bogardus made the negatives we
have used, and they are fine specimens of

photography, well worthy of study.

It will be remembered by the members of

the National Photographic Association that

he promised to give each one of them a

copy of this picture. For this purpose he

has had prepared some elegant mounts large

enough to be framed. At the meeting in

St. Louis in May he will deliver the copies,

or parties who desire can have them in ad-

vance, provided they have goods coming

from New York, with which the picture

may be packed. They would most likely

get broken up if sent in the mail.

The prints were made by Mr. William

H. Khoads, No. 1800 Frankford Avenue,

Philadelphia, on Mr. John E. Clemons's

Philadelphia albumen paper. Mr. Khoads

has tried to do his best on the prints, and

endeavored that each one should be fine.

The mounting cards were prepared espe-

cially, by Messrs. A. M. Collins, Son & I

Co., Philadelphia, who now produce a

splendid variety of fancy mounts far su-

perior to those of foreign manufacture.

The whole picture, negatives, print, and
mount, is a fine specimen of the modern
status of American photography, and we
trust acceptable to our thousands of patrons.

UNDER THE SKYLIGHT.
BY ROLAND VANWEIKB.

X.

EXPRESSION.

There are some special cases and details,

Focus, in the management of the various

sittings, that may be considered to your ad-

vantage, and I know a suggestion here and
there will assist you very materially in

practice.

"I know that; I am satisfied from

my experience so far that there is a great

deal to learn yet. I have in mind a num-
ber of items that I think I might re-

ceive some light on. I have thought you
might give me some instruction as to the

best method of securing a good expression

in the sitter."

That is a very important point, Focus,

as the matter of expression in the sitter

depends upon, or is incidental to, a va-

riety of causes. Some of these are en-

tirely beyond the control of the photogra-

pher
;
others it is his province to regulate,

and the effects of all he may in some meas-

ure overcome

"Well, I didn't think of anything be-

yond the time of making the sitting, yet I

presume there are influences away from that,

that may affect the mood and expression of

the sitter, and be preserved in the picture,

unless some effort be made to overcome it."

Exactlj', Focus, and that is why we should

study to entertain and interest our patrons

while they are in the gallery. If a per-son

is not feeling well, or is very tired, he will

rarely ever get a satisfactory picture, and

this is something almost entirely beyond the

control of the photographer
;
people should

be instructed never to come when they are

sick or tired.

Waiting long for a sitting is productive

of unijleasant moods, and oftentimes the
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sitters get so out of patience, and the temper

so ruffled that they have no disposition,

when the time finally arrives, to do their

part towards making a good picture.

" I know it. I sat a lady the other day

that said she ' had waited so long she knew

she shouldn't get a good picture.' And I

am pretty sure from the mood she appeared

to be in, that she didn't get anything very

satisfactory."

That's it, and we often see how little of

that virtue many people possess, with which

the photographer is expected to be so abun-

dantly provided

—

patience

!

One of the most impatient men I ever

saw in a photograph gallery, and rather

selfish withal, was a "Doctor of Divinity;"

but his time was probably precious to him,

and he felt he was wasting it in waiting his

slowly approaching turn. It is my opinion

that all galleries that do suflScient business

to have sitters crowd in and necessitate

waiting, should have some system of en-

gagements whereby there may be a mutual

imderstanding between the sitter and opera-

tor beforehand, as to the time of sitting, so

that there may be no exhausting of patience,

if both parties be punctual.

Another important matter is, the manner

in which the sitter is met, and the first im-

pressions made on the mind. The photogra-

pher's manner should be courteous, gentle-

manly, and dignified, making the sitter to

feel welcome and perfectly at home; it is

often the embarrassment at meeting a

stranger, especially with ladies, and the

trepidation felt at the thought of sitting,

that gives a peculiar, or unnatural expres-

sion in the picture. It should be the object

of the photographer to make himself as

agreeable as possible, and manifest as much
interest in each sitter as though he or she

were the only one he had to deal with dur-

ing the day.

"But there are some people so terribly

nervous, or have such a horror, they say, of

having a picture taken, they 'had rather go to

the dentist;' they 'don't want to be screwed

into that iron thing,' &c., that it is not

strange at all that they get expressions indi-

cating more of dissatisfaction or disgust

than of interest or pleasure."

That is very true. Focus, and those are

just the difficulties the operator must en-

deavor to overcome. Many people have

preconceived notions about these tilings

;

they seem to think it is like seeing the bab-

oon and the monkey in the show, as to

which is which ; "they pay their money
and take their choice." But that will not

do here. If we do this work we must do it

in our own way.

A burly blustering individual came in not

long since, to sit, and as soon as he came

within sight of the head-rest, while he was

yet in the other end of the room, he ex-

claimed, " I can't sit with that thing behind

my head. I-I-I can keep still without

that." But, sir, this is a part of the appa-

ratus we are obliged to use, and we never

make sittings without it.

Somewhat vociferously: "I don't care;

I-I won't sit with that thing. If I can't

have it taken without that I won't sit at

all!"

Very well, sir, you cannot sit here without

it. And thus the interview ended. Mr.

gentleman left the gallery in a mood, prob-

ably, not at all favorable to getting a suc-

cessful portrait; and I can assure you, I felt

no regrets that I was not called upon to risk

my reputation on such a subject.

'
' You probably got a mental picture of

him without anj' trouble, and without a rest

too."

I did, Pocus, and it is just as clear and

perfect as w^hen the impression was first

made. But enough of him
; I spoke of his

case to show you what I believe to be the

proper course for a photographer to pursue.

A man must be decided ;
he must maintain

his position, and let his patrons know he

understands his business. If he is vacillat-

ing and yields to every whim and notion of

his sitters, trying them without the head-

rest, sitting them in positions not adapted

to them, because they want to sit so, when

he knows it is not favorable for them, the

result being unsatisfactory pictures, they

lose confidence in him, and will, perhaps,

come back and abuse him for doing just

what they were instrumental in making him

do. Gentlemanly courtesy, as I said before,

with firmness and decision as to methods

and arrangements, will generally induce an

unconditional surrender to the photogra-
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pher's superior knowledge of what he is

doing ; the sitter, with confidence in what is

being done, feels less anxietj' about the

matter, and the result is a more natural and

satisfactory expression. The notion that

they had " rather go to the dentist than the

photographer," is a very ridiculous one, to

say nothing of the falsity of it. The ope-

rations are entirely dissimilar, and there .is

no reason why the photographic chair should

be associated at all with that of the dentist.

The photographer should not hesitate to

differ, though in a pleasant vein of conver-

sation, with those who draw such compari-

sons, and persuade them, if possible, that if

they will but think so the operation can be

made a pleasant one ; that it is no part of the

operator's purpose to persecute them, and

that their part in the work is just as impor-

tant as his. It takes two to make a picture,

and the sitter should be instructed that list-

lessness or indifference on his part, will be

recorded in the expression of the picture.

It is only necessary, generally, to intimate

these things to a sitter, and he will be wide

awake and endeavor to perform well his

part.

The ease and comfort of the pose often has

much to do with the expression, and it is

well to see that the sitter is not cramped or

uncomfortable. Should he not feel easy, re-

move the rest, and accommodate him, if pos-

sible, to a pose that he will acknowledge as

agreeable. This matter of consulting a

sitter's comfort in this respect, is rather

pleasing to him ; he finds you are striving

to mitigate the unpleasant features of the

operation, and he yields with a better

grace to the requirements of the case, deter-

mined to do his part cheerfully, and in his

happiest mood.

At the time of making the exposure it is

only necessary to call the attention of the

sitter to the fact that the expression rests

entirely with himself, and should be kept up

the same to the conclusion of the sitting.

Instructions to the sitter " not to look so

serious;" "to try and look pleasant;" or

"the expression you have is not natural,"

are likely to induce a forced and sickly

smirk, that makes the result anything but

pleasing.

Some remark or suggestion, in reference

to the expression or the part the sitter has

in the operation, will usually arouse suffi-

cient interest to give a lively and animated

expression.

The position may be made to express a

great deal, and in pictures containing acces-

sories the expression is in the composition of

the surroundings, as well as in the face.

But in most of our portrait work the face is

about all we have in which to give ex-

pression.

" It is to the face that we look for the ever-

varying emotions of the mind, and for the ex-

pression of those pure and ennobling sentiments

that add interest to beauty, and invest it with su-

preme and lasting command."—M. A. Dwight.

Instantaneous Photography.*

by john l. gihon.

Mr. Chairman and Gentlemen of the
Association :

I BELIEVE that my memory serves me
correctly when I remark that at our last

meeting no new subject was proposed for

discussion this evening.

It incidentally occurred to me that our

last theme of debate—that of Instantaneous

Photography—was by no means exhausted,

and that it had even been treated with some-

what of a cavalier indifference. I confess

that it has peculiar attractions for me, and

that I have devoted considerable time to

both researches and experiment since last

we had the pleasure of assembling. I am
forced to the conclusion that we know no

more of the subject than eminent photogra-

phers of ten and twelve years ago. They

then published formulae that have not since

been improved upon, and I am additionally

mortified to acknowledge that the best works,

having quick processes for their basis, have

been the results of the labors of our trans-

atlantic brethren. I propose to give a brief

summary of the few items that I have been

able to glean, and will add that they are not

only the results of my own experience, but

that they agree with the published state-

ments of such men as Pry, Wilson, Eobin-

son, and others of equal celebrity. In the

* Read before the Pennsylvania Photographic

Association, November 13, 1871.
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first instance, I shall not thoroughly aston-

ish you when I recommend the use of an

absolutely clean glass plate. I may, how-

ever, conflict with some of your ideas when
I assert it as my belief that a glass coated

with an albumen solution, however dilute,

is perceptibly less liable to give a satisfactory

result than when a perfectly cleaned surface

is presented for its coating of collodion.

Again, for this purpose, I object to the

second use of a glass that has before been

employed as a negative, and in that capacity

varnished and made use of. It may be

claimed that such views as these are ultra,

but it must be remembered that we are deal-

ing with materials from which we expect

the most delicate results, and we must not,

therefore, refrain from using the most ex-

treme care in every manipulation.

A good deal will probably depend upon a

judicious selection of collodion. It is claimed

that what we know as a positive collodion is

by far the better for our purpose. That is,

it is desirable to have a collodion that is

highly colored, somewhat thin, and sensi-

tized with ammonium and potassium only. It

is pretty distinctly proven that such a com-

bination is most sensitive when freshly pre-

pared, and that about thirty hours after its

manufacture it reaches its maximnm degree

of usefulness in this branch. Another point

that I find mentioned by an able practitioner

is one that you may also claim as being far-

fetched, hut I can assure j^ou that the two

trials I made have confirmed the usefulness

of the experiment.

The idea is simply to decant the collodion

as soon as made, and after filtration into a

tall, narrow bottle, to allow it to stand, and

to use the upper portion of the fluid for the

work requiring the shortest exposures. I

am sufliciently prejudiced in favor of this

practice to give it my approval. The proper

condition of the bath itself, as referring to

its suitableness for quick work, is a question

that admits probably of more controversy.

I am strongly in favor of one that has been

a good deal used, that is considered, if any-

thing, rather too weak for ordinary pur-

poses, and that has the slightest possible acid

tendency. The time of exposure is supposed

to be settled by the mere mention of the

word "instantaneous," but I find that we

should class the latter with the word "per-

fection," and acknowledge that in both cases

an absolute attainment of either would be

impossible. Mr. Wilson, of Aberdeen

—

whose delightful pictures we have all stud-

ied—says that " he covers his lenses with his

own Scotch cap, and simply lifts it off and

on again." Mr. Fry speaks of using an in-

side shutter. Some years ago, when work-

ing outdoors, endeavoring to obtain instan-

taneous effects, I used a simple contrivance

that gave an exposure quick enough to ena-

ble me to catch the figure of an animal in

rather rapid motion. A box was attached

to the front of the camera. A board with

a hole in it worked in a slide. This was

operated upon by a trigger, and the drop-

ping of the perforated board before the lens

gave the exposure. I sincerely hope that

the day may come when such a piece of ma-

chinery may be available in our skylights,

and that we may thus be enabled to as cer-

tainly catch the fleeting expression of a hu-

man face as our successful outdoor workers

have portrayed the evanescent changes of a

breaking wave.

We will now take hold of that which is

probably the most important branch of the

whole operation, the development of the

image. It is here that our utmost skill, care,

and patience is in turn called into action.

We can at present propose or speak of no

other agents than those now popularly known
and used. They have been proven to be the

most efficacious and easily handled. Ameri-

can photographers, as a general rule, con-

fine themselves to an acid iron developer,

and intensify when requisite with a second

dose of the same material, assisted with a

few drops of silver previously applied. In

connection with this, it is claimed that the

silver should be a pure solution of the nitrate

crystals, about twenty grains strong, and

that it should not be taken from the bath.

The latter course, it is asserted, promotes the

danger of an irregular reduction and of a

foggy deposit on the shadows. Should this

occur, the remedy would be a thorough wash-

ing of the plate and a judicious application of

cyanide. Where pyrogallic acid is used for

intensifying, a free use of citric acid is rec-

ommended in connection with it. I cannot

refrain from quoting a passage from a paper
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read by Mr. Samuel Fry, "before a meeting

of the South London Photographic Society,

in 1860. He published his developer as

being composed of

—

Iron, 20 grains.

Acetic Acid, Beaafoy, . 1 drachm.

Acetate of Soda, . .1 grain.

Aq. Dist. (dist. water), . 1 ounce.

He states that he densifled with

—

Pyrogallic Acid, . 3 grains.

Citric Acid, . 1 grain.

Water, . 1 ounce.

He also advises "when a negative refuses

to gain intensity from an iron development,

to flow the plate with a saturated solution

of bichloride of mercury, and when equally

whitened, to wash and use a weak solution

of hydrosulphide of ammonia, which gives

a yellow image, possessing much more print-

ing power than a cursory inspection would

lead one to suppose." I would also state that

with English photographers pyrogallic acid

seems to be a much greater favorite than

with ourselves. In redevelopment it is a

powerful and useful servant.

The "acetic acid, Beaufoy," is an article

that I have never used, and with the par-

ticular merits of which I am unacquainted.

It is stated to be about one-third the strength

of glacial acetic acid. If this is the case, it

cannot be dissimilar from our acetic acid,

No. 8, for I find that glacial acetic acid con-

tains ninety-nine per cent, of acid, and the

No. 8 thirty per cent.

All intensifying processes require the ut-

most cleanliness, and a lavish use of water

between each application of fresh material.

The majority of all of the stained negatives

that I have examined have been so produced

by being badly redeveloped, or by having

been imperfectly washed before such pro-

cesses have been begun. It is reported that

Mr. Wilson, the illustrious landscape pho-

tographer, particularly in his sunset effects,

after patiently awaiting the proper time for

his views, rapidly exposes plate after plate,

giving them but one development, and then

a washing. He stows them in a box, and

intensifies at leisure. His method is very

simple, for I read that he merely pours over

his plate a ten- or twenty-grain fresh silver

solution, and uses another dose of his ordi-

nary developer. He densifies before fixing.

Many artists fix before redevelopment. The
latter plan is objected to as being the pri-

mary cause of the hardness of effect that is

usually considered the accompaniment of an

intensified negative. Many other agents for

the purpose have been proposed and experi-

mented upon, but their chief action seems

merely to result in a darkening of the film,

without giving material aid to its printing

qualities. It is frequently the case that a

negative from which good prints are attain-

able is spoiled in the effort to make it strong.

"We do not appreciate how much can be done

with a weak one. It is only lately that pho-

tographers as a class are devoting the proper

attention, to the printing of their pictures.

Some few of them, however, long ago un-

derstood the importance of the process. Mr.

Jabez Hughes is reported by the London
Journal of February, 1861, to have made
the following pertinent remarks, which are

well worth repeating

:

"If not the he all, printing is certainly the

end all of our various processes. It is the

last crowning stone of the edifice, the very

apex of the pyramid.

"Yet, with all its importance, we do not

do it justice. We vote it a bore ; we de-

clare it drudgery, delegate it to our assist-

ant, put it out to be done, employ ignorant

men, silly women, and foolish children to do

it. We hurry it over, begrudge the time,

stint the money, use the cheapest materials,

and finally (inconsistent beings that we are),

express astonishment that our results are not

uniformly of first-rate order."

The use of mediums through which to

print is now engrossing much attention. I

have tried most of them, and find many of

them excellent. The colored collodion ad-

vocated by Mr. Carbutt is especially ser-

viceable, on account of our ability to remove

it from some portions of the plate, thus giv-

ing us more command over the negative.

With this end further in view, I have lately

experimented with a substance that I do not

remember of ever having heard spoken of

in connection with the subject

—

smoke. I

find that by holding the glass side of a neg-

ative over an ordinary flame, it is no diffi-

cult matter to cover it with an impalpable

deposit of soot. This can readily be re-
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moved from such portions as may suggest

themselves. Another coating can be formed

over other sections. You can, in fact, al-

most make a picture with the different ap-

plications, as the water-colorist does with

his washes of paint. The objection to the

method is that it leaves a surface too easily

defaced, but this scarcely holds good where

the plate is intended for solar printing. For

this purpose it is most admirable, and in

portraiture we can readily produce the blonde

effects that formerly were such bugbears to

us. The idea is one that all have the means,

and, I hope, some will have the disposition

to try. I have now taken up so much of

your time that I feel it my duty to desist

from further remarks, although I do not yet

believe the subject to be at all fully discussed.

THE NATIONAL PHOTOGRAPHIC
ASSOCIATION.

The months are passing swiftly, and the

time for holding the next annual convention

of our Association is coming on apace, and

it behooves all persons interested, but espe-

cially the officers and managers, to be cast-

ing about them to see what can be done to

make it a great success. It seems to me that

this is a somewhat trying time in the his-

tory of the Association, and if we can

have—as, indeed, I hope we shall have—at

St. Louis, next May, a large and harmonious

convention, the future success and usefulness

of the Society will be established, and all

will go well.

I by no means sympathize with those who
regard our last annual meeting at Philadel-

phia a failure, and yet I confess that it

seemed tome less harmonious, less practical,

and in short, less beneficial to photographists

generally, than the one at Cleveland in 1869.

Too many of the discussions partook too

much of the nature of " skim-milk," and

some of them hardly worthy to be compared

to that article, but rather more like " chalk

and water," or " milk-man's milk."

I saw no "ring " or " clique " that must

have everything its own way ; although, in

one instance, at least, a few seemed to sub-

mit ungracefully to the will of a very large

majority; but in its stead, or what was no

less a bore, there seemed to be too many
"Mutual Admiration Societies." For in-

stance. Young Cyanide, after fuming and

scenting the convention for some time, ex-

presses a strong desire in which he feels sure

the Association shares—to hear from Cyan-
ide, Sr., his " father in photography," who
modestly (?) rises, and proceeds to " fix "

things after his fashion, until he makes the

Association feel so slippery that almost every

member feels like sliding out, and he finally

discovers that what Young Cyanid^ didn't

know he doesn't know either, and so he

subsides, much to the relief of all present.

Another, and perhaps, a more serious

feature of the convention, was a number of

growlers, who seemed determined to find

fault with almost everything the ofiicers and

managers had done, who in private were

saying bitter things, and in public insinua-

ting more than they were saying, and every

one knows that such a course must have a

dampening and demoralizing effect upon the

Association. I mention these things, not in

the spirit of fault finding, but—having a

deep interest in the Association—I mention

them that they may, as far as possible, be

avoided in the future.

I hope we shall have a rousing, harmoni-

ous, enthusiastic, and instructive convention

at St. Louis, where the photographists from

the North and the South, from the East and

the West, shall greet each other warmly,

and where we shall have less "skira-milk,"

more milk unskimmed, and some clear

cream.
J Perrt Elliott.

Indianapolis, Ind., Dec. 8th, 1871.

PHOTOGRAPHIC DIALOGUES.
BY KLBERT ANDERSON,

Operator Kurtz's Gallery, 872 Broadway, N. Y.

Marshall. Merry Christmas and a Happy
New Year to you. I wish you many re-

turns of the complications of the season. I

knew you wouldn't be at the gallery this

morning, so I have taken the liberty of

making my New Year's call. By Jove!

you fellows live like fighting-cocks. What
have we here ? Boned turkey, sandwiches,

champagne. Well, I'm glad I came, any-
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how. By the hj, I wish you had been with

us last evening ; we had a bully time.

Anderson. Yes ? What were you up to ?

M. We had a stereoscopticon exhibition.

A, I regret exceedingly I could not come.

What kind of "sliders" did you have?

M. Oh, splendid ! That is, some of them

were which I brought. Spotty made some,

also.

A. How were his, good ?

M. Ah, well, yes—as photographs, they

were exceeding curious, you know, with

rather novel and astronomical eflfects ; but

taken as specimens of positives for the lan-

tern, they were, perhaps, on the whole,

failures.

A. What was the trouble ?

M. Fog, my boy, fog. We had one view

representing a ship in a dense fog. I'm

blamed if it wasn't the best of the whole lot,

the fog was so natural, you know. There

was one female head, which I took for the

" Maid of the Mist," but Spotty said, with

a ghastly smile, that he guessed it was the

" Veiled Yestal." Did you ever make any

transparencies for the lantern ?

A. Lots.

M. Would j'ou mind imparting the neces-

sary information to a novice for the produ-

cing of the aforesaid ?

A. There are several methods, and this is

one of the most simple : Having procured a

number of wood-cuts, engravings, &c., make
your negatives of the size you want them

for the lantern.

M. You mean make the negatives of the

size you intend the positives to be.

A. Yes, sir. Make these negatives very

intense, according to the directions I gave

Spotty, last month. Let the glass be very

flat, and entirely free from scratches and

bubbles, for these, Avhen magnified by the

lantern, produce an unsightly appearance

on the screen. Varnish them with a very

thin transparent varnish. Next take your

ordinary portrait collodion, and add to it

one-third its volume of a mixture of equal

parts of ether and alcohol, shake, and filter.

Coat very thin and spotless glass with this,

and sensitize in the usual way. When
smoothly coated, wash thoroughly under the

tap, and flow twice with common ale, well

filtered. Set aside to dry, or you may dry

them over a gas-stove. When perfectly dry,

put in contact with the negative in an ordi-

nary printing-frame. Expose one minute

or more to strong gaslight, or from five to

twenty seconds to diffused light, according

to the strength of the light. Next flow on

and off the plate an ounce or more of the

following solution

:

Pyrngallic Acid,

Citric Acid,

Water,

12 grains.

6 ounces.

When the plate is smoothly and uniformly

covered, add to the pyro solution a few drops

of a forty-grain solution of nitrate of silver

in water. Continue the development until

the picture appears, say in about five to

eight minutes. When sufficiently intense,

wash and fix ; wash, and set aside to dry.

When dry, instead of varnishing, cover

with another clean glass, and gum the edges

together with paper. If, however, you in-

tend to color them, you had better varnish

them with a thin transparent varnish ; they

may then be colored with the ordinary trans-

parent colors, which come in little leaden

tubes, ground in oil, which may be pur-

chased of any color-man. This is a very

pleasing winter's occupation.

M. This method has one very serious, in

fact fatal, objection ; for me, at any rate.

A. What is that?

M. The ale, my boy, the ale. I couldn't

possibly trust Spotty with the ale a minute.

I know that chap to have sucked the wick

of the spirit-lamp.

A. That was very wick-ed, indeed.

M. Isn't there some othe7' method ?

A. Certainly ; there are several. One in-

volves the necessity of a copying camera.

Make the positive from the negative through

this camera, using, as before stated, a very

thin collodion; in fact you must make a

" solar positive," that is, you must over-ex-

pose and use a weak developer, as directed

last month to Spotty. These, however, are

never so fine as a contact positive. When
washed and fixed, tone with a weak solution

of neutral gold. Very beautiful transpar-

encies can be made by the collodio-chloride

process, the only objection being the tone.

M. Well, I'm positively obliged to you

thi.s time, at any rate.
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A. I will be ten times as much obliged to

you if you will inform me who has a good

lantern for sale, very cheap.

M. I'll try to do so. Well, I won't in-

trude any longer. By-by.

Photographic Prints for Books.

BY H. H. SNELLING.

Thk great drawback to the illustration of

books by photography is the necessity of

mounting them on cardboard, and the ob-

jection is a serious one, not only on account

of the thickness of the boards and the diffi-

culty of binding them up with ordinary

printing paper, but because of their giving

too great weight to the volume.

It is not impossible to avoid these objec-

tions, and it has been a matter of surprise

to me for several years that no photographer

has been found sufficiently enterprising to

perfect and put in practice the method I in-

augurated and used for my Photogi^aphic and

Fine Art Journal

My principal difficulty was in not being

able to obtain a printer sufficiently careful,

and the diaphragms used were too thick, so

as at times to give a ragged outline.

The illustration of books by photographs

could be made an important branch of the

art. There are thousands of works published,

scientific, medical, mechanics, poetry, biog-

raphy, &c., of limited sale, many never ris-

ing above one thousand copies, and the most

popular of them barely reaching five thou-

sand. These, if none others, can be more
cheaply illustrated by photography than by

steel, copper, or wood engravings, or by

lithographs, except in cases where the wood-

cut is printed with the letter-press in the

body of the page. One thousand photo-

graphs of a given size can be furnished the

publisher at less cost to him than the en-

graving of the steel or copper plate or fine

wood-cut, if printed so as not to require

mounting.

A thousand photographic prints of suit-

able size for an octavo volume can be printed,

or rather sold, for thirty dollars In fact,

mj' journal pictures, printed in this way,

cost me but two dollars and a half per hun-

dred, for material and labor, and I seldom

used more than two negatives.

Now, a well-executed steel engraving,

equal to a well-made photograph, cannot be

had for less than fifty dollars, and the print-

ing from it ranges from one dollar to one

dollar and seventy-five cents per hundred,

according to the skill of the printer. The

first thousand, therefore, would cost the

publisher at least sixty dollars, if he has

them done well, just double the price of the

photographs. But I have no doubt that if

a suitable paper could be had, octavo pho-

tographs could be furnished at fifteen or

twenty dollars the thousand, which would

be a saving to the publisher in an edition of

five thousand copies.

The three principal considerations for this

kind of photographic work are, a suitable

paper, a thin strong diaphragm in the print-

ing-frame, and a careful printer.

The paper should be of the same thickness

as the ordinary plate-paper used for steel

plate printing in the illustration of books,

and must have a hard solid finish, unlike al-

bumen, that the silver solution may not pene-

trate too far, and that the unchanged silver

may be easily washed out ; at the same time

the paper must be flexible. The advantages

of a hard surface for photographs are fully

shown by the porcelain pictures.

The diaphragm may be of iron or brass, and

the edges of the opening bevelled inwardly to

a sharp edge, and then blackened. In expos-

ing to the light, the sun must fall perpen-

dicularly upon the negative, to prevent

ragged outlines ; but if printed in the shade,

it is not necessary to be so careful.

The. free silver maybe well washed out

before toning, and care must be taken not

to tone too long. A strong toning bath and

quick toning is preferable. From experi-

ments I made after I sold out my journal,

I am of opinion that a fixing bath of aqua

ammonia, after toning, is decidedly better

than the hypo solution. Almost the last

photographic print I made was toned in a

bath of chloride of silver and gold, without

hyposulphite of soda, and fixed in a solution

of aqua ammonia. This print I hung up in

an exposed place, where the heat of the sun

fell upon it three or four hours daily, and it

received a drenching whenever it rained,

for over six months. The last time I looked

at it, about three months ago, it looked as
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fresh as at first. I have again just looked

at it, and perceive not the slightest change

since the day it was printed, eleven years

ago. Not the slightest degree of fading, and

the whites beautifully pure and brilliant.

This certainly speaks well for fixing with

ammonia.

"How to Sit for your Photograph."

OuK publishers have brought forth sev-

eral works for the use of photographers,

which they have froni time to time offered

for sale; they have published "The Pho-

tographer to his Patrons," for the photog-

rapher to buy and give away, but now they

come out with a little work which promises

to be very popular, entitled " How to Sit for

your Photograph," which is intended for

Die photograplier to sell to those who visit

his establishment. We feel assured that

it will sell very readily.

It is written by the wife of a photog-

rapher in New York, who is well known in

the profession, and who has no doubt helped

to mould the thoughts of his "better half"

on this all-important topic. It is written in

spirited and popular style, making some

amusing and real hits upon the characters

who visit a photographic gallery, at the

same time throwing in a great deal of whole-

some advice, which is right to the point.

The authoress is thoroughly familiar with

her subject and handles it well. It is a

compound sugar-coated pill, which the pub-

lic will take from any enterprising photog-

rapher who will offer it to them, and it

will operate to the good of the hard-work-

ing, much abused, poorly appreciated, and

badly paid photographer.

It is put at the low and popular price of

thirty cents per copy, in paper covers, and

sixty cents, bound handsomely in cloth, gilt.

The publishers announce that they will con-

sider every photographer who buj's it in

lots for sale, as a dealer, and give them a

good margin of profit on it, so that in push-

ing it photographers not only make a profit

on their books, but sow such seed as will

bring fruit to their garners.

We have no doubt the talented authoress

will have the real hearty appreciation all

over the country which she deserves.

Mr. J. H. Kent, Eochester, New York,

took hold of it as soon as it was issued, and
has just ordered a second lot of twenty-four

copies each, paper cover and cloth bound.

He says :
" The little books came, and I like

them very much. I have left them on my
table, and they are read eagerly hj ' waiters.

'

I can tell who have been reading them by
their improved manner of sitting. I think

it will be just the thing that has long been

needed, and every photographer ought to

have ahalfdozen or more lying around. They
will be much better for the waiting-room

bound in cloth. When you have some

bound in that way, send me two dozen, and

also two dozen in paper covers."

PHOTOGRAPHIC DARK TENT.

BY R. M. LINN.

I FIND the following an excellent plan of

constructing a photographic dark tent.

AA, Upper arms of the lower braces, maj'^

be hinged stationary. BB, Lower arms

;

table butts may be used to hinge the arms.

C, Centre pole, triangular, or better square.

DD, Duck or canvas, lined with yellow.

AA, Duck or canvas, over the upper arms.

E, Stay rope at the bottom.

It will be found very convenient, especi-

ally for city use. It can be set up on the

street, sidewalk, platforms, floors of cellars,

warehouses or depots, and needs no staying

if sheltered from the wind.

Lookout Mt., Tenn.
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ON AN ACID SILVER SOLUTION.
Dear Sir: Inclosed you will please find

three or four photographs which I printed

yesterday. I do not send them to you for

their excellence and beauty ; it is only to

show you what I have been doing with an

acid silver bath which I made up two weeks

or more, 50 grains silver to the ounce. I

then dissolved 25 grains crystallized am-

monia to the ounce, which gave it a milky

appearance, then I commenced to add nitric

acid, C. P., until the precipitate was all

taken up, which made the bath very acid. I

then silvered my paper and fumed, and

commenced to print, and lo and behold, the

paper was not half silvered; printed very

measly or pocky, whichever you choose to

call it. Of course I threw it, the paper, in

my scrap-box. So yesterday I wanted a

false background, and I took some of this

paper and found it to work splendid, I then

used every sheet of it, and it was as white

as when I threw it in the scrap-box two

weeks previous.

Query. Why would it not print at first

as well? It seemed to me as though the

acid held the silver in suspense.

K. F. Channell.
Phcenixville, Pa.

The Camera as Dark Chamber.

BV PROF. J. TOWLER, M.D.

Several attempts have been made to

convert the camera itself into a dark cham-

ber. From the work performed in such

chambers, that is, in those that have come

under my personal inspection and examina-

tion, it is evident that the greatest success

may be obtained by arrangements of this

kind. A gentleman in Ithaca, N. Y., has

succeeded in this line to the utmost of one's

expectation. His entire outfit for a photo-

graphic expedition is thus reduced to a mini-

mum capacity ;
all that he requires is neatly

compressed and packed together into a small

and light box, which he slings over his

shoulders, and is ready to photograph the

Yosemite or the Alps with as much facility

as a German with his Torrtister can botanize

a valley. The most compact of these ar-

rangements is, so far as I have seen, the

one by Dubroni in Paris. There is a fitness

in every part to perform the work intended

with accuracy
;
there is, too, a simplicity of

the means adopted
;
whilst at the same time

the eye is delighted with the beautiful finish.

The complete outfit consists of a camera, the

tripod, a box of prepared plates, tAvo small

India-rubber balls and attached tubes, and

the four bottles containing respectively the

collodion, the silver solution, the developer,

and the fixing solution. The plate is sensi-

tized and developed in the camera
; it may

also be fixed in the camera, if desirable.

The focussing or ground-glass is fixed in a

frame in the usual way ; and the frame can

be removed in order to make room for the

plate-holder, which is of a peculiar con-

struction, and, indeed, the most essential

part of the camera. This holder is furnished

with a sliding-door in front of orange-

colored glass, which is opened when the

exposure is to be made, and closed again as

soon as the exposure is complete. In like

manner there is a similar piece of colored

glass behind ; this does not slide, but there

is a slide over it which can exclude all light

from passing through during sensitizing,

exposing, &c., and is only opened when it

is required to see if the development is com-

plete. By this arrangement it is not abso-

lutely necessary to have an extra holder for

the ground-glass, for, by inserting a piece

of ground-glass in the place to be event-

ually occupied by the sensitized plate, and

then opening the front window, the act of

focussing can be performed as etfectually as

with a separate focussing ground-glass.

The glass used for the negatives must be

plate-glass— that is, it must be perfectly

fiat ; for, when introduced into the holder

and pressed into its place by springs behind,

it thus forms the base of a cavitj" or dish

which is to be water-tight when tilled with

fluid and held with the plate-glass down-

wards. The part against which the plate is

pressed so as to make a water-tight joint, is

a rectangular piece of porcelain of the proper

size and of about two inches in thickness

;

the middle part is all removed, thus leaving

a massive frame of porcelain, and the inner

side is grooved all round with a semicircular

groove. The sides, against which the nega-

tive glass is to be pressed, is ground on a

marble slab quite flat, but the^ remaining
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sides are glazed. This porcelain frame is

fixed in a wooden frame, or ordinary plate-

holder. On the upper edge of the porcelain

frame there is a round hole to admit a tube

to the middle of the groove ; this hole is

furnished with a spring valve, which opens

when the tube of the rubber ball is pressed

down through it, and closes when it is drawn

out again.

The groove along the inside of the porce-

lain frame is for the reception of the solu-

tions used, namely, the silver solution, the

water, the developer, &c. ; and the rubber

balls are of a size to hold just fluid enough

to nearly till the bottom groove when the

frame is held in a vertical position.

One rubber ball is devoted for the silver

solution, and is marked or labelled accord-

ingly ; another is for the developer ; a third,

if desired, may be used for the fixing solu-

tion ; and a fourth for water. Two, how-

ever, are sufiicient in reality; for the first

may be used to convey water for washing

the film if it is deemed advisable to do so

before exposing the plate to the light ; and

the picture can be then -taken out of the

frame and fixed in diffused light ; it can also

be washed in diff'used light previous to being

fixed without being in any way injured.

The mode of operating an instrument of

this kind is very simple and expeditious ; it

is as follows

:

1. The camera is placed in due position,

the ground-glass is introduced, the front

and the back windows' slides are drawn out,

and the object is focussed.

2. The ground-glass is now removed, and

the front window slide is closed and made
dark by closing its opaque slide ; the nega-

tive plate is now coated with collodion, and,

as soon as the latter has set, it is placed in

the position previously occupied by the

ground-glass. The back door is now closed.

In this condition of things the interior of

the plate-holder is quite dark.

3. We have now to sensitize the collo-

dionized plate. This is done in the follow-

ing manner

:

Take the stopper from the bottle con-

taining the silver solution, and introduce

the glass tube connected with the India-

rubber ball into the silver solution, com-
press the ball between the fingers so as to

expel all the air, and then allow the ball to

regain its original spherical shape, which

will soon be effected, and the silver solution

will be pressed into the inside. The ball,

being now full of the silver solution, is

transferred to the aperture at the top of the

plate-holder, through which the tube is in-

troduced and inserted until it reaches the

bottom of the lower groove ; by compressing

the flexible ball all the solution is emptied

into the groove and the tube is withdrawn,

and the valve closes through which the tube

slides. The frame is now raised out of the

camera and tilted so as to bring the negative

plate into a horizontal position
;

this act

naturally brings all the silver solution upon

the surface of the collodion-film ; by moving
the plate- holder backwards and forwards,

and tilting it slightly up and down, j^ou will

be sure to cover the film completely ; this

must be done expeditiously, in order to pre-

vent any marks that would inevitably be

produced if the collodion-film were not

covered with the solution almost instanta-

neously. Taking it for granted that the

film has thus been completely covered, the

frame is placed upon a horizontal table, and

allowed to remain for the proper length of

time until the collodion-film has been prop-

erly sensitized. Now raise the frame upon

its lower edge into a vertical position, allow

it to stand a minute or so, then compress the

rubber ball and insert its tube to the bot-

tom groove ; as the ball expands, the silver

solution will be pressed up until nothing

more remains in the shallow cavity. With-
draw the tube and empty the contents of the

ball into a small filter placed in the neck of

the bottle containing the stock silver solution.

4. The next operation is to place the plate-

holder in its proper place in the camera, and

expose the sensitized plate for the proper

time. Now comes the development. During

the time of the exposure a small quantity of

.

silver solution has drained into the groove ;*

this is quite an advantage, and assists in the

development materially, for it becomes

mixed with the developer before it is poured

upon the film, a highly important condition

for the production of even development.

The second India rubber ball is filled with

the iron solution in the way already pre-

scribed, and its contents emptied by com-
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pression into the shallow groove. The plate-

holder is now quicklj' lowered into a hori-

zontal position, tilted quickly slightly up

and down, and kept in motion in order that

the film may be completely covered, and the

action may be uniform. As soon as it may
be supposed that the picture is developed,

raise the frame into a vertical position, open

the back and the front window of orange-

glass, and examine the state of development

by transmitted light. If not complete, con-

tinue the development, and add a drop or

two of the silver solution to promote the

development. If complete, place the frame

in a vertical position, remove the developer

by compressing the elastic ball, and then

take out the plate and wash it well. Fix in

the usual manner.

5. The porcelain cavity is now thoroughly

cleaned with a dry cloth or towel, an ope-

ration that is easily and quickly efl^ected. If

necessary a wet cloth can first be used, and

then a dry cloth, but this is seldom necessary.

As soon as you once become acquainted

with your instrument, you can time the

development just as you do the exposure

;

in this way the results will be uniform.

The developer that has been once used I

would advise to be thrown away, although

after filtration it might be mixed with the

stock solution and used over again. But,

by using this economy, you impair the uni-

formity of action in the developer, and can-

not thus so easily determine the length of

development required.

These instruments can be relied on ; but

I would suggest some slight alterations.

In the first place I regard the porcelain

rectangle unnecessary, inasmuch as one of

wood well seasoned, and coated with three

or four coats of good lac vai-nish, will sub-

serve the same purpose.

Secondly. I would cover the back part of

the rectangle with a rectangle of India-

rubber first coated with a thick coat of thick

varnish, and then press it upon the wood

and hold it in complete apposition by placing

a board over it and a weight upon this until

the varnish is quite dry. By this change it

would not be necessary to' use plate glass,

for ordinary glass might easily be pressed

against the rubber so as to get a perfectly

water-tight joint.

In the third place it is not necessary to

go to the expense of getting a new camera
for this purpose ; all that you require is a

special plate-holder, made in conformity

with the description already given, and a

couple of India-rubber balls.

HOW TO EMPTY A BATH WITH-
OUT SPILLING.
BY B. W. K IL B URN.

A GLASS or any other kind of straight-

edged bath-holder without a lip can be

readily emptied without spill-

ing a drop, in the following

way

:

Take a strip of clean white,

tough letter-paper ; bend it

around one edge at the mouth of the bath,

and above it ; hold it very tight with one

hand while you manage the bath with the

other, and pour. See the figure. Try it.

I use the same strip of paper over and over

again.

For the Benefit of the Craft.

BY AN OLD FRIEND.

In your late Photographer I see directions

for making cheap, large bath-tubs. I have

experimented for several years in this direc-

tion, and will give the craft the benefit of

m.y experience. I have found a successful,

neat, and durable bath-tub can be made at

trifling expense, as follows : Make a box of

wood, seasoned, of the size you desire. I

would make it a little flaring or Y-shaped,

say three-quarters of an inch wider at the

top than at the bottom. It must be tight.

Next, have made of tin or zinc, what
moulders would call a core, to fit the shape

of the wooden box, only about one-half

inch less than the inside of wooden box

all around. This core you will fasten

or anchor by soldering double-seamed

strips across the top, and let the ends be

tacked to the wooden box. Now you see

that the tin core is suspended inside of the

wooden box with a space all round and at

the bottom. Now get you a suflicient quan-

tity of jjure country beeswax, melt it, and

pour around the core into the wooden box

;

watch it carefully, and as it settles, fill up
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with more wax. Now, you see, you have a

beeswax bath-tub with a tin lining. You
don't like this. Well, take enough hot

water to fill the tin core, first loosening the

tacks holding the strips ; lift quickly out of

its place, and let it cool perfectly ; if any

asperities appear, shave them off. You now
have a permanent, impermeable, insoluble,

chemical-defying bath-tub. It will not"

open by shrinking or swelling of the wood.

I would recommend a light coat of tallow in-

side of the wooden box to obviate sticking, if

the wood should shrink, as will almost surely

be the case after some use. Let it cool thor-

oughly before taking the core out. Pour

the wax as cool as it will run. A. K. C.

KENT'S "HAND-SCREEN."
Since the Convention, and since the de-

scription given in the Photographer of my
" hand-screen " for modifying the light upon

the sitter, I have found the contrivance of

much greater value than at first I supposed

it could be. At that time I only used it to

get effects that could not be obtained by

means of sliding screens and curtains. Now,
however, I use it on all occasions, and can

hardly make a negative without it.

Leaving my light entirely open, I sit my
subject down almost anywhere, and get just

the effects I desire, with no trouble or delay

in arranging screens, curtains, &c.

I have been to hundreds of dollars' ex-

pense in putting up various contrivances by

which to control the light so as to get the

desired softness in the negative, but have

been unable in any other way to produce

such results as are obtained at once with the

hand-screen.

I also find my sitters invariably do better

than in the old way, saying they never sat

for pictures so comfortably, and with so little

fatigue to the eye.

On the whole, as simple as it seems, there

is no doubt that it is the most valuable in-

vention for the management of light that

has been gotten up since photographs were

first made. Consequently, I have thought

best to get it patented, and have made ap-

plication for a patent upon it. I do this,

not so much to exact a royalty from photog-

raphers who use it as to secure it against

being stolen and patented by some unscrupu-

lous person. At the same time, there are

many photographers who would prefer to

pay something for its use than to appropriate

it without compensation.

In my gallery I could better afford to pay

a thousand dollars a year than do without

it, and am sure it would make more than

that difference in the business, to say nothing

of the ease and facility with which the work
is done.

You know how ready and willing I have

always been to contribute freely any infor-

mation or improvement I might possess that

would be of value to the fraternity. But in

this matter, I feel that I have a right to

make something out of what must be of very

great benefit to all who use the screen.

I intend to secure it not only in this coun-

try, but also in Europe, for I am certain it

will be used everywhere.

Very truly yours,
"
J. H. Kent.

ON ALBUMENIZING GLASS.
BY C. F. RICHARDSON.

There have been several articles published

recently on this subject, in which faults in

the usual process have been pointed out,

—

such as disordering the nitrate bath, making

the film less sensitive, and sometimes streaky,

&c. Some four years since, when albumen-

izing the glass was first proposed, I found

the same difficulties, but the following

method has given me for more than three

years, plates perfectly free from these faults.

Prepare a stock solution of albumen as

follows

:

The whites of six eggs.

Strong ammonia, one drachm.

Shake well, with a few pieces of broken

glass in the bottle.

In a stoppered bottle this keeps any length

of time, indeed improves by age.

When about to use, take 8 ounces of water,

and add to it 30 drops of C. P. nitric acid
;

mix well, and add half an ounce of the above

albumen. Shake well, and filter through

paper.

Clean the plates by any method, flow

with the dilute albumen, and dry as usual.

The plates keep indefinitely.
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CHICAGO CORRESPONDENCE.
EvANSTON, III., Deo. 11, 1871.

Like many others, I was cleaned out by

the great fire. Have intended to write you

before, but want of time has prevented. I

lost all my fine collection of daguerreotypes.

I had also a complete set of all the journals

published in this country, that are all gone.

Can you supply me with the Photographer

since its beginning, and if so, at what price

in plain binding ? I regret much the loss

of my photographic library, as I don't ex-

pect to be able to get them together again.

Can you furnish Mosaics from the first, and

at what price ?

The scene of the fire seems sadder the more

I see of it. It is like viewing Niagara, or

any other great thing in nature or art ; it

grows on you the more you see of it, and

each day seems more terrible than the last.

The roar and crash and melting heat each

day seems more and more appalling.

We lost all our books and papers ; saved

nothing ; are having a store built on the old

ruins, and hope to be going again in about

a month. Will try and send you more sub-

scribers soon.

Respectfully,

A. Heslek.

We hope Mr. Hesler will soon be under

way again better than ever.

THE ST. LOUIS EXHIBITION.

We find entered on our memorandum
sheet, " Put a good strong article in the

January number on the St. Louis Exhibi-

tion." We do not think that length is an

equivalent for strength ; therefore, we shall

onlj' say briefly, that it is important that

every live photographer who intends to

exhibit should be up and doing, getting

ready just as soon as the holiday rush will

permit. It is expected that better work

than ever before will be on exhibition.

Moreover, a great many new exhibitors

are expected to be represented. The place

of exhibition will be further south and

further west than ever before. So we trust

that those in the South and those in the

West will strive to show what they can do.

From them we expect the main support of

the Exhibition will come, but we are assured

that they are alive in the matter, and that

there will be no disappointment. We have

so often argued the advantages of attending

these annual meetings and exhibitions of

the National Photographic Association that

it is hardly worth while to repeat, though

too much cannot be said of the good result-

ing from the free interchange of opinion

and thoughts on the practice of the art,

which attends these national gatherings.

They have made photography grow rapidly,

and are a continuous help to those who at-

tend from the time one occurs until another

one comes around. We know there are

many who anxiously await them, and we
trust that many more will be at St. Louis

than have ever met at any previous exhibi-

tion.

If you are willing to help elevate your

art by instructing those who are not as high

as you, exhibit your best works there. If

you would be alive in your business, and

learn to prosecute it in the best way, be

present.

GERMAN CORRESPONDENCE.
Coating with Dextrine for Negative Retouch-

ing—Keeping Dextrine Solutions Clear—
The Causes of the Cracking of the Film—
Influence of the Qualities of Salts and of

Cotton on the Collodion—American Fern

Mottoes and Chicago Pictures—Neioton's

Pictures—Destroying Hypo in Imperfectly

Washed Prints.

Numerous substances have been recom-

mended to facilitate the retouching of the

negative plates, and recently the so-called

dull varnishes have frequently been men-

tioned ; here as well as in America we see

them frequently recommended. I have only

tried the German ones, particularly those of

Dauthendey, and I find that they work

very well ; but they have the drawback

that they are with difiiculty applied to the

plate, and they dry uneven. With small

plates this does not amount to much, but

with larger ones the case is quite different

;

here we notice sometimes when these var-

nishes are employed, that one part becomes

quite glossy while the other is dull ; this is
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annoying. I have found recently that a

coating with dextrine furnishes a retouch-

ing surface which is easily and cheaply pre-

pared. One part of yellow (not white) dex-

trine is dissolved in five parts of hot water,

and filtered ; the plate is coated with this

solution before it has become dry ; this is a

very simple operation. When the plate has

become dry the film adheres so firmly that

it can easily be worked upon with lead-pen-

cil, and shows color so well that the palest

numbers of lead-pencil, Paber No. 4 to 5,

niay be used instead of the expensive Sibe-

rian ones, for these cover too intensely; it

is even advisable to lay only the heavier

parts on the dextrine film, and to leave the

finer gradations until after the negative

varnish has been applied.

Dr. Zettrow, a very intelligent chemist,

has recently, to my great joy, turned his

attention to photography ; he has made sev-

eral very interesting investigations about

gun-cotton, of which I shall report more in

detail. He has also discovered a very simple

process, how these dextrine solutions, which

generally soon become turbid, may be kept

clear ; it is simply to add a few drops of

ammonia. That dextrine coating possesses

other advantages I have told you on a for-

mer occasion. The investigating committee

of our Society reported that it will prevent

the cracking of the film.

I communicated to you recently some ex-

periments in regard to this cracking of the

film, where a number of plate-glass plates,

some thoroughly washed, some indifferently

washed, some albumenized, others not, sonae

fixed with cyanide, others with hypo, all of

which were exposed to a damp atmosphere,

and besides thej^ were frequently moistened
;

the result was that all of them kept equally

well ; not a single one cracked, but on all of

them the varnish film became so loose that it

could easily be removed with the finger-nail.

As no cracks showed themselves, I thought

that these might be produced through the in-

fluence of the silvered paper in printing ; the

plates were therefore handed to the printer,

but after two weeks no cracks could be seen,

but if the plate was rubbed with the soft

part of the thumb cracks would appear, but

only on those plates which had been fixed

with hypo ;
while those which had been fixed

with cyanide, no matter if the washing had
been thoroughly done or not, remained un-

injured. It seems, therefore, that the prej-

udice against cyanide of potassium is un-

founded.

In the discussion in London about the

splitting of the film, the assertion was made
that films fixed with cyanide were more liable

to crack than others. My experiments teach

the opposite ; they also prove that the wash-

ing has nothing to do with it, although I

will not recommend imperfect washing, only

that much is clear, that a damp atmosphere

is injurious.

I told you at the same time about my ex-

periments on the influence which the quan-

tities of the iodizing salts exercise on the

collodion, and I found that this amounts to

but little ; the influence is not near so great

as it was formerly supposed. Formerly it

was asserted that a strongly iodized collo-

dion is more sensitive to light than one

which has been feebly iodized, but this is

not at all the case; 1} per cent, iodizer gave

as good results as 2^- per cent., with IJ per

cent, gun-cotton; when the percentage of

salt was still further increased, yellow streaks

would form, and the pictures become hard.

Eecently I have also studied to what extent

the amount of cotton influences the sensi-

tiveness of the collodion, and the influ-

ence which the quality of the gun-cotton

exercises is really surprising. I received

recently from Dr. Zettrow a papyroxyline,

which made an excellent collodion ; 1 per

cent, of this papyroxyline produces a plain

collodion as thick as with 2 per cent, of

gun-cotton. Another sample of papyroxy-

line appeared however much thinner, and

the difference in sensitiveness between the

thick and the thin collodion, both being

salted with the same quantities, was enor-

mous. I tried next to increase the thickness

of this collodion by adding more papyroxy-

line, and really the sensitiveness increased

considerably. This would indicate that by
increasing the quantity of gun-cotton we
might also increase the sensitiveness, but

this is not the case, for with 2 per cent, of

papyroxyline the limit was reached; a

thicker collodion flows badly. I next tried

a cotton which yields a rather limpid plain

collodion. I prepared with it three differ-
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ent samples, one containing 1^, the other

2J, and the last 3 per cent, of gun-cotton

;

they were all iodized with the same quan-

tities of salt. The 2^ per cent, collodion

yielded cleaner, more intense, and some-

what more sensitive plates than the limpid,

while the 3 per cent, collodion, which did

not pour very well either, gave very intense

light, but no detail in the shadows, in other

words, a hard picture with strong contrast.

In the future when we wish to prepare a

sensitive collodion, we not only have to

consider the percentage of salt, but also its

consistency.

I received a few days ago a number of

very elegant motto leaf prints ; they were

made by Mr. Van Aken at Lowville, New
York. As a tasteful and appropriate remem-

brance of the United States, I value them

very much. Here, in Germany, no one

has tried this branch of photography ; the

forms of our leaves are not as beautiful as

those in America.

The pictures of the ruins of Chicago

make a less pleasing impression. Who, like

myself, has seen the Queen City of the West
in all her glory, cannot feel but pain when
looking at the beautiful picture by Landy
of Cincinnati. The eye sweeps over a desert

of ruins up Wabash Avenue to the Water
Works.

Unfortunately these pictures arrived too

late to excite that interest which they would

have received a week earlier. Time flies so

rapidly, and events press so quickly one upon

another, that new events soon efface the old

impression.

With much interest I viewed the pictures

made by Newton with the tea process I am
indebted for them to Mr. H. T. Anthony;

the pictures are as beautiful as if they had

been made with wet plates. About the

success of washing with lead sugar I will

form an opinion after the pictures have been

kept for some time. I do not think it ad-

visable to produce in the papers a precipitate

of lead, for that is formed by this method.

In order to remove the last traces of hypo

from an imperfectly washed picture, I have

used iodine water. I add tincture of iodine

to water until the latter has a light straw

color ; the pictures are placed in this iodine

water, and if it becomes discolored at once.

I dip the pictures in a second dish of iodine

water, and repeat this until the back of the

print takes a slightly bluish tint. This is

caused by iodide of starch,* and indicates

that all the hypo has been destroyed. If the

manipulations are carried on rapidly the

pictures are not at all aftected.

Yours, truly. Dr. H. Vogel.

NOTES IN AND OUT OF THE
STUDIO.

BY G. WHARTON SIMPSON, M.A., F.S.A.

The Photographic Exhibition— The Blanch-

ard Brush—Strange Outrage in a Pho-

tographic Studio.

The Photographic Exhibition —The An-
nual Exhibition of the Photographic Society

is now open in London, and is by common
consent regarded as one of the finest we have

ever had. To one interested in the pre gress

of photography, it is very pleasant to note

the prevalence of a higher standard of ex-

cellence in each succeeding year's display of

photographs. The higher technical perfec-

tion, which is pre-eminently manifest, is the

least of the gains. More complete command
over material appliances is the natural and
inevitable result of growing experience

; but

advance in art qualities, whilst equally im-

portant, does not so necessarily follow. It

is not so much a natural growth as the re-

sult of culture, of the teaching and example

of great artists. I have been able to trace a

specific advance in this direction since the

publication of Mr. Robinson's " Pictorial

Effect in Photography, "| and I also note

very palpable improvement as the result of

each succeeding year's exhibition. One of

the features of this exhibition is the ten-

dency manifest to the production of large

pictures, both in portraiture and landscape.

An amateur, Mr. Crawshay, exhibits a

score of fine examples of portraiture, the

majority of them on plates twenty-two

inches by eighteen inches, and some of them
heads of more than life-size. These heads

taken direct in the camera are marvellously

soft and delicate, but at the same time per-

* The starch is in the paper.

t For sale in America by Benerman & Wilson,

$;i50.
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fectly modelled and solid. Personally I do

not like uncolored portrait studies of such

large size. They always strike me as pain-

ful and ghastly ; so like life, and so unliv-

ing ; "so near and yet so far" from the

gracious aspect of the human countenance,

which lives, and breathes, and feels, and

thinks, and never retains the stony, gray

rigidity which renders this photographed

simulacrum so weird and painful. The

smaller uncolored portrait is manifestly a

presentment only ; the life-sized picture, on

the other hand, seems intended for a ghastly

fac simile. When the hues of life are added,

and by an artist who can infuse something

of the divine spark into his work, all this

grim and painful suggestiveness disappears.

Apart from personal proclivity, however,

the possibility of producing such heads as

these direct, possessing at once the solidity

of sculpture and the delicacy of a miniature,

is an interesting possibility. The same gen-

tleman exhibits many pictures on a smaller

scale, which are very charming. I especially

refer to his work, because I fancy it is an

interesting novelty to see an amateur "go

in for " portraiture on such a scale, such

work being generally the monopoly of the

professional photographer.

I need not enter at large into comments

on the portraiture generally ; but I may
mention one portrait which excited very

considerable interest. It is that of Abraham
Bogardus, President of the United States

Photographic Association. Its interest was

twofold : photographers on this side have

become, to some extent, familiar with the

name and labors of your President, and they

see in' the bright, genial, shrewd, kindly,

energetic countenance, the high-toned, capa-

ble, and pleasant character of the man ; and

they also see in the fine photograph some-

thing of the character of American photog-

raphy, and of the admirable illustrations

which embellish the Philadelphia Photogra-

j)her.

"We have also much very large and very

fine landscape work. Perhaps the gems of

the exhibition, in manj^ respects, are four

landscapes, by Mr. Manners Gordon, taken

on dry plates. Mr. Gordon's name is well-

known in connection with the gum-gallic

process, and these plates were prepared in

May, exposed in August, and developed in

September, a tolerably good warrant of keep-

ing qualities. In all points of technical ex-

cellence, nothing could surpass, and few

things equal these specimens, and they pos-

sess besides the finest art qualities. I wish

many of your readers could see this inter-

esting display
; but failing this possibility,

I fear that beyond generally indicating the

tendency of the art illustrated, it will not

be interesting to dwell on the subject in de-

tail.

The Blanchard Brush.—A useful little

contrivance which has come a good deal

into use here lately, and has been designated

the " Blanchard Brush," having been de-

vised some years ago by Mr. Valentine

Blanchard, is worth describing.

This contrivance, which combines in an

eminent degree simplicity and efiiciency, is

of very great value in applying various kinds

of photographic solutions. It was originally

employed by Mr. Blanchard in applying

both silver solutions and developing solu-

tions to enlargements on paper. Besides its

general convenience in evenly spreading the

solution, it was found of special value in the

process of development, as it gave to the ope-

rator a kind of local power in controlling the

action of the developer. Where a mass of

shadow required great depth to give force to

the picture, the energy of the development

could be increased bj^ a little manipulation,

and a little nitrate of silver added with the

brush. Its latest use has been in connection

with the application of preliminary coating of

dilute albumen to glass plates. All difiiculty

in spreading the albumen solution, usually

a troublesome operation, vanishes when this

brush is employed. One sweep of the brush,

which may be made of any width, covers the
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plate evenly, without irregularity, bubbles,

or any kind of drawback.

The brush is made as follows : A strip of

plate glass, about three inches wide and five

inches long, is provided. On one end is fas-

tened a loop of swunsdown calico—a cot-

ton material, twilled on one side, and with

a long plush-like nap on the other. It is to

be obtained at any large draper's. The nap

side must be outwards ; two thicknesses will

be found better than one ; and the loop can be

readily fastened to the end of the glass by a

small elastic band. The accompanying cut

is a sketch of the brush ready for use.

Stranpe Outrage in a Studio.—A very sin-

gular outrage, with a fatal termination, oc-

curred in the studio of Mr. Mayall, a pho-

tographer whose name may probably be

known to old daguerreotypists in America,

as about a quarter of a century ago he came

from the United States to open a gallery in

London. He was for some time, I believe,

a professor of chemistry in the High School,

Philadelphia. The outrage was committed

by an operator, who having been engaged

for twenty years in the establishment, had

fallen into habits of intemperance, and re-

ceived notice to quit his employment. This

preyed on his spirits, and on a recent Sun-

day morning he went to the studio, and de-

liberately smashed with a hammer all the

lenses which were accessible ; then cut up

the backgrounds and injured other apparatus,

in all to the extent of some hundreds of

pounds sterling. He then went home, and

committed suicide by swallowing cyanide of

potassium.

NEW YORK CORRESPONDENCE.
Let me correct my last letter in some

points, as to Newton's dry process, there

given.

The albumen solution used as a substratum

(page 391) has added to it.

Iodide of Aminonium, . . 10 grains.

Bromide of Potassium, . . 5 "

He uses the McLaughlin or alkaline bath.

During the past month he has continued

his experiments, and finds an improvement

in the color of his negatives is had by adding

to the developing stock solution No. 1 (page

392), one ounce of acetic acid, No. 8, to each

twelve ounces of such solution—negatives of

better printing color.

To solution No. 3 (page 392), add when
you develop, fifty per cent, of No. 1 solution.

One more correction, and I have done.

In describing Mr. Gardner's solution of

albumen, which he flows over dry glass

(page 391), he wishes it stated that the albu-

men should be in proportion of one ounce to

ten of water, beaten to a froth, and allowed

to settle before using.

Keports were made by Mr. Mason, also

by Mr. H. T. Anthony, upon a process long

since suggested by the gentleman last named.

Mr. Mason had found the paper to keep well

for over two years. Mr. Anthony had

printed upon such after two and a half

years' keeping.

It is so long since this process was first

proposed by Mr. Anthony, that it will prob-

ably be as well to state the method of treat-

ment to be followed.

Float the paper as usual upon the nitrate

of silver solution, then remove to two dishes

of pure water, floating on each to remove the

free nitrate. After removal from the second

dish, immerse the paper in a solution of

oxalic acid, two (2) grains to the ounce of

water, to which a little nitrate of silver has

been added, and the solution subsequently

filtered. Then dry, and keep guarded from

the atmosphere.

Fume the pads with ammonia for printing.

This paper is said to print quickly, and to

give any desired tone.

It will be seen that Mr. Anthony used an

organic acid (oxalic). Mr. Mason, in his

experiments, used a mineral acid (muriatic).

The results are said to be satisfactory with

either, Mr. A., however, claiming that as a

general rule the organic acids are best.

Much discussion followed as to the diff'er-

ence in sensitiveness of various excitants for

collodion. Mr. Chapman, who does the

photographing of celestial bodies for Mr.

L. N. Eutherfurd, stated that after many
experiments he had concluded that the fol-

lowing was more sensitive than any he had

ever used

:

Iodide of Cadmium, .

Bromide of Ammonium, .

Bromide of magnesium could be substi-

5 grains.
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tuted for the ammonium, but he thought

the collodion was by careful test about one-

eighth less sensitive, but the work was

smoother and finer. In making collodion

he always ground up in a mortar the bro-

mide first, in alcohol, and added to the ether,

then add the iodide, lastly the cotton ; by so

treating the bromide he claimed it gave in-

creased sensitiveness, with which statement

Mr. Anthony agreed.

An exceedingly rambling and amusing

discussion followed as to the use of albumen

as a substratum for wet plates.

I state correctly when I say that no two

of the gentlemen present agreed. All but

one asserted that its use demanded an in-

crease of time. The others were divided as

to its value in any sense except as a means

of making good plates of dirty ones, and

holding films well to the same.

Each one had a different formula, and I,

in the multitude of suggestions, missed all

but one, that one being Chapman's, which

I here give for the reason that he was one

of those who thought well of it

:

Water, . . 20 ounces.

Albumen, . 1

Liquor Ammonia, . 1 drachm

Put all in together, shake well, and do

not use inside of thirty days. It keeps any

length of time.

He flows the plate while wet, and re-flows

a second time after the first flow has drained

well oft', but while still wet with the first

flowing.

Mr. Chapman said that if the albumen

was used within two or three weeks it would

interfere with the sensitiveness, but if not

until after it had stood that time, it would

not be noticed, even if it should interfere.

He was certain that if used fresh and thick,

as proposed by Mr. Gardner, that it would

materially interfere.

I have seen my friend Anderson (Kurtz's

operator) since the meeting, and he is just

as sure as he desires to be that under no con-

ditions does it interfere with the exposure if

made as he makes his, which is the same as

the formula of Chapman, except that he

would use say ten to fifteen drops of am-

monia. Apply to the plates the same day.

Thus it stands, as unsettled as ever. X.

says, " What I know, I know," while Z.

answers, " I know what I know, and there's

no use for X. to say that what I know I do

not know."

"Will some one who has time and ability

settle the question ? I have not the first,

even had I the last. My connection with

photography as an amateur gives me but

few opportunities to follow it as a pastime,

and not. enough to devote myself to it as a

close experimentalist.

Inasmuch as the substratum of albumen
is quite universally used in this country, it

becomes a question of very considerable im-

portance to settle its action and value.

Mr. Anthony suggested the following

process for field-work as one which he

thought well of, but had not time to fully

work up in detail

;

Albumenize, collodionize, sensitize at

home as usual, rinse off; next dip in a bath

of potassium two grains to the ounce of

water, and dry. When dry, they are not af-

fected by light, and can be carried into the

field as ordinary plates. This would only

require one to take a weak silver bath (twenty

grains to the ounce) saturated with iodide

of silver, into which dip the plate for about

one minute ; after which expose and develop

as usual.

Uniformity of action could be had, as no

troubles would result from an accumulation

of alcohol and ether in the silver bath while

working in the field, and where no means

are at hand to cure such evils.

My attention has lately been called to a

style of magic lantern named the Wonder
Camera, now to be seen in operation at Gur-
ney & Son's gallery, Fifth Avenue and Six-

teenth Street, this city. It is quite a wonder,

very moderate in price, and very excellent

in its workings. Ordinary cartes-de-visite

are enlarged to 2^ x 5 feet, well illuminated,

and very sharp. Any opaque objects in

color or plain are suited to illustration by

it, and now that each house is so Avell stocked

with such small pictures, and plenty are to

be had at such small cost, this new and com-

plete apparatus is exactly the instrument to

meet our wants.

The more expensive instruments which

require transparencies are well enough for

the wealthy, who do not object to buying
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costly slides, but quite beyond the reach of

those in moderate circumstances.

An ordinary Argand burner for the city

gas is all that is needed here ; for country

use, a lamp for rape-seed or other oils is sup-

plied in place of the burner.

I hope my readers will send to P. Bou-

fort. No 85 Nassau Street, New Yorlt,

agent for this country, for circulars, and ex-

amine for themselves.

Your valuable little annual, Mosaics for

1872, is refreshing. So full of new ideas.

It is an altogether invaluable work, to be

without which is to be behind the progres-

sive and improving work and spirit of the

day.

"With my regards to you, good Mr. Edi-

tor, and to your readers, and with an earnest

wish that to you and to them the new year

may prove a happy one,

I am, as ever,

Chas. Wager Hull.

THE CHLORO-BROMIDE PROCESS.

I PROPOSE to give here briefly some con-

clusions drawn from the work of the past

season, and then a short but sufficient de-

scription of the management of the process

as I at present prefer to manage it.

1. There is no specific excess of nitrate of

silver that gioes the best result.—All will de-

pend upon the particular preservative em-

ployed. The interconnection which here

exists is somewhat similar in its nature to

another which I deduced from my experi-

ments some years ago, namely, that there is

no absolutely best preservative ; that with

some specimens of pyroxyline, one preser-

vative will do best, with others, another.

2. Some preservatives tend to softness,

others to brilliancy.—If a large excess of

nitrate of silver be employed with a pre-

servative that tends to give a soft image,

the result will be a flat and tame negative.

On the other hand, if a preservative tending

to brilliancy be employed with too small an

excess of nitrate of silver, the tendency will

be to harshness and to black'patchy shadows.

I showed years ago what has lately been

brought forward as a new discovery, viz.,

that increasing the free nitrate of silver in-

creased the sensitiveness. There is, however,

at the same time more tendency to thin flat

images and more disposition to solarize.

These conclusions have seemed to me very

valuable. I have found them of much use

in my own work, and trust they may to

others. They teach us that we must com-

bine our materials in such a way that the

tendencies of the one may balance those of

the other. As I pursued my studies upon

preservatives, and found new ones contin-

ually more and more sensitive, I at the same

time found a tendency in my own work to

reduce the nitrate of silver. My researches

in this direction led me to the cochineal pre-

servative, the most sensitive yet known.

No further study upon my part availed to

find one more sensitive. As I continued my
experiments upon this preservative, I found

that if used with a large quantity of free

nitrate, there was a tendency to the pro-

duction of negatives too flat, and there was

also a diminution of the latitude of expo-

sure, a most important quality in drj' plates
;

I however have since found that I at one

time carried my reduction of the nitrate un^

necessarily far.

After I had the cochineal preservative in

use some little time 1 found the pyrogallic

acid preservative. This last was less sensi-

tive than the cochineal ; I therefore, for a

time neglected it ; more lately I have found

that by returning to some of my older pro-

portions of nitrate, and substituting pyro-

gallic acid for cochineal, I got on the whole

better results. Pyrogallic acid being less

sensitive and more brilliant, bears, accord-

ing to the principles above explained, a

larger excess of nitrate of silver.

The directions which I gave in a paper

published in September, 1870, are what I

have lately returned to. I was at that time

using litmus as a preservative, and working

with between four and five grains excess of

nitrate to the ounce. Pj-rogallic acid has

approximately the same degree of sensitive-

ness as litmus, and therefore, it is quite

natural that the proportion which suits the

one should be appropriate for the other.

3. An Important Detail in Practice.—My
investigations in this chloro-bromide pro-

cess, over which I have spent endless time

in the object of perfecting it, have ex-
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tended to all the details. One very interest-

ing result is the following :

It is possible with a given portion of

emulsion to coat two plates in succession,

pass them through the same water and the

same preservative bath, leaving them in

for equal times, to dry both in the same

way, and yet one of these plates shall be

twice as sensitive as the other. Of course

there is a difference in the preparation
;

nevertheless, this difference may be so slight

as to escape the attention of any one look-

ing on ; it depends upon the interval of a

few seconds more or less after coating the

plate, and before plunging into the wash

water. The more quickly the plaie is plunged

into the wash water, the more sensitive the

dry plate will he. Of course the plate must

set sufficiently not to break in the wash water,

but any waiting beyond this takes off from

the sensitiveness, a fact easily proved (as I

have proved it) by giving a plate a double

time to set, and then exposing it equally and

developing it together with one that has

set for a shorter time.

And this leads me to remark that the

time described in our text-books is almost

always stated too long. Years ago I showed

that with ordinary wet plates, too long set-

ting of the film was a fruitful source of

" marbled stains," and with dry plates, the

evil, though different, is even greater.

Another observation suggested by this

fact is, how deceptive comparative examina-

tions of different processes are apt to be.

A little variation in the manipulation may
give rise to a greater difference between

plates, made otherwise in precisely the same

way, than may show itself between two en-

tirely different processes.

As some of your readers may desire to

have a brief but exact description of the

method which I recommend for preparing a

chloro-bromide plate for pyrogallic preser-

vative, I give it here.

In order that the emulsion when ready

for use may contain equal parts of alcohol

and of ether, it is best to prepare the col-

lodion with excess of ether.

A convenient mode of procedure is the

following. In each five ounces of emul-

sion, it is convenient to reserve one ounce

of alcohol to use for dissolving the nitrate

of silver ; this leaves us two and a half ounces

of ether, and one and a half ounce of alco-

hol in which to dissolve the other constit-

uents.

I therefore take twenty ounces of ether

and twelve of alcohol (or multiples of these

proportions). These thirty-two ounces are

to constitute forty ounces of emulsion, when
the eight ounces of alcohol reserved for dis-

solving the nitrate of silver shall have been

added.

To the twenty ounces of ether I add half

the alcohol, six ounces, and in the mixture

dissolve

Pyroxyline (intense), . . 224 grains.

In the other half of the twelve ounces of

alcohol I dissolve

Ordinary Bromide of Cadmium, 240 grains.

Bromide of Ammonium, . . 48 "

These need not be pulverized, but should

be thrown together into a small dry flask

(if recently washed, rinse it out with alco-

hol). The six ounces of alcohol is added in

portions, warmed over a gas-burner, and

poured into the rest of the collodion. Shake

well up and keep for several weeks in a

warm light room, so placing the bottle that

the sun may fall on it for several hours a

day. Decant, of course, before using. (The

alcohol and ether should both be highly con-

centrated.)

To sensitize five ounces of emulsion, take

four of this collodion. In the alcohol con-

stituting the fifth ounce, dissolve seventy

grains of neutral nitrate of silver, fused is

best. Previously add to the collodion, just

before sensitizing, eight drops of aqua regia,

or six to eight, not exceeding the latter

figure.

The nitrate of silver should be in fine

powder, should be placed at the bottom of

a large test-tube (one inch diameter, six to

eight long), and half the alcohol added,

shake well, and boil over a lamp. As soon as

the liquid boils, remove it, and agitate from

side to side. Kepeat this several times, let

settle a moment, and then pour straight into

the collodion. It is not necessary to pour

in small quantities, shaking between each,

but it is desirable to avoid pouring down
the side of the bottle. The alcoholic solu-
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tion should fall straight into the collodion.

Now cork and shake well. Add the rest of

the alcohol to the rest of the powder in the

test-tube, and repeat. Should any be left, a

little more alcohol may be used to bring it

into solution. It is by no means important,

however, that every particle should be got

in ; in fact, the quantity of nitrate of silver

may vary from sixty-eight grains for five

ounces of emulsion up to seventy-five grains,

without introducing any important dif-

ference into the mixture.

One little manipulation is worth mention-

ing. The bottle which is to contain the

sensitized emulsion should be much larger

in capacity than the emulsion—say for the

above quantity, a bottle of from twelve to

sixteen ounces capacity, and preferably a tall

narrow bottle. In this way the mixing is

eflPected better and more quickly by far.

The mixture is in its best condition in

from twelve to fifteen hours, during which

time it should be protected from light, but

it should remain in a warm room, and be

occasionally shaken. I filter through a

clean close linen filter, with a piece of sponge

in the neck of the funnel. Edge the plate

with rubber varnish, coat a little more ex-

peditiously than for the wet process, and

for above-explained reasons, cut short the

setting. Leave in the wash water only long

enough to get rid of the greasy lines. This

is an essential condition of success. Its dis-

covery has been lately attributed in the

British Jorirnal by Mr. Beechey to Colonel

"Wortley. I had proved by careful experi-

ment its importance, and had published it,

before Colonel Wortlej'-'s first connection

with its subject ; but it seems idle to expect

any justice in this matter.

PRESERVATIVE.

Solution of Pyrogallic Acid

(made by dissolving an

ounce of Pyrogallic Acid

in eight of Alcohol), . J drachm.

Water, . . . , 8 ounces.

Gum and Sugar, each . . 80 grains.

Leave in from three to ten minutes ;
the

time is not important. Drain, back, and

dry.

- Pyrogallic acid is excellent for plates to

be kept a month or two ; I have never tried

it longer. Tannin is so well established as to

its keeping qualities, that were I to prepare

plates for a journey I should probably em-

lAoy it, softening, however, its characteristic

hardness by using much less than ordinarily

directed, and by adding gum and sugar to

the same proportion as above directed.

DEVELOPMENT.

For a six and a half by eight and a half

plate, pour into a pan four ounces water,

and half a drachm of the above-described so-

lution of pyrogallic acid. After cleaning the

back, slide it in. The use of alcohol is su-

perfluous. After the plate is wetted, take

it out and add to the liquid, twenty minims

of sixty-grain solution of bromide of po-

tassium and an equal quantity of eighty-

grain solution of flinty carbonate (sesqui-

carbonate) of ammonium. After the de-

tails come, add thirty to forty minims more

of the ammonium solution.

Fix in weak hyposulphite. My plan is

to have an eighty-ounce wide-mouth bottle.

Into this I throw two or three ounces of hy-

posulphite and fill up with warm water and

shake. If not wanted, it keeps good for

weeks ; of course what has once been used is

rejected and not returned to the bottle.

Eight ounces of this solution will fix two

dozen or more six and a half by eight and

a half plates.

PROCEEDINGS
OF THE

Executive Committee of the National

Photographic Association.

A SPECIAL meeting of the Executive

Committee was held at No. 4 Beekman

Street, New York, on Thursday, December

7th, 1871.

Messrs. Bogardus, Adams, Wilcox, and

Wilson were present. Mr. Wilson was

elected Secretary pro tem., and President

Bogardus then stated that the object of the

meeting was to dispose of the funds which

had so far come to hand in answer to the

call for relief in behalf of the Chicago suf-

fering photographers.

Mr. Wilcox reported having received

from Mr. J. H. Dallmeyer, London, the

sum of ten guineas (proceeds $55.90) in
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behalfof the fund, and $1 from Mr. George

P. Hopkins. The sums named were received

by the president and added to the fund.

The following preamble and resolutions

were offered and adopted, as follows

:

Whereas, Contributions to the amount of

$629.26 have been received from photog-

raphers and others by this committee, for

photographers suffering by the late fire in

Chicago ; therefore be it

Resolved, That we the members of the

Executive Committee of the National Pho-

tographic Association, return our sincere

thanks to the contributors for their liberality.

Resolved, That the Treasurer be, and he

is hereby instructed and authorized to trans-

mit to Messrs. Battersby, Hall, and Doug-

lass, the " Distributing Committee " ap-

pointed by the Chicago Photographic

Society to receive such funds, all the moneys

received in answer to the call of this com-

mittee for the purpose named, to date.

Resolved, That Messrs. Battersby, Hall,

and Douglass, the aforesaid distributing

committee, be, and are hereby instructed to

distribute said moneys to photographers,

and parties engaged in the photographic

profession, employers or employees, male or

female, who are suffering from said fire,

without reference to their connection with

the National Photographic Association or

any other society or associations, giving

preference always to those who are the most

destitute and most in need of pecuniary aid.

It was likewise resolved that the Secretary

inform the Treasurer that this Committee

desires that he should forward the sum men-

tioned in the resolutions, and transmit a

copy of the resolutions to the Distributing

Committee.

Standing Committees, reported progress

and were continued.

Edward L. Wilson,
Secretary pro tem.

PENNSYLVANIA PHOTOGRAPHIC
ASSOCIATION,

The stated monthly meeting of the Asso-

ciation was held at the hall, S, E. corner of

Tenth and Walnut Streets, on Monday
evening, December 11, 1871; Vice-Presi-

dent Albert Moore in the chair.

Eoll call—twenty-nine members present.

Eecords of last meeting read and approved.

William E. Osier, proposed by Mr. Gihon,

was elected a member of the Association.

The Committee on Revision of Constitu-

tion and By-laws reported the several alter-

ations and amendments offered at the Sep-

tember meeting, all of which were adopted.

This being the annual meeting, the fol-

lowing officers were elected for the ensuing

year

:

For President, William H. Ehoads; Vice-

Presidents, A. K. P. Trask, Albert Moore,

and B. E. Saylor ; Recording Secretary, R.

J. Chute ; Treasurer, J. R. demons ; Exec-

utive Committee, E. L. Wilson, John Car-

butt, Albert Moore, Harrison Krips, and W.
L. Shoemaker.

The Secretary presented the following res-

olution, which was unanimously adopted:

Resolved, That the thanks of the Associa-

tion be tendered Messrs. Wilson, Hood &
Co., for their generosity and good-will in

furnishing, gratuitouslj^, the use of their

store for the meetings of the Association for

more than a year after its organization.

Mr. Wilson, for the Chicago Committee,

reported that a circular had been issued to

the members, and the following responses

had been received :

Wilson, Hood & Co., $100; Edward L.

Wilson, .$50; F. Gutekunst, $20; D. & H.,

cash, $10; R. J. Chute, $10; George Knell,

$5; A. K. P. Trask, $5; J. E. Smith, $5;
Henry Humbert, $5.

He moved that the amount be handed over

to the Treasurer, and that a collection be

taken this evening to increase the donation

as far as the members were disposed to con-

tribute. The following contributions were

received

:

J. R. demons, $25; A. K. P. Trask, $10;

B. F. Saylor, $5; David Marston, $5; Wil-

liam W. Weightman, $2 ; Gallo. W. Ches-

ton, $2; Cash, $3.

Mr. Wilson read a resolution from the

Executive Committee of the National Asso-

ciation, thanking the contributors to the

Chicago fund, and specifying its distribu-

tion through the committee appointed by

the Chicago Society. He moved that the

donation from this Association be disbursed

through the same committee.
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Mr. Gihon exhibited several specimens of

a new style of picture, by Mr. Wenderoth,

called the "Argento," it being a carbon

print transferred to a metal plate. They

have much of the softness and delicacy of

the daguerreotype, with the richness and

depth of tone of the carbon or silver print.

They were much admired by the members

present. Mr. Gihon is introducing them,

selling the right to make them, and giving

instructions for their production.

The Secretary exhibited a new cameo press,

designed to accommodate photographers in

making this new and popular style of pic-

ture. This press does the work by a sim-

ple and somewhat novel method, the adjust-

ing of the picture being entirely under the

control of the operator. No expensive dies

are attached, and it will produce all sizes and

styles of cameos, from cabinet size down to

the smallest desired, and all at a price nearly

as low as presses are now sold that only pro-

duce the carte de visite. The members ex-

amined and witnessed the operation of the

press, and all pronounced it the " best thing

out." The presses can be seen at Wilson,

Hood& Co.'s.

Mr. Wilson made a proposition that the

Association either hire or buy a sciopticon.

Considerable discussion followed, till, finally,

it was moved and voted that Mr. Wilson be

a committee of one to procure from Mr.

Marcy for the use of the Association, a sciop-

ticon without a tube, on the best terms he

could. Mr. Carbutt kindly offered to fur-

nish a tube.

On motion, it was voted that the sciopti-

con so purchased be let to the members only

at $1.50 per night.

Mr. Saylor offered as a subject for discus-

sion at the next meeting, " The best method

for making lantern slides."

Adjourned.
K. J. Chute,

Secretary.

FERROTYPERS' ASSOCIATIOX OF
PHILADELPHIA.

The regular monthly meeting of the Fer-

rotypers' Association was held at Mr. See-

ler's Gallery, corner of Eighth and Spring

Garden Streets, December 4th, 1871, C M.

Gilbert in the chair.

Minutes of last meeting read and ap-

proved.

Mr. Harrison Krips, 40 N. Eighth Street,

and Mr. Wm, C. Eaton, 709 Broad Street,

Newark, N. J., were elected members of the

Association.

The following officers were elected for the

ensuing year

:

C. M. Gilbert, President.

Chas. D. Whittemore, First Vice-Pres.

Jos. Butterfleld, Second Vice-President.

J. C. Harmon, Secretary.

A. K. P. Trask, Asst. Sec. and Treas.

Mr. Trask received the majority of votes

for the best ferrotype.

Adjourned to Mr. Gilbert's Gallery, 526

South Second Street, January 3, 1872.

Chas. M. Lovejoy. Sec,

500 S. Second Street.

German Photographers' Society,

New York.

The general monthly meeting of this So-

cietywas held Friday, December 1st, at 28

Stanton Street, Vice-President 0. Lewinin

the chair.

The minutes of last meeting were read

and approved.

Mr. G. W. Pach was elected a member.

Mr. Th. Gubelman, from the committee

on Mr. Benecke's negatives, reported that

the Steinheil lens showed the greatest depth

of focus. Mr. Benecke had forgotten, how-

ever, to designate what kinds of tubes were

employed, whether view or portrait ; only

two of them, Dallmeyer and Voigtlander,

are marked as portrait tubes, and of these

two, Dallmeyer shows decidedly to the best

advantage; the depth is not much better

than Voigtlander's, but the delineation in

the parts out of focus is a great deal more

distinct and correct.

Mr. 0. Loehr, through the kindness of

Mr. H. T. Anthony, exhibited two "Ar-
gento pictures," lately patented by Mr.

Wenderoth, Philada. They were greatly

admired, but the general opinion seemed to

be, that they could not compare favorably

with the old daguerrotj'pe, much less with

a finely executed albumen print. Their

tone is as cold as steel, and too metallic

altogether.
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Mr. Schoene has lately made some exper-

iments with a view of shortening the expo-

sure. He washed the plate, after it was

sensitized in the silver bath, and put it for

about five minutes in a salt solution, 1 : 10

strong, washed again and exposed. After

exposure, back in the silver bath and devel-

oped. He found, that with ordinary time,

the plate was a good deal overexposed ; even

half the usual exposure was too much. The

lights developed very strong, but the whole

plate was always covered with a slight fog.

Further experiments may clear this fog

away. Tor everyday work, the process

takes too much time, but for exceptional

cases and reproductions it would be very

advantageous.

Mr. Wolf has recently come in possession

of Mr. Salomon's recipe for his toning bath,

and kindly gave it to the Society, as follows

:

Dissolve

Sulphate of Copper,

Carbonate of Liiue,

Chloride of Gold, .

each in 3 ounces of water.

Then dissolve in 48 ounces of water, in

the same order as written :

Copper Solution,

Acetate of Soda, fused, .

Lime Solution,

Gold Solution,

Silver bath, 60 grains strong ; two to three

minutes floating, and five to ten minutes

fuming. Print deep.

Adjourned.
Edwd. Boettcher,

Secretary.

56 grs.

56 "

30 "

20 grms.

1 oz.

20 grms.

15 "

CHICAGO PHOTOGRAPHIC
ASSOCIATION.

The regular monthly meeting of the

Chicago Photographic Association was held

on "Wednesday evening, December 6th,

1871, at A. Hall's new studio, No. 217 West
Madison Street.

Meeting called to order at eight o'clock.

President Hall in the chair. The Secretary,

Mr. Douglass, being absent, Joseph Batters-

by was appointed Secretary pro tem.

A very full attendance of members of the

association and photographers, and many
ladies being present, an additional charm

was added to an unusually interesting meet-

ing. The record of the previous meeting,

in the absence of the Secretary, was read

from the December number of the Photog-

rapher.

The following names were proposed for

membership, and under suspension of the

rules, duly elected : David Johnston, Her-

man Neidhardt, Frank J. Stewart.

A letter from the Indianapolis Photo-

graphic Association, signed by its President,

L. D Judkins, Esq., was read, expressing

in feeling terms the warmest sympathy for

their brothers, so lately overwhelmed by the

memorable fire, and inclosing a donation of

twenty dollars ($20). A letter was also

read from. Mr. J. Q. A. Tresize, Springfield,

Hlinois, with a donation of five dollars ($5),

as an earnest of his generous intentions to

donate one-half the receipts of his gallery,

on Monday, December 11th, towards alle-

viating the distress occasioned by the fire,

amongst the fraternity in Chicago.

On motion, the above were accepted, and

a vote of thanks tendered our sister society

of Indianapolis and Mr. Tresize for their

liberality and sympathy.

The name of J. P. Yidal was proposed

for membership, and referred to the usual

committee.

After a protracted business session, a

lantern exhibition was given by Messrs.

Copelin & Hine, of views of Chicago before

and after the fire ; the views of our city be-

fore the fire being far pleasanter to con-

template than the cinders that remain

after it.

Mr. Hine, who was a heavy loser by the

fire in valuable negatives, &c., stated that

the exhibition did not do him justice, as the

transparencies used were discarded ones that

happened to be in his possession in a place

of safety at the time of the fire. After the

exhibition.

On motion, a vote of thanks was tendered

Messrs. Copelin & Hine for their highly

interesting exhibition. The meeting ad-

journed to the next regular meeting, which

will be held at the same place the first Wed-
nesday in January, at which time the annual

election of officers will take place.

Joseph Battersby,

Secretary pro tem.
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Answe7's.

2. (Dec. Sphynx.) William H. K.'s for-

mula seems good enough, and I think if he

will read Mr. Fennemore's capital article on

Intensity, page 388, December Philadelphia

Photograp)ier, he will see the way out of his

trouble.

—

Sphynx.

8. Glacial acetic acid is about three times

as strong as acetic acid No. 8.

9. The reason why a picture taken with

a large stop has the most atmospheric per-

spective cannot be explained in a small

space, as the conditions are complicated. It

is a product of size of stops and distance of

the objects.

A landscape with no great diiference of

distances may have all the required atmos-

pheric effect with a stop -j^th of the focal

length, and even ^j^^th, while it takes ^i^th

or even ^\jth if a view of great difference in

distance, or a panorama of only distant ob-

jects, is to be taken.—J. Zentmayer.

10. See Philadelphia Photographer, pages

21, 81, and 178, vol. viii, on " Ready sensi-

tized paper."

11. If citric acid is added to a solution of

nitrate of silver no decomposition takes

place, as silver has a greater affinity for ni-

tric than for citric acid
;
but when carbonate

or bicarbonate of soda, or ammonia, are

added to this solution of nitrate of silver

and citric acid, the citric acid is first neu-

tralized, citrate of soda or ammonia being

formed ; and then as nitric acid has a greater

affinity for soda or ammonia than it has for

silver, an immediate double decomposition

takes place ; the nitric acid leaves the silver

. to enter into combinatioii with the soda or

ammonia, forming nitrate of soda or nitrate

of ammonia, which being soluble remains in

solution, and the citric acid combines with

the silver, producing citrate of silver, which

being insoluble precipitates as a white pow-
der.

—

James F. Magee.

13. I. The nitrate of silver and nitrate of

ammonia or soda, when dissolved together,

form a double salt, and if allowed to crystal-

lize, will yield crystals in which the above

salts will be found to be combined in equiva-

lent proportions.

II. The signs of exhaustion are the same

as in an ordinary silver solution.

III. Its strength can be tested by "Dr.

Vogel's silver tester," " Dr. Pile's volumet-

ric silver test," or by the "ready method

of testing," all of which are described on

page 85, vol viii, of the Photographer.

IV. V. It may be cleared of albumen by

heating it till it boils, when the albumen is

coagulated, and when cold, add a little pure

muriatic acid, which will precipitate a small

quantity of chloride of silver, shake well,

and filter ; or it may be treated as an ordi-

nary ammonio-nitrate bath, by boiling

down and burning out the albumen.

Jas. F. Magee.

Queries.

1. Can Sphynx or any one tell me how
to print on handkerchiefs ? Some one please

do so soon, and oblige

"Pupil."

7. I have a trouble which I think is in

the collodion. Negatives develop thin, purple,

and work flat. With full exposure and full

development, the shadows or darks have the

appearance of insufficient exposure or de-

velopment, except that they are thin, no

intensity, and do not give good prints. Col-

lodion, alcohol, and ether equal, salting

eight, and cotton six, bromide three, to five

of iodide. The collodion does not set even

on the plate and has the appearance of being

watery. How can I abstract the water from

the collodion ? Can some of the knowing ones

fully explain this trouble ? I forgot to state

that the image appears quite distinct upon

removal of the plate from the slide, and the

collodion sets crapy.—C. Z.

Answer.

In the first place there is too much bro-

mide in the collodion, and in all probability

it is too old ; or the silver bath is too strong
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or too acid, or perhaps both ; any of the

above will give a thin or blue film, except

the bromide; that gives flatness. Perhaps

you use water to dissolve the bromide, and

use too much ; that produces crapy lines. If

not, the ether or alcohol are not good, or per-

haps both. Make a new lot of collodion,

using five grains iodide of ammonium, two

grains bromide of cadmium, dissolve in the

alcohol without water. If that works crapy,

get new ether and alcohol of another make
;

yours are bad.

—

Sphynx.

SAVINGS.

Lantern Slides are all the rage now.

We have received some beautiful ones from

several of our subscribers. Thanks.

Some further sums have been received for

the Chicago Relief Fund, all of which will

be acknowledged in our next, the full list

not having reached us.

Photography is made a part of the edu-

cation of the students in the military acade-

mies of France. The French had a good

lesson on the value of photography in the

war. Better late than never.

Col. Stuart Wortley and M. Carey
Lea, Esq., are entertaining the readers of

the Bintish Journal and Photographic News
with some sharp correspondence on the

chloro-bromide process, the one accusing the

other of appropriating his discoveries. It

is a dry discussion altogether.

Wk commence our ninth volume with the

present number of our Magazine. "We are

grateful to our readers for the many good

words we are receiving from them every

day. We shall not "go back." Never fear.

We have some good things in preparation,

and shall keep pace with our art be assured.

Ann Tasker stopped in a street in Lon-

don to talk to a young man. A poor street

photographer (an animal which we have not

yet seen in this country) made a picture of

Ann and her friend, and then proposed a

sale to Ann ; Ann purchased, took the picture

home, her husband saw it, became enraged,

threatened Ann, and now Ann has applied

for a divorce. Eesult, matter for an article

on Photography as a source of revenue to

lawyers.

€bitor's ®aHt.

The Phntogmphic World for December con-

tiiius one of the best and prettiest picture? of a

lady we hiive ever had in our magazines, by

Mr. M. B. B ailj', New York. It is a gem, and

is accompanied by the following articles ; Pho-

tography Abroad j Resinous Collodion ; Col-

lodion and Iodide of Potassium ; Rochelle

Salt; About Permanent Silvered Paper; Rules

for Sitters ; Freezing a cure for Disordered

Biths
;
Remarkable Modification of Shellac

;

Egg-.«hell8 and Collodion
; German Correspon-

dence, by Dr. Vogel
; Lecturettes on Modern

Chemistry
;

Notes In and Out of the Studio
;

Use of Photographs as Art Studies
; To Reduce

an Over-intensified Negative
; On Acid Toning

Biths; Po.'iition and Composition; Colored

Varnish ; Printing Medallion Tints ; Novel

Bath; Boston Corn spondence
; All the A?orld

Over ; Nothing New ; Change of Programme
;

Table Talk ; Editor's Table, and several other

good things, all forming a capital number.

Mailed on receipt of fifty cents to any address.

Renew.—Some of our subscribers will be

notified ihat their subscription ends with this

number. Piease renew promptly.

ThkPhotoorapHic World.—AVe have striven

during the past year to make the Pkologra]iliic

World fully equal in every respect to its older

brother, the Pkilidi'lphi'i Photogiapher, intro-

ducing several new and different features which

We thought Would be acceptable to our readers.

The volume is now completed, and we are free to

Say that We never issued one containing more

Valuable matter than it does, or a greater variety

of pictures. We expected that some would hesi-

tate to take it until they could see whether it

would be a permanency or not. We therefore
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printed extra sheets, which we nre now prepared

to sell in entire volumes or by single numbers.

We nlso supply it bound neatly in cloth, and at a

very little ndviince on the subscription price.

Other styles of binding done to order.

In our regular cloth binding the World for

1871 rany be had for $5.25, or to subscribers to

this miigiizine $4.25.

Ice Views.— Messrs. Kilburn Brothers, Little-

ton, N. H., haA'e sent us some mngnificent ice

views which have never been excelled. In fact,

Mr. Kilburn says he never knew how to ni;ilie ice

views until he miide these. He hiis found some

place where abound palaces and pulpits, grottos

and cnves, and caverns and so on, constructed of

icicles and snow, and there has poked in his

camera to bring out the beautiful things which

are before us. Numbers 221, 490, and 833 are

especially fine, though it. is hard to choose from

a lot which averages so splendidly as this does.

Items op News.— ''Those eggs,'' says Mr.

demons, "were allowed to fall down the hatch-

way by one of my men, and that is how the

whole fifty dozen were hatched at once." Oh !

oh ! Mr. A. T. Ruthrauff has removed his frame

and passep.artout factory to No. 646 Market St.,

San Francisco. Patronize him. Prof. J. H.

Huntington, the White Mountain explorer, is

lecturing in New England on "Life above the

Clouds in Midwinter," using some fifty photo-

graphic lantern slides to illustrate his lecture.

We believe he is drawing large audiences, who

are delighted with him. The German Photo-

graphic Society of New York contributed $150

to the suffering in Chicago. The Baltimore

photographers and stockdealers raised $150,

which they sent to the general fund for the

sufiFerers in Chicago. Messrs. French & Saw-

yer send us a copy of a neat little sheet which

they issue and cull "The Photographer," in-

tended to advertise their business and their fine

lot of stereographs. Those seeking an invest-

ment will do well to read the advertisement of

Mr. E. Long, Quincy, 111., in Specialties. Mr.

C. W. Stevens has issued a very complete price-

list of photographic goods, since the fire, No
564 W. Madison St. is his store. Mr. A. C. Par-

tridge is opening a new gallery at No. 35 I Wash-

ington St., Boston—Burnham's old place. He
has also been getting up a photographic portfolio

for the use of photographers to show their speci-

mens in. The mounts are pasted on guards, and

then a number can be fixed together in the port-

folio, which is the same as a music-book with a

spring steel back. It ia very convenient for

showing specimens and keeping them clean.

Chicago Ruins.—Mr. Jex B;irdwell, Detroit,

Michigan, sends us some excellent views of the

Chicago ruins, which, if we mistake not, are

from dry plates.

Universal Cameo Puess.—The Cameo pic-

ture is becoming very popular in some places,

and would become more so if a cheap press,

adapted to various sizes, and easily used, could

be supplied. We think such a press is at last in

the market, the inveniion of Mr. R. J, Chute, of

this city. By very simple means he gives the

Cameo form to pictures of all sizes, from a cabi-

net down, making the raised surface high or low

at will.

The exhibition of his press at the meeting

of the Pennsylvania Photographic Association,

the other evening, elicited great admiration. It

does its work perfectly, and the price is very

low, so simple is its construction. A fuller de-

scription will follow in our next.

Photographs Received.—From Mr. C. H.

Ravell, Lyons, N. Y., a number of tasteful

cartes of subjects of all ages and classes, which

show very good management and excellent work.

Mr. Ravell did not make such work two years

ago. He says, "I send you these pictures, not

because there is any novelty about them, but to

show you the difference between them and those

I made three years ago under the same light,

with the same instrument, and the same brains,

but the latter considerably modified by such

works as the Philadelphia. Photographer, ' Pic-

torial Effect,' Ac." Mr. E. D. Ormsby, Stock-

ton, Cal., has sent us some very gracefully posed

pictures of children. Mr. H. L. Bingham, Kal-

amazoo, Mich., continues to make excellent

work, which assertion is verified bj' some fine

things he has sent us. Mr. J. Lee Knight,

Topeka, Kansas, is not only a good photog-

rapher, but considerable of a genius in the way
of getting up effective subject pictures. We
have received from him a nine by eleven picture

embracing twenty-six scenes in a buffalo hunt,

out on the Pacific Railway. Some of the scenes

are very affecting, especially numbers 6, 7, 8,

11, and 12. There is a great deal of amusement

to be extracted from the whole picture. Mr. H.

Worrall was the artist who assisted Mr. Knight

in the severe efforts necessary to get up a pic-

ture so true to nature as this is.

"Kent's Hand-Screen for MoDipriNG the
Light."—Mr. J. H. Kent, Rochester, N. Y.,

has sent us some photographs to illustrate the

advantages of his hand-screen. In most cases

we have two pictures of the same subject—one
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made ia the usual way as well as possible with

ordinary care, and the other by modifying the

light with the hand-screen. There is a most as-

tonishing difference between them in favor of

the latter. Strong lights are driven away to

give plfice to delicate middle-tints, and harsh

contrasts are subverted, and softness and round-

ness take their place. We shall probably place

an example such as these before our readers,,

when we shall have more to say oa the subject.

A FEW Words about Premiums.—To en-

courage those who take or intend to take our

magazines, we offer premiums in order to induce

them to take pains to increase our circulation.

But we cannot give premiums for a renewed sub-

scription, nor for a new one. Our offer is only

for additional new subscriptions.

The Grand Ddke Alexis was photographed

in this country first by Mr. M. B. Brady, New
York, in splendid style. Mr. A. A. Pearsall made

ten positions in forty-five minutes, Mr. John

Montgomery making the negatives.

VoiGTLANDER Lenses.—Messrs. B. French

& Co., Boston, state that notwithstanding the

vigor with which higher priced lenses are pushed,

that their trade for the good old favorite Voigt-

lander lens was never greater than it is now.

The excellency of them is carefully kept up, and

they meet all the expectations concerning them.

Mr. H. Roeher, Chicago, writes us that his new

No. 9 Voigtlander lens is a magnificent one, far

exceeding his old lens.

Lantern Slides of Mt. Washington in

Winter.—Mr. H. A. Kimball, Concord, N. H.,

has sent us some very interesting lantern slides

from his negatives of Mt. Washington in winter,

and other fine subjects. We are glad to see him
taking up this branch of photography. There

is a good demand for lantern slides of all things

of interest, and now is the season for them. Mr.

Kimball has a fine series of negatives from which

he offers lantern slides to the trade on good

terms. We wish him, and all who make lantern

slides, good success, for the more such things

are exhibited the more will photography be es-

teemed and patronised.

Mosaics, 1872.—The sale of Mosaics has

been as rapid as usual, proving that it is valued

by our readers. Secondary orders are already

coming in from dealers, and some high testi-

mony as to its value. We assure our readers it

is a good book, and they lose by not having it.

Cloth covered $ I; paper 50 cents. Sent post-paid

on receipt of price by us, or by any dealer.

The Photographer to his Patrons con-

tinues to be in demand. Mr. J. W. Black, of

Boston, says of it : "I wonder all the fraternity

don't go in for them. They are really good.''

Mr. Black and scores of others are using them.

Lantern Slides of the Chicago Ruins.—
Chicago is also alive to the irapoi t mee of making

lantern slides, and on our table are some very

beautiful ones of the ruins, made by Mr. Alfred

Hall, at his new studio. No. 217 West Madison

Street, and Mr. P. B. Greene, No. 315 West

Jackson Street. They are both admirably printed

and exceedingly interesting for use as lantern

transparencies. Mr. Hall also sends us a carte

of a little boy, printed from the first negative

made in the new studio, by Mr. 0. W. Hodges,

his operator.

Mr. G-reene included some splendid stereo-

graphs of the ruins, m.Ounted on the wide cards.

They are fine. Among the lantern slides is an

exterior view of Mr. Greene's printing-room,

with about a dozen "sufferers" printing stereo-

graphs of the ruins. Parties desiring lantern

slides may obtain them of either Mr. Greene or

Mr. Hall.

Woodward's Solar Camera Patent.—In

answer to the inquiries on this subject we would

say, that Mr. Woodward informs us that he will

treat direct with those buying new solar cam-

eras. Those who have been using one are con-

sidered infringers, and must settle with H. L.

Emmons, Esq., Baltimore. Mr. Emmons it

appears, sends out agents to collect from in-

fringers. On payment of the fee agreed upon

with the agent, and receipt of the same at the

ofiice of Mr. Emmons, a stamp and certificate of

license is immediately sent the party making the

settlement, whose name is filled in and signed by

Mr. Woodward.

Views in Shaker Village, Canterbury, N.

H., have just been made by Mr. Howard A.

Kimball, Concord, who has favored us with a

series of them. They are all successful examples

of nice clean work. The " Interior of the Dining

Hall'' is a particularly good thing for an in-

terior. Considering that the subjects are all

"shakery," we cannot see how they could be

better taken.

Messrs. Copelin & Hine, 215 West Madison

St., Chicago, desire us to correct the statement

made in our last, that Miss Izard lost her situa-

tion. She did not ; and Mr. Copelin writes

:

"So long as the name of Copelin is connected

with photography. Miss Izard shall not want for

a situation."
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OUR PICTURE.

Agreeably to promise we embellish our

present number with the first picture made

in a new gallery in Chi^go, erected after

the fire hy one of the burned-out photog-

raphers.

We think all will agree with us that not-

withstanding there is a little sensation and

a little romance about it, that as a photo-

graph, few, if any, pictures have appeared

in our magazine of better quality than it is.

The photographer who made the nega-

tives is well known to many of us ; and those

who visited the last national exhibition

were all charmed with the pictorial beauty

of the examples of his work exhibited there :

we mean, Mr. Henry Kocher, No. 724

Wabash Avenue.

Before the fire, Mr. Eocher was located

at No. 88 North Clark Street, Chicago,

where he had a model establishment ; con-

ducted a prosperous business entirely oil the

pre-engagement plan, and from one end of

the year to the other produced work en-

tirely up to the advanced standard of modern

photography.

Like many others of our fraternity, it

was his fate to share the suff'erings caused

by the late dreadful fire in Chicago. But

with his customary enterprise, he proceeded

at once to find a new place of business, and

in a few weeks he opened a new establish-

ment, which will, he says, far eclipse the old

one and enable him to produce better work

than ever before, and which was the first

new studio opened. The picture Ave now
present you was printed from the first nega-

tives made by Mr. Kocher on reopening his

new rooms, and although full of pictorial

excellence, he says it is not a fair example

of his work, for he can do much better after

Avorking under his light a short time.

We have no doubt he is now excelling it

daily. There are two positions made, both

of which Ave had to print, on account of

one negative being broken on the Avay.

One of them is abust picture, large figure,

and the other represezats the young lady

happily working away at her embroidery

—

thus making a beautiful genre picture. The

first is evidently taken in the garments in

which the young lady escaped from the fire,

for we have forgotten to say that she too is

a " sufferer," having been awakened from

her slumbers just in time to wrap some loose

gainnents around her, seize her little sleep-

ing brother, and escape, while her once ele-

gant home was being reduced to ashes. It

would be pleasant, if we could place these

two pictures of her side by side,—the one

representing her as she escaped from a home
where Avealth gave her all the heart could

wish for,—the other showing her reinstated

in a new home, industriously working

away at her pleasant task.
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Mr. Eocherhas given us manj' of the par-

ticulars concerning the loss of his old gallery

and the construction of the new, and we

append them in his own words, extracted

from his letters. He says

:

" In your letter of 30th ult., you asked me

to give you some notes on the turning of the

old gallery. That is a matter on which I.

really cannot say much, for it came upon us

so sudden ; the fire was verj" near us, when

we were awakened, and when we rushed

from our beds there was not much time left

for conversation or long deliberation. Our

bed-room was on the first flight of stairs, and

while I was running up stairs to call for my
brother-in-law, my wife managed to pack a

trunk full of clothing, such as she could

grasp in the greatest hurry. Myself, seeing

that we would not be able to save much, con-

cluded to try to save my tubes, of which I

had a goodly number, twenty-four or twenty

five, almost all the most valuable ones that

could be had, and almost all in constant use.

I seized an empty box from a shed and com-

menced packing the tubes as carefully as if

they were my children, but was at once

startled by the cry, ' The house is already

on fire,' so I hurried up, and with the help

of my brother-in-law I let the box slide

down the stairs, where the flames of the

neighboring house threatened to ignite the

matting oh our lower stairway. We landed

safely on the sidewalk, and as the box was

very heavy and we could not procure any

kind of conveyance, we trusted to luck and

stored the valuable box under the stone side-

walk before the house. This done I had to

rush once more up stairs to get my wife down.

I got her down, and the trunk, which con-

tained little of value, as it was impossible for

her and myself to reach her dressing-room

up stairs, for it was already on fire. Lastly

I ventured, after having closed all the rear

doors, once more to the office, and secured

from my desk my insurance papers and

whatever I could lay hands on in half a

minute's time, and in less time than I use to

write these lines I was down stairs again,

and seeing all my family safe, we dragged

the trunk away from the fire, that was now
with all its fury behind us. Before we start-

ed my kind landlord relieved Mrs. Kocher

of an armful of clothing which she tried to

carry away, but she gave it up to him, as he

promised to save it in his vault. In fact,

however, he threw the dresses, &c., in some

very exposed place in the basement, and
Mrs. Rocher never saw a trace of them
again. As to my instruments, they might

have been safe, or at least very little damaged,

but the front of the house, of solid Athens

marble, tumbled over forward and thus broke

and crushed and finally melted the granite

sidewalk. The result was of course that all

the instruments were crushed and smashed

to pieces, and none of them was.worth more
than to keep as a ' relic of the fire.' My loss

in outfit and stock on hand, including house-

hold goods, is about $17,500, on which I was

allowed to have $8000 insurance, but it is

rather doutful whether I will get any more

than $2000 from the Republic, of Chicago
;

the others are all insolvent. With the

funds I had saved during the last two years

I have commenced again. The new gallery

building costs so far $4000, and stock and

outfit nearly as imich. Business is very fair,

and if it so continues, I shall soon make up

my loss."

So much for the poor old studio and its

destruction. Mr. Rocher further says :

" I inclose herewith diagrams of my new
studio. It is most substantially built of

brick, two stories high, length sixty feet by

twenty feet wide. The lower story contains

a private office, for myself; an artists' room

;

the furnace, room for the retouchers and

mounters ; and lastly, the toning and fixing

and washing room, aflfording a separate table

for framing pictures, and having enough

shelf and cupboard room for general storage.

Herein is also a fire-brick vault for storage

of negatives and tubes, which are sent down

every evening by a dumb-waiter. This

dumb-waiter runs up to the dark-room, from

which I send at once all negatives down to

the retouchers, to receive a preliminary re-

touching before the proof is struck off.

"All other details I have given in the

diagram, which I think will explain all. I

find my present light a great improvement

on my former one, as I can regulate it by

the means of spring roller curtains, on both

sides, and skylight, to suit any purpose.

" I work altogether hj pre-engagement,

and hardly another can be accommodated
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unless he is willing to wait for a blank.

This system gives me better control of my
work and pleases my customers entirely.

Every one that comes seems to know per-

fectly the rules of the studio, and sugges-

tions are seldom indulged in, because every

hunters is simply, ' Experiment until you

find what suits you best, and stick to it.' I

have no secrets ; my formulae are those of

every other gallery, but my peculiar eflFects

I obtain by lighting properly, and to try to

explain this in a letter would be sheer non-

Plan of bas
hall. B. Mr.
E. Mounting
fixing- table.

mentfloor: Rooms 8 feet high. N. North. S. South. E. East. W. West. A. Entrance and
Rocher's private parlor. C. Artists' room. c. Artist's seat and easel. D, D. Retouchers' stauds.
tables. F. Furnace. G, G. Shelves. H. Framing table. I. Dumb-waiter. K. Toning and
L. Sink. M, N. Washing tanks. 0. Vault for tubes, &c.

Plan of studio on first floor: Size of floor, 19x.36, and 11 feet high. P. Dressing room. Q, Q, Q. Heat
registers. R. Dark-room. S. Dumb-waiter. T. Lead-lined sink, with yellow window in front of it. U, U.
Tables. V. Shelves for negatives from stereo size to 17 x 20. W. Silver baths of sizes marked. X. Drawers.
Y. Printing room. The main space represents the studio. North light, 20 feet wide by 18 long; side light,

20 X 8 feet high. Inclination 40 degrees.

one that comes is sent by some friend who is

acquainted with my ways, and thus I save

a great many words and much trouble. A
good many may call this a very singular

way, but if I want to have things go as I

like it, there is no room for a ' between.

'

" As to my working formula, I think it is

almost nonsense to publish any ; the one

works excellent in the hands of the one,

while with it others fail to obtain the least of

a good result. My advice to those formula

sense. Every one that has an eye for observ-

ing light and shade, and has the necessary

amount of brains to direct and create this

light, will, with good working chemicals,

hardly fail to produce good and pleasing

effects.

" The formulae, are :

" Cleaning the plate by immersion in ni-

tric acid 1 part and 3 parts of water ; wash-

ing clean and flowing with albumen 1 part,

water 20 parts. Silver bath, 1 ounce: 40
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grains of silver saturated witli iodide of sil-

ver, and made acid by sufficient nitric acid,

c. p. , will produce such results as I like. Col-

lodion, equal parts of ether and alcohol, 4

grains iodide cadmium, 2 grains iodide po-

tassium, 2 grains bromide cadmium, 4 to 4J
grains cotton. Developer, sulphate of iron,

1 ounce, water, 16 ounces, acetic acid, 2

ounces; no alcohol, no redeveloper. Print-

ing bath, 60 grains plain silver
;
no fuming.

I use the S. & M. brilliant paper. Toning, 30

grains acetate of soda to 30 ounces of water,

and enough gold for the amount of work
;

the gold I dissolve in the proportion of 30

grains in 8 ounces of water, and filter

through chalk. Fixing in hypo, 1 to 6.

" You see there is nothing extraordinary

in this, more than in other photographers'

formula; but sound judgment should teach

every one what to use.

"This picture is the ' First Picture after

the Pire,' taken November 29th, 1871, the

opening day of my new studio."

The diagrams above will give us a very

good idea of Mr. Pocher's new studio, which

we should judge to "be a most excellent and

convenient one. We certainly owe him
much for taking time, on his opening day,

with a large list of engagements staring him

in the face, merely to gratify our desire that

the first picture made in a new gallery in

Chicago, after the fire, should appear in our

magazine.

He has also sent us some capital negatives

of Miss Izard, the photographic heroine,

who saved the books of her employer, leav-

ing the gallery only when her dress was in

flames. Miss Izard's picture will appear in

the March World.

These prints were made by Mr. William

H. Khoads, Philadelphia, Pa., and although

the time was short, Mr. Ehoads has done

finely, and we owe him much for his care in

the matter. He used demons 's 7ieiv albumen

paper, and speaks very highly of it.

The handsome mounting boards are from

the factory of Messrs. A. M. Collins, Son &
Co., and were prepared especially for this

picture. Photographers who desire such

cards will find many beautiful styles from

this factory. Kept by all dealers.

As a whole, we think the embellishment

fully up to the standard.

THE NEXT CONVENTION.
No doubt the photographic fraternity

would like to hear from me, in a semi-of-

ficial way at least, something about the

prospects for holding our next National

Convention at St. Louis, in May. I would

say that they are most flattering, and all

that could be desired at the present ' time.

Hotels will make a reduction in their rates

to photographers ; railroad and steamboat

companies will do the same. The beautiful

Masonic Hall, corner of Seventh and Mar-

ket Streets (centre of the city), has been

engaged for the occasion, at a very low rate
;

thanks to the Masonic fraternity through

their Secretary, Mr. Prank Gouley. The

Polytechnic Hall next door is engaged for a

grand reception, and also the meetings of the

convention; a largo hall over the exhibition

rooms of the photographic works of art

will be specially devoted to the stockdealers,

chemists, and manufacturers of all the dif-

ferent kind of materials devoted to the art,

where we hope to have ample room for all

to display their goods to advantage, as also

room for experiments. The photographers

of St. Louis, on their part, promise to do all

in their power to make the visit of their

brethren pleasant and agreeable, hoping to

see a full representation from the different

galleries, East, West, North, and South,

especially the South, which so far has not

been largely represented in previous con-

ventions. In due time other arrangements

will be published, which we hope will

interest all in any way connected with or

belonging to the profession. I would sug-

gest to the photographers of prominence, in

difl^erent sections and large cities, to wait on

the officers of the railroad companies them-

selves, and use their influence to get a re-

duction from the companies for all that go

from their locality, and let the Permanent

and Local Secretaries know the result, so as

to advertise it. This was the plan adopted by

the St. Louis photographers for the last two

conventions, and it would materially assist

the Secretaries in their labors, and be of

benefit to the photographers themselves. In
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the meantime, parties wishing information

as regards matters appertaining to the

coming Exhibition here, will be cheerfully

responded to by addressing me at any time

in St. Louis, Mo.
J. H. FlTZGIBBON,

Local Secretary of N. P. A. for 1872.

St. Louis, Mo., January 6th, 1872.

MUTUAL BENEFIT ASSOCIATION.
Br H. H. SNELLING.

I HAVE noticed in your journals a propo-

sition for a Photographic Insurance Com-
pany, which induces me to again offer for

the consideration of photographers the sug-

gestions I made in 1857 for a National Mutual

Benefit Association. It will be perceived

that the plan has much that is original, and

possesses one great advantage over ordinary

societies; it is self-sustaining and is calcu-

lated to be a source of profit or income to

every member, instead of expense. Its im-

perfections can be remedied undoubtedly

when a sufficient number of men get to-

gether to organize. A convenient time for

this will be the next " Convention " in St.

Louis. It appeals not only to the artistic

taste and ambition of the photographer, but

also to his pecuniary interest. It will be

easily managed, and those who avail them-

selves of all its privileges can " toil through

life" with a lively sense of security that,

under any circumstance, his family will be

provided for, and therefore his troubles and

vexations will not seem so grievous, and his

mind will be left more free in the pursuit of

his business. As your readers must see the

merits of such an association, it does not

seem to me worth while to enter more largely

into the matter ,but let the plan speak foritself

The association to be a " Mutual Benefit

Assurance Society" for life and property,

with a capital of, say $500,000, in shares of

five dollars each ; to consist of practical and

amateur photographers.

The officers to be a president, secretary,

a practical photographer (who shall have

charge of the exhibition-rooms), and a board

of directors, whose duties shall be deter-

mined by the association; the president,

secretary, and photographer to be salaried

officers.

Subscribers to be limited to three hundred

shares each.

The same laws governing other insurance

companies to govern this, with such other

laws and rules as may be determined on

from time to time by the association.

Shareholders to be entitled to insure at a

less premium than non-subscribers.

Rooms to be established, or agents ap-

pointed in New York (and other large cities,

if thought advisable) for the permanent ex-

hibition and sale of photographs. On all

pictures sold a percentage to be allowed the

association
;
the sale of pictures to be con-

fined to such as will not interfere with the

legitimate business of the practical pho-

tographer.

An annual distribution of prizes among
such members as may enter pictures for

competition. The judges for awarding these

prizes to consist of six gentlemen, who shall

be selected from among men of known
ability and integrity, and not connected

directly with the photographic art ; the

manner of selecting these judges to be de-

termined by the association.

The net profits of the association to be

divided among the shareholders according

to the number of shares held by each ; the

dividend to be semi-annual.

Clubs may be formed among its members

in different sections of the country for the

greater facility of exchange, and interchange

of ideas and iiTiprovements.

The capital stock to be paid in within one

year after the organization of the association
;

25 per cent, as soon as all the shares are

taken ; 25 per cent, within three months

thereafter ; 25 per cent, at the end of eight

months, and the balance within twelve

months after organization.

Other points of practical interest may
suggest themselves to those who read this

which might be incorporated with advan-

tage.

I present the plan for careful consider-

ation, and trust it will receive such, and if

approved that it will meet speedy adoption.

It is now, more than ever, necessary for

photographers to protect themselves against

the exorbitant demands of insurance com-

panies, and to provide for tlieir families in

case of sudden calamity.
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PHOTOGRAPHIC DIALOGUES.
BY ELBERT ANDEESON,

Operator with W. Kurtz, 872 Broadway, New York.

Anderson. Holloa, Marshall ! Where
now ? You look as if you were going upon

a journey.

Mnrnhall. You are right, my boy. I'm

going home now.

A. Home ? To —

.

M Yes, to Milwaukee, alias the Eocky
Mountains.

A. When?
M. This afternoon, sure pop.

A. Now God in his very great mercy he

praised. I hope that when you do get there

you will stay. What can I do for you ?

M. Tell me something about your print-

ing arrangements.

A. We make our printing bath simply of

silver and water, sixty grains strong
;

stronger in winter, and weaker in very hot

weather. Make it as near neutral as may
be. Float your paper from three-fourths of

a minute to one minute and a half, perhaps

even more in intensely cold weather. In

raising the paper from the bath we draw it

over a glass rod.

M. What for ?

A. Because you lose much less silver in

the draining, and, moreover, it dries in

quite half the time, and more evenly.

M. Sometimes my paper in drying accu-

mvilates drops or beads of silver, which

oftentimes run down in little rills, in fact

the paper does not wet evenly.

A. This is very easily obviated by rubbing

the albumen svirface briskly with a tuft of

cotton-wool for two or three minutes. When
thoroughly dry, hang it up in the fuming-

box for ten or fifteen minutes, after which

air the paper thoroughly before putting it in

the presses. When sufficiently printed wash
the prints well in a tub or tank of water

(which water you save of course)
;
wash

again in fresh water, to which is added an

ounce of acetic acid to every five gallons of

water. This will have the effect of turning

the prints to a cherry-red color. Finally

wash in two or three more changes of water.

They are now ready for the toning bath,

which is made as follows : Add washing

soda enough to make the water feel slightly

slippery to the fingers, after which add the

same amount of common salt as soda ;
when

all dissolved add the necessary amount of

chloride of gold, neutralized with chalk or

carbonate of soda, and let stand two or three

hours. Now proceed to tone. The toning

solution should never be cold
;
warm it in

winter to about blood heat. After toning

wash in clean water, when the prints may
be transferred to the fixing solution, which

consists of hyposulphite of soda one part,

water six parts. Fix from eight to twelve

minutes. From the hypo the prints are re-

moved to a tub of water containing just

enough salt to be recognized by the taste

;

after which they may be left in running

water all night, though five hours washing

is sufiicient, and pei-haps better, though

rather more inconvenient.

M. How do you make your paste for

mounting?

A. Dissolve starch in the smallest quan-

tity of cold water ; when thoroughly dis-

solved, add to this boiling hot water gradu-

ally, stirring continually meanwhile, to

prevent lumping, until the starch is of the

proper consistence. When your prints are

mounted and dry they are to be retouched

if necessary, and then pressed through hot

rollers of steel. They are now to be rubbed

with the following paste : Into melted white

wax pour enough turpentine to make, when
cold, a paste jibout as stiff as hard pomatum,

to which is added a little oil of lavender,

spikenard, or any scent to suit you, in order

to remove the disagreeable smell of the

spirits of turpentine. A little of this paste

is applied to the surface of the mounted
print, and briskly rubbed with cotton-wool

or a piece of Canton flannel, which gives

them a very high gloss and finish. And
now, old boy, good-bye. If I have done

you no very great good, I sincerely trust I

have done you no very great harm.

Marcy's Photographic Printing-

Apparatus

POK PRINTING WET PLATES BY LAMPLIGHT.

Now the season of printing lantern slides

is at hand, anything that comes up to assist

in producing that pleasurable class of pictures

will be very acceptable to our readers. We
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therefore bring to their notice Mr. jVtarcy's

very simple and easily used apparatus,

which, with the instructions we have given

on the manipulations of the plate, will be

all one needs to make the slides.

At the left, we see how the negative is

held over the opening in the frame by four

springs ; the long spring on the opposite side

holds the sensitive plate in the fi'ame.

The operator, standing on the opposite

"We take the description from Mr. Marcy's

excellent Sciopticon Manual, just out.

This apparatus is intended to simplify

the process of printing lantern transparen-

cies. Its rationale will be seen at a glance.

Sharp photographic printing without a

camera, can be eifected, either by having the

negative in actual contact with the sensitive

plate, however widespread the light, or else

bg having an intense light proceeding from a

single point, though the plates may be wide

apart. In the latter case the point of light

should be distant compared Avith the space

between the plates, to avoid enlargement.

A sharpness above criticism is produced by
this printing apparatus, not by an absolute

compliance with either condition, but by an

approximate observance of both.

It consists of an upright frame in which

the sensitive plate is held slightly separate

from the negative, and a coal oil lamp from

which the light of a wide flat iiame is emitted

through a narrow horizontal slit—small and

at considerable distance from the frame to

produce a sharp print, and in range with the

long diameter of the flame to get intensity

from a single point. A narrow strip of

glass sets into this slit as between two lips.

The thickness of the flame gives the hori-

zontal diameter of the point of light. Only
the front of the lamp is shown at the right

of the figure, but it can be seen how the

light from the whole width of the flame

reaches the printing-frame through the nar-

row aperture.

side, with the upper corners of a quarter

plate, just from the bath, between his thumb
and finger, and shading off direct rays with

his left hand, places it in its silver bearings

;

this brings the two films almost in contact.

The lamp and frame stand from sixteen

to twenty-six inches aj)art, or so far as to

require about two minutes for the printing,

or the time it takes for a round of the other

manipulations and changes ; so a picture is

finished and dropped into grooves in a trough

of water as often as one has had time to

print.

Like dry-plate printing, the negative must

be of the exact size required for the lantern

slide.

Some of the advantages of this method are:

1. It can be practiced evenings or in

cloudy weather.

2. The light is inexpensive.

3. Plate glass is not a necessity.

4. The apparatus may stand within reach

of the operator.

5. It requires no previous preparation

more than having clean glass, and chemicals

in good working order.

6. The albumen coating is not required to

make the film adhere.

7. The amount of exposure can be defi-

nitely gauged.

8. The illumination is confined to a nar-

row cone, so as not to fog the picture by
diflTused light.

9. The exposure is so immediate and uni-

form as to escape many accidents.
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10. It is so easily done, that many causes

of failure involved in a long process are not

encountered.

11. The negative is not marred by use as

in contact-printing.

12. This apparatus complete costs hut

seven dollars.

Thus we have in it advantages by the

dozen. L. J. Marcy, manufacturer, 1340

Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

Wenderoth's Argento Pictures.

We have refrained from saying much on

this subject until we had ourselves had some

experience in the process and its workings,

lest we should mislead our readers into dif-

ficulties they could not overcome.

A few days ago we were invited by Mr.

Wenderoth to visit his studio, to see his

Argento pictures made, and to witness all the

details of the process—in fact go through

them with o,ur own hands if we so desired.

The manipulations are briefly as follows

:

A carbon print is made by exposing a

piece of carbon tissue, sensitized by bichro-

mate of potash, under an ordinary negative

in the usual way of printing carbon prints.

The difficulty heretofore in making carbon

prints has been on account of bad carbon

tissue. Mr. Wenderoth therefore prepares

the tissue for his own process according to

his own method.

After the carbon print is printed, a metal

plate with a silvered surface is taken and

ribbed by rubbing it with a sanded brush,

to deaden the polish and to give effect to the

picture.

The plate is then cleansed with spittle

(rather paradoxical, but nothing else, Mr.

Wenderoth assures us, answers the purpose

as well), and then laid upon a sheet of paper

on a table and flowed with diluted alcohol.

The carbon print is now laid face down upon

the plate, paper laid upon it and a "squeegee"

(of the form shown in the cut and made of

a piece of wood and several thicknesses of

ordinary bed-ticking wrapped over one end

;

see cut), used to force out the superfluous

alcohol between the picture and the plate,

and to make the one adhere to the other.

The alcohol also serves to prevent the occur-

rence of air-bubbles.

The whole is now immersed in a pan of

water of about 90° temperature. In a very

few moments the paper may be detached

from the gelatine, and the parts of the latter

unaffected by light will shortly be dissolved,

leaving on the plate a picture the shades of

which consist of the colored gelatine, and

the lights, or rather the highest lights, of the

surface of the plate exposed under colorless

gelatine. This part of the operation is most

fascinating and beautiful—more like the de-

veloping of a collodion plate than anything

else.

As soon as the superfluous color is all

washed away, the pictures (now on the metal

plates) are removed from the water, and hung

upon a line by clips to dry.

To render them more lasting still (though

a carbon print on a metal plate seems 'to be

as permanent as anything can be), they are,

when dry, hermetically sealed to glass in the

following manner : A little stand should be

provided, made of a plate of cast ii'on, say

one quarter inch thick, and 12 x 20 inches in

size, smooth on the upper surface, riveted to

a leg at each corner. (We give you the idea

in the cut above.) This plate is heated by

gas, or a coal oil stove, the heat being ap-

plied at one end, so that the end of the plate

farthest from the heat will be considerably

cooler than the other. Now lay the picture

upon the iron plate at the warmest end.
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When it becomes warm drop upon it a small

piece of white wax, which will soon melt

and naturally spread over the whole surface

of the picture. Now, having first heated

the glass, place it upon the surface of the

picture, put them under a weight on the

cooler end of your iron plate, where they will

gradually cool and become effectually sealed

together.

They are then cleaned and mounted in a

case, tray, or frame, as desired.

The results are very beautiful. All car-

bon prints give every bit of detail in the

negatives, and are especially soft and deli-

cate. These pictures do the same, and are

made more brilliant by the metal plate on

which they are mounted. The prints are

made with '
' cut-outs, '

' so that when finished

the white metal plate forms the margin,

which adds greatly to the effect.

We do not see why a proper pushing of

them in good hands should not make them
a very "taking" picture.

" Something new " is wanted, and here it

certainly is. As will be seen by Mr. Wen-
derotli's advertisement in proper place, he

offers to sell his method, and to supply the

tissue and the plates.

Now we know that as soon as this is read

by many of our subscribers, they will write

to us for our " opinion," as to whether they

can or cannot make the " Argento " picture,

and whether or not we would advise them

to purchase the process. Now to save your

time and ours in the matter, we make this

statement

:

Before you can make the " Argento

"

picture properly you must first learn to make
carbon prints—all the details of sensitizing

the tissue, the exposure, and developing.

No more, so far as the carbon process goes.

All this any photo printer with ordinary

skill can master, sooner or later, according

to his ability, by studying and comprehend-

ing the instructions given in the AmC7ncan

Carbon Manual,^ and by practice. , It can-

not be learned in a day, and the first prints

you make will probably be failures, which

would likely be the case with any process

you may try. After you have learned that

much, the rest is simple and comparatively

* American Carbon Maniutl, with cabinet

size carbon print, $2.

easy, only requiring ordinary taste and nicety

to produce most charming results. You
must not expect, however, that you are going

to make them at once and as easily as you
do silver prints, for you cannot do it.

But the details of the process once

mastered, we cannot see why the "Argento "

picture should not produce a sensation and

make money, wherever it is properly pushed

and a good price demanded for it.

We have tried to cover nothing up con-

cerning it ; we have no interest in its suc-

cess whatever, further than the hope that it

will prove a good thing for the trade gen-

erally ; and we wish it distinctly understood

that we do not advise any one to buy or not

to buy the process, for the simple reason that

we cannot judge of your ability in the

matter, and because we do not wish to be

censured, as we have been in former times,

if you make the purchase and do not succeed.

If we were " running a gallery" we think

we should first invest in a sample or two,

and then that we should have enterprise

enough to take hold of it and push it to suc-

cess, having been "all through" the car-

bon process from beginning to end. More-

over we think we should undoubtedly have

cause to thank Mr. Wenderoth for working

away at the "Argento," until he has per-

fected and simplified the way of making it

to the extent to which he has done, and then

offering to share his experience with the

trade at a fair cost.

South London Photographic Society.*

Annual Dinner.

The annual dinner of the above Society

was .held on Saturday at the Cafe Eoyale,

Begent Street. The chair was taken by the

president of the Society, the Bev. F. F.

* We give space to this article on account of the

many valuable thoughts which were given vent

to by the distinguished photographers who spoke.

It is unusual on such occasions as a dinner to find

a number of gentlemen of any profession devot-

ing so much time, and directing their thoughts

to such a practical turn, in the great interests of

their cause. There is much to learn from what

was said, good lessons on the value of societies,

and we heartily thank and congratulate those who

said it.
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Statham, M.A., and among the guests

present, besides members, were Mr. W. J.

Stillman, Mr. Baynham Jones, the Eev.

Mr. Bower, Mr. J. Spiller, Mr. Belton, Mr.

Henderson, of Perth, and manj^ other

visitors.

The usual loyal toasts having been duly

honored, the chairman gave the toast of the

evening, " Success to the South London
Photographic Society." The South London
Society, he was glad to say, was still flourish-

ing. There could be no better proof of its

vitality than the fact of so many members

and friends assembling together that even-

ing. He thought that the Society was one

that deserved well from all" photographers,

inasmuch as its chief object was the advance-

ment of art as applied to photography.

There was also another feature in the Society

which to his mind was especially deserving

of notice, and that was, the encouragement

it gave to its younger members, and thereby

to a certain extent developing the talent

they might possess (hear, hear). That it

had done so was evident when they remem-
bered how many men since become famous

had once been young members of the Society.

After referring to the pleasure he had him-

self derived from the meetings of the Society,

Mr. Statham concluded by proposing the

health of Mr. E. Cocking (hon. sec.) in con-

nection with the toast.

Mr. Cocking said : It becomes my duty,

as the official representative of the South

London Photographic Society, to thank you

for the very warm way in which you have

expressed yourselves towards its future pros-

perity. Our Society is a small body, but, I

may say, it has a large "soul." I mean
that, as one of our objects is the cultivation

of " art " in connection with photography,

we, as a Society, do possess that element to

a great degree ; and after all that may be

done by the study of the science connected

with our work, it is the result pictorially

that the general public look at and under-

stand, and so the artistic side of photography

must always be the highest and greatest.

But we are not rich either in money or

numbers ; very much, I am afraid, like

many artists, who, however clever, yet whose

fate it seems to be never to grow prosperous.

In the presence of so many visitors here

to-night, I may here repeat (what I have
stated to our members on another occasion)

that our Society was, I believe, the first in

this country at which were exhibited, by the

kindness of one of our vice-presidents (Mr.

G. Wharton Simpson), those advanced pho-

tographic portraits of Mons. Adam Salomon

,

which entitled him to be called the great

Parisian photographer, and which have ex-

ercised so great an influence upon pho-

tography in this country
; and we also have,

as one of our leading members, a gentleman

(Mr. Y. Blanchard) who may be said not

only to have equalled that Parisian artist,

but almost to have gone beyond him, and

whom we may justly call our great London
photographer. Some twelve or eighteen

months ago I really thought our Society

was about to illustrate a celebrated produc-

tion by one of our great men, Mr. Eobinson,

viz., " Fading Away," but since then we
have showed signs of a healthy vitality, and,

by an infusion of new members, giving fresh

ideas, our future still holds out a great

sphere of usefulness towards the progress of

our art science. I have now to thank you

for the exceedingly kind way in which you

have received my name in connection with

the toast.

The chairman then proposed the toast of

" Professional Photography." He thought

that the public owed a deep debt of grat-

itude to the professional photographer.

There was scarcely a family in the whole

country but what had reason to be thankful

that photography existed Without the pro-

fessional photographer it would not have

been possible for the memory of a dear

friend or relative to be preserved so well as

by the aid of the simple photograph on the

wall, bringing back, as it did, some well-

known looker expression (applause). With
regard to the professional photography of

England, he was sure that no country in the

world reached a higher standard. Both in

America and on the continent, photog-

raphers looked first to see what was going

on in this country
;
and not only the works

produced in England, but also the discus-

sions of the various societies, had an im-

mense influence elsewhere. Tlje speaker

then alluded to the many men of intellectual

attainments to be found in the ranks of pro-
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fessional photographers, and to the high

standard of excellence both as regarded

manipulation and art qualities ; and con-

cluded by coupling with the toast the name

of Mr. Valentine Blanchard.

Mr. Blanchard, in responding, expressed

his sense of the honor conferred upon him

in the connectionof his name with the toast.

He (Mr. Blanchard) was deeply indebted to

the labors of professional photographers,

and would specially refer to their great

father at the end of the table as one from

whom he had derived great benefit. Mr.

Blanchard then alluded to the circumstances

under which he first became acquainted

with the picture of the "Two Ways of

Life," and referred to the influence which

that picture had had upon his own work.

To Kejlander and Eobinson he owed much,

and he believed that from their labors a

great deal of his success had arisen. Mr.

Blanchard concluded by advising every pho-

tographer to examine carefully a portfolio

of studies by Kejlander at the Exhibition,

inasmuch as it contained lessons the value

of which could not be over-estimated.

The next toast, that of "Amateur Pho-

tography," was proposed by Mr. Eejlander.

He thought that all they knew was due to

the efforts of amateurs. It was not the pro-

fessional who started first, but the amateur,

and particularly in the chemical portion of

the art. There was a distinction between

the chemical and the art amateur photog-

rapher of early days, but he should not

speak of the latter, for he had heard noth-

ing about them (laughter). In going back

to his earliest recollections, there were two

names that he remembered—Dr. Diamond
and Mr. Spiller—old Spiller (laughter)

—

who stood out the most prominent. To the

theoretical work of those and other ama-
teurs photographers were mainly indebted

for the improvements in their processes.

There was a time when he expected still

more from amateur photographers. There

was so much that artists found difiicult to

produce—the variety of the passions, ex-

pression, beautiful forms—.that for years he

expected that amateur photographers would

come forward and give them what they

wanted. But to do that, of course, required

art knowledge, and he regretted that artists

had been so jealous of photography that

whatever use they had made of it was never

acknowledged. That was a pity, and he

(Mr. Eejlander) thought that artists, both

in this and other countries, might do im-

mense service to photography by using and
saying that they use it, instead of making it

as their own art production (hear, hear).

Mr. Eejlander, after referring to the success

in landscape photography which amateurs

had obtained, concluded by proposing the

health of Mr. Bajmham Jones.

Mr. Baynham Jones having briefly re-

plied,

Mr. Spiller proposed the toast of "Art
Photography," and in so doing referred to

the many members of the South London
Society who had distinguished themselves

by their artistic talent. His own connec-

tion with photography had been rather a

scientific than an artistic one, and he was

afraid he must confess that his art education

had been sadly neglected. However, he now
hoped, after three years' hard service in

connection with the London Photographic

Society, to be able to pay some little at-

tention to art, and, as one step towards it,

he trusted the South London Society would

receive him as a member (applause). The
exhibition then open was a capital illustra-

tion of the value of art photography. Not
one of those works which had been admired

owed its success to careful manipulation nor

to scientific knowledge ; that success was due

to the amount of art training manifested.

He had much pleasure in coupling the name
of Mr. Eejlander with the toast.

Mr. Eejlander, in responding, said: It

occurs to me that art photography is now as

plain to every one as pens, ink, and paper.

Every one Avith any knowledge of photog-

raph j- at all can produce something if he has

something to produce (hear, hear). Of

course I should say to the aspirant of art

photography, not to begin his work in the

studio, but to look for it in his daily life

—

at the social table, at a ball, an assembly, in

the streets—and if he wishes to produce

what he has seen, he can do so in the studio

afterwards (hear). I believe there is noth-

ing in this world—no science or art—that

has gone on so fast as photography. This

is mainly due to the absence of jealousy
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among photographers, and to the free com-

munication one with another throughout

the world. There is no science or art but

what has got its secrets, and requires ap-

prenticeships or high premiums ; but pho-

tography has been quite open to every man,

and this is the reason why it has made such

progress. I expect, therefore, that in an-

other generation, when the old Jews have

left Egypt, the new men will break their

shackles, and be judged only by their works.

Photographers have labored with great dif-

ficulties, and with prejudice both from artists

and art writers, who have admitted nothing

of mind in anything that is not produced by

hand. Mr. Eejlander then went on to speak

of the advantages possessed by artists, and

not by photographers. The former had the

power of correcting any little error in draw-

ing, which the latter had not ; consequently

the photographer had in this respect an im-

mense difficulty to contend with. "With

regard to the mechanism of the photog-

rapher—-an objection often brought forward

—he would say that if people could only go

into the studio of the artist and sculptor,

and see the arms and legs lying about, and

the little bit of drapery, or the lay figure,

they would not have so much veneration for

the painter (hear). The speaker then con-

tinued: Art photography is certainly ex-

tending in another way—what I must call

the Madame Kachel way(laughter)—making
everybody beautiful forever. It certainly

would take away half the sympathy for de-

parted friends if everybody were made so

white, so fat in the face (laughter). I took

a portrait of a young lady some years ago

—

a young lady with a very fine delicate face.

I am guilty of taking to these divine thin

faces (laughter), and this face was full of re-

finement—such a wedge-shaped face. About
a week ago she sent some photographs of

herself to her sister, and as we had been

friends in days gone by, the sister thought

she could not do better than send one of the

portraits to me. The face of the portrait

looked like the section of an egg, and I did

not know it for a long time. No doubt she

liked it, but I think it is a great pity, and
when it is applied to public men—historical

men—I think it is very wrong indeed (hear,

hear). Of course to me, and many others

very anxious to study faces, to try to com-
pare them with the actions and history of

the men themselves, to note what marks
they have received from thoughts and feel-

ings in life, it becomes impossible when all

is smooth and nice. If a lady had some
marks on her face, and her little nephew
said to her: "Are those scratches on your

forehead?" that boy would always recollect

those scratches, and the portrait taken at

that time. I do not want to belie a great

art, but there is too much of art (?) in this.

ISTo doubt beautiful hollow cheeks, in certain

lights and with short exposures, are exag-

gerated, but are they not as much exagger-

ated when they are made into plums? It is

shocking; and for photographers to send

photographs that deceive, I contend, is

shameful. Mr. Eejlander concluded by say-

ing that he had known artists who formerly

used to buy photographs as a means of as-

sistance in their work, but they had ceased

to do so now that the beautiful-forever pho-

tographs had come up, for, they said, there

was so much work put on to photography

that they had lost faith in them. As for art

photography generally, he trusted that it

would prosper, and he hoped that photog-

raphers would strive more and more to study

nature, and afterwards reproduce it in their

studios (applause).

The next toast was that of the " Guests,"

responded to by Mr. Stillman. In an effec-

tive speech Mr. Stillman dwelt upon the

links that bound photographers together

—

let them be of whatsoever nation they might

—in one common chain of friendship. He
congratulated both English and American

photographers upon the cordial feelings

which existed between the two countries,

and hoped that should he remain for any

period in England he might become better

acquainted with the South London Society.

The "Photographic Press" was next

given by the chairman, and acknowledged by
Mr. G. Wharton Simpson, Mr. J. T. Taylor,

Mr. Spiller, and Mr. H. Greenwood ; and

the health of the chairman, proposed by

Mr. Eejlander, and drank with great en-

thusiasm, brought the proceedings to a con-

clusion.

During the evening some excellent songs

and glees were given by several musical
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friends, and in every respect the South Lon-

don dinner for the present year must be

pronounced a success.

—

Photo. Neios.

CHICAGO PHOTOGRAPHIC
ASSOCIATION.

A REGULAR meeting of the Chicago Pho-

ographic Association was held at A. Hall's

studio, 217 West Madison Street, Wednes-

day evening, January 3d, 1872.

Meeting called to order at 8 o'clock, Presi-

dent Hall in the chair. Minutes of last

regular meeting read by the Secretary and

adopted.

Letter read from J. Q. A. Tresize, of

Springfield, 111., relative to his donation of

one-half the receipts of an appointed day's

business, said donation for the benefit of the

relief fund, and amounting to five dollars,

which has been received and acknowledged.

Letter ordered on file.

On motion, the sum of thirty dollars in

the hands of the Treasurer, being the dona-

tion of the Indianapolis Association and

Mr. Tresize, was ordered placed in the hands

of the Distributing Committee, Messrs. Bat-

tenby. Hall, and Douglass, for distribution

with the relief fund.

The name of J. P. Vidal having been

proposed for membership and favorably re-

ported on, Mr. Vidal was elected a member

of the Association.

Messrs. P. P. Bielfleld, Chas. Kose, and

E. A. Willis were proposed for membership,

and under suspension of the rules were sev-

erally elected to membership. Messrs. Rose

and Bielfleld paid the entrance fee and signed

the constitution.

Mr. J. H. Abbott moved that the annual

dues be now assessed, and that each member

pay one dollar as such annual dues. Motion

prevailed, and the members promptly re-

sponded.

The annual election of officers to serve

for the ensuing year being now in order,

balloting was proceeded with, and the fol-

lowing members chosen as officers: G. A.

Douglass, President; A. .Hall, 1st Vice-

President; Wm. Shaw, 2d Vice-President

;

A. J. W. Copelin, Secretary ; A. Hesler,

Treasurer ; Geo. IST. Barnard, O. W. Hodges,

P. B. Greene, Executive Committee.

After a protracted session adjourned to

meet at H. W. Loveday's gallery, 96 Blue

Island Avenue, Wednesday evening, Feb.

7th, at the usual hour. After adjournment

theDistributingCommitteeof the relief fund

paid to those present entitled to a share, their

portion of the fund.

G. A. Douglass,

Secretary.

PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY OF
PHILADELPHIA.

Stated meeting held December 6th,

1871.*

The minutes of the last meeting were

read and approved.

The Secretary exhibited, on behalf of the

President, two prints made from dry-plate

negatives, which, although not exposed

longer than a wet plate would have been

under the same circumstances, seemed well

brought out in the shadows. The plates

were prepared by Mr. Bell.

Mr. Draper donated a number of hand-

some cabinet portraits. A vote of thanks

was tendered to him for the gift.

Mr. Moran exhibited a large number of

prints from negatives made by him while

on the expedition sent by the government

to the Isthmus of Panama about a year ago.

Being quite of a different kind from the pic-

tures generally shown at photographic meet-

ings, they were examined with more than

ordinary interest. Mr. Moran also exhib-

ited a series of 4-4 views recently made on

the Wissahickon. The extreme beauty of this

series, fine in sesthetic as well as chemical

qvialities, was duly appreciated and compli-

mented by the Society.

Mr. Bell then gave the Society an account

of his process for making transparencies on

glass by the carbon process. The tissue is

sensitized as follows :- To one ounce of satu-

rated solution of bichromate of potash add

half an ounce of alcohol, then sufiicient

water to redissolve the precipitate formed

by the alcohol. This solution is swabbed

over the tissue with a suitable mop, and the

tissue then hung up ; it will be dry enough

for tise in an hour. After exposure under

* The minutes of this meeting came- to- handi

too late for insertion in our last Bnuimher;
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the negative it is again swabbed with a

sponge full of water, and floated on a dish

of water ; into this dish is placed the glass

plate prepared thus : an ordinary albumen-

ized glass is coated with plain collodion, and

dipped into water until the greasiness disap-

pears. This glass, being in the dish where

the tissue is floating, is carefully drawn out

so as to make the tissue adhere to the collo-

dionized surface. The whole is now allowed

to stand till the collodion is nearly dry

;

then it is developed in warm water as usual.

After adjournment Mr. Bell exhibited

his carbon transparencies in the scioptieon.

Stated meeting held January 3d, 1872.

On motion the reading of the minutes

was dispensed with.

On behalf of the Eoom Committee, Mr.

Fassitt reported that a large and convenient

chest of drawers, suitable for holding the

photographs belonging to the Society, had

been donated by Dr. George Dixon. Mr.

Fassitt said that the Society now possessing

a much better place to preserve the collec-

tion in than it formerly had, he would

suggest that new donations of their work

be made by the members, particularly of

studies for artists, groups, and "bits." A
vote of thanks was given Dr. Dixon for his

very acceptable gift.

Under the head of new business, the sub-

ject of an exchange of prints with other

photographic societies was brought up. The

secretary was .instructed to communicate

with the secretaries of the diiferent societies

at home and abroad, and inquire whether

>the said societies would be willing to ex-

change. A number of the members present

promising contributions, it Avas determined

that the prints should be ready by the March
meeting.

Mr. Carbutt exhibited a Woodbury print

made by the American Photo-Relief Com-
pany, which compared very favorably with

those made by the inventor of the process

in England.

The President exhibited a scrap-book of

prints of his summer's work. The prints

were mounted in the book with a paste

made of gelatine, glycerine, and a few drops

of carbolic acid, according to Mr. Carbutt's

formula. The advantage of this paste is

that it does not cause the thin paper of the

scrap -book to cockle as much as other pastes.

Mr. Wenderoth made a very interesting

demonstration of his new patented argento-

type process. In commencing his remarks,

Mr. Wenderoth said that many of the fail-

ures in the old carbon process were due to bad

tissue Having some exposed tissue at hand
Mr. Wenderoth then transferred it to the

silver plated surface by flowing the plate with

weak alcohol, and laying the tissue on face

down. After standing a few minutes they

were developed in warm water like any

other carbon print. The picture was now
dried, and cemented to the glass plate by
pouring on hot wax, and squeezing the glass

and metal plate (with the picture dried on

it) firmly together. The finished prints

were much admired by the members, and a

vote of thanks was tendered to Mr. Wende-
roth for his entertaining demonstration.

On motion adjourned.

Ellerslie Wallace, Jr.,

Recording Secretary.

FERROTYPERS' ASSOCIATION OF
PHILADELPHIA.

The regular monthly meeting of the Per-

rotypers' Association met January 3d, 1872,

at CM. Gilbert's gallery. No. 526 South

Second Street, 0. M. Gilbert in the chair.

Minutes of last meeting read and ap-

proved.

The report of the Treasurer was presented,

audited, and approved.

Messrs. Butterfleld, Krips, and Trask were

appointed a committee to revise the constitu-

tion of the Association.

On motion of Mr. Trask the Secretary was

instructed to notify members of their in-

debtedness to the Association. President

Gilbert announced as a subject for discussion

at the next meeting, " The Causes of Stains

on Plates," Messrs. Seeler and Lathrop,

speakers.

Mr. Harrison Krips received the highest

number of votes for the best ferrotype.

Adjourned to meet at Mr. A. K. P
Trask's gallery, 40 North Eighth Street.

J. C. Harmon,
Secretary.
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PENNSYLVANIA PHOTOGRAPHIC
ASSOCIATION.

The stated monthly meeting of the Asso-

ciation was held at the hall, Tenth and

"Walnut Streets, on Monday evening, Jan-

nary 8th, 1872; President William H.

Rhoads in the chair.

Present, thirty-eight members.

Eecords read and approved.

The following names were proposed' for

nnembership, and committees appointed to

report at the next meeting : William Shane,

Charles Hofman, A. L. Edwards, Michael

McLaughlin.

The Auditing Committee reported that

they had examined the accounts of the

Treasurer, and found them correct.

The annual reports of the Secretary and

Treasurer were read, and ordered to be

placed on file.

Mr. Bell exhibited a negative covered

with cor?«e/-shaped, opaque spots, which was

examined by the members, and various

opinions expressed. Mr. Bell attributed

them to the albumen on the glass, and the

use of too strong a developer.

Mr. Savior said he had been troubled

with the same kind of spots, but he used no

albumen on his glass, and he could not,

therefore, reconcile Mr. Bell's theory with

his own experience.

Mr. demons thought they were spots of

dust. The tails of the spots were in a verti-

cal position as the plate stood in the holder,

the plate having been dipped the otfier way.

Prom this it would seem quite evident that

the plate either received the particles in the

bath, from something floating in it, or from

the atmosphere before it was immersed.

Without a knowledge of the manipulations,

and every motion made, as well as the con-

dition of the chemicals, dark-room, cameras,

holders, &c., it is diflicult arriving at a cor-

rect solution of many difficulties bj^ simply

examining them on a negative.

Mr. Ehoads exhibited several prints

showing large blisters, the c^use of which no

one could explain. He said he had found it

to be caused by using the soda too strong.

The President read a communication from

Mr. Bell, donating one dozen lantern slides

to the Association. A vote of thanks was

tendered Mr. Bell for his donation.

The question for discussion being in order,

" How to make Lantern Slides," the Sciop-

ticon was put in operation, and exhibited

slides by Messrs. Bell, Shoemaker, Langen-

heim, Carbutt, Chute, and others, besides a

series of very fine views of the "Chicago

Euins," furnished by Mr. Wilson, from

negatives by Messrs. Hall, Green, and Cope-

lin & Hine, Chicago. The exhibition was

very interesting to the members, but the

Sciopticon failed to give any information as

to how the slides were made.

On motion, it was voted that the meet-

ings of the Association, in future, be held on

the third Monday in each month, instead of

the second.

Mr. Wilson moved, and it was voted that

the Chicago donation be sent to the Chicago

Photograjohic Society, by their request,

instead of the committee, as voted at the last

meeting. Also, voted that the contribu-

tions to the Chicago fund be closed this

evening, and the money forwarded as

ordered. Mr. Ehoads contributed $16 to

the fund.

Some further discussion arose on the ques-

tion of lantern slides, it appearing that we

had witnessed an exhibition, but no one had

given any instructions how to make them,

and it was suggested that the subject be

continued at the next meeting.

Mr. Wilson stated, that Mr. Marcy had

signified his readiness to give an exhibition

of his process for making slides hy artificial

light at the next meeting; and on motion,

it was voted to extend an invitation to Mr.

Marcy to do so.

In the absence of any process or expla-

nation being given this evening, as to me-

thods of making slides, it was voted to

request the Secretary to give his formula in

the minutes of the Association.*

The question of " Printing and Toning"

was offered as a subject for discussion at the

next meeting.

Adjourned.
E. J. Chute,'

Secretary.

* See next page.
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ANNUAL REPORT
OF THE

Secretary of the Pennsylvania Photo-

graphic Association.

Philadelphia, Jan. 8th, 1872.

To the Officers and Members of the Pennsyl-

vania Photographic Association.

Bkotheb Photogkaphers : Tour Secre-

tary begs leave to submit the following re-

port for the year 1871

:

Whole number of members at this date,

102. Admitted during the year, 39. There

have been no withdrawals, and but one

death. Eleven meetings have been held

during the year, with an average attendance

of 30 members. There have been received

for fees, dues, and badges, $157.25, all of

which has been paid over to the treasurer,

and his receipt taken therefor.

There has been collected for the Schoon-

maker fund the sum of $105, to which Avas

added $50 from the treasury, making the

donation $155. Collected for the relief of

Chicago photographers, $262.

Sixty-five members have paid in full to

date. Twenty-three have paid nothing

;

thirteen have paid two dollars, and one has

paid one dollar, from which I find due the

Association as fees and dues of last year,

$79.

Up to October we were very generously

furnished with excellent accommodations

for our meetings by Messrs. "Wilson, Hood
& Co., to whom we are vmder deep and last-

ing obligations for the valuable service

rendered at a time when the Association was

not in condition to bear any heavy expense.

The November meeting was the first held

in this hall, which was leased for a year

from that time. Our expenses here are

comparatively light, yet it lays upon us the

necessity of collecting our revenue, and I

trust the members will see the importance

of being prompt in meeting the demands

upon them, especially those who are in ar-

rears.

The condition of the Association is pros-

perous and encouraging. The meetings

have generally been interesting, and I be-

lieve the members receive much benefit. A
number of practical papers were prepared

and read during the year
; but at several of

the late meetings there have been questions

for discussion, which have created a deep

interest, and have no doubt been productive

of much good. As an Association, as well

as individually, we have much to be thank-

ful for. While desolation and ruin have

visited our brethren in a neighboring city,

and disease and death surrounds us in our

own, we have, with few exceptions, been

blessed with health and prosperity. The
great reaper in passing by has taken one of

our number, the first and only one since our

organization. Mr. John Booth was elected

a member of the Association at the Feb-

ruary meeting, and, as reported in the Pho-

tographic World for August, died on the

18th of July. Mr. Booth seems to have been

quite a stranger to most of us, and there

was no report of his death made to the As-

sociation. I would respectfully suggest that

in future the decease of a member should be

reported, that some action may be taken,

and the event noticed in the minutes of the

Association.

Respectfully submitted,

R. J. Chute,
Secretary.

HOW TO MAKE LANTERN SLIDES.
BY R. J. CHUTE.

This is a question at present agitating

photographers. The best method, i. e.,

the simplest, surest, and most expeditious,

has not yet been definitely fixed upon. But

for our present needs let us use what we
have, and do the best we can till we decide

on something better.

I propose to give a simple method by

which very good slides may be produced.

The wet copying process is in the hands of

every photographer, and he needs no other

appliances than those he uses in his every-

day work, for making slides from any neg-

ative he may desire. In the absence of any

better arrangement, I take the camera the

negative I wish to copy is made in, remove

the tube, which is usually done by taking

out the front, put the negative in the holder,

glass side down, and either tack it in or put

in a little strip of wood that will reach across,

top and bottom, fitting sufficiently tight to

hold the negative in place. The holder is
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put in its place, the door open and the slide

drawn ; the camera is now placed in front of

a white screen, or a sheet of white card-

board placed at an angle under the skylight,

or it may be placed against a ground-glass

window—a white screen in a south window

where it will receive the sun, gives a very

brilliant light. The negative in position, a

camera carrying a quarter or half-size plate

may be used, if it has sufficient length ; the

distance required will of course depend upon

the.size of the negative, whether it is to be

reduced, enlarged, or the same size. If

the slide be the same size as the negative, or

larger, it will require a longer box than if

it be a reduction. The distance between the

copying camera and negative may be regu-

lated, partly by sliding the box holding the

negative in or out, as the case may require.

Both cameras should be on a level, and at

the proper height to bring the impression

on the centre of the plate. The impression

should be fixed on the ground-glass so as to

allow the slide to be mounted three and one-

fourth inches square. The smallest stop in

the lens should be used; a half-size portrait

tube answers the purpose. If there be any

intervening space between the cameras, it

may be covered with a dark cloth, as a pre-

caution against reflections in the negative.

The camera being in position, the next

thing is the prepared plate. The glass

should be thoroughly clean, and as free as

possible from bubbles or scratches. Take

good portrait collodion, a trifle thinner than

for portraits, coat and dip a plate in the ordi-

nary manner. A bath slightly more acid

than for regular portrait work, no doubt

insures a clearer positive, though I have

never made any change ; when a bath made
good negatives, it made good positives.

The exposure depends upon the light and

the density of the negative ; it should be

sufficient to have the positive develop freely

with a rather weak developer. A developer

of from ten to fifteen grains is strong enough.

The development is the nicest point in the

process. If it proceeds too fast the plate is

over-exposed, and the positive will have a

flat, foggy appearance. When the exposure

is right the development proceeds slowlj',

giving time to examine its progress, and

when the detail is nearly all out, not quite,

the development must be stopped. It needs

watching carefully, and in the hands of an

operator used to developing negatives, is

apt to go too far unless the utmost vigilance

be used. The developer continues its action

after the washing has commenced, so that if

the plate be washed when the development

seems about right, after washing it will be

found to be too much. I fix with cyanide,

and after washing well, tone with sulphuret

of potassium. I have experienced some

difficulty in always getting the sulphuret to

work well. It is quite reliable, however,

when the yellowest and clearest crystals are

used. It needs to be dissolved and well

settled ; not made very strong ; rather a

deep orange color is about right, and not

used less than a day old. The clear part

should be decanted into another bottle when
wanted for use. If in good working condi-

tion it will tone the positive through the

various shades of brown, till finally the film

assumes a bluish cast, by reflected light,

when it is sufficiently toned, and by trans-

mitted light will be of a beautiful, warm
sepia.

Toning increases the intensity a little, so

that allowance must be made for it in the

previous stages of the process.

After toning, the plates are well washed,

dried, varnished with good clean varnish,

and mounted after being cut to the proper

size.

Fourth Annual Exhibition and Meet-
ing of the W. P. A.

The fourth annual meeting and exhibition

of the National Photographic Association

of the United States will be held in St.

Louis, in May next. All photographers^ at

home and abroad, whether members of the

Association or not, are cordially invited to

be present and to exhibit.

Every effort will be made to make the

whole grand afi"air one of instruction and

value to every one who may attend upon it.

Everything is being done, also, to make the

enjoyment of the occasion as great, and to

cost as little, as possible.

The Exhibition will be held in the Ma-
sonic Hall, corner of Seventh and Market

Streets, opening Tuesday, May 7th.
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The meetings of the Association and re-

ception will be held in the Polytechnic Hall,

next door.

Besides the business meetings, practical

papers are expected from leading men in

the art ; also discussions on the production

of work, the progress of photography, ap-

prenticeship, &c., &c. Models of skjdights

will also be erected and worked by some of

the most skilled operators in America.

The Local Secretary will report his further

arrangements soon. They will be similar

to those of former occasions.

Let every live photographer in the land,

who can, be present and have examples of

his work displayed. Unusual effort is being

put forth by the Executive Committee to

induce a larger display of foreign work than

ever before.

By order of the Executive Committee.

J. H. FiTZGIBBON,

Local Secretary, St. Louis, Mo.

Edward L. Wilson,
Permanent Secretary,

Seventh and Cherry Sts., Philadelphia.

PROCEEDINGS
OF THE

Executive Committee of the National

Photographic Association.

A STATED meeting of the Executive Com-
mittee of the National Photographic Asso-

ciation was held at 32 Park Eow, New
York, on Wednesday, January 17th, 1872.

Present, Mr. Bogardus, presiding, and

Messrs. Wilcox, Adams, and Wilson; the

latter, on motion, serving as Secretary fro

te'>n.

The minutes of the last two meetings

were read and approved, and the "Call for

Kelief " ordered to be inserted in the minute-

book. The President and Secretary stated

that they had received letters from Mr. J.

H. Fitzgibbon, Local Secretary, giving a

synopsis of the arrangements he had made
so far for the next annual meeting and ex-

hibition.

The Secretary was instructed to corres-

pond with Mr. Fitzgibbon for this com-

mittee, and get his report of what he has

done pending the annual meeting, &c., that

his actions may be passed upon by the com-

mittee.

The Permanent Secretary was instructed

to have the usua,l announcements and ar-

rangements of and for the annual meeting

and exhibition prepared and published in

all the photographic journals of the country.

The Secretary was instructed to correspond

with parties to find out how much had been

given to relieve the suffering in Chicago, by
the photographers and stockdealers— the

idea being to find out the aggregate, to* re-

cord it without publishing names.

It was resolved to call upon members of

the photographic fraternity to prepare prac-

tical papers for reading at the next annual

meeting, and to demonstrate them if agree-

able.

On motion, adjourned.

Edward L. Wilson,
Secretary pro tern.

"Mounting" Lantern Slides.

Several of our subscribers have recently

sent us lantern slides, made by them, the

most of which, so far as the 'photogra'phic

work is concerned, are all that could be de-

sired.

There seems to be a lack of information,

however, concerning the best way to

"mount" or finish them for the lantern.

In the first place, there should be a standard

size agreed upon. In most instances the

slides imported are three inches square.

We, however, are inclined to think that

regular qua7-ter-s,\z& is best ; first, because

glass can be readily got of that shape ; and,

therefore, second, there is no trouble of cut-

ting the glass required ; and third, quarter

size is more convenient to the exhibitor

when handling slides in the lantern or sciop-

ticon.

Messrs. Langenheim, of this city, who
manufacture the finest colored slides in

America, cut their slides round, and then

fasten them in wooden frames. That is a

very good plan, but it is troublesome, ex-

pensive, adds greatly to the. weight and

bulk, and is entirely unnecessary in mount-

ing ordinary photographic lantern slides.

The best way is to protect the transpar-
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ency by another piece of glass, clear and

clean, binding the two together by pasting

thin, dark cloth or paper around their edges.

Paper of a slate color, such as we see needles

wrapped in, adheres the best and is very

neat. A glazed paper does not answer, for

it does not adhere to the glass.

When quarter-size glass is used, it adds

to the appearance of the slides to put a little

dark " cut-out," round-cornered, between

the glasses, and covering all the outside

space at the ends.

Neatness in this matter, as well as in all

other photographic operations, is essential.

It is important that some regular size should

be agreed upon, and then that the work

should be done well. Papers on making

lantern slides, by Messrs. Chute and Marcy,

will be found in this number, and will no

doubt be of service to those engaged in mak-
ing these charming pictures.

How to Sit for Your Photograph.

This little book is creating quite a stir.

The fair authoress has received a great many
good notices by the press, some of which we
give below, as telling better than we can

what the work looks like to those who pat-

ronize galleries

:

How TO Sit for Your Photograph.—Next to

getting married, we think there is more talk and

more fussing and fixing "gone through with " to

get one's self ready to have a photograph made
than for anything else. This is perfectly legiti-

mate, because one desires to look well, especially

when he is to be handed around, criticized, and

admired among his friends, and preserved for

posterity. There are a great many things done,

however, in the way of fixing up and beautify-

ing the person with a view to having a picture

made which defeat the very end intended and

make the photograph a caricature.

Full and special instructions are given in a

little book, just i-ssued from the press, called

"How to Sit for Your Photograph," which, if

followed, will set everybody right in this impor-

tant matter. It is written by the wife of a cele-

brated New York photographer, who has evi-

dently had much experience and understands

how to handle the subject. Her style is spicy

and rich, and she burlesques some of the char-

acters who frequent all photograph galleries, in

very amusing style. The book is full of instruc-

tion as well as entertainment, and every inter-

ested person should read it. If they do, we
shall see many better pictures and happier like-

nesses made than we do now, and the time of

both the photographer and his patrons will be

saved.

—

PliiladeljMa Inquirer.

How TO Sit for Youe Photograph.—Messrs.

Benerman &AVilson, photographic publishers, of

this city, have issued a small pamphlet with the

above title, which gives information on that

subject in a humorous and amusing sort of way,

and sets forth the trials of artists in making

photographs please those who wish their picture-s

to be more beautiful and natural than life.

Price, 30 cents in paper; 60 cents in cloth.

—

LtUheraii Observer.

How TO Sit for Your Photograph. By Chip.

Benerman & Wilson, Seventh and Cherry.

This little pamphlet gives a great deal of good

advice to sitters and artists. It comes from a

high source, being issued by the publishers of the

photographic magazines, which are the b.st au-

thority in such matters. The sprightly style in

which it is written makes it entertaining as well

as instructive, and all who intend to have their

pictures taken will gain by buying a copy, which

costs but thirty cents.

—

Philadelphia Age.

An amusing little sketch called " How to Sit

for Your Photograph," should have had an ear-

lier notice. It would be a good thing to read

before undergoing the torture of the gallery.

—

Germantoiun Chronicle.

Benerman & Wilson have published, in a neat

volume of 48 pages, an amusing but instructive

sketch entitled "How to Sit for Your Photo-

graph."— Cliilds' Public Ledger.

How to Sit for Your Photograph, by Chip,

is a little book of 48 pages, intended to set the

public right on that important subject. It im-

parts the requisite instruction in a pleasant way.

Benerman & Wilson, Publishers.

—

Evangelical

Mesievger

.

" Something that has longbeen needed."

—

Dr.

J. C. Mills, PhoLographer, Penn Fan, N. Y.

Benerman & Wilson, Philadelphia, have sent

us a tasty little pamphlet entitled " How to Sit

for Your Photograph.'' It is full of good sense.

The detailed directions about the attitudes of

children and others, and styles of dress, are

truly valuable.

—

Christian Intelligencer.

Many photographers are buying this little

work in quantities to sell again. One stock-

house took one hundred copies, and soon
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after ordered two hundred more. They will

go and will do good work wherever they

go for the nearest photographer to where

they are circulated.

SOMETHIlfG TO KEEP COOL OVER.
(From the N. Y. Tribimeoi Jime 10, 1871.)

"Photographers' Conventions.

" If young men's fancies, as the fact tells

us, lightly turn with the warm spring winds

to thoughts of love, middle-aged men's ap-

parently run as fast to conventions. They

herd together during every May and June

on the slightest pretext of union. They

meet and koo-too each other as Quakers,

Presbyterians, Prize-fighters or Patriots

;

and now as Photographers. Some spark of

good we suppose is struck but of all this

friction ; a certain cordial emulation and

guild-spirit, if nothing better. That im-

provements and new ideas may come from-

this .great annual association of photog-

raphers now in session in Philadelphia, is

a matter in which we are all personally con-

cerned. The convention we learn, is large

and enthusiastic. Delegates and specimens

are present from all parts of Europe. Our

own large houses from every state con-

tribute their best inventions. The staid

Quaker City glimmers with lenses and

graphoscopes. The smell of collodion and

blue lights fills the air. There is probably

no mechanical art, which has made such

rapid advance as this since the days of

Daguerre and JSTiepce, as is shown by the

numberless inventions, and the exquisite

softness and beauty of the specinaens ex-

hibited in Philadelphia. But, in an aesthetic

point of view, the profession, we are forced

to hint, has lagged far behind. In the

cities, where success would pay men with

real artistic talent to adopt the business,

they have frequently done so ; but outside of

these large markets it is usually left to any

young felloAv who can command money
enough to buy a camera and expertness

enough to handle it. Photography, like

wood engraving, suffers from the fact, that

the process is easily learned, the materials

are cheap, and the poorest workman will

always find work and wages. The average

operator, as we all know to our cost, has no

knowledge of the first rules concerning

light and shade, nor any glimmer of the

idea, that there niight be a skill in placing

and draping his victim, which would secure

a beautiful and attractive picture out of the

most meagre and inharmonious materials.

He plumps him into a chair of torture in a

room heated to 92°, screws his head into a

vice, and there placidly offers to ' wait until

he has assumed his best expression.' Haw-
thorne's morbid fancy that the secret devil

in every man peered out of his face some-

where in a photograph, may have had its

foundation in fact ; the treatment human
nature undergoes in that chamber of horrors

brings whatever is diabolical in it to the

light. There is an old story of a Greek

artist, to whom came an unhopeful subject

in the shape of a man, blind, lame, and with

a broken arm. He painted him taking aim

with a bow, kneeling on the lame leg,

closing the blind eye, drawing back the

broken arm. Our modern photographer

would have scorned such art as sheer com-

pounding of a felony. Seriously, this is no

matter for jesting. We may leave what

footsteps on the shores of time we please, in

the shape of character and good deeds, but

our real selves, our faces, are inexorably in

the charge of these minions of the sun for

posterity ; and whether we will or no, they

choose that every wrinkle and smirk shall go

down unflinchingly. For the great ma-

jority of us, twenty years after we are dead,

the only trace left of us on earth will most

likely be a photograph in some dusty albuna.

Is it unnatural that we should wish this to

be at least the shadow of what we were?

The most practical Gradgrind among us,

would fain look with a cheerful face into

that golden age to come, unknown world of

strangers though it be, and not scowl back

to it a grisly ghost. We beseech the Con-

vention to scatter some notions of true art

among its members. Kryolite and velvet

cases and invisible rests are no doubt ex-

cellent things, but a subtle sense of grace

and fitness and beauty is not altogether to

be despised. Have mercy upon us, Mes-

sieurs Photographers
;
you have the immor-

tality of this generation in your keeping.

For the love of justice do not any longer

confirm the Darv/inian theory, by sending
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us down to unborn ages in the presentment

of a race of gorillas."

I read the above while the last Convention

was going on, and at first felt more than

riled, but remembering the old adage to the

effect that one can learn truth concerning

himself from his enemies, re-read and re-

flected on the matter, and came to the con-

clusion that our critic's points were most of

them well taken. To be sure he seems some-

what mixed when he talks of the " smells of

collodion and blue Liglds filling the air," but

in the main charge which he prefers against

photographers as a body, that of ignorance of

art, he is quite correct. The Convention itself

showed that receipts for dissolving silver

were attentively listened to, but art was not

much talked or sought. Indeed, so ignorant

are many photographers, of art, that they

are unaware of their lack, like one who
longs not for the day, having never seen the

light. A very good test of this is the small

attention that the works of Adam Salomon

have received in this country. Here is a

man, whom such artists as Max Petsch and

H. P. Eobinson acknowledge to be their

master, and his old man reading was hardly

looked at. Something of this maj' be due

to the prejudice created by the wretched

caricatvire, published in the journal from

one of his negatives, which had not one of

Salomon's good points ; but their blindness is

chiefly photographers' own fault. Many are

occupied from morn to night in serving people

whose only ideal is to be "took square,"

and they are content to serve such, as long

as it fills the pocket. There is no hope for

such a photographer ; artist he can never

be. He may charge the fault on the public

and say that they don't want good pictures.

His public don't, but if it was m him to do

fine work, he would soon find a public that

would want it, and be willing to pay for it.

So don't let any one be angry at our harsh

critic ; this is good weather to keep cool in,

and we leave all to find out, how well or ill

the allegations may fit his individual case.

,
W. J. Baker.

Buffalo, W. T.

"The Year Book of Photography," and
" Mosaics," both 1872, sent for $1, postpaid.

ON ALBUMENIZING GLASS.
Ur. B. E. HAWKINS.

Another Statement of the Value of Albu-

menizing Glass, and the mode of doing if.—
I have taken considerable interest in all

articles in the Philadelphia Photographer

concerning the preparj^tion of plates with

albumen, and have anxiously hoped that

some one of the numerous experimenters

would "hit" upon my process, and then

write it out in a more able manner than the

present scribe. I believe I have had suffi-

cient experience to justify me in saying that

I have a good mode, and one that can be

relied on.

I began the use of albumen on plates

about ten years ago, and would not do

without it. I had a great deal of trouble at

first in coagulating the albumen. I used

nitric acid to flow over my plates after each

coating of albumen ; that didn't do. I tried

baking the plates in a hot oven, and that

didn't do. Spots, streaks, and every imagin-

able sort of failure was the result. Then I

tried thick albumen. Water four ounces,

and white of egg four ounces ; that was a

failure, and I have tried all preparations,

and have settled down (six years ago) to

the following

:

White of one fresh egg.

Sulphuric Ether, . . ^ ounce.

Water, . . . .16 ounces.

Manner of making : First select a strong

glass bottle holding about thirty-two ounces,

then select about a dozen hard white pebbles
;

I use white pebbles that I may know when
they are clean. Drop them into the bottle

and pat in some water to wash them thor-

oughly ; now drain the bottle and pebbles

;

when dry break one egg at the small end
;

make a hole large enough for all the white

or albumen to come out, but do not let a bit

of yolk out with it, or the albumen will be

spoiled. Now add half an ounce best sul-

phuric ether, shake until it forms an oily

mass, now add sixteen ounces of soft water

(or melted ice) ; shake briskly for about ten

minutes until all shreds or stringiness dis-

appears and the froth seems stiff; it is now
ready for im,mediate use. Filter through

very fine sponge (commonly known as sur-

geon's sponge). It will clog up and cease
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to filter. Pour out the albumen, wasli the

sponge, and it will work all right again;

continue this as often as it clogs up.

I use a Cometless collodion bottle to

flow the albumen on the plate, and by so

doing I avoid all bubbles, &c., that other-

wise would be on the plate. Flow the plate

while wet, and in the same manner as flow-

ing with collodion. Set it up to dry on a

drying-raok where they will be free from

dust, otherwise the dust will make "spots "

and pinholes in the negative. My reasons

for using ether to coagulate with, are : First,

it more readily evaporates out of the film

when drying; secondly, it does not injure

the bath by introducing foreign matter

other than is introduced by the collodion.

Alcohol is not so good a coagulator ; am-

monia will injure the bath, for each time a

plate so prepared is dipped, it takes in a small

amount of ammonia fumes with it, render-

ing the bath alkaline, and converting it

into ammonio-nitrate.

I have used my plates eight months after

being prepared, and they work as clean as

though they were freshly coated. I do not say

that my process is the best in use, but after

long years of experience I flnd it to be re-

liable. I find that the albumen does not re-

tard exposure, for I have coated half of one

plate and left the other clear glass ; exposed

the plate simultaneously on the same ob-

ject, and the albumen end came up first, and

the negative was finer in detail than the

plain or uncoated end. I have not seen any

one who has given it the above trial. I do

not consider it a fair test to expose one plate

after another, for light and other varying

circumstances will make a difi'erence. I

should be pleased to hear from any who
will test it as I have, to know what their

results are. I see one correspondent says to

"not use the albumen until it is thirty days

old." Deliver me from albumen of that

age ; the odors of sulphuret are far more

preferable, besides the introducing of rotten

albumen into the bath. I have no doubt

in my mind that that is the source of so

many failures in the use of albumen.

I have only seen one photographist who
almost met my views of the albumen pro-

cess, and that was Mr. Elbert Anderson,

your able correspondent (under ' ' Photo-

graphie Dialogues ") ; his mode of washing

and preparing plates is exactly like mine,

but he does not coagulate the albumen, and

he uses it very much weaker than I do.

I have occupied a much greater space

than I had intended, but hope that it may
not prove unworthy a place in our highly

esteemed organ ^ the Philadelphm Photogra-

pher ; but before closing will say that I

hope we niay have all matters of interest

discussed at our next annual meeting in St.

Louis, all the whys and wherefores of fail-

ures, &c., in our art, with the cause and cure

for the same.

Steubenville, 0.

The Year-Book of Photography, 1872.

This excellent annual is now too well

known to our readers to require any special

introduction or commendation from us. It

is, as our readers know, edited by our highly

esteemed English correspondent, Mr. G.

Wharton Simpson, is similar in size and

plan to our Mosaics, and gives us the Euro-

pean and especially the English side of our

wondrous art.

It is again similar to Mosaics, in being

mainly made up of« original, brief, practical

articles, by leading photographers, who re-

frain from writing at almost all other times.

There is something very pleasant cer-

tainly in this union of eff'ort at the begin-

ning of each new year, to give photography

one grand good push forward.

The Year-book for 1872 is at hand, and our

edition fresh from the English press, entirely

unchanged in any respect on this side, adver-

tisements and all, and is ready for delivery,

the price being the same as Mosaics, 50 cents,

post-paid. It contains nearly one hundred

useful articles by the editor and his co-labor-

ers, among the most useful of which we find

articles by Messrs. Kobinson, Blanchard,

Rejlander, Hughes, Salomon, Spiller, Dall-

meyer, England, Woodbury, Croughton,

Ery, Cooper, Vogel, Henderson, Liesegang,

Hart,Wilson, Werge, Henderson, and many
others of equal note.

We commend it as being eminently useful

and valuable. We have not over one thou-

sand copies, and orders must come early to

secure them.
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UNDER THE SKYLIGHT.
BY ROLAND VANWEIKE.

XI.

MOVING SITTERS.

"I'd like to know what's to be done with

these movy sitters
;

it seems as if everybody

was determined not to keep still to-day."

That question is rather a poser, Focus,

but I may be able to oflFer some suggestions

that will help you.

" I wish it was poser enough to pose that

subject so she would keep still."

Oh well, Focus, as long as your wits are

alive you will work yovir way through.

This subject seems rather nervous and must

be managed with a good deal of care. You
have been trying to get too much style on

her ; she will not bear it. Her agitation

causes a quicker breath and stronger beat-

ing of the heart. Now, in this condition,

there is greater tension upon all the nerves,

and any position that causes any more than

the usual strain is almost sure to result in a

movement.
" Why, I didn't think of that. If that's

the case, a man needs to study physiology,

anatomy, and all that sort of thing, as well

as photography."

A knowledge of those sciences. Focus, is

very valuable to any one, but their actual

study for this purpose is hardly necessary.

A little observation will show us what the

case requires, and we proceed accordingly.

" All right ; I'm here to learn."

Now, if we proceed as quietly as possible

with this subject, by speech and manner try

to soothe her nervous tremor, and let her

take a position requiring no strain or etfort,

persuade her to keep a steady support against

the rest, I think Ave may succeed in keeping

her still, and get a perfect sitting.

"Well, here's an old gentleman that

seems somewhat shaky ; how' would you

proceed with him ?"

Somewhat as with the last subject ; only

he is not frustrated at all. His .second child-

hood is coming upon him
;
yet it'would be

hardlj' proper to blow a horn or spring a

rattle to keep him still. Give the old gen-

tleman a seat in an easy chair, so that his

body is well supported
;
place the rest to his

head, so as not to push him out of place.

and have him keep a steady pressure against

it during the exposure.

What did you say was the trouble with

that next sitter. Focus ?

" Why, she keeps turning her head round

to one side ; she can't keep it in place."

Poor woman, I pity her. Only smell the

nasty hair-dye on her hair. No wonder
her head draws to one side

; that abominable

combination of sulphur and lead is doing

its work for her. It is singular, if people

will, that they are allowed to use such stuff.

Lead poison is one of the most fearful that

can enter the human system, and here it is

applied almost directly to the brain, whence

it distributes itself through the nerves of the

whole body.
" I have seen a great many people that

used hair-dye, and have often noticed that

they looked sallow and were very nervous,

but I didn't know the cause of it."

Well, Focus, these cases come under my
notice almost every day, and I believe it is

killing hundreds of our people. They are

generally those old enough to know better,

and ought to be proud of their gray hairs,

instead of trying to counterfeit youth by be-

lying nature. But " the way of the trans-

gressor is hard." We can only favor this

lady's peculiarity as much as possible. You
see, when her head is placed in position she

cannot keep it there ; every pulsation gives

it a hitch, till she is, involuntarily, looking

round over her shoulder.

" We might button her ears back to the

head-rest and keep her still."

That's rather rough. Focus ; her head

does seem a little mulish in its tendencies,

but that's rather a hard insinuation on her

ears. Let her head turn somewhat in the

direction it is disposed, and prevail upon

her to keep it as firmly as possible against

the rest.

" Well, what other cases are we generally

troubled with?"

It is ditficult to specify all, Focus, but I

may mention a few that we often meet with.

We sometimes find a person, generally

rather fleshy, whose pulsations are so strong

as to cause a constant motion, also those

that breathe heavily, causing a heaving of

the chest that very often extends to the

head, and can only be overcome by having
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the head and body firmly supported. Ordi-

narily, I don't think it well for the sitter to

press very hard against the rest, hut in these

cases it seems the only alternative.

There are cases where the sitter is so list-

less or indifferent as to let the head wander

away from the rest, and, of course, spoil the

sitting. It is necessary, in such cases, to"

have the sitter understand that his part in

the operation is quite as important as the

photographer's.

Then we have the individual who never

sat for his picture before ; who, when you

have exposed your plate and turned your

back to him, to your utter astonishment,

gets up and walks out by you, making some

remark about the weather. Or another,

who don't know when the picture is being-

taken ; thinks you are done when you com-

mence the exposure, and amuses himself by

looking about the room, while the plate goes

on catching the different attitudes.

" Those are the interesting subjects. I'm

glad you told me about them."

"Well, there is a comical side to such cases.

Focus, and if there is some provocation there

is also some fun. With such sitters it is

necessarj^ to be particular to explain to them

when the picture is being taken.

In most cases, the last described may be

exceptions. It is necessary to give the sit-

ter as much light as you can ; use a large

stop in your lens, and make the sitting as

short as possible.

" Very good ; now I hope we'll move on

with less diflSculty. ' If at first you don't

succeed, try, try again.' "

Mr. Kent's Patent Hand-Screen.

Editor Philadelphia Photographer :

The article which appeared in your last

number, by Mr. Kent, struck me with no

little surprise, as emanating from one whom
I so highly esteemed, not only as a bright

light in the profession, but as one who would

least desire to speculate upon the supposed

necessities of his brother artist.

I was highly entertained with his essay

and demonstration of the use of the hand-

screen, at our late convention ; but his threat

to patent, not only in this country but in

Europe, must offset his claim (if he makes
one) as a humanitarian, or a lover of the de-

velopments of the art. In God's name,

have not the craft suffered enough cramping

and imposition from the patent business

already ? It is said that he who falls down
upon the ice and can get up and go to prais-

ing God immediately, is a true Christian,

and no mistake. Even so I think that the

man who, having been salted by the bro-

mide patent, can offer consideration to

brother Kent for using or having used the

hand-screen, should be accounted of the king-

dom of Heaven ; and, besides, I hereby de-

clare that the hand-screen and its use are not

novelties with Mr. Kent. I have used the

same screen Mr. Kent described at the late

convention ever since the spring of 1868.

I left one in my operating-room when I

came to Philadelphia to attend that conven-

tion, last June, and have frequently exhib-

ited it to all artists visiting my gallery, be-

fore and since. All my customers will testify

that I have used the hand-screen on them in

getting my effects.

This device was first suggested to my
mind from using blank, white sheets of

paper laid on the floor about my sitter,

which I have been daily in the habit of

doing ever since the summer of 1863, to

modify my shadows. And in addition to

my hand-screen, I suspend a paper screen

of about two feet in diameter directly over

the top of the heads of my sitters, to keep

the harsh light from falling too intensely

on the forehead and hair ; for which idea I

have not applied for a patent. Hence Mr.

Kent has no more exclusive right to the

hand-screen than the Queen of Sheba, who
used the same identical thing, only more
ornate.

The fact is that brother Kent is my su-

perior in art. That, I cheerfully acknowl-

edge, for the reason that his artistic con-

ception is greater than mine, but is that any

reason that he should have a patent, because

he can produce finer results than I can with

the same tools and facilities ? Place Titian

or Kaphael in a common sign painter's shop,

and they will produce you a masterpiece.

Eemember, the means must always be sub-

ordinate to the law, and if this unholy

patent should be granted, the more gifted
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and ingenious artist will soon realize the

same, and oven more beautiful effects,

wholly disregarding any clogs which may
be thrown in the way of the great march

and progress of events by patent rights.

They are only little hindrances.

Now, in the name of the National Photo-

graphic Association, in the name of our

beautiful art, let us generously help each

other to progress, and not forever bar the

way of advancement with patents ; for, re-

member that the best of us

"Are but children yet, and the things that we do

Are but the sports of a baby to the Infinite view,

That sees all our weaknesses and pities them too.

"

P. B. Jones.

"HAND-SCREENS " AND PATENTS.
Me. Editor: In the Photographer for

January, some prominence is given to a so-

called " hand-screen, "by being coupled with

the idea of novelty, and the fraternity being-

informed that it is to be protected by patent

in this country and in Europe. With your

permission I will briefly state what I know
of such screens or shades.

During the ambrotype period we fre-

quently suspended over sitters a shade, cov-

ered with tissue-paper, the frame being iron

wire, and in shape much like a figure 9.

At that time its object particularly Avas to

have the hair not work out too light, when
very glossy and dressed smooth to the

head, and also to shade gray or white hair,

which otherwise would have been almost

entirely lost. About five years ago I com-

menced moving shades over the heads of

sitters, and have kept it up ever since. The

shade I now have has served me for nearly

three years without making any changes in

its construction, which is as follows: A
girl's rolling-hoop, about two and a half feet

in diameter, covered with white cotton cloth,

and fastened to a round pine stick about four

feet long. This little apparatus has been

used in moving over the heads of sitters, in

reflecting the light where desired, in light-

ing up certain points in' the background,

and in fact a thing of continued motion

during the exposure of a plate. About fifty

cents is all the expense of this simple con-

trivance, and I have found it very useful.

We have had this shade in our skylight-

room for years, and I am quite sure of im-

parting to other operators, when visiting

me, its object and beneficial qualities. I

never thought it of much importance as a

diacovery , and firmly believed, as I do now,

that a great many practical photographers

have used and are using something to pro-

duce the same results.

As an early member of the National Pho-

tographic Association, I will ask in conclu-

sion, is it creditable to any member to apply

for a patent on so trifling an apparatus ?

A. Simpson.

We have received several communications

similar to those of Messrs. Jones and Simp-

son published above, and think we have

given space to enough of them to neutralize

what Mr. Kent has said in his communica-

tion. Now let us all wait and see what sort

of an article Mr. Kent produces, and whether

it really is a trifle or an original and good

thing.

—

Ed.

GERMAN CORRESPONDENCE.

In Memory of Grasshoff—How to Keep Sil-

vered Albumen Paper—Preparation of Per-

manent Silvered Paper—Ammonia Fuming

Process with Lime and Sal Ainmoniac—
Photography and Likeness.

I REOEET that with this letter I have the

painful duty to inform you of the decease of

Johannes Grasshofl^. AH the friends of pho-

tography will deeply feel the loss. That clever

artist and investigator in the realm of pho-

tography is no more. He died in the 86th

year of his age, on the 11th of December, 1871,

after a short illness of small-pox. He was not

only eminent as an artist. I need only call

attention to his still-life pictures, well known

in America, to his tableau published in the

Photographic World, representing one and

the same lady in thirty difierent positions,

but he was also a fruitful thinker and inves-

tigator.

He was actually the flrst one who intro-

duced and established negative retouching

with lead-pencil. True, it had been practiced

before by a few photographers who treated

the method as a secret, but Grasshoff" pub-

lished it in 1866, and his article attracted
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the attention of all photographers on this

as well as on the other side of the Atlantic.

He soon became an authority in retouching,

and with indefatigable zeal he worked in all

its branches, and every volume of the Miit-

heilunge?i contains new and valuable publi-

cations from his pen.

With his treatise on backgrounds in por-

traiture he entered in 1868 into the sssthetic

branch of photography, and we owe him for

many valuable hints on posing and illumina-

tion. He was also a skilful operator and

experimenter, and immediately previous to

his death he investigated the cause why the

silvered albumen paper turns yellow in the

printing-frame during a long exposure, and

how it could be avoided. He had announced

a paper on this subject for the meeting of

our Society on December 15th, but death

suddenly cut short his career. His loss is

not only felt by us but by the whole photo-

graphic fraternity ; but we feel it the most

keenly, because we knew him not only as an

ambitious artist but also as a most amiable

character. He leaves a widow and three

small children in by no means easy circum-

stances.

Grasshoff's latest experiments on the

keeping qualities of silvered albumen paper

take for their starting-point Mr. Lea's re-

mark, that silvered albumen paper when
placed between paper which has been satu-

rated with a solution of carbonate of soda

will keep white. C-rasshoff used such paper

also in the printing-frame
;
he at first tried

a soda solution of 1:5; he dipped blotting-

paper into this and dried it afterwards ; this,

however, did not prove satisfactory; he

next tried paper which is generally used for

copper-plate printing ; it is almost as heavy

as Bristol board, but at the same time po-

rous and smooth. Such paper when satu-

rated with a solution of carbonate of soda

(1 to 5), and afterwards dried, keeps the

sensitive albumen paper white for days

;

when they are placed at the back of the sen-

sitive paper in the printing-frame, the re-

sults are very satisfactory.

The frequent complaints that silvered

paper will turn yellow in the printing-frame,

recall to us the diiferent methods of prepar-

ing permanent silvered paper ; it is well

known that there are several diflFerent pro-

cesses. In my Handbook I described on

pages 162, 163, three different ones, and two
of them I have tried myself successfully,

and have recommended them highly. The
one is to wash the paper after sensitizing,

the other is to add citric acid to the silver

bath. The latter was in Europe proposed

first by Ost, while Mr. Lea was the first

one to recommend it in America. With
washed papers I have worked for the last

two years, and I do not employ any other.

Paper which has been sensitized in a bath

containing citric acid (one part nitrate of

silver, one part citric acid, twelve parts of

water), keeps perfectly white for six weeks,

according- to my experiments. It prints as

well and as rapidly as ordinary silvered

paper, but not as quick nor so brilliant as

the washed paper does in the presence of

ammonia; but it has the advantage that it

will print without having previously been

fumed, while with washed paper fuming is

indispensable.

At a former time I have mentioned that

the fuming with ammonia may readily be

done in the printing-frame, by placing on

the back of the paper a bag containing pul-

verized carbonate of ammonia. The car-

bonate of ammonia, which consists of car-

bonate and bicarbonate of ammonia, is

decomposed ; the carbonate of ammonia
evaporates, leaving the bicarbonate as a

white, scentless, inert powder This other-

wise useless residue can be utilized by add-

ing powdered lime ; ammonia is at once

liberated, and the powder fumes as effectu-

ally as the fresh carbonate. The lime is

prepared by moistening ordinary burnt lime

with as much water as it will absorb ; a

large amount of heat is evolved, and the

lime remains as a fine dry powder ; this is

placed in the bag with the inert ammoniacal

salt. The carbonate generally becomes use-

less after from four to five days' work.

For the fuming process, which is generally

practiced in America, this method may also

be employed to advantage. When one part

sal ammoniac (muriate of ammonia) is

mixed with two parts of slacked lime in

powder, we obtain a fuming agent which

acts more energetically than liquid ammo-
nia, and is besides much cheaper. A residue

of moist chloride of calcium remains.
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At present an original lawsuit in regard

to photographs excites considerable interest.

A photographer made the pictures of two

brothers. They refused to accept the pictures

and to pay for them, because they did not

consider them likenesses. The photographer

went to law and the suit was ignored, be-

cause the judge was of the same opinion as

the two brothers. The photographer now
placed the two pictures in his show-case,

with the label, " The murderers of Mrs. X."
The two brothers called on the photogra-

pher and declared that to expose their pic-

tures with such a label was an insult to

them, although the judge had previously

decided that the pictures did not look like

them. The brothers have now instituted a

suit for libel, and great interest is mani-

fested in the progress of the trial.

Truly yours,

Dr. H. Yogel.

NOTES IN AND OUT OF THE
STUDIO.

BY G. WHAETON SIMPSON, M.A., F.S.A.

Mosaics—Ruined Chicago—Novel Mode of

Retouching—Novel Stain on Prints.

Mosaics.—I have just received a copy of

the coming year's Mosaics, a little annual

which I always look for with especial inter-

est. As yet I have only had time to glance

at it, but I am at once impressed with its

promise of excellence in the fact that in a

more than usual degree it consists of origi-

nal communications from American pho-

tographers, and that the articles bear the

impress of experience. It seems to me a

happy idea to secure at least once a year the

results of an intelligent photographer's ex-

perience in the form of direct practical

teaching or suggestion, and in the Mosaics

just issued we have both. It is very pleasant

too, to find the chiefs of our art meeting in

mental convention with a common end, each

contributing something to the common weal.

In wishing for the last issue of Mosaics a

very widespread circulation, I feel that I am
uttering a most friendly wish for the frater-

nity in America, as well for the publishers

and others concerned in its commercial suc-

cess. We have resolved this year to give

English photographers a chance of making

acquaintance with the good things it con-

tains, and have made arrangements for the

early supply of an edition for this country.

It shall certainly not lack my recommenda-

tion to make our photographers appreciative

readers of it.

Ruined Chicago.-
—

"Whilst referring to

American enterprise, I am reminded of

some wondrously fine photographs, with

copies of which I have been favored, of

Chicago after the devastating fire. Some

very large prints, by Mr. Landy, of Cincin-

nati, are especially fine and impressive.

The desolated ruins of noble buidings which

remain tell very sadly how magnificent a

city fell a victim to the fire-fiend, and dreary

as the idea may seem, the artist's treatment

has conferred considerable pictorial charm

to the work. I am especially struck by one

valuable technical feature of these prints.

I refer to the photographic printing in the

margin, giving not the title of the picture,

but references to various buildings forming-

part of the scene. This appears to me an in-

genious and valuable application of the possi-

bilities of printing. The principle, of course,

has been applied before
; but I have never

seen an application so useful as this ; and the

work is exceedingly well done. Whether

Mr. Landy has published an account of his

mode of working or not I don't know, but I

should certainly feel much interest in know-

ing the precise details of his mode of eflTect-

ing this marginal printing. I have already

imagined the plan he may have used, and it

would be interesting to know whether this

or some better plan has been adopted. This

is the plan which I have suggested as possible :

A clean margin of bare glass being scraped

round the negative, an accurately fitting

mask of paper or similar substance is placed

so as to join ujd to the edge of the picture.

Upon this mask is written the necessary in-

scription in an opaque or non-actinic ink.

The mask is selected of such a thickness

that it is equivalent in opacity to the half-

tones of the negative, so that it permits the

margin of the print to acquire a delicate

tint of brown, somewhat deeper than an

India tint, suflSciently deep to render the

letters of the inscription to appear white

and legible on a tinted ground, but not suffi-
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ciently deep to detract in any degree from

the force or effect of the print, the tinted

margin being really rather an improvement

than otherwise. The figures on the objects

in the print would be, of course, written,

duly reversed, on the negative in a non-

actinic ink. Proper care would, of course,

be taken to reverse the writing which ap-

pears on the margin in placing the mask on

the negative.

I shall look with interest for an early

communication from Mr. Landy on this

subject.

A Novel Mode of Retouching.—I gladly

get back out of the region of controversy to

something practical. Here is a little prac-

tical dodge communicated to me by Mr. T.

Piercy, a very skilful artist as well as a

clever photographer. To me it is altogether

a new thing to use cyanide as a crayon. Mr.

Piercy says : "I have made, and found use-

ful, a mixture of cyanide and whitening,

moulded into the form of, and dried and

used as, a crayon."

After being used on the paper, the action

of the cyanide is secured by floating the

print on water, face and cyanide-chalk

uppermost. The moisture will graduallj^

make its way through the paper, dissolve

the chalk, and set up the reducing action of

the cyanide, which can, of course, be stopped

at any moment by flooding the print with

water, and quickly and thoroughly washing

off the chalk.

Instead of floating the print it may be

steamed over the spout of a tea-kettle.

The intelligent operator will, of course,

select the mode best suited to his subject,

conditions of paper, backing, &c.

Novel Kind of Stain in Prints.—A few

months ago I was called upon to determine

the cause and nature of an unusual form of

stain or discoloration in an albumenized

print. The print was a fine one, which had

been produced some years, and was generally

pure in the whites and of excellent color.

It was framed carefully, the edges of the

backboard being sealed up with strips of

paper to keep out dust or impure air as far

as possible. The defect appeared in the

shape of patches of yellow, somewhat less

than half an inch in diameter. The surface

of the patches appeared as if varnish had

been dropped or smeared on the print, or as

if the albumen had been blistered or frizzled

by heat. The stains appeared altogether in-

explicable. I was assured that every care

had been taken to secure perfect preserva-

tion of the picture. It had, it was true,

stood upon the chimney-piece in a hot room,

but there was no possibility of the frizzled-

looking spots being due to burning. As I

had not opportunity of removing the print

from the frame, I was obliged for the time

to leave the problem unsolved. Shortly

afterwards I read a report of one of your

photographic meetings ; I think it was a

meeting of the Photographic Society of

Philadelphia, and in it I found a solution

of the difficulty. Mr. Shoemaker, it will

be remembered, when called upon at the

meeting in question for a paper, presented

a piece of backboard, having a strip of sap

on one edge, and a spot of balsam. He
found the picture this board had been

against, stained directly opposite the bal-

sam. It had gone completely through the

mounting board and the picture, taking the

color entirely out of it. He had seen an-

other picture stained where there was a knot

in the backboard. There can be little doubt,

I think, that the <^use here referred to was

the source of the patches I have described
;

they were yellow and resinovis, like smears

of varnish. "Whether the backboard con-

tained knots, or was of a quality likely to

contain much resinous matter, I do not

know, but the class of wood generally used

for backboards is commonly of the resinous

character, and as the frame had stood on

the chimney-piece, the heat would probably

be quite sufficient to cause the exudation of

such resin, and it oozing through the mount

and picture, little room is left for doubt

that the discolorations were due to resin.

Of course, all framed pictures where a back-

board comes into contact with paper,

whether photographs, water-color draw-

ings, or engravings, are equally liable to

injury from this cause, and a general cau-

tion might, with propriety, be urged here

in the selection of suitable wood, or the in-

terposition of a protective substance between

pictures and backboards. But the caution

comes with double force to the photogra-

pher. Such a misfortune would be equally,
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or more, disustrous to a valuable water-

color drawing, or to an engraving ; but no

one would dream of charging the defect as

a drawback against water-color drawing, or

against engraving ; but any accident of this

kind happening to a photograph, the result

is at once set down to the inherent insta-

bility of photographs, and the discolored

patch is regarded as the first stage of the

inevitable fading inseparably associated in

the public mind with photography. Hence

photographers are doubly concerned for

their art's sake, and for their own reputa-

tion, as well as for the sake of the individual

picture, to see that their pictures are at

least protected from such easily preventible

sources of inj ury.

My object in referring to this is twofold.

In the first place, it is interesting to furnish

another illustration and confirmation of Mr.

Shoemaker's statement 5 and, in the second

place, I wish to point out the especial value

of discussions in societies on all kinds of

failures, accident, and abnormal conditions.

In this country, which has been the home

•par excellence of photographic societies,

many of the societies have languished and

finally dropped out of existence simply from

lack of papers. A certain orthodox standard

has been set up of what should constitute a

creditable meeting- a paper or papers should

be read, and discussions arise thereon. Fail-

ing the paper, there was no discussion. As
years rolled by, subjects for formal papers

perhaps grew scarce, or members had not

time to write a paper carefully ; and when

meeting after meeting occurred without a

paper or discussion, the meetings ceased to

be held, and the society died. Now, if mem-
bers of photographic societies generally

would take occasion, as Mr. Shoemaker did,

to bring examples of unusual results, such

as, say, a peculiar cause of fogging, streaks,

water markings, zigzag lines, or stains in

the negative, irregular printing or toning,

&c., how often would a practical discussion

and statement of experience be elicited,

quite as valuable as a carefully-written

paper ? I do not know, of course, how
your societies in America get on in these

matters ; but I cannot but think that these

hints are worth consideration.

1. '-Pupil" can make good photographs

on handkerchiefs and other fabrics as follows :

SIZING SOLUTION.

Water,... . . 1 ounce.

White Glue, . . .2 grains.

Soak the glue in hot water until it is dis-

solved, and then apply the solution to the

part of the handkerchief to be printed upon.

When dry apply the silver solution with a

tuft of cotton, shielding the unsized portions

of the handkerchief.

Fume when dry, and print in the usual

way, or in the handkerchief printing-frame

described in this journal a year or so ago.

Tone in your usual toning solution, fix,

and wash well. The final washing should

be in hot water to dissolve out the super-

fiuous sizing.

John E. Clemons.

1. Will some kind person give us their

experience in mending broken negatives ?

Julius.

2. I have two questions to ask Sphynx :

1st. What effect has cold on collodion?

2d. I have been troubled for some time

with specks, which on the high-lights are

black, while on the dark parts of the drapery

they have a grayish appearance. Examined
with a glass, they have a silvery appearance

and are raised above the surface of the film.

In the negative they are always black.

S. M. A.

"How to Sit for your Photograph" is

being offered by a number of photographers

to their patrons at their counters, and is,

we believe, very acceptable. It is a book

which any photographer can sell at his

counter.
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WRINKLES AND DODGES.
One of our good readers who runs an

" humble gallery," out West, declares that

he has found more real useful hints in this

department of our magazine than anywhere

else, and wishes to see it revived. We are

perfectly willing to revive it, if he, and all of

our readers will sustain it by keeping us sup-

plied with little " wrinkles and dodges " to

put in it. There is no one doing ever so

"humble" a business, but has some little

methods peculiar to himself which he can

give us for the use of the fraternity at large.

Therefore let them come in ; we will pour

them into our hopper, from which they shall

come out in goodly shape in this column.

That is the true way for us to help each other

to improve and progress. Let all take hold

and do it now. Send us your thoughts and

ideas as they occur to you.

We have a few already in hand, part of

which we let out to start the ball rolling again.

Flowing Plates.—We generally use the

polished hollow side of the plate or glass,

hold the mouth of the collodion bottle close

to the plate, pour on only enough to cover

the plate, raise the plate, gently rocking, and

drain. Eocking generally prevents ridging.

Moving the plate and collodion too rapidly

in the air when flowed, seems to attract too

much hydrogen or moisture between the

collodion film and the glass
; a room of the

temperature of about 60° is very good for

flowing plates in. When the atmosphere is

changing, or just before a storm, the most

care is required. After a storm, the at-

tractions seem not so great ; a purer atmos-

phere, better light, when we can expect

better results ; a thermometer and barometer

in the dark-room are very good.

Light we can generally see, but the ele-

mentary changes are quite a study, and use-

ful in photography.

Photographically yours,

H. C. Wilt,
Franklin, Pa.

SAVINGS.
Our fourth National Grand Exhibition

approach eth.

Thk Annual Exhibition of the London
Photographic Society closed December 9th.

It was a great success. Over six hundred

pictures or frames of pictures were on exhi-

bition from about one hundred and fifty ex-

hibitors. From the remarks and criticisms

we have seen, we judge there must have been

some grand things to be seen which we grieve

to have missed. There were some few Amer-
ican pictures, including a portrait of Presi-

dent Bogardus, who is spoken of as looking

"bright, genial, keen, and intelligent."

The cases in which the Shaw & Wilcox

Co. stand as complainants, are now in about

the following shape

:

Against Mr. Pendleton, of Brooklyn, for

infringement ; case was argued last Decem-
ber by T. H. Wyatt, Esq., for the company,

and E. T. Bell, Esq., for Mr. Pendleton,

before Judge Benedict. A decision is looked

for every day.

AgainsL Abram Bogardus, Esq., for in-

fringement ; argument will probably be

made soon, testimony having been all taken,

and the case awaiting its turn in court.

Against Messrs. E. & H. T. Anthony &
Co. , for infringement ; testimony not all

taken.

Against Edward L. Wilson, editor Phil-

adelphia Photographer
.1
for libel ; testimony

is being taken weekly, the witnesses of the

complainant having been mostly examined.

The defendant opened his case and pro-

ceeded to examine witnesses soon after 1st

January. Photographers who have used

Shaw's tanks will confer a favor if thej^ will

at once send us sworn statements of when
they made contracts for their use, and why
and when they discarded them. Also those

using them would oblige us by stating how
long they have used them, and how they

find them to work, and if the returns are

right.

Albumen as a Substratum for Glass-

plates, or rather the use of it, is claimed by

Mr. John H. demons of this citj^, whose

account is as follows :

" In 1862 or 1863, I visited the gallery of

Mr. J. Good, now in Lancaster, but then in

Market Street above Eighth, Philadelphia,

and found him trying to clean some plates

with albumen.

"Soon after, I had a lot of rustj^ plates

myself to clean. I was then making my
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albumen paper in Second Street, nbove Cal-

lowhill. Knowing that a solution of silver

would coagulate albumen on paper, I tried

the albumen on plates. At the same time I

had some collodion which I could not keep

from slipping off my plates.

" I made a mixture of six ounces of water

to the white of one egg, and found it too

thick. I added two ounces of water and

found it to answer, and that I had a prize,

for my rusty glasses answered perfectly, and

the films no longer slipped from the plates.

" I communicated the idea to several par-

ties, some of whom tried it. Mr. Coleman
Sellers called upon me at that time. I gave

him the receipt, and he communicated it to

the British Journal of Photography. Since

then it has come into very general use. "

^Htor's Sabh.

The Photographic World, for January,

1872, contains a cabinet photograph from a re-

touched negative, by Mr, William Kurtz, New
York, and articles on The Acid Bath of Mr.

Black; Dry Plates; "Lieht" Prints; Carmine

Sulphuric Acid Process ; Analysis of Impure Ni-

trate of Silver; Origin and Neutralizing of Acid

Collodions
; Lecturettes on Chemistry ; German

Correspondence ; Boston do. ; On Foci ; Cam-
phor in the Positive Bath; Hypo Club; St.

Louis ; Portrait Photographs (the first of a new
series of articles, by R. J. Chute) ; Landscape

Lessons (first of a new series by the editor)
;

Notes In and Out of the Studio; Wenderoth's

Argento Picture
; Simple Dark Tent; Splashes

of Silver ; All the World Over ; Obituary, J.

Grasshoff; Table Talk, and Editorial. There is

nothing in the World that is in the Philadelplda

Pliotographer. The two magazines are as differ-

ent as if published in difi'erent countries, and all

would gai)i, by taking both.

Items of News.—The World and Times.

bound in cloth, one volume, $4.25. Now ready.

Philadelphia Photographer, bound $5.25, or

$4.25 to present subscribers. A limited number
of copies only. Mr. H. J. Newton reports favor-

ably on the Sensitized Paper Company's paper,

and sends us a fine print. Mr. J. Winter, pho-

tographer at Albany, Oregon, was totally burnt

out on December 19th. Loss, $2000 ; insured

for $1500. Messrs. Goetchius & Brother, Titus-

ville, Pa., were also burned out recently, but

were fully insured. The Indianapolis Photo-

graphic Society gave $25 to the Chicago suf-

ferers, and not $20 only, as we before reported.

A Columbia, S. C, paper, in speaking of Messrs.

Wearn & Hix, the photograpl ers in that city,

says: " They have all the latest improvements

in pictures, and keep pace all the time with

their brother artists North and in Europe, by
correspondence and by an annual visit beyond

the State to see what is doing in the artistic

world." So much for Southern enterprise. We
hope to see much of it at St. Louis. Mr. H. B.

Hillyer, at Austin, Texas, has just entered his

new and handsome rooms, six in all. His recep-

tion-room is 20 X 12, and his studio 28 x 1.3. One

of the city papers says :
" This is certainly a pleas-

ant and convenient gallery, with a fine light, and

well furnished with modern appliances. Mr.

Hillyer has already made an enviable reputation

as an artist, but with his present facilities his

patrons may reasonably expect something far

ahead of previous efi^orts." Mr. R. M. Linn,

Lookout Mountain, Tenn., has sent us a photo-

graph of a very ingenious bath filter and emptier

combined.

The American Carbon Manual has had an

appendix added to it, giving instructions in

making the Wenderoth Argento picture. It will

be found a great helper to all who desire to in-

Iroduce the Argentotypes.

Chute's Universal Cameo Press. — We
have made a number of trials with Mr. R. J.

Chute's ingenious cameo press, and it works

perfectly. The print is laid upon a rubber-bed,

the form laid upon the print, the pressure

brought down, and the rubber pushing up

through the form makes the cameo impression.

This much said to turn those right who want a

good cameo press answering for various sizes, at

once. In our next we hope to give a full descrip-

tion of the press and a sample of its work.

How much have the photographers and dealers

given to the Chicago sufferers, not to the pho-

tographers suffering alone, but to all the suffer-

ing? The Executive Committee want to put it
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on record, and we would be thankful for any in-

formation on the subject.

The Death of Mr. J. Grasshoff, the cele-

brated young photographer, of Berlin, occurred

December 11th. We feel that we have lost a

personal friend, and that our art has been de-

prived of one of its most promising lights. He

left a wife and three children, with none too

much to support them. Therefore the Berlin

Photographic Society offer specimens of his

work for sale, and also ask contributions from his

friends to erect a small tablet to his memory, and

to relieve the wants of his family. AVe shall be

glad to give further particulars if desired. Con-

tributions may be sent to Mr. W. Kurtz, 872

Broadway, N. T. , President German Photog-

rapher's Society, New York.

In our November issue we published a reduc-

tion of Mr. GrasshofiTs pictures of the members

of the Berlin Society. Copies of the originals

his widow offers (eighteen Victorias and six-

teen cartes), for $4. We will undertake to for-

ward the orders for any who wish them.

Mr. E. B. Barker, whom all visitors to

Anthony's know well, says : "A few days since

a lady walked up to me and inquired, 'Do you

keep MusiiicsV I replied in the affirmative.

She then asked, 'Are they Roman, and if so,

b.ave you any in pins and ear-rings?' With a

smile, I replied that they were Compendiums,

and produced one (yours). With a laugh and

a bow, she vanished."

Mosaics makes many men make much more

magnificent work, and Musaics for 1872 excels

all its previous predecessors. Mr. B. W. Kiiburn,

who is now doing Niagara, says of Mosaics,

" It has been of great advantage to me this year.

One article in it has been worth more to me than

ten years' subs ription to it.'' A few hundred

copies only of Mosaics left to sell.

Mr. D. H. Spencer, Hudson, Mich., says: "I

have read and heard i
" muih in praise of the

World I've concluded tc ike it."

"How TO Sit for Your Photosraph" is for

sale by Dr. J. C. Mills, Penn Yan, N. Y., who

says, " It is a good thing for the purpose—some-

thing that has long been needed." Many others

besides Dr. Mills sell it and praise it.

BoGARDus & Bendann Bbothkrs, is the name

and title of the new firm at 1153 Broadway,

New York—the three busy bees some call them.

With their well-known abilities we look for a

wonderful business from this trio. They are

tearing out and building a new double skylight,

and are going to have things most conveniently

arranged. More about them when the work is

done.

The ChemicalNature opthe Photographic

Picture.—An article under this head by Dr.

Vogel, in 1872 Mosaics, will be found very in-

teresting, and make Dr. Vogel's remarks in his

last correspondence a little more understandable.

No one is more able to treat upon this subject

than Dr. Vogel, and no one has made more pa-

tient research than he to verify what he says.

Pictures Received.—From Me^s. B.ogardus

& Bendann Brothers, a magnificently lighted

characteristic head of an old gentleman, which

is a fine study. From Messrs. Potter & Bro.,

Mansfield, Ohio, some excellent cartes and cabi-

nets. In their advertisement to their patrons,

these gentlemen say: "We believe it to be to

our interest to give you superior work, and that

it is to your interest to pay a reasonable price

for the same ; and also, that it is to your interest

as well as ours, to discountenance all low-priced,

or (what is the same) poor work, as it not only

tends to degrade the profession, but the person

who takes the pictures and the party who receives

the money as well.

"More; please bear in mind that the party

who asks a fair price for his work, will spend

twenty times as much in its production—leaving

sotil and brains out of the question—as the artis-

tic (?) vampire who sells his work for what he can

get. The productions of such are dear at any

price."

That is surely sound doctrine, worthy of being

taught all over the country.

Our readers will do us a favor if they will re-

member that we have no connection with any

stock depot, and cannot undertake to give esti-

mates, recommendations, &c. Our advertising

pages give all such information, and we beg that

we be allowed to devote our whole time to the

interests of our publications. When you are

troubled in your manipulations we shall always

be glad to assist you if we can.

Mr. H. Noss, New Brighton, Pa., has sent us

four cartes of his little girl, in various positions

of babydom, which are capital, and show ttie

tiny subject to be under perfect control, and

demonstrates what can. be done.

Lantern Slides of the Chicago Rjjins.—
Messrs. Copelin & Hine, 215 West Madison

Street, Chicago, have sent us some very fine

lantern slides of the Chicago ruins, and are

prepared to fill orders for similar ones.
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THE EXHIBITION.

The Fourth Annual Exhibition of the

National Photographic Association of the

United States will be held in St. Louis, Mo.,

in the Masonic Hall, beginning Tuesday,

May 7th, 1872.

The meetings of the Association will be

held in the Polytechnic Hall, adjoining the

other, at hours to be hereafter announced.

A cordial invitation is given to all pho-

tographers abroad and at home to exhibit of

their work, and space will be provided free

of charge.

All photographers are likewise invited to

a free attendance of the meetings of the As-

sociation, whether members or not.

Foreign exhibitors will please direct their

parcels to the Permanent Secretary, at Phila-

delphia, who will attend to their entry at the

Custom House on this side, and also fulfil

instructions as to the return of the goods, or

the sale of the same, if desired, free of charge.

Home and Canada exhibitors will please

direct their parcels to the Local Secretary,

at St. Louis. Fuller instructions will be

given in one month hence by circular and

otherwise.

Arrangements with express and railway

companies are pending for a commutation

of fares and freights, and the results will be

announced soon.

The Local Secretary has already secured

an agreement from various hotels for a re

duction in price, and every effort is being

made to give all who attend a grand, in-

structive, and paying excursion.

Many very useful papers are promised to

be read at the meetings of the Association,

and discussions of great practical value will

follow.

The exhibition of both home and foreign

work promises to be unusually grand, and

no live, enterprising photographer will or

should fail to be present.

A grand evening reception and lantern

exhibition are arranged for, and the citizens,

especially the press and the photographers

of St. Louis, promise to give the Association

such a welcome and benefit as it never had

before. It is hoped that those who are

making all this preparation will not be dis-

appointed in the attention and appreciation

of the photographic fraternity.

J. H. FiTZGIBBON,

Local Secretary, St. Louis, Mo.

Edward L. Wilson,
Permanent Secretary, Philada.

THE EXHIBITION RAILROAD
CIRCULAR.

The following is a copy of the circular

issued to the General Ticket Agents of all

the principal railways and steamboat com-

panies, by the Permanent Secretary, to
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make the fares to St. Louis as low as possi-

ble. Photographers can further the good

work by calling upon ticket agents them-

selves and urging a favorable response to

this circular. If you want to go to St.

Louis this is your way. Please report

your success.

Philadelphia, Feb. 1st, J872.

Mr
General Ticket Agent R. 11.

Dear Sir: The Fourth Annual Conven-

tion and Exhibition of our Association will

be held in St. Louis, beginning Tuesday,

May 7th, 1872. Attendance is expected as

usual from all parts of the country, wher-

ever photographers reside. The objects of

our Association are the advancement of our

art, and the improvement and education of

those who practice it.

We therefore come to you to repeat our

request of former years, to give us the bene-

fit of reduced fares, and such facilities for

securing a large attendance as your regula-

tions may permit, by the issue of round trip

tickets to St. Louis, or to some intermediate

point, or between local and junction or ter-

minal stations, or free return tickets to such

as may pay full fare in one direction.

As the advancement of our art is a thing

valuable to almost every one, and as our

members, as a class, are of humble means,

we trust you will give us the best arrange-

ments in your power.

As I have to make up a list of routes fa-

voring us, will you not please favor me with

an early reply and information on the fol-

lowing points :

1.—Will you sell round trip tickets to St.

Louis, and if so, from what points and at

what fare ?

2.—Will you sell round trip tickets to

any point short of St. Louis, and if so, from

and to what points, and at what fare ?

3 —Will you sell round trip tickets be-

tween local and junction or terminal sta-

tions on your road, and if so, between what
stations, and at what fare?

4.—Will you issue free return tickets to

such as may pay full fare in one direction,

and if so, between what points ?

5.—Will you make any reduction of fare

in any way, and if so, in what manner and
between what points ?

6.—Will any certificate be necessary to

show that the person is a member, or other-

wise entitled to a reduction of fare ?

7.—Will the reduction of fare and issue

of tickets be limited strictly to members, or

extended to their wives and members of

their families, and to those who propose be-

coming,members at the St. Louis meeting?

(We hope you will allow the latter plan, as

it will certainly induce more travel and

swell our numbers.)

8.—Will you grant any facilities for the

free transportation of articles for exhibition,

and how are such facilities to be obtained ?

Our first Exhibition and Convention was

held in Boston, our second in Cleveland,

,and our last in Philadelphia. The attend-

ance is largely increased each year, owing

doubtless to the favors shown us by you and

your colleagues. Please do your best for us

this year and permit me to hear from you

early.

Very respectfully yours,

Edward L. Wilson,
Permanent Sec'y Nat. Photographic Assoc,

Sherman's Building, 7th and Cherry Sts.,

Philadelphia.

CHILDREN'S PICTURES.
BV MAX PETSCH.

It is no wonder that the dear little ones

often terrify the photographer by their

entry into the atelier, for the taking of their

pictures is always combined with all kinds

of trouble and difiiculties. How often it

happens, that after hours of fruitless exer-

tions, the photographer is compelled to send

a child away, to satisfy his other customers

who are waiting for him in the worst pos-

sible humor.

When I now take the liberty of commu-
nicating to you my experience, let no one

suppose that I intend to recommend one of

those highly praised instantaneous collo-

dions. I consider the proper treatment of

the juvenile nature of much more impor-

tance, and shall add to this a few remarks

on the other conditions which are necessary

to secure success.

For only by a favorable co-operation of all

the conditions which we have to consider in

taking a picture, success becomes possible.
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The first condition then would be to arrange

the different points as favorably as possible

beforehand, in order that we may control

them at the proper moment. Let us now
examine these conditions separately, and

see how we can make them suit our purpose.

An unreserved expression is to be ex-

pected in the picture of every child as it is

in the nature of the case. Very often this

is already impaired by the home influence,

by the treatment of the parents, who pre-

pare the child, by different exercises in word

and deed, for the great act. After these

preliminaries, the children enter the atelier

with distrust; sometimes they have pre-

viously gone through similar disagreeable

proceedings with uncle Doctor, when they

also were commanded to hold perfectly still.

The first entry into the studio is of much
importance. All the moving about of back-

grounds and apparatus, of rustling with

curtains, &c., will only increase the distrust

of the little one. On the other hand, a

cheerfully, orderly arranged, well-lighted

place exercises a pacifying influence.

Of accompanying persons, only the

mother, and possibly the nurse, should be ad-

mitted. In this respect the photographer can-

not be too strict. The father, the aunt, and

the wet-nurse, every one professes to know
best how to attract the little one ; in a cir-

cle they stand around the child, and stare

at it as if they had never seen it before. It

is natural that the child thinks that some-

thing extraordinary is to be done with it.

The same undesirable effect is produced by

constant combing, brushing, and pulling of

the dress, as also the interdiction of the

practice of certain habits. In the latter

case, we may be sure that our victim will

not fail to bite its nether lip, or to squint in

the most outrageous fashion. Very obe-

dient children will in this case go to ex-

tremes, when, for instance, they are forbidden

to open the mouth, they will convulsively

compress the lips. With timid Or naughty

children, the presence of the father to exer-

cise his authority, is by some deemed neces-

sary, but it must not come that far ; every-

thing must be done in kindness, and even

the worst little urchin must be kept in a

good humor.

The gallery is neither the place, nor is it

the time, for educational experiments, and

when they are attempted, screaming and
crying are generally the result.

The calmness and patience of the pho-

tographer is the only remedy. A toy or a

book should be shown, taking care, how-

ever, not to cause any excitement in order

to reserve the surprises for the proper mo-

ment. When we have to deal with very

shy children, it is best to keep away from

them as much as possible, and apparently

not to notice them at all, for by trying to in-

fluence them, we aggravate the evil.

These are the circumstances which might

influence the expression of our little model.

We will now consider the very important

point of rapid working, which, of course,

is necessary. This depends on several con-

ditions.

First, the brightness of the living object.

When we have a very light, or, if possible,

pure white dress, a light background and

a light chair, the exposure will be twice as

short, as if the surroundings were dark, for

instance, the favorite black velvet dresses.

As with so short an exposure, the decora-

tions would look very dark, it is better to

omit them altogether, and to have a gradu-

ated background ; in this way the sup-

porting arm of the mother is also removed.

The rapidity of the work is also depen-

dent on

:

The brightness of the weather
;

The quantity of light

;

The sensitiveness of the preparations
;

The opening of the lens.

Sometimes one or the other of these con-

ditions is wanting; sometimes all four are

missing. When the light is poor, or if

the atelier is small, it is better to omit the

exposure, for all that we may accomplish

with much care and trouble, would neither

please us nor our customers. Often, how-

ever, we will succeed in spite of unfavorable

circumstances, if we are only able to attract

the attention of the little ones, particularly

when we concentrate our exertions on the

right moment. It is, therefore, necessary

to wait with the arrangement of the posi-

tion, until the plate has been placed in the

atelier.

Of pose we can hardly speak in '
' taking '

'
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children, nor is it necessary. When they

are placed on a chair with a high back, at

right angles with the seat, against which

they can rest their head, and if what we have

said before in regard to expression has been

observed, they will sit as natural as we
often may wish that grown persons would

do. The mother takes at once a seat along-

side the child, in order to give it a feeling

of security, and passing her hand through

the back of the chair, she seizes the child

firmly. Focussing must be done quickly.

At this monaent, the proper working to-

gether of two persons is all-important.

While one of them occupies the attention of

the child, the other watches for the moment

of perfect quietness ; to make it last as long

as possible is the main object. A plaything

which agreeably employs the eye and ear at

the same time, suddenly drawn from a box,

or a pocket, generally produces the desired

effect ; everything which can attract the at-

tention of the little one in another direction,

even the movements of the third party pres-

ent, should be studiously avoided. It is of

advantage to take at once three pictures on

the plate, as success becomes more certain.

When several children are " taken " in

succession, it is advisable to take the boldest

first, the others become in the meantime

accustomed to the place, and take courage

when they see that nothing has happened to

their little brother.

While it is difficult to " take " a child

successfully, the difficulty is doubled and

tripled in taking a group. When we are

not tolerably certain of success, it is better

to decline altogether, and to recommend

separate pictures for each child, even when

we have leisure time for experiments ;
for

having vainly tried to take a group, and

after playing all our trumps, we will no

longer succeed with single portraits.

The patience is exhausted ;
all our sing-

ing and whistling goes for nought, and only

makes the little ones more restless. The

same applies to difficult positions, and the

often asked for still life pictures. Not every

child is suited for this, and we cannot be

positive enough in our refusal ; so also when

the little one is to be " taken " four or five

times in succession, in different costumes,

and with different persons.

By taking the pictures on different days,

we may help ourselves in this instance, but

under all circumstances, and no matter

what trouble the children, and still more so,

the parents, may give us, always keep your

temper ; with force and anger you accom-

plish nothing, therefore be cheerful and

kind.

It must afford us some pleasure, when we
see the same children which entered our

studio timidly and crying, leave the same

reluctantly, after a successful picture has

been made.

—

Mittheiiungen.

Landy's Method of Marginal Printing-.

In Mr. G. Wharton Simpson's London

letter in the February number of the Phila-

delphia Photographer^ he desires a commu-
nication from me explanatory of my method

of printing on the margin of photographic

prints. He describes a process by which a

similar result could be obtained.

The method I have used for the last three

years is more simple, and requires less labor.

I have applied it in dift'erent ways for mar-

ginal printing, for monograms and auto-

graphs on portraits'^ and descriptive letter-

ing on views in landscape photography.

For portraits it is as follows : I first make
a print for the usual medallion style, mask-

ing out the mat part. After the print is

made I insert, between the print and the

glass which holds the oval mask, a thin sheet

of paper, such as is used for foreign corres-

pondence, upon which the autograph is

written or the monogram drawn or printed

in non-actinic ink, then exposed to the light

for a short time. When for landscapes it is

difficult to get paper sufficiently large, I do

the lettering reversed on a glass that holds

the mask which prints the outside tint or

mat. The best thing I have found for let-

tering is Gihon's Opaque.

The mats for portraits can be embellished

very much by designs drawn on the same

kind of paper. French note paper with

fancy designs, used in the same manner,

makes very good mats.

Eespectfullj'-,

J. Landt.
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To Paint Lantern Transparencies.

BY T. P. VARLEY.

Having made a clear transparent picture,

albumenize it, same as you would negative

glass (when dry, of course) ; it will then

have a good coloring surface, and will not

rub easy. Do not varnish—in fact never

varnish unless you do not protect with a

glass, which latter is always best ; no varnish

I have ever used but shows some spots or

specks, except Canada balsam, and cement-

ing together, which I do with colored

pictures.

I use a retouching frame such as was de-

scribed some time back in the Philadelphia

Photographer, with a white card under for

reflector and another on top to shut off top-

light from the eyes. Water colors are best,

in cakes or bottles ; cakes I prefer. They
are few. The following I have used, and

they are transparent:

Yellow—Gallstone, aureolin, brown pink.

Red—Madder lake, crimson lake, carmine.

Blue—Prussian blue, new blue, indigo.

Orange—Burnt sienna.

Brown—Madder brown, Vandyke brown.

Black—Lampblack.

For any shade of green, Prussian blue and

brown-pink mixed.

Tor purple or lake, Prussian blue and

carmine mixed.

To get these colors it took time and prac-

tice, and I believe those are pretty near the

ones used by the best manufacturers in

America.

Have a good colored specimen picture to

go by, and with care and practice you can

make a picture that will answer almost as

well as those expensive ones, at very little

cost, except time and labor. Many will be

surprised to see their own pictures colored

showing so well ; know by the trial ; re-

member taste and care.

The size I think best is 3^- x, 3J inches

square. Lenses will cut a picture out

sharper. In cementing a glass over a col-

ored picture, drop a few drops of Canada

balsam on the middle of the picture, having

warmed the glass flrst and examined to see

that the glasses come together even ; then

put away with about a pound weight on top

to press them slowly together ; two or three

days after bind round with paper.

For uncolored transparencies do not var-

nish—only albumenize
;
put a paper slip or

mat betwixt, then bind the glasses together.

To make transparencies, the plan given

by R. J. Chute in your February number, is

so near my way that I could give nothing

better.

"How to Sit for your Photograph."
" No man is perfect," quoth the big Boss,

a truism that applies to books as well as to

the authors. The little work whose title is

above, is an attempt, and in some respects a

successful one, to lead the public to see that

the sitter is for the time being in partner-

ship with the sittee, that to secure a perfectly

successful result, the former must under-

stand his business, and has his allotted part

to do, just as much as the photographer,

and that it is unjust to hold the latter re-

sponsible for the omissions or active sins of

the former.

This has been painfully appreciated by

the artist ever since photography had a

being, and before, but our patrons, for the

most part, insist on ignoring all our natural

limitations, and persist that it is we who
make those horrid resemblances, and not

they who make the resemblances horrid.

Any attempt to let light into this dark

spot in the public's understanding, is a boon

to photographers, and we are sorry not to

speak more unreservedly in praise of " How
to Sit," just because we appreciate the good

motive that prompted it, and the actual

good that is in it, which, notwithstanding

what we shall presently charge against it, is

enough to give it a place on our reception-

room tables, and to cause us to hand it

around among our friends.

In the first place' the book is written in

too discursive a vein; it not merely rambles,

but hippity-hops, everywhere, with hardly

a trace of connection, and in no place is any

steady aim, any controlling idea, any unity

of plan discernible ; from which it lacks

the convincing weight, that a steady ad-

vance in a particular direction would give.

Some of the different sitters that we daily

see are photographed so naturally that they
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would know themselves in the not flattering

portraits, but so far is it from giving any

•general directions "how to sit," that the

book might have been called " amusing

reminiscences," or a " photographer's day's

work," or an "artist's discouragements,"

or almost anything else. To be smart, piq-

uant, amusing, is the author's endeavor,

which is good, but not sufficient; as in the

case before us, it follows that the author is

also disjointed. But perhaps we shall be

met with the retort that the writer did not

aim at anything so serious as a regular

.book, but only meant to throw out a few

sparks of scintillating brilliancy ; to which

we answer that, in that case the endeavor

was not high enough . No matter how short

an essay is, it should have a starting-point,

and an end, not be all middle; however

swift or lightly Pegasus moves, he should

always be driven, not allowed to seize

the bit in his teeth, and carry the rider

hither and yon, at his own wild will, but

curvette and prance at the bidding of rein

and spur.

In the second place, we think that be-

sides the book having a somewhat reprehen-

sible style, we must take exception to some

errors in fact.

" Thick white is " not "uppermost among
the things decidedly objectionable in dress"

Any kind of white goods can, with proper

management, be made soft and have a play

of light and shade through every fold. The
idea of recomnaending a sitter to come in

blue to secure the effect of white is simply

absurd and mischievous. An artist can so

modify white, by the management of light

and chemicals, that without resorting to

any dodges, the print shall leave the nega-

tive with the highest light on the face,

where it belongs, and every point of the

dress subdued. It is even not at all dfficult

to carry the subjugation too far, when the

white will be too low in tone. Is it true

that "gloves give an air and finish, and are

easily and prettily posed ?'' Not to our eye.

The hand squeezed, contracted, and stiff-

ened in kids, is a monstrous object in a pic-

ture ; why not mask the face ? A photog-

rapher has just as good a chance to represent

the fascinating muscular action of a beauti-

ful hand as an artist in any other line, and

if the hand is not beautiful, gloves will not

conceal the fact, only distort it ; better leave

them out and have a bust only. In groups

where figures often must be full length,

and have the hands in, gloves can be ad-

mitted, as a dodge, to render an unsightly

member less conspicuous by substituting

dark for light. Brides, too, would think

themselves undressed without the white kids

in the full-length-standing-with-trail con-

ventional photographs, to which some

future day they expect to refer, as to a mile-

stone, that they have passed in the journey

of life to prove that they once were young,

and did look beautiful, but the said white

kids are not a pretty part of the picture.

With regard to the management of expo-

sure, whether the operator should be quiet

and retire, or pass around, must depend

very much on the organization of the sitter.

Some would do the best under management,

others when let alone. The seconds that

then pass are trying, and to many the idea

of being watched or observed would render

them quite hopelessly nervous.

The receipt given on page 45 for " manip-

ulating a man " (author's italics, not ours)

does not smack of the strong-minded wo-

man, and would have to be very unobtru-

sively applied to prove acceptable to a

photographer of much self-respect; better

frankness on both sides, an amiable frank-

ness, that will promote mutual respect and

cordiality. Most of us have prices calcu-

lated so as to average the difficult and un-

reasonable with the easily pleased, and we
can afford to retake (within reason) so as to

adjust an error in dress, an unhappy expres-

sion, or to show to an obstinate, in the

most convincing way, that our idea, not

theirs, is the right one.

And now we hope that we shall not be

accused of pitching in too severely. With
gallantry we have not concerned ourselves,

though we understand the author is a lady,

yet a book must stand on its own merits,

not claim defence from any supposed weak-

ness in the sex. Nothing can be more in-

sulting than a patronizing " very well for

a woman," or " almost as good as a man's ;"

next in the obnoxious line, is undistinguish-

ing praise.

We are grateful that something has been
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done, if not as much as we could desire, and

hope that all will help pass around the little

book, and speedily exhaust the first edition.

We don't like to venture to guess that

the author will alter and improve the sec-

ond ; we might he deemed obtrusive.

W. J. Baker.
Buffalo, N. Y.

"RETOUCHING NEGATIVES."
BY H. H. SNELLING.

" Retouching negatives !" Pshaw ! What
a device of the photographic enemy to be-

little nature's scientific art

!

I see a great deal said in your journals

upon this " improvement " (?) in the pho-

tographic workshops ; not only with regret,

but disgust. It is doing mechanically what

ought to be done photoqraphically alone,

and as long as it is recommended and pur-

sued just so long may we rest assured no

decided real improvement will be made in

photography proper. And the more skil-

ful a man becomes in retouching his nega-

tives the more careless and unskilful will

he become in his scientific studies and pho-

tographic manipulations. The man who
cannot produce a negative in the camera,

that will print a positive of equal merit to

any " artistically retouched " negative is

unworthy to be denominated a photog-

rapher. It is sheer nonsense to say that

this cannot be done. With examples we
have had before us as far back as 1857, in

which the finest gradations of light and
shade have been obtained by the collodion

process, in which respect Mr. Hugh O'Neil

and Mr. Peale stood, at that time, if they

do not now, pre-eminent. " What has been

done, can be done again " by adequate

brains and skilful hands.

The retouching of positives by regular

artists has done more, in the last fifteen or

twenty years, to retard photographic im-

provement de facto, than all the journals

combined have done toward its advance-

ment, and we can expect no other effect from
the general adoption of retouched negatives.

It must have been the suggestion of some

miserable photographic tyro who, satisfied

with his inability to produce a passable

photograph, was obliged to call in the aid

of an " artist " to cover up his malpractice
;

or else by some poor artist starving on the

legitimate use of his pencil in hopes of

eking out a livelihood.

To take (or make) a photograph, by pho-

tographic manipulation, that shall be per-

fect in all its parts—in tone, color, round-

ness, and the proper degrees of gradation

of light and shade—should be the highest

aim of every photograjDher, not by the aid

of the lead or sable pencil, but solely with

the collodion, or some other film, the ni-

trate bath, the camera, the developer, and.

the toning bath. To accomplish this, mere

mechanical skill or chemical knowledge is

of no avail ; it requires an active brain,

an eye for color, an artistic taste, and close

observation.

In photographic manipulation it is

necessary, to the production of a perfect

picture, to fully understand the proper de-

grees of depth of shades to which a picture

—

the negative—should be brought 'to form

those pleasing contracts to the lights that

in nature gives it all its charms. This is

true art, or, in other words, nature trans-

ferred to paper or the canvas. It requires

a reasoning faculty above the power of the

common mind, which even education will

not impart; a delicacy in the perceptive

organs which is imparted only by an innate

love for the sublime and beautiful. In all

else some may be perfectly ignorant, and yet

detect the slighest departure from the dis-

tinguishing characteristics of a good pic-

ture. It is necessary to be able to distinguish

between that clear transparent tone, with-

out which a picture is dull and meaningless,

and those thick, muddy tints which destroy

otherwise good photographs. It is neces-

sary that the photographer should be able

to produce a gradation of light and shade

that will not be marred by the slightest ab-

rupt termination ; and to secure them in

the positive, they must be possessed by the

negative. Hence it is, when we see a pho-

tograph possessing all the qualities here

enumerated, and none of the defects, that

we set down the man who produced it as'

deserving of all praise.

Any one who can clean a glass plate,

coat it with collodion, plunge it into a sil-

vering solution, draw a focus, and, by con-
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suiting his watch, ohtain an image, can

produce an impression fit for the colorist, to

he worked up by his pencil, if he be an

artist, to the most exquisite degree of life-

like detail. When it leaves his hands it is

no longer a photograph, but a tine painting

or drawing, and owes all the merit it pos-

sesses to him. The photographer is thrown

entirely in the background, swallowed up,

as it were, by the artist ; and what meed of

merit can be bestowed upon the photog-

rapher, or what can he take to himself?

All we can say is, that he has been of assis-

tance to the artist in obtaining a good like-

ness. Can we say more of the retouched

negative ? for the production of artistic

effect by this method must be by an artist's

hand.

A photograph, on the contrary, coming

from the photographer's hand perfect in all

its details,—although it possesses but two

colors,— at once stamps its producer a man
of genius, an adept in his art ; as much so

as a perfect drawing, painting, or piece of

statuary points to a master hand in those

branches of art. These are the reasons

why we place the man or woman, who can

produce photographs that cannot be im-

proved by the pencil of the " artist," at the

head of his art, and why we consider him
more deserving of praise than all others.

Men who have the talent and capacity to

accomjjlish this end,—and I know there are

some such on the photographic list in

America,—degrade themselves and their di-

vine art by resorting to the i7'ick of retouch-

ing. If j'ou cannot accomplish it by any of

the known processes, seek out one that will.

Strive to improve the photograph de facto,

not to '
' doctor "it. I

APPARATUS FOR KEEPING
VARNISH CLEAN.

A CORRESPONDENT, too modest to let us

use his name, says:

" I herewith send you a little dodge which

I think is pretty good, and if you consider

it worth anything you can publish it
;
per-

haps you can explain it without a cut.

" A cheap little article for keeping var-

nish clean can be readily understood by

looking at the annexed cut. A is a toy tea-

pot, C is a small tin funnel, made to fit

neatly in the top of the teapot, B is a strip

of tin, covering about half of the top of the

funnel. In using, pour from the spout, and

drain the plate into the funnel in which

some cotton has been placed.

"0. I. C."

We are always glad also to C such little

contrivances. They are sometimes more

valuable and valued than a long article.

Will Hydrochloric Acid Decompose
Metallic Iodide ?

BY JOHN SPILLER, F.C.S.

This is the title of an article fbund in the

Photographic News, January 19th, of the

present year. The author, for whom I

have the highest respect, denies this fact, and

quotes in corroboration another article of

his in the Year-Boole of Photography for

1872, page 33. This denial has reference to

an assertion of mine published some months

back in the Philadelphia Photographer,

and republished in the Year-Book. I have

made the assertion that the metallic iodides

can be decomposed by hydrochloric acid.

I will state exactly the mode pursued and

the extent of success attained.

Take, for instance, any given quantity

of iodide of potassium, pulverize it, then

treat it with hydrochloric acid .in a porcelain

crucible, and apply heat until the mass be-

comes nearly dry. Cover the crucible with

its lid, and continue the heat until all crack-

ling ceases. On removing the cover, a

quantity of iodine and chlorine will be

found on the under side : remove this, and

again treat the residue with hydrochloric

acid as before. After repeating the opera-

tion four or five times, no more iodine can

be obtained. Heat the residue to fusion, and

after it is cold, dissolve it in water, and test

for the presence of iodine with bichloride
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of mercury. If a scarlet precipitate is pro-

duced, this is an evidence that the decompo-

sition is not complete, in which case the

operation is to be repeated. Now I must

positively assert, that by such treatment, I

always succeed in obtaining finally a solu-

tion in water which has no reaction either on

the bichloride of mercury, or on acetate of

leadj and I hence conclude, that for practi-

cal purposes the decomposition is complete.

The author of the denial in question con-

cludes as follows :

" These results are very readily confirmed

(or disproved), and I trust that some practi-

cal chemist will favor you with a statement

which may guide you in deciding between

your American and English correspond-

ents."

In conclusion, allow me to remark, that

I admit the difiiculty of the decomposition

of the iodide by hydrochloric acid, but

certainly believe in its feasibility ; and

furthermore I am convinced that if the two

contesting parties were together for half an
hour in the laboratory, the discrepancy

would be satisfactorily cleared up.

J. TOWLER.

Does it Pay to Take a Photographic

Journal

?

We know there are a great many photog-

raphers who are "on the fence " as to the

best answer to the query which heads these

remarks. Some have taken a photographic

journal for a few months, " but never could

see much in 'em ;
" but there are many more

who never took one, know nothing of what
they are losing by such a course, and al-

though they feel that they are not doing ex-

actly what is best for them, yet " rather than

be humbugged out of $5, will do without"

(for, bless you, they are the ones who are

humbugged all the time by process peddlers,

and so on).

There is another class who do take photo-

graphic journals, all that are published, and
they are the live, enterprising, prosperous

ones of the trade. We receive from such

many good words of encouragement, but one

goes further, and rehearses the good derived

from our journal last year. The writer is

Mr. E. Benecke, of St. Louis, whose ac-

quaintance will be found profitable to all

who go to the May Convention.

Mr. Benecke says

:

" Inclosed please find my subscription for

the PhiladeXjihia Photographer and the Pho-

tographic World. There is no money which

I part with more willingly than that which

entitles me to a copy of each of your excel-

lent journals In order to prove to you that

this is not intended to be a mere compliment,

and for the benefit of those who cannot learn

any 7norefrom journals , I will just mention

a few of the ' dodges ' which I found in your

journals, and adopted into my daily practice

these last twelve months.

" 1st. The use of coarsely crushed glass in

my silver bath to hold particles of collodion

film, &c., in their interstices, and keep them

from getting on the film.

" 2d. The use of paper bags for keeping

negatives in.

"3d. The use of a developing dish for

large plates. This is an invaluable dodge to

me. There is a moral certainty about your

getting the developer even all over the plate

which causes you to use less developer, and

to pour it on more gently.

"4th. The use of paraffine for coating the

plate-holders, dippers, insidesof India rubber

bath, wooden flowing bath, &c.

" 5th. The mode of mounting large prints

nice, and without tearing them in the centre

of the mounting-board.

" 6th. Mr. Kent's tally-board. Very use-

ful and handy.

"But this is enough, and will suffice to

show that an old hand (of seventeen years

in the business) is not so wise yet but what

he could not learn from a journal.

" Hoping that you and your journals will

prosper as you have so far, I remain,

" Yours very fraternally,

" R. Benecke."

Mr. Benecke further strengthens his letter

by sending us a new subscriber. Who will

do likewise ?

"WHAT WILL HE DO WITH IT?"
Deak Journal : I have read with great

interest the correspondence regarding Mr.

Kent's fan reflector, and am waiting his de-

cision with greater interest ; and this not
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from any mercenary motive—for I have

never tried his plan, and don't know as I

ever shall—but merely from a feeling of

wounded pride. Mr. Kent has been one of

my especial admirations ; a sort of photo-

graphic hero ; and I should be very sorry

to see his rapidly-won, but well-earned, rep-

utation soiled by any littleness.

But if he carries out his programme, I

shall be disappointed in him
;

just as I

would at hearing that some rich man, with

great reputation for hospitality, had charged

some poor belated traveller for a night's

lodging ; or yet worse, that after going out

to the roadside and inviting him in with

great show of kindness, benignantly receiv-

ing his thanks until about half warmed,

then suddenly offering him the alternative

—pay hotel fare or " get out." For I was

at the Convention last June, and heard the

applause that followed Mr. Kent's descrip-

tion of his method of reflection, and—as I

understood then, and think others did—his

free gift to the fraternity of any advantage

to be derived from it. But now, " Injun"-

like, he wants his gift back again to turn

and sell it to us ; much as to say, if I had
thought i't worth anything, I would not

have given it. I admired him then ; I fear

I cannot now.

Ifhe had been some obscure photographer,

poor and unpretending, who reallj' needed

the small profit to be derived from such a

patent, or if he had been one of that class

who make no pretence of high-toned honor,

but prostitute their artistic fame to merce-

nary ends—as loosely as some women trade

upon their beauty—I should not have been

surprised.

For there has always been such a class

among photographers, openly and shame-

lessly " ow the make,^^ from the great bro-

mide patentee to the heroes of the tallowed

buff-rag, and the " transparent " humbug of

the Hallotype down to the process peddlers

who fill the mails with weak efforts to de-

ceive. But I had thought that"^Mr. Kent

and Mr. Baker, and a few such honored

names, were 'entirely above attempts to

wring the dirty "drachmas" from the

"hard hands" of photographers "by any

indirection."

And I must believe still that, on second

thoughts, Mr. Kent will feel that the wide-

spread admiration and respect entertained

for him is worth more than the enforced

dollars his patent may bring.

But he says it is necessary to secure it so

that some pirate may not rob him and the

fraternitj' together.

If that is valid, and one so humble as I

may presume to advise one so capable as

Mr. Kent, I would suggest that he procure

his patent and present it formally to the

National Photographic Association, with

the restriction that it be used by active,

paid-up -members, and none others, i. e., one

who drops his membership drops that right

also, thereby making each member co-trustee

and guardian, that the right be not infringed.

Thus he would have the honor of leaving it

a permanent bequest, which, if valuable as

he thinks, will for some j'^ears be an active

and powerful inducement for all photogra-

phers to be in the Association.

Should Mr. Kent decide that something

like this is " what he will do with it," I can

safely predict that next June, instead of

cooler hand-shakes and half-averted looks,

he will be greeted with such thunders of ap-

plause as would make the cheering at Phila-

delphia seem but the murmuring wind, and

send through every heart a thrill of emula-

tion to do likewise.

Eugene K. Hough.
New York, Feb. 15th, 1872.

J. H. Kent's Hand-Screen Once More.

Mr. Editor : When I decided to procure

a patent upon the hand-screen, I had no

thought of getting up a controversy with

any of the profession, or of taking advan-

tage of any by obtaining a patent upon a

worthless article, or one already in use.

Having been uniformly treated with the

utmost kindness and courtesy by our fra-

ternity, far be it from me to do anything

that would, even seemingly, be to their dis-

advantage. And besides, having no desire

to do so, I could not afford it, for the reason

that it would hardly be worth while to sac-

rifice the good opinion of my brother pho-

tographers, for the profits derived from the

sale of the invention.

Neither is it necessary for me to replenish
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my exchequer, by a draft upon the frater-

nity, for I am glad to say my business is in

as prosperous a condition as I could reason-

ably desire.

But, as I said in my previous article, the

patent is procured for the benefit of all

photographers, as well as for myself, and to

secure it against being appropriated, by some

unscrupulous persons into whose hands it

might fall.

Of the originality of the invention there

can be no question, and when once tried,

there will be no doubt as to its value.

No one having used it, and found what a

wonderful effect it has upon his negatives,

could afford to do without it, and the price

claimed for its use would be considered as

nothing compared with the advantages de-

rived from it. I am convinced that in

whatever shape it comes to them, all will be

glad to adopt it.

In the February number of the Photog-

rapher, there appears an article from Mr.

Jones, and another from Mr. Simpson, both

claiming to have used something of the kind

in their galleries for several years.

Now I have no reason to doubt the hon-

esty or sincerity of either of these gentle-

men, but am convinced that they do not

understand the use and utility of the screen.

They may have used a contrivance for

shading the top of the head from the strong

light, as hundreds of others have done, and

as I have done, ever since I first made pic-

tures. It was quite usual in the days of

daguerrotypes to have suspended over the

sitter's head a covering, but that was an

entirely different thing from the screen as

I now use it.

If, as Mr. Simpson says, it is such a trifle

that he attaches but little importance to it,

and of no particular value in making nega-

tives, its being patented can make no great

difference with him, or anybody else, since

no one need adopt it, or pay for a thing so

useless.

Now what I claim is, that it is entirely

original in its construction and application,

and that it has not been made or used by

any one previous to its introduction in my
gallery

; that it is of very great advantage,

and that photographers will be greatly bene-

fited by its being brought out and presented

to their notice.

If the gentlemen referred to, have known
and used the same screen for so long a time

previous to my introducing it, then why
has it not been made public, so that others

could have the benefit of it. That it has

not been so used, no one will deny.

I have myself visited a great many of the

photographic galleries in this country, and

have never seen or heard of anything of the

kind. And I appeal to you, Mr. Editor,

who have travelled more extensively than al-

most any one else among the photographers

of the United States, with your eyes and

ears open, to pick up and publish all the

improvements and dodges you came across,

to know, if in your travels, or among your

correspondents, you have ever seen, or been

informed of the existence, of such a contri-

vance? If you have not, and Messrs. Smith,

Jones, Brown & Co. , have always had it in

use, it is a very singular fact that it has es-

caped your notice so long ; and these gentle-

men are liable to the accusation of having

hidden their light under a bushel, instead of

putting it where all could be benefited by it.

I would like to ask how its being patented

can prove such a great injury to the trade,

when it has never been in use, and no one

is deprived of a privilege he never possessed.

The fact is, there never was an invention

that some one else had not thought of, or

gotten up previously. I did not expect this

would be an exception to the rule, and can

only say, so far as I know, the screen as in-

vented by me was never in use by any per-

son previous to my introduction of it.

A photographer well acquainted at Mr.

Simpson's gallery, and who has repeatedly

sat for pictures, and seen negatives made
there during the time mentioned, informs

me that he never saw anything of the kind

being used, so that I judge its use by him
could not have been very general.

So much for the novelty and originality

of the invention. Now as to the matter of

patents, I will say, no one can be more op-

posed to their issue than I am, and have al-

ways been, except where they introduce some

real improvement by which the trade is

benefited, and then only as they relate to

apparatus, in distinction from the process
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patents that have been so annoying to us

all.

Who shall say that the system of patents

has not been productive of great good, as

well in our own as in other departments of

industry. Witness the improvements in

head-rests, cameras, and camera-stands,

backgrounds, curtains, and chairs, as well as

many other articles in daily use, for which

the inventors are entitled to and receive a

patent. True it may be said of the screen,

that it is a different thing, and the right to

use it must be included in its purchase, and

yet it could be sold for no price that would

bear any comparison to its real value, and

when it comes into general use, as I am cer-

tain it will, I trust no one will say its ad-

vantages have been overestimated, or that

the interest of photography has not been

greatly promoted by its introduction.

In securing the patent I shall at least

protect myself against being obliged to pay

for my own invention
; for it is certain some

one would pick it up, and I, as well as

others, be made to settle for using it.

This is my principal reason for obtaining

the patent.

I had intended to send out several intelli-

gent photographers as agents to introduce

and illustrate my manner of working it,

and sell to those wishing to buy after seeing

it used. If, however, there seems any op-

position to this, I shall not do so, for I have

neither the time or disposition to fight it,

and no one will be expected to pay for using

it previous to being called upon in such a way.

In any event, my fellow-members of the

National Association shall be taken care of

in the matter. Wait a little longer.

If the agents are never sent, all will be

free to make and use it, and each to con-

sider himself the originator. Now let us

hear how many have invented it years ago.

CHICAGO PHOTOGRAPHIC
ASSOCIATION.

The regular monthly meeting of the Chi-

cago Photographic Association was held at

the gallery of H W. Doveday, No. 96 Blue

Island Avenue, on Wednesday evening,

February 7th, 1872.

Meeting called to order by the President,

A. Hall, who introduced the President elect,

Mr. G. A. Douglass, w:ho in accepting the

office made a very neat speech, thanking the

members for the honor conferred, and trust-

ing that they would do all in their power to

benefit the Society, and stimulate each other

to greater effort, and by putting their shoul-

ders to the wheel make the Chicago Photo-

graphic Association a grand success. Mr.
Hall, the retiring President, then addressed

the meeting, giving the history of the Society

for the past year ; an account of the trip to

the Convention in Philadelphia, thanking

Mr. Samuel Holmes and E. T. Bell, Esq., for

the fine entertainment while in New York

;

then speaking in the very highest terms of the

officers of the National Association for the

promptness in which they issued the call for

aid in the time of our necessity, and giving

our heartfelt gratitude to all those who re-

sponded so liberally for our relief, and closed

by thanking the members for their kind-

nesses during his term of office just ended.

The Secretary's report was then read and

accepted. The report stated that in the great

fire all the books, papers, records, and every-

thing pertaining to the office were destroyed,

and recommended the necessity for action

in the matter of printed copies of the con-

stitution and by-laws, as all that were left

of the first edition were destroyed in the fire.

The report of the Treasurer, P. B. Green,

showed that the total receipts of the year

were $10-5, the expenditures $58.45, leaving

a balance of $46.55 in the treasury. Keport

accepted and placed on file.

A. Hesler. Chairman of the Ex. Com.,

made a verbal report, which was accepted.

A motion was carried, that the President

appoint two members to read or cause to be

read papers on photographic subjects before

the Society at each regular meeting.

Mr. George Avers, the representative of

Messrs. E. & H. T. Anthony & Co., being

present, was called upon for a speech, and

complied in a very acceptable manner.

Mr. Green gave notice that he intended

to offer an amendment to the constitution

at the next meeting. This gave rise to

considerable discussion, and a motion to ap-

point a Committee on the Kevision of the

Constitution was carried. The President

then announced that he had appointed
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Messrs. Hall and Barnard as the Committee

on Papers, and Messrs. Copelin, Green, and

Thompson as Committee on Constitution.

Some very fine card and cabinet photo-

graphs were sent to the Society from Messrs.

H. L. Bingham, Kalamazoo, Mich ;
Man-

deville, of Marshalltown, Iowa ; Edgeworth,

Joliet, 111. ; and E. Swain, Galena, 111.

The meeting then adjourned to meet at

the rooms of J. Battersby, 221 "W. Madison

Street, on the first Wednesday of March.

After the adjournment, Messrs. Copelin &
Hine gave an exhibition with a pair of

Marcy's sciopticons, which was well re-

ceived.

Alex. J. W. Copelin,

Secretary.

Indiana Photographic Association.

The regular monthly meeting of the In-

diana Photographic Association was held at

,Messrs. Miller & Salter's gallery, Pebruarj^

7th, 1872.

In the absence of the President, Mr. D.

B. Claflin the Vice-President took the chair.

Thirteen members were present.

Minutes of the regular January meeting

were read, and after a slight amendment

approved.

Applications for membership were handed

in from L. S. White, Henderson George,

Lon M. ISTeeley, and Frederick J. Brent,

all accompanied by the requisite amounts for

initiation fees and semi-annual dues, and a

ballot being taken, these gentlemen were all

unanimously elected members of the Asso-

ciation.

Committee on Constitution and By-laws

reported that they had had the same printed

in pamphlet form, and placed in the hands

of the Corresponding Secretary. On motion

the report was received, and the committee

discharged.

On motion of J. Perry Elliott, it was

unanimously resolved that we invite our

wives, our daughters, and our sweethearts to

attend the meetings of the Association.

Moved by the same, that each member of

the Association be requested to prepare some

pictures to exchange with other photographic

associations, and that they shall have them

ready by the time of our regular March
meeting. Carried unanimously.

Mr. W. H. Salter moved that the Associa-

tion now hear the paper which Mr. J. Perry

Elliott was appointed to prepare for the oc-

casion. Agreed to.

The subject of the paper was, " Our Pro-

fession. What is it?" The paper was re-

ceived with a great deal of interest by all

present, and was full of good advice and in-

struction.

Some commendatory remarks with refer-

ence to the paper were indulged in by the

Chairman and others.

The President announced as the standing

Committee on the Progress of the Art the

names of W. H. Salter, D. K. Clark, and

J. B. Mendenhall.

On motion, a committee consisting of D.

L. Clark, D. 0. Adams, and H. Fowler was

appointed to draft resolutions of respect with

reference to the decease of one of the mem-
bers of the Association, viz., James D.

Crane.

The Chairman appointed Mr. L. D. Jud-

kins to prepare a paper to read at our next

regular meeting. Adjourned to meet at H.

Fowler's gallery on the evening of the first

Wednesday in March.

G. W. Dryer,
Secretary.

NEW YORK CORRESPONDENCE.
The last meeting of the Photographic

Section of the American Institute, I find

much ditSculty in reporting, it having been

one of those rambling, disjointed affairs
;

everybody busy talking at one tiine ; a good

half dozen knots of photographers each dis-

cussing its own knotty problem, each suflS-

cient for itself, each regardless of the efforts

and indifferent of the wishes of the chair-

man to marshal into order the vagrant ideas

of his subjects of an hour.

Much that was good was said ; I tried to

listen to all, consequently met disastrous

failure ; scraps of conversation as to advan-

tages of the addition of water to collodion,

whereby greater softness is had in negatives,

statements adverse to the use of cotton pre-

cipitated by water from collodion by redis-

solving as of late advised, the usual disagree-
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ment as to the use of albumen as a substra-

tum, with a little dash of all things else that

are good for us to know.

Thus we passed an hour, when we were

suddenly recalled from our chaotic condition

by some half dozen prints presented by Mr.

Newton for inspection ; soon the inquiry

from every mouth, What are these? How
fine ! Is there anything new about them ?

with much more of the same character, in

answer to all of which Mr. Newton stated

that they were prints from negatives made

from other original negatives. The nega-

tives from which the prints exhibited were

made, having been copied or printed from

originals by the collodio-chloride process.

So exceedingly fine are they that I think

your readers should know the whole story,

even if portions are like an " oft told tale,"

for none will deny the value of a good, re-

liable process for reproducing negatives of

objects far away or lost.

CHLORIDE COLLODION.

In an eight ounce bottle measure two

ounces of alcohol, in which dissolve twelve

grains chloride of cadmium and twenty

grains of citric acid ; add forty-eight grains

of cotton, and finally, by degrees, shaking

between each addition, four ounces of ether.

In a mortar, chemically clean, pulverize as

finely as possible forty-eight grains nitrate

of silver, and dissolve in the least water pos-

sible ; to this add quickly two ounces of alco-

hol
; of this add a littU at a time to the collo-

dion, shaking well upon each addition.

Albumenize the glass with the following :

One ounce of albumen, six ounces of water,

half a drachm of aqua ammonia, well shaken

together and filtered.

"When the albumen has dried flow with

collodion, and dry thoroughly by heat be-

fore a grate fire, or over a heated plate, over

an argand gas or other burner.

"Warm the negative to be copied, and with

this plate expose to light as you would in

paper printing.

Tone and fix in hypo and gold toning

bath, as follows : Sixteen ounces water, two

ounces hypo, dissolve four grains of gold and

thirty-two grains of silver in a little water,

and add to the hypo solution, shaking well.

In this the positive will gain strength.

To produce the negative the same process

is to be followed, printing from the positive.

Strength if desired may be given before

toning, by use of an ordinary solution of

pyro, silver, and citric acid.

After toning, strength may be had by
the use of sulphate of iron, citric acid, and
silver.

In all cases varnish the collodio-chloride

positive before using it to print negatives

from; also the negative before printing

paper positives.

Chas. Wager Hull.

German Photographers' Society,

New York.

The general monthly meeting of this So-

ciety was held Friday, February 2d, at their

new rooms, 66 and 68 East Fourth Street.

President W. Kurtz in the chair.

Minutes of last meeting were read and ap-

proved.

The Chairman stated that he had received

from Dr. Vogel a draft for $81, collected

frona the members of the Society for the Pro-

motion of Photography in Berlin, with the

request to forward same to the German pho-

tographers in Chicago. In pursuance there-

with the Chairman had sent check of that

amount to Mr. H. Kocher, Chicago.

Another letter from Dr. Vogel brought

the sad intelligence of the sudden death of

Mr. J. Grasshofl". The members paid

their respects to Mr. Grasshoff"'s memory by
rising from their seats, and as a substantial

evidence of the esteem he was held under

by his New York co-laborers, a subscription

list was opened for his widow's benefit.

At the previous meeting, Mr. Kranz, a

lately arrived photographer and retoucher

from Vienna, had distributed sample bottles

of a new composition invented by him for

making the varnish surface of the negatives

more susceptible for lead-pencil retouching.

After letting the varnish thoroughly dry,

the composition is applied by a brush, and

rubbed with a clean cotton tuft till it feels a

little elastic
;
the retouching is then done as

easy as on paper. Too strong pencil-marks

can be modified or taken off" altogether by

going over them with a brush dipped in pure

spirits of turpentine. Messrs. Gubelman,
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Nagel, and Schoene reported favorably, and

confirmed all that Mr. Kranz claimed for

his invention. Messrs. Sladtky and Wag-
ner admitted that they could work quickly

and eifectively on such prepared surface,

but found that in printing dust would stick

to the retouched parts, and adhere quite

firmly. Mr. Kranz explained, however,

that this could only happen in case the solu-

tion got too thick, and was easily remedied

by adding pure spirits of turpentine.

Mr. Gillich exhibited some pictures re-

markable for their rich tone and pleasing

effect. They were made on tinted drawing-

paper, which previous to salting, silvering,

&c., was saturated with a solution of shellac

in phosphate of soda. The process wants a

great deal of further experimenting with,

as the tone cannot be relied upon. Out of

twelve prints you get sometimes just as many
different tones. The shellac solution is also

decomposed rapidly, and so far the process

is not suitable for regular every-day work.

After transacting some routine business

the meeting adjourned.

Edward Boettcher,

Secretary.

PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY OF
PHILADELPHIA.

Stated meeting held February 7th,

1872.

The President announced the death of

Hugh Davids, Esq., first Vice-President of

the Society, in the following terms: "It

becomes my duty as President of this So-

ciety, to announce to you, the death of our

respected and talented Vice-President, Mr.

Hugh Davids. He joined this Society

among the first (almost ten years ago), and

has continued from that time to take a

very active part in its proceedings. As
Chairman of the Committee on Publication

for many years, he cheerfully gave his val-

uable counsel and time for the' benefit of

the Society. His name appears upon al-

most all of the committees appointed for

various purposes, and his associates can tes-

tify to the faithful manner in which those

duties were performed. As an amateur

photographer he excelled.

It is to be regretted that he considered

his photographs of so little value, that this

Society possesses but few specimens of his

skill. Hugh Davids was a landscape artist

of great ability. Most of his time was

spent in his quiet study, reading and work-

ing upon the subject that had engrossed so

many years of his life,—the study of the

fine arts. At an early date (1858) Mr.

Davids saw what a valuable assistant pho-

tography would be in his painting, and

used it most successfully for the purpose of

rapidly producing studies to be afterwards

reproduced in his pictures. Among the

members of this Society, he numbered
many of his most intimate friends, and
always looked forward with pleasure to its

monthly reunions. As a very dear friend,

I have much to thank him for, and I look

back with pleasure upon the many years

passed in his company, as years not easily

to be forgotten.

Mr. Sturgis then offered the following

resolution.

" Whereas, It has pleased Divine Provi-

dence to remove from our midst our es-

teemed Vice-President, Mr. Hugh Davids,

therefore resolved, that the members of the

Photographic Society of Philadelphia feel

that they have met with a loss which must

be a source of profound and lasting regret.

His varied and remarkable abilities made
him a subject of admiration, his kindly

genial temper rendered him an object of

affection, and his sudden unanticipated

death, while it has filled all hearts with

sad surprise, has served to recall his many
excellencies most forcibly. He went in

and out among us pleasantly for many
years, his presence always prized, his ab-

sence always a subject of regret. We feel

as if we would fain do something to testify

our affection for him, but when we look

around we see only his vacant chair, and

can but turn to his sorrowing family, tell

them the story of our long friendship and

sincere regard for their dead, and express

our sympathy with their profound sorrow.

If it will comfort them to know that other

hearts follow the departed and linger

mournfully but hopefully around his grave
;

it is a consolation which the members of

this Society can give, and do hereby most

respectfully offer."
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The resolution was unanimously accepted.

It was moved and seconded that the

chairman convey a copy of the above reso-

lutions to the family of the late Yiee-

President. Carried.

Mr. John Moran having succeeded to the

office of first Vice-President, the Society

elected Mr. John Carbutt second Vice-

President.

Mr. Albert Moore was duly elected a

member of the SocietJ^

The Chair appointed Mr. George B.

Dixon on the Committee on Publication.

Mr. Dixon presented seven fine prints from

Mr. W. H. Jackson, of Washington, to

be sent abroad together with the prints from

this Society, at the next exchange of photo-

graphs. A vote of thanks was tendered to

Mr. Jackson for his gift.

Mr. Moran presented a print in three

parts. The first part was treated accord-

ing to his regular formula for silver print-

ing. The second part had been dried after

silvering by blotting off the excess of nitrate

solution with absorbent paper. The third

part had been washed in water after silver-

ing and dried. These three pieces had been

laid together on the same negative and

printed, toned, «&c., just alike. A marked

difference between the three parts appeared

when finished. The first piece printed and

toned most rapidly ; the second piece,

though printing and toning somewhat

slower, was slightly superior in tone, and

did not show the same tendency to clog up

the details in the dark parts that the first

piece did. The third piece, which had had

the free silver removed by washing, was

weak and poor in quality. Mr. Moran said

that the process of blotting off offered suf-

ficient advantages to warrant him in adopt-

ing it in his regular practice.

Mr. Dixon exhibited a number of pictures

made by Mr. W. H. Jackson, of Washing-

ton, during the summer of 1871, while on

the expedition known as the United States

Geological Survey of the Territories. The

series included many views of the Yellow-

stone Eegion, and was examined with much
interest.

A vote of thanks was tendered to Mr.

E. Draper for a donation of some fine

samples of portrait photography.

After adjournment, Mr. Albert Moore ex-

hibited some exceedingly fine lantern slides

taken at Niagara in midwinter. The ad-

mirable workmanship of these slides, and
especially the sun and shadow eflTects on the

ice and snow, called forth many handsome
compliments from the members. A num-
ber of slides taken in Chicago after the fire,

were also exhibited, and a new invention of

Mr. Marcy excited much intertest. It con-

sists of two round pieces of tin punched full

of small round holes, which can be slid

back and forth in every direction over each

other. The variety of figures made on the

screen by this arrangement is surprising,

and it might properly be called a colorless

kaleidoscope.

Elleeslie Wallace, Jr,

Recording Secretary.

PENNSYLVANIA PHOTOGRAPHIC
ASSOCIATION.

The stated monthly meeting of the Asso-

ciation was held at the hall, Tenth and Wal-
nut Streets, on Monday evening, February

19th, 1872. Vice-President A. K. P. Trask,

in the chair. Members present, thirty-five.

The committees on the several names pro-

posed at the last meeting, reported favor-

ably, and they were duly elected members
of the Association.

Mr. demons read a letter from the Chi-

cago Society, acknowledging the receipt

of our donation.

The questions for discussion being in order,

the subject of printing and toning was called

up, and Mr. Schreiber opened the discussion.

He thought much of the trouble in printing

and toning was owing to the printing bath,

and it could be overcome by using the bath

as alkaline as possible without attacking the

albumen. He claimed that the printing was

not so much affected by the changes of the

weather, with an alkaline bath, and that it

printed much stronger and toned easier.

He thought the principle point in toning,

was to wash the silver as much as possible

out of the prints before toning. Prints

should not be left in the soda too long, as

the whites are attacked and bleached as soon

as the fixing is completed.

Mr. Shoemaker thought there was trouble
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at this season from having the fuming-box

in a cold phice.

Mr. Clemens thought photographers were

not particular enough in working their

formulas. They often omit some important

item and then condemn the whole process.

He believed there was great advantage

in fusing the silver before making the bath.

A running, and very profitable discussion

followed, which was participated in by

Messrs. Schreiber, Shoemaker, demons,

Lothrop, Edwards, Trask. and others ; the

substance of the discussion being that par-

ticular formulas were not of so much ac-

count as proper management and good

judgment in the use of what we work. It

was suggested that the discussion of this

question might be continued with profit at a

future meeting, if each member would select

some of the worst prints he makes—some

of his failures—bring them to the meeting

and let us know the causes. Showing us

specimens of good work don't help us over

difficulties. Let us have the bad prints ; if

you don't know the cause, you may learn

from somebody else.

Mr. Ehoads read a short communication

from Mr. Wilson, written on the train from

New York, regretting his unavoidable ab-

sence from the meeting. He congratulated

the Association on the defeat of the Shaw &
Wilcox Co., in their suit against Pendleton

of Brooklyn, and suggested that our thanks

were due to E. Y. Bell, Esq., for so ably

conducting the case just decided.

On motion, resolutions of thanks and con-

gratulation were tendered Mr. Bell for his

victory in favor of the fraternity.

Mr. Marcy being present, was called upon

to give the promised illustration of his pro-

cess for making lantern slides by artificial

light. He explained the theory of his

method by a simple illustration, in which

he turned down the gas except one burner,

and then cast a shadow of his hand upon

the wall. This demonstrated the fact that

the broader the light the more penumbra,

or half shadow, there would be around the

outlines ; but the smaller the point of light,

or the nearer the hand was carried to the

wall, the sharper would be the outlines.

This is the principle on which his apparatus

is constructed. A full description of it may

be found in Marci/s Sciopticon Manual,

or in the Philadelphia Photographer for

February.

Mr. Marcy made several slides in a few

minutes, and delighted the members with

the simplicity and perfection of the process.

The plates were exposed about one minute,

and developed up clear and perfect. They
were afterwards thrown upon the screen, and

demonstrated without question the excel-

lence of the process.

Messrs. Moore and Shoemaker took

charge of the Sciopticon, and exhibited

some elegant winter views of Niagara.

Mr. Ehoads introduced to the members

Mr. J. G. Coffin, who represented the Sen-

sitized Paper Co., of Portsmouth, Ohio.

He is here with samples of their paper to

introduce it among the photographers. He
exhibited a printing-frame which fumes the

paper after it is placed under the negative.

Mr. Ehoads exhibited a couple of prints

made on washed paper, under difli'erent con-

ditions. One was on paper that was pre-

pared in hot weather and had been kept six

months. Adjourned.
E. J. Chute,

Secretary.

PROCEEDINGS
OF THE

Executive Committee of the N. P. A.

A MEETING of the Executive Committee

of the National Photographic Association

was held at the office of the Philadelphia

Photographer, Philadelphia, on Friday, Feb-

ruary 23d, 1872, at 3 p.m. Present, Messrs.

Bogardus, Ehoads, Carbutt, Moore, Wilcox,

Adams, and Wilson, being the whole mem-
bership of the committee except Mr. Hesler

of Chicago.

The minutes of former meetings were read

and approved. The Treasurer's report was

received and accepted. He also reported

having received return check sent for the

Chicago Eelief.

A letter was read from the Distributing

Committee of the Chicago Photographic As-

sociation, giving a partial account of th«

parties to whom the Eelief Fund had been

given. The Secretary was directed to ask

the committee for a full and final report.
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Inasmuch as the coming Exhibition will

necessarily require funds to carry it on, the

Treasurer was ordered to issue a circular to

all members who had not paid their dues to

June, 1872, requesting them to remit at once.

The Permanent Secretary of the Associa-

tion read his circular letter sent to English,

French, and German photographers, in their

several languages, inviting them to exhibit,

&c. His actions in the matter were approved.

A letter was read from Mr. E. Thorp,

Senate photographer, on the matter of ap-

plication to Congress for the free admission

of foreign photographs for exhibition. A
vote of thanks was given Mr. Thorp for

his good services*

A letter was read from Mr. F. M. Spen-

cer, Mansfield, Pa , announcing the death

of Mr. E. Mussleman, of Blossburg, Pa.

Mr. Mussleman was a member of the Na-

tional Photographic Association, and it was

resolved to convey the sympathies of this

committee to his widow, and to record his

death on the minutes of the committee.

The Permanent Secretary reported many
interesting papers as promised for reading

at the St. Louis meetings.

A letter was read from Local Secretary

Eitzgibbon concerning his arrangements for

halls, hotels, &c. , and his actions were ap-

proved and sanctioned.

The Permanent Secretary was directed to

issue the usual announcements for the Ex-

hibition, &c., and to supply copies to the

publishers of all the photographic journals.

The resolutions pertaining to the regula-

tions of the Exhibition meeting, such as

were adopted for the Philadelphia meeting,

were read and adopted for tliis year.

Resolutions were passed congratulating

Local Secretarj^ Eitzgibbon on his good suc-

cess in procuring halls for the Exhibition and

meetings on such good terms.

The Treasurer was authorized to employ

an a.5sistant at St. Louis. Adjourned.

Wm. H. Ehoads,
Secretary.

* Sicce the Executive Committee's meeting

Mr. Thorp has succeeded in getting the bill

papsed, authorizing the admi.ssion of goods for

the exhibition free of duty. Much praise is due

him for this.

—

Ed. P. P.

THE ST. LOUIS CONVENTION.
Between President Bogardus, the excel-

lent Local Secretary Mr. J. H. Eitzgibbon,

and the announcement of the Executive

Committee, our readers will be so fully

posted on the coming Annual Convention

that we need hardly add anything. Yet we
.feel like having our say on the subject. Of
one thing all can be assured. These annual

gatherings are by no means empty farces or

child's play. The conductors of them are

men who are really earnestly desirous of

advancing and elevating our art, and their

policy is, that the best way to bring about

that great end is to educate and refine and

improve photographers themselves.

Is it not, really, a wonderful thing when
we contemplate it? Here, once a year, we
have examples of work sent from all over

the world to be exhibited. Men and women
coming from all parts of the world to study

these works and to discuss practical matters.

Why do they come ? Why do we each year

see many of the same faces present? Be-

cause they have felt the great good it has

done them. Because they can conceive of

nothing more beneficial to them—because it

pays to come. We therefore indorse Presi-

dent Bogardus's invitation

—

^^ Come"—one

and all. Every possible step is being taken

to make the affair a grand success. The

halls are engaged ; the railroad companies

and the hotels are reducing their rates
;

many practical papers will be read on the

subject of every-day work ;
the exhibition

of home and foreign work will be grand
;

the evening reception and lantern exhibition

will be worth a trip to St. Louis to see ; and

the St. Louis photographers and the citizens

are anxious for a big crowd to come. Every

photographer who desires to improve his

work and the size of his purse should be

there. In our next we hope to give fuller

particulars.

President Bogardus on the St. Louis

Convention.

The photographers of the United States

are to meet in convention in the city of St.

Louis, May 7th. We have our American

Institutes, where mechanics gather and take

proper means to advance their interests, and
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our farmers' clubs to instruct all interested

in developing agriculture in all its branches,

and is photography of so little account that

we do not even feel a pride in it ?

Is phoiography, an art just in its infancy,

find capable of development that even now
astonishes the world, to stand still ? Shall

its votaries be content with the past, and not

seek its advancement ? I answer most em-

phatically, no. The annual conventions al-

ready held give me assurance for the future.

The amount of good already done is incalcu-

lable, and we mean to take an onward and

upward stride at St. Louis, that will be both

gratifying and instructive to all interested

in it.

Let those not members of the Association

come., and see what we are doing.

Let those opposed to the Association come,

and their enmity will cease.

Above all, let all desirous of placing pho-

tography on a firm basis come.

Come from the South and the North, the

East and the West. Our St. Louis brethren

will give us a reception such as men of large

hearts only can give.

Bring your wives along. Every mem-
ber's wife shall be entitled to the honor of

free access at all times to all the entertain-

ments of the Convention.

A few days spent there will be worth years

of plodding. The standard men of the pro-

fession will explain and show how to do it,

and you will go away posted, and ready to

do better work and obtain better prices.

The old camera first used by Prof. Morse

will be there, and I am happy to say this

relic is now the property of the National

Photographic. Association. Come, one and

all.

Abraham Bogaedus.

UNDER THE SKYLIGHT.

BY ROLAND VANWEIKB.

XII.

PRACTICAL HINTS.

The height of the camera, Pocus, must be

regulated somewhat by circumstances, i. e
,

there are cases requiring more elevation than

usual, and others requiring more depression

;

• but as a rule adapted to most sittings for an

ordinary vignette head, the camera or lens

should be just above the level of the eyes.

"What is the effect of having it too

high?"

It gives the appearance of looking down
on the sitter

; the distance from the fore-

head to the top of the head is exaggerated,

the nose is elongated and reaches nearly to

the mouth ; the brows appear to project and

the eyes to be deep set, while an appearance

of dejection or depression of feeling is im-

parted to the whole picture.

" Well what is the result of its being too

low?"

With the camera too low the head ap-

pears to be thrown back, the nostrils are

presented very conspicuous, the eyes seem

to be looking up, and the whole position

has a stiff, unnatural appearance.

I have no doubt that many of the pictures

we see apparently presenting a bad pose,

are the result of the position of the camera,

rather than that of the sitter. A photog-

rapher that is too lazy or indifferent to

raise or lower his camera for each sit-

ting, if necessary, don't deserve sittings to

naake.

" Why I didn't suppose it was a matter

of so much importance."

Well, if you keep your eyes open your

observation and practice will show you the

importance of it, and you will find you can-

not be too careful in a little matter which is

really important. In making a full-length

picture, either standing or sitting, the

camera should have more elevation, and so

in other styles according to the distance

from the subject.

"Well, what cases justify a variation

from the rule you give for the height of the

camera ? '

'

I explained those in a former lesson on

the Peculiarities of Faces.

"So you did. All right. Now I want

to ask you about getting the focus ; I've been •

bothered sometimes to get a good focus, and

it may be some fault of mine that can be

remedied. Do you focus with the glass or

without ? I generally focus without. I

think I can get a better focus without the

glass than with it."

There's just where you are mistaken, and

the source of all your trouble. Some meiL
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think they can see stars without a glass as

well as with.

"There are many that are much more

likely to see them with a glass !"

Well, let them he a warning to you,

Focus ;
hut no levity. A watchmaker might

as well he expected to adjust and fit the

tiny mechanism that comes under his eye

without a glass as for the photographer to

adjust his focus. There are few, if any,

men can do it. An operator that depends

upon his unaided eye is seldom sure of a

perfect focus, especially on a small head.

The lines of the face are too fine, and the

variation of a slight change of focus too im-

perceptible to be perceived with any degree

of certainty. Besides it is a strain upon the

eye that will eventually result in injury,

and a premature necessity for the victim to

wear glasses on his nose, if not to use one at

his camera.

" Well, I begin to see without a glass. I

think I'll use one in future."

With a good focussing-glass the instru-

ment can be adjusted to a hair's breadth,

and with less squinting and in less time

every negative during the day can be in

perfect focus

" What point of the face do you focus

on?"

It depends somewhat upon the style of

face. Ordinarily the eye or brow is a con-

spicuous point. When convenient I prefer

to focus with the ratchet of the lens. With
the focussing-glass against the ground-

glass, I carry the focus hack till the front

of the face is well out, then bring it gradually

forward till the front point on which you

focus, such as eye, hair, or beard, is covered
;

this will allow the instrument to cover

the head all it is capable of doing. Without

a glass you cannot tell when it is exactly on

the point, and the result is that many
pictures we see, very fine in every other re-

spect, are not in good focus Some pretend

they don't want a picture so very sharp,

that a little out of focus softens it. That is

a poor dodge to get soft pictures, and one

that no really first-class artist will resort

to. I never saw a photograph yet that was

better for not being in focus, but I have seen

many that were deficient only in that re-

spect. As well might the engraver blur the

lines of a beautiful engraving to give it

softness ; he would be condemned by every

lover of what is beautiful and perfect. No,
he depends upon the perfect blending of

light and shade, made up of the sharp cut

lines, for softness ; and so the photographer

should produce those plastic effects by the

proper arrangement of his light, rather

than expect them by an imperfect working

of his apparatus.

" That's so ! But there is another thing I

want to ask you about ; how do you manage
the swing-back, or what is the efiTect pro-

duced by it?"

It plays an important part in getting a

proper focus. Take a long beard, focus as

usual on the face of the sitter, and the

beard will be front, f e , it will have a blur-

red appearance ; now tip the swing-back,

carrying the bottom towards the lens, and

you will see the beard become sharp without

materially affecting the focus on the face.

This also applies to full-length sittings,

where the feet or dress are projected in

front. You will observe that as the dis-

tance between the lens and ground-glass

is increased the focus is brought forward,

and so as they are brought nearer each

other the focus goes back. In a sitting of a

lady where it is desirable to bring her bow
and the drapery around her shoulders as

much as possible in focus, we tip the swing-

back the other way, bringing the top nearer

the lens, this carries the focus back, and yet

does not affect the face. The swing-back is

very useful if used judiciously, but if not, it

had better, be fastened in place in a per-

pendicular p(^ition and remain there. The
lateral motion is useful only in full-length

figures or groups.

"Much obliged. Now, how about the

dark-room ?"

We'll come to that soon. Focus.

A Second Victory over the Shaw &
Wilcox Co.'s "Silver Saving Patent."

Jg®"- And a Third !
-=^1

We announced, on page 62 of our last

number, that the decision of the court was

daily expected in the suit of the Shaw &
Wilcox Co. against Mr. W. S. Pendleton,

photographer, Brooklyn, N. Y. Hardly
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had our words reached our readers when
(February 5th) we received the following

telegram from E. Y. Bell, Esq., Mr. Pen-

dleton's counsel

:

New York, Feb. 5th, 1872.

To Edwakd L. Wilson :

Through you I congratulate the photog-

raphers of America. The United States

Court has decided against the Shaw patent.

Thus closes Taj second triumph.

E. Y. Bell.

We received this cheering information

with all due tranquillity, especially as we too

were having a tug with the same parties for

alleged libel against them.

Soon a cop}'' of the decree of the court was

sent us by Mr. Bell, and now we sound

aloud, all over the land, and join in his

cry of.

Victory ! Victory !

Therefore we have again to congratulate

the photographers of the United States in

having gained a second victory over the

Shaw & Wilcox Co.'s patent.

The judge decides that the claim which

they make is too broad and cannot be sus-

tained—that in effect they put in a claim for

recovering silver and gold from any and all

solutions by the use of any and all precipi-

tants in any and all ways, and by the use of

any and all kinds of apparatus—a claim

which is entirely too broad to be sustained

by the courts.

In fact, the judge says distinctly that the

precipitation of metals from solutions is old,

and therefore a broad claim for that cannot

be maintained, and that the patent in ques-

tion does not limit itself to the use of any

particular apparatus, or to the use of any

particular precipitant, or to any particular

mode of using the precipitant. Neither

does it confine itself to the recovery of gold

and silver from any particular solutions.

But in fact, as we have always insisted, it

puts in a broad claim for recovering silver

and gold from any and all solutions by the

use of any and all means. The present re-

issue, like the one before it, is therefore

void.

We print herewith the judge's opinion in

full, that all may see and acknowledge the

justness of our criticism. We understand

that the company threaten to take out another

reissue. If they see fit to adopt that course

we can neither hinder or help it, nor do we
wish to do so if we could ; but we will give

them one piece of good advice, though it be

gratuitous : If they ever do take out another

reissue, we advise them to confine their

claims to what Shaw invented. Whenever
they choose to do that our quarrel with them
is at an end ; nay, more than that, we will

publish the fact to the world, and congratu-

late the company for having had the good

sense—though late it be—to confine their

claims to what belongs to them. That of

course they are justly entitled to, and we of

all others would not deny it to them if we
could.

But by their own folly they have now lost

the use of their patent for over half its

original term, and that loss is the photog-

raphers' gain, and for which they can thank

those who have fought these battles and

gained the victory ; as now, even though

the company take out another reissue, they

cannot charge royalty for the past, but only

for the balance of the unexpired term ; and

if they now learn Avisdom from the past, and

confine their claims within reasonable

limits, we shall have no complaint to make

;

but on the contrary, should they again put

forth extravagant claims, we warn thein that

we still stand as watchmen upon the walls,

not only to sound the alarm, but if need be

to buckle on our armor and again do battle

in the common cause of the photographers

throughout the land.

THE OPINION OF HIS HONOR, JUDGE

BENEDICT.

United States Circuit Court.

Jehyleman Shaw "|

vs. l Feb. 2d, 1872.

William S. Pendleton. J

Benedict, J.—This is a suit in equity to

recover damages for an infringement of a

patent and for an injunction. The plaintiff's

right of action depends upon a patent for

" an improvement in recovering gold and sil-

ver from waste solutions," originally issued

to him, July 8th, 1862 ;
reissued in 1863 and

in 1864, and finally reissued June 14th, 1870,

by reissue No. 4030. The specification of

this reissue declares that "the invention
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consists in the method as hereinafter de-

scribed of recovering from the waste metallic

solutions used by photographers and others,

the gold, silver, and other valuable metals

contained thereinafter the solution has been

used and spent; " accompanying the speci-

fication is a drawing stated to represent a

sectional view of" the improved apparatus."

This apparatus as described simply consists

of a vessel of any material suitable in form

and size to contain the waste solution in-

tended to be treated. The process as de-

scribed is to place the waste solution in the

vessel, and there bring it in contact or

mingle it with suitable precipitating ingre-

dients, according to the nature of the solu-

tion from which the gold, silver, &c., are to

be precipitated, whereby the silver, gold,

&G., are precipitated and separated from

the worthless fluid. When the precipitated

metals have settled, the liquids are drawn

off by a pipe, or allowed to flow over the

edge of the vessel.

The specification does not confine the in-

vention to any particular form of vessel,

nor to any particular solution to be treated,

nor to any precipitating ingredients to be

used, nor to any particular method of bring-

ing the precipitating ingredients in contact

with the solution, nor to any particular

method of drawing oif the waste; no par-

ticular proportion of the precipitating in-

gredients to be used is given, nor is it sug-

gested that any new result is obtained by

the use of the invention
;
the claim is for

"the use of the means herein described for

recovering gold and silver from spent pho-

tographic solutions and washings substan-

tially as described."

If this claim be considered as referring

to what is called in the specification, "the

improved apparatus," manifestly the patent

is void; inasmuch as the apparatus de-

scribed amounts to nothing more than a

vessel capable of holding a fluid, there is

manifestly a want of invention, and the

patent is void. If the claim be considered

as referring to the method of producing the

efi'ect described, the patent is still invalid,

for the specification describes no method

except to separate' metals in solution by

mixing "suitable precipitating ingredients

"

in the solution. No result before unallowed

is described, and it is impossible to gather

from the specification any information ex-

cept what has been long knoAvn, that suit-

able precipitating ingredients if mixed with

metallic solutions, will cause a separation of

the metals in solution. A broad claim to

the process of separating metals from a

fluid where they are held in solution, by the

use of precipitating ingredients, cannot be

maintained, for the process is old and well

known.

My decision, therefore, is, that the patent

in question is void, and accordingly the

bill must be dismissed with costs.

E. Y. Bell, Counsel for Defendant; T.

M. WyatT, Counsel for Plaintiff.

THE DECREE.

At a stated term of the Circuit Court of the

United States of America, for the Eastern Dis-

trict of New York, held at the United States

Court Rooms, in the City of Brooklyn, on Satur-

day, the 24th day of February, in the year of

our Lord one thousand eight hundred and sev-

enty-two. Prpsfut

:

The Honorable Charles L. Benedict,

District Judge.

Jehvleman Shaw
against

William S. Pendleton.

This cause having been brought to a final

hearing upon the pleadings and proofs, and coun-

sel for the respective parties having been heard,

and the same having been duly considered by

the court, it is found and hereby ordered, ad-

judged and decreed, that the letters-patent re-

issued unto Jehylemac Shaw, complainant above-

named, on the 14th day of June, 1870, and num-

bered 4030, is not a valid patent.

And it is further ordered, adjudged, and de-

creed, that the bill of said complninant be and

the same is hereby dismissed as against the said

defendant with costs.

Charles L. Benedict.

E. Y. Bell, Counsel fur Drfe/idant.

A true copy.

Samuel I. Jonks, Clerh.

Now a word or two before closing, for

Mr. Bell. We have had occasion to see

how industriously and how persistently he

has worked to explode the claims of the

patentee in this suit, and we congratulate

him on his success. For over three years
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he has heen doing battle against the Shaw
& Wilcox Co. He won a victory over them
in 1870, and all who were at the Cleveland

Convention remember well how he gave

the details of the battle, amid the enthu-

siaf=m of his hearers. Mr. Shaw took a re-

issue of his patent, and again opened fire

upon the photographers, hy suing Mr. Pen-

dleton, President Bogardus, and several

others. Mr. Bell was employed as counsel,

and after a hard long fight, again comes

out the victor. We congratulate the frater-

nity on having such a man at the bar to

defend them. As many know, he is a

young man of great ability, and there is a

brilliant future before him Many photog-

raphers have already made him their counsel

in other matters, and we ask all to do the

same. We owe him much more than we
can repay him. Much praise is due Mr.

Pendleton also, for his plucky resistance of

the claims of the patentee. He stood the

test at his own expense, and now has the

consciousness of having protected his fra-

ternity in their rights.

We now look hopefully for the verdict in

the case against President Bogardus, and

against us in the libel suit, and expect to be

able to announce victory again in both cases.

We have had opportunity many times in

these cases of meeting Mr. Shaw. We are

sorry for him, truly, and we only wish that

he had saved all this litigation by taking

the advice we gave him over two years ago.

We have no reason to believe that he is

other than a man of undoubted honesty.

But we held that he was mistaken in claim-

ing so much, and on that rock we split.

AVe believe he is convinced, and that he

will now try to retrieve his fortunes by

pushing his just claims only. In this we
haven't the heart to wish him anything but

success, and hope his war with the pho-

tographers is ended.

Still Further Victory !

M)\ Bell again triumphant in the ease

against President Bogardus.

Only a few hours after preparing the

above for the printer, a telegraph messenger

rushed into our quiet sanctum with the fol-

lowing :

New York, Feb. 26th, 1872.

To Edward L. Wilson :

Won the Bogardus suit to-day. Judge
Woodruff granted a decree in my favor.

So spreads the victory.

E. Y. Bell.

Thus our hopes expressed above are, in-

deed, realized, and President Bogardus, with

several others against whom suits had been

entered, are freed from this annoyance and
expense.

The opinion and the decree of Judge

Woodruff we have not yet received, but

presume they will be the same as Judge

Benedict's. One was in the Southern and

the other in the Eastern District of New
York, so that the victory is all the more
complete.

Mr. Bell is, of course, jubilant, and being
,

our counsel in the libel suit, only desires to

win that to make him complete master of the

field. We hope he will, for we not only want

to know whether the patent is valid or not,

but whether or not, when a wrong is at-

tempted upon the fraternity, we, as their

watchman, have any right to sound the

alarm and do battle ii;L the good cause.

Now let us all join in standing by Mr.

Bell, and at St. Louis show him some ap-

preciation of our esteem. No one could

have worked more zealously than he.

Some parties who were sued by Shaw
thought best to employ " older and wiser

counsel " instead of Mr. Bell. They haven't

yet finished taking their testimony, and Mr.

Bell, single handed, has won two cases,

while the " older and wiser " are thinking

over what is best to do. Even if we do

compromise our editorial dignity, pending

the St. Louis meeting, we know President

Bogardus and Mr. Pendleton and all of you

will not only excuse us, but join us in shout-

ing,

Hurrah for Ezekiel Y. Bell!

. Our esteemed contributor, Mr. Elbert

Anderson, having in our last number ended

his " Photographic Dialogues " with " Mar-
shall," and sent the latter home a "wiser

and a better man," is now preparing for our

pages a series of original "ideas," the first

of which will appear in our next.
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GERMAN COEEESPONDENCE.
Photography and Geography—Black's Pic-

tures— Lantern Slides— Germany— Dry
Plates—Diluted Varnish for Retouching

Negatives—Action of Alcohol and Ether in

Collodion— Qualities of Diluted Collodion

— The Effect of Small and Large Margins

on the Moiuits— Vienna Exhibition of 1873
— Grasshoff's Pictures in France—Enamel
Pictures on Glass.

Unbounded is the field of photography

;

every day it conquers new realms, and

already it circles the earth with its activity.

I was reminded of this again on seeing

some photographs from Japan, which were

made by the Japanese themselves, and .they

handle already the positive and negative

processes very cleverly. The distant East

has already sufl'ered much under the influ-

ence of the West ; the Japanese pigtail

seems to be a thing of the past, for in the

portraits which I have seen the native wears

already the hair parted in the middle. Thus

civilization progresses. Berlin is, as I hear,

considered by the distant Asiatics as the

centre of Europe. We have now in our

University forty young Japanese students
;

they dress in the latest fashion, with kid

gloves and stovepipe hat ; they speak excel-

lent German, and have even acquired great

skill in consuming lager beer ; they have

established a Japanese lager beer club, and

if it was not for the projecting cheek-bones,

the yellow skin, and the oblique eyes, we
would hardly recognize in them the Oriental.

Most of them study medicine. One of them

becomes, in April, my pupil ; and then you

shall see his self-made original Japanese

photograph. But the pictures from the far

North are almost more interesting than those

from the far East. Mr. Black, in Boston,

was probably not aware what an extraordi-

nary effect the pictures of Greenland and

Labrador, which he recently presented to me,

would produce here. We have seen here

now and then pictures of the Arctic regions,

but only small and insignificant ones ; but

here we have a collection of magnificent

Arctic views. You know them from the

Cleveland Exhibition. How much has Mr.

Black done already ! His balloon photo-

graphs are widely known, but now he pho-

tographs an exploding torpedo, and all this

with a pound of nitric acid in the silver

bath. But the American photographers cer-

tainly all know Mr. Black, and know that

he is not as sour as his bath.

I take this opportunity of correcting an

error which is, as it seems, widespread in

the United States, I have often been asked

by you and other gentlemen for lantern

slides. Such slides as have been prepared

in America for some time, are unknown here.

The magic lantern, which on the other side

of the water is generally employed for

schools, for lectures, and even on the street

for advertisements, is here only known in a

few instances, and generally in the hands of

uneducated people, who travel from city to

city to give exhibitions, and very often they

show painted slides only. I have striven

to introduce the magic lantern and photo-

graphs into the lecture-room ; but I did

not succeed, and under these circumstances

it is not to be wondered at that no lantern

slides exist, neither of the beautiful stereos

of Lcescher & Petsch nor of the numerous

beautiful landscapes. What we have in the

shape of slides are transparent stereos, and

these are generally of French origin.

I have hoped that the Woodbury process

would give to the lantern slide business a

new impulse, but so far this does not seem

to be the case.

In the dry-plate process we had to register

many fond hopes during the last year, but

judging from the letters of my colaborers it

seems that a reaction has set in. Much
feeling was expressed for the bromine pro-

cess of Lea and Wortley, but now most ex-

perimenters declare themselves in favor of

the old Bussell tannin process-; it is less

handy and not so sensitive, but more certain,

and this is after all the principal considera-

tion in the dry process.

I wrote to you the last time about retouch-

ing negatives before varnishing. This is of

much importance for negatives from which

a great number of prints have to be made

;

for instance, for plates for the trade, where

in consequence of constant use the plates

suffer much ; the employment of a dull var-

nish which is afterwards coated with the

ordinary varnish is well known to you. Mr.

Quidde, who has charge of the chemical de-
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pai-tment in the large photographic stock

business of Mr. Schauer here, uses now in

phice of a dull varnish the ordinary kind,

which has been diluted with three times its

volume of alcohol. He coats the negative

immediately after washing with a solution

of 3'ellow dextrine of the strength 1:8;

when dry the plate is coated at a moderate

heat with the above diluted varnish. To
this thin film the retouch is applied ; the

lead-pencil takes as well as on the semi-

opaque varnish ; when the retouch is finished

the plate receives a coat of ordinary varnish,

which protects the retouch.

In my last but one letter I stated some

facts how a thick collodion influences the

sensitiveness. I have extended these ex-

periments and investigated the influence of

alcohol and ether. Hardwich says that ether

lessens the intensity of the picture. I admit

that this is true for high temperatures, but

it is quite different with a low thermometer.

I even obtained with a collodion rich in

ether more brilliant pictures than with one

containing much alcohol, although the per-

centage of cotton and iodizing salts was ab-

solutely the same. The ethereal collodion is

distinguished besides by a very fine precipi-

tate in consequence of which the drawing

appears remarkably clear ; it was further

noticeable that with the ethereal collodion

the shadows remained perfectly clear, while

a collodion in which alcohol predominates

the darker parts show always a slight veiling.

Ether even prevents fogging, the same as

iodine or acid. "When I was in Aden I re-

marked that our alcohol collodion gave

veiled pictures, and that this tendency to

fog was removed by diluting it with ether
;

in short, an ethereal collodion offers, partic-

ularly for the winter season, great advan-

tages ; but even in summer the proportion

of alcohol should not be carried to excess,

particularly now when pure materials are

much easier obtained than formerly.

Another interesting point is the effect of

dilution. Frequently we make our rem-

nants of collodion, which have become too

thick by evaporation, serviceable again by
diluting them. Many practical workers will

have noticed that such a diluted collodion

has become much weaker and yields less

sensitive plates than before. When we ex-

amine such plates more closely we will find

that they have become less sensitive, but

that the lights are worked out much softer,

and the shadows much more intense, than

with a thick collodion. The picture Is

therefore softer, and this is important when
we have to make pictures with very strong

light and shade effects ; for instance, a land-

scape with bright sunlight, a few seconds

more or less of exposure are of no moment,

and I have for this reason always given the

preference to a diluted collodion in taking

such pictures. It also deserves the pref-

erence for transparencies, lantern slides,

and reproduction of negatives. It is only

necessary to intensify sucli plates, while a

thick collodion yields a negative which be-

comes dense enough with the ordinary de-

velopment.

In one of the recent sessions of our Society

a question led to a very livelj' discussion,

which many of our photographers may not

consider as worthy of a great deal of atten-

tion : it is the proper framing of the pictures.

In a business point of view this certainly is

of importance, for here a picture which is

mounted on a large board brings a higher

price than one mounted on a small one ; and

if the mount is tinted, or has an ornamental

border, the price asked is still higher ; but

it is not only the size, but also that the nec-

essary taste is displayed. Adam Salomon

has no white margin on his large pictures,

while on the imperial and carte de visites only

the smallest white border is visible-; with

large pictures generally a considerable white

margin is taken. Mr. Petsch recommends

the one as well as the other, according to

how the picture is to be placed. For a dark

wall, pictures with small white margins are

preferable, while for a light wall a broad

white border is preferable. The effect of

contrast is very important here. Copper-

plate engravings have generally a large

white margin, and for a very good reason
;

the gray print appears much darker when
contrasted with the mass of white border.

Something similar is the case in toned-off

pictures. Everybody knows that they are

not printed so dark as the full pictures, be-

cause the former would appear too dark.

When we have a tinted mount in place of

the white one, it is advisable to print the
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picture a little darker. It is also recom-

mended to place a small gold border in the

interior of the frame, particularly when the

picture has no margin at all ; this gold band

should be as plain as possible^all ornamen-

tation is superfluous.

Our photographers commence gradually

to prepare for the Vienna International Ex-

hibition in 1873. From all that I can learn

the coming Exhibition will be in no way in-

ferior to the one in Paris in 1867 ; and as

Vienna is a beautiful and rich city, where,

according to Monckhoven, you can enjoj^

yourself better than in Paris, the influx of

strangers will not be wanting. It seems as

if Vienna was to take the place of Paris as

caterer of amusements.

Paris, with its ruins, its deserted streets,

no longer charms the stranger as it did two

years ago. It is strange that, in spite of the

bitter hatred by the French of all that is

German, there are a great many curious

ones who wish to learn how Germany ac-

quired its greatness.

They learn the German language from

hatred of Germany, and never before have

so many German books been imported into

France as just now. Even more than this

—^even in matters of taste, attention is paid

to Germany. Formerly Paris was the ideal,

and every Frenchman looked with contempt

on everything foreign, Grasshoff 's picture

of the lady in thirty diff"erent positions is

sought in Paris as a model, and a great

many are sold there. Tempera mutantur.

I told you on a former occasion that the

taste for burnt-in enamel pictures on porce-

lain is waning, and the business in them is

going behindhand.

The glass-factorj'^ of Dr. Oidtmauer, in

Linnich, has lately taken hold of this subject

;

not in order to make portraits, but to make
colored ornamentations on glass. Such orna-

mented glasses are much in vogue here now
for windows in castles and country villas.

The pattern is drawn by hand on thin

transfer paper ; the glass is prepared with a

mixture of gum arable and bichromate of

potash ; the transfer paper is placed over

this and exposed to light ; the coloring ma-

terial is dusted on ; this adheres to all parts

not affected by the light, and we obtain at

once a pattern which can be burnt in.

Prints and woodcuts are by this method
easily transferred to glass ; but for portraits

the process does not work fine enough.

Yours, very truly,

Dr H. Vogel.

NOTES IN AND OUT OF THE
STUDIO.

BY G. WHARTON SIMPSON, M.A., P.S.A.

Albumen and Permanency—Obtaining Skies

in Landscapes.

Albumen and Permanency.—A somewhat
hot discussion has been going forward in this

country as to the possible influence of the

sulphur present in albumen in causing the

fading of albumenized prints. Lieut. Abney,

in his recent paper before the Photographic

Society of London on albumen as a substrat-

um, referred briefly and incidentally to the

probable eftect of the sulphur present on the

fading of silver prints, and mentioned a cir-

cumstance worth remembering in connection

with that subject, which had occurred in the

experience of Mr. Valentine Blanchard, who
is as you know one of our first portraitists.

The facts are thus briefly stated :

" A certain sample of albumenized paper,

characterized by the abominable stench of

rotten eggs, imported from Germany, was

used by Mr. Blanchard and others, not be-

cause it was any cheaper than other samples,

but because it possessed certain desirable

printing qualities. Some half dozen years

afterwards Mr. Blanchard, chancing to be

looking over a stock of prints, noticed that

in every instance the prints taken on the

stinking German paper retained their purity

of color and flrst bloom of freshness quite

unchanged, whilst other prints taken at the

same time under the same circumstances in

all respects, but on other samples of paper,

were, if not faded, certainly not so freshly

pure and perfect in color as those on the

tainted paper. This was a fact of which

there was no room for doubt. Mr. Blanch-

ard mentioned it to various photographers,

but left others to theorize upon the fact.

" Lieut. Abney, in repeating the fact,

suggested a possible reason. Albumen, he

observes, contains sulphur, and that in a

very loose state of combination, as every

one who has eaten a boiled egg with a silver
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spoon is well aware. The decomposition of

albumen eliminates sulphur, as most persons

familiar with the smell of sulphuretted hy-

drogen will be ready to believe. If, then,

in the decomposition of albumen, a portion

of the sulphur in its composition is liberated

and eliminated, there will be less danger of

that albumen, when lying in contact with

metallic silver in a print, again yielding

up sulphur in the process of some other

decomposition. Here was a fact which

would be worthy of investigation. The fact

that stinking paper produced permanent

prints exists ; the explanation of this fact,

and, if possible, its utilization, remained to

be made, and Lieut. Abney suggested the im-

portance of further investigation. A dis-

cussion on the subject has ensued ; but as yet

nothing very decisive has been propounded.

"

Obtaining Skies in Landscapes.—I have

an impression that landscape photography

Is a less important branch of the art with

you than it is with English photographers,

but wherever landscapes are produced all

the importance of a sky in giving pictorial

value and truth to^the view must be appa-

rent. At one time a mass of white paper

in the place of the sky was almost uni-

versal—even in photographs sent to exhibi-

tions. The presence of clouds, except in

occasional instantaneous sea views, was as

rare and noteworthy a few years ago as the

bald patch of white paper in place of a sky

is now, at least, in this country. The

hard cut-out effect of such landscapes were

well described in the Quarterly Rfvieiv some

years ago, where foregrounds and build-

ings were referred to as perfect enough

in themselves, but merely wanting in pic-

torial qualities, being "of rich tone and

elaborate detail upon a glaring white back-

ground, without the slightest form or tint,

like a Chinese landscape on a looking-glass,"

"the light," it added, " having burnt out

all cloud form in one blaze of light."

How destructive of any truthful presenta-

tion of nature or any approximation to art

such skies in landscapes were no longer

needs to be iterated, as photographers have

become fully alive to the evil, and the uni-

versal aim is now to secure in every land-

scape some suitable sky effect.

Various methods of securing a sky in the

print exist, the most common being the use

of a separate sky negative, two printings thus

being necessary
; a plan inevitably involv-

ing much loss of time as well as demanding
great care. The sky, as a rule, only re-

quires as many seconds' exposure as the fore-

ground may require minutes ; there is little

hope, in the ordinary method of working,

of securing skies and clouds as well as fore-

ground at the same exposure. Hence the sep-

arate printing from a sky negative becomes,

under ordinary circumstances, necessary.

Nor do we think this necessity, under many
circumstances, an evil. It is by no means

so certain as some have asserted that the

sky which surmounts a landscape is at all

times that which will compose best with so

as to produce harmony and pictorial effect.

Nature does not select ; art does ; hence

the capable artist will select such a sky for

his landscape as may best complete with his

composition without violating natural truth.

At times, however, the landscape is found

with a sky which yields the highest pictorial

conditions, whilst the play of light and

shadow on the landscape is inseparable from

the sky above it. In such a case the land-

scape and sky ought to be obtained at the

same time, even if printed separately. To

meet such cases, and secure, if possible, the

result in one printing, various contrivances

have been devised to give the sky a dimin-

ished exposure : stops with graduated aper-

ture, allowing less light to reach the sky
;

means of controlling development, so as to

give little to the sky, much to the fore-

ground ; shading a portion of the lens

during exposure ; and shading a portion of

the plate during exposure. The latter plan

is manifestly the best when it can be satis-

factorily managed. Mr. Scott Archer used

to tear a piece of brown paper roughly to

the shape of the sky, and place it, out of

focus, of course, in front of the plate du-

ring exposure. His facility for doing this

arose from his use of a manipulating

camera, in which the operator was practi-

cally in a tent with the back of the sensi-

tive plate uncovered before him during

exposure, permitting him to watch the

image precisely as on the ground-glass.

Some years ago Mr. Mann patented a shut-

ter which permitted of the formation of an
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irregular outline following the sky-line of

the landscape. This was effected by an ar-

rangement something like a comb, the teeth

of which could be pushed in or out at will,

so as to form an outline of any character.

This had many advantages, but the draw-

back consisted in the difficulty of applying

it. Such an arrangement must necessarily

be fixed before the exposure of the plate,

and removed during exposure, and would

often for good results require some gradua-

tion, which could only be effected satisfac-

torily whilst watching the image.

The best arrangement for permitting the

sky to be secured in the same negative as

the foreground, which I have met with,

was described to me recently by Mr. Still-

man, one of your countrymen. The thing

itself is not strictly novel, but I think that

the skilful application is.

He simply replaces the back of the dark

slide by a plate of non-actinic glass, which

permits the image to be seen all the time of

exposure without actinic light reaching the

sensitive plate. By this aid a shade to the

sky can be applied under the control of the

judgment which becomes possible when the

image can be watched during exposure.

Some of Mr. Stillman's landscapes in our

recent exhibition were full of poetry and

pictorial feeling, chiefly due to the admirable

skies present. These were secured on one

negative, with one exposure, the skies re-

ceiving seconds, the foreground minutes,

the shading of the plate from the sky action

having been rendered easy by the appliance

described. The plan is evidentlj^ easy, and

doubtless efficient. Camera makers will do

well to adopt the hint and supply landscape

photographers with dark-slides fitted with

a back of perfectly non-actinic glass.

Mr. Stillman thus himself describes his

use of the screen to obtaining skies :

The expedient is simply this : I put,

in place of the ordinary back to the slide,

a pane of the red glass used for opera-

ting windows set in a narrow sash—a red

glazed slide-back, in short—and make the

focussing-cloth into a hood at the back,

so as to shut out all outside light. I am
able, in this way, to see the image on the

sensitized film with almost as much distinct-

ness as on the ground-glass. I then, with

one of the flap shutters, or a movable

screen, the edge of which is, if necessary,

adapted to the parts to be kept longest ex-

posed, cover the sky and extreme distance

over rapidly, and more and more slowly as

the view darkens and the foreground passes

into shadow. So far as the view permits

this simplicity of treatment, the operator

may work with as much certainty as if he

were shading a print. If a dark object

comes up against the sky, that must be

treated with the closed foreground by a

screen with an aperture properly arranged,

and can best be done by a subsequent re-

opening of the lens by the reverse operation,

inclosing the foreground and the dark ob-

ject flrst, and not letting the sky be exposed

at all. It is evident that the range of sub-

jects which can be masked in this way is

mainly limited to those in which the divi-

sion of sky and land is simple and broad
;

but in the view exhibited there were slight

irregularities of outline in the darker planes,

which were met in this way perfectly, and

the foreground, which was very dark and

green, had more than as many minutes'

exposure as the sky had seconds.

There is nothing new in the use of the

screens, but, so far as I have learned, no one

has employed the red glass slide-back in this

way to direct the screening.

The Year-Book of Photography,
AND

Photographic News Almanac fok 1872.

edited by g. wharton simpson, m.a., f. s.a.

This capital little work we have a full

supply of. Among the contributions are

articles by Messrs. H. P. Eobinson, Valen-

tine Blanchard,'Adam Salomon, J. H. Dall-

meyer, John Spiller, F C.S., Wm. England,

Nelson K. Cherrill, W. T. Bovey, Walter

B. Woodbury, H. Baden Pritchard, Colonel

Stuart Wortley, J. M. Burgess, Samuel Pry,

George Croughton, A. L. Henderson, Dr.

Vogel, P. Liesegang, Ph.D., A.M., O. G.

Rejlander, J. Werge, B. J. Edwards, Cap-

tain Waterhouse, L. G. Kleffel, the Editor,

and many others.

The edition we have is exactly as it is

published in England, with English adver-

tisements complete. No mutilations or

changes made in this countrv. Price, 50 cts.
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Queries.

1. Please give me a good and reliable

ferrotype bath, collodion, and developer?

—

E. W. S.

2. Can Spbynx, or some landscape pho-

tographer, give a formula for landscape col-

lodion that will work well with Mr. J. C.

Browne's ammonio-sulphate of iron devel-

oper, and also keep for any length of time ?

"Amateur."

3. Will Sphynx please tell me how to

make shellac varnish for frames ?

4. I am in Boston, and for three or four

years back I have found just at this season

of the year great and unusual trouble in

getting my glass clean. Can any one ex-

plain it ?—R.

5. Is it possible, by any combination of

screens or mirrors, to take good portraits in

a large upper room, with no light except two

large windows facing the north ?—S.

Answers.
Answers to February Queries.

Ordinary acetic acid No. 8 contains 30

per cent, of glacial acetic acid.—M.

In my answer to "Pupil," in the last

" Sphynx," I forgot to give him a salting so-

lution for his handkerchief. Use two grains

of chloride of ammonium to the ounce of

water for such solution.—J. R. Clemmons.

In the November, 1871, Sphynx, in an-

swer to Query 2, I would say that chloride

of lime varies so much that one could seldom

get the same results with it twice.—M.

1. I usually lay the broken pieces of nega-

tives on a piece of plate glass, and join them

together with glue ; when cold and dry, lay

them for a few minutes in alum water, after-

Avards mount on a clean piece of ordinary

glass.

2. The effect of cold on all photographic

chemicals is to retard the necessary decom-

position, causing them to work slow.

3. Don't know, never have seen it.

George H. Fennemore.

OUR PICTURE.
"We present to our readers this month a

picture that will be a novelty to many of

them. In the first place, it is an example of

c/iiW- photography, which we think is hard

to excel, from Mr. G. Frank E. Pearsall,

one of our most promising young photogra-

phers, whom all who listened to him at the

Philadelphia Convention will remember.

Mr. Pearsall is established in business at

Fulton and Tillary Streets, Brooklyn, N. Y.,

where he is doing splendid work and a

splendid business. He was for a long time

chief operator with Messrs. J. Gurney &
Son, New York. He has always been re-

markably successful with children, and for

that reason we asked him to permit us to use

some of his work in that line for our illus-

tration. The negatives were kindly for-

warded, and were not, we believe, made es-

pecially for our purpose. Good as thej'' are,

they were made six months ago or more,

and we believe Mr. Pearsall is excelling

them now.

He has also sent us, agreeably to our re-

quest, some notes on his method of working,

which we append, as follows :

" Dear Sir : In compliance with your re-

quest to state my mode of photography, I

would say, I give little or no preference to

any of the well-known formulas—having

noticed nearly all during the last fifteen

years. Experience has proven that anj-,

thoroughly manipulated and worked under-

standingly, will produce all that can be de-

sired. Not being particular as to the formula

to work by, having chosen one that harmo-

nizes with the power of my light, I am scru-

pulously particular and execute with great

precision every trifling manipulation. These,

to me, little things, that others consider of

no importance, are the greatest, inasmuch

as they are so apt to be overlooked, and the

faults arising laid to the bath, collodion,

skylight, &c., and last, but not least, the

sitter.
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" How many bad negatives have careless

operators in little things heaped upon the

shoulders of his sitters in these words :
' Sir,

you've spoiled the picture by your moving.'

/ have no moving subjects, excepting chil-

dren. I acknowledge the fault when I fail,

and cheerfully try again. This with me
establishes a confidence which is not shaken

by half a dozen sittings, should it be neces-

sary.

" My skylight is so badly located, hemmed
in on every side by high buildings, that it

requires all my ingenuity to produce fair

results.

" My reflections are many (brick-wall re-

flections, I mean) ; to overcome these leaves

my light weak.

"Chemical-room I have very light, as

dark-rooms belong to the dark ages and black

and white photographs.

" Nitrate bath forty-five to fifty grains

iodized with potassium, slightly acid with

glacial acetic acid, just to change the color

of blue litmus paper—not to make it a bright

red. I have two three-gallon solutions.

"When one has been used long enough, I

treat it as follows : Add water to one-half to

reduce to twenty grains
;

filter, removing

the precipitated iodide ; add the two together,

evaporate to one gallon, and filter again

;

then add two gallons of water and new silver

to make it the original strength. In this

way every time the bath solution is evapo-

rated new silver is introduced.

" This I find to be very necessary. It is to

the nitrate bath what the balm of life is to

the aged and decrepit, viz., invigorates,

quickens and softens its actions, producing

uniform eflPects. To make collodion I prefer

equal parts of ether and alcohol, and this

nice proportion I try to preserve until the

collodion is used up. I never filter collodion

The ether is sure to evaporate leaving a jelly-

like collodion which refuses to flow over the

plate. Eilter through paper, in a perfectly

clean bottle, one-quarter thealcohol intended

for use ; add snowy cotton at the rate of four

grains to the ounce of collodion. Now filter

into it the total amount of ether. This will

cut the cotton clear, and leave three-fourths

of the alcohol to dissolve the sensitizings.

Four grains to the ounce of collodion

iodide ammonium dissolved in small quan-

tity of the alcohol. Pour the clear part into

the collodion and shake ; in the same way
add one grain of bromide of cadmium. This

way of manipulating will leave me niore

than half the amount of alcohol to dissolve

the one grain to the ounce of bromide of

potassium. Now comes the tug of war—

a

severe test to one's patience. (I have spent

one hour in grinding ' up and dissolving

thirty-two grains of this most desirable sen-

sitizer.) Put the potassium in a mortar and

pulverize. Add a little alcohol and grind it

thoroughly. Let stand for a moment until

the solution is perfectly clear. "VVhen so,

pour it ofiT into the collodion, and shake.

Kepeat this operation until all the alcohol

is introduced into the collodion, adding at

intervals to the potassium one drop distilled

water in a proportion not to exceed one

drop of water to five grains of potassium
;

pour in the collodion only a perfectly clear

solution, and shake each time ; this gives a

collodion of a light straw color, and as clear

as a crystal, fit for use in three hours after.

" The Developer.—To develop, taking a

new bath as a standard, I use twenty grains

of sulphate of iron to the ounce of water, and

the smallest quantity of acetic acid possible,

just enough to cause the developer to flow

over the plate smoothly. This is my barom-

eter. The moment the developer crawls or

refuses to lay on the plate, I change the

nitrate bath. I never throw on the plate a

large quantity of developer, or wash the

plate over, as such a method causes streaks,

stains, &c., and the plate to fog ; but I flow

with an even, steady hand, and roll the de-

veloper gradually over the plate. This se-

cures an equal amount of developer and sil-

ver distributed on every part of the plate."

It will be seen that there is nothing un-

usual in Mr. Pearsall's method of working,

except Mr. Pearsall himself. He gives some

little details, which will be found useful if

carefully followed.

The prints were made by Messrs. Dinmore

& Wilson, 125 W. Baltimore Street, Balti-

more, Md., the well-known stockdealers

and printers for the trade, and are we think

done in excellent style." All are aware of

the difficulty of printing several thousand

prints exactly alike ; but these gentlemen

are pretty well up to time.
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THE EXHIBITION.

REGULATIONS AND ARRANGEMENTS.

The Fourth Annual Exhibition of the

National Photographic Association of the

United States will be held in St. Louis, Mo.,

in the Masonic Hall, beginning Tuesday,

May 7th, 1872.

The meetings of the Association will be

held in the Polytechnic Hall, adjoining the

other, at hours to be hereafter announced.

A cordial invitation is given to all pho-

tographers abroad and at home to exhibit of

their work, and space will be provided free

of charge.

Space must be applied for, although the

Committee of Arrangements hope to find

room for all.

All photographers are lilcewise invited to

a free attendance of the meetings of the As-

sociation, whether members or not.

The name and address of the exhibitor

must be on each picture, or supplied, so that

it may be conspicuously placed among his

contributions. If for sale, the price may
be attached.

Two complete lists of each lot must be

sent to the Local Secretary, with date of

shipment by mail; and where a party sends

more than one package the packages .should

be numbered, both on the packages and on

the lists.

The Committee of Arrangements will re-

ject any articles that are deemed improper

for exhibition.

No articles will be permitted to be with-

drawn until the close of the Exhibition,

without a permit from the committee in

charge.

Excellence and novelty should be the first

considerations in selecting pictures for the

Exhibition.

Carefully fasten all pictures in the mats,

when accompanied by such, and fasten them

well in the frames.

A good method of putting up pictures,

where the size and quantity of frames is

not large, is the following: Have the lid

and bottom of the box you use nicely planed

inside, and covered with neat cloth or wall

paper of a gray neutral tint. To these

screw your frames in tasteful order, and

again screw them to the frame of the box.

When unpacked these covers may be fast-

ened to the uprights in the Hall, and thus

much labor be spared in unpacking and re-

packing. When this method is practiced,

shallow boxes are best.
,

Use strong, new boxes, for packing, as

the same ones must be used for repacking.

Screw all the covers and bottoms on. Don't

use nails.

Have your name and address on the cover

of every box, outside, so that we may see

who it is from ; and inside, to save our

marking it to be returned.
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Have your name and address somewhere

on each frame of pictures.

Have holes made for screw-eyes. Screw-

eyes and cord will be supplied at the Hall.

Very large frames may be sent without

glass, and proper care will be taken not to

soil pictures not covered with glass.

Dealers and manufacturers will have

ample space for their wares in the hall

above, and a display of photographic nov-

elties in their line will be admitted.

Express or freight charges must he pre-

paid.

Articles for exhibition will be received at

the Hall from June 1st to 7th ; not earlier.

Mark all packages as follows: "Photo-

graphic Exhibition, care J. H. Fitzgibbon,

Masonic Hall, St. Louis, Mo."
The Committe of Arrangements appointed

by the Local Secretary is, Messrs. Kobert

Benecke, J. A. Scholten, T. Urie, and A. J.

Fox.

Arrangements with express and railway

companies are nearly completed for a com-

mutation of fares and freights, and the re-

sults will be announced in a circular, to be

issued in a few days.

The list of hotels will also be given in the

circular, and their rates.

Many very useful papers are promised to

be read at the meetings of the Association,

and discussions of great practical value will

follow.

The exhibition of both home and foreign

work promises to be unusually grand, and

no live, enterprising photographer will, or

should, fail to be present.

A grand evening reception and lantern

exhibition are arranged for, and the citizens,

especially the press and the photographers

of St. Louis, promise to give the Associa-

tion such a welcome and benefit as it never

had before. It is hoped that those who are

making all this preparation, will not be dis-

appointed in the attention and appreciation

of the photographic fraternity.

In about five or eight days the usual cir-

cular will be issued, giving the list of routes

over which photographers may ride at re-

duced fares, to and from St. Louis, and also

all other particulars not now mentioned

herewith. A copj' will be sent to all pho-

tographers who can be reached. Those

who do not get it, may have copies by ap-

plying to either the Permanent or Local

Secretary.

J. H. Fitzgibbon,

Local Secretary, St. Louis, Mo.

Edward L. Wilson,
Permanent Secretary, Philada.

Cutting and Silvering Paper.

BY F. M. ROOD.

In the Photographic Thnes for January,

1872, in "Photography for the Un-
initiated," I notice one or two things that

I want to say a word about. I have read

Mr. Hull's series of " Letters " with much
interest; they, enter into such minute de-

tails, in such language as a master-photog-

rapher would use to a beginner.

In "Letter No. 8" of the above series

the beginner is advised to cut his albumen

paper 8 x 10 inches.

He proceeds to do so, and finds that a sheet

of albumen paper of the ordinary size found

in market, cuts four pieces 8 x 10, leaving

two smaller pieces, one 6 x 10, the other 2x8.

If the young man's silvering tray is only

8 X 10 he will be obliged to " cut his paper

according to his tray," but why, oh ivhy

didn't his father advise him to get a 10 x 12

tray ? It costs but a trifle more, and he

could cut and silver his paper, and not

bother with any such little strips as 2x8.
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From a sheet of paper I cut forty-two

cards, and silver in a 10 x 12 tray. I cut a

sheet 18 X 22 in half, making two pieces 11 x

18; fold the ends of a 11 x 18 piece together,

leaving one end projecting by the other

the width of a card, then cut, making two
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pieces respectively 8x11 and 10 x 11, or

thereabouts. The 10x11 cuts into twelve

cards, the 8x11 into nine cards. A strip

from the side of the 10x11 piece making

three cards end to end, leaves it the same

size as the 8x11 piece. Two different ways

of cutting the cards are shown by the dotted

lines in the diagram, which represents an 18

X 22 sheet. The 8x11 piece can be cut in

half and make two 4-4 pictures. Victoria,

cabinet, stereoscopic, and artistic sizes

can also be cut from these pieces readily.

Perhaps some have a more economical way
of cutting paper than this. If so I should

be glad to learn it.

I do not remember to have seen anything

written on cutting paper to the best ad-

vantage. Let us know the best way there

is. I think if some who now get only thirty-

four or thirty-six cards from a sheet will try

the way of cutting that I have described,

they will be constrained to say, Thank you.

Another dodge which I learned from a

hint in your journal I have most thoroughly

tried and proved, and shall hold it fast as

indispensable, and urge it upon others as the

best way, until a better way of accomplish-

ing the same result is told me.

I refer to drawing the paper across the

edge of the silvering tray, instead of lifting

it off the solution. I see Mr. Hull advises

the use of a little cup to catch the drippings

of the paper. Is it not better to leave that

surplus silver in the tray ? Drawing the

paper off the solution across the smooth edge

of the tray at an angle of forty-five degrees

will do this, and not a drop will be left on

the paper if done properly. ISTo chance for

" tear-drops " on such a surface. Let any

photographer, in silvering, lift a piece of

paper half off the solution in the usual way,

and draw the last half slowly across the

smooth edge of the silvering dish, and he

will soon see how much silver goes to the

waste that might be left in the tray. He
does not want so much silver on his paper.

It is not used in printing, and must be

washed off before the print can be toned

Let him print from the piece thus unevenly

silvered
; that which was drawn across the

tray will give the best results ; or let him
lay the piece away for a few days, and if he

forgets which part was lifted from the solu-

tion, dripping, its yellowness will soon tell

him, as the drawn paper will keep white

much the longest, with the same time of

floating.

If one uses washed paper it is all the

better to draw it off, both the silver and

the water (premising in every case that the

edge of the dish must be smooth), for as

much surface silver is removed in this way
as by once washing. It requires consider-

able practice to do it nicely and not leave

spots of surface silver on the paper, as will

be the case if the whole surface does not

touch the dish as it leaves the silver.

There is a way to do it just exactly right,

and practice will soon teach one. In ad-

dition to this I lay my paper between news-

paper sheets, unprinted, for a moment, as

soon as I take it off the silver. I then pin

it by each of the four corners, to a frame of

lath 10 X 12 inches outside, with cork glued

on the corners, both sides, and strings run-

'

ning across it so the paper will not fall

through, as I lay it down on my frame to

pin it. A screw eye in one corner is nec-

essary to hang it up by. My paper does

not curl up as it dries, but is always flat,

ready to use. Six of these frames will

hold a dozen pieces. I use a framework

like that described by Mr. Hull, in Let-

ter No. 8, only I have hooks under the

top cross-piece, instead of corks glued on.

My bath-frames, containing the newly

silvered paper, I hang on those hooks ; no

dripping and no curling of the paper, two

great advantages at the outset, and other

advantages follow in their train.

If anything in the foregoing is of use to

any one I shall feel repaid. No pretence to

originality is made in these hints ; many may
work the same way, but very many do not,

and when I prove anything to be good, I

want to tell others. I, for one, have passed
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the " dripping " period in my paper-silver-

ing experience, and affirm that there is a

better way. Try it.

Mr. Kood's remarks are excellent and

eminently practical and useful. We shall

always welcome any such " dodges " to our

pages, and" thank the writers for their

thoughtfulness in sending them. Over-

whelm us with such if you can.

—

Ed. P. P.

RETOUCHING MADE EASY.
BY R. B. NEAL.

I USE finely ground tripoli, such as is

found at Neosho, Missouri, by the moun-
tain in quantity, although there may be

other tripolis just as good. I also use finely

ground cuttle-fish bone or pumice-stone.

To grind them to suit me, I take an old

one-half size ground-glass and a four-ounce

nit. sil. bottle for a muller. I take the

bottle to a dentist's office, and ask privilege

to grind the bottom on his largest corundum

or emery wheel. Now we have a good

stone and muller (as the painter says). With
these I grind either as finely as 1 can, little

at a time, until I have accumulated enough

to last me a year or more—an ounce of each

will be sufficient. Now I put upon a slab

of wood, or bottom of my drawer, three

small bunches, as follows : one of tripoli,

one of pumice-stone, and one of Venetian

red, all finely ground. For Venetian red

(not being fine enough without) for rubbing

in or on, I generally use a quarter inch

finely ground bristle brush ; such can be had

of any stockdealer. With this I can get a

finer dead surface, and a consequently finer

finish. For a recently varnished negative,

the tripoli is the best, and if the negative is

thin, mix in some Venetian red, to shut oif

the chemical rays. With the small bristle

brush you can get near the eyes and hair,

without producing a blur. I then only

blow off the surplus powder (not dust off),

and proceed to retouch with a No. 2 Paber,

and sometimes a No. 1 Faber pencil, but

this is seldom needed. I use spectacles in

connection with a hand-magnifying glass,

such as can be had of any stockdealer
; at

least I found no trouble in getting a very

nice one for $2.50, of J. H. Tesch & Co.

It is two and a half inches in diameter, has

a nice German silver ring or band around

the lens, with handle to suit. I bold the

glass in one hand and retouch with the

other. This is where the easy part comes

in. The lens generally, in younger eyes

than mine, would do very well with the

magnifying lens alone.

I formerly used spectacles, but I occasion-

ally would hear the remark made by per-

sons looking at my work, that it looked

as if it had the small-pox. So I found that

I must still do finer work, hence the

glasses. I now find that I can, without

straining my eyes, equal the surface of any
of the best retouchers.

On pld negatives, where the varnish is

very hard by age, the cuttle-fish bone

is best; with a rub that is quite hard, you

will find the bristle brush just the thing.

The ball of the forefinger is sometimes used,

but there are little indentations in the var-

nish that will remain untouched.

I use a stippling motion, that is a con-

stant touching with the sharp point of the

pencil, and sometimes a rub or patching

motion, and if I cannot succeed with either

in touching out the transparency I wish, I

leave it for India ink. The lights of the

picture should be carried up as well as the

shadows, else the picture will be flattened

somewhat. It should retain its spherical

roundness in all its parts, although some

deep shadows should be lighted up with the

Venetian red. If the tresses of the hair

need more definition, use India ink with a

fine sable-hair brush. With these you can

obtain any sharpness you may desire. You
can always tell by the print whether it suits

you or not. This part of the programme
needs considerable practice. Nature seems

to have conferred this power on some, but

others again are in a manner destitute of

this gift.

The tresses can be extended over the head

or shoulders, even where there are none, by

carrying out the definition with ink on the

negative, and after the print is made and

mounted, touch in the shadows to suit the

taste, being careful not to touch out the

lights you first made on the negative, and

after all is done, enamel out the dead sur-

face of the ink, with Notman's enamel.

You can vary the tone of the India ink by
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mixing fine Venetian red with it at the

time of putting on. Indian red is prefer-

able to Venetian red.

Since writing the above, I have used the

Indian red, and find it much finer.

"Retouching the Negative."

Editor Philadelphia Photographer.
Sir : In reading the article on " Retouch-

ing Negatives " in j^our March number,

two or three objections suggested them-

selves, which, with your kind permission,

I would like to present for consideration.

This same "Nature," the honor of whose

"scientific art" the author so bravely de-

fends, presents the first in the shape of pim-

ples and freckles—gross words to be ad-

dressed to one gifted with " a delicacy in

the perceptive organs which is imparted

only by an innate love for the sublime and

beautiful "—but, can he deny their exist-

ence? Is there any amount of " mechani-

cal skill or chemical knowledge" or even

" a reasoning faculty above the power of

the common mind " which will prevent their

printing, if untouched ? How does the gen-

tleman overcome this difficulty? The only

apparent way would be to remove the blem-

ishes from the individual. If the face be

chalked, can he call his negative the result

solely of the " collodion, or some other film,

the nitrate bath, the camera, the developer

and the toning bath," utterly devoid of

" ARTISTIC EFFECT " given by an " artist's

hand?"

Again, how does he get good copies with-

out the aid of the " lead or sable, or the col-

orist's pencil?" People come to us with

pictures of absent friends, or of loved ones,

passed beyond their " mortal ken," and

they want a nice copy. We look at the

original, and what have we? Most proba-

bly a ferrotj'pe, made by some perambula-

tor in the wilds, who was not very particu-

lar about his varnish, or one of those re-

markable specimens make by some would-be

public benefactor, /oi<r /or a quarter ! The
features may be sharp enough ; but, alas

!

for the " gradation of light and shade," it

is nowbere ! A gray face, and a gray back-

ground! and all but the gra(y)-dation we
have. Now, can "adequate brains and skilful

hands " force from the truth-telling camera
a negative, " perfect in all its parts—in

tone, color, roundness," of such an object?

Any, photographer, who has tried this kind

of work, knows that a skilful hand can " se-

cure in the positive, a gradation of light

and shade " that is not " possessed by the

negative " before retouching.

The only inference that can be drawn, is

that the gentleman in question rejects these

classes of work ; but, alas for us ! even as

it is " but a step from the sublime to the

ridiculous," so we, with nine-tenths of our

brethren, find it is a step from our " divine

art" to our daily bread, Skudi "whatsoever
our hand findeth to do, we must do with

our might."

As this is so, is it kind in one who is him-
self but human, to decry a means which so

many have found of service, as a " trick ;"

and those who practice it as " unworthy to

be termed photographers?"

Without wishing to be deemed unchari-

table, will you permit me to say that the

whole article in question, in its egotistic

tone, savors strongly of the grapes that

Eeynard could not reach !

A Photographer's Wife.

Philadelphia, March 9th, 1872.

The Wants of Photography.

BY H. H. SNELLING.

I OCCASIONALLY read now the old com-
plaints and growls about the photographic

business being ruined by the " cheap picture

men." How is this to be avoided? By this

continual growling and snarling at the

makers of them? By no means.

You may look through all the professions

and trades, and you will not fail to see in

each and every one of them the same class

and style of men ; and in every case you

will find they emanate from one class of

character. Without one particle of genius i

for the profession or trade they adopt, or

the slightest appreciation of the character

they are, or ought to sustain, in it ; without

due sense of its requirements, or the least

ambition to adorn it by excellence in life

and practice, they simply take it up as the

means of obtaining their bread and butter.
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Without the common sense to discover the

difference between giving a prescription

which, by the blessings of God, will save

life—between writing out a brief that may
save a client thousands of dollars—between

the skill of designing a building that a hur-

ricane cannot tumble about your heads—or

the genius necessary to produce a work of

art that will astonish admiring crowds, and

the art of selling a yard of tape, a pair of

shoes, or a quart of rum ; they conclude they

can get business only by doing as the retail

merchant does, mark down prices below all

competitors. But it is the old fable of the

ox and the frog being enacted over and over

again.

"What physician ever took a dollar out of

Dr. Valentine Mott's, or Dr. Eush's pockets

by underbidding them in a case of surgery,

where skill and talent were required for its

proper treatment? Or whoever obliged

Page, or Gignou, or Bierstadt, or Church,

or Cole, to part with one picture less, by

selling paintings of the same style and char-

acter at half the prices they charged? To

be sure, hundreds of doctors and painters

"scrub and go" through life on fees and

prices of different grades, far below such

competitors. (?) Yet they do not detract

from the fame such men justly earn one

iota, nor prevent them from obtaining all

they can do, or whatever prices they please

to charge. It is absurd, therefore, to expect

photography to escape these characters ; on

the contrary, the very nature of the business

should cause us to expect that it would be

thus unusually burdened ; and it is folly to

find fault with the art on this account, be-

come impatient of it, and throw it up in

disgust.

What, therefore, does photography want

to raise it above the position given it by

these dabsters ? In the first place, it wants

men of genius, who will engage in the busi-

ness not only for love of the art itself, but

for love of the philosophical and scientific

studies intimately connected with it, and

who will pursue these studies as well as the

art manipulations with absorbing interest,

as the means to the end desired. It wants

more men of refined tastes and habits, men
who are able to detect the slightest departure

from the truthful and beautiful, and who

can impart, by their own force of character,

to the communities around them, a proper

appreciation of the excellencies of their art.

The man who cannot school the public mind

to the highest standard to which his profes-

sion or art is capable of attaining is unfit

for that profession or art. He must have

force of character sufficient to inspire in the

minds of the people the same confidence, not

only in his ability to produce the best class

of work, but in his judgment as to what

constitutes the true and beautiful in art, to

the production of a good likeness, or land-

scape, that he himself entertains. It wants

more men with ambition above the pockets.

Men who are willing to make sacrifices for

the benefit of the art at large as Avell as to

stand first in the estimation of the public.

To attain this last point is not so difficult

in reality as to rise to the highest excellence

as a practical photographer. The merest

tyro can, by the use of money judiciously

employed, get up a public reputation wholly

undeserved, whereas the man of true genius,

taste, talent, and ambition must, and will,

make his reputation hy his work. But how
ephemeral is the former to the latter. Tor

a brief period crowds of shallow minds will

flock to the man of money-made reputation,

while the man of genius will draw to him-

self the solid men of taste, who will appre-

ciate his works and pay him his prices, and

his reputation lives long after he is dead.

The history of art proves that it does not

necessarily folloAv, that because men are

found who will paint portraits or landscapes

for five dollars, others cannot obtain five

hundred or a thousand dollars. The same

rule ought to apply to photography. If

there are two photographers in a town, and

one considers his pictures worth only twenty-

five cents, and the other really produces pic-

tures worth five dollars, there is no reason

why the latter should become jealous be-

cause he sees hundreds going to his neighbor

and onlj tens coming to him. His work
wilt recommend him to those who will give

him his price, and he will, in the end, be

more amply remunerated.

There is a homely Western proverb that

applies here well, " Perseverance and a stiff

upper lip will prevail." Let a photographer

persevere in the due appreciation of his
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work, and in his determination to convince

the people that it is what he represents it,

and the public mind will come to think as

he does, and the result will be all the success

he desires. Quarrelling with a competitor,

because he makes cheap work, is the worst

use to which a man can put his talents.

There are men of genius, taste, and am-

bition already in the art, I am happy to say.

Compare their present position with those

who have entered the ranks of photography

merely for the purpose of picking up the

crumbs, and where do they stand? Are

they not examples for all who desire to stand

equally high ? But the art wants more such

men and better results in improvement will

be attained.

I shall probably pursue this subject in

another direction hereafter.

"HOW TO SIT."

The review of this little book in the last

issue of the Philadelphia Photographer, from

the grieved pen of our friend Baker, strikes

a sympathetic chord.

I, too, from the title-page, was led, most

erroneously, to expect much more literal and

exhaustive instructions in that difficult art.

In short, I was anticipating an analyti-

cal investigation of the anatomical manner

in which the physiological functions of the

sitter were to be economized, when folded

up before the camera obscura.

Behold then my disappointment at the

conclusion of this misleading, mystifying

book. Conclusion ? I beg pardon. I

meant to have said, I was tilled with dis-

appointment at the stoppage, for as brother

Baker pointedly remarks, it has no such

proper appendage as a conclusion, but like a

reversible paper-cuff is just as complete and

connected one way as the other.

Each page "sets up" audaciously on its

own account, in sublime unconsciousness of

its neighbor's expectations, bringing up with

sudden jerks in the most astonishing and

surprising places.

Such artful quirks and turns, such skip-

ping and twisting as the author indulges in,

are quite befuddling to a well-regulated

brain. In its " hyppity-hops " it shows no

more concern, apparently for synthesis, than

an illogical, jolly little wren; and like that

little bird it hops and twitters, on the first

convenient twig, ignoring the awful conse-

quences of departure from the established

method of book-making, whose dominant

requisite is to have a "beginning" and
" end," and not be " all middle."

This "reprehensible" innovation, this

irresponsible waywardness, are justly re-

buked by our conservative and methodical

brother Baker, whose gallery, I make no

doubt, as well as his intellectual domain, is

duly set in order. Loving as his soul does

sequence, method, and succession, desirous

of expunging all extraneous matter, we
.should find of course the snuggest, concretest

studio in all the world, with not so much
rubbish as an old frame, even, to mar its

fine finish.

But hold ! Let me not be guilty myself

of cantering off" in a tangent. Our good

friend's disapprobation of the style of the

book; its "laxity in purpose," its "indi-

rectness of aim," its " curvettings " and

"prancings," appears to me too moderate,

not sufiSciently severe. He seems hampered

in spite of his firm resolve to the contrary, by

the fact that it is written by a woman. His

review continually vibrates between frowns

and smiles, seemingly unwilling or incapable

of inflicting the merited pain. He

"Shrinks from the wound, and disappoints the

blow ;"

notwithstanding his declared purpose to

forget this affecting circumstance. Ob-

viously he set out stoutly, to be blind and

impartial, but his inherent chivalry and

knighthood, his tender compassion, get the

better of his judgment, blunting thereby

the keen edge of his animadversions, thus

unconsciously tempering justice with sweet

and gentle mercy. His apology for " lack

of gallantry" shows how uncongenial and

against his instincts was the task, and how
gladly, only for the preservation of logic

and pure literature, he would have corked

up the outpourings of his lacerated feelings.

As to "errors in facts," those cited by

Mr. Baker are too mischievous certainly

to pass uncorrected. Every photogi'apher

knows how naturally "thick white," pique,

and all that stuff fall into pliant, graceful

shape and fold ; how deep and beautiful the
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shadows, and what scope for effects they

afford the artist, quite satisfying his de-

lighted heart. It is indeed an idle absurd-

ity to request the sitter to change to blue,

since these assure us such remarkable effects.

"What a lamentable circumstance, to be sure,

that these false teachings and notions should

get abroad, depriving us who are so equal to.

all emergencies of the inestimable privilege

of "subjugating" this small obstacle, and

that too "without resorting to a dodge."

Next in inconsistency are the "fair"

author's injudicious recommendations— to

be lenient—in regard to gloves. No one,

not tinctured with a sprinkling of Mrs.

Boffin, would be instrumental in sending

the present generation down to posterity

in such a "squeezed, contracted, and stiff-

ened" manner. However, my experience

in that line differs largely from my brother's.

Instead of appearing in the cramped kid,

my patrons with rustic economy, have

adopted the easy cottons, which as you must

know, are more obstinate to pose and poetize

than the prescribed kid or even the "fasci-

nating muscular action" of the bare digit.

The sad consequences of such Boffinish ad-

vice are a grief to a true artist, and the

source of it cannot be too speedily quenched.

At least an edition of the book, with that

portion reconstructed, should be early sup-

plied, and made adaptable to localities where

cheap, seventy-five cent, misfitting kids and

cotton covers are at present in vogue.

I quote from the review. "With re-

gard to the management of exposure, whe-

ther the operator should be quiet and retire,

or pass around, must depend very much on

the organization of the sitter. Some would

do the best under management, others when
let alone." Just so. First find out about

the " organization." This should never be

left to chance, because you know we might

be caught watching the wrong man. There

are various ways of finding out whether the

sitter has the right sort for management.

Still the tests are so dependent upon contin-

gencies that here again the artist is foiled,

and must be left to choose and apply accord-

ing to his discreet judgment and better

taste. But in any event a thorough course

of metaphysics would greatly facilitate the

discovery.

I too grew nervous and suspicious upon

reaching that alarming " forty-fifth page."

Could it be I was in blind bondage to petti

—

I mean woman's illusory wiles and artifice

;

tied to her apron strings, led by the nose ?

But after a short trembling and quaking,

like unto brother Baker, I recovered my
usual equanimity, triumphantly knowing

my self-respect was too enormous to admit

of it.

No wheedling, cajoling woman with purr-

ing arts and honeyed tongue, has ever under-

mined my morals, if I remember.

Yes, frankness and argument are my
safeguards, though they should involve eter-

nal hostility.

Let lis but once yield and listen to this

siren's voice, and all is lost.

But, oh ! why unhappily did I con that

" forty-fifth page?" My bosom,

" Calm region once,

And full of peace, now tost and turbulent,"

shall nevermore find rest, knowing not

when, nor the hour, this sorceress may
entice

Sim. p. Thettic.
Mayweed Meadow.

"Will Hydrochloric Acid Decompose
Metallic Iodides ?

BY JOHN SPILLER, F.L.S."

Another article under this title appears

in the Photographic News, page 66, February

9th. The author, this time, is supported by
additional forces, namely, by Mr. E. 0.

Brown, F.L.S., and Mr. Benjamin Nickels,

F.L.S. , whose experiments and assertions

are presented in corroboration of Mr. Spil-

ler's previous article, which appeared in the

Fhotographic News of the 19th ultimo, in

which he maintains that the metallic iodides

cannot be decomposed by hydrochloric acid.

Notwithstanding all these high authorities,

I maintain, on the contrary, that the metal-

lic iodides can be decomposed by hydro-

chloric acid ; in fact, I am almost tempted

to assert that the decomposition of, for in-

stance, iodide of potassium by means of hy-

drochloric acid is as complete and perfect as
'*

that of a solution of nitrate of silver by the

same reagent, or of a salt of barium by sul-
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pliuric acid. It is of no use to theorize on

this subject before the facts are thoroughly

recognized, and consequently my sole aim

is to convince Mr. Spiller by incontroverti-

ble facts that I am right, just as it must be

his aim to convince me by similar means

that I am wrong.

In every decomposition in chemistry a

repetition of the mode adapted to produce

the decomposition is necessarj' ; this repeti-

tion is, therefore, in the case in question,

just as necessary as in any other case. Now,
Mr. Brown tells us that the quantity of

iodide of potassium upon which he operated

lost six grains by treatment with hydro-

chloric acid. He says, " The six grains lost

were, no doubt, the iodine which passed off

in vapor, and I think this is about the ex-

tent of the decomposition."

Why did not Mr. Brown repeat the ope-

ration and convince himself by experiment

that this was the extent of the decompo-

sition ?

His mode of operating is, in the first place,

not the right one for succeeding easily 5 but

if he had continued his experiments, he

would eventually have found out that at

each operation repeated the original weight

of the iodide started with would gradually

diminish.

Mr. Nickels makes the same error in the

operation as Mr. Brown, and must conse-

quently fail in getting the result which can

be obtained, by starting right and then per-

severing to the end.

The error is simply this : they apply water,

that is, they dilute the hydrochloric acid.

Even when chlorine is used as the decom-

posing reagent, it is necessary to use it in

a d?y state 5 for instance, in decomposing

either an iodide or a bromide. The method

recommended (by Fresenius, I believe) is

to place the dried, pulverized salt in a glass

bulb-tube, the bulb of which is heated to

redness, and through this a stream of dry

chlorine gas is passed until the decompo-

sition is complete. Instead of this method,

I use hydrochloric acid, because it is some-

times more convenient, even for a chemist,

and certainly more so for a photographer.

It is impossible to fail to produce a com-

plete and perfect decomposition of an alka-

line, iodide or bromide, by means of hydro-

chloric acid, by adopting the following

method :

Take a given quantity of iodide of potas-

sium, for instance; pulverize it, and place

it in a Berlin porcelain crucible; heat the

powder over the flame of a spirit-lamp and

keep it hot during the operation. Now
drop upon the surface of the hot powder a

drop of hydrochloric acid ; immediately

iodine is liberated. Drive off all the iodine

and add another drop to the hot salt ; again

iodine is liberated and expelled. In this

way every particle of iodine is driven off,

and the salt remains white when the last

drop of hydrochloric acid is added. Finally,

heat the crucible to redness and then allow

it to cool. Dissolve the residual salt in dis-

tilled water and test with either bichloriae

of mercury or acetate of lead. If with the

former, there is the slightest visible orange

tinge, it shows that the decomposition is not

perfect; in which case the experiment with

hydrochloric acid is to be continued, until

finally, on testing, there is not the slightest

reaction with either of the tests. With
nitrate of silver, however, there is a bounti-

ful precipitate of chloride of silver, which

naturally is produced by the chloride of

potassium, obtained by the decomposition

of the iodide of potassium started with. All

this information about testing is superfluous

to those who are chemists, and I introduce

it simplj' for the benefit of those who are

not proficient in chemistry.

If it will be any satisfaction to Mr. Spil-

ler, I will admit, without the slightest ob-

jection, that it is impossible to decompose

completely a solution of a metallic iodide by

simply boiling it in conjunction with an

equal volume of hydrochloric acid ; and, I

hope, too, he will see fit to admit on his part

that the metallic iodides can be completely

changed into their corresponding chlorides,

by the method here given. Chemistry and

mathematics do not admit of two solutions

to each problem or theorem, and where dif-

ferences appear to exist they arise from dif-

ferences in the modes of operating. This is

precisely the case in the question before the

public. J. TOWLER.

Be sure to go to St. Louis.
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Our Profession. What is It ?

BY J. PERRY ELLIOTT.*

Were I to propound this question to a

mixed multitude, the answers I would re-

ceive might be as mixed as the assembly,

but all intelligent photographists will, of

course, answer as the voice of one man, that

it is an art; and yet I fear there are not a

few engaged in it who have no just concep-

tion of it, but look upon it and follow it

simply as a trade, by which they are ena-

bled to procure a precarious subsistence with

less labor than they would have to perform

if engaged in a calling for which they are

better fitted.

As for myself—while I do not claim to

have a higher appreciation of our profession

than thousands of others who are engaged in

it—I hesitate not to place it among the

liberal or fine arts, indeed among the finest

of the fine, for I regard it as being as capa-

ble of ennobling the natures, elevating the

characters, and developing the souls of all

its professors who have a proper apprecia-

tion of it, as either poetry, music, or paint-

ing ; and I look upon the person who fol-

lows it from merely mercenary motives or

simply for the money there is in it, as being

out of his element.

Of course money is not to be despised

—

I have a weakness in that direction myself,

and like to see it coming in freely—but

what I mean is, that one to be really suc-

cessful must be a lover of the art, and work

at it because he loves it, and that money
must be regarded as a means and not as an

end.

I am glad to be able to say that in the

almost twenty years of my humble experi-

ence in the business, I have had but few

pupils or " apprentices," although not a

few have applied to me for instructions.

They have usually shown their lack of ap-

preciation of the profession by asking sonig

such questions as the following :

" How much will you ask to ' learn ' me
the trade?" or "How long will it take a

'fellow ' to learn the trade well enough to

go into some little counti-y place and make
money?" In all such cases I have inva-

riably discouraged the applicants.

* Read before the Indianapolis Photographic
Association.

Assuming now that you all agree with

me that our calling is a noble and dignified

one, I take it for granted that you will still

further agree with me that to have our cus-

tomers, and the public generally, regard it

in the same light, is worthy of our best

etforts, and to bring about a consummation

so devoutly to be wished, our conduct must

be in keeping with our calling ; that is,

noble and dignified.

We must treat our visitors and customers

with the utmost kindness and respect, and

remembering that we are not working sim-

ply for dollars and cents, we must treat all

classes alike, not acting the fawning syco-

phant in the presence of the rich, and say-

ing to the poor sit there on that footstool

until I have time to wait on you, but each

must be waited on in his turn, whether he

pays much or little.

Another, and perhaps the most effective

means of elevating the character of our pro-

fession in the eyes of the public, is to treat

each other with all due respect, not only in

our intercourse with each other, but in

speaking of our competitors and their work,

To others instead of either saying or insinu-

ating ugly things, let us remember the

golden rule, and speak of them as we would

like to have them speak of us.

Our petty jealousies must be put away

and we must look upon each other as friends

and co-laborers in this glorious and wonder-

ful art.

To enable us to do these desirable things

I look upon Photographic Associations as

being among the most efficient means.

What member of our own home association

does not see that our meeting together, from

time to time, is a great advantage to us, in

enabling us to become better acquainted,

and to cultivate a more friendly feeling, to

improve our skill by comparing our work,

and in more ways than I shall take time to

enumerate ?

It is my candid conviction that the Na-

tional Photographic Association has, prin-

cipally by its annual conventions and art

exhibitions, done more to bring our art be-

fore the people and ta give dignity to our

calling, than could have been done by any

other means ; and right here let me suggest

that it will be a grand thing for us all if we
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shall close our galleries and go in a body

—

employers and employees—to the annual

exhibition of the National Photographic

Association, which is to be held in May
next, in the city of St. Louis, and compara-

tively so convenient to us. It will pay.

Upon the character of our work, of course,

will depend, to a very large extent, the

estimate that the public will place upon us

and our profession.

To some extent this has been the case

ever since the discovery of our beautiful

art, but it will be especially true of the

future, for the reasons that the public taste

is being rapidly educated, and a much larger

number of people are beginning to have

some knowledge of the true principles of

art, and therefore the photographist who
is satisfied to continue running in the same

old ruts that he has been in for years, who
sees no use of Photographic Associations,

and can get no information from reading

our photographic publications, need not be

surprised to find himself deserted by his

customers and left out in the cold.

Judicious investments are the money and

time we spend in purchasing and perusing

our photographic periodicals, and he who
avails himself of the advantages thus af-

forded, will, other things being equal, always

be in advance of his competitors who do not.

True, he naaj- not be able to point to any

one particular thing he has read which has

been of very great advantage to him, but

still there has been a constant gradual

growth of his general knowledge of art

which enables him to produce results far

superior to his best efforts of a year ago.

To read a daily newspaper costs some

money, and some time, j^et in the midst of

the awful events of this marvellous age, a

person who refuses to read for any consid-

erable length of time, will necessarily ap-

pear like a heathen instead of the intelli-

gent person he might otherwise be. In

other words, he will find himself a second

Kip Van "Winkle, and that too, in a much
briefer space of time than the original

"Eip"isreported to have occupied in his nap.

I would advise every fellow photographist

who is in the profession because he loves i*-,

and who expects to continue in it, to take

for his motto "Excelsior," and although

his ideal model of perfection may appear

i:avilioned far above him, and the way to

reach her may seem rugged and steep, let

him remember that it is only while he re-

fuses to step up that he is so likely to be

jogged and elbowed about by the crowd of

competitors, and that so soon as he shall

have taken a very few steps upward he will

be able to breathe easier, and the higher he

ascends the hillside the more easy the way
will appear.

I know of no easy or royal road, however,

upon which one may travel in this direction.

One may inherit a fortune, or accidentally

discover a gold mine, but the mental culture

necessary to enable him to take a front rank
in photography, or any other art or science,

comes not in that way, but rather by con-

stant toil, watchfulness, and care. Thus it

is that in our profession there is so much
more depending on the mind than on the

mere mechanical manipulation, and there-

fore it is properly placed among the fine arts.

If there is any art or science that is keep-

ing pace with this wonderful age I am per-

suaded that it is the photographic art.

Scarcely the time allotted to one short gen-

eration has elapsed since the immortal

Daguerre's discovery, and what wonders has

it accomplished, and how numerous, to-day,

are its applications and uses ? I would love

to speak, somewhat in detail, of the won-
derful improvements and achievements, the

various uses and applications of photog-

raphy, but to do so would make my paper

too long, and I therefore, reluctantly forbear.

I would hardly dare to prophesy with

reference to the progress, or the achieve-

ments of photography during the next de-

cade.

Shall we ever be able to fasten the natural

colors as they tempt and taunt us on the

ground-glass ? If it is not a chemical im-

possibility we shall ; but I fear it is.

In presenting these thoughts my aim has

been to help my fellow photographists to a

higher appreciation of our profession, a

higher degree of self-respect and respect for

each other, a more dignified demeanor gen-

erally, and also to inspire them to nobler

efforts and greater successes in the future.

How far I have succeeded in my object I

leave for them to determine.
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The Education of Photographers.

It is much to be regretted that we have

no system for the proper education of plio-

tographers. The best thing that can be

done for a young aspirant desirous of a

sound acquaintance with our art-science is

to obtain permission for him to assist in

some first-class studio, where, if of a perse-

vering and intelligent disposition, he may
possibly acquire a perfect knowledge of the

manipulations therein conducted. But an

ordinary studio, even if perfect of its kind,

and presided over by a clever and well-

skilled photographer, is, after all, but a

poor school for the would-be master of

light-painting. So long, probably, as he is

required to manipulate in the glass-room,

to take portraits, to pose refractory sitters,

to harmonize awkward groups (difficult

work enough, goodness knows, and one

which we do not in any way desire to de-

preciate), all maj' possibly go well, sup-

posing he employs the lenses, the apparatus,

the lighting, and other arrangements that

he has seen so often applied before by his

mentor, whose savoir faire he adopts at

secondhand; but let him be put to some

other branch of the photographic art—to

that of landscape photography, astronomi-

cal photography, photo-lithography, and

the like—and we find that he lacks the very

elements of his art ; or put him into another

studio even, with diflferent arrangements

and different tools to work with, and he is

quite at a loss to proceed. Trueenough, after

familiarizing himself with his new sur-

roundings, and after multifarious essays

and experiments, he begins to find out the

value and working capacity of the para-

phernalia around him, but this acquaint-

ance he derives not from any technical or

scientific knowledge he may possess, but

simply as the result of so many fumblings

or gropings in the dark—clumsy researches

made by rule of thumb.

What is urgently required—and to this

want we have recurred often and often—is

the establishment of a System of ed:;cation

or instruction for those who desire to know
something more than is to be obtained in a

practical working of the process. We
want the institution of a course of lectures,

in which chemistry, optics, mathematics.

and art, as applied to photography, should

be discussed by men of known ability and
good standing, in which the reactions that

bring about the chemical changes with

which we are familiar should be explained,

in which the laws that govern the optical

results furnished by our lenses should be ex-

pounded, and in which the great value of a

knowledge of art, and of mathematics and
other sciences, should be clearly proved.

Such an undertaking would, we feel sure,

be met by the most unanimous support

;

and if really competent men were deputed

to carry on the work, none would be too

proud to attend even the most elementary

exposition of our art. Those who have

hitherto looked upon photography in a

narrow and confined sense, would acquire a

greater love for their calling when they

learn to know the details and reasons of

every phenomenon that takes place, and
find out to what broad applications the art-

science may be put ; and an efficient opera-

tor, well practiced in the manipulations of

the portrait studio, would, if thoroughly

acquainted with the theory of photography

likewise, be capable at any time of apply-

ing his knowledge at once in any other

sphere when called upon, whether, for

instance, in a method of photo-surveying,

or in the depiction of heavenly bodies.

And, in truth, the establishment of such

a course of lectures ought to be no insu-

perable difficulty. To begin with, a very

modest plan should be fixed upon, and this,

if supported, would speedily develop year

by year. The lectures should be organized

by some authoritative body, as, for instance,

the Photographic Society of London
; and

now, perhaps, that Society has shaken ofi"

the fetters of debt, and appears to be more

active than ever, the council maj'^ not be

averse to considering the question.

Some of the foreign societies have, indeed,

already organized a similar method of in-

struction, and we may quote, as an instance

in point, the Vienna Photographic Society,

where scientific men of eminence frequently

come before the members, the present Presi-

dent of the Society, Dr. Hornig, having, we
believe, on more than one occasion, deliv-

ered a course upon photographic chemistry.

The art and science lectures need not in
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any way interfere with tlie ordinary meet-

ings of the Society, but could be held at

intervals during the three dark months,

November, December, and January ; and

to encourage the attendance of apprfutices

and assistants, extra tickets of admission

might be apportioned to the members, or

for a small fee the former might be enrolled

as associates. A certain fixed sum might

be voted annually from the funds of the

Society as honorarium to lecturers, for while

we hold that only good and trustworthy

men should be invited to lecture, we also

think that they should always be adequately

paid for their services.

We shall say no more on the present oc-

casion, but wo hope that those interested in

the better education of photographers and

the real progress of our art will give this

matter their serious attention, for we can-

not but think that the time has now arrived

when further perfection in photography is

dependent very much upon the further edu-

cation of photographers.

—

Photo. Neios.

LEAF PRINTING.

Many of our readers are not aware of the

fact that they may make their reception-

rooms and studios very beautiful by the sim-

ple method of printing known as Leaf pj-ini-

ing. Leaves and ferns and such like are

gathered and dried, and then arranged in

the form of wreaths, crosses, anchors, mot-

toes, &c. They are then used in place of a

negative by placing them upon silvered

paper, and exposing to the sun. The effect

is exactly the same as in the wood-cut above,

which is in fact an engraving from a "leaf

print," arranged by Mr. Thomas GafReld,

Boston, and printed by Mr. A. Marshall,

It requires but little skill to arrange the

leaves and sprigs of fern, and none to print

them. Prof. Himes, in his Leaf Prvnts, or

Glimpses at Photography * gives the full de-

tails of the process.

There are dozens of ways photographers

could use them for their business in the way
of printing placards, such as " Pay at the

time of sitting," price lists, and so on.

Besides such little mottoes as the above,

"Happy New Year," "God is Love,"
" Merry Christmas," crosses, wreaths, and

so on would be found to sell at a lucrative

price. The time for gathering the leaves is

near, and we recommend those who are anx-

ious to make money to try leaf printing.

Any lady can do it, and for such we recom-

mend the ready sensitized paper of the " Sen-

sitized Paper Company," advertised in

proper place. Leaf printing will be found

a very fascinating amusement.

ON CRITICS.

BY P. THORP.

Yes, Mr. Editor, I even have the audacity

to criticize critics, and to express the opinion

that the present prevailing spirit of criticism

is not the best calculated to promote true

progress in our art. Por instance,

one man mounts the hobby of

reZie/, and becomes so enthusiastic

upon the subject that he cannot

see anything good in a picture

that does not present the figure

as detached from the background

—one that "stands out," and

when he finds such a one, lauds

it to the skies without much re-

gard to its other qualities, forget-

ting, or not knowing that relief,

albeit a good, though unimport-

ant quality, when properly subor-

dinated, yet, when especially

worked for becomes a grave fault.

* Published by Benertuan k Wilson, Philadel-

phia. Price, $1.26.
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Another critic takes softness for his

hobby, and would have a Cromwell rendered

with all the softness, delicacy, and refinement

of a Beatrice Cenci ; would photograph the

statue of Jupiter in the same light as the

Venus de Medici. Such a critic, inspecting

one of Eembrandt's bold, rugged portraits,

would exclaim, "Too much contrast! too

harsh !" and point with triumph to a

Eaphael to prove the truth of his assertion,

when the very effect condemned, by its in-

imitable boldness and force places the un-

couth, ill-drawn figures of Rembrandt above

the perfectly composed and beautifully

modelled groups of Eaphael.

Still another critic demands detail, and

would have you believe that it was the one

thing needful, and that every part of the

picture must be distinctly brought out, with

just as readily observable definition in one

part as in another, ignoring the fact that

even detail may be carried to hardness, and

become a fault. .

And yet, another style of critic condemns

everything that is out of the ordinary style,

and would reduce everything to the same

dead level, admitting of no individuality or

characteristic of the particular artist whose

work is being examined, but would have all

our work look as though it was turned out

by machinery. Such work as would be

without a single fault that could be con-

demned, nor a single quality to excite ad-

miration, being only considered good because

it could not be called bad.

Now, Mr. Editor, imagine a novice

seeking to attain to some degree of excel-

lence in the art, and supposing, of course,

that the critics know what is what, reads

remarks by Critic No. 1, and works upon

that line until he produces a picture in

which the figure is so strongly relieved in

every part that it does not seem to touch

even the card upon which it is mounted.

Now he flatters himself that he has pro-

duced a great work, and starts off with con-

fidence to show the grand result to Critic No.

1. On his way .he meets- No. 2, who is " on

the soft," and innocently asks his opinion.

No. 2 says: "You poor deluded fellow,

do you not see that your picture is hard ?

Let me show you.wbat beautiful results are

produced by letting unimportant parts blend

off into the background, with the outlines

scarcely perceptible, uniting the figure with

the rest of the picture in a harmonious

whole
; something subdued, you know, and

soft."

Back goes verdant to his studio with new
ideas swelling his brain, and, after repeated

trials and much vexation of spirit, gets what
he believes to be just the thing, and in the

fervor of his triumph hastens to Critic No.
2, to show him this wonder of the art. But
alas ! for his complacent satisfaction he

meets instead, No. 3, who whispers in his

ear, "Detail! detail!" (DlavoLo ! Diavolo!

say I.) " My dear sir, do you not see that

it lacks detail ? Why, sir, you can scarcely

make out the definition, sir, in some parts, at

first sight ! Let me show you a picture, sir,

in which there is detail. Why, sir, down
here in this corner even, you can count the

threads in the coat. To be sure the figure is

not posed in the most artistic manner, and

the management of the light, perhaps, does

not excite any especial admiration, but then

sir, there is detail for you. Detail, my dear

fellow ! Think of being able to count the

threads in the coat !"

Just here I would say to the bewildered

novice, let the critics go to the dickens. Pay
no attention to them until you have studied

art enough to be able to understand the ex-

cellencies of any picture, and learn the great

rule never to judge a picture by its defects
;

for the greatest works are often full of un-

important faults, or what would be called

such by one who was incapable of compre-

hending the grand result as a whole. When
you have learned this rule, and learned not

only that the works of certain artists are

good, but have learned why they are good,

and in what their excellencies consist, then,

and not till then, are you in a condition to

notice the remarks of critics, and ^ven then,

my advice would be to accept them only in

so far as they appeal to your reason and

are approved by your cultivated judgment.

Unless you have independence enough to

work out your own ideas derived from a

comprehensive study of the great principles

of art, you can never hope to rise above a

mere imitator, swayed by the adverse criti-

cism of every writer upon photography.

In criticizing a picture no one has any
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right to condemn merely upon a matter of

taste without being able to assign any other

reason than that he does not like the style.

Now to show what unreasonable criticisms

are often made I will take a case for illus-

tration. The finest photographic picture

that has been exhibited in this country up

to the close of our last exhibition, was the

large one by Landy of the old man with the

queue, and why ? Because it was the best

in that particular style, and nearer perfect

in that style than any other picture in the

stj'le in which the other pictures were exe-

cuted, and yet, one of our be^t artists objected

to that picture because the light came in

past the nose and illuminated the cheek :

an arrangement that, taken in connection

with the catch light on the hair beyond,

rendered transparent all the rich, deep

shadow of the retiring cheek and was es-

sentially the beauty of the work.

It is high time that our critics became

tolerant, and when an artist shows indi-

viduality and independence enough to work

out a style of his own, that is studied,

thoroughly comprehensive, and violates none

of the rules or principles of art, thej?^ should

endeavor to comprehend his ideas and judge

of his success by his own standard. To
criticize Kaphael's pictures by the standard

of Rembrandt's or Correggio's works, would

be no more absurd than to judge Landy 's

great picture of the old man with the queue

(I refer to the large one exhibited at Phila-

delphia), by the sta,ndard of Salomon's " Old

man reading."

Let each one work according to his own
ideas. If one artist delights in strong con-

trasts, he may legitimately go to any extreme

he chooses as long as he loses none of the

actual detail in the deepest shadows nor any

of the modelling in the highest lights.

Senate Photoseaph Gallery,

Washington.

German Photographers' Society,

New York.

The general monthly meeting of this

Society was held Friday, March 1st, at their

rooms, 66 and 68 E. Fourth Street, Presi-

dent W. Kurtz in the chair.

Minutes of last meeting were read and

approved.

The following gentlemen were elected

members.

J. Stiegler, Ch. Gilli, E. Kruse, Ch. Lich-

tenberg. New York; E. P. Spahn, Newark,
N. J. ; F. Gutekunst, Philadelphia, Pa. ; O.

Von Tunk, Vienna, Austria; Jos Forten-

bacli and Jacob Fortenbach, Karlstadt,

N. J.

The Secretary submitted his annual re-

port, the principal points of which were as

follows

:

Roll of members March 4th, 1871, 29

Expelled 7

Resigned, . . . .7
Died, 1

— 15

Elected through the year,

14

41

Making roll of members, March 1st,

1872, 55

The Treasurer reported

:

Amount received from late Treas-

urer, March 4th, 1871, . $1,3 68

Receipts through the year, . 210 01

Expenses through the year,

Cash on hand,

$223 69

$144 00

79 69

$223 69

The Librarian's report showed a very

favorable increase in books, journals, &c.

The collection of standard photographs,

containing specimens of every known pro-

cess, amounts to three hundred numbers.

After hearing and accepting the above

reports, the annual election for officers of

the Society for the ensuing year was next in

order. With the exception of Vice-Presi-

dent and Recording Secretary the old Board

was re-elected. President, W. Kurtz ; Vice-

President, Ch. Hausrath ;
Recording Secre-

tary, E. Krueger ; Corresponding Secretary,

E. Boettcher ; Treasurer, L. Nagel; First

Librarian, O. Loehr; Second Librarian,

Ch. Sladtky.

On motion, the two retiring gentlemen,

O. Lewin and H. Schoene, received the

thanks of the Society for their labors during

their term of office.

Adjourned.

Edwaed Boettcher,

Secretary,

79 Newark Avenue, Jersey City, N. J.
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PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY OF
PHILADELPHIA.

The regular meeting was held March 6th,

1872. The President in the chair.

The minutes of the last meeting were

read and approved.

A letter was read from Mr. K. Benecke-,

Secretary of the St. Louis Photographic

Society, in regard to exchange of photo-

graphs with this Society.

The committee appointed in regard to

resolutions on the death of Mr. Hugh Da-

vids, reported that the instructions of the

previous meeting had been carried out, and

that the familj' had expressed themselves

thankful for the kind expressions of the

Society.

Mr. W. L. Shoemaker was duly elected a

member of the Society.

Mr. Bell nominated Mr. Gerhardt Schrei-

ber for membership.

Mr. Corless announced the death of Mr
J. W. "Williams, an old and worthy member
of the Society, and it was resolved that the

fact be entered on the minutes.

Photographs for exchange with English

societies were presented by several members.

Mr. C. Guilloti invited the attention of

the Society to a subject which had yielded

to him such gratifying results that he hoped

to see them shared by the other members.

He stated that in the PJdladelphia Photog-

rapher, for January, 1871, page 21, June,

1871, page 185, October, 1871, page 328, and

in the Year-Booh of Photography, for 1872,

page 106, would be found much valuable in-

formation in relation to ready sensitized

paper. His attention being thus invited he

had written to the Sensitized Paper Com-
pany, of Portsmouth, Ohio, and procured

some of their paper, and also a patent print-

ing-frame, which he now exhibited and ex-

plained. The frame is so arranged that the

paper, kept in stock ready sensitized, may
be exposed to the fumes of ammonia during

printing, the surface upon which the paper

rests being pierced with innumerable small

holes opening into a space underneath, into

which a pad sprinkled with ammonia is in-

troduced a little time before printing. He
said that a recent improvement not shown
in this frame, had been made, which al-

lowed the use of chloride of ammonium and
lime, based upon the same principle as sug-

gested by Dr. Vogel, but somewhat simpli-

fied, and that the action of the ammonia
continued longer and more regvilarly than

in the case of the frame now shown. He
also exhibited specimens of the paper which
had been exposed under the full light of a

large skylight and a sidelight, for various

periods,,ranging from three to fifteen days,

and it was seen what little alteration they

had undergone. Put away in a dark place

he had kept it six weeks, and found it as

fresh and good as on the first day it was re-

ceived. In the presence of ammonia fumes,

however, the decomposition was rapid and

beautiful, and a large number of specimen

prints were exhibited, showing that any de-

sirable tone might be secured at will. Mr.

Guilloli was inclined to think that this paper

required less gold in the toning than paper

prepared in the ordinary manner. On wash-

ing the prints before toning, they assumed a

bright red color, which rapidly changed in

the toning bath to the plum color generally

desired.

One great advantage in the use of this

paper was, that after printing it might re-

main in the dark for some days, and he had

kept specimens a week, before printing,

without any injurious eflPect. Amateurs

having only a few minutes allowed them at

a time, could take impressions and put them

away until opportunity ofi:ered for toning,

when it would have been impossible to have

done anything with paper prepared in the

usual way. In galleries where the flow of

business is not very great these advantages

would be invaluable, and also on a photog-

rapher's trip, the operator might try his

negatives on the spot without waiting for

his return home, or running the risks of

transporting a silver bath. Even in large

galleries, doing a brisk business, he did not

see why the improvement should not be

equally welcome ; much trouble and delay

being saved to the photographer for the

same reasons that he now saves by not manu-

facturing his chemicals, albumenizing his

paper, or recovering his silver from wastes.

Mr. Guillou's remarks were listened to

with a great deal of interest, and Mr. Car-

butt suggested that perhaps carbonate of
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ammonia would be found more energetic in

its action and preferable to chloride of am-

monium in printing.

Mr. Guillofl spoke of stains produced upon

sensitized paper b}^ resinous substances, and

stated that paper dried on strings or sticks

containing resin would show these stains

very decidedly.

The President exhibited some new card-

mounts from Messrs. A. M. Collins, Son &
Co., which were very fine, and offered quite a

variety of styles from which one might select.

He also showed some brushes which had been

manufactured expressly for photographic

uses by E. Clinton & Co., and proved very

satisfactory; one for dusting the plate before

coating, and the other before varnishing.

He exhibited a photo-lithograph, by Rehn

& Dickes, from one of Mr. Moran's nega-

tives, produced by some modification of the

photo-zinco process. It was pronounced very

good, showing very little of the woolliness

which these processes are apt to produce.

Mr. George B. Dixon exhibited quite a

number of very fine picturres, made by Mr.

W. H. Jackson in the Kocky Mountain

region, which were very much admired ; and

he presented the Society with a photograph

of the Lower Palls of the Yellowstone,

made by the same artist, which was very

appropriately framed, and was received with

the thanks of the Society.

Mr. Guillod exhibited a copy of a medical

work, recently published by Lindsay &
Blakiston, of this city, " Earth as a Topical

Application in Surgery," which was illus-

trated with Woodburytypes printed by the

firm established in this city, and it showed

the great advantage of this mode of illus-

trating.

The President exhibited a positive lan-

tern-slide, recently prepared from a Liver-

pool dry-plate, which had been imported by

Mr. Pepper some eighteen months ago. It

was very fine, and quite equal to positives

prepared by the ordinary methods.

Mr. Albert Moore and Mr. Shoemaker
exhibited quite a large number of fine lan-

tern-slides, among which were'some pictures

of the scene of the recent fire of Dr. Jayne's

building, in Carter's Alley, made by Mr.
Bell, and very much admired.

Mr. Walter B. Woodbury was present

during the evening, and was introduced to

the members by Mr. Carbutt.

A vote of thanks was passed to Messrs.

Moore and Shoemaker for their beautiful

exhibition.

On motion, adjourned.

Joseph M. Wilson,
Recording Secretary, pro tern.

PENNSYLVANIA PHOTOGRAPHIC
ASSOCIATION.

The stated monthly meeting of the As-

sociation was held at the hall, Tenth and

Walnut Streets, on Monday evening, March
18th, 1872, President Wm. H. Rhoads in

the chair.

About forty members, besides a number
of visitors, were present.

Records of last meeting read and ap-

proved.

The following communication was read

and ordered to be placed upon the minutes

:

New York, March 7th, 1872.

R. J. Chute,
Secretary Penna. Photo. Assoc.

Dear Sir: Your favor of the 4th inst.,

informing me of the resolution of thanks,

&c., voted me by the Pennsylvania Photo-

graphic Association, respecting my recent

success in the Shaw-Pendleton, and Bogar-

dus suits, came to hand. Permit me, through

you, to tender the Association my grateful

acknowledgments. Hoping at all times to

be ready to serve the interests of the photo-

graphic fraternity, I am yours

Very obediently and truly,

E. Y. Bell.

There was presented several lantern-slides,

including one of Washington's Headquar-

ters at Valley Porge, from Mr. S. R. Fisher,

of Norristown. Also a dozen sheets of

paper from the Sensitized Paper Company,
to be distributed among members ; for all

of which a vote of thanks was tendered.

The President distributed to the members

a number of prints on the ready sensitized

paper, which were pronounced equal to any

prepared in the ordinary way.

Mr. Wilson said a great deal was being

said in the foreign journals on the subject

of " Durable Sensitized " paper, but he be
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lieved it had been left for Young America

to perfect a process, Mr. J. G. Coffin, of

the Sensitized Paper Company, Portsmouth,

Ohio, having produced an article which so

far had worked with him most satisfactorily.

The specimen prints exhibited were made

by Mr. Trask, who spoke very highly in
,

favor of the paper ; also in favor of the

printing-frame and pad. He said his printer

told him he could print more pictures in a

day with six of those frames than he could

with twelve of the old style. The sensi-

tized paper would print in direct sunlight,

and give as strong prints as the ordinary

paper would under two or three tissues.

Mr. Wilson thought the paper would tone

in a weaker bath than is usually used. He
said he toned some in a bath that had toned

a whole day's work, and found them to tone

readily and give fine rich tones. If the gold

was too strong the prints would tone spotty,

i. e. , the gold would attack the silver before

the prints could tone. He had toned a print

two weeks after printing with good results.

Weak toning bath, with slow toning—not

less than five minutes—-in this, as in all

other cases, he thought was best. He said,

any photographer who has to do his print-

ing " between times," would find this paper

most valuable, and I am not sure but that

the time will come when this paper will

come into large use. The more I see it

the more I like it.

The question for discussion was next taken

up, being a continuation of the subject from

last meeting, i. e., Printing and Toning. Mr.

Saylor read his process, as prepared by his

printer, Mr. Harry F. Eshback, who was

quite a young man, and had not had as much
experience as some others. He did not pre-

sent it as anything new, but hoped to draw

out the opinions of others, and add interest

to the meeting. Mr. Eshback 's remarks

are as folloAvs

:

1st. Preparation and management of the

silver bath is as follows : Old bath treated

by fusing, and adding water enough to make
it fifty grains strong and neutralizing. If the

bath discolors after silvering it can be cleared

again by adding kaolin or permanganate

of potash, and then filtering ; if not much
discolored it can be cleared up by placing it

in the sun and filtering. I always place my

silver bath in the sun after silvering, if it

is clear or not ; in this way this bath keeps

best by adding nothing more than silver

and water if it becomes weaker or low in

the bottle, and then neutralize before sil-

vering with liq. ammonia.

2d. Floating, fuming, and printing. The
floating depends upon the kind of paper be-

ing used, demons 's paper gives the best

results with this bath, by floating one

minute, fuming ten to fifteen minutes, ac-

cording to the state of the weather, ten min-

utes fuming in warm weather and fifteen in

cold weather. German paper gives the best

results with this bath by floating three min-

utes in- cold weather and one and a half

nniinutes in warm weather, and fuming from

five to ten minutes. The printing must be

about two shades darker than it should be

when finished. Strong negatives give the

best resiilts by printing them in the sun

;

weak negatives the best by printing them in

the shade, or under tissue-paper in the sun. If

paper should be floated too long the picture

when finished will not have a very rich gloss

on it. The paper while printing has a pur-

ple red color if not fumed too long or too

short a time ; if fumed too long the paper

has a bluish color, and does not tone as well

;

if fumed too short a time it has a reddish

color, and will not give as good results.

3d. Washing, toning, and fixing. The
prints are soaked in water about fifteen min-

utes, which water is saved ; they are then

washed in water again for about fifteen min-

utes before toning ; if the paper is not washed

long enough before toning, Avhen toned it

will cause the paper to turn yellow, or some-

times mealy, and sometimes it will become

both mealy and yellow. After the prints are

well washed they are toned in the following

bath

:

Water, . .... 16 ounces.

Acetate of Soda, . . .30 grains.

Table Salt, . . . .30 grains.

Chloride of Gold to tone from 5 to 10 minutes.

After the prints are toned the toning solu-

tion is put away for the next day after add-

ing enough hydrochloric acid to turn the

litmus paper red ; when required for use

again it is neutralized with bicarbonate of

soda. If too much bicarbonate of soda

is added to it it will spoil it. The prints
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after being toned are fixed in a fixing solu-

tion composed of the following

:

Water, .

Hyposulphite of Soda,

Bicarbonate of Soda,

Liq. Ammonia,

. 110 ounces.

. 16 "

60 grains.

15 drops.

The prints are left in this solution from

twelve to fifteen minutes ; if the paper should

blister I then add about two ounces of alco-

hol, or about one ounce of table salt ; if the

prints are left in the fixer too long or too

short a time it will cause the paper to turn

yellow in time. The prints, after being

fixed, are washed in running water, at least

from four to five hours ; the paper will also

turn yellow if not washed long enough.

Mr. Saylor said he used melted ice in the

preparation of his bath, as he considered

that as pure as anything he could get.

Mr. Hurn and others thought it much
better to use distilled water, as the best of

ice was liable to contain impurities.

Mr. Saylor presented a number of prints

by his process, showing very nice results.

Mr. Wilson said he presumed the mem-
bers were not disposed to enter into discus-

sions this evening, as no doubt they hoped

to hear from our distinguished visitor, Mr.

Walter B. Woodbury, the inventor of the

best photo-mechanical printing process that

has yet been discovered. But, like our Presi-

dent of the United States, he preferred to let

his acts speak for him, and had declined say-

ing anything to us this evening, so the mem-
bers must let the elegant photo-relief prints

exhibited here to-night speak for Mr. Wood-
bury. He had great satisfaction in saying

that the work recently produced by the

American Photo-Eelief Company in this

city was fully equal to any he had ever seen

from London or Paris.

On motion of Mr. Schreiber, voted that

each member be introduced personally to

Mr. Woodbury ; also voted that Mr. Wilson

be appointed to introduce the members, and

that a recess of five minutes be had for the

purpose.

During the recess the members inspected

more minutely the fine collection of Wood-
bury prints exhibited. The collection con-

sisted of views and copies of engravings,

printed in brown, purple, and carmine, the

tone or color being according to the sub-

ject, or the same subject in all the dif-

ferent tones, each presenting the most beau-

tiful results. There were three prints from

the same negative—a very pretty view

with plenty of foliage in the foreground,

and good distance in the landscape—a silver

print, a carbon print, and a Woodbury
print. The first two would have been con-

sidered very good taken alone. The silver

print was of nearly the same tone as the

Woodbury, the carbon rather colder, but the

point in which the Woodbury excelled either

of the others, especially the silver print, was

in its erquisite detail. The difference in the

two prints was so marked as to make it

seem almost impossible that 'they could have

been made from the same negative. In the

dark parts of the silver print the grass and

foliage were nearly lost, while in the Wood-
bury the most perfect rendering of every

blade of grass, flower, and leaf was given.

Mr. Woodbury exhibited several volumes

illustrated with his prints, and a glass posi-

tive about 10 X 12, a beautiful view of a

cascade and a most elegant specimen of

photography. That there is a future for

this process no one can doubt, as the exqui-

site results produced by it only need to be

seen to be appreciated. Its adaptability to

the various requirements of photography,

where quantities are needed, such as the

illustration of books, the making of lantern

slides, or any kind of glass positives, as well

as commercial photography generally,is very

evident when the advantages are considered.

Some of these are,—beauty that can scarcely

be surpassed ; rapidity of production, not

being subject to the fluctuations of the

weather, but independent of storm or sun-

shine ;
economy, as compared with silver

prints; and, above all, absolute ^erma?iewcz/

of the work produced.

Mr. Chandlee presented to the Associa-

tion a mounting-board, or board for mount-

ing pictures on. It is an invention of his

own, entirely original, it seemed, and he

said was not patented, so that photographers

need have no fears of lawsuits in using it.

It consists of a board about a foot square,

with a cleat on two sides, rising about an

inch above the surface of the board. The

inside edges of the cleats are rebated about
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a quarter of an inch deep. A square or oval

tlock, according to the shape of the prints

to be mounted, the same size of the print,

and as thick as the cleat is from the surface

of the board to the rebate, is placed in such

position on the board as will hring the print

in the exact position required on the mount,

it being held in place by a couple of little

spurs that press into the board. The print

is placed on the block, face down, pasted,

and the mount being placed, one end or side

in the rebate is lowered upon the print, when
it adheres in exactly the place required.

Where a large number of prints of the same

size are to be mounted it would no doubt

prove very useful. A vote of thanks was
tendered Mr. Chandlee for his gift.

On motion, the thanks of the Association

were voted to Mr. Marcy for his interesting

exhibition of making lantern slides by arti-

ficial light, at the last meeting.

Messrs. Bell andSchreiber exhibited, with

the Sciopticon, slides made by the Wood-
bury process, by Mr. Bell's dry process, and
other processes by Messrs. Schreiber, Saylor,

Fisher, Shoemaker, Brooks, and others.

Mr. Brooks presented the Association with

several slides of the frostwork of the ruins

of Jayne's building.

Mr. Schreiber oftered,as a subject for con-

sideration at the next meeting, " Combina-

tion Printing."

Adjourned.
E. J. Chute,

Secretary.

FERROTYPERS' ASSOCIATION OF
PHILADELPHIA.

The regular monthlj- meeting of the Fer-

rotypers' Association, was held March 4th,

1872, at the gallery of Mr. D. Lothrop, No.
43 North Eighth Street. The President and

Vice-Presidents being absent, Mr. Charles

McAllister was called to the chair. Min-
utes of the last meeting read and approved.

On motion of Mr. Trask, a paper by Mr
William W. Seeler was read a« follows :

Stains and their Causes.

To the President and Members of the Phila-

delphia Ferrotypers' Association:

I have been called upon for a paper on
" Stains and their Causes." I respond with

a feeling of delicacy, as I think there are

older and wiser heads, who may think I am
presumptuous on the subject. I humbly
submit the following

:

Failures in the art were formerly consid-

ered as the general rule, while a good picture

was regarded as a fortunate exception. We
have progressed so far that most of us are

able to reverse this rule and make pictures

perfect, which is the desire of all, that our

labor may profit thereby.

It is almost impossible to describe the va-

rious markings which show on the finished

picture and convey the idea of such imper-

fections.

The white metallic stains which usually

show around the edge of the plate are gener-

ally to be traced to a dirty shield. The stain

will sometimes show before the plate is de-

veloped. The same marks show from a rub-

ber dipper, or from touching the sides of

the bath.

I have always avoided the stains from the

shield by arranging the shield so that the

plate will not touch the top. These stains

are always on the surface.

I have seen the plate show a metallic fog

which appeared under the surface, which

was traced from thefo7-k of the dipper, and

go upwards and somewhat slighter around

the edge while the centre was almost free.

This T discovered was due to the solution of

silver being too strong for the collodion.

This I believe will only show with a new
bath where there is little or no acid in, and

the collodion thin. The plate will show a

more dense developing at a point where

there is a speck of dust, or a fragment of

collodion before dipping it in the bath, and

the only remedy is not to use it. Stains

from an over-bromized collodion will show

lines in the direction of the dip ; at times

this will not entirely injure the plate, except

for negatives. Similar marks will show if

the plate is not moved in the bath. Trans-

parent markings are more difiicult to trace

to the real cause, as there are marks show-

ing the same produced in different ways.

Fine hair-lines show if the plate is put in

the bath before it is dry enough ; they also

show in the direction of the dip. Small

spots from dust, or specks in the silver bath,

are, I believe, a great trouble to many, which
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is traced to carelessness in not keeping the

shield free from dust or small particles of

dry silver.

Small spots like the figure will come if

the plate is not carefully dipped ; it is caused

by small splashes of silver touching the plate

before it reaches the solution.

Fine spots will show at times if the de-

veloping is too strong, very much the same

as a bath over-iodized.

I have found many samples of plates in

which there would appear transparent spots

which I am unable to explain, unless they

are from grease or some imperfectly dried

japanned plates. Those who have used the

light-tinted chocolate plates will better un-

derstand that there is a great power influ-

enced by the surface of the japanning and

tint unknown before the light plates were

used.

Yours, respectfully,

Wm. W. Seeler.

Mr. Lothrop spoke at considerable length,

giving his experience and observations in

relation to the causes of metallic stains on

plates.

Mr. Trask said the cause of metallic

Stains must be one of the substances that

will change nitrate of silver to metallic

silver. In my investigation I find water

that has been standing in an iron dish is

very generally used for the glue by appa-

ratus makers. "When the glue gets thick,

the water is hot and poured into the glue

;

frequently this water is red with iron rust.

These particles of iron rust are retained in the

glue. When the silver solution comes in

contact with the glue, it reduces it to metal-

lic silver, which shows itself on the plate in

the form of metallic stains.

There is a stain frequently comes on the

plate that can be removed by the tongue,

and sometimes with a brush after the plate

is dry. This stain is probably the most fre-

quent and often the most troublesome when
the shields or tablets have been freshly var-

nished. Now we believe some causes differ

from the one that gives naetallic silver

stains, and we now look for them. We are

told that shellac contains a portion of rub-

ber to harden it, and we are told that rubber

contains a certain quantity of sulphur.

This sulphur being in the varnish will

form sulphuret of silver, which causes a

scum, which crawls over a portion of the

plate and forms stains.

This seems to me to be the real cause of

stains from the tablets, and to my mind set-

tles the question now before us. I am aware

that dirty tablets will in part produce stains,

but I have satisfied myself that is not the

only cause, for I have washed mine, dried

them, and knew they were as clear from
dirt as water could make them, but I would

get the stainsjust as bad the very next trial,

so dirt was not the cause that time. We
notice in a freshly varnished shield, that if

the plate stands awhile we get more stains

than we will if it is immediately exposed.

This I think teaches us that the sulphur in

the varnish continues to reduce nitrate of

silver, and as it is reduced this greasy scum

crawls over the surface. But I find an old

tablet that has no varnish on it, though it

looks very dirty, will stand for a much
longer time and not show stains. We
will do well to have our tablets glued with

clean glue, and varnished with a varnish

that has neither sulphur or lampblack in it,

for that will also reduce silver and cause

stains.

Mr. Lothrop exhibited the best picture.

Adjourned to meet at Mr. Trask's gallery,

No. 40 North Eighth Street.

J. C. Harmon,

Secretary,

446 North Twelfth Street, Philadelphia.

CHICAGO PHOTOGRAPHIC
ASSOCIATIOIf.

The regular monthly meeting of the

Chicago Photographic Association was held

at the gallery of J. Battersby, 221 West
Madison Street, Wednesday evening, March
8th, 1872.

Meeting called to order at eight o'clock,

by the President. Minutes of last meeting

read and approved. As the President was

suffering under a very severe cold, he called

First Vice-President Hall to the chair.

The Committee on Eevision of the Con-

stitution then made their report, and on

motion the report was accepted, and the

constitution as amended was, under the
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rules, laid upon the table until the next reg-

ular meeting.

It was moved that a committee of three

be appointed to make suitable arrangements

for the attendance of this Society at the

Annual Convention, to be held at St Louis

in May next. The Committee as appointed

were G. A. Douglass, Gr. N. Barnard, and

A. Hall. Mr. Hall declined, and Mr. Cope-

lin was elected to fill the vacancy.

On motion, the meeting returned to Order

of Business No. 8 Reports of committees,

and the Executive Committee reporting fa-

vorably, Mr. Charles W. Stevens and Wil-

liam P. Hanson were unanimously elected

members of the Society.

Mr. G. N. Barnard then offered a paper

on " Successful Eetouching," which was on

motion accepted. An animated discussion

then ensued on the subject of retouching,

and was participated in by Messrs. Batters-

by, Stevens, Barnard, Hine, Hall, Cunning-

ham, and Eobinson.

The principal arguments brought forward

against retouching were, that it could not be

considered an aid to the art of photog-

raphy, but was simply a commercial aid,

and helped sell an otherwise pooi* picture

;

that there is a growing tendency among
operators to let a poor negative go, saying,

" Well, the retoucher can improA'e it." It

was also said that the majority of retouchers

do not know enough about the art of re-

touching, and so only smooth off the face.

One gentleman gave it as his opinion that

those who favored retouching were very

much in the same position as the bookseller,

who claimed that dime novels were superior

to the works of standard authors, from the

fact that he sold one hundred ten cent

novels to one of Dickens's M'orks. Those in

favor of retouching thought that as freckles,

moles, &c., in the face were so much exag-

gerated by the camera, that a judicious

amount of retouching v^as a decided benefit.

Mr. Barnard gave an Recount of some ex-

periments he had made in softening shadows

with cyanide, sometimes with success, and

in some cases he had ruined good negatives.

Several members then agreed to make ex-

periments in retouching, and report at the

next meeting.

On motion, a vote of thanks was tendered

Mr. Barnard, for the reading of his paper.

The names of R. A. Eobinson and Geo.

*F. Churchill, were proposed for member-
ship.

The President appointed Thomas Hine

and E Cunningham to prepare papers for

the next meeting.

On motion, the Society then adjourned to

the first "Wednesday in April.

Alex. J„ W. Copelin,

Secretary.

NOTES IN AND OUT OF THE
STUDIO.

BY G. WHABTON SIMPSON, M.A., F.S.A.

Testing Iodides in Collodion—American Ste-

reographs—Durable Sensitive Paper.

Testing Iodides in Collodion.—The repro-

duction in the Photographic News of some
very interesting instructions for the analy-

sis of collodion, which appeared in your

pages, written by your esteemed contributor,

Dr. Towler, has led one of my friends here

to make some very interesting experiments,

the results of which controvert certain re-

ceived chemical notions. As it may interest

your readers, and none, I am sure, more
than Professor Towler, to have attention

called to the facts, I give you the result of

my friend Mr. Spiller's investigations. It

has been received, as the article in question

implies, that iodide of potassium and similar

bases are decomposed by hydrochloric acid,

and upon this fact part of the suggested an-

alysis is based. Mr. Spiller's experiments,

confirmed by other skilful chemists here,

show this assumption to be based in error.

Having tested the matter himself, he felt it

important in controverting a received po-

sition to be confirmed by the experiment of

others, and at his request two gentlemen,

Fellows of the Chemical Society, undertook

to repeat the experiments. Mr. E. O.

Brown, chemist, of the Laboratory, Eoyal

Arsenal, "Woolwich, says

:

" You ask me if hydrochloric acid will

decompose iodide of potassium? The fol-

lowing experiment and results are at your

service

:

" One hundred and sixty-six grains of
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iodide of potassium were placed in a retort,

together with an equivalent amount of hy-

drochloric acid diluted with water to the

measure of one fluid ounce. Tliis mixture

was distilled nearly to dryness, and it was

noticed that faint vapors of iodine were

given off as the operation proceeded. The

residue in the retort was dissolved out with

water, and the resulting solution evaporated

to dryness. It gave one hundred and sixty

grains of a salt which took the form of cu-

bical crystals and contained much iodine.

" The distillate, strongly acid, was diluted

with water to the bulk of nearly four ounces,

and boiled to expel the free iodine. One

drop of nitrate of silver gave a white pre-

cipitate faintly tinged with yellow, which

underwent no further alteration in color

upon standing for some time in contact with

the liquid. More silver solution was then

added, and this gave a voluminous wliite

precipitate of chloride of silver, which

proved to be readily soluble in ammonia
with exception of a mere trace of iodide.

The six grains lost were, no doubt, the iodine

which passed off in vapor ; and I think this

is about the extent of the decomposition."

Mr. Benjamin Nickels, F.C.S., writes:

" I have been making some experiments

on the very curious chemical reactions which

form the subject of your statement. I can

quite confirm all you say about the respec-

tive affinities of chlorine and iodine under

the circumstances mentioned, and find no dif-

ficulty in decomposing common salt (chlor-

ide of sodium) by the action of hydriodic

acid. This change is new to me, and may
be explained, I am disposed to think, by the

greater volatility of the hydrochloric acid,

as suggested in your note. I tried the fol-

lowing reactions

:

" Experiment 1. One grain of pure iodide

of potassium was dissolved in a drachm of

water, and then mixed with twice its bulk

of concentrated hydrochloric acid. Upon
evaporation to dryness in a porcelain dish

the iodide was recovered in an unaltered

state, for it gave the scarlet precipitate with

chloride of mercury, a bright yellow one

with acetate of lead, and the usual lemon-

yellow iodide with nitrate of silver, soluble

only to a very slight extent in ammonia.
" Experiment 2. The same quantity of

iodide of potassium, dissolved in water as

before, was mixed with one drachm of gla-

cial acetic acid, and evaporated to dryness

over a water bath. The residual salt was

found to be unaltered iodide of potassium,

for it answered to all the usual reactions of

that body.

" Experiment 3. About one hundred

grains of common salt were dissolved in

water and mixed with two drachms or more

of tolerably concentrated hydriodic acid, the

object being to employ the acid in excess.

The whole was evaporated slowly to dry-

ness, and it was noticed that cubical crystals

(afterwards identified as the iodide of

sodium) separated out as the solution be-

came concentrated. The dry mass was

found in the end to be nothing but iodide of

sodium, and hydrochloric acid appeared to

be given off. This conversion of a chloride

into an iodide is an interesting fact, and

was abundantly proved both by chemical

testing and by the circumstance that iodine

could be liberated from the salt by chromic

acid or any of the known means of decom-

position."

The facts here stated have such an inter-

esting bearing on the mode of testing col-

lodion that I have given the details at

length, precisely as I have received them,

from trustworthy authorities.

AniBTican Stereographs.—Amongst the

privileges attaching to the office of a foreign

correspondent of a journal so extensively

read and so highly esteemed as the Phila-

delphia Photographer is one which often af-

fords me much pleasure. It consists in the

receipt from time to time of examples of

various kinds of work kindly forwarded to

me by readers of your pages. I have before

me at this moment a packet of stereographs,

with which I have been favored by Mr. E. J.

Muybridge, of San Francisco, depicting

various scenes characteristic of the Pacific

States. It is only when we examine such

photographs of interesting, but unfamiliar

scenes, that we fully realize how valuable is

the stereoscope, and how useless it would

be without photography. When I examine

stereographs of familiar scenes my estimate

of them is purely critical, my interest is

centred in their excellence as photographs,

their stereoscopic value being regarded as a
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matter of course kind of thing ; but when
the noble but unfamiliar scenery of distant

lands comes under attention in this form,

the wondrous value of- the stereograph be-

comes strikingly apparent. A single picture,

whether photograph or painting, may mis-

lead ; but the stereograph presents the simple

truth, modification by retouching being im-

possible, any attempt of the kind being at

once revealed by the stereoscope, which re-

fuses to combine the work of the retoucher.

Mr. Muybridge's series contains some capital

moonlight effects, and the pictures possess

much photographic excellence as well as

topographical interest.

Not less interesting are the stereographs

of the ruins of Chicago, by Mr. 'P. B.

Greene, and by Mr. W. E. Bowman, which

are very saddening in their realistic render-

ing of the terrible desolation. Such pictures

have a verj- interesting bearing on your

recent remarks on the value of photography,

in furnishing aids to the records of current

history.

Durable Sensitive Paper.—The possibility

of preparing sensitive paper so that it may
remain in good condition for weeks or

months, seems to be determined past doubt.

I am now referring to paper which is abso-

lutely sensitive, and in good condition for

printing without fuming or other treatment.

^I have recently tried several samples pre-

pared by secret and known processes. I

regret exceedingly to have to declare that

those by secret processes are in every way
superior to those prepared by known pro-

cesses. This is an unusual and mortifying

confession to have to make in relation to

any photographic process ; but such is the

fact. Those by all the secret processes of

w^hich I have had samples, keep purer in

tint for months than' the other samples do

for weeks. The secretly prepared samples

are moreover at least twice as sensitive, and

print of a richer color than those by known
methods. The latter, however, all give

good results, and the paper keeps good in

color for a week or two. . In one case it has

been pointed out to me that a very great

difference in keeping qualities was found in

different samples of commercial albumen-

ized paper, even when treated precisely

alike in sensitizing. This was shown by

three samples sent to me. The keeping

qualities were secured by the use of citric

acid in somewhat large proportion in the

silver bath, ten grains of citric acid being

added to each ounce of a forty-grain nitrate

solution. The samples were excited on the

sixth, and printed on them on the twenty-

seventh, just three weeks after preparation.

They had been kept with no especial care,

but had hung in the dark-room exposed to

the air and to occasional gleams of light for

a fortnight before they reached me. In

each there was a slight, but very slight,

discoloration, which, in some cases, but not

in all, disappeared in the processes of toning

and fixing.

Another correspondent sent me some sam-

ples which had been sensitized three weeks.

A slight discoloration had occurred during

the three weeks' keeping, but the paper

gave good finished prints. Another sample,

which had been prepared three days when

I tried it, was perfectly pure, and unchanged

in tint. The agents employed by this cor-

respondent are alum and sugar, an ounce

and three-quarters of each to sixteen ounces

of water, the excited paper being floated,

albumen side up, on the solution for one

minute. I hope that the discussion which

the subject is obtaining in this country may
lead to the publication of details of some

still more efficient method.

MODEL FOR A CHEAP GALLERY.

As our correspondent, Mr. H. B. Hillyer,

very rightly suggests, we have given wood-

cuts and plans, and descriptions of many of

the leading photograph establishments of

the country, which is all very well for those

who have plenty of means to imitate them.

But for those whose means being small,

have to contrive to get as much conveni-

ence as possible for their money, we have

not yet given a model. He, therefore,

kindly supplies us with a plan and descrip-

tion of his own establishment, which he but

recently opened, and which he constructed

after much careful thought and planning,

and which seems to be exceedingly conve-

nient and suitable. Mr. Hillyer says

:

" My gallery is 40 feet long by 20 feet wide.
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It has a stone basement 8 feet high ; a door

opening into it from the back yard. This

basement is used for storage, plate cleaning,

&c. The upper building is of brick, 10 feet

high on the north (or front) side, and 12

feet high on the other side, covered with a

tin roof. The side-light comes to within 3

feet of the floor, and is frosted blue. The

lower side of the skylight rests upon the

side-light, and the upper side is raised 5 feet

higher, and the sides boxed up and tinned

the same as the roof.

"A, is the reception-room, 12 by 20 feet.

" B, is the studio, 13 by 28 feet. A double

door leading into it can be thrown open, and

the camera run back into the reception-room

a distance of 40 feet, which is a great advan-

tage when making groups.

" C, is the dressing-room, 6 by 8J feet.

" D, the printing-room, 11 by 6 feet. G, is

a long window for printing in. My frames

are placed on a shelf jiist outside.

"E, the dark-room, for paper, nega-

tives, &c.

"F, is the negative dark-room; k, k, k,

are shelves 18 inches wide, 3 feet from the

floor; above these are several other shelves

for storage, &c.

"S, is the sink, with a pipe to carry oflf

water. Over this I develop, fix, and put

my developing-bottles on the little shelf to

the right.

"T, is a cistern outside, with lead pipe

to lead the water into the room.

"0, is a 14 by 17 inch bath. The shelf

back of this is 24 inches wide, giving plenty

of room for plate-holders back of it. 1,1,1,
are little yellow windows, of two thicknesses

of orange glass.

"L, shelves, to the ceiling, for different

sized negatives. All card negatives are put

in envelopes, the names written with a sharp

stick, on the negatives, as soon as varnished,

while the varnish is still damp ; after use they

are put in envelopes, names written on the

envelopes, and stored in a, b, c, pigeon-holes.

"Any one can build fine rooms with

plenty of money. My study has been to

get the greatest amount of comfort and con-

venience for the least money, giving special

attention to the studio. You can judge how
well I have succeeded. I have put up the

outside blinds recommended by Mr. Trask

in your journal, and I am delighted with

them. Mine are made of light pine frames,

covered with heavy duck, and painted blue.

My blinds are 26 inches wide, 6 feet 6 inches

long ; 2 sections, 7 blinds each ; 14 blinds in

all covering the light. They are sxipported

above the light by a frame made of 3 pieces,

1^ by 4 inch pine, with a 1 by 4 inch piece

screwed into the top and bottom ends ; the

centre piece is fastened to the skylight rib

bj'^ 3J inch bolts, with 2 nuts on both ends.

The lower ends of these bolts pass through

the rib, and the upper through the frame

piece, and the nuts hold them to any place

you desire. The side pieces are screwed on

to 2 by 4 inch upright pieces, extending up

by the side of the light. This framework

must be strong. I then swing my frames

by passing a long \ inch iron rod through

the side piece, then through the centre of

the frame, then through the centre piece,

then through the second frame, and, lastly,

coming out through the other side piece.

This rod, you see, is as long as the light,

has a tap at one end and a head at the other,

and each rod suspends two blinds, and is
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the cheapest and strongest arrangement that

can be made. I have, also, inside blue

muslin blinds on spring rollers."

Austin, Texas.

PATENTS AND PATENTS.

LouiSTtLLE, Ky., Feb. 19th, 1872.

Ed. Philabelphia Photographek: In

the last two issues (Jan. and Feb., 1872) of

the Philadelphia Photographer, appears sev-

eral articles, pro and con, in reference to

the "hand-screen" referred to by Mr. J. A.

Kent in his paper, read by himself before the

Convention in Philadelphia, in June, 1871.

Mr. Kent proposed, in the January num-
ber, to have this "hand-screen" patented,

not only in this country, but in Europe,

France, &c., not (as he claimed) for his per-

sonal benefit, but to keep it out of the hands

of some " vulture" who would take advan-

tage of his discovery or invention, secure a

patent, and inflict himself upon the photo-

graphic fraternity by claiming damages for

infringement, and obtaining money from

the unwary for an article which they had

not the sense to invent. In the February

number I find articles from several parties

who claim to have used similar " screens,"

dating back several years. One of them

says, that when he heard Mr. Kent's de-

scription of his "hand-screen" in Philadel-

phia, he remembered that he left in his ope-

rating-room (atelier), when he started for

the Convention, a perfect counterpart of the

screen described, which he had been using

for years (six, I think). Another claims to

have used it a long time, and the editor

says, we have many more letters of the

same tenure, which we withhold until we
hear from Mr. Xent. Now, Mr. Editor,

and photographers in general, especially the

members of the National Photographic As-

sociation, I have a few points to offer you

on this subject, and hope to get a hearing in

the Photographer. I take decided grounds

against the use of the "hand-screen," as de-

scribed by Mr. Kent. The claimants for

the discovery are many, as we all know;
but there is not one of. them that can use it

successfully, at all times. In our daily

practice, we cannot find one person in ten

that will give us a "quiet sitting," placid

expression, and, consequently, a successful

negative, while the photographer, or any

other person, is manipulating around, or

about them. It is simply ridiculous to as-

sert that talking to, or moving around, a

sitter during the exposure, is better than

extreme silence. Theory is nowhere, when
brought in contact with practice. Twenty-

five years' constant practice at the camera is

worth more than all the theory the world

can produce, and that practice teaches one

fact, in such thunder tones, as to entirely

destroy any attempt to controvert it. That

fact is this. The more quiet the room is dur-

ing the sitting proper, the more perfect and

satisfa-ctory is the impression. I, therefore,

take this position in this matter. I have

no objection to Mr. Kent securing a patent,

as he proposes, provided he will not attempt

to make that patent cover the whole system

of screens and reflectors, and provided he

will not attempt to enforce the use of it upon

those who do not take kindly to it. Neces-

sity is our best teacher, and, when genius

lends her aid, we produce wonderful efi^'ects

by very simple means. Who has not laid

hold upon some old advertising card that

happened to be near, and used it to break

the strong light, from some prominent

point, to prevent it from being overdone?

Who has not spread a newspaper (always at

hand) upon the floor, just to soften that

deep shadow under the brows, nose, and

chin? Where is the successful operator

that has not dexterously placed in the hand

of a lady sitter a palm-leaf fan, so adjusted

as to relieve strong shadows about the face ?

There are many that have resorted to these

accessories, and so far have failed to claim

any high credit for them.

A "hand-screen," as made by Mr. Kent,

is patentable. His pattern is his own in-

vention, and he ought to have all the benefit

of it. In case, however, some other party

is in favor of that method of lighting, re-

flecting, &c., and is desirous of having one,

the question comes up as to how he may se-

cure it. Must he buy the patent article at

a price which will yield to the patentee a

heavy profit, or will he change the pattern,

thereby evade the patent, and make one at

a cost of fifty cents? This patent business

is all right, as far as the invention goes. I
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concede that point. I have no quarrel with

the inventor on that score. The trouble

lies in claiming so much for it. The claim

can be Avorded so as to cover ground that

has been trodden for years. Like the hypo-

soda patent ; a party obtained a patent on

the use of hypo in a certain article of soap,

and he immediately notified some photogra-

phers that they must not use hypo in their

business, as it infringed his patent. I have

been informed that he actually obtained

money from a few photographers for the

privilege of using it. This is only one in

many thousands of cases that could be

brought forward as illustrating this point.

The "Wing Box" is another example. I

made more than one image of the same per-

son on one plate with a single tube, as long

ago as 1848. I had no "Wing Box" (I wish

I had, for I consider it the most useful and

the most perfect box that there is in the

market). Their claim, however, is con-

strued to cover so much ground, that it has

brought the holders of the patent into ex-

pensive litigation. That, together with

their attempt to sell territory (another cause

of trouble with patentees), has kept their

boxes out of the market just long enough to

allow others to come in, supply the wants of

the fraternity, and reap the profits. On the

other hand, look at the course pursued by

the inventor of the ferrotype plate. At
first those plates were introduced at so much
per dozen, but before you could use them,

territory, or room-rights must be purchased.

The patentee soon discovered that such a

course was a losing game, and he threw up

the territory and room-right, part of it, and

confined himself (or themselves) to the

manufacture and sale of the plates. Mr.

Bigelow secured a patent for the " circular

frame and graded ground combined. " What
was his course? Like very few others, he

manufactured his combination, and placed

his success upon the sale of it at a very, mod-

erate price. Does he make it pay? I have

no doubt of it. Look into this thing a little.

A patent is obtained upon a certain make
of plow ; it may, perhaps, be the most per-

fect plow in the world, and eagerly sought

after; every farmer wants one, and will pay

a good price to get it ; but lo ! here comes a

epeculator and says he will give so much for

the exclusive right to use that plow in his

county. The bargain is made, papers

drawn, signed, sealed, and delivered, and

the speculator (he may be the owner of a

large farm) takes his plow ^nd goes on his

way. After a time he visits his neighbor,

who is diligently turning up his ground,

preparatory to his spring planting, and,

after the usual salutations, he informs him

of his purchase, and extols the merits of said

plow to its utmost. "Oh, well," says the

neighbor, " I cannot afl'ord such a fine plow

as that, and must needs make this do me at

present." "Ah! but, my dear sir, I own
the right for this plow in this county ; it is

a patent, and the claim covers the whole sys-

tem of plowing, and you must either buy the

right from me, or quit plowing." What,

think you, would be the course this neigh-

bor would pursue ? Would he undertake

to spade up his grounds, or would he invent

some way to evade that patent ? The latter

would be his only course, and he, or some

other interested person would do so, and the

first thing Mr. Speculator knew, he would

be left with the poorest plow in the country

on his hands. Thus it is, and always will

be. " N ecessity is the mother of inven-

tion," and whenever that "necessity" is

forced upon us, " genius" rises up and helps

us out.

I. B. Webster.

Mr. Webster's communication was re-

ceived previous to the issue of our last

number, but too late for insertion in it.

We hope our readers will give us all the

" dodges " they have for aiding them in their

work, and let us hope soon to see what Mr.

Kent really is going to do for us.

Ed. p. p.

A Testimonial to H. H. Snelling-, Esq.

To the Photographers of the United States.

Ladies and Gentlemen- : We propose

in this manner to call upon you to join us

in giving to that old veteran photographer

and author, H. H. Snelling, Esq., some sort

of a Testimonial as a token of our apprecia-

tion of his services to our art in the past, and

for his renewed and continued interest in us.

Those who have been in the business for

ten or fifteen years know all about these
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labors, and need no eloquence from us to

detail them, and it is to them we specially

address ourselves. For many years Mr.

Snelling was the most devoted and earnest

champion photography ever had. He la-

bored incessantly for its elevation and for

the advancement of those who made their

living by it, and circumstances which he

could not control compelled him to relin-

quish his labors for a time. He has now
returned to his old love, and we propose to

welcome our old co-worker, advocate, author,

and friend with a substantial testimonial.

Without infringing upon his personal affairs

we have only to say that he 7ieeds it.

Some years ago when Lord Dudley heard

that Sir Walter Scott had met with pecu-

niary disasters he said, " Scott ruined ! The

author of Waverley Tnined I Then let every

man to whom he has given months of de-

light give him a sixpence, and he will ride

to-morrow richer than Kothschild." We
might say this of Mr. Snelling,—if all those

who have been benefited by him in days

gone by would give him a dollar, he would

be in comfortable circumstances. He will

be glad to receive any amount which his old

friends and new are able to add to this testi-

monial. His address is Dobbs's Ferry, N. Y.

Samuel Holmes,
4 Beekman St. , New York.

Edward Anthony,
591 Broadway, New York.

A. BOGARDUS,

1153 Broadway, New York.

Edward L. Wilson,
Seventh and Cherry, Phila.

OUR PICTURE.

"A GLIMPSE on the Schuylkill from Lau-

rel Hill," which embellishes this number, is

from one of Mr. John Moran's negatives
;

and we here have an evidence that the aesthet-

ic sense which guides the artist to points of

natural beauty controls the landscape gar-

dener in his selection of a site on which to

exercise his handiwork.

This charming scene, from the spot so

wisely selected for a cemetery, has been

caught in the camera with admirable suc-

cess, and the leafy beauties of the foreground

are brought before us with remarkable viv-

idness. The jutting point, which closes the

view at the distance of a mile, and the

smoothness of the water caused by the dam
at Fairmount, give the river a lake-like and

placid appearance, which is in happy har-

mony with the uses of Laurel Hill.

It is well that the last sad parting from

our friends should take place amidst such

scenes of sylvan beauty ; where

" Sweet nature never forgets

Her buried sons, but cheers the summer couch
AVith turf and dew-drops, bidding autumn's hand
Drop lingering garlands of its latest leaves,

And glorious spring, from wintry thraldom burst,

To bring their type of immortality,''

rather than in places which arouse no senti-

ments which may soothe us in the perform-

ance of our melancholy duty.

When a visit is made to the grave of the

dear departed, it should be to a spot such as

is suggested in the following lines :

"Tears flowed like pearl-drops, yet without the

pang
That wrings and rends the heartstrings. It would

seem
A tender sorrow, scarce of anguish born.

So much the influence of surrounding charms
Did mitigate it."

The rural cemetery was a new departure

thirty-five years ago from the then custom-

ary use of "yards," in which graves were

dug ; a departure most blessed, when con-

sidered in its sanitary relations to the living,

but hardly less blessed if it in any degree

mitigated the agony of that last moment,

which makes the separation from our dead

a finality.

Laurel Hill was the first place provided

for extra mural interments ; but many of its

imitators, while they seized hold of this

idea, failed to secure -in their selections

locations which were hallowed by natural

beauty. Such burial-grounds as are sur-

rounded by flat fields lack the inspiring

charms which such vistas as are depicted in

our illustration display. Then, again, when

these level areas are built up, the cemetery

becomes an obstacle to the flow of travel,

and its sacred precincts are intruded upon

to make way for that unimaginative thing,

the march of improvement. Physical char-

acteristics, such as rivers or ravines, as

boundaries for a cemetery, are the most

hopeful elements of security from the intru-

sion of streets, because the tide of travel
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conforms itself to the natural conformations

of the ground.

We have allowed ourselves to be led into

this digression, as to the necessity of beauty

and security in our cemeteries, as we may
never have occasion to recur to it. Before

we close with this topic, however, we would

say that the same discriminating taste and

good judgment which were exercised by the

originator of Old Laurel Hill, in the selec-

tion of a cemetery site, have led him to

secure another spot on the western bank of

the Schuylkill, which is made by nature

even more secure and beautiful than the old.

It is seen in our picture, as the eminence

which closes the vista, and from its heights

(225 feet above the river), views both up

and down the valley of the Schuylkill are

obtained. Some of these have been trans-

ferred to canvas by Messrs. Thomas Moran

and Isaac L. Williams, but their fullest

beauty can be best appreciated by a visit to

the grounds of the new West Laurel Hill.

This cemetery is accessible by Belmont Ave-

nue (to which it extends) and is but a short

distance beyond the West Park.

In this beautiful city of the dead are

buried many of Philadelphia's most distin-

guished men and women, who hav« beauti-

fied and enriched the world by their labors.

It is always kept in the neatest and best of

order, and is a favorite resort of the living

as well as a dwelling-place of the dead.

The picture, as a picture, is full of pic-

torial and artistic beauty. Mr. Moran is

one of a family of artists (his brothers Ed-

ward and Thomas being of the most re-

nowned of our landscape painters), and as a

landscape photographer he has no superior.

We have long coveted this charming picture

for our magazine, and at last, by his per-

mission, it is ours and yours.

We ask our readers to study its good

qualities and to strive to excel them. The

printing manipulations are done by a new
formula, with which our readers are' not

familiar. We ask their criticisms upon the

tone particularly ; and next month we hope

to be able to tell how it was • done. The

process is particularly advantageous, on ac-

count of the great saving of silver, gold,

and hypo in its practice. Please to let us

know how you like the results.

THE NATIONAL CONVENTION
IN MAY.

It is with pleasure I announce to the

members of the National Photographic As-

sociation, and all others interested, that

arrangements have been made with the fol-

lowing hotels in St. Louis, for a reduction

in their rates of fare to those that attend

the National Photographic Association.

Planters' House, Fourth and Chestnut

Street, $3 per day; Laclede Hotel, Pifth

and Chestnut, $3 per day ; St. James Hotel,

Fifth and Walnut, $3 per day; Everett

House, Fourth and Olive, $2.50; Barnum's

Hotel, Second and Walnut, $2; St. Nicho-

las Hotel, Fourth near Morgan, $2 per day
;

Churchhill's, northeast corner Fifth and

Chestnut (German), $2 per day ; Rheinische

Wein Hall (German), Second near Walnut,

$1.75 per day ;
Girard House, Broadway and

Biddle Street, $1.75 per day ; Grand Central

Hotel (just opened), European plan, Pine

above Fourth Street.

Those are all excellent houses, and most of

them near the halls where the Convention

and Exhibition will be held. There are

many good private boarding-houses where

rates can be got much lower if parties de-

sire it, and inform the Local Secretary in

time to secure them. The United States,

Adams, and American Union Express Com-
panies, through their agents here, have

kindly offered to carry pictures and return

the same at one-third their usual rates. The
following steamboat companies have also

liberally offered to carry members to and

from the Convention at the following reduc-

tion: Keokuk Packet Company, one-third

regular rates, if ten in number travel on

their boats. The St. Louis and Peoria

Packet Company will make a reduction of

one-third the regular rates to all attending

the Convention on their boats. The Mis-

souri River Packet Company will issue half

fare tickets to all parties that are legitimate

visitors to the Convention. Professor Rob-

inson, 410 Market Street, has promised to

give any members of the National Photo-

graphic Association, Turkish baths, at half

the usual rates, after the fatigues of their

journey, or at any time during their stay.

The St. Louis photographers have just

had a large and enthusiastic meeting at
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ntzgibboii's gallei'y, to make arrangements

for the reception of their brethren from

abroad, at which committees were appointed

to attend to the same.

Letters were read from "the right man
in the right place" (our worthy President),

also the Secretary, Mr. Wilson, Mr. Cook, of

Charleston, and our wide-awake attorney,

Mr. Bell, who also promises to be on hand.

Three of the city papers had reporters at

this meeting, and gave interesting reports of

the same to our citizens the next morning.

In a few days I will send you other in-

teresting items appertaining to the Conven-

tion, in time for your circular to the mem-
bers of the National Photographic Associa-

tion, and last but not least, the St. Louis

photographers hope to entertain their breth-

ren in such a manner, that they never will

regret crossing the Mississippi, and visiting

the future great city of this continent.

J. H. FiTZGIBBON,

Local Secretary of the N. P. A.

P. S.—In answer to the many letters of in-

quiry I am receiving, I wish to state that

all queries pertaining to the railroads, will

be answered by the Permanent Secretary,

Mr. Edward L. Wilson, of Philadelphia, and
those writing about pictures and articles for

exhibition, can from this time forward until

the Exhibition, address the Local Secretary

here, and they will meet with a prompt and
immediate reply. J. H. E.

The above call needs no strengthening of

ours. We are " strong for St. Louis," ex-

pect to be there, and hope to see at least

one thousand photographers there. Let

every photographer who can, bring along

some interesting matter for the meetings.

Let us forget and forgive all personal mat-

ters, and join heart and hand in the pursuit

of knowledge and the advancement of our

art. Please look for the circular in about a

week, and come to St Louis, " strong "—one

and all.—Ed. P. P.

^V\Ui% ®aHe.

How TO Become a Member of the National

Photographic Association.—Remit $4 to Ed-

ward L. Wilson, Permanent Secretary, Seventh

and Cherry, Philadelphia : $2 for entrance fee,

and $2 for one year's dues, and signify your

willingness to become a member. He will return

you a receipt, a beautiful steel engraved certifi-

cate, and a copy of the constitution, which will

complete your membership. You are also en-

titled to a portrait of Prof. Morse, from Mr.

Bogardus. Employees only pay half rates, i. e.,

The Photographic World, for March, 1872,

contains the picture of Miss Izard, the photo-

graphic heroine of the Chicago fire, from nega-

tives by Mr. H. Rooher, and the following prac-

tical articles : Photography Abroad ; Faults of

the Nitrate Bath ; Painting Optically Considered
;

Ami^unt of Iodine and Bromine in the lodizer;

Negative Retouching; Vignetted Negatives;

New Printing Process ; Photographic Truth and

Retouching ; Tinting Photographs ; Preparation

of Albumen Paper ; Photographic ^Esthetics
;

Strong for St. Louis
;
Portrait Photography (con-

tinued) ; Cause and Prevention of Blisters
; Pho-

tography vs. Literal Truth; Landscape Lessons

(continued, and illustrated) ; Proceedings of the

Hypo Club ; Action of Congress on the Importa-

tion of Photographs ; Our Picture (Account of

her Escape, by Miss Izard) ; All the World Over
;

Table Talk; Editor's Table. Mailed on receipt

of 50 cents to any address.

Distribution of the Morse Pictdre.—Presi-

dent Bogardus informs us that he is now ready

to distribute the promised picture of Prof Morse

and his camera, to the members of the National

Photographic Association.

The copies will be taken to St. Louis, for dis-

tribution to the members present.

Those who do not expect to be there,, can have

their copies sent to them through their stock-

doaler, to whom they can be sent in parcels, if

directions are given to that effect.

They cannot be sent by mail, as they are on

large handsome cards, which would probably be

crushed in carriage.

Please apply for them, and state how they
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should be sent. Every member of the National

Photographic Association is entitled to a copy.

The Scovill and Holmes Medals.—All who

desire to compete for these medals this year will

please send their models and claims to Edward

L. Wilson, Permanent Secretary, Seventh and

Cherry Streets, Philadelphia, by April 21st, 1872.

In cases where articles are to be practically

tested, they should be sent sooner, that the com-

mittee on awards may have ample time to do

their work. A very handsome medal is being

prepared, and all photographers—members and

all—may be competitors. Let it be seen what

you can do.

Ready Sensitized Paper.—We have made

some most satisfactory trials of the ready sensi-

tized paper, manufactured by the Sensitized

Paper Co., Portsmouth, Ohio, and although we

.have not finished our experiments, the farther

we go with it the better we like it. If it proves

to be all we think it will, it will be a most valu-

able article in photography. In the minutes of

the Philadelphia and Pennsylvania Photographic

Societies further remarks are made, which we

can fully indorse. In our next number we hope

to give the result of our researches in full.

The strongest lift given to our art yet is

by Messrs. Bradley & Kulofson, the well-known

photographic artists of San Francisco, who have

utilized hydraulic power to further accommodate

their patrons. They have constructed and fitted

up a handsome elevator, worked by hydraulic

power, which raises visitors from the ground floor

to the third story to the parlors and operating

rooms. The machinery is capable of lifting ten

times the ordinary weight of the passengers

which the car can accommodate; and it is so

arranged that should any portion of it break by

accident, or otherwise, the car will be iield firmly

in its place. Last month the machinery was

tested, when the establishment was visited by the

patrons and friends of the firm, who pronounced

it not only a very great convenience, but a tri-

umph in mechanism and a further proof of the

enterprising character of the proprietors. The

car is a very handsome piece of workmanship,

we are told. We wish our friend Rulofson great

success with his new power.

serves the greatest encouragement, and usually

gets it.

A New Studio in Philadelphia.—Messrs. C.

Alfred and Thomas P. Gariett, whose admirable

work is so well known in West Chester, Pa., and

Wilmington, Delaware, have opened a new and

beautiful establishment at No. 828 Arch Street,

Philadelphia, to accommodate their growing city

trade. Such excellent work as they make de-

AVe regret to learn of the death of Mr. R. M.

Linn, Lookout Mountain, Tenn. Mr. Linn was

a landscape photographer of a great deal of

merit, and had written a work on the subject,

which we propose to publish shortly, having had

it in hand at the time of his death.

Negatives for Illustrating our Maga-
zines —With our two magazines, we now have to

provide every year twenty-four elegant pictures

for our patrons, which is no easy work. We shall

be glad, at all times, when any of our readers get

any good subjects, if they would send us proofs,

and give us a chance to secure negatives.

Items of News.—Dr. Vogel's Handbook still

sells by hundreds, and continues to be the most

practical work on photography for old hands or

new; every photographer should have it.—Cer-

tain lawyers in the interests of the bromide

patent are trying to get an extension of the

patent through Congress ; a hearing is to be had

April 3d ;
Mr. Howson will argue for the pho-

tographers.—Please send us the names of those

members of the National Photographic Associa-

tion whom you know have died j also of contri-

butions made by photographers for the relief of

G\n(i^go —Year-Boohs for 1870, 1871, and 1872

will be supplied for $1 ; they are nearly all gone.

—Messrs. Charles T. White k Co., photographic

chemists, Mr. Wm. Wright, Jr., superintendent,

29 Liberty Street, New York, have sent us their

monthly price-list.—Mr. D. H. Cross, Benning-

ton, Vermont, we regret to hear, lost his gallery

by fire recently ; he saved some of his apparatus,

and had $1000 insurance, still his loss was large

and severe; we hope he will soon be going again

nicely.—Mr. J. H. Dallmeyer, manufacturer of

the lenses which bear his name, says of our mag-

azines : "I must compliment you on the manner

in which they are brought out." We send many
copies to Europe.—Carefully read page 129.

Pictures Received —From Mr. Menzis

Dickson, Honolulu, Sandwich Islands, we have

received some most interesting views and por-

traits, and among the latter a 10 x 12 photograph

of Queen Emma. The work is excellent and

shows very great taste and skill. We also have

some excellent cartes from Messrs. W. G. C. Kim-

ball, Concord, N. H. ; Montfort & Hill, Burling-

ton, Iowa; Miller & Tankersly, Blooraington,

111. ; J. P. Spooner, Stockton, Cal. ; and Mrs W.

E. Lockwood, Ripon, Wis. All these parties

seem to understand judicious retouching, and
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send us such results as we are proud to see our

subscribers able to make.

Landscape Work.—Mr. W. H. Jackson, late

of Omaha, Nebraska, and now at Washington,

D. C, has sent us some magnificent pictures

from 8x10 and stereoscopic negatives which

deserve a much more extended notice than

our space will allow, of views in the famous

Yellowstone region, made during his connec-

tion with the government geological survey un-

der Dr. Hayden. In addition to lofty mountains,

wondrous rock formations, and deep ravines, we

have boiling mineral springs, puflBng mud
springs, extinct craters, gushing waterfalls, yawn-

ing canyons, beauteous lakes, and hundreds of

other of the wonders of that region. They are

all excellent, too, and, more than that, when we

consider that everything had to be^ carried on

mule-back. They are neatly and prettily

mounted. Mr. J. J. Reilly, formerly of Ni-

agara Falls, and now at Stockton, Cal., has also

favored us with a most beautiful variety of views

of the wonderful Sierras of the West, the Yose-

mite Valley, &c. Mr. Reilly has proven him-

self equal, fully, to the task of grappling with

such subjects, so different from that always dif-

ficult subject, Niagara, and we congratulate

him on his success. We have rarely if ever seen

more interesting views than those recently sent

us by Messrs. Reilly and Jackson. Mr. W. Mc-

Leish, St. Paul, Minn., has favored us vrith a

series of very interesting views of the Lake Su-

perior region, of the Indians, and views in Min-

nesota, on the Mississippi River, &c., &c. Mr.

McLeish publishes a catalogue of his views,

which he will send to any address. The good

done in developing our country by these good

landscape photographers cannot be overrated.

Unjust Proceeding on the part of Pub-

lishers OF Illustrated Newspapers.—While

we are laboring and striving to improve the vota-

ries of our art. so that they may raise it to a

proper recognition of its services to science and

art, and everything else—what not?—it is very

discouraging to see such publishers as Mr. Frank

Leslie ignoring the claims of photography so fre-

quently as he has of late, to an acknowledgment

of the good services it has done him especially.

Frequently we have been pleased to see, when he

copied an ordinary portrait photograph, that he

gave credit to the photographer for his part of

the work, but lately when any composition pho-

tograph is engraved, the photographer and pho-

tography are ignored, and "our special artist"

gets all the credit. Recently, the "Buffalo

Hunt,"' by Mr. J. Lee Knight, Topeka, Kansas,

noticed in our magazine, was used and copied by
Mr. Leslie, after some little elaboration by "our

special artist," and no allusion made to the pho-

tographer who did the work. Since then, fac

similes of two of Mr. William Notman's " Hunt-

ing Series '' are reproduced in Mr. Leslie's news-

paper, as " Original Sketches " of " Camping in

the Adirondacks, by S. S. Jameson" ! The

probabilities are, that Mr. Jameson never saw

the Adirondacks, and that he hadn't the brains

to sketch what he saw if he was there. This

wholesale plagiarism can only be stopped, we
suppose, by photographers who have talent in

this particular line, copyrighting their pictures,

which can be done at the cost of $1 each. Fair

play is ail we ask.

This issue makes the Philadelphia Photogra-

pher one hundred numbers of age!—Dr. Vogel's

correspondence did not arrive in time for trans-

lation this month, which we much regret.—Par-

ties applying to us for information as to the

routes to St. Louis will get a circular in answer

in a few days.—Bring some good negatives to St.

Louis to show.

Moore's Silver Absorbers.—We haven't

seen anything for a great while which strikes us

at first sight, without actual trial, as so useful

an article as Mr. Moore's contrivance for hold-

ing absorbent paper in the holder. Its advan-

tages are set forth in his advertisement, and we

believe he tells a "true story." He puts them

up neatly and conveniently, and supplies them

at a fair price.

The Right Spirit in Indianapolis.—Mr. J.

Perry Elliott writes us that the photographers

of Indianapolis have agreed to go to the St.

Louis Convention eii masse, and that they invite

all photographers north and east of them to join

them in their excursion, to share their special

car, and to receive the benefit of the excursion

rates they have obtained, which will be not over

$12 for the round trip, and every accommodation

offered. Of course no photographer convenient

will fail to accept this most generous offer, and
Indianapolis deserves three cheers for her patri-

otic devotion to our art.

KsiGHTS OP Pythias at the Convention.—
Mr. F. M. Hayes, Danville, 111., sends us a com-

munication from P. H. Bierman, Esq., 304 Olive

Street, St. Louis, Secretary of the G- L. of K.

of P., agreeing to meet all visiting Knights who
write him when they expect to arrive, and con-

duct them to proper quarters. Visiting Knights

are requested to wear a rosette of the colors of

the order. Further particulars in the circular.
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NO MORE CRYSTALLINE, GLOSSY VARNISH.

Morgeneier's Ground Surface Varnish is the only reliable re-

touching varnish in the market. It is a light corn color, and clear

as the finest spirits. This description is given to prevent photog-

raphers from being imposed upon by worthless imitations. Be

sure that Morgeneiers name is on the bottle. Do not let your

stockdealers give you any other, and if they do not keep it, send

your orders to the manufactory, and they will receive prompt

attention.

PRICES: 6 oz. Bottle, 50 cts.; 8 oz. Bottle, 60 cts.; 16 oz. Bottle, $1.20.

SPECIAI. RATES TO WIIOI.ESAL.E DEALERS.

SEE TteTIMONIALS.

Photographers and others interested are respectfully invited to

correspond with signers of certificates.

Me. Morgeneier :

Dear Sir : I am using your varnish ; lika it very much. Truly yours,

J. L. Nye, Pe7'u, Lasalle Co., Ill-

Mr. Morgbneier:
Dear Sir : Tour varnish gives me the finest surface for the retouching pencil. I now find

negative retouching easy. Truly yours,

Eugenic Brandt, Hamilton, Ohio.

Mr. Morgeneier:
Dear Sir: We are iTsing your varnish, and find it everything represented.

•Truly yours, Swim & Newton, Belle Plaines, Iowa.

Mr. Morgeneier :

Dear Sir : Tour valuable retouching varnish works like a charm. It is the varnish not

only for its superiority for retouching upon, but for weak negatives also. We heartily

recommend it to the fraternity. Truly yours,

Haunneman & Laney, Shelbyville, III.

(OrJEK.)



Mr. Mokgeneier :

Dear Sir : Thanks for prompt attention. In looking over the old varnish that I had dis-

carded, 1 find it is "Grit varnish." I have used yours two days—shall use no other for

negatives. What will you furnish it for hy the quart? Truly yours,

A. Milt Lapham, Decatur, III.

Mk. Morgenkier :

Dear Sir: I am much pleased with your varnish It produces a surface fully equal to

ground glass, and takes the lightest touch of the pencil It greatly improves the negative

without retouching.

S. F. Makchant, 55 We-st Lake St., Chicago, III.

My Book of Instructions on Negative Retouching sent to any

address on receipt of a three cent stamp.

All letters should be addressed to

J. W. MORGENEIER,
Box 17, Sheboygan, Wis.

MORGENEIER'S ART SCHOOL,
EST^^BXiISHIEID J'J^lSr. 1, 1872.

Nov^ in Successful Operation.

NEGATIVE RETOUCHING A SPECIALTY.

Photographers desiring ,to perfect themselves in this branch of

the art should make application at once.

A full course of instructions in Photography given if desired.

A corps of competent assistants have been engaged, and every

precaution taken to make the school first class.

The comforts of scholars have been consulted, and good accom-

modations provided for those favoring the school with their pat-

ron a^'e.

Terms sent on application.

All letters should be addressed to the principal,

J. W. MORGENEIER,
Kox 17, Sheboygrai>> "iVisconsln.
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THE NATIONAL CONVENTION.

Seven days from date, and the Fourth

National Photographic Exhibition will be

opened to its members and the public at

large. Three years ago it was inaugurated

in Boston, and although it had its defamers,

it was_a perfect success for a beginning.

Starting from that point, Young America

gained courage, and took hope for its leading

star, and at Cleveland, by the aid of a master

hand of a Ridei\ it sprung forth again on its

brilliant career. Many improvements were

perceptible ; artists from abroad honored us,

and onward was the cry to more brilliant

works of art. To the City of Brotherly

Love, and there we beheld increased num-
bers of artists and works of art. Although

not as great a success in all things as its pre-

decessors, it was, artistically speaking, the

greatest Exhibition of them all. And now
steps forward the West, the great "West, to

try her hand in getting up a Convention of

the N. P. A. Two rival cities bid for the

honor, Chicago and St. Louis, and to the

latter was awarded the palm. How she will

succeed, seven days from date will tell.

It has been said that Eastern photogra-

phers will not go so far to attfend the Con-
vention as the Western men did to the East-

ern, or display their work there as they

would nearer home : but this should not be,

and we hope it will not for their own credit.

for much depends on the spirit of emulation

among its members from all sections.

What may be lost in numbers from the

East or North will surely be gained from

the South and West. This new accession

will infuse new life and spirit ; then other

master minds will shine forth that are now
unknown to photographic name and fame.

But in works of our art, all that can make
a respectable display should do so, whether

from East or West, North or South, for

none of us are perfect ; all can learn some-

thing from one another. We would say, by

all means men of the Southwest step for-

ward, men of the Northeast hold not back,

for behold Europe has an eye upon you.

See, her artistical work will have crossed

the briny ocean, and specimens of some of

her best photographers will be on exhibi-

tion on the west bank of the Mississippi, to

show in competition what she can do. What
a lesson this should be to our stay-at-home

artists, that have no ambition to send for-

ward their work to these Exhibitions ! You
may be great to-day but small to-morrow,

for the time is certainly coming when such

photographers will only be heard of as a

thing of the past, and the young genius that

is ambitious to excel at the present day will

be known in the future and in all time to

come as one worthy to imitate and copy after.

J. H. FlTZGIBBON,

Local Secretary, N. P. A.
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PROFESSOR MORSE.
We Lave to announce the death, on the

evening of Tuesday, April 2d, of Professor

Samuel F. B. Morse, the father of Ameri-

can photography and of telegraphy.

We have so recently given our readers an

elegant picture of our lamented and beloved

" father," together with a record of his con-

nection with our art, that we have nothing

special to say further now. All we can do

is to bow submissively, to shed tears with

the mourning, and hold fresh in our mem-
ories the one whose demise we mourn.

It has been thought appropriate that

during the St. Louis Convention a badge

be worn by all the members of the N". P. A.,

containing a photograph of Professor Morse.

These are to be supplied to the N. P. A. gratis

by .the Scovill Manufacturing Company,
New York, and absent members may obtain

them by remitting four cents for postage and

envelope to the Permanent Secretary, who-

ever he may be, after the Convention.

Professor Morse's elegant picture, made
for us all so kindly by President Bogardus,

will now be doubly prized. It was the last

one taken of our venerable "father."

His funeral took place on Friday morning,

April 5th, from the Madison Square Pres-

byterian Church, New York, in the presence

of a very large and influential company of

mourners. Governor Hoffman and staff,

the Committee of the Legislature, Directors

of the Western Union Telegraph Company,
Directors of the New York and Newfound-
land Telegraph Company, a delegation from

the Academy of Design, delegations repre-

senting the Evangelical Alliance, the New
York Common Council, the Trustees of

Vassar College, and a committee of three

from the Common Council of Poughkeepsie,

were present. The Eev. William Adams,
D D., and the Eev. Francis B. Wheeler, of

Poughkeepsie, officiated. The ceremony

was very siinple.

The body was contained in a casket cov-

ered with black cloth,, with silver beading

and rich silver mountings. On a silver

plate was inscribed the name of the deceased,

and date of his birth and death. On it lay

several crowns and wreaths of tuberoses,

camelias, and immortelles ; a large cross and

other devices were placed at the head of the

casket, in front of the pulpit. The remains

were interred in Greenwood Cemetery.

LEAF, OR "NATURE" PRINTING.
Seeing our remarks on his pictures in our

last number, our good friend Mr. Gaffiield)

who has had more experience than any one

else in this line, sends us the following wel-

come hints on the subject. He says :

'
' I am obliged to you for your notice in

the April number, of my 'Leaf Prints.'

But there were a few mistakes in the article

which might mislead an amateur.

"1. The leaves and ferns should not be

dried, as the dried leaves do not permit the

light to delineate their beautiful and delicate

venation. They should be freshly gathered

and pressed between the leaves of a book,

just enough to extract the excess of moisture,

and then used before the delicate veins have

become dry and opaque to light. The finest

impressions are those from the fresh leaves

and ferns.

" 2. They are not placed on sensitive pa-

per, but fastened by mucilage to a sheet of

glass in the form of the design required.

This glass is then placed in a pressure-frame,

and used as a negative from which to print.

The sensitive paper placed upon this nega-

tive must be exposed to sunlight from ten

minutes to half an hour, according to the

season of the j'^ear, or the intensity of the

chemical rays. The pictures can then be

toned, fixed, and mounted like other photo-

graphic prints.

"3. It is not true 'that it requires but

little skill to arrange the leaves and sprigs

of fern, and none to print them.' As the

chief part of my work has been done by
other and gentler hands than my own, I

can, without a charge of immodesty, assure

you that the work requires great taste and

skill, and the expenditure of much time,

labor, and patience.

" Again, great care is necessary in print-

ing not to injure or start off the delicate

ferns from the glass. After the print is made,

a sheet of white letter-paper should always

be placed over the ferns, and the back-board

put in position again to protect them from

injury, and to keep them from drying and

coming off the glass.
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" Your last assertion is perfectly true that

'leaf printing will be found a very fascinat-

ing amusement.' , But that it be done well,

like every other thing of any importance or

interest, it requires taste and skill, labor

and patience.

" The 'Happy New Year,' of which you

?iave given a woodcut copy, was not a leaf

print, but a reduced camera copy of one, the

original being on an 8x10 sheet. If I had

time, I should be glad to prepare for the

St. Louis Exhibition a collection of these

'self-prints from nature,' as I call them,

showing some most interesting impressions

of leaves, ferns, feathers, and sea-mosses.

" Yours truly,

"Thomas Gaffield.

"Boston, April 7th, 1872."

"We are very glad to be corrected by Mr.

Gaffield, and hope what he says will excite

more interest in this lovely branch of our

art.

100!
" Book Notices.

" The Philadelphia Photographer has just

reached its hundredth number. It has al-

ways been tasteful in garb and rich in

material. Undoub»tedly it has done more to

organize photographic art in America—for

photography has become one of the recog-

nized Fine Arts—than all other publications

put together. E. L. Wilson, Editor, and

Benerman & Wilson, Publishers, Philadel-

phia."

The above notice surprised us a few days

ago in that wonderful American pictorial,

Frank Leslie's Illustrated Newspaper, and

brought to our mind the fact that really our

magazine is one hundred nuinbers of age.

Now it is not for us to say how much
truth there is in the notice of our amiable

contemporary. He who wrote it is able to

judge, for he is himself a good amateur pho-

tographer and knows ; but the thought has

occurred to us, how much, how verg much,

photography has grown, and how much,

how yery much, its status and that of its fol-

lowers have improved during the short life

of our magazine. Ojilg one hundred numbers

of it have been issued, and yet what tales it

can tell ! Take down the first volume, you

who have it, and compare the pictures in it

with those which grace it now. Oh ! what

a change. Then think over those days when
the process-seller, and the secret-monger,

and the selfish manipulator went about, not

doing good, but trying to fleece all whom
he came in contact with. Think over those

days, and compare them with the present

days of free intercourse, free discussion of

working methods, and of the glorious Na-

tional Photographic Association, with its

annual meetings and exhibitions. Likewise,

if we turn over these one hundred numbers

we shall see how the "stamp nuisance"

bothered us, and how it was overcome

;

how excessive taxes upon photographers

were removed; how the army of bromide

swindlers swept the country, and how they

were in turn swept from the face of the

earth forever ; how the interchange of

thought, and opinion, and invention has

kept back other would-be robbers of the

photographic purse; how the Shaw patent

held sway for awhile, gloating upon the

riches which trickled from your tanks, and

how its youth and vigor were destroyed,

and its life squeezed from it for ten years

past, if not forever, even at the cost of much
time and money from the noble photogra-

phers who resisted it, and a suit for libel

against the editor of all these hundred

numbers, who now stands convicted because

of his desire to shield you. See, too, how
you have all improved in your work, and

what rapid strides you are making.

What shall we predict for the second

hundred numbers if we live to see them ?

There are many wondrous things to do.

Let us not say that anything is impossible.

We have had many hard battles together.

Let us ever be ready if more are required.

'Mid tempting bribes offered by the enemy
many times, while editing these one hun-

dred numbers, we have never compromised

or betrayed you. We believe our record is

clear. We have at least tried to do our

duty, and bless you, you have done much
for us. Let us both go on and try to do

better.

Bigelow's Album of Lighting and Posing

gives the most instruction of anything we
ever saw on the subject of " making faces."

Examine it.
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How Mr. Elbert Anderson Manages
his Negative Bath.

New York, April, 1872.

My dear Mr. Editor :

I have received lately two letters request-

ing information as to the method I adopt to

keep my negative bath in order, and this

morning another letter reaches me seeking

enlightenment in the same direction. One

of these gentlemen says he takes your jour-

nal, and has "gained many, many ideas,

and been much interested in reading my
communications.

"

I can think of no better plan for answer-

ing all these gentlemen at once, than asking

you to allow me the use of your columns to

do so. I will be as brief as possible.

Starting from the first, then, make a new
bath ;

simply dissolve nitrate of silver in

^ater until the hydrometer marks 30 to 35

grains per ounce. I use the water directly

as it comes from the tap ; it might be cleaner.

Fill your bath-holder without filtering. Coat

the largest plate the bath-holder will receive

with your ordinary collodion. Immerse,

and leave it in the solution all night.

Next day filter the ?,o\wtioM perfectly clean,

after which add pure nitric or acetic acid

until it—excuse the pun

—

readily turns lit-

mus paper. (I have used both acids without

discovering any diflference in their effects.)

Such a bath may not work very well at

first., its effects being harshness and a want

of " fulness," so to express myself. By the

continual dipping of plates, however, all

will go well. At the first good opportunity

(say in two or three days) take out the bath,

and boil it, just as it is, for an hour or so,

according to the amount of solution (one

hour or more for each gallon of solution).

When cold dilute to 35 or 40 grains and

filter.

The bath will now last a very long time

without any further treatment. One gallon

of solution in good order will carry at least

one hundred 8 x 10 plates, requiring no

further attention. Let' it alone, it does not

want filtering nor tampering with ; all sedi-

ment will settle to the bottom at night, and

will remain there quietly if you do not stir

it up with the dip-rod (which, if not allowed

to reach further than three-fourths the depth

,

will not do it). You will be astonished at

the amount of black matter that will accu-

mulate on the bottom of the bath, and which
will not become apparent until you empty
the bath-holder.

Now, supposing all to be working well,

what are thefirst signs offailure ? With me,

generally, a refusal on the part of the silver

solution to lay perfectly smooth on the plate

after the latter is sufficiently sensitized. I

do not mean that the plate does not coat

smoothly, but after it is all ready and with-

drawn from the bath, the silver solution

runs down in an irregular manner (lumpy,

I call it), and the plate takes rather longer

to sensitize than usual. Cause? Too much
ether and alcohol in the bath. Remove the

bath, and tost for strengh. (I frequently

run mine down as low as 25 to 30 grains,

and produce as good effects as at 40.) Boil

about one-third its volume away, let cool,

add water enough to make from 35 to 40

grains, filter, and you are all right. One
hundred more plates may now be dipped

before the next signs of failing present them-

selves. These may be either as already

stated, too much ether and alcohol present,

or overiodized.

I have frequently seen it advised, when
adding water to the bath to precipitate iodide

of silver, to add an equal amount or more

of water to the solution. I think this is a

mistake. I keep my bath almost tip to satu-

ration; the nearer the bath approaches this

point the better will be its results. Add half

its volume (pour the bath in the water, not

the reverse), filter perfectly clear, and boil

to its original strength Should the solution

lack in volume, add silver before boiling.

Should the bath show any sign of" fogging,"

which is not removed by filtering, the solu-

tion is contaminated. (This should never,

or certainly very seldom, be the case.) To
remove which, put the solution in an evapo-

rating dish on the stove, and when it com-

mences to steam, add liquor ammonia gradu-

ally' until all acidity is removed, when the

solution may be boiled half away. You will

be amazed at the amount of organic matter

that will be thrown down, and will cling to

the bottom and sides of the dish, which

would otherwise have remained in the solu-

tion had it been boiled in an acid state.
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"When cold, reduce to normal strength, filter

and acidify as before. Now this is the sim-

plest method I know of, and, being the sim-

plest, you may rest assured it is the most

effectual. Very respectfully,

Ei.BERT Anderson.

A Few Good Words from a Father
in Photography.

Mr. J. K. BuNDY, New Haven, Conn.,

has just completed a quarter of a century in

the photographic art, and celebrates it by

writing us the following pleasant letter.

It contains not only good words for us, but

for all, and so we give it place here. He
sajj-s

:

"It is a quarter of a century ago this

month since I commenced picture-making

(on the old daguerreotype plates), and I

have been in the business constantly ever

since. I have endeavored to keep up with

the times, but many much younger in the

business have outstripped me, and to such I

say, God-speed ! all honor and encourage-

ment is due to you for your assiduity and

hard work in bringing our beautiful art to

so high a state of perfection. I say go on

;

there is much more yet to be done ; don't

take off the harness because it chafes, but

buckle it on to a new place.

'
' I have a number of volumes ofyour valu-

able journal, from which I have gleaned in-

formation which cannot be computed by
dollars and cents. In your last Photogra-

pher you have a piece headed, ' Can I Af-

ford to Take the Journal ?
' Now this is

not the question, but every photographer

should ask himself. Can I afford to do with-

out it ? Does it not help me to my bread

and butter ? Shall I be as well posted in

my business without it? Can I keep up

with others in giving good work ? Let

every one of our fraternity who think they

can't afford to get information and the ex-

perience of others so cheaply, just leave off

other things and take the journal, and they

will find their health, pocket, and business

better at the close of the year.

"When any one takes the journal, and

says he can't find any good from it, I think

the reasons are because- negligence or con-

ceit has prevented him from adapting the

good suggestions made from the experience

of others, and thcrebj'- loses the benefit de-

signed bj^ the journal to help each other,

and they feel that their five dollars are lost,

but the fault lies at their own door.

"You will please find a money order for

five dollars, a year's subscription to the jour-

nal I can't afford to be without it. I know
it is money well invested, and pays com-
pound monthly interest.

"I will send you my yearh' dues for our

Association if I can't attend, and I fear I

cannot, as it comes the first of May this

year, which is moving time here in Con-

necticut, and I am a victim to that malady

this spring. I shall be with you in spirit

if not in person, and I trust the Convention

will be the best yet, and will re-elect the

present incumbents filling the chairs of

President and Secretary ; and you shall have

my silent votes for the same. I hope j'ou

will prevail on the Convention to fix the

place of the next session nearer the New
England States. Please let me know of any

assessment tax that may be laid on the mem-
bers of the Association, and I will gladly

remit.

" I feel I cannot close without thanking

you for your untiring zeal for the good and

welfare of our fraternity, for you have saved

to our Association many thousand dollars,

which now rest in the pockets of hundreds

who know but little of the battles or of the

victories won.
" Well, I have written more than you will

care to read, and more than I designed, and

I will close, wishing you all prosperity in

the future.

"Fraternally yours,

"J. K. BUNDY."

MOSAICS, 1872.

" Like hot cakes,

Goes Photo. Mosaics,"

Says a dealer who has sold nearly one

thousand copies. We are glad of this, for it

is to the credit of the photographers of

America that photographic books of this

class are so eagerly read. Mosaics was never

so good as it is this year, and although we
printed a great many more than ever before,

there are but a few hundred left. Secure one.
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A SUCCESSFUL FORMULA.*

The man in our profession

To greatness who attains,

Must have in every formula,

"A little bit of brains."

Some trust to nitric acid.

To cure all streaks and stains

;

But nothing's half so sovereign as

A little bit of brains.

No odds with what precision

One weighs his grammes and grains,

He's bound to fail unless he adds

A little bit of brains.

Of course in mixing chemicals

A man must take great pains,

But still there's no ingredient

Can take the place of brains.

The man who's always in the fog,

And constantly complains,

Is one who tries to substitute

A thing called brass, for brains.

No matter what he mixes,

Or what the thing contains.

He'll find the one thing needful

To be, a little brains.

Of iodides and bromides,

Of each, so many grains,

Shake well and let them settle,

Then, add a little brains.

One may not like the formula.

But still the fact remains,

—

You cannot rise to eminence

"Without the use of brains.

J. Pkrry Elliott.

TAKING PUPILS.t

Mr. Editor : I have a few words to say

about our way of taking pupils. It has

been the custom for a long time to take any-

* The Indianapolis Photographio Society have

started a MS journal, which they call the

Hoosier Hftiograpliist. We give above one of

the contributions, a copy of which the author has

kindly sent us.

—

Ed.

t From the Huusier Heliogrcp/tist.

body, and everybody who happened to ap-

ply, and could pay a certain sum of money.

Now I, as an operator, do most seriously ob-

ject to this manner of teaching this great

art. Why, any great lubber that is too

lazy to work will go to a gallery and pay

anywhere from twenty to fifty dollars, and

in three weeks, start out a full-fledged artist

(Lord save the mark!), and every photo-

graphist who consents to take a pupil in

that way, is cutting his own throat. In my
opinion, that is the great cause of prices

being cut down to such a low standard, and

for the last ten years I have invariably de-

clined all such applications. I remember

one beautiful specimen in particular : a great

awkward raw-boned specimen of humanity

came to my gallery and opened out by ask-

ing, " Be you the daggretyper?" I in-

formed him that I had that honor. " Well

dad says I haint of any arthly use on the

farm, and said I'd better lam to take picters

;

how long will it take a feller to larn ?" I

informed him that if he was the '
' feller '

'

he alluded to, I thought he had better go

back to his farm, or if that didn't suit him,

he could try the mysteries of wood sawing,

or he might take a turn at street cleaning,

or any other similar high calling, but in my
opinion he had better not commence the

daggretype business, for he probably would

not have time to finish it, in this short life.

I don't object to teaching the business as it

ought to be taught. If any one wants to

make photography their profession, let them

do as they do in any other calling in life ; let

them begin at a proper age and serve a

regular apprenticeship. How would any of

us like to employ a doctor who had learned

the mysteries of medicine in three weeks, or

how would you like to trust yourself on a

railroad train with a three weeks old en-

gineer ? And now, brother photographer,

let us think of this. We owe it to ourselves,

to our customers, and to the public at large

to insist on this, and if we all set our faces

like flint against taking any more three

weeks pupils for money, we shall soon

have our reward in better prices, and a better

appreciation by our patrons of our efforts to

advance and not retard our great art.

Yours truly,

D. B. Claflin.
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CRITICISM AND PHOTOGRAPHY.
BY H. H SNELLING.

Your correspondent " On Critics " gives

some excellent advice in the line of " criti-

cism " of which he speaks, and I join him in

the advice ; for to follow such criticism is

merely to enact the fable of the "old man
and his ass, " who, adopting the suggestions of

every man he met, at last lost the ass and

his merchandise over the bridge.

But, Mr. Editor, your correspondent falls

into error in calling such "criticisms," be-

cause they are nothing more nor less than

mere expressions of personal taste, and we
all know that this world is made up of

" many men of many minds "

Take up the daily papers during an exhi-

bition of the National Academy of Design,

and you will scarcely find any two of them

to agree in their criticisms of the pictures

there exhibited, each following the best of

his own ideas derived in the school of art in

which he was educated. As it is impossible

to rightly judge of Rembrandt's pictures by

those of Raphael, so is it impossible to judge

an engraving -by a painting, and still more

a photograph by either painting or engrav-

ing, or by the general " rules " of what is

called "Fine Art " I should sooner think

of following the judgment of an intelligent

shoemaker as to the quality of my photo-

graphs than that of many of the "fine art

critics;" their minds are so full of arbitrary

rules, and so in love with peculiar styles of

coloring that they look upon photographs

with jaundiced eyes, and, therefore, their

criticisms are to be taken with " many grains

of salt."

Still while I join Mr. Thorp in his advice

to photographers as to the class of critics of

which he speaks, I would not advise them

to throw aside all criticism. As I have

before said, we should take criticism as we
do preaching, accept the good and throw

away the bad, compare the criticism with

actual fact, and so far as it reaches our case

adopt it, and when it is at variance reject it.

I go, however, farther than Mr. Thorp,

for I hold that photography is not to be

wholly criticized by the " rules of art," but

in a larger measure by the " rules of nature,"

the rules of art being applied only where

they assist nature without in the least de-

tracting from it. To do this in portraiture

the photographer has to study position and

the management of the light only, and in

landscape the placing of the camera. As to

all other details he should consult nature en-

tirely. That photograph which gives themost

perfect refltsx of nature is the most to be ad-

mired, whatever its other qualities or defects.

We are all aware that when undue regard

is paid to this rule the most beautiful woman
is made to appear extremely homely in the

photograph, and an ugly woman quite hand-

some. And so with the landscape ; improper

position of the camera and defective lenses

give anything but a truthful aspect to the

landscape.

Every photographer should study the

" rules of art " as a help to fhe formation of

a picture, but he should study nature more,

and the relative bearing of photography to

it, in order to produce a ^perfect photograph,

true to nature, not that it may conform

strictly to the rules of fine art. The best

eifects are often produced in painting by the

roughest kind of work, the colors laid on

heavily ; but it is not so in photography.

Heaviness creates opaqueness and muddiness

which none can admire.

Neither sharpness alone, nor detail alone,

nor relief, nor softness alone, constitute a

good photograph, nor yet tone; but all these

combined, more or less modified according

to the nature of the subject, should enter

into the combination of ei'^ery photograph.

The students in the military school of

Paris, are compelled to learn how to pho-

tograph.

Messrs. Leon and Lkvy presented to the

Photographic Society of Paris a number of

views taken by Messrs. Bisson and "Welling

during a nine months' journey in Egypt.

Only dry plates had been used, and some of

them were developed a year after exposure

without showing any deterioration.

The question of protecting photographic

productions by copyright, agitates at present

the German photographers. The draft of a

law has been submitted to the Reichstag,

having this object in view, and will likely

be passed at the present session.
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Bigelow's Illustrated Album of

Lighting and Posing.

We have had much pleasure and instruc-

tion in carefully examining this last emana-

tion from the fruitful hrain of Mr. Bigelow,

and we are free to express our unqualified

approval of its plan and general purpose.

It is no less than an Album containing

twenty-four admirable photographs, studies

in lighting and posing, embracing a variety

of methods of lighting and positions, which

covers quite all the necessities of a general

portrait practice. Butthisisnotall. Without

some explanation the Album would mean no

more than any other collection of excellent

pictures. True, we can learn much by study-

ing pictures only ; and so can we find our

way about a large city without a guide or

plan of it, but if we have both, we see and

learn more, and get along much easier. Mr.

Bigelow has, therefore, made his work com-

plete by giving us with his album an Ex-

planatory Key, which unlocks all the mys-

teries concerning his pictures. In it he gives

us, by means of plans and diagrams, the

arrangement of the curtains ; which are used

to produce the lighting seen in the picture

to which the number upon each diagram re-

fers ; the position of the camera, with ref-

erence to the sitter, and also the position

of the sitter under the light, which is all

that is required except the chemical manip-

ulations to produce the same efiects.

For example, we have a subject resembling

the one represented by the seventh picture

in the Album who wants a Kembrandt pic-

ture. We want to know how to light it,

and pose it, and where to place our sitter,

and our camera. We look at our " Key,"
and we find first this diagram, and under-

neath :

"Plate 7.—An example of Eembrandt
lighting. The exposure was ten seconds

longer than for plate 6. Curtains 1, 2,

4, side light, open; also 1, 5, 6, top light.

The sitter was placed within 3J feet of the

side light, and just back of the dotted line,

which denotes the centre of the light."

Or it may be the ninth picture is more
suitable. We refer again to our " Key,"
and we find another diagram, viz. :

and the following

:

" Plate 9.—Shadow lighting. In this

picture the direct light comes from a point

in rear of the sitter. Curtains 1, 2, 5, side

light, and 1, 5, 6, top light, open. Upon
the floor in front of the sitter is a reflecting

screen, four feet square, vised to lessen the

depth of the shadows. Time, 35 seconds."

Thus you see lighting and posing are

brought down to a system which all can un-

derstand and practice. Besides explaining

the pictures Mr. Bigelow gives several use-

ful pages in his " Key " to the general prin-

ciples or rules of successful photography,

such as the direction of the light, the use of

screens, of placing the sitter, of the back-

ground, and of the camera. Also excellent

hints on the lighting of the sitter, hints on

taking colored draperies, plain, good work-

ing formuUi, instructions in retouching the
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negative, &c. Altogether, Album and Key,

it is the most useful thing ever offered for

use in the studio, and every photographer

should possess it.

Mr. Bigelow very modestly says in his

Introduction :

" In presenting this work to the profession,

I do not profess to know more than others

of the fraternity, butgive the work as a rec-

ord of my own personal experiments. The

photographs being my own work will indi-

cate to all the degree of skill attained, and

you must judge for yourselves whether I

presume much in attempting to teach. I

felt the want of some work of similar plan

in the beginning of my experiments, and

think I should have been willing to pay

much more than is charged to have secured

the information contained in this.

"Having been for many years a profes-

sional portrait painter, my training has been

such as to make clear to me many things

which trouble those who have not had the

privilege of an art education I

have studied diligently all means of infor-

mation within mj' reach, the practical glean-

ings of which I have tried to embody in this

work. The design of the work I have proved

practically useful, by giving a very ordinary

operator my manuscript and a pencilled dia-

gram similar to those engraved, and the re-

sult was more flattering than I had dared to

hope."

We forgot to say that the pictures are Vic-

toria size, beautifully printed and mounted,

and the Album is bound in green cloth, gilt,

making it as pretty as it is useful. The price

will be found in the advertisements.

WILSON'S LANDSCAPE STUDIES.

We have taken occasion frequently of

late years to bring to the minds of American

photographers the fact, that in the matter

of landscape photography they were far be-

hind their neighbors beyond the Atlantic.

This did not set well on some of our more

ambitious friends in this line, sftid finally

they began to complain, saying, " Well,

Mr. Editor, if you know that better work
than ours exists abroad, why do you not do

as you did with portraiture, i. e., import for

us some of these fine landscapes, that we may

procure them, and study them." This re-

quest seemed reasonable, and has been acted

upon, and now our publishers are able to

supply first-class landscape studies by the

best landscape artist photographer in the

world. We have induced Mr. George Wash-
ington Wilson, the renowned Scotch pho-

tographer, to select from his large series of

views of 4^x7 size, such as he would con-

sider as having the most good qualities for

photographers to study and follow in their

work. He kindly consented to do this for

us, and the first instalment has arrived.

Our publishers have mounted them on fold-

ing leaves, and bound them in albums of ten

studies each ; and each album contains a va-

riety of subjects, such as old ruins, marine,

river, lake, architectural, pictorial, interiors,

mountains, and so on ; and there are scarcely

two alike, so that a number of these albums

may be obtained without fear of having the

same pictures twice. We need not assure

our readers that the examples of work are

exquisite, such as no one else but Mr. Wil-

son produces, and that they are not only ad-

vantageous for landscape photographers, but

very handsome for the reception-room or

parlor table. The price is $4 each. We
commend them to all students and lovers of

the beautiful.

WHEN IT DON'T PAY TO TAKE A
PHOTOGRAPHIC JOURNAL.

On page 73 of our March number we briefly

argued the query, " Does it pay to take a

photographic journal?" We now ask a

little space to prove that some photographers

find it donH " pay," and to show why they

came to that conclusion.

We find, in the last number of Harper''

s

Monthly, some remarks on the variety of

criticism with which every magazine is apt

to be greeted, which seem to us so d, propos

to our own case that we cannot refrain from

quoting them. After stating that the edi-

tor receives many letters of rebuke and ad-

vice as well as of sympathy, the writer con-

tinues: "It appears, from a careful review

of many of the suggestions of which we are

now speaking, that this hapless periodical

is at once too light and too heavy ; it offers

too many stories, and not enough tales ; it
•
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is too much devoted to travels, and to essays,

and to miscellaneous literature; it is not

scientific enough, and its theological papers

are too few ; it is both without opinions, and

its views are suspicious ; it is quite right in

eschewing politics, and it would be a much
livelier affair if it discussed politics ; it is a

mere picture-book, and it might wisely have

more illustrations. Indeed, there is no

error, no folly, of which a magazine might

be guilty, which is not to be charged against

this, if some kind private critics are to be

trusted, while the great perverse public in-

sists upon cheering our well-meant if feeble

endeavors, and every month demands more

copies, with all their imperfections on their

heads." We cannot complain of many sug-

gestions of the kind above alluded to, our

readers generally seeming to be more in-

clined to commend than to find fault with the

Photographer. And yet we receive enough of

private criticism in all its variety to enable

us to thoroughly enjoy the pleasant little

sketch we have just quoted, which repre-

sents very fairly the conflicting advice

which every magazine editor receives, and

between which his true course seems to be

to take a general average.

We oftener than anything else have fault

found with us by the parties who take ex-

ception to our opinions in certain matters,

and we are not unmindful of what comes to

us from such sources. Here is an example

:

"
, Mass., Feb. 3, 1872.

Messrs. Benerman & Wilson.
Gents: Herewith I remail to you the

January number of the Photographic World,

not wishing to subscribe for this year.

In the February number of the Photogra-

pher I notice a 'puff' of Wenderoth's

Argento pictures. I would like to inquire

what there is new, novel, or patentable in

them. The whole process was published in

England, two or three years since, by J. R.

Johnson, as you must know, the only differ-

ence being that Wenderoth leaves his pic-

ture on the metal plate, instead of transfer-

ring it to paper.

This appears to me a more barefaced

swindle than the bromide patent. I can

only reconcile your puffing this with your

course on that, by supposing that whatever

is done by a certain Philadelphia clique is

all right to you, while outside patents must
suffer. I have no interest in this whatever,

so that I think I -can speak with fairness

;

and I assure you it is with more of sorrow

than of anger that I say that it seems that

a really /ai?' and honest photographic jour-

nal is a thing yet unknown.

Yours respectfully."

Now, our readers will at once see the

folly of attemptivg to please the man that

would write such a letter as that. It don't

pay him to take a photographic journal,

very evidently, and doubtless he is pecuni-

arily interested in some photograph patent

which would be a success, were it not for

this (dis) honest magazine, which looks after

the interest of its readers so closely, as to

prevent any fraud being practiced upon

them. We thus responded to the writer,

and we trust he enjoys his thraldom, and

that none of the gratuitous photographic

magazines are sent him. It don't pay him
to read them.

Another correspondent wrote us, recently,

that he stopped our journal because we cut

the English advertisements out of the Year-

Booh. Well, now, we have seen the evil of

our ways in that direction, and won't do so

any more. (See Year- Book, 1872.) Will

our friend come back to us, or don't it pay

him to take a photographic journal ?

Some time ago another wrote us that, al-

though he had derived much benefit from

our magazines, still the aecovmt in his men-

tal ledger was against us. We had, by
lauding the cabinet-size picture, caused him
to invest in a lot of new apparatus, but the

cabinet-size " wouldn't go." Are we to be

held responsible for his lack of discretion in

the matter? for his want of enterprise and

pu^h ? If so, we beg him not to take our

journal ; it won't pay us.

Another stops his journal because he tried

Mr. Newton's process of washing prints and

failed—spoiled his prints. Now we supply

food for brains, but not brains. That

wouldn't pay.

Another subscriber, who finds it does pay,

has been doing missionary work for us

among his co-workers, and he writes thus :

" I have canvassed this city on your be-

half (five photographers), and must say that

they have a most superb indiflerence to
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almost all photographic publications, and

say that they occasionally buy (one) a num-

ber of their stockdealer, and a Mosaics now
and then. Their work shows this thing, as

they are making cartes for $1 per dozen.

No wonder it " don't pay " to take a jour-

nal if they only get $1 a dozen for their

cards.

Now it is our heart's desire to make our

magazines 'pay all who subscribe for them.

We do not hope to make every number

please and profit every subscriber, but we
try to be useful io all. If we do not succeed,

then it donH -pay to take a photographic

journal. Now let us close this disagreeable

talk with what we cannot help but indorse,

the following sad truths, which are clipped

from an exchange, which also clipped it from

an exchange

:

" It is strange how closely people read the

papers. We never say anything that any-

body don't like but what we soon hear of it,

and everybody tells us about it. But, if

once in a while we happen to say a good

thing, we never hear that—nobody seems to

notice that. We may pay some man a hun-

dred compliments, and give him a dozen

puflPs, and he takes it as a tribute to his great-

ness and never thinks anything about it

—

never thinks it does him any good. But if

we happen to say something that this very

man don't like, or something that he imag-

ines reflects on him or his character, see how
quickly he flies up and gets mad about it.

All our evil is duly charged to us, but we

seldom, apparently, get any credit for what

good we do."

A CHAPTER ON SCREENS.
The screen dodge, handled so skilfully by

Mr. Kent, has brought to the front of the

screen several plans for modifying the light

on the sitter, some of which we have already

published. We have enough left, however,

to make quite a chapter on them, which we
do. Send on the rest.

The first is from Mr. Jos. W. King, Union
Springs, Ala., who was once our only sub-

scriber in Honolulu, Sandwich Islands. Mr.

King says

:

"Yours, acknowledging the receipt of

mine on the hand-screen question, came to

hand last evening, and I sat down and tried

to give you some idea of my ^contraption.'

(Glad you have a name for it.)

" I think by studying it a little you can

see the very great advantage it would have

over a trap to hold in your hand, or, as I

used to do, have a small boy to hold on to

it, while I did my ' camera.'

" The continuous lines I had to hold the

screen in place were of white, and another

of red, to throw back or act in opposition to

the white lines, by which I could turn it in

any manner conceivable. These red lines I

have marked with crossed lines in the figure.

" The dotted screens, you will see, are two

of the many positions they can be put into,

either directly over the sitter, on his side,

in front, or, in fact, with six lines, four

white and two red., I could put this arrange-

ment anywhere about the room.

" The lines are better run through four

smooth rings, for on pulleys they are apt to

get foul sometimes. The four rings are fas-

tened to either side and ends of the lower part

of the skylight weW, and run down to pins or

nails at either side, or all running to one

point, and then by having difl'erent colored

cords you can, after getting used to them,

work them very quickly.

" As I have rigged up a good many more

sky and other lights than I am years old, I

have had use for very many different ' con-

traptions,' but so simple do they all appear

to me, I imagine that this one did not re-

quire any very considerable amount of talent

or brains, and if it will be of use to any

brother photographer, he is very welcome to

it, and no patent."
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The next comes from Mr. B. F. Hall,

Lansing, Mich., who says:

"Deak Sir: The articles I have seen in

the last few numbers of the Photographer^

relative to ' Hand-screens,' have induced

me to send you a photograph of a screen I

have used for two years, for the same pur-

poses as the hand-screen of Mr. Kent, and

which, I think, possesses many of the ad-

vantages, and none of the disadvantages of

the hand-screen.

" A is a screen made of ordinary white

printing-paper, pasted neatly over a large

wire hoop, in the same manner as a hoy

makes a kite. JB is a tin socket about six

inches long, attached to one side of the wire

hoop, and made to fit snugly over the end of

a jointed bar, C, which stands in an ordi-

nary head-rest column. D is the joint in the

bar made with a thumb-screw.

" The above arrangement makes a univer-

sal joint, by which any angle can be given

and retained in the screen, which I use

either as a modifier or refiector of light as

the case may require.

"It is capable of doing all that a hand-

screen should be required for, and is not so

objectionable to the sitter, and can be used in

taking pictures of children, which I think

would be difficult with a hand-screen."

Still another emanation, which is from

Mr. W. A. Manville, Marshalltown, Iowa.

Mr. Manville writes

:

"Inclosed I send you a photograph of a

combination reflector of my own get up.

Use it as you see fit. It embraces everything

in the shape of reflectors. Five years' expe-

rience teaches that it is the best thing yet

invented. I am an operator, and want
money bad enough, but I had rather pound

it out, making good photographs, than to go

into the patent right business, and keep

others from making better work.

"A, head-screen; B, handle to head-

screen; C, brace with two screw-eyes at

each end to keep head-screen level ; D,

cross-bar. At D there is a bolt, so that the

handle B can be moved at the right or left.

The handle B runs to the centre of the head-

screen, A, and is fastened with another bolt,

so that the head-screen. A, can revolve,

thereby making the light play on the face at

one's will. E E is supplied with holes, so

that the cross-bar, D, can be raised and low-

ered. F F F, side reflectors ; G, a large white

screen of unbleached muslin, that is supplied

with rings at each side, and runs on wires.

It can be moved on or oflT at will. H is at-
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tachecl to E with slip hinges, so that one can

reflect up under the chin, or raise up the

reflector E', and reflect light down on top of

the head. With this I can stand at the

camera and take hold of handle B, and man-

age the light on my subject while focussing,

and when I get my focus my light is right,

and my head-screen remains in its place.

There are no more movements to be made.

I claim I have an improvement on all other

screens. I used the head-screen five years

ago, when I had no skylight, but made pic-

tures by a north window with nine lights of

7x9 glass, In a log building (a good place

to learn to manage light), and have used it

more or less ever since.

" The first Eembrandt picture, or what I

called Eembrandt, 1 made in the year 1869.

I used a head-screen lo soften the high- lights.

I have always considered it a great help, but

not until the last year have I put it into

every-day use. Now I use it on every sub-

ject (except full forms and groups ; for them

I use the head-screen G). I can get any

style of lighting. - I can put the whole face

in shadow, or can light the right or left side

without moving my subject. I send you

some samples of my every-day work, taken

under my combination reflector. Judge for

yourself. Now I intend to give all the right

that I hold on this combination to the Na-

tional Photographic Association, and let

them dispose of it as they please.

"P.S. To tilt the head-screen, cross-bar D
can be lowered at one end and raised at the

other."

We had hoped to hear further particulars

from Mr. Kent before this time. He is

probably intending to be present at St.

Louis with a fuller explanation of his in-

vention than we have yet had.

What I Know about Transparent

Positives.

BY H. E. COUCH.

In making transparent positives, like al-

most everything in our art, the Simplest

way is the best. I ofl'er the following as the

best way that I have tried. If any one

else has tried it I am not aware of it.

Make the negative the exact size required

by the transparency, full of detail, sharp,

strong, and soft.

After varnishing the negative, paste a

narrow slip of thin cardboard on each end

of the collodion side of the negative. This

is perhaps best done with shellac varnish.

The slips should be of sufficient thickness to

just prevent the surfaces from touching

each other when another plate of glass is

placed against it.

To print the positive : Eirst place your

camera before an open window, with the

tube elevated at an angle sufficient to clear

the horizon, so that nothing but the sky is

before the lens. (North light is preferable.)

Next, place your negative, prepared as

above directed, in your ordinary plate-

holder, collodion side towards you. Then
coat a glass with your ordinary collodion

and sensitize it in your ordinary negative

bath. When sensitized, place it in your

plate-holder against the negative already

there, with the collodion side towards the

negative, of course. The slips of card-

board prevent the two plates from coming

in contact.

Now go and put your plate-holder, with

the negative, plate, &c., in your camera

precisely as if you were going to take a

negative in the ordinary way, and expose

to the light five to ten seconds. If the light

is strong put a small stop in your lens.

Develop with your ordinary iron devel-

oper, made, perhaps, a little weaker than

for negatives. Clear as usual, rinse, dry,

and varnish, and your transparency is ready

to mount. No toning is necessary.

When the light is quite strong, say in

the middle of the day, turn your lens to-

wards a white screen under your skylight

and expose. They can also be printed in

the same way by gaslight, or a good coal-

oil lamp with an Argand burner. The ex-

. posure, of course, will be longer.

Try this, and you will be pleased with

the ease and certainty with which you will

obtain transparent positives. It is not pat-

ented. It is not proposed to get it patented.

If new to any one it is freely given in ex-

change for many benefits received from our

excellent journal.

Danbury, Conn., March 12th, 1872.
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PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY OF
PHILADELPHIA.

Stated meeting held April 3d, 1872, the

Eirst Vice-President in the chair.

The minutes of the last meeting were read

and approved.

A vote of thanks was passed to the follow-

ing gentlemen who had contributed to the

foreign exchange of photographs : Messrs.

Draper & Hasted, Gutekunst, Moran, Dixon,

Browne, Carbutt, W. H. Jackson (of Wash-
ington), Bates, Moore, and Wallace.

Messrs. Suddards & Fennemore having

presented a very handsome solar portrait of

the late Vice-President, Mr. Hugh Davids,

it was resolved that a vote of thanks be ten-

dered to Messrs. Suddards & Fennemore for

their very handsome and acceptable gift, and

that the Room Committee have the portrait

suitably framed, and hung on the walls of

the room of the Society.

Mr. Bell exhibited a pad for printing pur-

poses, which was destined to fume the paper

while in the frame. Shortly before printing,

the pad, which is made of several thicknesses

of flannel, is dusted over first with finely

powdered chloride of ammonium, and then

with slaked lime. One application of the

lime and ammonia will last all day. This

flannel pad is then wrapped up in a good-

sized piece of muslin, so as to prevent the

powdered lime and ammonia from falling

ofl^, and put in the frame as usual over the

silvered paper. Mr. Bell stated that the

quantity of ammonia given ofi' was quite

enough to make a good print.

The following gentlemen were duly elected

members of the Society : Messrs. Gerhardt

Schreiber, Harry D. Garns, George W.
Huitt, John Sartain.

Messrs. Carbutt and Moore exhibited some

fine slides in the lantern. Some of Mr.

Carbutt 's Woodbury prints especially de-

serve mention. The tone is a warm sepia,

much resembling the slides made by the al-

bumen process by European operators.

A vote of thanks wafe passed to Messrs.

Carbutt and Moore for their interesting ex-

hibition.

On motion, adjourned.

Ellerslie Wallace, Jr.,

Recording Secretary.

PENNSYLVANIA PHOTOGRAPHIC
ASSOCIATION.

The stated monthly meeting of the disso-

ciation was held on Monday evening, April

15th, 1872. President, William H. Pvhoads,

in the chair.

Thirty-seven members present.

Records of previous meeting read and ap-

proved.

A full report of the disbursement of the

donation to the Chicago sufferers by the

Distributing Committee of the Chicago So-

ciety was received and read.

On motion, voted that the report be ac-

cepted, and the thanks of the Association

tendered the Chicago Committee for the

faithful manner in which the fund had been

distributed, and with entire approval of

what they have done.

Mr. Wilson presented a circular, which

was read by the President, giving all neces-

sary information in reference to routes, fare,

&c., to St. Louis.

Mr. Rhoads called the attention of the

members to the National Exhibition to be

held in St. Louis in May, and said he be-

lieved the photographers of that city were

composed of men, from whom all who went

would meet a warm reception.

Mr. Wilson said he would like to know
as soon as possible about how many would

go from Philadelphia, so that he could make
arrangements with the railroads. He be-

lieved the Exhibition promised to be a very

fine one, and the entertainments and recep-

tion connected with it would be of such a

character as to insure success.

The question for discussion. Combination

Printing, being next in order, Mr. Schreiber

was called upon. He said the idea of com-

bination printing was suggested to him by

reading H. P. Robinson's book, Pictorial

Effect in Photography, in reference to it, and

seeing some prints made by Mr. Robinson.

Mr. Schreiber exhibited a print made from

three separate negatives, showing very suc-

cessful management in the composition and

printing, which were described in detail by

him. He spoke strongly in favor of this

method for landscape photography, as giving

the photographer the advantage of making

up pictures from negatives that were of little
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consequence alone ; they were pictures that

pleased his customers, and commanded good

prices.

Mr. Carbutt said he had practiced combi-

nation printing some, and would state his

method of printing in clouds, which he ex-

plained in detail ; it being the same as given

by Mr. Kobinson.

Mr. Bell raised a question in reference to

using a weak bath with a collodion fully

sensitized. He had tried to use a twenty-

grain bath with a seven-grain collodion,

and got nothing but streaks ; others had

tried it with the same result. He wanted

to know if anybody could use such a combi-

nation.

Mr. Schreiber said he had used a twenty-

grain bath very successfully. He said when

he heard of Mr. Black's acid bath, it oc-

curred to him to use a weak bath without

acid. He tried it, and found it to work

well. Had used it ever since.

Mr. Bell also spoke of using glycerine in

the negative and printing baths.

After the discussion, the sciopticon was

taken charge of by Mr. Carbutt, who, after

illuminating the screen, called the attention

of the members to the sharpness of the out-

line around the illumination. He said he

had produced this by removing the ring be-

tween the lenses in the back combination,

and letting them come nearer together, sep-

arated only by a thin wire, thereby chang-

ing the visual focus of the lens, and appar-

ently giving it a greater field.

Mr. Khoads exhibited a beautiful collec-

tion of French slides, mostly from Euro-

pean and Egyptian scenery ; after which

Mr. Woodbury brought out a few gems by

the photo-relief process, including one of

himself in a snowstorm, from a negative by

Mr. Notman, Montreal.

This printing process is particularly adapt-

ed to lantern positives, as it produces slides

superior in -every respect to any other pro-

cess by which they are made.

Adjourned. E. J. Chute,
Secretary.

Copenhagen has an industrial exhibi-

tion, including a section for photographs.

The exhibition commenced on April 1st,

1872, and lasts till May 8th, 1872.

FERROTYPERS' ASSOCIATION OF
PHILADELPHIA.

The regular monthly meeting of the Eer-

rotypers' Association was held April 9th,

1872, at the gallery of Mr. A. K. P Trask,

No. 40 North Eighth Street. President, C.

M. Gilbert in the chair.

Minutes of the last meeting read and ap-

proved.

Keport of Committee on Kevision of the

Constitution was read, and referred back to

the committee.

On motion of Mr. Trask, Mr. Charles L.

Lovejoy was appointed a committee to in-

vestigate the cause of the recent rise in the

price of ferrotype plates, and the practica-

bility of this Association manufacturing

their own plates.

Mr. Joseph "Weaver exhibited the best

picture.

Adjourned to meet May 27th, 1872, at the

gallery of Mr. A. K. P. Trask, No. 40

North Eighth Street, Philadelphia.

J. C. Harmon,
Secretary.

446 North Twelfth Street.

Chicago Photographic Association.

A MEETING of the Chicago Photographic

Association was held at Hall's gallery. No.

217 West Madison Street.

Meeting was called to order at 8 o'clock

by the President, Gr. A. Douglas.

Minutes of last meeting read and ap-

proved.

The Executive Committee reporting fa-

vorably, Messrs. E. A. Eobinson and G. F.

Churchill were unanimously elected mem-
bers.

Messrs. Douglas, Barnard, and Copelin,

Committee on the Attendance of Members

at the Convention in St. Louis, reported

that the railroads were adverse to making

any discount or deductions on fares.

On motion, Mr. A. Hesler was added to

the committee, with instructions to report

at the next meeting.

On motion, the Society took a recess, for

the purpose of hearing the report of the Ee-

lief Committee to the photographers of the

city in general.
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On return to business, a motion to post-

pone the consideration of the new constitu-

tion until all the regular business had been

attended to, was carried.

A letter from G. F. Moore, a photogra-

pher, formerly of Chicago, expressing kind

wishes, &c., for the members, was then read.

Mr. Wm. Shaw showed a stereo negative

made by him at half-past five in the evening,

in a forty -grain bath, one drop carbolic acid,

one-half grain cyanide of potassium
;
put in

the silver while hot and steaming ; when

cold, add one-quarter ounce of collodion

;

shake up and use. The negative was a very

good one, being clear in the shadows and of

good density for printing.

Mr. Thomas Hine exhibited a double

tablet for dry plates.

Mr. Shaw described a little apparatus in-

vented by himself, which can be used as a

diaphragm in the stereo camera, and prom-

ised to show it at the next meeting.

The President reappointed Messrs. Hine

and Cunningham to prepare papers for the

next meeting.

The $37 turned over to the Society by the

Relief Committee was divided between four

burned-out photographers who had previ-

ously received no aid.

The meeting then adjourned to meet at

the gallery of Messrs. Eyder & Barnard, 335

West Madison Street, the first Wednesday

in May.

Alex. J. W. Copelin,

Secretary.

Meeting of the photographers of Chicago

at Hall's gallery, No. 217 West Madison

Street, Wednesday evening, April 3d, 1872.

A. Hesler, Esq., was elected Chairman,

and A J. W. Copelin, Secretary.

The report of the Relief Committee,

Messrs. Douglas, Hall, and Battersby, was

then read, showing the total amount re-

ceived to be $856.26, total amount of dis-

bursements $819.26, leaving a balance in

the hands of the committee of $37.

On motion, the report' was accepted, and

the balance of the Relief Fund ordered paid

into the treasury of the Chicago Photo-

graphic Association.

It was then moved and unanimously car-

ried, that a vote of thanks be tendered to

Messrs. Douglas, Battersby, and Hall for

the very able manner in which they had
performed the arduous duties committed to

their charge, and also to the photographers

who so promptly and liberally responded to

the call made for relief in our behalf by the

officers of the National Association.

Alex. J. W. Copelin,

Secretary.

VOICES FROM THE CRAFT.
Editor Photographek :

Mr. W. H. Dunwick of McKernan's
gallery, -Saratoga Springs, in writing to the

"Bulletin" (see February number, 1872)

says: "After filtering out the free iodide,

and evaporating in the usual manner, add,

while the solution is warm, from five to ten

drops of ammonia. I did so (by recom-

mendation from a friend), and in five min-

utes my sick bath turned black as ink. I

then boiled it about half down and sat it

aside to cool. The next morning I filtered

out about a teaspoonful of black organic

matter, and then added to the bath enough

acid (nitric) to turn litmus. After this

treatment my bath worked as good as new.

I do not think this has ever ajjpeared in pi'int.

I hope your five thousand or more readers

will derive some benefit ^from it." Now,
Mr. Editor, I wish to call Mr. Dunwick's

attention to an article in the Photog-

rapher, August number, 1871, page 251,

by our friend " Anderson," in which he

says, on page 253, " Make a weak solution

of aqua ammonia and water (say one part

ammonia to four or five parts of water), and

add this, gradually, drop by drop, stirring

continually ; a brownish precipitate (oxide

of silver) forms at each addition, which,

however, is redissolved upon stirring, be-

cause oxide of silver, though only very

sparingly soluble in water, is readily soluble

in water containing nitrate of ammonia,

which salt is continually accumulating in

the bath, being introduced by the ammo-
nium salt contained in the collodion. Con-

tinue to add the ammonia until the litmus-

paper is just restored to its blue color, when
the bath will be either just neutral or ren-

dered slightly alkaline. . . . The OB-
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GANic MATTKR will now begin to fall down

abundantly in the form of a black powder

or sand, and will clina; to the sides and bot-

tom of the dish, &c. , &c." To the question^

Mr. Editor ; has the information conveyed by

Mr. Dunwick to five thousand readers, ever

appeared in print? It won't do, Mr. Dunwick,

not to take our Philadelphia Photographic

Journals; because, 1st, It is apt to expose

our ignorance, and 2d, It don't pay. Mr.

Proprietor, Photographers, it will pay you

to subscribe for our photographic literature,

that your operators may keep themselves

posted, as our profession advances from day

to day.

One who keeps his Eyes Open.

Albany, February 27th, 1872.

Vander Weyde's Process of "Applying
Tints to Photographs."

We print what follows these remarks,

from Mr. Vander Weyde's patent specifica-

tions, for the reason that several of our

readers who have been waited upon by him

to buy his "right," have asked us for in-

formation, and not to advertise or recom-

mend his process, for we do not wish to be

understood as doing either. We understand

that he has obtained fabulous sums from

some parties for " exclusive rights," in their

several cities, and before any more of our

readers buy it, it is but just that they should

know what they are going to get. The

specifications read as follows

:

Be it known that I, IIenPvY Vander
Wey^de, of the city, county, and State of

New York, have invented a new and Im-

proved Method for Applying Color or Tints

to the Surface of Photographs or other sur-

faces, of which the following is a specifica-

tion:

The purpose of my invention is twofold.

First, to produce by a rapid and easy pro-

cess stippled tints of any shade or color over

the backgrounds and other parts of photo-

graphs, albumenized, and other surfaces,

which will have the appearance of having

been produced at the expense of a vast

amount of labor and artistic skill. These

stippled tints have thus far only been suc-

cessfully produced by good artists after

years of practice, using a fine brush charged

with wet color, and dotting one stipple or

stroke at a time. Second, to fix dry colors

or tints on albumenized or other surfaces.

Dry colors or tints have never before been

fixed or even applied to albumenized or

glossy surfaces.

My method consists of rubbing, with the

aid of a soft pad, dry colors or tints in any

form, and fine pulverized pumice-stone or

its equivalent, using them together or sepa-

rate on the albumenized or other surface

until it adheres by penetrating into the grain

of the same. In this way I secure in an

incredibly short time, all the advantages of

the customary method, while the result ob-

tained is even superior in artistic appearance

and atmospheric efi"ect to the most laborious

and highly finished productions.

Mj^ method must not be confounded with

any old methods of applying dry color or

tints to surfaces, as they are all superficially

applied, have a dead, opaque, flat, chalky

efli'ect, and can be readily blown or rubbed

oflP, while they will not even temporarily ad-

here to albumenized surfaces, while accord-

ing to my method dry tints can be applied

to any surface ; cannot be rubbed or blown

off by ordinary means
; and the effect is at-

mospherically transparent, and looks by no

means opaque or chalky, but like the labori-

ous artistic manipulation of a fine wet brush.

I claim

:

The use ofpulverized pumice-stone, emery,

or its equivalent, for the purpose substan-

tially as described.

Henky Vander Weyde.

We also understand that Mr. Vander

Weyde has reported that we promised to

say nothing about his process in our maga-

zines. We did not so promise. We publish

everything we can get of interest to our

readers.

Mr. F. Gutekunst, of this city, informs us

that he paid Mr. Vander Weyde a large

sum for the right to the patent in this city

on the representation that only about five in

the United States were to be licensed. And
that in the face of this, Mr. Vander Weyde
has licensed nearly four times that number.

If we can get further information on the

subject our readers shall have it.

10
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GERMAN CORRESPONDENCE.

Investigating the Iodizing Salts—On the Influ-

ence of Different lodizers on the Sensitive-

ness—Substitutes for the Cadmium Salts—
Cracking of the Film.

In continuing my experiments on collo-

dion I have recently investigated the nature

of the iodizing salts. It happens occasion-

ally that we v?ish to exchange one salt for

another, for instance, iodide of potassium or

bromide of potassium for iodide of sodium

or bromide of cadmium. It is well known
that equal weights of these salts do not con-

tain equal quantities of iodine or bromine;

fortunately, however, we have the figures of

the chemical equivalents, which show that,

for instance, 1 66 parts iodide of potassium

are equal to 186 parts iodide of sodium, and

these again to 145 of iodide of ammonium.
Unfortunately these figures refer only to

substances which are chemically pure and

free from water, and the salts which we buy

from the stockdealer contain very often a

little water, which does not disappear very

readily on drying. Even when we employ

the equivalent weights errors are possi-

ble.

For these reasons I always test the salts,

previous to using them, by determining

what quantity of nitrate of silver they can

precipitate in the form of iodide or bromide

of silver ; for this purpose I dissolve 4

grammes of the iodine or bromine salts in 60

grammes of water ; from this solution I with-

draw with a pipette 1 cubic centimetre, and

add to it 1 cubic centimetre of silver solu-

tion of the strength of 1:10. A precipitate of

iodide or bromide of silver will be formed,

but a part of the silver still remains in solu-

tion, and the amount of this is ascertained

with my silver tester (see Handbook of Pho-

tography, page 160) ; by an easy subtraction

it is found how much silver has been pre-

cipitated by the iodine and bromine.

Ten parts by weight of silver, precipi-

tates almost exactly ten parts of crystal-

lized bromide of cadmium, but to precipitate

the same quantity of silver with the other

iodizing salts, the following quantities will

be necessary.

Calculated
according

According to Equiva-
to my Ex- lent
periments. Weight.

lodideof Cadmium, . . 10.6 10.64

Iodide of Potassium, . 9.8 9.61

Iodide of Sodium, . .10.8 10.8.3

Bromide of Ammonium, . 6. 5.70

Iodide of Ammonium, . 9. .3 8.44

Bromide of Lithium, . 6.86 5.03

Of the tht-ee last-named salts, a little more
has to be taken than what is indicated by
the equivalent figures. Salts like the iodide

and bromide of lithium vary very much, as

they constantly attract water from the at-

mosphere.

Lately I have instituted also, a series of

experiments, for the purpose of ascertaining

if the sensitiveness is materially altered by
changing the iodizing salts. It has often

been remarked that a cadmium collodion is

less sensitive than an ammonium collodion
;

to nay surprise I found the reverse. I em-
ployed formy experiments, precipitated, i. e.,

pure pj^roxyline, and iodized the collodion

with the salts of cadmium, sodium, ammo-
nium, and lithium. My formula of the last-

named salt I took according to the above-

named proportion ; the so-prepared collo-

dions were tried one after another, and it was

found that the pure cadmium collodion was

more sensitive than the cadmium, lithium,

or ammonium and sodium coUodium. This

speaks again for the employment of the

cadmium salts as iodizers. This article is

unfortunately very dear, and the price still

advances daily. Cadmium is becoming very

scarce. Formerly the zinc works of Silesia

furnished large quantities of it. It was ob-

tained in distilling the zinc ; now, however,

it has been found that the zinc becomes

more brittle when the cadmium is separated

from it ; the question has been asked, there-

fore, what to employ in place of cadmium,

and it seems to be best to employ the salts

of zinc. The pure iodide and bromide of

zinc are very easily decomposed, but on the

other hand there are double salts of zinc

with iodide of potassium and iodide of am-
monium, which are very permanent, and

these have been successfully introduced into

photography by Dr. Zettnow.

The presence of these salts of zinc in the
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collodion has another advantage. By decom-

position with the salts of silver nitrate of

zinc is formed, a substance which in conse-

quence of being very hygroscopic keeps the

plate moist for a long time
; a great advan-

tage with long exposures.

One of your valuable correspondents,

Mr. Billinghurst, writes about the splitting

of the film, and the means to prevent it. I

learn, with much pleasure, that you in

America are not nearly so much troubled

with this evil as we in Germany, and I

think the cause of this is that your climate

is more dry than ours. That you have better

varnish, I know from my own experience,

and this is another advantage. But when Mr.

Billinghurst states that a preliminary coat-

ing with gum arable is the best preventive

of splitting, I must contradict him, and for

the following reasons : A commissioner of

our Society has tested this coating with gum
Arabic under the most varied conditions,

and found that instead of jjreventing the

splitting, it has a great tendency to produce

the very result which we wish to avoid.

The commission recommended, therefore, a

coating with yellow dextrin (not white).

A solution of 1 part yellow dextrin in 8

parts of water gives an excellent protective

coating to the plate.

The almost general and widespread use

of bleached shellac has done much mischief.

Shellac is an excellent material for making

varnish, but when it has been bleached with

chlorine it is not improved thereby, but

gets worse; it becomes brittle, soluble in

water, &c., and these bad qualities are com-

municated to the varnish. For these reasons

I recommend the use of unbleached shellac,

and the receipt which our mutual friend

Kilburn has published in your excellent

Mosaics is a superior one.

Tours truly,

Dk. H. Vogel.

The beautiful landscape in our last num-

ber was printed by the Woodbury process,

which you see has made wonderful strides

lately. Our remarks on it were only in-

tended as an April 1 mislead.

NOTES IN AND OUT OF THE
STUDIO.

Br G. WHARTON SIMPSON, M.A., P.S.A.

Action of Hydrochloric Acid upon Metallic

Iodides—Economical Cutting Up of Paper
—Removing Stains from Old Negatives.

Action of Hydrochloric Acid upon Metallic

Iodides.—The discrepancy of experience be-

tween Professor Towler and Mr. Spiller

raises an interesting question, upon which

further experiment alone can throw further

light. Contrariety of view, and consequent

discussion between two able men, each mani-

festing a courteous respect for the other,

offers no ground for regret, especially as

they will most probably lead to definite de-

cision of the point raised. Mr. Spiller, re-

ferring to the Professor's last communica-

tion in your pages, writes to the following

eifect

:

" The learned Professor seems to admit

the difficulty of bringing about the decom-

position in question, for he refers to an ex-

periment in which oft-repeated treatments

with the acid were resorted to, and a tem-

perature so high that a crucible was em-

ployed instead of the evaporating dish which

I used. I do not doubt that Professor Tow-
ler obtained the results which he described

;

but my view of the case is supported not

only by the English chemists, whose testi-

mony has been already given to you, but

my attention has just been directed to a

pamphlet entitled ' Grundriss der Thermo-

chemie,' by Dr. Alex. Naumann, Professor

of Chemistry in the University of G-iessen,

in which the author has gone the length not

only of adopting the same view, but of giv-

ing the explanation of these curious reac-

tions, founded upon the thermal values and

equivalents of the several elements taking

part in them. The interchange between

chloride of silver and iodide of potassium,

and the action of hydriodic acid upon the

chloride of potassium (not the converse) are

specifically described."

Economical Cutting Up of Paper.—A re-

cent letter in your pages described a mode

of cutting up a sheet of paper so as to secure

forty-two card portraits. Mr. G. Symonds,

one of my correspondents, writes to desci-ibe

a method by which he obtains forty-eight
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cards out of a sheet of paper. Here is the

diagram by which he illustrates his mode
of proceeding, together with his remarks

thereon

:

" This is a quarter-sheet cut into twelve

cartes-de-visite, making forty-eight in a

sheet. Thus you will see there is a saving

of six cartes upon the plan described in Mr.

"Wilson's letter ; and this I thought would

be a great consideration to some of our fra-

ternity who charge a small price. Of course

this also saves the gold and silver, as less

sheets of paper would be required. T must

add that I sensitize in half-sheets, and cut

them in two when dry, then place two pieces

together on a glass, and cut with a knife

and glass."

Removing Stains from Old Negatives.—
Every one is familiar with the brown stained

effect which a much-used negative will ac-

quire from its frequent contact with the sil-

vered paper. Two modes have been em-

ployed to get rid of such stains,—washing

with a solution of cyanide to the great risk

of the negative, and dissolving off the var-

nish by repeated doses of alcohol, and then

revarnishing. Mr. Valentine Blanchard

writes to me that he finds hyposulphite solu-

tion and gentle friction answer well. He
says

:

•' I had occasion the other day to print a

negative that had not seen sunlight in the

pressure-frame for four years. I was in-

tensely vexed to find it hopelessly stained by

silver over its naost important parts, for it

was a favorite negative. Many years ago I

had tried cyanide under similar circum-

stances, but with variable success. Some-

times it succeeded a tnerveille, but at other

times it produced the most disastrous results

upon the unfortunate negative. On this par-

ticular occasion, however, I tried a milder

remedy, and with such happy results that I

at once place it at the service of those only

who need it.

" I took a tuft of cotton-wool and dipped

it in the hypo fixing solution used the day

before for the prints. The strength was, I

believe, five ounces hypo to a pint of water.

I worked with gentle friction upon the dam-

aged part, and, after a few minutes, had the

extreme pleasure of seeing the negative able

to discharge its print functions with all its

early power. Of course, after the treatment

with hypo, I regaled the plate with a liberal

supply of water, and afterwards carefully

dried it with blotting-paper first, and a soft

handkerchief afterwards, finishing with a

little gentle heat from the fire. I fear many
besides myself have met with this misfor-

tune, and as they may not have thought of

a remedy, I offer it for their benefit."

German Photographers' Society,

New York.

The general monthly meeting of this So-

ciety was held Friday, April 5th, at their

rooms, 66 and 68 East Fourth Street, Presi-

dent W. Kurtz in the chair.

Messrs. H. Holler, P. W. Weir, Jos.

Kranz, and W. Schwind were elected mem-
bers.

Mr. Stock exhibited two ingenious boxes

for outdoor work, one for coating the plate

in, and the other for developing it, obviating

thereby the necessity of any dark tent.*

The Chairman delivered to the Librarian

a number of Woodbury's relief prints, re-

ceived from Mr. W. Woodbury as a present

to the Society. The prints are exceedingly

tine and well executed, and for landscape

views most decidedly superior to silver

prints, as all the foliage, even in the deepest

shadows, shows the greatest detail, where

silver prints, on the contrary, are too apt to

be one mass of black. It was generally con-

sidered among the members that from all

mechanical printing processes Mr. Wood-
bury's promised to be the most perfect one.

On motion, it was resolved to tender Mr.

* This apparatus is so fully described in our

New York correspondence that we omit Mr.

Boettcher's description of it.

—

Ed.
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Woodbury the Society's thanks for his wel-

come and interesting gift.

Mr. Nagel exhibited some solar prints.

One made by developing from a very hard

card negative showed great softness and

delicacy. As several members expressed a

wish for Mr. Nagel's modus operandi, he

kindly gave it, as follows:

DRY PROCESS^SALTING SOLUTION.

Water, . . . .40 ounces.

Chloride of Sodium, . . 1^ "

Citric Acid, ... 6 grains.

After filtering, add 160 grains arrowroot,

and boil, stirring constantly. Float the

paper five minutes. Silver solution, 1:6;
float one minute.

WET PROCESS—SALTING SOLUTION.

Water, .... 4 ounces.

Bromide of Potassium, . 30 grains.

Chloride of Ammonium, . 18 "

Float five minutes.

SILVERING SOLUTION.

Water, .... 6 ounces.

Nitrate of Silver, . . 400 grains.

Acetic Acid, . . . 150 "

Float two minutes, and expose Ae paper

while still wet for about three minutes.

Develop with a concentrated solution of

gallic acid, with the addition of a little

acetic acid; wash well, then tone and fix as

usual.

Mr. Gaensli, from Brazil, South America,

showed a double card negative of a gentle-

man with a full long beard, both halves ex-

posed the same length of time, one being

under-exposed, showing the beard one black

muddy mass, the other possessing the finest

detail and having all the characteristics of

a full-timed, well-illuminated negative. Mr.

G-aensli stated that Mr. Guetzlaff is the in-

ventor of this new process, by which the

time of exposure could be reduced to about

one-tenth the usual time. It is done by

after-exposure under a combination of cer-

tain colors, the patent for which Mr.

Guetzlaff has applied for.

The difference between the sides of the

negative exhibited was very striking and

remarkable, as already stated, and as the

whole subject was considered of the greatest

importance, the Chairman volunteered to

give the process a thorough examination,

Mr. Gaensli putting his time and services

at his disposal.

Mr. Loehr, through the kindness of

Messrs. Anthony & Co., exhibited Moore's

"Patent Silver Absorber." It is to be at-

tached to the plate-holder, and consists of a

solid silver spring, pressing blotting-paper

against the plate.

Adjourned.
Edward Boettcher,

Secretary.

NEW YORK CORRESPONDENCE.
The April meeting of the Photographic

Section of the American Institute was held

on the 2d instant.

Mr. H. T. Anthony exhibited specimens

of the graphotype and photographotype

process, of marked excellence
; also a large

and varied series of views of the Yellow-

stone region, by W. H. Jackson, of Wash-
ington, D. C. These views were pronounced

very fine, and of exceeding interest.

The same gentleman also presented for

examination and fully described J. W.
Moore's patent silver absorber for plate-

holders. It consists of a piece of absorbent

paper placed beneath the silvered plate, and

held in position by a spring of silver, easily

removed when saturated with the draining

of plates.

I should think it preferable to the bottle

fixture into which the drainings are sup-

posed to pass (not always so, sometimes

everywhere but into the bottle), from one's

pantaloons, fingers, &c., to carpets. This

apparently trifling device will prove a rem-

edy to the back action of the silver drain-

ings, which by capillary attraction work up

the face of the plate during the period of

time between removal from bath and devel-

opment, the results of which are those

markings so troublesome to us photogra-

phers whose work is exclusively in the field,

and where considerable time often inter-

venes between the removal from bath and

subsequent development. It is a small

thing, yet a great thing.

Mr. Newton pleased and instructed us

with a series of his reproduced negatives,

that is, negatives from positives copied from
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original negatives by the process substan-

tially as given in one of my recent letters,

the modifications of which he promises for

the next meeting.

He called attention to a hacking vyhich he

used, and by which the tone of the resulting

print was in a marked degree controlled.

All have noticed the difference between
.

the richness of prints, the brilliancy of tone

of one as compared to another, nevertheless

both negatives from which the prints were

made appeared to be fine in all points. This

difference is due to the tone or actinic prop-

erty of the negative, and can be controlled

to a considerable degree by a backing of

plain collodion, in which there has been dis-

solved from five to fifteen grains of gum
sandarac to each fluid ounce; the more gum
the greater the density of the negative, and

consequently the greater the contrast in the

print, and vice ve7-sa.

A novel and ingenious device and combi-

nation was exhibited by Messrs. John &
Jacob Stock, of this city, for the production

of negatives in the field without the use of a

tent, and which was explained in detail by

JMr. John J. Montgomery, operator at

Brady's gallery, Broadway. Prints from
negatives, both views and portraits, the

joint production of Mr. Montgomery and
Wm. A. Dolan, of the same establishment,

were also shown.

As to ease in operating; reliability, and
general good qualities of this new and re-

So far as I can judge, without having

practicallj'^ tested this apparatus, I am satis-

fied that it is of importance enough to at-

tempt a description of it.

In this cut you have the design of the box,

with reservoir, A, which, as it stands, con-

tains the silver solution for plates. B is po-

sition of the coUodionized plate in this box
when the box has beeji turned upon its back

as shown in Cut 3, the silver then flowing

from the reservoir over the plate, and cov-

ering it as in the ordinary old style flowing

bath.

A double slide plate-shield is used (as

above shown), into which, after flowing with

collodion, the plate is placed. It is placed

with its collodion face towards you, and the

back slide on which the brass spring is seen,

together with the front slide, are now both

closed, the plate in shield is then placed on

box shown in Cut 1, still in an upright posi-

tion, and the back or spring slide, D, is

withdrawn, the box turned back far enough

to allow the plate to fall out into the recep-

tacle, B (Cut 1), after which the whole is to

be lowered steadily to its back, when the

men were both fully satisfied.

solution of silver will flow from the reser-

voir, A, over the plate. "When time to suf-

ficiently sensitize the plate has been given,

the box (Cut 3) with shield, &c., is to be re-

turned to its original position, as in Cut 1,
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and the plate allowed to drain. Next incline

the whole so far forward as to allow the

plate to again pass or fall into the shield, and

insert into its place the back or spring slide

D ; now restore the box to its upright posi-

tion (Cut 1), and the silver will pass back

into reservoir, A.

The plate-shield can now be removed and

placed upon the camera-box for exposure,

after which it is removed and placed upon

the developing box (Cut 4) in manner similar

to silver bath box, the back or spring slide

<
, , in doing

which, by an ingenious device, the slide of

the developing box is also drawn open, and
the exposed plate falls into the box below.

Next close both slides, and remove the

plate-shield from its position. The slide of

the developing box has a piece of non-actinic

glass fitted in it, of sufficient size to allow

full view of the development, and to facili-

tate which a piece of same glass is also fitted

in the bottom of the box, so that you can

readily see through the negative.

In this cut you have a view of the develop-

ing box, with the glass top slide partly with-

drawn, showing the opening (E) where de-

veloper is introduced, and outlet (P) where

it is withdrawn, both so arranged as to ex-

clude light.

The process of development is simple and

effective, and may be stated in a few words.

After the plate has been passed from the

shield into the box, it (the box) is then raised

up so as to form a reservoir below the plate,

and the developer is poured into opening,

E, the box is lowered, and the developer

is flowed evenly over the plate, its action

being watched through glasses top and

bottom, as described.

When sufficiently developed, it is passed

out at F, and water is introduced at E to

wash. Both the exciting and developing

boxes are lined with gutta perch a.

This is the whole story ; I hope it may
prove intelligible. Those who have worked

it, approve it ; those who have not, admire

its ingenuity.

Yours, &c.,

Chas. Wager Hull.

OUR PICTURE.
We have pleasure in presenting our read-

ers this month with our " Exhibition " num-
ber, a picture from the studio of Mr. W. J.

Baker. As a lesson for us to study, it has

many points which are valuable
;
and while

we sit, pen in hand, looking at it, and ad-

miring it, perplexed to know how we are to

bring out its full meaning, using our critical

powers with full license, as our good friend

Baker says we may, we imagine we feel the

warm breath upon our neck of one who is

a true artist, and feeling sure he is leaning

and looking over our shoulder we ask him,

"What think j^ou of this picture, my good
?" and he answers, through our friend

Baker, viz.

:

" I will set down roughly my notions

about it, and leave you to get what aid you

can from them in your 'preach.' First,

then, the underlying principles of all the

fine arts are the same, and though in-pho-

tography very much belongs to mechanism

or science, it would be hard to prove that,

in this respect, it differs from music or archi-

tecture. Precisely the same sense of fitness

which helps to make the painter, must be

brought to the aid of the good photographer.

Each makes use of light and shade to reveal

his thought, and each must study as well as

he is able the mysterious laws of ' composi-

tion.' It follows that a photograph is to be

cqiisidered primarily as any other piece of

art, and particularly like the art of paint-

ing, with limits to such consideration which

its peculiar process will suggest to all. The

ideal which every photographer who loves

his art should keep before him, does not, or

should not differ from that of Phidias or Da
Vinci,—the highest interpretation of nature.

In this picture the artist has succeeded in

realizing what was obviously his ideal at the

start : to make an energetic, lively picture.
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free from the sentimeutalism which affects

photographs as it does individuals. The

lights and shades are strong, without destroy-

ing any very important modelling, and they

are so arranged that no harsh and uncom-

fortable contrasts are presented throughout

the work. There is, furthermore, an abun-

dant variety of light and of shadow, and

also (which is sometimes very much neg-

lected) of texture. The attitude of the

figure is not especially graceful, but it is

very vigorous and energetic. The left hand

is particularly forcible in its nervous grasp

of the mahl-stick, and the turn of the head

is just enough to give sufficient action with-

out unpleasant distortion. The relation of

the background to the figure seems to me to

be veryjustly managed, granting the artist's

leading idea of producing a vigorous effect.

Altogether, this piece of work, though it

does not apparently seek the highest, is suc-

cessful in what it does seek. As the picture

has, undoubtedly, many apparent beauties,

so it seems to me that there are in it equally

obvious faults. It would add greatly to its

value if the light could have been so managed

as to give more modelling in the right jaw,

and more action, with a firmer outline in the

neck. There is also an unpleasing distor-

tion of the chin, pushing it up and to the

right (the face's right), and a slight streak

of light under the left mustache adds much
to the bad drawing of the lower face. The

collar and tie are barren and shoppy, but

the shirt is done as well as photography can

do a shirt,—the shadows are delicate and

varied. The remainder of the drapery, it

seems to me, is uncommonly good. It is a

question whether the bit of light on the cuff

of the right wrist and the single finger is

not a mistake ; and also whether some other

color should not have been chosen for a

chair-bottom, which would not have given

so sharp a line between clothing of figure

and the chair. The back of the chair seemg

to be out of keeping—receding too far (but

I suppose it is a little out of focus). But

the most serious fault is in arrangement, or

'composition,' not in the^ distribution of

light and shade, but in the accumulation of

accessories. The story (' I, too, am a paint-

er ')isalittleovertold. There are four or five

objects introduced, any one of which might

have been relied upon to hint strongly enough

the business of the sitter ; and it is more un-

fortunate that the sitter is somewhat crowded

by them, as if they were placed around him
after he had seated himself, a necessity of

the art which were better unrevealed in this

wa}'. The artist is about to rise and will

knock over some of his tools. A little want

of unity, which might easily have been

remedied by the sitter, it would seem, is

seen by comparing the action of the figure

and the expression of the face, particularly

the &jes, whose look is almost of reverie,

while the attitude is that of immediate

action. The touch on the brows of the

sitter seems necessary ; on those of the acces-

sory picture not so. Both the merits and

demerits of this picture show the necessity

among our photographers of further artistic

training. The science of photography is

far in advance of the art. There can be no

doubt that all styles of art can be in a man-
ner developed in photography ; but so far

we have successfullj' produced only those of

lower grades. What is termed the grand

style of the Greeks might be profitably

studied by photographers who are sufiiciently

advanced to translate the language ofmarble

and bronze to that of their own art. Winck-
elmann's ' History of Ancient Art ' might

give many of our artists new and valua-

ble ideas ; and certainly would, if studied,

enable them to avoid much '^of the trivial

and transient character which photogra-

phy has in its present period of infancy.

What is said in that magnificent work of

the peculiar sense of deconini in Greek art,

that is, the precise fitness of things, is to be

particularly recommended More modern

works treating of composition and drapery,

should, of course, be familiar to the pho-

tographer. And it may be hinted that the

artist should not be too much afraid of the

defects of the process, but boldly recognize

them, and leave them where they may not

be concealed without doing some violence to

the truth of nature. Some such ' retouched

'

pictures are farther from the truth than the

exaggerations of first prints."

Here is a real criticism on "Our Pic-

ture," and would that we could always have

such from our friend.

Mr. Baker has also given us his "say"
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on the subject which we append, with a

drawing of the plan of his establishment:

w

-^j^z

A" 11 Ft. A;

«*

Ja;

^

"The above plan represents my operat-

ing-room, which occupies part of the third

story of two stores. The arrangement is

just as it came into my hands, and consid-

ering the limitations of locality, I do not see

how it could be improved.

"The brick wall between the two stores

is pierced with an aperture 8 feet high by 10

wide. The background, B, W, is repre-

sented as standing as it was for the present

picture, at the south side of the recess. The

light. A, A^, A'^, K.'", is 9 feet wide on

the west side of the building ; the side-light

part comes to within 2 feet of the floor, and

rises to 7 feet of the same ; thence the sky-

light is carried back 14 feet, rising at its

highest point 12 feet from the floor.

"It is fitted with white ground-glass, has

inside swing-blinds, 1 foot by 5, covered

with blue cambric, and a level frame under-

neath, carrying two white lawn curtains,

each 4 feet by 8.

"Although in clear weather the sun is on

this light almost all day, I do not consider

it troublesome to work, and the recess gives

some very good effects on the background,

shading the end, B, as seen in our picture.

Most of my sittings are made on the other

side of the light (even with the sun shining),

as it gives more space for the camera, is

nearer the dark-room, and gives the Ilom-

brandt effect on the sitter's left side, which,

in the majority of cases, is the most favor-

able side. "When I add that the place of

our sitter was at D, the camera at C, side

reflector at E, E'', the diagram will perhaps

have conveyed all the information that it

can for our present purpose.

"With a view to give all a chance to get

a lesson from this photograph, I forwarded

copies to a friend who is an accomplished

artist, a sculptor, and who views art from a

much higher standpoint than any photo-

graphic critics of my acquaintance ; feeling

convinced that it would be better for all to

learn something, even if the thing learned

was not so much to my credit. One thing

he does not mention, and I do not know that

he coincides with me, but I think that the

portrait of the old lady is a great mistake.

It takes too much attention from the real

face, and looks too ghostly. A canvas with

a flat, insignificant sketch would have been

much better, but unfortunately I did not

reach this opinion till too late. As a whole,

the picture will, perhaps, give a far better

idea of the style of M. Salomon than the

prints from his negatives did, it being mod-
elled after studies I have by him.

"The paper on which the prints were

made is a brand well known about here, and

marked 'D Extra.' It is manufactured

and furnished to me by D. Tucker & Co.,

stockdealers in Buffalo. I have a habit of

trying all the new kinds of paper that come

out, and sometimes one or more of the older

brands, but always go back to this with re-

newed satisfaction with its admirable quali-

ties. It has never been puffed or pushed

widely into market, but would certainly be-

come vastly popular, were it so introduced.

"My formulae have been two or three

times published in the journal, and it seems

unnecessary to again occupy space with them.

I attach not the least importance to them.

"Buffalo, N.Y.- " W. J. BaKEB.

The mounts are after one of the many
beautiful styles now supplied by all dealers

from the manufactory of Messrs. A. M. Col-

lins, Son & Co., Philadelphia, and will,

doubtless, be admired, as it deserves to be.
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1. How shall I work Clemons's paper with-

out its turning yellow? I use a bath forty

grains strong, with ten grains of nitrate of

ammonia I tried Mr. O'Neill's receipt,

and also Mr. H. T. Anthony's process of

using alum. The alum may not have been

good, for in all cases the paper turned yel-

low in less than twelve hours. Clemons's

paper is highly recommended, has a fine

gloss, looks free from spots and blemishes,

but—suggest a remedy. Yours,

0. C. B.

2. Will you please give me an answer to

this question in the Philadelphia Photogra-

pher? I have two old negative baths. I

took them both and put them together, mak-
ing in all about 75 ounces. I took and added

rain-water about 50 ounces, shook it up well,

and then added 6 or 8 drops bicarbonate of

potassa. Previous to putting in the potassa

I filtered it through paper ; then when I put

in the potassa, I put it out to sun for five

hours ; then took and filtered ; then boiled

it down to about one pint ; then added snow-

water enough to bring it up to 40 grains

strong; then added a few drops of C. P.

nitric acid. I first tried it without iodizing,

and I could not get any sign of a picture

;

then I iodized it with iodide of potassium,

and then sunned it for five hours, and then

filtered it, and tried it again, but no sign of

a picture. Is there any remedy, and what
ails it?

My developer is 64 ounces water, and for

every 14 ounces of solution I add 2 ounces

acetic acid, but without any success. I have

used Charles W. Stevens's collodion, also

Lewis & Holt's, also Anthony's, but without

success. I have diluted it down to 25 grains,

and have placed it in the sun, where it can

remain for a month or so, and then when I

hear from you I will take it up, and go for

it again. My baths work all right but this

one. I generally keep three baths. I am a

new hand at the business. I have only

worked at it ten months on my own hook.

I worked for three months in learning, but

not with a very successful operator.

Curiosity.

We regret to learn of the decease of Mr.

J. W. Morgeneier, Jr., of Sheboygan, Wis.

He died April 4th, of scarlet fever, aged

nineteen years. He was a young photog-

rapher of unusual promise, far in advance

of his years, and just such a young man as

the future of American photography is de-

pending on for its advancement. The friends

of his father will all sympathize with him,

as we do.

THE ST. LOUIS EXHIBITION.
We suppose our readers have been suifi-

ciently stirred up on this subject, to enable

them to make up their minds whether or

not they can make it pay to be present at

St. Louis during the week of the Convention.

Our further remarks, therefore, will be to

those who are going.

As Perm.anent Secretary we have sent you

all a copy of the annual circXilar, giving you

the arrangements and regulations for the

whole affair. The Local Secretary's office,

as you know, will be open at 10 a.m. Tues-

day, May 7th, in the Masonic Hall, 711

Market Street. This is the first place mem-
bers should seek, to pay their dues, and to

receive their badges and tickets, and where

those not members may apply for member-

ship. This done, you will be ready for the

opening of the Exhibition, Tuesday after-

noon , and for the first meeting of the Asso-

ciation, Wednesday morning. The latter

will be held in the Polytechnic Hall, next

door to the Masonic Hall, and be followed

by other meetings, twice each day, during

the week. On the evening of Wednesday

the reception will be held in the Polytechnic

Hall, when the Association will be welcomed

by the Hon. Judge Wilson Primm, of St.

Louis, to whom President Bogardus will re-
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spond. Then comes an address on "The
Glory and Progress of Photography," by

E. Y. Bell, Esq., to be followed by a mag-
nificent lantern exhibition, hj J. ~W. Black,

Esq., of Boston.

The Exhibition will be open day and even-

ing. The meetings will be of vital impor-

tance, matters being expected to come up

which greatly concern every photographer

in the land. It is expected, too, that all

who have any matters of interest, either in

the practice or business of photography, will

bring them up, and have them discussed

and attended to.

"We believe, now, we need add nothing

more. You know as well as we do the ad-

vantages of being present if you can, and

we believe you will do all you can to get

there. We shall give you full and elaborate

reports of the proceedings in our next issue,

thus giving to those who caiinot\>e present all

the possible advantages of the whole affair.

Since the issue of the circular some ad-

ditional railroad arrangements have been

made, which we add:

Photographers starting from Indianapolis

will have a special car provided for tliem,

and will pay full fare ($10) going, and be

returnedfree any time within thirty days.

Eoute, via Indianapolis and St. Louis Kail-

road. For particulars, ask Mr. J. Perry

Elliott, Indianapolis.

Those starting from Louisville via Louis-

ville and Indianapolis Eailroad will be

charged $12 for the round trip. Eor ticket

orders, address Mr. I. B. Webster, Louis-

ville.

Mr. C. E. Wallin, Port Wayne, Indiana,

informs us that D. M. Emerson, Esq., pas-

senger agent of the Port Wayne, Missouri

and Cincinnati Eailroad, will supply round

trip tickets from Port Wayne and return

for $13. Send for ticket order to the Per-

manent Secretary.

Mr. Leon Yan Loo, Cincinnati, Ohio, in-

forms us that the Ohio and Mississippi and

Indianapolis and Lafayette Eailroad Co.,

will sell round trip tickets from Cincinnati

to St. Louis and return for $14.

The Pennsylvania Eailroad Company will

supply tickets at greatly reduced rates by

the following routes.

Route 1.—Prom New York to St. Louis

via Pittsburg, Columbus, and Indianapolis,

and return via same route, $33 ; from Phila-

delphia, $30.20; from Harrisburg, $27;

from Altoona, $23.

Eoute 2.—Same as No. 1 going out, and

return via Chicago, Port Wayne, Crestline,

&c. From New York, $41.65; Philadel-

phia, $38.95; Harrisburg, $35.75; Altoona,

$31 85.

Route 3.—Same as No. 1 going out, and

return via Indianapolis, Pittsburg, Erie,

Buffalo, Niagara Falls, Canandaigua, El-

mira, &c. From New York, $42.20 ;
Phila-

delphia, $39.50; Harrisburg, $36.40.

Route 4l.—Same as No. 1 going out, and

returning via Chicago and Niagara, as per

Eoutes 2 and 3. From New York, $51

;

Philadelphia, $48.30; Harrisburg, $45.10.

Tickets for Eoutes 1 and 2 may be had

after April 30th at 77 Washington Street,

Boston, 526 Broadway, New York, and 901

Chestnut Street, and Depot, West Philadel-

phia, Philadelphia, and at Harrisburg and

Altoona, Pa.

Parties in Boston and convenient thereto

may obtain through tickets by Eoutes 1 and

2 of the ticket agent at 77 Washington St.,

who will make all the reduction between

New York and Boston he can get. The

rate has not been ascertained, but he will do

his best for you. Tickets are procurable at

any of the places named now, and are good

to return until May 31st.

A party will start from Philadelphia at

12.40 (noon), Friday, May 3d, which parties

from other places are cordially invited to

join. Sleeping cars will be provided for.

Before you can buy tickets at any of the

offices named above, you must first send to

the Permanent Secretary for a ticket order.

If you buy a ticket for Eoutes 1 or 2, and

when at St. Louis wish to change it for route

3 or 4, yovi can do so by applying to Edward
L. Wilson, Permanent Secretary, and pay-

ing the difference in cost. A large number

will make this excursion.

We still hope to make some arrangement

with the Pittsburg, Fort Wayne & Chicago

E. E. Co. Parties on that and other West-

ern roads may write us for orders, and we
will help them if we can. The best way for

all who can is to take up the Philadelphia

excursion.
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Hillyer's Stand for Printing-Frames.

Mr. H. B. Hillyek, Austin, Texas, sends

us a valuable little idea for the printing-

room -whicli will be understood by the ex-

tracts and cut below, viz .:

" I send you a picture of a set of revolv-

ing stands to hold printing-frames, and so

arranged as to enable one to turn them as

the sun moved, and thus keep the printing-

franaes square to the light. It is my own
invention, not patented, and if new you
may publish it for the good of the craft.

IMine are thus made : The bottom is 6 inches

long by 4 inches wide, the end piece at

right angles to it, and nailed into its end, 4

inches wide and 5 inches high. The bot-

tom has three small holes for sticking a peg

(I use a shingle nail) to hold the bottom of

printing-frame. The large hole is for the

screw to go through upon which it turns.

Then the frames are screwed about 6

inches apart upon a plank 6 inches wide,

and the whole as photographed sets in the

window (mine are on a shelf outside of the

window), and your frames can be kept

square to the sun. The size given suits for

any size frames up to 4-4 or 8 x 10, and

I find them after two years' use quite in-

dispensable."

WRINKLES ANT) DODGES.

Empiying a Bath.—Under the head of

"Wrinkles and Dodges" you ask for items,

and not having seen it published, I thought

I would send you the following way to empty

a bath-holder. I have used it for a long

time to my satisfaction.

Simply use a white cotton string or twine

tied around about an inch or so from the

edge, and if the glass and twine are dry not

a drop will be wasted.

Publish it if you think it worth it.

A. "W. Cadman.

Silvering Paper.—My attention was called

to an article in a late number of your valu-

able journal On Cutting and Silvering Paper

^

by F. M. Eood, which was good, but to me,

where time is precious, such manipulation

would be tedious and too slow. While he

is silvering his 8 x 10 piece, I silver a whole

sheet of albumen paper. It is an old dodge.

I have a frame made a little larger than

a sheet of albumen paper, over which is

stretched muslin, and tightly fastened by

tacks. I now proceed thus : Place a whole

sheet of paper on the stretcher, albumen

side up ; novv turn down a half inch all

around the sheet ; now turn it up and fasten*

clothes-clips to each corner. You will have

now a complete dish of your sheet of paper,

formed a half inch deep, into whicli pour

your silvering solution. Now holding the

stretcher in both hands, tilt and flow all

over the sheet for twenty or thirty seconds,

as the case may be. Hang up to dry, and

let drain back into your bottle, which is pro-

vided with a funnel to catch all drippings.

By this operation you save time and the

expense of a 10 x 12 dish. If you consider

this good for anything, you may give it to

the fraternity. It is the way I work daily,

and I consider it a good way.

B. Pennington.

P.S.—I inclose you one or more cards,

one before I took the Philadelphia Photog-

rapher, two years ago, and some of more

recent date.

The method used by Mr. Pennington was

patented some time ago, but it was old, and

we have heard nothing of it lately. Mr. P.

has certainly made great improvement in his

work during the past year.

—

Ed.

I HAVE just been reading Mr. Kood's ex-

cellent article, in April number of the Pho-

tographer, on cutting and silvering paper,

and find that his way of silvering the paper
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is precisely the same as my own till he takes

it from between the sheets of blank news-

paper, then I think my way rather the best,

but of that I leave you to judge.

Instead of laying the sheet on the lath

frame, and sticking four pins in the corners

to keep it from curling, I simply turn the

back of the sheet together and hang it by

a spring clothes-pin strung on a line. If the

lower corners curl, put them back together,

and clasp a clothes-pin to them.

By setting an alcohol lamp under it for a

few moments it will dry very qilick and thor-

oughly. The hollow space formed by the

sheet when hanging creates a draft when
the lamp is put under, drawing the heated

air up so that the body of the paper becomes
perfect]}^ dry from receiving the most heat

on the back of the sheet, which I consider a

very important matter.

When dry I set it on end in the fuming-

box, and the fumes reach every part of it.

I am so much pleased with the method of

retouching negatives given on page 72,

March number, of the World, that I wish I

could call the attention of every person to

it who has occasion to do that kind of work.

Very truly yours,

C. L. Curtis.

Lanterii Slides.—Mr. Marcy's manipula-

tion for transparencies, published in your

magazine, is good, but I think the follow-

ing more practical for photographers in

general.

Direct the camera to the clear sky
;
pull

out the bellows (the longer, the sharper the

resulting picture)
;
put in the smallest dia-

phragm (the smaller, the sharper will be

the resulting picture).

Put one drop of melted beeswax on each

corner of the negative to be copied, on the

collodion side
;
place it in the tablet, collo-

dion side next to you.

Sensitize a plate of the same size as the

negative. Lay it in the tablet on the wax,

which will keep the two films from coming
in contact with each other. Expose and

develop. Use old collodion and an excess

of acid in the developer.

From this transparency you can make a

negative of any degree of intensity by substi-

tuting the transparency for the negative.

I often make solar negatives from contact

negatives in this way.

Eespoctfully,

A. Milton Lapham.

To use up iron plates which have been

used, wash well under the tap, with a soft

cloth, and flow with albumen same as glass

for negatives. I have used plates three

times, in taking pictures of children, and
found them as good as new.

I have seen frequent complaints of albu-

men paper blistering in washing after fix-

ing. A few drops of ammonia in the fixing

solution will put a stop to it.

S. R. Hatch.

I FIND by experiment, if a light is too

high, and one does not feel like putting

ground-glass light on the inside, it can be

overcome by making a light frame, larger

than the skylight, covering it with "mull,"

and hang it at any height one chooses
;
you

can arrange it so the top and bottom both

or either can be raised or lowered at will.

J. P. Spooner.

Mr. C. J. BiLLiNGHtJEST, McArthur,
Ohio, says

:

" I have just been reading Dr. Vogel's let-

ter in the January number of the Philadel-

phia Photographer, and I am surprised and

astonished that the 'splitting of the film,'

or peeling of the film from the glass, is

still a debated question. They seem to be

troubled with it more in the old country

than in the United States. It seems to me
there is nothing in the whole process of

making pictures more easy to prevent.

When I first opened a gallery for myself,

nearly nine years ago, I commenced using

a gum solution on my negatives, and I have

never had a single film leave the glass when
it was so treated. I take six ounces of water

and dissolve in it three-fourths of an ounce

of gum arable, and fiow it over the neg-

ative while wet. It should be filtered, and

it may be kept any length of time if dis-

solved in camphor-water, or by adding a

little alcohol, or a piece of alum the size of

a hazelnut, pulverized. When only a few

prints are needed from a negative, varnish-

ing may be dispensed with, if the gum solu-

tion is made a little thicker : one ounce of
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gum to six ounces of water, and flowed on

and off two or three times. Plates treated in

this way are easily cleaned, even after being

varnished. A few drops of glycerine added

to the solution is a great advantage, as it

prevents the gum from dropping off from

the mouth of the bottle, in little dry scabs,

and sticking to the negative. No amount

of washing will remove them.

"Dr. Vogel seems to think that dampness

causes the film to crack, but I think they do

not use the right kind of varnish in the old

country.

"That is a very convenient table of yours

for reducing apothecaries' weights to gramme
weights. A similar one for fluid meas-

ure would also be a good thing in the labo-

ratory.

"Ayres's Chart is another convenience, but

it would be much more valuable if a small

card accompanied it, with the real colors

printed on it, or small bits of cloth pasted

or tacked on, because there are so many who
do not know all the colors by their names.

I, for one, do not."

The difficulty in the latter case would be

to get the exact colors hy any artificial

means. Ed.

Here is a little "dodge" from Canada

which will interest a good many. We very

often get letters from our readers, complain-

ing of the ugly opposition they have, and

wanting to know how to overcome it. Our

answer usually is, make the best work, and

your people will prefer you. Here is a case

to the point confirming our advice. The
writer says: " I send you some examples of

my work, that you.may see what I can do.

They are fair examples of my work (very

clean and good too

—

Ed.), and the reason

why I can do so well is because I take the

Photographer and World. The study of them

has enabled me to advance to what you see.

About two years ago a man here wanted to

sell out. I bought him out, took three weeks'

instructions from him, and then commenced

to read and study your publications. I ex-

pected the man I bought out would not com-

mence again, but he did. He plasters in the

summer and photographs in the winter, but

he cannot do me any harm now, for I have

outstripped him. I beat him all out, though

he tried hard to come up to me. He paid

$10 for the enamelling process which I found

in the Photographic World, so I can afford

to take your journals both another year and

have a dollar to spare." This is a true story

told in simple style, but the gentleman's

plan is the correct one, i. e., take good pho-

tograph journals, read and study them and

learn how to make good work, and you can

beat your rival any time. That's the

" dodge." Use it.

How TO Become a Member op the National

Photographic Association.—Remit $4 to Ed>

ward L. AVilson, Permanent Secretary, Seventh

and Cherry, PhiladeIphia-~$2 for entrance fee,

and $2 for one year's dues, and signify your

willingness to become a member. He will return

you a receipt, a beautiful steef engraved certifi

cate, and a copy of the constitution, which wil

complete your membership. You are also en

titled to a portrait of Prof. Morse, from Mr
Eogardus. Employees, only pay hiilf rates, i.e..%2

The Philadelphia Excursion to St. Louis.

—Even if you have to pay full fare from your

home to Philadelphia, it will pay you to do so,

and join the party going from here, because you

will have the company of nearly one hundred

"congenial spirits," which will be a pleasure no

doubtto you, and really make the Convention last

that much longer. You can go to St. Louis the

short Way and return same way, or via Chicago

or Niagara, or both. There are four routes to

choose from.
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Encouraging.—It is pleasant to have the ap-

proval of those for whom you work, and to know

that when you work hard for the good of others

that you are succeeding. We receive many let-

ters of good words and approval, which come

intermixed with growls and grumbles. The

latter we expect, and from the former we make

a few quotntions, viz.: Mr. John McBride, Fort

Jefferson, Florida, says, " I would not part with

Mosaics, 1872, for $50, if another could not be

had. I was in trouble, and the article called

'Things Worth Knowing' set me all right."

Mr. Julius Hall, Stockbridge, Mass., says nothing

can lessen his interest in the Photographer, World,

and Mosaics, for they, with answers to his in-

quiries by the editor, have done much to place

him where he is. Mr. F. M. Spencer, Mansfield,

Pa., says, "Without photographic publications,

the chiefest of which are the Philadelphia Pho-

tographer and World, I do not know what would

have become of us country photographers. Very

many of us seldom see any work better than our

own outside of our journals, and that alone

makes them invaluable."

Bbndann Brothers' Backgrounds.—While

a great deal is being said about many trifling

things that are offered for the improvement of

photographic work, Messrs* Bendann Brothers

have been quietly perfecting a method of pro-

ducing artistic and picturesque backgrounds for

photographs, which we think is going to be very

advantageous and acceptable. Instead of in-

vesting in a number of fancy backgrounds, which

take much space and soon grow stereotype,

'negatives of beautiful designs are now offered by

these gentlemen at a low price, which are easily

printed in with indescribable effect. As we are

promised the opportunity of giving our readers

an example of the effect in our June number, we

shall hereafter describe the same more fully, and

meanwhile refer our readers to the advertisement

of Messrs. Bendann Brothers in this number.

Items of News.—Our old friend, Mr. J. A.

McArthur, whose photographic chemicals are

well known in New England, has received the

degree of M.D. in Harvard University, and en-

tered upon the practice of his profession in

Charlestown, Mass., in consequence of which he

has sold his chemical laboratory to another. We
wish him the good success in his new vocation

which always attended him in the old.—On the

1st of May, Messrs. Wm. B. Holmes & Co. re-

move to their new stoie, Nos. 64'4 and 646 Broad-

way, corner Bleecker Street, where they expect

to have much more convenient rooms than at the

three 5's.

Fireside Science.—A series of popular scien-

tific essays upon subjects connected with every-

d.ay life, by James R. Nichols, A M., M.D., ed-

itor Boston Joiirnnl of Chemistry. Published

by Messrs. Hurd & Houghton, New York, and

for sale by Messrs. Claxton, Remsen <fc Haffel-

finger, Philadelphia, Pa. It is full of short, in-

teresting, and valuable papers, which everybody

should carefully read.

Portland Photographic Society.—The en-

terprising photographers of Portland, Me., have

organized a photographic society for mutul im-

provement, with Mr. A. M. McKenney, Presi-

dent, Mr. H. H. Wilder, Secretary, and Mr. J.

H. Lamson, Treasurer. The matter is being

pushed zealously, and we expect a delegation to

be at St. Louis.

The photographers in St. Louis, at the call of

the indefatigable Local Secretary, Fitzgibbon,

have had several meetings, and have organized

committees to attend fully to the matters of the

Exhibition. We are satisfied that visiting pho-

tographers are going to be treated well.

The Chicago Relief Fund.—Messrs. Hall,

Battersby, and Douglas, the Relief Committee of

the Chicago Photographic Society, have made
their final reports to the Executive Committee of

the N. P. A., and to the Pennsylvania Photo-

graphic Association, and we cannot but express

with those bodies our admiration of the way in

which those gents performed the arduous duties

placed upon them. It was no easy task, be as-

sured. They distributed from the N. P. A. fund,

$629.26 ; from the Pennsylvania Photographic

Association, $117; from Mr. Jos. Battersby,

$75 ; from F. A. Trader, $5 ; from other sources,

$.30; in all, $856.26. The work was done im-

partially, and although there was some grum-

bling, we cannot see how any persons could have

done better. We ought to explain that the

motion we made at the Pennsylvania Photo-

graphic Association to place that sum in the

hands of the Chicago Photographic Society, in-

stead of the committee, was made at the request

of the committee, as they wished to be relieved.

Retirement of Samuel Holmes, Esq., prom
THE Photographic Trade.—We regret to learn

that Samuel Holmes. E?q., agent of the Scovill

Manufacturing Company, New York, a gentle-

man whose name has been closely identified with

and well known in the art for thirty-one yeara,

is about to retire from it and go into other busi-

ness. Ever since he was a lad of sixteen he has
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labored for and with this company, or its pre-

decessors, Messrs. J. M. L. & W. H. Scovill,

nnd during the whole life of American photog-

raphy, from the days when they sold silver

plate and matting metal by the pound and after-

wards cut them up into sizes to meet the wants

of the trade up to now, and he has seen the es-

tablishment and business assume such propor-

tions under his care as to make him seek less

care and less responsibility. A desire to have

less labor to perform has prompted this change.

Still Mr. Holmes is by no means an elderly man,

for he began early, and has always pushed with

vigor everything that came in his way. There

are many of the dead and many of the living

who have had cause to thank Samuel Holmes

for many kind acts done them by him, and who

will share our regret at his retirement from the

business we are most interested in. We shall

all miss him as one of the most warm and zeal-

ous friends of our art, and we hope that if we

are to lose his active co-operation with us, that

we are not to lose (and he promises we shall not

lose) his interest in us. He has our best wishes

for his success in his new business, which is that

of the New Haven Copper Company, Holmes &
Lissberger, 255 and 257 Pearl Street, New York,

The Photographic World, April, 1872, con-

tains a beautiful cameo Rembrandt picture of

an old gentleman in Continental uniform, by

Mr. Walter C. North, Utica, N. Y., and articles,

among others, on the following subjects: The

Convention ; Varnish ; Cleaning with Ammonia
;

Cameo Enamel Pictures; Cleaning Glass; Vign-

etted Negatives ; Photography and Art ; Ger-

man Correspondence ; Notes in and out of the

Studio ; Landscape Lessons ; Hypo Club ; Here

a Little and there a Little ; Sentiment of Posi-

tion ; Photography Advancing ; Portrait Photog-

raphy ; Cheap Work, &c. Mailed to any address

for 50 cents.

Pictures Received.—We have received ex-

amples of their best work from Messrs. Richard-

son & Broomhower, Lowell ; Andre, Buffalo ; E.

L. Goss, Waltham ; B. F. Hall, Lansing; B.

Pennington, Tifi&n ; W. Manville, Marshalltown

;

J. S. Medlar, Woodstock ("Little Gracie"');

Wearn & Hix, Columbia, S. C; and A.Hall,

Chicago. Mr. Pennington sends with some of

his more recent work a picture to show the best

he could do in 1870, and to demonstrate how
much he has improved since by taking the Phila-

delphia Photographer. He has assuredly made

very great improvement, on which we congratu-

late him. Some of the most refreshing work we
have seen for a long time we have received from

Messrs. Jones & Stiff, Salem, Mass. The light-

ing, posing, retouching, and printing, are all

done with so much care and feeling for the work,

that it is a pleasure to examine their specimens.

We have some equally praiseworthy work from

Messrs. Porter & Bro., Mansfield, Ohio. These

gentlemen frequently send us examples of their

work, and they are making very rapid progress.

They are evidently hard students and hard

workers, and such always make progress and

succeed. Messrs. Copelin & Hine, 215 West
Madison Street, Chicago, have sent us some very

picturesque cabinet size views of the ruins.

They are splendidly taken from carefully selected

points, and are very interesting indeed. They
give one a much better impression than the stereo-

graphs! Messrs. Copelin & Hine have kindly

offered us the use of the negatives for our journal

illustration, but it would be so hard for us to se-

lect. We think our readers would want the

whole series or a number of views, so we refer

them to our talented correspondents for them.

Mr. J. C. Potter, Elyria, 0., has favored us with

a number of stereos of ice scenery and winter

views made near his city. It is not an easy thing

to make a good ice view and to time the nega-

tive exactly right, but Mr. Potter seems to under-

stand it perfectly. Numbers 24, 29, 18, 20, and

19 strike us as being particularly fine and suc-

cessful as photographs. AVm. J. Land, Atlanta,

Ga. , has sent us stereos of the interior and ex-

terior of his chemical laboratory, which appears

to be an extensive establishjnent.

We have endeavored to issue our present num-

ber a little early, that it might carry the latest

news concerning the Exhibition.

The Libel Suit.—It is, at this writing, over

sixty days since the argument in the case of the

Shaw & Wilcox Company against Edward L.

Wilson, editor of this magazine, was made by

counsel before the referee and closed, but as yet

the decision of his honor has not been made.

We have been looking for it anxiously, as well

as our opponents in the case. The decision will

be of vital importance to our readers in a manner

we shall explain when we can give them a syn-

opsis of the trial. If it is against us we shall

endeavor to bear it as cheerfully as we have

many times before borne persecution, and trial,

and calumny for the good of the photographers

of the United States.
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tion of the N. P. A.

As Secretary of the National Photo-

graphic Association, we have given further

on a full report of the Annual Exhibition and

Meetings at St. Louis, and now when we
come to write a few words upon the subject

editorially, every time we look back to re-

, view the matter, the remembrances of the

extreme kindness shown us by the members

of our fraternity there, come back upon us

with such force as to completely carry our

thoughts away from anything else. St.

Louis ! St. Louis ! ! St. Louis ! ! ! con-

stantly stands before us and rings in .our

ears, and we fear we shall never get over it

until we go back and have another good time

there. Our only regret is, that our duties

as Secretary kept us so closely occupied, that

we could only half return the many kindly

greetings given us by warm-hearted friends
;

only half return the pressure of hands con-

tinually holding on to us ; only half share

the 23l'ecisures of the occasion, and only half

chat with those whose names we have long

known as our subscribers, but whose faces

we never saw before. But will they not all

excuse us when we assure them that it was

a greater deprivation to us than to any one

else ? "We know they will—we need not

ask it.

First, let us render homage to Local Secre-

tary Fitzgibbon and his posse of assistants.

Never was a more warm-hearted, cordial,

enthusiastic, first-class set of men got to-

gether than they are. Not only did they

exhaust their own energies in organizing a

programme for the utmost enjoyment of

their guests, but they called upon their fel-

low-citizens for aid, and such a generous

response followed, that they were enabled to

entertain their visiting friends in such a

splendid manner that they will never be for-

gotten. We believe that St. Louis is the

only city in which this could be done. How
shall we ever thank them ? We cannot

forget them. For years to come, our annual

convocations will be compared with the one

at St. Louis, for it will not soon be eclipsed.

The Exhibition.

The exhibition was not as large as the

Philadelphia or Cleveland Exhibition,

owing to the failure to exhibit on the part

of many of our Eastern photographers, whose

work we expected certainly to see there, and

whose lack of generosity in the matter we
can hardly forgive. But it was a very

creditable, showy, and beautiful exhibition,

and the quality of work shown by our

Southern and Western members was cer-

tainly very beautiful, and some of our

Eastern photographers will have to look to

their lavirels.

There was no great novelty in the art of

11
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any special account except, perhaps, the

very excellent printed-in backgrounds of

Messrs. Bendann Brothers, and a few speci-

mens hj the Yanderweyde process. The

hall was very attractively arranged, and

there was much there for the thoughtful to

study and make note of. The display of

novelties in the apparatus and supply line

was very fine, and creditable to the several

manufacturers and dealers. The attendance

of the public was not as large as we hoped

for, and the amount taken at the door here

and at other exhibitions is really so little,

if any, above the expenses, that hereafter we
hope the exhibitions will be thrown open

free, so that the public may be induced to

come and cultivate a better feeling for our

art. This is one of the foundation prin-

ciples- of our Association not yet secured.

In the matter of attendance Cleveland is

still ahead, and we are more and more con-

vinced, that it is more desirable to meet in

cities of that size, where there are fewer

matters to attract the public, than in the

larger cities.

To the five or six hundred photographers

present at St. Louis, we have no doubt the

Exhibition taught many lessons of profit

;

for in every case when parting with them

we asked, "Do you feel repaid for coming ?"

the answer was invariably " Yes ! I wouldn't

have missed it for anything, and I will be at

Eochester to. meet you sure, if health is

spared and I can save the money to go."

Therefore the Exhibition was a grand sue-'

cess.

The Meetings.

The meetings were splendidly attended,

and throughout were gratifying and instruc-

tive. The routine business was so inter-

spersed with the practical that the interest

never flagged. The papers read, the discus-

sions and the addresses were always practi-

cal, and some of them cannot be valued by
dollars and cents. No doubt the good done
will pervade the country, and aflfect the fu-

ture of photography everywhere as certainly

as a stone thrown into a stream affects the

whole. Among the new things done, a sys-

tem of Life Membership was instituted
; a

veteran list was ordered to be made up ; a

national scale of prices was ordered to be

published ; the list of members is to be

purged, and delinquents dropped from the

roll ; apprenticeship, we are sorry to say,

was not finally acted upon; many new ar-

ticles of value were shown and new ideas

circulated. In some of the papers there

were manj'' useful hints which were well

worthy of further discussion, but there was

not time. We hope they will be remem-

bered, and that next year all new business

may be taken up even if we have evening

sessions.

Best of all, this annual rubbing together

is gradually working among our craft a

more liberal and friendly spirit. Old bar-

riers are being broken down, and all are be-

coming not only more willing to learn, but

more willing to teach. " Give what you

know," is the watchword. Sound it forth

in all directions.

Now let us give this excellent Association

our hearty and cordial support. Do not let

it go down. Talk it up. Work to increase

its roll. Defend it, stand by it, aid it in

every way you can.

Next year we are to go to Eochester, and

there we predict will be the greatest attend-

ance and the grandest meetings ever hfeld by

the Association, for the coming year is going

to be one of great growth and advancement

for the Association and for our art. Mr.

Kent is a host, as you will presently agree,

and Eochester is a lovely city. Prepare

now to go.

Now, a closing word of congratulation

and thanks to our friends in St. Louis.

You have done splendidly. None could

have done more or so much. Let it be

your consolation that you have braced up

the Association you love so that it can never

fall. You will never be forgotten, and al-

though the Exhibition and attendance was

not so large as it was last year, no exhi-

bition ever did so much good, and none

ever gave svich an enthusiastic welcome and

liberal entertainment as you have done, and

wherever we go hereafter our thoughts will

ever recur to you, good friends, and to St.

Louis.

Mr. Egbert Benecke, St. Louis, oifers

the group of the N. P. A. for $1, one-half

to go to the Belief Pund. See his adver-

tisement, in Specials.
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PROCEEDINGS
OF THE

National Photographic Association

of the United States.

St. LO01S, Mo., May, 1872..

The Fourth Annual Convention of the

Nationul Photographic Association of the

United States was held in Polytechnic Hall,

St. Louis, Mo., opening on the 8th day of

May, 1872, at ten o'clock a m., and was

called to order by President Abraham Bo-

gardus in the following language

:

On the tenth day of June last the National

Photographic Association of the United States

adjourned from the city of Philadelphia to meet

in the city of St. Louis to-day, and pursuant to

that adjournment I take pleasure in calling the

National Photographic Association of the United

States to order. [Cheers.]

Upon President Bogardus taking his seat,

J. H. Pitzgibbon, Local Secretary, arose

and said

:

Me. President and Members op the Na-

tional Photographic Association: It is a

pleasant duty I have to perform this morning,

that of welcoming you to the city of St. Louis,

in the name of the photographers and citizens,

hoping your stay amongst us will be pleasant

and profitable
; that harmony and good feeling

will govern you in your deliberations
;
that you

mny all learn something from that beautiful ex-

hibition in the adjoining building, and that those

that have come from far distant cities may never

regret crossing the Mississippi and visiting the

future great city of this continent. It is with

pride and pleasure that I behold this assemblage.

This Association is yet in its infancy, in the

spring of life, and each succeeding year it will

grow apace, until it reaches its full maturity

with such colaborers in the field of art as I now

see before me. I believe it is destined to rise to

such a standard that it will yet astonish its most

enthusiastic admirers. Gentlemen, my task is

nearly finished
; it has been so far one of pleas-

urable labor, and I feel that I am fully repaid

when I look upon the beautiful collection of

specimens of our art that is now on exhibition,

and see the large gathering of members at this

convention from East, West, North, and South

that is before me, stimulated by that noble de-

sire, the progress and elevation of the photo-

graphic art.

Before the close of this Convention, I hope to

say a few words more to you. In the mean-

lime, Mr. President, before proceeding to busi-

ness, I have an order to fulfil, and one that gives

me great pleasure to obey. Within this small

case is an emblem of order, the gavel, which I

am requested to present to you by my brother

photographers of the city of St. Louis, knowing

full well your love and appreciation of order,

not only in conventional bodies, but in the rou-

tine of every-day life in a well-regulated gallery.

It is not for its intrinsic worth that it is given,

for it has none, in comparison with what we all

owe to you, for the time and means you have so

faithfully devoted to the elevation and welfare

of our beloved art.

With these few remarks, Mr. President, allow

me to present you with a gavel shaped in the

style of a miniature camera tube. May it never

get out of order.

At the close of Mr. Fitzgibbon's remarks,

and as he presented the gavel to the Presi-

dent, he was loudly applauded. The gavel

thus presented is of handsome workmanship,

and is a present worthy of the parties pre-

senting it. The barrel part is of solid ivory,

and of the shape of a camera tube; the

handle of polished ebony, beautifully

mounted in gold with the monogram
" ]Sr. P. A." of the same material. En-
graved in a gold plate on the tube is the

following: "Presented to A. Bogardus,

Esq., President of the N. P. A., by the St.

Louis photographers, as a memento of his

first visit to St. Louis, May, 1872. Not

transferable."

When the applause had subsided. Presi-

dent Bogardus arose and responded as fol-

lows:

Mr Brothers and Gentlemen or the Na-
tional Photographic Association : I believe

I have never called our Association to order

with more pleasure than I do this morning, for

on looking around I see a gathering before me
that does my soul good. I see before me' many
of our veterans in the art, many who have helped

us lift photography as high as it now stands
;

men who have born the heat and burden of the

day, and have worked hard with hand as well as

brain. And again I look around and see young

men, faces new to me, but yet I believe men of

energy, determination, and zeal ; men who have

the good of our art at heart, and who will do all

they can to unite with the veterans to lift pho-

tography higher, higher, and higher, until it

reaches the very topmost round in the temple of
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art. [Applause.] When such men unite to ele-

vate it, palsied, forever palsied, be the arm of

the man that would disgrace or degrade it. [Ap-

plause]

I want the light of this Convention to shine in

every gallery in the land, —yes. the most humble

and the most exalted, fr'^m the eastern line of

Maine to the southern line of Texas. I want its

blaze to illuminate every gallery in Europe, and

I want its light to shine over into the Canadas.

I want them to feel that in the United States

a body of men is gathered together who feel that

photography is a matter of something more than

dollars and cents. Gentlemen, I hold that the man
who has genius and skill enough to make a good

ph'otograph is a man of science and an artist.

And as the laborer is worthy of his hire in other

departments, so the photographer is worthy of

being well paid for his skill and labor. [Ap-

plause.]

We want to elevate photography among the

people. We want to make them feel that a pho-

tograph is something more than a little piece of

paper that can be ground out for a few cents, as

with a machine. We want them to feel that a

photograph, when properly executed, is a work

of art. We want every man in the profession to

study hard and diligently, and then there will be

no reason why one man can excel the other much.

I have seen men, and see them to-day, almost

ashamed to let it be known they are photog

raphers ;
therefore the higher we elevate our art

the higher will be the estimate the people will

place upon it. We have the men and material

here to lift photography up, and I know of no

better opportunity of doing it than at this Con-

vention ; what say you ? Are you ready? [Ap-

plause, and cries of Yes ! yes 1] It has been

said that old fogies hang on the coat-tails of

progressive men and hollow Whoa! but, gentle-

men, there is no use of it; the car of progress is

going along, and unless you get on board and go

with us you will be left behind and distanced.

We mean to take every man with us that will go

and help us push on, and we will do him good.

I ha've said enough on that score, because,

gentlemen, I don't want to take up your time
;

but I want to say a word in response to Mr.

Fitzgibbon. I can never thank the photographers

of St. Louis enough for the manner in which

they have worked, and for the efforts they have

put forth to make our visit here pleasant and

profitable. I am sure you will all unite with me
when I say Mr. Fitzgibbon has outdone himself,

and the committee that has worked with him has

worked with a degree of care that we could

hardly have expected from so few men. They

have been nearly or quite unanimous in all they

have done
; they have endeavored to work har-

moniously; and in the name of the Association

I thank them for preparing this reception for us.

[Applause.]

Now as to this gavel. I suppose it will speak

for itself often enough without my saying another

word. Mr. Fitzgibbon says he supposes I am in

favor of order. I am, certainly, and if I am
called upon to use this gavel to call any person

to order, do not think it will be from any personal

feeling, but for the sake of order. I mean to

conduct this thing in the interest of photography,

and if any outside matter is brought in here this

gavel will come down. [Applause]

Mr. Edward L. Wilson, Permanent Sec-

retary, read the minutes of the preceding

meeting, which were adopted as read.

The President read a telegram from Prank
Leslie, of New York, requesting that the

Association send him some interesting views

of the Exhibition to be published in his

journal.

Also, a letter of regret from George H.

Loomis, of Boston, stating that he is sick,

but had rather give one hundred dollars

than not be able to answer "present," when
his name is called.

Also, a letter from Mr. H. T. Anthony, of

New York, regretting his inability to attend.

Also, a letter from Mr. G. 0. Brown, of

Baltimore, as follows :

Baltimore, May Gtb, 1872.

A. BoGARDUs, Esq.,

President National Photographic Association.

Dear Sir : Though unavoidable circumstances

deny me the pleasure of mingling with my pho-

tographic brethren in their annual gathering this

year, yet I do assure you that I shall be with

them in spirit, and shall glory in the brilliant

success which I am confident awaits the St. Louis

Exhibition. My position enables me daily to

witness the incalculable benefit of the National

Photographic Association to the fraternity. From
the mere plodding along, content simply with

mechanical efforts, through the wise and earnest

teachings of the Association there has been an

awakening of the photographic Rip Van Wiiiklas

who are now striving to secure artistic excel-

lence. The result of this ''nev; departure'''' is,

low prices are rapidly becoming obsolete, and

poor ivorh is at a terrible discount. Persons of

taste and refinement derive pleasure and profit

from the art, and those unhappily devoid of ar-

tistic talent are discovering that they are out of
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their proper sphere. The public now value and

appreoiiite photography as an art. This encour-

aging epoch in the history of our art may be

mainly attributed to the National Photographic

Association ; and we may with pride ask, would

so much have been accomplished without its in-

fluence and efforts?

While we acknowledge that much is due to

public encouragement, so generously extended,

the officers of the Association are entitled to

grateful credit for the efficient manner in which

they have discharged the arduous duties devolv-

ing upon them. Much wisdom has been mani-

fested by the brethren in their wise selections of

officers at each annual meeting. Philadelphia,

Boston, Cleveland, and St. Louis each have hos-

pitably entertained the fraternity, and nobly

encouraged the art, culture, and progress of pho-

tography, and we trust the Monumental City

will be the next to have that pleasure.

Our city still retains all of its great popularity

as the city of conventions, our soft crabs are as

delicious as ever, our strawberries sweeter than

ever, and our ladies beautiful beyond competi-

tion. If this is not sufficient inducement we

could name a still more tempting programme,

but will simply add the Chesapeake Bay is still

here, and the National Capital has not yet been

removed "out West.'''' Focus next for Baltimore.

With kind wishes, I am, truly and fraternally

yours,

G. 0. Brown,

Editor Photographers' Friend.

The President also read a letter from

Prof. S. F. B. Morse donating a camera used

by himself, said to be the first used in

America, as follows

:

New York, Sept. 21, 1871.

Dear Sir : I send you the remains of the first

daguerreotype apparatus made in this country in

the autumn of 1839. Also, the first achromatic

lenses, which I sent to Paris to be procured for

me. Whether the apparatus can be used with-

out supplying some parts that are missing, I

doubt.

Accept these relics for your Society, with very

kind regards.

Respectfully, your obedient servant,

S. F. B. Morse.
A. BoGARDUs, Esq.

Mr. "Wilson, Secretary, called the roll,

upon the conclusion of which he stated that

about a hundred and fifty new members had

been received since the opening of the Ex-

hibition at St. Louis. [Applause.]

The Treasurer, Mr. Albert Moore, of

Philadelphia, read his report. He reported

that he had received during the Associar*

tion year, for fees and dues, $1535 ; balance

per last report $1386.98, making $2921.98;

paid per vouchers $2706 85, leaving a bal-

ance on hand of $215.63.

The President appointed Messrs. Bow-
man of Illinois, Fetter of Indiana, Knight

of Kansas, as a committee to examine the

report of the Treasurer. They attended to

that dutjr, and in a few minutes reported the

Treasurer's report correct, and recommended
its adoption.

The President : I will now introduce to

you Mr. J. W. Black, of Boston, who will

interest you for ten minutes.

Mr. J. W. Black: Ladies and gentlemen,

it is rather rough to be called on the first

one without any notice. I believe I labor

under a difficulty common to most photog-

raphers, which is, that of expressing myself

fluently, so as to make myself understood.

Whether it is because we have spent so much
of our time giving expression to other peo-

ple, I don't know
; but I believe it is a very

common complaint among our fraternity.

I am not prepared to talk to you much
this morning; but I will begin what I have

to say, and then introduce Mr. Sherman,

who has brought us a process which, if

it proves what it promises to, will give us

the greatest boon we have had for a long

time. The specimen pictures, so far as I

have examined them, have led me to believe

that they will be absolutely permanent.

Our worthy President, Mr. Southworth,

Mr. Sherman, and myself, examined some

specimens this morning of Mr. Sherman's

work, and I believe they came to the same

conclusion I did.

Mr. Sherman I hope will be able to ex-

plain more about it. If the process is really

what it promises to be, it is the greatest im-

provement we shall see at this meeting. If

this picture had been shown to me without

any remark, I should have said it was printed

and toned as usual. Aside from the expense

of gold, if we can, under this process, get a

permanent picture, it will be a great acqui-

sition. I think you would be more desirous

of hearing from Mr. Sherman on this subject

than from me. If you wish to hear from
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me on any subject I am capable of speaking

about, I will be glad to have you indicate it,

and 1 will respond.

Mr. Hayes : Will Mr. Black tell us about

the acid bath ?

Mr. Black : The acid bath has got to be a

rather tender subject with me
;

[laughter]

but I assure you, since I appeared before

you last year, I have used nothing but an

acid bath, and a weak bath at that. And I

have taken pains to have my operator write

oflf the formula as correctly as possible, be-

cause last year I didn't take pains to inform

myself accurately.

I use a bath pretty much as I have stated

it
;
perhaps I stated it rather broad last year,

and carried it rather to an extreme. I was

then using more acid than I do now. I will

read the formula to you, because I think if

you once get to using it, and get familiar

v/ith it, you will never vise any other. I am
well aware of the liabilitj' to failure the first

time you try. I have used it for two years,

and with me it is a success. It is not econ-

omy that I claim for it, but its reliability

when you once at-e acquainted with it

:

This is the formula—-commence with the

collodion

:

Alcohol, . . 9 ounces.

Ether, 6 "

Soluble Cotton, . 108 grains.

(Some cotton may make it thicker than

others, and you will have to vary the amount

of cotton as occasion may require.)

To excite that take

Iodide of Ammonium, . 18 grains.

Iodide of Cadmium, . . 18 "

Chloride of Calcium, . . 9 "

These, of course, dissolve in as little

water as possible in the usual way. The
strength of the bath is twenty grains of sil-

ver to the ounce
; very acid with nitric acid.

To the pound of silver use one to four ounces

of pure nitric acid. You will have to exer-

cise judgment in using your acid. If the

bath works hard and slow, patches black

and white, put more acid in The result of

putting too much acid in is to make the bath

work flat and weak, yet very rapid. With
that bath the collodion will work soft with

all the modulation. The pictures may not

have so good an appearance as some now in

the hall, but I think you will all agree they

are well modulated. ' You see no special

difference between those and other good

pictures. I usually use eight ounces of pure

nitric acid to the pound of silver. I suppose

any chloride would answer as well as chloride

of calcium
; but calcium is very soluble.

The characteristic of this bath is, it works

with great evenness. I commence the bath

twenty-five grains strong and work it

until it comes down to eight grains, and you

could not tell the difference in the result.

It don't work so well at first as when you

use it for a while. It work's best from fif-

teen to eighteen grains strong. I think it

is the experience of every man here that a

new bath don't work so well as after it has

been used awhile. In copying work where

it is desirable to have a very hard sharp ef-

fect I put in much less acid, but if I want

to make portraits from nature, where I want

to produce light and shadow exactly as I see

it, I put in more acid to give me that delicate

eff'ect.

I use the developer in the usual way, ex-

cept I use nothing but good acetic acid, iron

and water, but I use acid enough to make

it flow well. If you have too much acetic

acid in, the picture comes up slow and hard.

Use about sixteen or eighteen grains of

iron to the ounce, so the picture will de-

velop slowly up. Take forty to sixty sec-

onds for developing. Eor exciting use as

little water as possible. I think the ordi-

nary or bromized collodion in that bath

would work flat.

Q. How much nitric acid do you put in

with a pound of silver ?

A. Commence with an ounce.

Q. How much do you add at a time af-

terwards ?

A. About an ounce at a time.

Q. How much do you put in additional

to produce dilferent eftects ?

A. We generally put in one to two ounces

to begin with.

Q. What is the inside and outside limit of

the additional amount ?

A. For the outside limit, I should say

eight ounces, because that is as much as I
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ever did use successfully. The inside limit

say half an ounce.

Q. Do you iodize the bath ?

A. No, I do not. After you onoe get

your hath in working order it does not re-

quire any iodizing.

Q. Has this amount of acid any eifect

upon the time of exposure?

A. It reduces the time of exposure. That

is, I should take the picture in less time. If

you get too much acid it will work quick

and flat, with no body and intensity.

Q. Do you ever albumenize your glass ?

* A. Always. I will admit I was foolish

enough to work a good many years with

clear glass.

Q. Do you never use glass without albu-

menizing it?

A. No, sir. If we had held a convention

many years ago I would have albumenized

my glass many years ago, and would have

been saved a good deal of time and trouble.

Q. Do you use any ammonia in the mix-

ture ?

A. A few drops.

Q. What is the length of time required to

coat a plate ?

A. About the usual time ;
rather quicker

than otherwise.

Q. Does it not injure the permanency of

the film ?

A. No, sir; not at all. By the Avay, I

don't think you could use a bath so acid as

that without albumenizing your glass.

Q. How strong is the albumen?

A. One egg to about a quart of water

—

very light.

A voice : I use half an ounce of nitric

acid to six ounces of silver, the bath about

twenty grains strong. I use Mr. Tilford's

collodion with it, and have never failed to

get a good picture.

Q. When you get too much acid in your

bath how do you get it back ?

A. 1 put a little new silver to it. I do

not fall into that mistake very often.

Q. Is the bath iodized then ?

A. No, sir ; nothing more than what old

bath may have been put with it.

Q. Do you think there is much difference

in regard to the amount of ammonia used in

the albumen for coating glass ?

A. No, sir ; I don't think it makes much

odds. We put in a few drops without being

particular. I have never had any trouble

in cleaning plates since I have albumenized

;

but there is a great degree of latitude in the

amount of albumen used.

Q. Do you fume your paper ?

A. No, sir ; but add a little ammonia to

the silver.

Q. Which is to be preferred, fresh albu-

men or the old, in coating plates?

A. I never have noticed any difference.

We make up two or three quarts, and keep

it until it is used up, which would be a week

or two.

Q. I would like to ask a question. My
bath has been in excellent condition to work

until within the last four or five days, when
there has been a blue light film running over

the plate in the direction of the dip, and no

amount of acid I have added, and no length

of time of exposure or new bath, has done

anything to change that. The picture ap-

parently under the surface is good and clear.

You can take a piece of cotton and put it in

the bath and wash that surface off. Now
will a sufficient amount of acid change that?

A. I don't know that I can confidently

answer that question. The difficulty I should

think arose from some other source than your

bath. A collodion that is over-excited will

give you a deposit.

Q. The picture is apparently very clear

under a very thin surface outside of the col-

lodion ?

A. It is difficult to answer such a question

unless you have all the minute details from

beginning to end, and then you have to go

over it, sometimes many times, before you

can discover where the trouble is.

Voice : I heat my bath when I find any

trouble from that or kindred sources.

Q. Is the same strength of iron to be used

all through the developer under all circum-

stances ?

A. We rarely have to change. Use a weak

iron that will develop slowly and evenly, and

give a fine deposit. If I want a picture to

work smooth, fine, and clear, I simply

weaken my developer. When a picture is

under-exposed, a developer a little stronger

would be perhaps a little better. It gains

but little. It takes a little more time to

bring it up.
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Q. I have seen reconiniended the use of

fimmonia to preserve albumen
;
do you use

it?

A. Yes, sir.

Mr. Sherman, of Milwaukee, being called

upon to explain his new process, stated as

follows : I did not expect to appear in this

case. I am not particularly prepared for

this occasion. I have devised a compound

which can be used as a fixing-bath and a

toning-bath, the product of the decomposi-

tion of which I believe to be uninjurious to

the print—a solution in which prints may
be immersed to be toned and fixed which

deposits a permanent substance; that sub-

stance is the bisulphide of mercur_y—ver-

milion—one of the most stable pigments

known. It has stood the test of time. Sir

Joshua Eeynolds, in pursuing the subject,

found that vermilion, in paintings of the old

masters two or three thousand years old, had

stood unchanged.

Now I have discovered a method of ob-

taining vermilion from a solution, and a

method of applying that solution, and the

product of that solution, to a photographic

print. Now I will write upon this black-

board the formula of hyposulphite of soda,

and show you how the elements of hyposul-

phite of soda are disposed of by the addi-

tional compound which I add to this bath,

—

"Na^S^Og"

Nag= two atoms of soda.

Sj= two atoms of sulphur.

O3 = three atoms of oxygen.

The reaction which takes place in the

hyposulphite bath used, and which is unin-

jurious to the print, is this :

Ag S^ O3 : that is, the hyposulphite of

silver, a very unstable substance, that breaks

up into Ag S -f- SO3, the sulphide of silver

and sulphuric acid. Hence we are recom-

mended to throw away hyposulphite of soda

just as quick as we have used it once. Now
this hyposulphite of soda furnishes the sul-

phur for the bisulphide of mercurj', and the

bichloride of mercury furnishes the mercury.

I will show you

—

Na^ S^ O3 -|- Hg,Cl2. Now
suppose we get this: Hg Sj + 2 (Na CI);

you see here is twice CI. Here is twice

Na— that is, two atoms of chlorine and two

atoms of sodium. They unite and form two

atoms of the chloride of sodium—which is

two atoms of common salt—a substance

which is harmless in a print ; and the Hg Sg

—which is the bisulphide of mercury.

Chemists say that bisulphide of mercury
cannot be produced in this way (but I have

done it), for the reason that there is a trou-

blesome element which exists, termed sul-

phuric acid. Now, if you have some way to

dispose of that oxygen, to prevent the sul-

phuric acid, and after that some way to dis-

pose of your sulphur, then I think we have

a fixing bath at least. But, if in addition

to that you can bring about a.bisulphide of

mercury in the print, in connection with

the other, then I think we have something

better ; and that I think we do. We make
this solution, and here is the sediment or

product of the solution. This I have tested

with nitric acid, hydrochloric acid, and sul-

phuric acid, and chemists who have exam-

ined it admit it is bisulphide of mercury

—

that it is pure vermilion. This then is

what I claim to have accomplished.

President Bogardus : This is something

that Mr. Sherman is working at, and we
can only just keep still and wait. He has

shown me a picture this morning which was

never washed ; it had been exposed fourteen

months to light, and there was no more
change in it than there would be in a piece

of white paper exposed for that length of

time to the light. This picture with that

exposure is as good if iiot better than any

hyposulphite fixed prints.

Award of Medals.

President Bogardus : I have a pleasant

duty to perform. We have a committee

appointed on the greatest improvement in

photography, during each Association year.

The Scovill Manufacturing Company of

New York offer a gold medal for the greatest

improvement, and Mr. Samuel Holmes, of

New York, offers a silver medal for the sec-

ond greatest improvement made during the

Association year, and I now have the pleas-

ure of presenting this gold medal to Mr.

Lyman G. Bigelow, for his Revolving Back-

ground and Curtain. In the name of the

Association I present it to him for the

greatest improvement for the year 1870-71.
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Mr. Bigelow responded to the presenta-

tion of his medal, viz. :

Although it gives me much pleasure to receive

this elegant testimonial, mingling with it there

is a feeling of regret that the awnrd might not

have been made to the inventor of some great

principle of optics, whereby the interests of the

fraternity throughout the world might have been

advanced ; a discovery, perchance, which might

open to us the world of color with all its radi-

ant tints. But we may hope, and be not dis-

couraged, for the last three years have seen a

great advance in artistic photography, and the

•people appreciate it. The days are past when

they will be content to receive the black and

white caricatures of the past. L"t us work, and

by study and observation build substantially

our foundation for future excellence. The lazy,

unthinking photographer will starve in this

day, for his work, half done, will find no pur-

chasers. In this, as in everything else, the live,

ACTIVE, THINKING, man is the one to reap

success. And, ladies and gentlemen, I believe

there is no place one can go to get information

from better than at these annual gatherings.

Less than one year since, I laid aside the palette

and pencil for the chemicals and the camera.

At Philadelphia I first learned that the field of

the photographer was as broad, in an art sense,

as that of the painter, and on this conviction I

acted in abandoning the one and adopting the

other.

I have labored hard in this year, and find

every hour of study brings a reward in the new

and marvellous things opened to view. To say

that it is a pleasant occupation but illy ex-

presses the delight one feels in following it.

And, friends, you must love it as you do your

wife or sweetheart (if you have any), or your

success will be indifferent. Who of you cannot

gather ardor, yes. inspiration, from the works

of such men as Hobinson, Grasshoff, Luckhardt,

and the score of others equally famous, hanging

on the walls of our exhibitions?

Ladies and gentlemen, I hope to meet every

one of you, one year hence, to compare notes;

and I beg of you bring your neighbor with you,

and try to increase the numbers of our Associa-

tion to a magnitude which will cause railroad

companies to give us all half-fare; but let us

pay a fare and a half, if necessary—but, come!

[Applause.]

President Bogardus : The silver medal

presented by Mr. Holmes, was awarded to

Mr. H. T. Anthony for his " Alum Process."

Mr. Anthony is not present, but his partner,

Mr. Wilcox, is, and I present it to him for

Mr. Anthony.

Mr. Wilcox : In the absence of Mr. An-
thony I receive this, appreciating the motive

which prompted the donor in offering these

medals. I hereby acknowledge the honor

which it confers.

The committee appointed to examine the

Treasurer's statement, reported the following

as indorsed on the report :
'

' Your committee

find the within report correct, and recom-

mend its adoption."

Peport adopted.

The Secretary, Mr. Edward L. Wilson,

read the report of the Committee on Award-
ing the Scovill and Holmes medals for the

past year, as follows :

REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON AWARD-
ING THE SCOVILL AND HOLMES

MEDALS.
To THE Officers and Membees of the

National Photographic Association.

St. Louis, Mo.

Ladies and Gentlemen : The committee ap-

pointed by you to award the Scovill and Holmes
medals have examined such improvements made
during the past year in photography, as were

presented to them, and beg leave to make the

following report :

There were only three competitors for the

aforesaid medals, and we have awarded to Mr.

John R. Clemons, of Philadelphia, the Scovill

medal for the use of glycerin in the printing bath.

And, to Messrs. Bendann Brothers, of Balti-

more, the Holmes medal for their method of

printing in backgrounds.

Your committee, whilst deeming it advisable

to make these awards, do not think that either

of the improvements there signalized are entitled

to the dignity of a national medal.

We would therefore respectfully suggest that

in future the committee should be instructed :

1st. As to what constitutes an improvement in

photography. 2d. Whether a medal should be

awarded to any improvement, covered by j>atent

or kept secret for private benefit, or be given only

for improvements presented to the fraternity

giatuituusly.

Respectfully submitted.

A. M. Collins, Chairman,

Samuel Broadbent,

A. K. P. Trask,

Albert Moore,

Geo. H. Fennemore, Sec'y,

Committee.
May 4tb, 1872.
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The Secretary moved that the first order of

business to-morrow morning be the election

of officers. Passed.

On motion of the Secretary the chair ap-

pointed a Committee on Nominations, to re-

port to-morrow morning.

The chair appointed the following gentle-

men as constituting said committee : Messrs.

J. W. Black, Boston ; J. C. Elrod, Louis-

ville ; Jaines Howard, Plattsburg, N. Y.

;

Wm. H. Pvhoads, Philadelphia; J. W.Hus-
her, Terre Haute.

The Secretary now read the following

:

REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON THE
PROGRESS OF PHOTOGRAPHY.

To THE Members of the National Photo-

graphic Association.

Ladies and Gentlemen : Your Committee on

Progress, acting without any formal organiza-

tion, but having assisted, and being in sympathy

with, each other, beg to present the following re-

port.

Last fall letters were sent to Dr. Vogel and

Mr. G. W. Simpson, notifying them of their re-

election as corresponding members of this com-

mittee. Their replies will no doubt accompany

this report as separate papers, as up to the time

of preparing this no response has been made by

them.*

Mr. Elbert Anderson declined to act as a mem-

ber of this committee, assigning as a reason that

he was not a member of the National Photo-

graphic Association, which will, we are sure, be

deemed an unnecessary reticence by that body.

The novelties that we can call your attention

to are, of course, only those that have been

brought to our notice, either personally or

through the medium of some photographic pub-

lication. Others may exist of which we are ig-

norant.

Apparatus.—A new style of swing-back has

been invented by M. Loehr, which tends to make

the camera more compact, lighter, and stronger.

A head-rest, called the "Rigid," and a new

camera stand, are promised to be e.xhibited at

this Convention by the firm of E. & H. T. An-

thony & Co., who are also manufacturing vessels

of paper, with japanned surfaces, which we hope

will take the place of the heavy and expensive

porcelain trays.

* Dr. Vogel's paper has since come to band, and to

avoid repetition portions of this report have been ex-

cised.

A demand for the so-called cameo photographs

being somewhat revived, several presses have

been invented to produce the effect, but your

committee cannot recommend that pictures

should be thus treated, as it adds nothing to,

but rather considerably detracts from, the ar-

tistic merits of good work.

The American Optical Company now offer a

double plateholder for a stereoscopic box, with

a companion bath, having two compartments, so

that two plates can be sensitized at the same

time, and placed in the double holder, which,

after the first exposure, is turned round to expose

the second plate.

A modification of the flowing bath for large

plates, proposed by Mr. Scholten, your committee

think worthy of special notice, as an effective

substitute for a costly large dipping bath. The

first form has been improved by the addition of

a crescent gauge to the stand with a thumb-

screw, so that the bath may be quickly changed

from one angle to another, or instantly secured

at any desired angle.

A little attachment to the holder, by Mr.

Moore, for saving silver, consisting of an ab-

sorber, with a silver spring to hold the same, is a

very neat and economical contrivance.

Of backgrounds for heads, the best form seems

to be the conical, giving a natural shading and

a soft atmospheric effect, not secured by any

painted imitation. Van Riper's is said to be

preferred by Kurtz to his own, and the latter has

adopted it in his own gallery.

The chemical resources of photography as con-

nected with the salts of silver have not been

much enlarged. Hydrate of chloral and am-

monio-iodide salts of metals have been proposed

by M. Moulton as very sensitive excitants of col-

lodion. His experiments we have not been able

to verify.

Processes and Manipulations eoJinected with

Silver Salts.—By far the most important novelty

to be mentioned in this place, is Col. Stuart

AVortley's invention of collodio-bromide with

uranium salt. This collodion, like the collodio-

bromide as worked out by M. Carey Lea, needs

no silver bath to sensitize it,- but differs in that

it can be used as soon as set and washed, while

it is still wet, and, as a dry plate, is set aside

without washing. These plates are said to be

fully as sensitive as the ordinary wet collodion,

and the process hints at a revolution in our mode

of working, for the studio as well as the field.

It will be again referred to.

It is found that a few drops of ammonia liquor

added to a disordered silver negative bath, and

the solution then placed for a time in the light.
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will do nway, at least in a large measure, with

the fusing of the silver to remove organic matter.

Excess of iodide must, as before, be removed

by dilution and filtration ; alcohol and ether by

evaporation.

In preparation of collodion for the wet process

a certain order, it is asserted, should be observed

in the dissolving of the excitants. The rules on

this point may be briefly generalized thus : To

use in the case of difficultly soluble salts as little

alcohol as possible, dissolve first the most

soluble salts, then add the more refractory ones

to the solution already prepared. Thus, bro-

mide of potassium is more soluble in alcohol con-

taining iodide of potassium and iodide of cad-

mium than in clear alcohol, and the bromide

salt is not apt to precipitate from the collodion

when thus prep:ired.

For the studio no developer is found better

than the solution of simple protosulphate of iron

restrained by acetic acid, and the range of effects

that the varied proportions of these constituents

will give is generally conceded greater than can

be produced by any other means, especially when
combined with thin or thicker collodion, more

or less excited, and a bath of suitable strength.

"Cyanide" and "hypo" each have their ad-

vocates for "fixing" the negative, and each has

its advantages. Cyanide is easier to remove in

the washing, and mixed with the developer wash-

ings does not hinder the precipitation of the sil-

ver unless in excess, for which there is no neces-

sity. It does not reduce the image, even if used

of pretty good strength. If kept covered, the

fumes are prevented, and doubts have been

thrown on their alleged unwholesomeness, al-

though the virulent nature of the salt is a fact

sadly proven by reports of deaths from ignorant,

careless, or criminal handling.

Alum in the "printing bath " seems to have

found much favor, and the testimony for it is

very strong ; but one experimenter was not able

to find the least effect from it when added to an

ammonionitrate solution for albumen.

The methods of preparing a sensitized paper

that will keep indefinitely have made some prog-

ress. We now have the Sensitized Paper Com-
pany, regularly organized and advertised, though

your committee are not acquainted with the

merits of their paper.

One objection to such papers has been the neces-

sity of using them in an atmosphere of ammonia.
This, it is stated, can be obviated by passing the

paper through a strong solution of alum after its

withdrawal from the silver bath. The process

was published last summer in Anthony's Bulle-

tin.

Immersing the prints in a very weak solution

of acetic acid before toning is now generally

practiced, and strongly indorsed by this com-

mittee.

The preparation of a toning bath slightly acid

with acetic acid has not been found by us to

answer. We rather advise to make the gold so-

lution very strongly alkaline, in which condition

the action is much more even.

The importance of fresh hypo and thorough

washing has long been understood, and that

the hypo should be used in a slightly alkaline

state. We recommend a few drops of liquor am-

monia for this purpose, as the sal volatile (carb.

am.) sometimes gives a toning and bleaching

action to the fixing solution. The washing is best

done by changing in a glass or porcelain tray.

Photographs so washed, using in cold weather

tepid water every fifteen minutes through three

hours, the very last drops being allowed to drain

off, will keep far better than prints left in run-

ning water all night.

Mr. Newton's method for the elimination of

hyposulphite of silver from the prints, by the

acetate of lead, is being cautiously experimented

with ; experience alone can show how far it can

be depended on. All know that washing with

water is not absolutely reliable, and it is hoped

that the above invention may prove at least a

step in the right direction.

To secure the best surface, the prints should

not be dried before mounting.

The committee are not able to recommend any

choice of safety in mountants. Some may be

unsafe, but it seems as though any dried film of

paste, or gelatine, would be secure from fermen-

tation.

There are many good and reliable varnishes in

market, some of which are prepared with a spe-

cial view to pencilling. One that offers peculiar

advantages for this, can easily be made from

bleached shellac, and sandarac, equal parts, dis-

solved in alcohol, four ounces to each ounce of

the mixed gum, then add a little Venice turpen-

tine. This varnish can be ground by simple

friction with the bare finger, and bites the pencil

to such extent that transparent spots can be filled

up without recourse to the brnsh. It is also

quite soft and easily cleaned off; an advantage

for the gallery where negatives are generally

used for but a few dozen prints. Of course the

same qualities unfit it for printing in the sun, or

for negatives from which a large number of

prints are wanted.

The pencilling of negatives continues to be a

subject much argued pro and con ;
the extre-

mists of the latter school maintaining, that any
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and all hand-work on the negative is false and

unnatural ; those of the former practically re-

modelling the entire negative, with leaded ma-

nipulations, and substituting draughtsman's

work for the chemical impression.

The best theory and practice is, as usual, found

somewhere between these two opinions or prac-

tices. The first aim should be to make a negative

as faultless as possible, by the photographic ma-

nipulations, and then with the pencil strengthen

those points which the former means have inade-

quately rendered.

The committee take pleasure in referring, in

this connection, to a paper by Mr. George

Croughton, published in the March number of

the Phulographic World, where the whole sub-

ject is so fairly and exhaustively treated as to

make further exposition unnecessary.

Carrying us back to the days of the daguerreo-

type, is the new process of M. Merget, for pro-

ducing impressions by means of the vapor of

mercury
; which production cannot be called a

development, as no latent image exists in the

surface on which the final picture is produced.

Some details of this method have been given in

our photographic publications ; as yet it is not of

any practical utility.

The photo-mechanical, or pigment printing

processes, your committee hoped to have made
the subject of the most novel and interesting

part of this report, and took some special pains

to inquire into the nature and merits of the re-

spective processes.

This task was kindly undertaken by Mr. J. C.

Browne, who spent much time in Philadelphia,

and made a journey to New York for the express

purpose of collecting notes. Our reasons for in-

ability to render a full report, are contained in

the substance of a letter addressed by Mr.

Browne to your committee's acting chairman.

Mr. Browne reluctantly consents to its publica-

tion, viz. :

Philadelphia, April 15th, 1872.

907 Clinton Street.

Mr. W. J. Baker,
Chairman of the Committee on the

Progress of Photography.

Dear Sir : I send you inclosed a short article

on the subject of " Landscape Photography," or

rather calling the attention of photographers to

the subject of several changes that appear to be

of importance in that department.*

In relation to the mechanical pigment processes

of America, I must beg you to excuse me from

making a report at the present time. I made a

* This excellent paper is inserted just as received
from Mr. Browne, under the head of "Landscape
Photography."

visit to New York for the purpose of examining

the different processes and their results, but

found that to write such a report would necessa-

rily give offence to some, and lay myself open to

some unkind remarks. I would not care for

that, provided that I could be placed in a posi-

tion to examine all alike, which seems to be an

impossibility. In many cases I have received

the greatest civility, with offers to examine the

practical operation of the work, but in others

the cloak of secresy was drawn so close around

the process that I was led to imagine that little

novelty existed. I do not say this in a spirit of

revenge, for individually I care not a pin who
has the best process, and do not desire to exam-

ine very minutely into "secrets of state;" but

it is advisable in writing such a report as the

National Photographic Association and yourself

wish, to see something more than a few specimens.

Therefore, I would offer a report of progress

in that direction, and trust that the exhibition of

pigment printing will be large at the St. Louis

Exhibition, and that the members will them-

selves have an opportunity of comparing merits,

and judging for themselves.

I have mentioned New York only, but the

same remarks will hold good to Philadelphia.

I made quite voluminous notes during my me-

chanical photographic printing expeditions, and

can truly say that I believe that the future of

photography lies in that direction.

Improvements are being constantly introduced

that must elevate the pigment printing processes

of America to a high position.

I have not written this for publication, and

beg that it shall go no further than your waste-

basket. As you please, however.

Circumstances prevent my being present at the

St. Louis Exhibition, which T regret, as I saw

much to interest and instruct me at the meeting

in Philadelphia.

Very truly yours,

J. C. Browne.

In view of the increasing importance which

these " permanent processes " are constantly as-

suming, your present committee venture to rec-

ommend that the next Committ-ee on Progress be

authorized by the National Photographic Asso-

ciation to inquire specially into the practical

working of the methods, and the nature of the

results of the various processes, and to report on

the same at the next annual meeting in 1873.

Thus empowered, your committee could present

details as minutely as the proprietors were dis-

posed 10 allow, while those who choose to keep

their methods secret, could be so classed, without

any occasion of offence.
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The publication of such a book as Dr. Vogel's

treatise on photography, would alone render the

photographic literature of 1871 and 1872 cele-

brated. This work passes beyond the limits of

processes, and treats on the aesthetics of our art,

a knowledge of which is daily felt to be of the

utmost importance by all photographers. Per-

haps next to this book, is the new edition of M.

C. Lea's ''Manual of Photography,^'' which

contains very much valuable matter additional

to the first edition, and a notable feature of

which is the exclusion, by the author's request,

of all advertisements.

Among journals, The Photographic Times,

characterized by a contemporary as a "sprightly

little journal,'' and published avowedly in the

interest of a leading stock house, has made its

appearance, as an appendix to the Philadelphia

Photographer and PItotographic World. Mr.

Ed. L. Wilson has retired from the stock busi-

ness, to devote all his time to the last-named

publications. The Mosaics, and a new annual,

The Photographer^ s Friend Abnanac, with the

Year-Buuk and British Journal Almanac, have

all been replete with information, and welcomed

by every live photographer in the land. Ad-

dressed to the public mainly, and intended to

give instruction to the sitter, is a little book en-

titled How to Sit. It is to our benefit that the

public should receive all the information pos-

sible regarding their dress and behavior when

being photographed.

LANDSCAPE PHOTOGRAPHY.
So far as the ordinary wet collodion process is

concerned we have nothing of particular interest

to communicate. This method for outdoor

manipulation continues to be the favorite with

a large majority of professional and amateur

photographers, as it is considered more certain

in its results than the dry process, and does not

entail upon the operator the loss of valuable

time in experimenting to determine which among

the large number of published formulae is the

most reliable to adopt, and for that reason the

professional photographer hasgiven little thought

to this matter, placing his entire dependence

upon the wet collodion method for field-work.

We are not one of those that expect to see the

dry plate entirely supersede the wet, in ordinary

landscape photography, but in the present knowl-

edge upon the subject, it at least deserves serious

consideration.

The advocates of the various dry processes are

untiring in their search after a quick and certain

method for preparing plates, and from recent im-

provements, it would appear that there is much

to be looked for in that direction.

In England, the manufacture of dry plates is

carried on extensively, and with such uniform

success that they are largely used by photog-

raphers both at home and abroad.

The results of a series of experiments recently

made upon plates prepared in England, but ex-

posed and developed in America, proved that an

excellent article can be manufactured that wil!

retain its sensitiveness for years, and will (when

not tampered with by ignorant custom-house

officials) yield uniformly good results.

The manufacture of American dry plates of

acknowledged merit, is a subject that is worthy

of attention. Photographers could then procure

a supply of plates at short notice, and not be

obliged, as is now the case, either to experiment,

and prepare dry plates themselves, or run the

risk of accident and delay in importing them

from England.

The new emulsion process of Colonel Stuart

Wortley has added renewed interest in the theory

and practice of dry plate manipulation.

As reported in the British Journal of Photog-

raphy, the emulsion plan of operation gives sur-

prising results when used either wet or dry.

In a recent trial made in England between the

bromo-uranic emulsion process, used wet in the

hands of Colonel Wortley. and the wet collodion

method manipulated by Mr. Russel Manners

Gordon, the advantage of sensitiveness was pro-

nounced in favor of the wet emulsion plate.

A few words in relation to the emulsion treat-

ment used wet may be of interest. No silver

solution for dipping the plate is carried into the

field. The dark-room is prepared (a small tent

or portable box), into which the operator retires.

A clean glass plate is coated with the emulsion

or collodion, containing bromide of silver, the

plate allowed a few seconds to set, and is then

washed in a dish of pure water. It is then

ready for exposure, and is followed by develop-

ment with pyrogallic acid, &c., and fixed in the

usual manner. Such is a hasty description of

the wet method.

In the preparation of dry emulsion plates, the

plate is simply coated and dried (of course, in

th'e dark-room), and carried into the field in

plate-holders.

We do not see why this, or a process nearly

allied to it, depending upon the emulsion plan,

m.ay not become of great practical use in out-

door work.

Of all the fciilures to which the landscape pho-

tographer is liable, none will be ret^ponsible for

a larger share of blame than the nitrate batb.

At an early stage of the journey from home, it

becomes fouled with alcohol, ether, and the
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various salts used in the preparation of the

collodion, so that excessive attention is required

to make passably good work. Frequently upon

an extended trip the nitrate bath refuses to

work, and for the want of suitable appliances to

remedy the defect the expedition proves a failure.

Should the emulsion treatment prove to be

the practical success that is claimed for it, that

most persistent cause of failure (the disordered

nitrate bath) will be among the things of the

past.

PORTRAITURE.

The modification of the carbon process, intro-

duced as the Argento picture by Mr. Wenderoth,

has appeared under his patent without creating

much demand, which, indeed, considering the

advantages on the side of photographs, was not

to be expected. Mr. J. R. Johnson, of England,

claims that Mr. Wenderoth's patent on this pro-

cess is covered by his patent, and we think,

though we are not certain, that Mr. Swan, or

others, have patents in this country covering

the whole application of bichromatized gelatine

films to photography.

Your committee would in this connection con-

demn, on general principles, that tendency

among photographers, which happily is fast

diminishing, to seek in some novel form of pic-

ture that revival of business and perfection of

art that individual skill alone can create. No
process, it is their firm conviction, can ever be

found that will supply the place of taste, knowl-

edge, energj', and a deft hand ; nor can any form

contain in a higher degree the elements of pic-

torial beauty, durability, and desirability that

pictures sustained on paper surfaces possess.

Their beauty is in their power to render the

most exquisite modulations of light and shade

with warmth of tone, the texture of the paper

being at the same time an artistic advantage,

as it allies the photograph much more to nature

than the smooth surfaces of glass, porcelain, or

metals. The photograph is not so easily defaced

by most accidents as other sun pictures, while

its lightness, portability, ease of duplication,

and comparative cheapness, give it, in addition

to the before-enumerated artistic advantages, a

deserved popularity that competitors can never

attain. As a, profession we need ^lothing further

than the photograph.

The true progress is to be found in the perfect-

ing of this branch of our art. By photographs

we do not here mean silver prints as distinguished

from carbon or other processes, but use the word

in the sf. me sense as the general public use it,

signifying paper pictures.

Photographers should study the eifect of light

and shade upon the forms submitted to them
;

should learn how to balance the picture with a

good chiaroscuro and arrangement of the lines;

should above all pay more attention to breadth,

maintaining it strictly throughout the picture
j

and not least, should see that the interior draw-

ing or " keeping " is much more perfect than at

present is usual : in short, they must try to view

their productions as amenable to the same laws

under which the best painters and sculptors work,

from whose art the scope of ours is not widely

different. Our aim should be the same.

In these directions much is being accomplish-

ed. Photography in the hands of its best expo-

nents is recognized as dealing with artistic prin-

ciples and obeying artistic laws in constructing

its products, but what is needed is a deeper and

wider spread information and enthusiasm on

these points. Judging from the past your com-

mittee hope and expect much from our Associa-

tion and its annual conventions. We who are

here see models of the best of everything belong-

ing to our art ; we learn what to imitate, what

to avoid, and we go home braced for another

year in all good endeavor.

On the 2d of April last the whole country was

sorrow-touched by the news of the death of Pro-

fessor Samuel F. B. Morse. Although Professor

Morse has been, ever since his invention of it,

prominently before the world in connection with

the electric telegraph, we as photographers must

always associate his name with our art as the in-

troducer of it into this country. His death re-

moves one who took an unselfish interest in what-

ever concerned the welfare of humanity.

W. J. Baker,
Acting Chairman.

GERMANY.
During the past year photography in Germany

has been enriched by many interesting experi-

ences. In the first line I will mention the artistic

exertions that have been made, and I name the

essay by Hans Hartmann, On the Importance of

Dress in Portrait Photography, the article by

Petsoh, How to take Children'' s Pictures, and the

new little pamphlet issued by the Society for the

Promotion of Photography, which is intended to

prepare the general public, and, similar to the

American book entitled. How to Sit for your

Photograph, gives full instructions how to act in

the gallery.

The field of photographic theory and practice

has been cultivated with equal eagerness. Of

theoretical works I have to mention the investi-

gations of Dr. Schultz-Sellack on the chemical

changes produced by light on iodide, bromide,

and chloride of silver. Although I do not agree
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in all points with the honored author, as in sev-

eral instances tny own experiments have proved

the reverse of what he states, still there remains

so much which is interesting and important that

his labors remain of great importance for the

correct understanding of photographic opera-

tions. Dr. Schultz-Sellack belongs now to

America ; he works for Mr. Rutherfurd, the cele-

brated astronomical photographer, and I hope

that he will soon lay new proofs of his activity

before the public.

In the practical line a new and important in-

vestigation has been made. I refer to the manu-

facture of good gun-cotton and the researches of

Dr. Zettnow. He has proved that with the aid

of paper a product of almost invariable good

quality may be made, and in Germany papyroxy-

line is more and more employed.

Besides, Dr. Monckhoven's and my own labors

have demonstrated the importance of precipitated

gun-cotton, and here as well as in America the

same has been used successfully.

The information which has recently been

gained of the influence which the proportion of

sensitizing salt and gun-cotton exercises on the

sensitiveness of the collodion is of great import-

ance. The opinion that the sensitiveness would

increase with an increase in the amount of the

iodizer was so widespread that I felt surprised

when I discovered, about a year ago, that the

reverse is true. I proved that by increasing the

amount of salts from I| to 2j: per cent., no in-

crease in the sensitiveness takes place, and a still

further increase in the salts gives rise to streaks

and hardness. The experiments of Dr. Zettnow

have confirmed my own results.

The increase in the amount of gun cotton pro-

duces much better results
; by it the sensitive-

ness as well as the intensity of the plate are im-

proved, although I found also that we must not

exceed a certain limit, which varies, however,

with the consistency of the cotton.

With German cotton an increase takes place

up to 2-J per cent, above the limit. The collo-

dion becomes less sensitive to dark shadows.

The experiments on this subject are not con-

cluded yet.

Of other practical improvements, the intro-

duction of ammonia as a plate cleaner, may be

referred to. It is generally used here.

The study of dry plate photography has been

cultivated very little in Germany, while in Eng-

land and America, the chloro-bromide process,

which was first proposed by Carey Lea, has led

to beautiful results.

The details which I have enumerated above,

refer mainly to the negative process, but advances

have also been made in the positive process,

and here stands foremost the introduction of

permanently sensitive papers. The same can be

bought now at the dealers. I have tested the

different kinds, and found that the washed albu-

men paper is the best of all. It is necessary,

however, that a pad filled with carbonate of

ammonia be placed at the back of the paper in

the printing-frame, but it gives the best results,

provided that the bath on which the paper was

sensitized was strong enough.

These permanent papers are in Germany very

generally used by engineers and draughtsmen,

who copy their plans by their aid, in the same

manner which Mr. Walker, in Washington, em-

ploys on such a large scale.

The new printing processes, particularly the

Albert process or " Lichtdruck, " become grad-

ually of practical importance. For portrait

photography its value is but secondary. Its

usefulness is in producing large quantities for

the book and other trades.

The Woodbury process has so far not been in-

troduced in Germany.

I conclude this short report with the regret

that this year but few German photographers

will be represented at St. Louis.

The principal reasons are that our best artists

are so overburdened with work, that they really

cannot think of anything else. One who regu-

larly contributed to the American exhibition is

no longer with us, I refer to my deceased friend

Johannes Grasshoflf. His death was a loss not

only to Germany, but to photography in general.

In conclusion, I desire, after reviewing the

the past, to direct your attention to the future.

I refer to the International Exhibition at Vienna

in 1873. So far American photographers have

participated to but a limited extent in European
exhibitions, and it is not to be wondered that

we often hear American photographs mentioned

in a disparaging manner. People judge from

what they have seen, and only a few have had
the good fortune, like myself, to become thor-

oughly acquainted with American photography.

I feel happy in doing my share toward having

the claims of America acknowledged, but the

word alone is not powerful enough, you must

show to them the actual proof, and I request the

honorable members of the N. P. A. to contribute

zealously to the Vienna exhibition. Let them

establish the fact that the American photogra-

pher is a worthy rival of the European artist.

At the same time care should be taken that the

pictures are placed in the proper light, and to

avoid the blunders which were committed at

Paris, when for instance, the splendid and
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unique productions of Rutherfurd were stowed

away in a corner, and could only be discovered

with difficulty, while others were placed so high

that a ladder was necessary in order to see them.

I hope to meet next year many of my Ameri-

can friends in person at Vienna, and to see them

all represented by their best works.

Dr. H. Vogel.
Berlin, April 1st, 1872.

W. J. Baker,
J. C. Browne,
J. Carbutt,
H. T. Anthony,

Committee.

The report of the Committee was accepted.

Mr. Fitzgibbon : Ladies and gentlemen,

I have here an invitation from the citizens

of St. Louis to the members of the photo-

graphic fraternity, to visit three prominent

points in our suburbs to-morrow. One is

our beautiful fair-grounds ; the next, Mr.

Shaw's garden—I think the beauty-spot of

this continent ; the third, and last, is Baum-
bergur's grove. I will not say what is ex-

pected there, but I feel satisfied that none of

you will ever regret visiting there. Car-

riages will be in waiting at Masonic Hall

to-morrow at half-past twelve o'clock. The

annual group picture will be taken at the

fair-grounds. I will also state, that to-

night it is arranged for the grand reception.

They say this hall has never been filled but

once, but to-night it will overflow with some

of the best citizens and their families. I

hope all the members who can make it con-

venient will attend.

President Bogardus: To-morrow moim-

ing Mr. Bell, as Counsellor for the Associa-

tion, will render his annual report. We will

hold two sessions daily during the Conven-

tion—one at ten in the morning, and one at

three in the afternoon. This afternoon I

will inflict my annual address upon you.

Mr. E. L. Wilson, Secretary : I beg to

call up the resolution which I made at the

last meeting of this Association at Philadel-

phia, namely : To amend the constitution,

striking out from Article lY, Section 1, the

words, " with the exception of Permanent
Secretary," thus making the ofiice of Per-

manent Secretary an elective one, as all

others. Adopted.

President Bogardus read the following

:

" Mr. President, Officers of the National

Photographic Association, and Ladies and

Gentlemen : Be pleased to accept my resig-

nation of the oflHce of Permanent Secretary.

The pressure upon my time of other duties

more imperative, and not an unwillingness

to serve you, prompts this request.

Very truly yours,

Edward L. Wilson."

Moved and seconded that the communica-
tion be laid on the table. Adopted.

Adjourned until 3 p.m.

Afternoon Session.
3 p. M.

The Convention met pursuant to adjourn-

ment.

The President read a communication from

J. P. Ryder, of Cleveland, Ohio, expressing

his regrets at not being able to attend the

Convention.

The Permanent Secretary read the report

of the Executive Committee for 1872, as fol-

lows :

REPORT OF THE EXECUTIVE COM-
MITTEE, 1872.

To THE Officers and Members of the

National Photogr'aphic Association,

Assembled at St. Louis, May, 1872.

Labies and Gentlemen : At your annual

meeting held in Philadelphia, June, 1871, it was

your pleasure to elect the following as your

Executive Committee : W. Irving Adams, V., M.
Wiloox, A. Hesler, W. H. Rhoads, J. Carbutt,

and A. Bogardus, Albert Moore, Edward L.

Wilson, ex officio. Since then we have held

eight special and regular meetings, of which we

beg to submit to you the following report

:

The year past has not been attended with so

many matters requiring attention as usual, al-

though in some respects, as you well know, it has

been an eventful one..

At our meeting held June 9th, 1871, Mr. W.
Irving Adams was elected President, but de-

clined, and Mr. Bogardus was elected in his

place. Mr. Edward L. Wilson was elected Secre-

tary, and he declining, Mr. William H. Rhoads

was elected in his place, thus leaving the officer-

ship in the hands of practical photographers.

As our proceedings have generally been pub-

lished, we need not detain you with more than a

few brief notes further.

At our quarterly meeting held in October, the

Local Secretary, Mr. Rhoads, made his report,

which was referred to the President to audit.

Exclusive of rent of halls, the expenses of the

1871 Convention were reported as $1887.73, and

the total receipts, including contributions made
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by Messrs. Powers & Weightman, James F.

Magee & Co., A. M. Collins, Son & Co., Wilson

Hood & Co., Nixon & Stokes, Sherman & Co.,

and Rosengarten & Co., was $1881.50. The

Committee also desire to mention the free ser-

vices exclusive of actual expenses of Prof. Henry

Morton at his lectures, and Mr. J. W. Black at

the Stereopticon Exhibitions.

At the same meeting the President and Mr.

Wilson were appointed a committee to decide

upon the expediency of offering medals for the

best display of work at our annual exhibitions,

from England, France, and Germany. They

afterwards reported in favor of such a plan,

hoping thus to induce a large display of foreign

work, and notices were sent out accordingly.

The numerous exhibitions in Europe, we fear,

have prevented much of a response even to this

tempting offer.

The action of your committee in the matter of

obtaining relief for those of our craft, sufferers

by the late fire in Chicago, is well known to you,

and a full report of what was done in that direc-

tion follows this. We have made effort to find

out how much altogether has been given for this

purpose by photographers, but it is difficult to

secure all -the details. We should like to have

them.

The Treasurer has twice had to call upon de-

linquent members to pay their dues. The Asso-

ciation is entitled to the dues in advance, and

there should be a little more attention given by

the members on this score. There are a number

who have not paid any dues since the year they

became members, and we recommend that a

special committee be appointed, with the Treas-

urer, to examine the books and strike all delin-

quents from the roll who do not remit within a

given time, first notifying said delinquents of

the limit.

Through the energy of one of the members of

the Association, Mr. F. Thorp, Congress repassed

the bill admitting goods from abroad for our ex-

hibitions, duty free.

At our last meeting in Philadelphia, February

28th, 1872, the good services of E. Y. Bell, Esq.,

counsel of the Association, were retained for the

year, and an appropriation of $60-, in addition to

his usual retainer of $100, was made for him.

Two hundred and twenty-four new members

have been added to the roll since our last Con-

vention, and we believe our Association is now
not only an established fact but a glorious suc-

cess.

The report of the Chicago Relief Committee is

as follows

:

Chicago, March 1.3th, 1872.

To THE Executive Committee, National Pho-

TosRAPHic Association of the United

States.

GrRNTLBMEN : The Committee of Distribution

to whom were intrusted the funds for the relief

of the photographers and those of the fraternity,

sufferers by the fire of October 8th and 9th. 1871,

beg leave to submit the following report :

The sum of six hundred and twenty-nine dol-

lars and twenty-six cents ($629.26) was duly re-

ceived and acknowledged : the same distributed

by the committee, agreeable to instructions from

your committee, was as follows :

" W/iereas, contributions to the amount of

$629.26 have been received from photographers

and others, by this committee, for photographers

suffering by the late fire in Chicago, therefore,

be it

" Rexolved, That we, the Executive Committee
of the National Photographic Association, re-

turn our sincere thanks to the contributors for

their liberality.

"Resolved, That the Treasurer be, and he is

hereby instructed and authorized to transmit to

Messrs. Hall, Battersby, and Douglass, the Dis-

tributing Committee appointed by the Chicago

Photographic Association to receive such funds,

all the moneys received in answer to the call of

this committee, for the purpose named to date.

^'Resolved, That Messrs. Battersby, Hall, and

Douglass, the aforesaid Distributing Committee,

be and are hereby instructed to distribute said

moneys to the photographers and parties en-

gaged in the photographic profession, male and

female, employers or employees, who are suffer-

ing from said fire, without reference to their con-

nection with the National Photographic Associa-

tion, giving preference always to those who are

the most destitute and most in need of pecuniary

aid."

Gentlemen : Agreeable to the spirit of the

resolutions transmitted with your cheek for

amount stated, your committee have endeavored

fjiithfully to distribute the fund intrusted to

their care, and herewith submit the following

exhibit of the disbursements ; original signatures

being retained by said committee as vouchers,

for report to Chicago Photographic Association,

said original signatures being placed on file with

the papers and property of the Association.

Very respectfully and fraternally yours,

Jos. Battersby,

Alfred Hall,

G. A. Douglass,

Committee.

12
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Asking your acceptance of our report, we are

fraternally yours,

A. BoGARDUS. Chairman,

Albert Moore,

Edward L. Wilson,

A. Heslee,

W. Irving Adams,

V. M. Wilcox,

J. Carbutt,

W. H. Rhoads, Secretary,

Executive Committee.

Accepted.

After some debate on members who had

not paid their dues, it was moved that, the

Treasurer, Mr. Moore, be appointed a com-

mittee of one to revise the list of member-

ship. Adopted.

Also, that the thanks of the Association

be tendered to Messrs. Battersby, Douglass,

and Hall for the very handsome manner in

which they have conducted their duties in

the disposition of the funds placed in their

hands for the relief of the sufferers by the

Chicago fire. Adopted.

President Bogardus : I shall now take

great pleasure in introducing to the Associa-

tion, Mr. Southworth of Boston, one of the

oldest members of our Association, and one

of the oldest practitioners in the photo-

graphic business. He is the senior member
of the firm of Southworth & Hawes, of

Boston, who were known as the best Da-

guerreotypers in the United States, and

they hold their own well.

Mr. 'Southworth was greeted with ap-

plause, and responded as follows : Ladies

and Gentlemen, and Members of the Na-

tional Photographic Association of the

United States : I am sorry to apologize to

you in the least. Last February I received

a very flattering request from the Executive

Committee to address you at this Conven-

tion, and made an effort to prepare to fulfil

that request ; but suddenly the liand of dis-

ease afflicted some of my nearest friends to

a most alarming extent, seven or eight in

succession,, and I have not had time to do

so ; but as far as lies in my power I will

attempt to discharge my duty.

I am greatly pleased to see so many new
faces ; I expected to see new faces, but not

so many who were members of our Associa-

tion. I do not care where we go next time.

provided we can gather together such an
assemblage of new faces. (Applause.)

AN ADDRESS.

by albert s. s0otht70rth.

Me. President and Fellow Members of the

National Photograph cc Association.

Ladies and Gentlemen : In a former nddress

it was my endeavor to impress upon you the im-

portance of study to any and all who desire to

excel in our profession ; and that by general re-

marks, covering all the grounds upon which we
can rightly lay claim to the appellation of artists.

The standard of acquirements was upon no narrow

and limited scale. It embraced all that prepar-

atory and disciplinary education which we term

liberal, and, in addition, all that is necessary to

a realization in its fullest extent of what is rec-

ognized as professional. And this is not all.

To our qualifications must be added, if we would

pass examination properly, the mechanical, and

this should, in the regular course, be the last

before entering upon our life-career of practice

and practical study. Of all ordinarily intelligent

scholars, such an education is within their ca-

pacities
; but for practical excellence, there must

be added to common capabilities a talent and

genius for art, and if genius is wanting, persist-

ence in the art of photography, or any of the

finer arts of drawing, engraving, painting, and

sculpture, will only be misplaced and mistaken

effort.

I stated that the mere handling of the chisel,

or the brush, or pencil, is mechanical, and re-

quires only the same talents for their use as the

arrangement of the camera, or the use of the

chemicals, in the practice of photography.

Architectural outlining and the rules of per-

spective are attainable in the same way as the

art of chirography, requiring only the same

powers and faculties of body and mind. But a

representation of nature in her poetic character,

whether in still or animal life, either as a draw-

ing in chiaroscuro, or a painting in colors, or

the sculptural form, calls forth other and higher

povpers of appreciation, intellect, and invention.

To render expression as may be observed in the

works of nature, or may be anticipated and

imagined by poetic fancy, is a power beyond the

formal and mechanical, possessed only by the

mentally cultivated and refined, and cannot

worthily be accomplished without such refine,

ment.

But let me be plainly and fully understood.

To discourage you is not my purpose. You have

labored .assiduously already. You have risen

early and retired late, and have not eaten the
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bread of idleness. The most of you have passed

one decade, some two, and a few three, in your

devotion to our art. Through accident you

stumbled upon a new creation, and appropriating

you fostered it, and educated yourselves until

you began to be self-satisfied, as though it were

actually your own. But on looking around, you

saw that others were striving to exert all their

powers also in the same direction, and perhaps

it was apparent that you were outdone altogether

in the beauty and excellence of the productions

of this art. How happened this? Just as a

variety of attainments always happens in a

knowledge and practice of all arts. Early edu-

cation, opportunity, example, discipline, culti-

vation, fortune, all perhaps conspired to carry

your neighbor, or your competitor, far beyond

yourself in the beauty and perfection of his re-

sults. There is a certain something denominated

"Genius," also, which is acknowledged to be

attendant upon every successful character or

personage in the domain of art. Much more

than genius must be brought to the artist's aid

ere he can be raised from the physical to thatv

higher and more noble element of the intellectual,

which has its aspirations in the lofty and sublime

developments of the soul. If you expect meri-

torious success, "Study'' is your watchword.

By study comes the knowledge of all the elements

of art or science. But I seem to hear coming

from the lips of those whom I address, how shall

I study ? I answer, from nature, by observation,

from pictures, productions of artists, or copies

from nature, and from books. Observation of

nature and of pictures comes by the organs of

vision. Knowledge from books is received from

others who are describing their observations

through vision also, and by the study of books

you are experiencing the observations of others

to add to your own stock and acquirements.

I cannot stop to take into account that mis-

takes will often occur, and that apparent progress

either in observation or reading will often be

found a retrograde march, to be retraced by dis-

pirited and weary travellers. In the nature of

th'ings we must expect this, and bear up manfully

under its trials. But we can substitute no pref-

erable watchword

—

"Study" is first and fore-

most, and the subjects are ever before us. But

I seem to hear whispered from here and there

among you, that it is a convention of photogra-

phers that I am addressing, and not of students

in painting and sculpture. Of this I am aware,

and have still guided my pen wittingly, or at any

rate as I intended. To occupy a proper position,

the photographer must understand art as well as

the painter, every possible form and expression

of it. Painting, in its perfection, is the truest

representation of nature to the eye. Sculpture

may be more true to form ; but wanting color, it

is cold as its marble, and chillingly deatWike.

Painting strikes us through and through with its

life, and warmth, and truth. The photogniph is

only at best a copy of the marble representation

of the modelling of nature upon a flat surface.

It may have the lights and shadows of the mar-

ble ; it must have, to be a good picture. But it

is wanting in the life and warmth of beauty, and

the beautiful coloring of nature which exists in

the painting. In photographing scenery and

still life, an artist's eye is necessary to select the

point of view. In portrait or miniature taking

from the living model, we need the eye of the

sculptor to arrange the subject for representation.

It is our own vision that must be educated a'nd

trained to serve us in these our accustomed

works and duties. Our observation must begin

by comparisons and contrasts. We must learn

beauty of form, and arrangement, and grouping.

We must be familiar with the colors of nature,

and appreciate their adaptation and beauty.

Nothing should escape our most careful notice

both as to detail and general effect. Nature's

drawing, perspective, and coloring should be our

first lessons, and these should be familiarly

learned. Next should come a knowledge of

paintings and pictures—that study and famili-

arity that will empower us to judge and criticize

them by a comparison with nature as their

groundwork ; not that they should be exact

imitations, though they ought never to go beyond

nature's possible limits. From these we may go

to forms in nature, and from forms to models and

sculpture. Then books upon art, essays and

lectures upon all the various subjects that per-

tain to art ; and if we seek, we shall find a great

many volumes, and if prepared by previous study

and observation, we shall read with pleasure and

profit, and learn from the works of those who

have a just and legitimate claim to the title of

Masters.
There are two indispensable elements required

by the artist, viz. : light and vision. Light is

an element of nature, existing without and inde-

pendent of ourselves, free to the use of our

natural and rational faculties. Whilst vision is

a part or power of,, and belongs exclusively to

the individual. Having the perfect sense of

vision, the beautiful colors of the external world

and the infinite variety of the forms of natural

objects, are presented to us through this sense

for contemplation and enjoyment.

The human mind is progressive, receiving at

first single ideas and confused impressions
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through the visual organs, afterwards enlarging

and expanding, until a general or universal view

is embraced, and oomprehended with avidity

and delight. From a single color to a union and

combination of all the tints of the prism, from a

single line or form or individual to a multitude

of forms and objects, all grouped in the never-

ending arrangements of animated nature. The

uses of light and vision come to us at first as it

were accidentally, but after a little -experience

they become a necessity indispensable to our

happiness ; and the deprivation of either would

be a calamitous infliction. By attention and

study we increase our faculties of observation,

and become conscious of new delights, and new

influences, in the contemplation of nature as

spread around us, and laid at our feet. We soon

learn that nature is ever changing ; that the

forms and colors of yesterday have to-day be-

come new in their groups and effects, and all ex-

perience teaches us that this changing is always

in progress, over the external world. Observa-

tion teaches us the beauty and variety of those

changes, and we soon learn to view, passing be-

fore us, an all-pervading panorama, and begin to

feel that we can comprehend only a very limited

part or portion.

Our profession is, to catch here and there some

faint outline or representation, that we may pre-

serve for a space that part of the view for which

for the moment we think we have some interest.

The manner of doing this, as it at present inter-

ests us professionally, is by the aid of the newly

discovered art of photography, by representa-

tions in light and shade, or chiaroscuro, which

defined from its original Italian, is compounded

from chiaro, ^'Ught,'''' and oscuro, " dark.''^

These terms appear almost inseparably con-

nected, as, if we clearly perceive either, we of ne-

cessity have at the same time a clear conception

of the other; the presence or sense of one being

not supposable but with the absence of the other.

Vision is properly the act of seeing, or perceiv-

ing external objects by and through the organs

of sight, or the eyes. The terms vision and

seeing, for our purpose, mean the same thing,

though seeing may be considered the acting of

the visual organs, and vision the resultant effect

of their action.

To analyze fully these two terms, vision and

chiaroscuro, would require volumes upon vol-

umes upon science and philosophy. The field

for the study of light alone is almost illimitable

in extent, as well as exhausting and sublime in

its character, standing next and nearest to its

creative source.

The subject of my address then may properly

be stated as vision -or seeing, and light and

shade. With their science and philosophy I

shall have little to do, whilst my main effort will

be directed to the point of impressing you with

the importance of devoting your most energetic

and persevering efforts to obtain a practical

knowledge of their proper and most effective use.

No time need be spent before such an audience

as this in explaining the object of obtaining

such knowledge. To all, and each, it is of vital

interest and paramount concern, in a profes-

sional point of view. All possessing the ordinary

visual organs should be able to see nature as it

is. The power to comprehend artistically any

landscape, presupposes the power to comprehend

artistically any other. The power to judge and

appreciate beauty, implies a power to judge de-

formity also, and every intermediate grade. The

capability of deterrbining the existence of beauty

of form and expression in one person, is followed

necessarily by the same power in the same re-

spects to estimate the same or opposite qualities

in all persons. The power to estimate beautyin

nature is the same as to estimate its representa-

tion by whatever methods it is attempted to be

shown, whether in models or drawings. But

all experience tells us that these are faculties

not often possessed, and when so possessed are

acquired only by a long, careful course of train-

ing of the vision, placing such a scholar next in

acquirements to the artist who is able to produce

the model or drawing of nature.

He then who can see nature as a picture

stands next to him who can make such a picture.

But not all who attempt to model or draw have

learned to see correctly. And indeed but very

few, if we judge by their productions. His-

tory has recorded but few names of any one age,

renowned for modelling, or drawing, or painting

in colors ; and comparatively speaking there are

but few renowned names handed down to us of

eminently distinguished sculptors or painters,

and but a very small number of these have ri-

valled in any degree nature herself, but have

fallen far behind her. AVhy has it been so?

Not because of the mechanical difficulties of ex-

ecution, for the world is full of mechanical

models far surpassing any niceties of sculpture,

in its chiselling and smoothing, and of far greater

exemplifications of physical ability than the

mixing of the colors or outlining of the pictures

that cover the walls and ceilings of the Vatican.

The remaining portion of my remarks upon

this subject of light and shade in photography,

must be extempore, as opportunity may offer

during our Convention, connected as I hope with

some practical illustrations.
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Mr. Southworth concluded amid applause,

after which the Secretary read the following :

RETROSPECTIVE AND OTPIERWISB.

By J. H. KENT.

It seems but a few days since we were assem-

bled in convention at Philadelphia, and yet most

of us are nearly a year older, and all who do

not dye, have added gray hairs and accumulated

wrinkles ; reminding us that, like unwashed pho-

tographs, we are fast fading out. Our tottering

steps, too, admonish us that we are passing away,

and that soon the places that now know us will

cut our acquaintance forever.

Among all the various devices and discoveries

of modern times none have been found that were

able to stay the footsteps of time, and so it goes

on, heedless of consequences and regardless of the

poet's appeal to "turn backward in its flight."

Since, then, we are so powerless to check the

ravages or arrest the onward march of the old

man of the scythe, it is becoming in us all to

accept the situation and turn our attention to

making the most of the days and years as they

are passing.

To us is committed the task of perpetuating

for future generations the form and features of

those they will hold in fond remembrance, and

thus upon the likeness of those shall also be

stamped as enduringly our own. Whatever of

skill, or talent, or genius shall appear in the

pictures of to-day, will, millions of years in the

future, redound to our praise and honor, and we

shall be esteemed remarkable chaps, and all that

sort of thing.

Doubtless there are those who have so little

regard for the estimation in which they may be

held in that remote period that, for a little pres-

ent ease and comfort, they would willingly sacri-

fice the fame of Michael Angelo or a Raphael, and

settle down into a tame mediocrity, satisfied with

exerting themselves sufiiciently to secure their

actual daily necessities, rather than push and

struggle and rouse themselves, as they must, to

accomplish something that shall endure when
they are gone, and be proudly pointed to by

their ehildrens' great grandchildren, as evidence

that their ancestors were persons of no mean
abilities, whose works were considered scarcely

fit adornments for garret walls, or objects serv-

ing merely to illustrate the great advancement

of which those may boast who shall be our suc-

cessors in the glorious art of photography.

No, no ! we, living in the setting sun, and in

this nineteenth century, having the experience

of those who have gone before us to aid our

efforts, should be able to make such strides, and

so nearly to approach perfection in our produc-

tions, that it will be no easy matter for the

dwellers in that far-off future to so eclipse us,

that our spirits, if they are permitted to return

to earth, shall be filled with mortification that

we had left no worthier record of our abilities.

We are apt to look with too much complacency

and satisfaction upon the results we have been

able to accomplish ; too apt to think, now we
certainly have almost arrived at the end, and the

stage must put up somewhere here.

If we look back but a few years, and compare
the productions of that period with the beautiful

specimens we see here to-day, our attainments,

instead of producing a feeling of satisfaction,

should tench us that we are yet far from having

arrived at perfection, and that as great efforts

will produce as great results in the future as in

the past.

The question then arises, in what direction is

improvement to be made? In what are we most

deficient? I mean, we who are deficient in any

way
;
for I cannot ignore the fact that there are

those in our profession who regard themselves as

the culmination of the Darwinian theory, and
that further growth becomes impossible in their

individual eases. Of course, I am not addressing

any such here
;

they don't belong to the Na-

tional Photographic Association. They would
receive no benefit from the Association, and

could hardly afford that its members should have

the advantage of their superior wisdom
; so they

are not interested in the little matters of im-

provement that claim our attention.

What we want to know is, in what way shall

we advance? How shall we proceed with our

aggressions into the realm of greater e-xcellenee?

Let us see whether our faults are of omission

or commission ; whether we are doing too little

or endeavoring to do too much ; or, if possible,

we are not erring in both particulars. I am
convinced that in this one direction, at least, we

attempt too much ; I mean in the tendency to

run into violent attitudes and startling postures,

giving to every and all subjects a theatrical atti-

tude, instead of allowing them to assume an easy,

graceful, and natural pose, and one that shall

harmonize somewhat with their peculiar charac-

teristics.

Since it is so diflBcult to represent action by

means of photography, it would seem advisable,

until we attain to instantaneous pictures, to

abandon the endeavor and take people in repose.

No straining or effort should be apparent in the

attitude of the subject, and whatever position he

is taken in should be such as would be assumed

if he were at rest.
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I have seen many pictures that, in their chem-

ical effects, their brilliance of lighting, their

roundness, and softness, and toning, and perfec-

tion of finish, were all that could be desired, and

yet the pose had such a made-up, forced look as

to seriously impair if not entirely spoil their

beauty. In this direction too much is attempted,

and the effort is too apparent.

It is a question, too, whether too much is not

also attempted in the direction of retouching and

removing of lines and shadows from the nega-

tive ; and whether it is truthful and legitimate

to humor the vanity of sitters by gross fiattery,

in making every face round and smooth, regard-

less of the sacrifice to likeness.

Eetouching, rightly regarded and properly em-

ployed, is an improvement we cannot afford to

ignore or do without, but it should not be de-

pended on to viajce the negative, or to spoil it

after it is made. It has its office, and that

should be to aid the artist in producing effects

he is unable to obtain without it, owing to the

difficulty always experienced in controlling his

light just as he wishes, and the tendency of the

chemicals to portray too vividly imperfections

of skin.

Retouching is unquestionably a good thing,

but the tendency is to do too much of it, and de-

pending too much upon the retoucher to make

negatives answer that would otherwise be con-

sidered worthless.

There are those who claim that pictures can

and should be made equally good without the

aid of retouching. But until they can show as

fine specimens from iinloxtched negatives as we

see here to-day from rctuucked ones, their argu-

ments against its use will amount to but little.

I am certain that what we all require is more

study of art-rules and principles, so that there

shall be more intelligent working and less de-

pendence upon chance for success. And by

study I do not mean wholly the study of books

and treatises upon art, but let each study the

works as well as the writings of other masters,

and reap the advantages to be drawn from imi-

tating their examples. In union is strength, and

the strength comes to each individual by the

union because each has access to all the knowl-

edge possessed by those with whom he is united.

No one person, however much of genius he may

possess, can arrive at any great degree of excel-

lence independently of others.

When the art was in its infancy, the power to

make a likeness was thought to be something

wonderful and the discoverer was justly regarded

as a genius ; but he would himself be greatly

astonished at the perfecUun to which his dis-

covery has been brought at the present time.

Yet no one has gone very far at once. The first

who gave the hint did not know how to pursue it

methodically. He worked as far as he was able,

and others availing themselves of his experience

have pursued it further. In fact our only road

to success is in imitating others and building

upon the foundation they have laid. I am my-

self an imitator, and am free to confess that I

have borrowed much from such men as Kurtz

and Notman and Ryder and Roeher, and many
other shining lights in our profession. They,

too, have borrowed from still others
j
and thus,

by imitation and study, is progress made. I

would not be understood as meaning imitation

in its literal sense, or simply the copying of the

productions of others, but to avail ourselves of

the advantages that may be drawn from any and

every source within our reach.

If we exclude from our work everything that

is not wholly and entirely our own, and make
ourselves the beginning and ending of all excel-

lence, asking no instructions from others and

seeking to convey none to them, we shall throw

away all the experience of our predecessors, and

will soon find ourselves distanced by those whose

egotism has not led them into such folly.

If the art is to advance, I for one shall beg

the privilege of standing among those who are

helping on its progress to the extent they are

able ; those who, claiming no patent for superior

skill or genius, are ever ready to learn and a''

ready to communicate to others their own ex-

perience and wisdom.

There is occasionally a novelty, a dodge, an

improvement, or some new discovery made, and,

if I remember rightly, no one person has monop-

olized all that has been done ; and no one re-

garding his own interest can afford to make a

declaration of independence and set up wholly

upon his own capital. We are all dependent

upon others, and there is no merit and as little

sense in any one trying to keep pace with the

advance of the art unaided by his fellow-laborers.

We may talk of originality, and think our

productions wholly and entirely our own, but

the truth is they are only a remodelling of the

ideas of others. As soon as we make our debut

into this world our surroundings begin to operate

upon and affect us, and continue to do so through

our entire lives. The most original man is the

one with the most will and energy and perse-

verance, and only stupidity refuses to be taught

by others, and keeps aloof from such organiza-

tions as are instituted for mutual instruction.

Let none of us, in our egotism or avarice, for-

get that we belong to a common brotherhood
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and that we should all labor for the common
good ; and let no one think there can be any

rival interests among the members of our profes-

sion, but remember that whatever tends to ele-

vate and advance the art tends also to promote

the interests of all who are engaged in it

There has been too much of a feeling of rivalry

and exclusiveness always manifested by our pro-

fession, but I am glad to see that since the or-

ganization of this Association we are beginning

to appreciate the advantage of a free communi-

cation and interchange of ideas; and the result

is apparent in the superior class of work we are

.able to produce to-day over that of a few years

ago. There have been greater improvements

made within the last three or four years, in the

work of American artists, than for the entire

time previously since photographs were first

made. Can any one suppose that the same prog-

ress could have been made in any other way
than by this united effort? Certainly it could

not. Let us all then endeavor, by every means,

to build up and sustain the National Photo-

graphic Association, assured that its interests

and welfare are also our own.

President Bogardus now made his annual

address, as follows :*

Mt Friends : It is a great gratification to me
to see so many present at this Fourth Annual

Convention of the National Photographic Asso-

ciation, and I congratulate you on your ability

to be present. I am in great hopes that you

already begin to feel repaid for the sacrifices

many of you have doubtless made to be here. I

am glad to see so many new faces here, and not

only that, but to see that nearly all of you bear

the badge of the Association, thus convincing

me that j'ou are with us and of us, heart and

hand, readj' to push forward the good work we

have undertaken.

When we convened in this city our roll num-

bered about 997 photographers, of whom 224

joined us since our last Convention. I am in-

forlued that since we came here over 150 more

have joined us, thus making our membership

1150 or more, a number far exceeding the hope

of those who have helped to elevate photography

in the beginning of this Association, and show-

* This is only a synopsis of President Bogardus's

address. By some unfortunate accident the original

MS. has been lost or carried away by the local re-

porters at St. Louis. It contained many good things

our President wanted to say, and he will at some
future time prepare an article for that purpose.

—

E. L. W.

ing that the originators of the enterprise were

not mistaken in supposing that there was a spirit

of enterprise and progress among the photogra-

phers of this country that only needed develop-

ment. The success of the Association prompts

me to ask three questions : First, has it been a

benefit to you in advancing you in your profes-

sion? Second, is it likely to be any benefit to

you in the future? Third, has it raised photog-

raphers in the estimation of the public? If

not, it would be better to disband here and now.

I think we may answer all these queries in the

affirmative. There are those here who have at-

tended every Convention since the birth of our

Association. I need not ask them what they

think of it. There are those here who have

never attended any of our Conventions before,

but they tell me they will never fail again. I

need not ask them what they think. There are

those all over the country who are making better

work and getting better prices, and saving more

money because of this Association. All of you

are enjoying freedom from exactions for license

fees, attempted to be made on the basis of ille-

gal claims, by men whom this Association or its

individual members have battled until they

were vanquished. We might almost say that it

was a battle that gave us life.

An old legend says a man valiant for ri^ht,

would attack and destroy evil wherever he found

it. The legend has it, that whatever of strength

the destroyed possessed was transferred to the

conqueror, so that whenever he vanquished a foe

the more strength he attained to destroy another
;

so of our Association, the more opposition and

enemies we overcome the stronger we should be.

Indeed, we might say that this has been so,

and you are all sharing the benefits of it. As to

the future, we are yet infants in our art, and

this same strength of our Association is what we

need to rear us to manhood.

"What are you good for?'' asked a man as

he patted a boy on the head. " Good to make a

tnan of,'' answered the boy. So we hope to

make a man in capacity of every meniber of our

Association. You all have the material in you.

Let it grow. Work carefully and study dili-

gently. Some photographers have not enough

information to protect themselves from swindlers

and pretenders. Determine to make your work

command good prices. Try to exc^\ and not

under-?,fA\. Do not buy all the clap-trap things

that come along ; be bright and alive and enter-

prising.

Since our last meeting Messrs. E. Mussleman

and S. T. Beckwith, two of our members, have
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departed this life. All honor to them, for they

were such as our art can illy afford to spare, and

we remember them affectionately. Prof. Morse

too has gone—the father of American photogra-

phy, and we wear a badge in memory of him to-

day. It was an honor to us as well as our privi-

lege to be able to claim him as one of us.

Now, as to the third query and I am done. Let

me answer that the public are beginning to see

that care, skill, and tnste are required to produce

good pictures, and they are beginning to value

and appreciate the men capable of doing it. The

public are disabusing their minds of the idea

that photogtaphers are nothing more than ma-

chines, and I believe that if we show the Ameri-

can people something worthy of attention, no

people in the world are more ready to reward it.

In conclusion, I welcome the new members of

this Association to our ranks. May you feel

proud to be of us. We are determined to make

our Association so useful that every photogra-

pher in the land will have to join us, or find

himself far behind the age. Help us with all

your zeal and we shall triumph. [Applause.]

Mr. Wilson exhibited some prints from

H. J. Newton, Esq., New York, with a

letter, as follows

:

Dear Sir : Agreeable to promise, I send some

prints for the National Photographic Association.

A part of these prints were cleaned of hyposul-

phite of soda in a few minutes, and a part by

about four hours' washing in running water.

Those cleaned in the shortest time were treated

by my process, with the salts of lead, as pub-

lished in the August number of the Photographic

Times, 1871.

My object in sending these prints to your As-

sociation is twofold : First, to call the attention

of its members to the process ; and, in the second

place, to test the comparative keeping of the two

kinds of prints, by preserving and comparing

them from time to time. This appears to me the

only rational way to settle the question which

arises in reference to their durability. I recom-

mended such a course, in the article referred to,

by those who chose to give it a trial. There has

been a disposition shown to speculate and theo-

rize, and objections from influential sources have

been made, which in my opinion were mere

whims ; because they have been, so far as I have

seen, unsupported by any fucts or one good rea-

son. Yet it has had an influence, and has de-

terred some from giving the process a trial.

Ail such objections can be most effectually an-

swered by your adopting the course I suggest in

reference to these prints, for it is an idle waste

of time to speculate and theorize upon a subject

so susceptible of actual demonstration. Time is

the best and almost the only thing which will

settle the question to the satisfaction of the pho-

tographic fraternity.

Two days since, Mr. H. T. Anthony handed

me two prints, sent to him by some photographer

out of town. They were made immediately after

the process was published ; one of them was

cleaned with lead salts and the other by the old

and destructive process. They were both put

into show-frames, and have been exposed to

strong light, a part of the time to direct sun-

light. The one cleaned by my process remained

entirely unchanged, while- the other has changed

decidedly on the unprotected parts.

They were thus exposed between seven and

eight months, and the photographer who sent

them gives it as his opinion, that had the one

which has been affected by this exposure been

cleaned with lead, it, too, would have remained

unchanged. This, to my mind, is better than

speculation.

The prints of the lady, which I send you, were

made from negatives kindly furnished me by

Abram Bogardus, Esq., your worthy President,

and are each of them studies which show the im-

portance of lighting and position in giving char-

acter and expression.

The negative of the gentleman was made by

Mr. John O'Neil, of Broadway atid 23d Street.

Yours, truly,

H. J. Newton,
128 West 43d Street.

P. S. The reading of the article from the

Times will give a more full understanding of the

subject. The prints are marked on their backs.

H. J. N.

Mr. Clemons being called upon to make
some remarks, responded as follows : In the

first place I would like to say a little about

the paper manufactured, called Saxe and

Eives. You oftentimes get a porous paper

manufactured at Kives. When you wet it,

it expands ; but when you come to mount

it and print upon it, the contraction is so

great that it crackles all over. The Saxe

paper is stronger, more firm, but does not

make so fine a print as the Eives paper. In

albumenized paper I often hear of blisters.

There have been various causes assigned for

the blistering of paper. Now I will give

you the cause. The cause is lightning. You
think it very strange, but such is the case.
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You are not troubled with itinalbumenizing

during the cold weather, but as soon as the

spring begins to break up, and a thunder-

storm taJies place down in Louisiana, we
are troubled with that. The thunder affects

the albumen as it affects milk. So it is not

altogether the fault of the albumenizing,

but attributable to the thunder, which in

turn is caused by lightning.

Now I will go on to printing. After

sending out paper to various parties I some-

times receive defective prints from them,

asking the cause. The fault generally is,

they do not strictly follow the formulse

which are given. I will refer to a case

given in the last Photographer, asking how
to use demons paper, stating the number of

grains used to be forty. My formulae don't

call for any such number of grains this

season of the year. "When I go to work to

prepare paper I must first see what state my
silver solution is in. I must know where

I am working before I harness up for the

work.

I will now tell you how I ascertain what

kind of silver I have got. [Mr. demons
produced a couple of vials, containing cam-

phor and silver, and illustrated, by treating

the solution with camphor, how to ascer-

tain if the solution is in good order.]

I silver my paper never to exceed one min-

ute. After it is drj, I dry it still further

by heat, but not much heat, for it is a bad

thing to use too much heat to paper, and

still worse when you are using your silver

too strong, for the background will have a

muddy appearance. When your silver is

too weak, your print will have a mottled

appearance. I fume my paper fifteen to

twenty minutes. I find paper of others'

make does not have to fume that long. Some
fume five to ten minutes. It is very rarely

I fume less than fifteen minutes. It must

be a very strong negative if I do not fume

it over fifteen minutes. If it is a weak
negative I extend it to twenty minutes.

I will tell you how I prepare the bath.

I take one ounce, troy, of silver; fourteen

and a half ounces of water ; and one and a

half ounces of glycerin. That makes it pre-

cisely thirty grains strong. Now when you

add the glycerin to the silver solution it will

just carry up your hydrometer fourteen

grains, so it would be forty-four grains in-

stead of thirty. The formula I give now is

for warm weather—such a day as this. If

you have got an old negative bath that will

not work over twelve ounces, put two ounces

glycerin in, give it a sunning, and filter it,

and you will have as good a bath as you

want. I have got some specimens in the ex-

hibition room which you can look at.

Mr. Hesler, of Chicago: "What effect does

the glycerin produce upon the silver?

A. It is one of the best detectives of bad

silver there is. If your silver is pretty

pure it will turn it brown ; if it is poor it

will turn it as black as night. If you were

to undertake to filter it in that condition, it

would not filter at all, but give it ten min-

utes sunlight and it will filter. "While I am
on the silver bath, let me say if you have a

negative bath that will not work, evaporate

it two-thirds and add as much alcohol to it as

you have got silver left, and then flame it to

drive off the alcohol, filter, and you have got

a good bath, a little better than you had at

first. I recommend the use of saucers for

this purpose. I take a rod and go from one

to the other and stir them every little while.

After a short time you will see the albumen

come up. You can filter the egg out of the

silver. [Mr. demons here demonstrated

the manner in which it could be done ]

Q. By adding your alcohol to your silver

bath to precipitate the impurities which are

present, can you by flaming drive away all

the alcohol you have added ?

A. Oh, yes.

Q. I beg your pardon. How much alco-

hol is necessary to right a silver bath of, say,

one gallon ?

A. You misunderstand me. I will pour

this printing silver solution in that dish. I

will then put an equal quantity of alcohol

with it and flame it; that will burn until

it goes out of its own accord. Now I will

empty the alcohol of this other saucer into

the evaporating dish, and then I will put

that over the gas or any fire, and the heat

will drive the alcohol out of that silver

solution.

Q. But is not that an unnecessary trouble ?

A. Sometimes you get hold of a bath that

is very mulish, and that is a splendid way
of harnessing it up right at once.
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Q. Don't you think that by evaporating

and burning your alcohol, some photogra-

pher might get himself blown away?

A. I am not blown away

Q. My experience is, the plan you suggest,

forms fulminate of silver, which is very dan-

gerous.

A. My formula says one-half drachm

aqua ammonia to sixteen ounces of water;

you can't form fulminate of silver from

that which will blow you up.

I am on printing, gentlemen. I don 't print

very heavy on account of my formula for

toning. I print just barely dark enough to

cover the high-lights. When I get my
prints all toned I proceed to wash, and I wash

my prints equal to the washing after they are

toned and fixed ; that is, I wash the nitrate of

silver thoroughly out, and I do it all by hand.

I suppose that will be encouragement for

some who have not got running water.

When the water fills up I press them down
with my hand ; that is the way I keep the

silver out. After I do that I proceed to tone.

I don't put anything in to color the prints

or change them ; no acetic acid, no salt. I

generally prepare my toning bath the day

before, and every time I tone after the first

T add fresh gold, but I work cautiously.

I take one print and pvit that in the gold

solution I like the gold solution to lay hold

at once, but very slow; I don't like fast

toning.

Sometimes you have a toning bath that

won't work for a long time. You wonder

what is the matter with it. You know you

have got a sufficient quantity of gold in. I

will give you a cure-all, but you will look

when I tell you what it is ; I have used it

for a year. I go to the hypo dish and dip

my finger in, and move the point through the

toning bath. I will guarantee they will com-

mence to tone, but I tell you to be very care-

ful not to touch the hypo until after the

prints are washed, else your pictures will be

stained, and have a nasty yellow color. I

am sometimes asked to explain the cause of

the yellow spots on prints ; it is from

hypo on the fingers. The cause of yellow

pictures after they are toned, although

mounted when wet, is because the nitrate of

silver is not washed sufficiently out. Get

that out and they will not turn yellow.

I will give you a receipt for mounting-

paste: Take one ounce of pure white glue,

let it soak about three hours in fourteen to

sixteen ounces of water. Put one and a

half ounces of gum arable in twelve ounces

water ; warm it, and stir it until it is thor-

oughly dissolved. When that is dissolved,

pour the water off the glue dry as you can

get it, then dump that into your twelve

ounces of water in which the gum arable is

dissolved ; stir that up until it is all dis-

solved, then add two ounces of glycerin,

and in summer-time use from one to five

drops carbolic acid, then it will keep. If it

gets chilled in the winter warm it up again.

Q. When your glycerin comes in contact

with the nitric acid in the negative bath,

won't that be dangerous?

A. No, sir; without you put a pound,

there. You must not put that much in, but

a few drops of nitric acid won't blow you up.

Mr. Clemons entertained and instructed

the meeting for over an hour in his in-

imitable way, answering all the queries put

to him.

A memorial was announced from S. C.

Coffinberry, Esq., of Constantine, Michigan,

asking for the conferring of degrees, &c.,

upon the members of the fraternity. It

was laid over for future action.

The Secretary then presented a paper on

SEEING WHAT WE DO.

BY R. J. CHUTE.

If there is any point on which a few words

may be said, it is that of cultivating the faculty

of seeing tvhat we do. From the methods of

working that I have witnessed among photogra-

phers, and specimens of work from many I have

not seen, I am satisfied that this faculty is not

as highly cultivated as it should be. This matter

is overlooked in the education of photographerSj

and so long as the attention is not called to it,

the necessity of giving it careful study does not

appear ; and it is only acquired by long practice.

Habits are formed, and we go through a rou-

tine, having a consciousness of certain principles

of right, and can see when a proper effect is pro-

duced, but the why and wherefore of it is very

imperfectly understood. An artist photographer

should have a reason for everything he does.

He should see his picture when his sitter is in

place ; not only the proper pose and balance of

lines, but every tint and gradation of light and
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shade on the face. This faculty of peeing is only

acquired by close observation and careful study.

Any one may observe the lights and shadows of

brilliant sunshine, such as are produced in na-

ture everywhere, especially, as we have all seen,

when the shadow of a great cloud goes sweeping

over the landscape ; it requires no particular

cultivation of sight to see these, but in tije

studio, and on the human face where the soft

light is blended with the flesh tints, and forms

of features, the faculty of seeing must be culti-

vated.

I was impressed with the importance of this

faculty of seeing, only to-day, when making a

sitting of a professor in one of our universities,

with whom I am acquainted, and who usually

looks into the philosophy of things. He asked

me why I placed a screen in a certain position?

I asked him if he could see any difference in the

light on the background? he said no, it looked

all alike to him. Now here was the point: I

bad shaded one side of the ground, making a

very even blending across the surface, but his

eye was not educated to see it, and to him it had

no purpose or meaning j
but ask him a question

in homoeopathy, and he will give an explanation

as minute as the infinitesimal potent grain con-

tained in his tiny pills.

We all recognize the conditions necessary to

success in the use of chemicals, and are careful

to work them according to certain rules, but no

condition of chemicals, however carefully ma-

nipulated, will compensate for a badly lighted

model ; hence the necessity that as strict an ob-

servance of rules in lighting should be practiced

as in the management of the chemicals.

Mr. Robinson in his excellent work, "Picto-

rial Effect in Photography," says on the subject

of "artistic eyesight:" "There is a tendency

among young artists to despise rules, and to

trust to instinct and feeling for art ; but it is

not only well to do right, even if that were pos-

sible, by instinct alone, but it is also pleasant to

know you are doing right."'

Thus it is with the subject before us ; we may
have, or acquire a sort of instinctive faculty of

seeing what we do, but in that case it is guess-

work in a great measure; the uneducated artist

makes his movements in a sort of experimental

manner ; he looks this way and then that, hesi-

tates in one motion, and then another, till

finally he takes a grand survey, and guesses it

will come out all right. Now this guessing it

will come out all right is a delusion, and almost

inevitably results in failure. The only surety

that a sitting will come out all right, is to see

that it is right before the camera.

Mr. Robinson again truthfully says: "It is

the sauio in portraiture as with landscape pho-

tography
; beauty will depend in a great measure

on treatment. Take a beautiful face, placeit

fronting the light, and photograph it ; the result

will be flat and even, in some cases, ugly. The

most amiable face maybe made to look cross,

and even saviige, by excessive top-light."

Now, what we want is to be able to sec these

effects of a face fronting the light, and of exces-

sive top-light, and know, at a glance, how to

remedy them.

As I have already said, it is perhaps only nec-

essary that attention should be called to this

matter to have its importance understood and

appreciated. It is not necessary that you should

wait till you return to your various studios be-

fore you begin to practice a suggestion of this

kind, but it may be commenced here, if it has

not been commenced before, and be made a con-

stant study everywhere you go. A careless, un-

educated observer would look over this assem-

bly, from the seat of any one of you here, and

notice no peculiarities to arrest his attention,

but the artist photographer as he glances around,

takes in not only the various styles of features,

with the profiles, three-quarters and front views,

but he sees every variety of light and shade : he

sees a brother photographer between him and the

window, illuminated by a fine Rembrandt effect

;

he sees another with wonderful relief by a pecu-

liar effect of side-light. Some are pleasing,

some are repulsive
; some he admires, others he

condemns; so there is a constant study and

criticism going on in his mind. AVhen he goes

home and goes to work he makes no uncertain

moves ; he has a reason for everything he does,

and his work testifies that his eyes see before his

hands execute.

It was moved that when the Treasurer

has completed the revision of the list of

memhers, that the revised list be printed with

the Constitution, and presented to the mem-
bers. Adopted.

On motion, the Convention adjourned

until next morning at ten o'clock.

FOURTH ANNUAL RECEPTION.

AT POLYTECHNIC HALL.

Wednesday Evening, May 8tk, 1872.

At the appointed hour, eight o'clock, the

stage and the front seats of the hall were

filled by the officers and members of the As-

sociation, and the rest of the hall was liter-
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ally packed by the citizens of St. Louis.

Prof. Mahler's orchestra was in attendance,

and the following was the programme for

the evening

:

1. OVERTURE—Pique Dame. Seppe.

2. Grand March—Entrance into Paris. Pief ke.

3. Introductory, J. H. Fitzgibbon, Local Sec-

retary N. P. A.

4. Address of Welcome, Hon. Judge Primm.

5. Music—Potpourri Trovatore. Verdi.

6. Address, Abraham Bogardus, Esq., of New
York, President of the N. P. A.

7. Music—Waltz, German Hearts. Strauss.

8. Photographic Art, its Progress and Glory,

by E. Y. Bell, of N. Y., Counsellor of the

Association.

9. Music—Selections from Tannhauser.

R. A. Wagner.

10. Grand Stereopticon E.xhibition, by J. W.
Bhick, Esq., of Boston.

11. GRAND FINALE—Polka, The Chimes.

Parlow.

After the overture and march, Local Sec-

retary Fitzgibbon introduced the Associa-

tion to the citizens, and then introduced

Hon. Wilson Primm, one of the oldest and

most honored citizens of St. Louis, who
made the following address

:

Mk. President and Gentlemen of this

Convention : Your brethren of St. Louis have

called upon ua to address you in terms of wel-

come to a city not yet of a hundred years growth,

but which, for its appreciation of everything

tending to the advancement of human happiness,

is unwilling to yield the palm to any city of ma-

turer years.

I know not why I was selected to interpret the

sentiments of your St. Louis brethren, when it

must have been known to Mr. Fitzgibbon, the

worthy Local Secretary of your Association, that

there were so many others in our midst more com-

petent than I, for the fulfilment of such a pleas-

ant but delicate duty. Perhaps he had in mind

that old race which laid the foundations of this,

the future seat of empire, as enthusiastically

claimed by many, and thought that I, as one of

the very few remaining descendants of that race,

would stand before you, a connecting link, as it

were, between the impassive, satisfied, and unin-

quiring past, and the restless, energetic, and pro-

gressive spirit of the present.

AVhatever the reason of the choice, I feel my-

self honored, and will frankly say in behalf of

all the people of St. Louis, that you have grati-

fied their feelings in selecting it as your place of

meeting this year, that too at a time when na-

ture has assumed her loveliest garb.

Whatever may be our efforts to make you feel

at home, they will be a thousandfold repaid

by an asssurance which we feel, of the impor-

tant results that are to flow from an interchange

of thought, experience, and taste, between men
of culture and intellect.

Light, its power as a painter, and the means

of controlling that power will be the basis of

your conference, as I am informed ; and it is by

means of such conferences, and the scientific

publications to which they have given birth,

that photography has been raised from a lowly

state, to a position of 'eminence, which com-
mands the admiration of the world.

But the end is not yet ; and it may not be too

daring to predict", that in a few years, by con-

stant and intelligent study and labor, light,

under the photographer's control, will be made,

not only to limn the forms, but to impress upon

them the tints of beauty which adorn the king-

doms of created life.

"In the beginning, God created Heaven and

Earth."

" And God said, Be light made, and light was

made."

On an occasion like this, it would be certainly

out of place to enter into a disquisition as to the

causes or properties of light. Therefore let us

adopt the general idea cherished by the Parsees

of Asia and the Incas of America, that the sun

is the source of light, and is the life-giving

power.

Before the' making of light, the world was

without form and void.

After light had been made by God's command,

every object of animal and vegetable life sprang

into existence, whether in the days, such as we

now number them, or in a succession of periods,

still under the infiuence of the light thus made,

they came forth in all the various phases and

lineaments of form and beauty.

Light was and is essential to the development

of every existence, whether physical or intellec-

tual. In the tropical regions where light ever

pervades, everything, whether of animal or vege-

table life, is clothed, not only with unsurpassed

beauty, but with intense vitality and power. In

the Arctic regions, where half the year is dark-

ness, although power and strength may be found

in the animal creation, yet we see nothing of

vegetable life, but the moss or the lichen. There

we find nothing of fragrance or beauty to gladden

the senses, and there we find even man dwarfed

in stature and circumscribed in intellect to a
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species of instinct only commensurate to liis ani-

mal wants.

Although life, either animal or vegetable, ex-

ists in the absence of light, in the profound

depth of the ocean, or in the dark caves of the

earth, still it is rather a state of being than a

life as we understand it, exhibiting to the mind

and physica,l sense evidences of power or of

beauty.

From the very beginning, man's first nspiration

has been "Excelsior," higher and higher, aim-

ing to teach knowledge, striving to liken himself

to the Grer.t Creator.

From the earliest days, the light emanating

from the sun, the moon, and the stars, their won-

derful evolutions, the succession of days and

seasons, were mysteries which were attempted to

be solved by Chaldeans and Babylonians.

Even from mythology, which under the veil of

what we now consider fable or imaginative igno-

rance, we learn that this very subject of light as

an emanation of the sun, attracted the attention

of one who deemed that its rays, if concentrated,

could infuse life into inanimate clay. For daring

to attempt this, Prometheus was deemed im-

pious and was doomed to everlasting punishment.

In our day, however, man is not deemed im-

pious when he endeavors to master the elements,

to make them the instruments of God's kind

providence and handmaidens to the happiness of

His children.

The thunderbolts of Jupiter proclaimed his

sovereignty and compelled a dread of his power
j

but now the lightning is rendered comparatively

harmless ; it is drawn from the skies
;

it minis-

ters to household comforts and bodily health,

and diffuses intelligence over the four quarters

of the globe with a rapidity which Shakspeare,

in his wildest fancies, never dreamed of.

Even fire and water, those terrible and antag-

onistic elements, are made to work in harness

together. At the bidding of a child even, they

perform labors in every department of human
industry, which the fabled Briareus of the hun-

dred_ hands, were he a million-fold multiplied,

could never have performed.

You, gentlemen, conscious of your mission as

social benefactors, have not, through fear of the

charge of impiety, hesitated to avail yourselves

of the properties and power of God's first crea-

tion. Armed and strengthened by the knowl-

edge and experience of those who have passed

away as well as by your own. determined to

attain a still loftier height, you will ultimately

master the Protean forms of light, and force it

to disclose the secrets of its alchemy.

Strictly speaking, light painting is not an art.

as that term is usually understood. It is rather

an intellectuality, combining in its outward ex-

hibition, mechanical skill, scientific culture, and

a loving comprehension of the beautiful ; and he

alone is entitled to the lofty name of photogra-

pher, who thus endowed, can picture harmo-

nial beauties, and present them to the eye, the

understanding, and the heart, as sources of per-

manent enjoyment.

One may be styled "physician," because he

has received diplomas from medical colleges, or

"lawyer," because he has license to practice

from the proper court, or "preacher," because

he has been duly ordained; but it does not neces-

sarily follow that either of these persons, because

of his credentials, is competent to perform the

functions which pertain to his profession.

So of photography. It is not every one, who
for a few dollars, having purchased the outfit of

a bankrupt or deceased operator, establishes his

peripatetic studio on four wheels ; it is not for

such to assume the high position of photographic

exponents.

There are sentiments of the heart which never

die. One of these, perhaps the most refined, is

a desire to preserve the lineaments of the dear

ones who have left the hearthstone and its pleas-

ant associations, or who have departed to the

spirit land.

The child who died in its young beauty and

innocence; the father, mother, brother, sister or

other loved ones from whom we are separated by

death or necessity, live in our thoughts. They

are imaged in the memory ; but the memory
may become dimmed by age or disease ; a true

portraiture, however, cannot change, and con-

tinues a life-like remembrancer, bringing back

the loves and yearnings of days past and gone.

This sentiment has always existed ; it is recog-

nized and embodied in the rude forms of Indian

and Egyptian painting, sculpture, and even in

their mummifications ; it was idealized in Greece

and Rome, and intensified in after times, by the

productions which flowed from the pencils or

sprang from the chisels, of the painters and

sculptors of the old continental schools.

But although the painter's and the sculptor's

art may present actual and lifelike impersona-

tions, yet how rarely and at what cost are they

produced ?

It has been said that when one causes two

blades of grass to grow where only one grew be-

fore, he is a benefactor of mankind. And so,

when the photographer, by placing within the

reach of the veriest humble and indigent, the

means of attaining that solace of heart, which

sculpture and painting offer to those only who
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are endowed with worldly riches, he too becomes

a benefactor of mankind.

In speaking of photography, I have touched

upon the subject in the light of science and

sesthetics, rather than in the light of the me-

chanical dexterity which constitutes the capital

of the mercenary operator.

Let me not be understood, however, as endeav-

oring to repress any ambition on the part of the

young and inexperienced.

"Large oaks from little acorns grow."

And the greatest benefactors of the human race

have bet?n those who, starting from a mediocre

standpoint, have by dint of industry and earnest

thought worked themselves up to eminence and

fame.

Daguerre never dreamed of the photograph,

the chromo, and the electrotype, any more than

did Watt or Fulton of the infinite uses of steam,

or Franklin of the uses and capabilities of elec-

tricity.

Therefore, I urge upon such as engage in pho-

tography as a mere matter of lucre and gain, to

aim at something better and nobler, to adopt the

motto of ' Excelsior," and endeavor to elevate

whatever of artistic skill they may possess, by cul-

tivating in connection with it, those elements of

science and harmonial beauty, which have raised

photography to a dignity and importance that

merit ihe love and commendation of the masses.

The goatskin bellows, stone anvil and hammer,

of the African have given way to the iron fur-

nace ; the pit-saw has been obliterated by the

sawmill ; the warp, the cordelle, and oar of the

keel-boat voyager of my young days have been

supplanted by the steamboat ; distances which

were once computed by miles, are now only

counted by hours ; everything is progressive

;

everything is "Excelsior," and why should not

before the lapse of a few years, the sunlight of

photography, under the prismatic power of intel-

lect, everywhere tread, at least with equal step,

in the ranks of those arts and sciences which re-

fine and adorn life?

In the name of the photographers of St.

Louis, who are wedded to their profession with

the ardor of a first young love, with the ambi-

tion that belongs to the votaries of science, I bid

you welcome to this city, and to the whole-

souled hospitalities of a people whose pride and

delight is to recognize merit and award its crown

to those who deserve it.

After music, President Bogardus re-

sponded as follows :

Honored Sir, LADtES and Gentlemen op

St. Louis : When St. Paul stood before Agrippa,

he said he was happy in being permitted to speak

for himself. It is my happiness this night that

I am to speak for others, and I feel honored in

being the mouth of this Association, to answer

your cordial welcome, for, believe me, sir, while

I had heard of the whole-souled and large-lmarted

reception the West would give us, yet it has far,

far exceeded our anticipations.

We had heard of Southern hospitality and

Western hospitality. This is a South and West

combined and compounded. We feel that we
have been honored in coming here, and, sir, we

shall ever remember it while the Mississippi flows

and the glorious old city of St. Louis stands.

I would liken this city to a spring which I re-

member in my boyhood issued from the foot of a

hill. I asked a venerable man of fourscore, who
still lives in my native village, whether the

stream still flowed. He said, ''Yes! just as

pure, just as sparkling, just as fresh, but more

of it.'''' So of St. Louis; to-day it is fresh,

active, energetic, dignified, and every day there

is more of it
.'

We are a body of men engaged in the develop-

ment of a science and an art. We take the chem-

ical substances of the earth and the sea, and by

the aid of science and the light which Q-od has

so bountifully dispensed, we can copy and fix the

image of objects animate and inanimate. The

thing of life and beauty ; the babe with its smile

or its weeping, for these little ones, like us '' chil-

dren of a larger growth,'' have their joys and

sorrows too
; the maiden in her beauty and hope-

fulness ; man in his vigor and strength ; the

mother with her dear ones around her ; the aged

parents loved and revered; all, all, must be pic-

tured, and the dear lineaments preserved and

distributed. We do not stop here. The moun-

tain and the valley, the city and the hamlet of

every land, the iceberg from Labrador and the

Himalayas towering to the skies, and dearer,

the " old homestead " or the cot where we were

born, these, all these, make our art "a thing of

beauty and a joy forever."

In our profession we embrace all nationalities,

the German with his thoroughness, the Frenchman

with his fine taste, and the universal Yankee

(you know it is said that the Yankee baby, when

six weeks old, looks around to see if he cannot

make some improvement in his cradle), and, in

fact, men of all nations, and languages, and

tongues.

The photographer is to be found everywhere,

in fact the trouble is to find a place where there

is not one. One high-minded man has opened

on the top of the White Mountains, and I have

no doubt some enterprising fellow will open a
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first-class gallery in the Mammoth Cave of Ken-

tucky some of these days, and if he cannot build

a skylight of the proper slope, and a side-light

combined, then he will start up an artificial light.

So much for photography in general. Now a

word about our Exhibition. It is a little dan-

gerous for old bachelors to go there, as there are

lots of pretty girls there, and he may lose his

heart.

And we show children, too, in all their

loveliness. Why if that miserabte being that

" don't love children " lives in St. Louis, take

him to the Exhibition, and he will come out a

reformed and a converted man.

There is romance in photography. We often

take a picture of a young man, then of a young

lady, sometimes a group of two ; then the bride

in her wedding dress with its long train, then in

due time the bahy^ first in its long clothes, then

in its short ones, then in his first pants, then as

he goes away from ina to boarding-school, when

he comes home in his school uniform, when be

cultivates his first moustache and whiskers, a

slight affair, but of vast importance to him, and

again his girl, and again and again on through

the same routine. So you see the romance.

I said we were engaged in devel-oping an art,

for we all feel that it is capable of still greater

achievements. Franklin first caught the electric

spark, and others worked and furthered the many

purposes for which it is used, but it remained for

IKorsK to send it whispering; aroitnd the world.

And so it will be with the idea Daguerre gave us.

Many heads are busy developing it, and ere long

some mind more fertile than the rest will startle

the world by showing its capabilities.

We American photographers are going ahead,

and are determined to beat the world. We all

admire the work of our fellow artists in Europe,

but we give them fair notice that we are going

to beat them. Remember, gentlemeii of Europe,,

we are going to beat you.

And now I only ask of the citizens of St. Louis

that they will not patronize a man because he

gives them lots of trash for a little money, but

enco'urage the men in whom you can place confi-

dence, and those that will give you pictures that

are a credit and an honor to themselves, and that

will be a satisfaction to yourselves. Photographs

are not expensive, and every man, woman, and

child should have one every birthday at least.

Some members of the profession do not like

the Association, and refuse to join it. Well,

somebody. I suppose, must bring up the rear.

Years ago the old almanacs would predict the

weatber in advance, making several days " dry,"

others "cloudy and rainy," and so on. Now

"Old Probabilities" tells us every day before

breakfast what sort of weather we may expect,

and it is astonishing with what accuracy.

Corresponding progress has been made by 'the

savans of photography, and we find enthusiastic

and skilful members of our profession enduring

thousands of miles of perilous travel amid the

sands of Arabia, or over the ice gorges of the'

Northern Sea, in order to make camera notes O'f

the wondrous changes in the heavens, and on the

earth, and in the water under the earth. Thus

the changes of eclipses, detailed sun drawings of

the deep, and sun-made charts of the transit of

Venus, are brought to ouf wondering eyes as

these great events occwr.

I could spend hours in telling you of the wora.

drous doings of our art, but I must not detain

you.

Photographers and citizens of St. Louis, again

I thank you for your cordial and kindly greet-

ings. [Applause.]

After music, E. Y. Bell^ Esq., Counsellor

of the Association, made the following elo-

quent address

:

Mr. Pkesibent, Ladies aj^td Gentlemen :

It is with feelings of gratification, mingled

"with thankfulness, that I again greet the

photographic fraternity of America. I am
sure that I but express the sentiments of

those who have come up to enjoy this fourth

reunion when I say, that we have suhstans-

tial reasoRS for congratulating each other,

and for rendering a hearty thanksgiving for

the blessings of the year which has closed on

our labors.

That you have made decided progress- in

your beautiful art, that you have strength-

ened the boD'ds of friendship here formed,

that you have attained a nobler ambition to

improve and excel in your profession, are

facts which speak for themselves in the

works of art you exhibit, and in the genial

greetings with which you hail the return of

this anniversary. And here, at the very

threshold of our Convention, let me renew

the counsel which I gave a year ago. Exer-

cise a conciliatory spirit in all your delibera-

tions. Permit no personalities to come within

the circle of your labors, for on your unity

and harmony depend the future usefulness

of your Association. Practice one toward

the other that golden rule of charity which
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Lindei-lies all human friendship, "Do unto

others as you would that they should do

unto you," and rest assured the coming year

will be illumined by the genial rays of that

kindly feeling which shall be formed in this

Convention.

How swift is the flight of passing time

!

It seems but a week ago that we met in

Cleveland, that model City of the Lake,

with its noble impulses, its warm hearts, and

its beautiful scenery ; and I almost feel the

friendly grasp of the illustrious Vogel, who
honored us with his presence, and who pic-

tured to us the growth of photographic art

in Germany.
It seems but yesterday that we gathered

in Philadelphia, that grand old city of

brotherly love, the cradle of American lib-

erty, the home of science, and art, and busi-

ness energy, where culture and hospitality

go hand in hand to welcome and entertain

the stranger. Photographed on memory,

these scenes can never be effaced. We shall

remember them not as pleasant dreams, but

as realities that have passed away, and left

some good behind.

To-day it is our great privilege to meet in

a city whose growth illustrates in a wonder-

ful degree the marvellous energies of our

people. The child who knew this spot as a

comparative village has hardly reached a

ripened manhood, yet in that short space of

time a great city has been built, whose

talent, and wealth, and architectural beauty

might well be the slow growth of centuries

.

I have long desired to visit St. Louis ; to

come in contact with its people, to know
more by social affiliation of that vitality

which underlies its progress, and to under-

stand, if possible, the secret of that power

which has so suddenly transformed it from

a mere wilderness to one of the most prom-

ising cities on the American continent ; and

I believe I have already discovered the

secret of its rapid growth. It is found in

the tireless industry of its citizens. What
it is to-day is the legitimate reward which

follows in the footsteps of indomitable per-

severance and wisely directed labor.

I, therefore, congratulate you on the for-

tunate selection of St. Louis for your present

Convention, for its progress as a city is typi-

cal of that steady advancement which has

marked the influence of your Association

during its brief but brilliant career. A
childhood- so promising must develop into a

noble manhood, and glorious old age.

Industry is the secret of all success. Men
are not born great ; thej'' are made so by
toil and perseverance. The humblest pho-

tographer in the land may become a leader

in his art, and write his name in letters of

light high up in the temple of fame. But it

will require something more than an idle

wish to do it ; a good camera, first-class in-

struments, the purest chemicals, and a well-

arranged gallery are good of themselves, but

they are utterly worthless unless industry

directs and governs them. Patience and

toil are as essential to perfect success as the

light itself is to the development of your art.

Therefore to the young photographer who
dreams of the future I would say : If you

would wear the crown of triumph in art,

you must work hard to deserve it. Do I

hear some one say : "I have worked hard !

I have waited patiently ! but I am not suc-

cessful " Depend upon it there is some

good reason for your lack of success. Have
you a good location ? Have you good in-

struments ? Are you careful in the selection

of chemicals ? Do you thoroughly under-

stand how to use them ? Have you studied

the philosophy of light? In a word, has

your labor been wisely directed ?

Location is an important item so far as

profit goes, and that goes about as far as

anything in this practical age of dollars and

cents, but it has nothing to do with the exe-

cution of your work. If you fail to take a

good picture in a village you can never do

better in a city. Make it a point of pride,

as well as of interest, to do your work well

;

it pays in the end. Pirst-class work in any

profession commands first-class pay, and

first-class pay generally resolves itself into a

first-class fortune. I hold that slighted work

is worse than complete failure, for while the

one destroys your profit only, the other de-

stroys your trade and business reputation.

A good camera is necessary to do good

work, and to cling to a poor one just because

your father used it, is quite as absurd as it

would be to take the old lumbering stage

coach for Chicago, and then complain that

your enterprising neighbor who took the
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lightning express got there before you. Ke-

memher this, whatever is worth doing, is

worth doing well, and the sooner the unsuc-

cessful photographer understands this, the

better it will be for his pocket and the faces

of his patrons.

And just here is where the value of your

Association must be acknowledged. You
meet together in council, you have a free

interchange of experience, the trials and

vexations of one member may be removed

"bj the advice and opinion of another ; what

has been useful and profitable to one is made
known to all.

The best and latest improvements are dis-

covered and explained, the finest specimens

of the art are open to your inspection, and

the photographer who can turn his back on

these Conventions, and say there is nothing

profitable in them, must have a poor concep-

tion of the work in which he is engaged.

Were I a practical photographer, I should -

hail it as a blessed privilege to meet thus

annually, to compare notes with my breth-

ren, to listen to the rich experience of those

who have earned success and fame by their

wisdom and skill, and to gain by this intel-

lectual attrition some new and valuable

ideas to inspire me in the practice of my
profession. And what a grand profession

it is ! for photography, like memory, brings

up visions of the past, and by its truthful-

ness, touches the finest sentiments of our

nature as it reawakens the scenes of other

days, and reveals to us the faces of dear

friends whose very memory we love and

cherish.

We sit at our firesides, and yet become

familiar with the wonders of the world.

We tread, in imagination, the Valley of the

Yosemite, as we stand in the presence of

those beautiful reflections which your art

has furnished. We stand at the base of the

Pyramids, as we look upon those truthful

shadows which you have caught. The beau-

ties and hallowed spots of Palestine, the an-

tiquities of Egypt, the romance of Italj', the

old castles on the Khine, the grand works of

art which adorn Rome, and the wonders of

Paris and London, all pass in review before

us as we gaze upon those pictures, traced in

lines of exquisite beauty by the hand of the

photographer. Why, this is a profession

worthy the hardest toil I What it is to-day

is the result of that tireless industry which

has characterized the acknowledged leaders

in your splendid art.

Again, the photographer who aspires to

success must avoid skepticism. By this I

mean that spirit of unbelief which rejects

everything that seems to be an innovation

of established rules. There are some men
who adhere so clos6ly to book formulas that

they overlook the advancement of science,

and are always behind the age If their

neighbors adopt some new process, make
better work, and coin more money, they

charge them with professional quackery, be-

cause their book authorities don't admit the

process ; and without a particle of origi-

nality, without a spark of faith, they go

plodding through life with their old-fash-

ioned rules under their arm. Such men re-

mind me of the old medical professor, who
practiced according to the book, and who,

when called upon to address a graduating

class in medicine, cautioned them to beware

of those dangerous innovations which, under

the plea of saving life, were gradually under-

mining the only school of medicine which

had withstood the change of centuries.

"Never depart from the rules laid down.

If a man dies under the practice, why that's

the end of it ; but if he lives through the

violation of our rules, where in the name of

science is the dangerous precedent to stop? "

This unwillingness to accept facts because

they interfere with some old theory, this

skepticism Avhich clings to error in prefer-

ence to truth, is the great stumbling-block

in the way of advancing civilization. Is a

valuable discovery made, " We don't be-

lieve it !
" shout the masses, and against this

prejudice the discovery is forced to fight its

way into popular favor. Is a new principle

in science announced, it meets the cold

shoulder everywhere until its value forces a

welcome. Does a bold pioneer strike out

into the wilderness, he is set down as a crazy

adventurer, and not until he hews the path

for civilization to follow in, and lays the

broad foundation for great states and cities,

does tardy justice do honor to his name.

To follow in the old beaten track of dead

centuries is the tendency of the crowd, and

he who would climb the craggy heights of

13
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Fame must hew his own steps in the solid

rock, and be ready to meet and overcome

every obstacle that selfishness or skepticism

may place in the way.

How was it with the gifted and recently

lamented Morse, when his inventive genius

discovered the telegraph system ? Suppose

he had turned aside from his early toil and

frequent disappointments in connection with

liis invention because he heard the old fogy

and skeptic's voice cry, "It is impossible! "

"It can't be!" " You can't succeed !
" But

Morse knew and did otherwise. He steadily

applied himself to his laborious work until

he did triumph in spite of all opposition,

and his noble and distinguished life was long-

spared to him, that from its majestic height

of fourscore years he could look back with

pride and satisfaction upon earnest and suc-

cessful labor, expended for the benefit of not

only his own grateful countrymen, but for

the civilized world.

Morse, the father of telegraphy, the kind

and devoted friend of the photographic art,

is gone ! But his memorable works, spread-

ing like a mighty network over the civilized

nations of earth, e'en encircling the globe

itself, shall remain an enduring monument
to his immortal life and genius. Our own
worthy President has lost a valued friend,

New York an illustrious son, and the world

a kind benefactor.

His name, however, stands linked with

an invention most characteristic of the ad-

vanced civilization in which he lived. His

life was a marvellous type of American in-

stitutions and inventive progress. What a

model for you to look upon and study! His

traits of tireless industry, his love for art

and science, his constant desire to acquire

useful knowledge, together with a heart of

sympathy and truth, formed in him a sublime

character, one which the world will ever

honor, and associate with that of Washing-

ton, Franklin, and JeflFerson.

And so, too, the Atlantic Cable was laid

in the face of the world's unbelief. Scien-

tific men called it a visionary scheme, and

some went so far as to prove by science

itself that it was an impossibility. But

there was one man who thought it possible,

who knew it could be done, whose faith

heard the whisperings of distant nations

coming up from the sea before a foot of the

cable was laid. His sublime courage, like

that of his distinguished co-worker, Morse,

knew no such word as "Fail! " and when
the first wire broke, and the labor of years
lay useless at the bottom of the ocean, he

tried it again, and you all know the result.

It vindicated science by again routing its

false prophets, and wrote in letters of gold

upon the banner of the world's progress the

name of Cyrus W. Field.

When the illustrious Smeaton drew from
nature a new principle in lighthouse archi-

tecture, and took the trunk of an oak tree

as a model for the famous Eddystone Light,

the best engineers in Europe laughed at his

folly and predicted misfortune.

At the mouth of Plymouth Sound, the

most dangerous and exposed point in the

English Channel, are the Eddystone Kocks.

The first lighthouse which guarded this spot

was swept away during a terrible storm in

1703, and theengineer who planned and built

it, together with all his force, perished. The
second lighthouse, built- of wood, was de-

stroyed by fire, so that a fatality seemed to

follow every effort to build on the dreaded

rocks. When from this reef rose the grace-

ful structure of Smeaton's ingenuity, the

skeptical crowd shook their heads and pre-

dicted its certain destruction. Yet it stood

unshaken through storm and sunshine, the

faithful sentinel guarding the gates of the

sea. Even then its stability was doubted,

skepticism still croaked over coming disaster,

" Let such a storm come as swept away the

old light, and this frail thing won't last an

hour," was heard on all sides.

As if nature designed to put its own model

to the severest test, a storm did come, and
such a storm as never before swept the

British Channel. It was the memorable

tempest of 1799, made historical by its sad

record of destruction and death. The wind

ploughed the earth and sea like a solid body

in motion. Trees that had stood for half a

century went down before its fury. Houses

were overthrown, cattle destroyed, and

the wrecks of seventy vessels strewed the

coast. Yet amid all this the old lighthouse

stood. At times the angry sea, as if mad-

dened that man's work should encroach on

its domain, swept over it and buried it from
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sight, and yet it stood battling with the ele-

ments, a very giant among giant forces.

At night, the anxious watchers on the shore,

who knew that life or death depended on

that light, faced the blinding tempest and

strained their eyes seaward to catch the

friendly glimmer that should tell them there

was still hope for the loved ones on the sea.

The terrors of that second night can never

be described. Old men live on that coast

to-day who shudder when they tell the

dreadful tale. It was the dying throes of a

hurricane that rocked the ocean to its depth,

and shook the earth with its fearful power.

Yet the faint gleam of light that struggled

through the blast told all England that one

faithful guard was still at its post of duty.

But of a sudden the light went out, and

from lip to lip passed the sad cry, " The Ed-

dystone has fallen ! the Eddystone has

fallen !
" The terrible night wore away,

the storm had spent its force, and the first

streak of day saw the highlands of Cornwall

and the shores of Plymouth crowded with

eager thousands who had come to see the

ruins of the doomed light.

A dense fog hung over the spot where it

stood, and in vain anxious eyes tried to

pierce the curtain which rested like a black

pall over the still angry sea. At last the

sun rolled up, and a voice was heard, "The
light ! the light !

" and ten thousand caught

the echo, and sent it rolling seaward to greet

the flash of something which looked like a

golden ball among the broken clouds. It

was the ball above the lantern, seen but a

moment, yet it told to the world that the old

light was there. Soon the curtain rolled

aside, and standing proudly erect, its lantern

shattered, but its faithful keeper at his post

of duty, was the Eddystone Lighthouse, and

there it stands to-day with the scars of a

century on its granite sides, as perfect in its

graceful lines of beauty as when its builder

blessed it, and, invoking the protection of

God, handed it over to the mercy of the wind
and waves.

And here let me commend nature as the

wisest of all teachers, for its lessons are full

of wisdom and truth. The works of the

great masters find their chief merit in their

truthfulness to nature. Michael Angelo,

Eaphael, Guido, Kembrandt, Eubens, and

others, whose fame will outlive their works,

were great, not because they pleased the eye

with gaudy colors, but because they satisfied

the soul by transferring to canvas the best

forms of nature. Your art, unlike theirs,

deals directly with nature. The forms you

execute, the scenes you portray, are but

truthful reflections of the ones you copy.

The sunbeam is to your work what the

pencil was to theirs, and the triumphs you

win should be as far above theirs as the works

of nature are above the works of man. But

you must first understand nature and be-

come a truthful disciple of her teachings be-

fore you can be admitted into the inner

sanctuary of her sacred temple.

Thfe field for study in your art is bound-

less. The air, the sea, the land are full of

wonders to the student who studies them.

Even the little sunbeam, that sprightly ser-

vant who does your bidding, has mysteries

locked within it that science is just beginning

to unfold. It has become the subtle medium
of a knowledge whose source is the sun itself.

Although it travels at the rate of 200,000

miles in a second of time, the spectroscope

seizes it in its rapid flight, extracts its colors,

and hands them to the chemist, who names
to us the very elements from which they

come.

What a teacher then is the little sunbeam !

Whether dancing on the wall or flitting un-

noticed across your path, whether kissing

the cheek of blushing morn or lingering in

the track of parting day, laughing amid the

rain-drop or stretching its bow of promise

across the cloudy sky, crowning with golden

light the snow-capped peak or bathing in

splendor the valley at its base, riding in the

zephyr breeze or leaping in the track of

the storm king, bringing health to the sick

and peace to the dying, ripening the Iviscious

fruits of the tropics, shivering with its fiery

sword the icebergs of the Polar seas, or re-

vealing to your art its beautiful autographs

of light, it is the same great teacher, ready

and willing to impart its secrets to all who
are anxious and worthy to receive them.

Here in America you have a boundless

field for study. Here nature is generous in

her oiferings. She opens to you a wide and

profitable field for labor. No quarter of the

globe offers one so promising as the one you
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occupy. For natural scenery we have no

equal. "We rival Switzerland in mountain

grandeur, and surpass Italy iu all that is

lovely and rich in climate and soil. Our

waterfalls, from Niagara in the east to the

bewitching Bridal Veil in the west, our

broad prairies, fertile valleys, kingly forests,

magnificent rivers, and beautiful lakes, our

grand harbors, from Portland on the At-

lantic to the Golden Gate on the Pacific, and

our unrivalled seacoast, studded with cities

that have grown up as if by magic, offer a

field for the practice of your profession that

should cause the blood to leap with ambitious

ardor to anticipate the golden fruits of the

brilliant future which awaits you.

We are a progressive people, and your art

must keep step with our national progress

and glory. As new states are formed, new

cities spring up, and new enterprises are

opened, your skill must be ready to serve

the growing demands of science. Already

surgery, mechanics, architecture, chemistry,

astronomy, geology, and law acknowledge

the value of your art, and pay tribute to

your profession. Yet its application to

these useful branches is but in its infancy,

and it depends on your industry, your in-

ventive genius, your future development, for

a closer relation to those leading sciences

which have become the very corner-stone

of civilization. Do not rest in the belief

that you have arrived at perfection, for con-

tinued progress onward and upward is the

order of nature, and your art is not an ex-

ception to the rule. As we look back on an

imperfect past, it is arrogance to claim a

perfect present. As Ave review the crude

ideas of those early inventions which we ac-

knowledge to be the basis of our advance-

ment in art, let us not commit the fatal error

of believing that our works are free from

defects, and that posterity will accord per-

fection to our attainments.

I have thus far addressed myself to the

growth and glory of the photographic art,

but what I have said in relation to its ad-

vancement applies with equal force to every

branch of industry. No man can achieve

success or fame in a day. Hard work, pa-

tient waiting, and an abiding faith, willing

to accept every contribution to knowledge,

are the elements which lead to distinction.

"VVe stand on the banks of the mighty

river whose basin drains half a continent,

and look with feelings of awe and wonder

on its ever-swelling waters, rolling with

never-ceasing tide towards the sea. We
see the floating palaces stemming its swift

current, or gliding gracefully with its flow-

ing tide. We see its inland commerce trav-

ersing a continent, bearing the products of

the richest valley on God's earth to the dis-

tant quarters of the globe, and standing at

its mouth, where its waters mingle with the

Gulf, we bow with reverence before its

mighty power, and say, " This is indeed the

Father of Waters." Yet far away in the

north, more than 1600 feet above the ocean

level, a little stream leaps from the bosom
of Itasca Lake, and gives the first impulse to

the mighty Mississippi. So with the great

characters in your art, and that shine out

from the pages of history. Little by little

made up the aggregate of their lives, and

little by little must make up yours.

Note the gradual growth of our glorious

nation. It struggled through neglected in-

fancy, and fought its way to a heroic man-
hood. It faced the setting sun in its march
of progress, and its strides have been the

steps of a giant. Why it seems but yester-

day that the pioneer array went forth to

subdue the great West, that the crash of

falling forests was heard on the banks of the

Ohio, that the Mississippi Eiver intervened

its rolling waters to check the further march

of progress ; but to-day the restless spirit of

American genius has bounded the prairie,

conquered the wilderness, spanned the Mis-

sissippi, scaled the Sierra Nevada, and now,

resting on the golden shores of the Pacific,

is still gazing westward to the distant shores

of China and Japan. Trulj^ this is a nation

whose mighty future oifers to honorable am-

bition the richest reward of wealth and fame.

In the St. Lorenzo Church, in the ven-

erable city of Nuremburg, can be seen one

of those transcendent eflTorts of genius

which photographs on canvas the history

of eighteen centuries, and foreshadows the

march of civilization through centuries yet

unborn. It tells the wondrous story of the

rise and difi"usion of Christianity in lines so

plain and truthful that even a child who
never heard the tale can read it there.
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In the foreground sits Joseph, and near

him Mar_y, with her heautiful infant in her

lap, in the manger where he was born. The

three kings from the East have just arrived,

and, kneeling, are depositing their crowns

and offerings at the feet of the Christ-child.

These wise men from the East are only the

advance-guard. At the threshold stand the

Apostles and disciples, while hack of them

may be seen the Komans, the Greeks, and

Crusaders, and behind them nations with

flying banners slowly approaching. Here

rides the proud noble on his stately steed,

and yonder plods the poor pilgrim, weary

and footsore. As far as the eye can reach,

over hills and vales, the endless procession

wends its way, and at the outer edge ships

from other continents are disembarking the

human tide that ever flows to this centre of

truth and fraternity.

And so towards this centre of truth and

fraternity, this centre of human rights,

where the high and the low, the rich and

the poor, the peasant and the king, stand on

the same broad platform of human equality,

the nations of the world are wending their

way, to lay at the feet of our glorious republic

their offerings of love and respect. May
no rnde shock of war ever again disturb this

peaceful march, or turn it aside from its

holy purpose ; but may a generous welcome,

such as peace alone can give, invite to our

shores the genius of other lands, until the

glad voices of all nations shall mingle with

ours in praising a republic whose influence

shall encircle the earth, and whose glory,

like the glory of truth, shall endure forever.

Mr. Bell was continually interrupted by

applause, and at the close of his eloquent

address was presented with several beauti-

ful Jbouquets.

Music again, and then Mr. J. W. Black en-

tertained the audience for nearly two hours

with his unrivalled stereopticon. His light

surpasses everything in use for the lantern.

Besides his own inimitable series of Labra-

dor views, he showed a number of White
Mountain slides by Messrs. Kilburn Bros.,

a series of foreign slides owned by Mr. Wm.
H. Rhoads, others made by Mr. J. Carbutt

by the Woodbury process, and closed with

a series of crying and laughing babies, by

Mr. J. Landy, Cincinnati, Ohio, which sent

the audience home in an excellent humor,

no doubt impressed with the value of our

art as an entertaining power. Before

the close of the exhibition, Mr. Black was

waited on by several of the leading citizens,

and invited to repeat his exhibition on Fri-

day evening, enlarging it also. This was a

deserved compliment to Mr. Black, for he

gives his services annually to the Associa-

tion, and to-day is one of our most useful

and popular members.

Third Session.

Thursday, May 9th, 1872, 10 a.m.

The Convention met pursuant to adjourn-

ment. President Bogardus in the chair.

The Secretary presented the following

paper

:

VIEWS THAT MAY NOT BE WELL
RECEIVED.

by john l. gihon.

Mr. Chairman, and Gentlemen of the

Association : Not long since, I received a very

kind invitation to contribute a paper that could

be read before this Convention.

I had hoped to have been present, and should

then have taken plensure in making such ex-

temporaneous remarks as might have suggested

themselves by the requirements of the occasion.

Circumstances proving to me the impossibility

of such a course, I reluctantly fall back to the

only method left me for representation, and pro-

ceed at once to inveigh against that which, in

the first instance, promised to become the great-

est improvement known to photography, but

which now bids fair to mature into its curse.

The most of you will intuitively surmise that I

refer to the so-called " retouching of the nega-

tive." At present this is confined to the profes-

sionals who make portraits or pictures from life

their specialties ; but if the mania spreads with

the same rapidity that has marked its inception,

it will be no great wonder if in a short time, we

will discover our outdoor workmen applying it

to the results of their labors.

If it is true that "people like it," and now
demand it, what is to prevent the landscape

artist from catering to the public taste and modi-

fying his views to the same extent that his

brethren of the studio claim to be entitled.

Surely we can as readily smooth down the

excrescences on a tree, as well as the pimples on

a nose, and the seams and scars on the rugged
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brow of a mountain offer no greater obstacles

than do those of a weatherbeaten veteran.

As this is the age of improvement or of mis-

representation— cjill it by whichever name you

will—let us all equally indulge in it whilst the

fashion reigns supreme. We can thus temper

nature to suit the most fastidious taste, and in-

stead of presenting the unsightly sternness that

she will indulge in, we can manufacture placid

waterfalls from roaring torrents, smooth-faced

hills from frowning precipices, and velvety-sur-

faced trees from aged and wrinkled trunks.

What greater harm to take the " monarch of the

forest'' and tamper with his hoary old age than

to rejuvenate the patriarch or to steal from our

grandames their honored years? It is no

greater burlesque for us to indulge our imagina-

tions in the event of such singular metamor-

phoses than it is to critically examine half of the

work of the present day.

A variety of causes led me to undertake a

somewhat lengthy and promiscuous tour of the

country, and interest and curiosity combined

have induced me to carefully examine the show-

cases and display frames of all of the establish-

ments over which I have stumbled. I have

found that the prevailing motto is, that "nega-

tives are retouched here." An expense of signs

to that eifect might in most instances be avoided,

for the slightest inspection of the productions of

most of the galleries very emphatically proves the

entire truth of the assertion. Glance over the ad-

vertising columns of any of our photographic pub-

lications, and you will find that the artist, opera-

tor, poser, printer, mounter, and even the store

attendants, prefi.K or add to their application for

situations the invariable recommendation of

their ability to retouch.

Heretofore it has ever been a matter of diffi-

culty for me to find skilled workmen. Can it be

that now the fabled goddess, the presiding spirit

of art, has swooped down upon our country and

endowed, by a wave of her magic wand, all of

even the most humble aspirants after photo-

graphic honors with the power to improve the

human face? Believe that which you read and

the conclusion is unavoidable.

Time and again I have been asked my opinion

of certain card-sized and other photographs, and

in my replies have incurred the displeasure of

their makers, by either my lukewarm encomiums

or my positive expressions of disapproval. Then

have come the remarks calling my attention to

the thorough and spotless manner in which the

retouching had been accomplished, and after

this astonishment that I could possibly censure

pictures for being too much finished. Let this

practice go on unchecked, and our descendants

will be possessed of as valueless a set of relics as

are the ancient ivory miniatures, of which many
of us even now have specimens, and which pur-

ported to be resemblances of our remote ances-

tors. Imagine the collection of heads that future

historians will have with which to illustrate their

works. Let your mind revel in fancy, and think

how the generations to come will descant upon

the uniformity of feature of our present nota-

bilities ; how they will boast of the pure com-

plexions of our men, of the waxy skins of our

women, of the freedom of all appearance of age

of our venerables, of the brilliancy of our eyes,

and of the wiry strength of our beards. All of

these qualifications are mo.<t lavishly bestowed

upon the productions of many of our galleries.

Gentlemen, do not mistake me, and imagine

for one moment that I am desirous of establish-

ing a crusade against this most meritorious and

desirable acquisition to the manufacture of a

perfect negative. I am complaining of the abuse

and not of the use of the practice. Since I first

examined and revelled over the beauties of the

"Berlin cards,'' imported a few years ago, I

have been an earnest devotee and labored to

acquire the skill necessary for success. I am
here reminded of the experiences of " auld lang

syne."' Some sixteen years since, I first began

to wander from the paths of legitimate art and

adopt for my profession the service of her hardly

recognized sister, photography.

I commenced the coloring of photographs with

feelings of trepidation and uncertainty ; I could

not disabuse my mind of the impression that the

whole operation was enclouded by numerous

mysteries, and that it was necessary to become

familiar with the use of countless sizings and

secret preparations. Experience soon opened

my eyes to my folly, and the printed paper upon

which I worked, and the paints, unassisted by

any other vehicles, were, I found, all that were

needed beside the governing mind and hand.

So in negative retouching. Myself, and others

too, for some time labored under the delusion

that curious mixtures and peculiar manipula-

tions were absolutely requisite to the production

of the desired eflfect. Now the entire process is

reduced almost altogether to the wielding of a

lead-pencil. One of the most skilful operators in

this line, whom I believe to be present and lis-

tening to these words, does not even abrade the

surface of his plate. Use few tools, and under-

stand them well, has ever been the rule of the

most talented workmen in every branch of art,

and here it applies with equal force.

Painters have ever claimed, and authors on
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such subjects have ever spoken of, a certain

quality inherent to good pictures and Ijnown as

texture. The modern retoucher totally ignores

the existence or desirability of such an effect.

It is his sole aim to make smooth all that nature

has neglected to force to his standard. Thin

cheeks must depart with their shadows, wrinkles

must be filled up, scars be obliterated, moles,

warts, or distinguishing marks be effaced, indi-

viduality discarded, and expression, unfortu-

nately being too delicate an institution to be

mastered by the pseudo- artist, be forever most

effectually reduced to a state of non-existence.

There is little more to say in regard to this

subject. There is nothing to teach, for the

requisites are simply de.\terity of touch and a

nice discrimination of the requirements of the

plate in hand ; used cautiously and with a gov-

erning knowledge, your pencil becomes an instru-

ment of wonderful power. Applied indiscrimin-

ately and uncontrolled by thought or sentiment,

and its effects are meaningless absurdities. I

merely desire to enter my protest against the

prevalence of such misguided industry, and shall

feel happy in aiding to check the fanaticism that

threatens to degrade our art, and to render our

pictures anything else than that which they have

always been acknowledged, faithful transcripts

of nature.

Personal absence from this Convention inca-

pacitates me, to some extent, from being a thor-

ough judge of the next matter concerning which

I am about to broach an opinion. It has, how-

ever, been a mooted question in my mind as to

%vhether we are not holding these meetings and

exhibitions too frequently. It has been but

eleven months since we met in Philadelphia, and

we propose to again assemble in a year from

this date. We have all of us outgrown the

youthful ages when we looked upon years as

lifetimes and upon months as long intervals of

time. The realities of life combat us all, and

the active business man appreciates the fact, that

three hundred and sixty-five days roll away and

disappear in the past with a rapidity that seems

to increase as we advance in our course. Do we
really gain the full benefits for which this Asso-

ciation was established by such frequent re-

unions ? It occurs to me that the present system

will not only be prejudicial, but eventually it

will be fatal to our organization. Whilst here,

you will no doubt be treated with all the hospi-

tality that brotherhood in profession, liberality,

and good feeling can induce. You will be met
with the same spirit in whatever place you again

decide to reassemble, but I seriously doubt if

there is a majority of you who can afford the

time, so precious to you. to attend similar c??-

??,?/«/ convocations. Were this all, the objection

might be removed by urging thnt different panies

would attend in changed localities, and that a-t no

meeting the audience would ever become mengre.

An important point to consider is, whether we

shall be able to maintain the proper interest in

our exhibitions. We are all ready and anxious

to look upon the display of each other's work,

but are we nil so willing to contribute so fre-

quently? Were our art more analogous to that

of the painter, and our productions fewer in

number, we could borrow from our patrons the

works which we have lately executed and exact

the privilege of showing them. As it is, our

pictures are too numerous for us to retain their

histories or to have them always ready to com-

mand. Few will find it profitable or possible to

devise and execute elaborate specimens for the

express purpose, when annual demands are made
upon them. Foreign exhibitors, reaping but a

doubtful profit from the venture, will I fear soon

cease to be lavish in their contributions. With-

out desiring to act the part of an ominous prophet,

I still express views the realization of which I

dread.

It is not only important but necessary that

each exposition should be characterized by the

display of an entirely new set of specimens. Are

there among us a majority who yearly change

the show-frames in their own ateliers? Judging

by our last year's experience, we shall be fin;in-

cially unable to indulge in these good old times

of reunion ; and, although the Association num-

bers too many energetic and business-like men
to admit of its absolute failure, it will most

likely be generally accompanied by a depleted

treasury.

In view of these facts, I beg the most serious

attention to the business matters that may en-

gross your study, particularly to the maturement

of a feasible plan for the establishment of the

much talked of insurance company
; and, in con-

clusion, I propose for your earnest consideration

the lapse of a longer period before our next con-

vocation.

Mr. J. Lee Knight read the following

original poem

:

TINKERING JIM.

A PENCIL PORTRAIT IN SHADOWS.

Which I'll tell you in rhyme,

And my story is true

—

That I've lived at a time.

Perhaps others have, too.

When the ekeup ipir.tnre man was a hero,

And genuine merit found little to do.
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I knew one of these

In the dnys of the past,

A Yankee Micawber,

Inclined to be fast

—

AVho had ridden vast numbers of hobbies,

But the picture-trade hobby was last.

I knew him quite well,

(Which, his name, it was " Jim ;")

And no kind of labor

Took kindly to him.

His hands could never keep up with his plans.

That's what was the matter with Tinkering Jim.

He had kept school awhile.

But was wanted no more
;

Tried patent-right peddling.

But thought it a bore

—

Then, as running for ofiBee was dull,

He had clerked a few months in a store.

At last a bright idea

Entered his mind,

And being to indolence

Strongly inclined,

He thought in the "Garytype'' business

His forte and his fortune he'd find.

So he bought a cheap lens.

And a head-rest or two
;

Some secondhand traps.

But he thought they would d8

To set up snug in the business

Of very large profits, and little to do.

So Jim opened his shop

With the quite modest boast.

That he knew more than any,

And much more than most

;

Whilst as to his prices for taking a face,

"Twas a mere bagatelle, /wm/-, a quarter the cost.

He could make every kind.

In the height of the art

;

Tliougbt his compeers quite blind,

And himself very smart.

But his clothes became seedy in time.

While he worked at this trade in a cart.

Thus the world wagged along

In its old-fashioned way.

And Jim found that to-morrow

Came after today;

Or, to be more exact in our language,

That the easy-work trade didn't pay.

The reason was plain,

Jim was always ahead,

In his own estimation

—

At least so he said

—

And the man who could learn him new dodges

Wasn't born, or had long since been dead.

So Jim's high-lights were chalk,

And his shadows coal-black

—

While of pin-holes and comets

There never was lack
;

And his patrons, once safely escaping

But seldom, if ever, came back.

Poor Jim thought the world

Was using him-rough,

While the world thought poor Jim
Wasn't quite up to snufF;

And by failing tg do what he claimed to,

Was losing at odds in his life-game of bluff.

But, anon, father Time

With his scythe and his glass.

In making his rounds,

That way chanced to pass

—

And finding Jim useless above ground,

He stowed him away 'neath the grass.

HIS EPITAPH.

Poor Tinkering Jim,

His troubles are past

—

He first lied in business,'

And lies here at last.

His life was a sermon on failures,

Its text the grave error of Uarning toofast.

His faults and his hobbies

Are buried from sight,

To his life's dusty dark-room

Has entered new light

;

And the image defined on Eternity's screen,

Relieved by the background of what might

have been
;

Whether dim with the fogs and the failures of

time,

Or brilliant with rays from a sunnier clime.

No Mumler may show,

Nor can Black art foretell

What Jim's fate is to be.

Whether heaven or—well

Perhaps in the fulness of time we shall see

That the fruit fully ripened is true to the tree.

J. Lee Knight.

St. Louis, Mo., May 8th, 1872.

[Keceived with applause.]
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The Committee on Nominations reported

as follows

:

REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON
NOMINATIONS.

to the puesident and members of the

National Photographic Association.

Your Committee on Nominations beg leave to

report the following nominations :

For President—Abram Bogardus, New York.

For Vici'-Presidents—J. H. Liinson, Maine;

B. W. Kilburn, New Hampshire; D. H. Cross,

Vermont; E. F. Smith, Massachusetts; C. T.

Miller, Rhode Island; E. T. Whitney, Connecti-

cut; James Howard, New York; J E. Smith,

New Jersey; B. Frank Saylor, Pennsylvania;

W. H. Curry, Delaware ; N. H. Busey, Mary-

land ; D. H. Anderson, Virginia; C. W. Yates,

North Carolina ; George S. Cook, South Caro-

lina
; D. W. Van Riper, Georgia; J. H. Lakin,

Alabama; J. M. W. Summer, Arkansas; W. R.

Phipps, Kentucky; W. H Moyston, Teniiessee;

T. H. Higgins, West Virginia ; E. Finch, Texas;

S. T. Blessing, Louisiana ; W. H. Rulofson,

California; J. Lee Knight, Kansas; A. J. Fox,

Missouri; S. M. Fassett, Illinois; J. Perry

Elliott, Indiana
; J. F. Ryder, Ohio ; L. G. Bige-

low, Michigan; E. L. Eaton, Nebraska; C. R.

Savage, Utah ; F. Thorp. District Columbia ; W.
H. Sherman, Wisconsin ; Samuel Root, Iowa

;

A. F. Nesbitt. Minnesota; P. Olmstead, Daven-

port, Iowa.

For Permanent Secretary—E. L. Wilson,

Philadelphia, and V. M. Wilcox, New York.

For Treasurer—Albert Moore, Phihidelphia,

and W. Irving Adams, New York.

Execntive. Comniiitee—J W. Black, Boston
;

A. Hesler, Chicago ; V. M. Wilcox, New York
;

W. Irving Adams, New York ; W. H. Rhoads,

Philadelphia
; W L. Germon, Philadelphia

; J.

H. Fitzgibbon, St. Louis; 0. R. Blaisdell, Bos-

ton
; W. L. Troxell, Brooklyn, New York.

Comonittee on Progress of Pliotograpky—John

C. Browne, Philadelphia; Joseph M. Wilson,

Philadelphia
; John Moran, Pennsylvania

; W. J.

Baker, BuflFalo ; G. A. Douglass, Chicago; John

A. Scholten, St. Louis.

Counsellor at L<i.w—E. Y. Bell, New York.

Very respectfully yours,

J. W. Black, Chairman.

J. C. Elrod,

James Howard,
William H. Rhoads,

j. w. husher,
Committee.

On motion, the report of the Committee

on Nominations was laid over temporarily

to hear from E. Y. Bell, Counsellor of the

Association.

Mr. Bell read his report as follows:

REPORT OF THE COUNSEL.

It is now three years since I was first engaged

as counsel to defend one of your members in a

suit brought by the Shaw & Wilcox Co., of Conn.,

for an infringement of their patent " for a vesssel

for saving waste solutions of silver and gold by

precipitating means." After along and hard-

fought contest before the United States Court the

litigation was determined, and the result was in

favor of the Association, and at Cleveland I first

met you as a body, and gave to you then the

history of that memorable lawsuit.

The decision in this case caused the Shaw &
Wilcox Co. to fail in business, and also relieved

your Association from past damages claimed

under the patent, and saved to every photogra-

pher in America a license fee, and in case of re-

fusal a costly litigation.

The principal point decided in the first case

was whether the patentee, Mr. Shaw, could claim

any vessel and the precipitating means described

in his specifications for the recovery of gold and

silver from photographers' wastes. We con-

tended that his claim was too broad, even if Mr.

Shaw was the alleged inventor, and hence his

patent must fall.

The learned Court through a long written

opinion indorsed our views, and upon the first

objection, declared the patent as it then stood in-

valid and void. Soon after this decision Mr.

Shaw applied as the patentee for a reissue, claim-

ing only the "means" to recover the silver and

gold from photographers' wastes without making

special claim to the vessel. The government

granted him this reissue, and about the middle

of June, 1870, he was in a position again to ask

tribute from the photographers of the United

States.

The claim on Mr. Shaw's last patent being

somewhat different and more important in every

aspect than the one I had just defeated him on,

I was necessitated to give much time and study

to the same in order to prepare for an intelli-

gent defence thereon.

In July, August, and September of 1870 Mr.

Shaw commenced infringement suits against your

President, Mr. Bogardus, Messrs. Merz, Kurtz,

Pendleton, and many others. By this sudden

whirlwind of litigation some nine or ten suits

were passed into my hands for protection and de-

fence.

With the ready assistance of Messrs. Bogardus,
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Merz,and Pendleton, I at once set on foot a vigor-

ous line of defence. I examined with great care

both American, German, and English authorities

upon the subject of saving silver and gold from

photographic or other solutions, studied various

chemical treatises upon the properties and action

of the various solutions and ingredients chiimed

by Mr. Shaw, visited Boston and other cities and

places, with a view to gather testimony and

facts tending to defeat the patent I called

many valuable witnesses on behalf of our de-

fence, and cross-examined the patentee nearly

four days, literally making him tell all he knew

about his invention. These suits were open and

tried from 1870 down to the close of the last

year. For nearly two years I labored, and with

what effectiveness the triumphs answer best

In November, 1871, the first argument before

the United States Court was made by myself on

the part of the defence, and I made a full brief in

addition to the oral argument, and rested the suit.

The main point in issue was : Could the pat-

entee claim a process composed of well-known

and commonly used chemical substances ; and if

so, would not the claim be too broad to admit of

a patent ?

The distinguished judge in a full and able

written opinion decided for the second time ad-

versely to Mr. Shaw, and his last patent met the

fate of his former. Thus I succeeded, after

nearly three years of continuous legal labor, in

exploding Mr Shaw's patent, and in winning

about nine important suits. To-day, a*s far as I

am able to know, there is not a single infringe-

ment suit pending against any member of the

Association. From Maine to California the pho-

tographer may save his waste, with none to mo-

lest or make him afraid.

Now as to individual benefits and Association

good. What hns the defeat profited me? asks

one. What has the Association been saved ? in-

quires another. Well, I will tell you what my
success has done for you. When I first entered

upon the defence of the Lovejoy suit, in 1869,

Mr. Shaw's patent was se.ve.n years old, and had

(10) ten years to run. In 1870, a decision was

had against it. If it had been favorable to Mr.

Shaw and the company, every member of the

Association would have been liable for damages

to the amount of the license fee, which is $25

per year, and increased according to size of gal-

leries, beside the costs of collection, &c. One

thousand members at $25 per head, license fee

for a single year, would amount to $25,000, and

that sum multiplied by eight years, the number

of years the patent had run, and for which each

member would have been liable, makes the large

sum of $200,000. Add to this the two years of

damages, from 1870 to date of last defeat, and

we have the snug sum of $250,000.

This is a fortune in itself. No wonder the

Shaw & Wilcox Company fought to sustain and

gather in this immense wealth. No wonder that

the patentee sacrificed business, home, houses,

and lands, in order to become victorious. But
our line of defence, like the intrenchments of a

good army, was not easily assailed and captured.

We fought "on one line," even though it took

all summer and winter, and today you and I

can rejoice over a common triumph.

By defeating Mr. Shaw's two patents I have

wiped from existence forever ten years of the

same. Even though the" court should give him
another to-morrow for the same claim, ten years

of license fees, damages, and costs I have saved

you. Ten years of claims against you are swept

away forever.

Mr. Bell added : I have one other impor-

tant matter to allude to, and that is regard-

ing the libel suit against your honored

Secretarjr, Edward L. Wilson. It was an-

nounced two or three years ago, through his

Journal, that he had been sued by this com-

pany for articles published in his Journal of

February, March, and December, 1869. The

amount of damages claimed against him was

thirty thousand dollars. Fortwo long years

Mr. Wilson has been at a personal sacrifice of

time, business, and pecuniary expense, in

defending his case. For two years I have

been fighting it with him. We called wit-

nesses from the different parts of the country

at the expense of Mr. Wilson. You will

remember how it was these assumed libels

were published. You remember what the

subject-matter was about. The very man
that I have nine times defeated before the

courts of this country was the complainant.

It would have almost appeared to any man
who read the articles and knew the facts,

that Mr. Wilson never would have been held

before the courts responsible for a libel ; but

I did for him all that human and friendly

power could do. 1 do not believe the ablest

lawyers of New York or Philadelphia could

have changed the result, because under the

stringent laws of New York respecting pub-

lications, the law was against vis. The court

has found just previous to my coming here

a verdict against Mr. Wilson in the sum of

four thousand dollars and costs. This sum
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is now hanging over liim in the courts of

New Yorlc. It is tlie intention, as I under-

stand, of Mr. Wilson to appeal that ease. If

so, it may hang in the court for two or three

years. There are some features in the case

which peradventure may result to Mr. Wil-

son's benefit upon an appeal, but still I say

that to-day there is a judgment against him.

His honor and reputation in this matter be-

longs to you. You all know how this self-

sacrificing Secretary of yours has performed

his duties
; and his entire devotedness to the

art has caused him to remain with you when
the clouds have hung over him, and the wa-

ters of tribulation have almost covered him.

Gentlemen, when I speak to you of Mr.

Wilson, I speak of him feelingly, because I

think that in my connection with this As-

sociation for the past three years, having

been behind the scenes, I know what a

mighty mainspring that man is, and I say

it to his face, he not expecting it, that he

deserves your entire confidence and your

most liberal and devoted consideration. If

you ever go back on him, you will go back

on your best friend. I know that he has the

confidence of this Association. I know
that he has the confidence of the East and

of the North, and can I not ask whether he

has not the confidence to-day of the noble

Southwest? And here let me say that nearly

all the heat and burden of these litigations

has been borne by the East, but the result

afifects all parts of our common Union.' A
decree against your brothers in the East is

a decree against the West, North , and South.

Tou have a common interest in the progress

and final determination of all these impor-

tant lawsuits. And now in approaching the

final discharge of my official relations and

duties with you for the year now ended, let

me say and remind you that as an Associa-

tion you owe a debt of gratitude to those

who have stood the brunt of battle for you.

Give them your cordial support.

[Here the proceedings were interrupted

by matters of an impractical nature of no

public interest, which will be placed on the

record-book without publishing]

Mr. Bell concluded amid loud applause.

On motion, the report was adopted.

On motion, the report of the Committee

on Nominations, which was passed to hear

the report of Mr. Bell, was accepted.

The Convention then proceeded to the

election of ofiicers

:

President Bogardus : The committee have

thought proper to leave to the Association

any corrections it may be thought proper

to make in the list of nominations.

Mr. W. Irving Adams, of New York : I

see they have named two men for Treasurer.

But one man can serve there. I fully ap-

preciate the honor conferred upon me in

naming me as against so good a man as Mr.

Moore. I respectfully withdraw my name
as a candidate.

Mr. E. L. Wilson : Before that report is

adopted, I desire to bring up the resolution

of yesterday which laid on the table my res-

ignation. I do this in order that the Asso-

ciation may feel perfectly at liberty to elect

whom they please as Secretary. If I am to

be your Secretary, I want to be elected ; for

that reason I desire some action taken on

my resignation, that you may be entirely

free to vote for whoever you please for your

Permanent Secretary.

Mr. McFadden : I move that the resolu-

tion which laid Mr. Wilson's resignation on

the table yesterday be called up. Carried.

The same : I move that the resignation

be accepted. Lost.

Mr. Rhoads moved that Mr. Van Eiper

be authorized to deposit for the Association

a ballot for the President and Vice-Presi-

dents nominated. Carried.

Mr. Van Riper, according to instructions,

cast a ballot for Abraham Bogardus, Presi-

dent, and for those named in the report as

Vice-Presidents.

President Bogardus : I Avill do the best I

can for you, gentlemen, and you Avill have

the kindness to accept my thanks.

Mr. Wilcox withdrew his name as a can-

didate for Permanent Secretary.

On motion, the withdrawal of the names

of Messrs. Adams and Wilcox was accepted.

On motion, the election of Counsel, Sec-

retary, and Treasurer was conducted in the

same manner as that of President and Vice-

Presidents, Mr. Hesler, of Chicago, deposit-

ing the ballots for the nominees, Messrs.

Bell, Wilson, and Moore.

Mr. E. L. Wilson: I am one of those
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unfortunate individuals who cannot make a

speech, but I am willing to devote my ser-

vices for another year, so far as they need

it, to the National Photographic Associa-

tion. [Applause.]

I thank you for the very cordial manner
in which you have indorsed me in the past,

but I assure you you don't know what you
have done in re-electing me. I shall not

undertake to detail the labors of the Per-

manent Secretary ; I could not if I was so

disposed ; but it is constant work and

watching for the interests of the Associa-

tion from one Convention to another.

Again, I thank you for the honor you

have conferred upon me. I will work for

another year, and then if you don't elect

some one else I will run away from you.

[Applause.]

Mr. Albert Moore: Ladies and Gentle-

men, and members of the Association, you

would scarce expect one of my size to talk

much. [Applause.] I am not accustomed

to do it in warm weather. The pleasure of

holding other people's money is so great as

to remove all desire to i-esign. I can only

ask your kind indulgence when I dun you

to send me your moneJ^ I can only hold

on to it vxntil the Executive Committee in-

struct me to turn it over. I would like to

hold on to it longer, but I can't. I thank

you for your loud vote. [Applause.]

Mr. Bell said: I will simply say to you,

ladies and gentlemen, I thank you for the

honor conferred, but whether 1 will accept

the position as Attorney for the Association

for the ensuing year, will be a matter for

future consideration.

The Executive Committee was now regu-

larljr balloted for ; Messrs. Elrod, Bigelow,

and Husher being appointed as tellers. Some
time was occupied in lifting the ballots, and

business was proceeded with.

Mr. E. L. "Wilson presented a paper from

Prof. Towler on the Albert process, which

was ordered to be printed, as follows

:

ALBERTYPE.

Comparatively speaking, that is, placing be-

fore our view the entire population of adults,

both photographic and non-photographic, it may
be asserted that the Albertype is, as yet, an un-

known process; it is, however, a tried process,

.an uecomplished fact, and certain in its re-

sults. It is the last great and decided proof of

progress in photography. There is still room
enough for more progress, and I shall, God
willing, explain in a future article something of

that which remains to be e-xpanded, advanced,

and improved.

The Albertype is a print in printers^ ink, made
by the lithographic jjiess, equal in every respect

and similar to the silver print obtained from the

same negative, and possessing advantages over

the silver printed picture in the fact that neither

washing, toning, fixing, nor mounting is re-

quired, that the print is perfect when it has

passed through the press, that a graded border

can be printed around the picture at the same

impression, and that titles, descriptions, dates,

&c., are in like manner all printed at the same

time. Furthermore, I may add that any kind

of paper can be used, and also that any of the

colored inks of the typographer may be employed
;

consequently prints on albumen paper are most

easily simulated, and engravings, lithographs,

and maps reproduced so perfectly as not to be

distinguished from the originals. Finallj', by

means of the ink-rollers, it is possible to grade

the lights and shadows to suit the most fastidi-

ous artistic taste.

Again, let us extend our investigations into

the merits of this beautiful type. The negative

can be stereotyped ad infinitum, that is, one im-

pression can be prepared so as to keep 07ie press

in operation, or twenty impressions can be pre-

pared so as to keep twenty yresses at work simul-

taneously, or an indefinite number of presses

may be maintained in operation upon the same

picture at the same time. This is a very great

advantage. One operator, attending to one press,

can produce about two hundred prints in one

day.

This short description of the Albertype gives a

bird's-eye view of the print, its advantages,

beauties, feasibilities, and commercial value.

The next inquiry naturally is this :
" Is the

process a patented process, or is it free to all?"

Letters-patent were obtained by Jos. Albert,

the inventor. No. 97,336, dated November 30th,

1869 ; and a reissue, No. 4328, dated April 11th,

1871. The entire right of the patent in the

United States is vested in the hands of E. Bier-

stadt, New York. Several presses are in full

operation, and I presume Mr. Bierstadt will be

ready to sell legal rights to practice the process

or to execute orders for book illustrations, gov-

ernment surveys, or the reproduction of standard

engravings, &c.

I am indebted to Mr. Bierstadt for his ex-

treme courtesy in permitting me to describe, for
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the benefit of the National Photogrnphic Associ-

ation, whatever I may have seen or learned in

regard to this charming process.

Talking a view of the whole subject, it seems

proper and natural to divide it into eight parts,

namely : Firstly, the preparation of the nega-

tive ; secondly, the separation of the collodion

film from the negative plate ;
thirdly, the sub-

stratum of the type plate ; fourthly, the sensi-

tive film ; fifthly, the type impression ;
sixthly,

the imbedding of the type plate on the marble

slab ; and finally, the inking and impressing.

]. The Preparation of the Negative.

I may remark here that any negative may be

used in this process, whether it be a plain nega-

tive or one upon which has been expended the

most artistic skill in retouching. Naturally the

results vfill be in accordance with the perfection

and adaptability of the negative. The negative,

too, may be either varnished or unvarnished

when transmitted to headquarters ; but when it

arrives there the varnish invariably has to be

removed. But, although any negative may be

used, there is but one sort of negative from

which perfect prints can be obtained ; such, at

least, was my observation. I will describe as

well as I can how to obtain the proper negative.

The glass used is supposed to be the best of

the kind ; it is well to steep it first in a bath of

nitric acid, one part, and water, one part, for a

few hours ; after which it is taken out, washed,

rubbed with powdered rottenstone, again washed,

and dried, it is now rubbed with powdered

soapstone, and polished with a clean piece of silk

or chamois leather. No substratum of any kind

is employed. A collodion containing more ether

than alcohol is well adapted for this process, and

pyroxyline that will produce rather a leathery

film than a powdery film is the more suitable.

Coat, expose, and develop in the usual way, only

above all things aim to get full detail, semi-trans-

parency in the shadows, and an entire absence of

fuggiiiess ; that is, a thin, perfect negative. The

negative is not to be varnished. If the negatives

have to be prepared on the field, all that is nec-

essary in respect of preservation is to keep them

in the plate box, firmly fixed in the respective

grooves.

2. Separation of the Collodion Film from

THE Negative Plate.

Here we have two cases, one when the nega-

tive has been sent from abroad in a varnished

condition, and one when the negative has not

been varnished.

In the first place, the varnish must be removed,

and then the two kinds of negatives are reduced

to the same condition. Immerse the varniahed

negative in the following solution ;

TO remove vaunish from a negative.

Alcohol, . . . . 5 ounces.

Water, . . . . 5 "

Potassa, . . . . 2 drachms.

As soon as the varnish is all dissolved ofiT,

wash the film carefully with water containing »

little alcohol, and finally coat it with a very

thin solution of gum arabJc, and set the plate

away to dry.

The negative film is next coated with a collo-

dion prepared in the following manner ;

TRANSFER COLLODION.

Alcohol, .... 42 ounces.

Ether, . . . . 22 "

Castor Oil, ... 1 ounce.

6un-Cotton, . . . 600 grains.

The collodion is poured upon the negative

film gently and rather slowly, but continuously,

and then the excess is allowed to flow off at one

corner in the usual way back again into the col-

lodion vial. The negative plate is now reared

away to dry. When the film is dry, a straight

ruler is laid upon it, near each edge of the plate,

and with a sharp blade of a penknife a cut is

made through the film to the glass all round.

The plate is now placed in a dish of water to

soak. In a short time the film becomes loosened

from the glass, and by raising one corner with

the point of a knife, it may be easily removed

completely from the glass. The moisture i3

next absorbed from the film, and the latter is

placed between two leaves of a blank book kept

for the purpose; this film is the future negative.

3. The Substratum of the Type plate.

The best substance for the reception of the

type-impression is a piece of plate-glass, about

half an inch in thickness, and properly ground

and polished. The plate ia cleaned in the usual

manner, and then placed on a levelling-stand

maintained in a horizontal position, and coated

with albumen saturated with bichromate of am-

monia. The coating must be uniform ; all bub-

bles must be broken up, and particles of dust or

of other insoluble material removed. This opera-

tion is performed in the yellow or non-actinie

room ; and the plate is supported, when all ex-

cess of the bichromated ammonia has drained off,

on a levelling-stand placed in a chest or cup-

board maintained at a uniform temperature of

about 112° Fahr. The lid or door is closed, to

keep out the dust ; and the bulb of a thermome-

ter is inserted through an aperture in the lid,

allowing the indications to be read on the out-
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side. As soon as the film is dry, the plate is

taken out of the chest, and placed with the film

downwards on a piece of black velvet, supported

on a flat board. In this condition the plate is

carried into the light, and left exposed for a

given time. The light that gets to the bichro-

mated film has to pass through the plate-glass,

and thus acts upon the back of the film, which

in this way becomes indurated like leather, in-

soluble, and firmly adhesive to the glass ; but the

front surface of the film, by reason of the black

velvet beneath, remains nearly in its original or

soluble condition, and, as soon as the salt of

chrome has been dissolved out, will be ready

to receive the next coating. The plate, there-

fore, is placed in a dish of water for half an

hour, then taken out and dried, of course in the

yellow-room and in the drying-chest as before.

4. The Sensitive Film.

The finest gelatine is used in the preparation,

together with the cleanest isinglass ; both these

ingredients are previously soaked in pure water

for some time, and then dissolved by the aid of

heat. The proportions may vary according to

circumstances and experience. Take the fol-

lowing;

Gelatine,

Isinglass,

Water,

2 ounces.

1 ounce.

36 ounces.

If when dissolved and heated to 112° Fahr. it

flows like syrup, it will possess the requisite con-

sistency. This solution is sensitized to satura-

tion with bichromate of ammonia, and kept

simmering at a temperature of 1 12° Fahr. for

half an hour, and then filtered through clean

flannel at the same temperature, or thereabouts.

Funnels suitable for such purposes can always be

obtained from the dealer in chemical utensils.

The plate already prepared with a substratum

is now placed on the levelling-stand, film up-

wards, and a sufficient quantity of the sensitized

gelatine and isinglass is poured upon the middle

of the plate, and spread out so as to cover the

entire film by means of a piece of clean paper.

At this stage all insoluble particles are removed,

and bubbles broken up. In performing the next

part of the operation the hands ought to be pro-

tected with India-rubber gloves, for the salt of

chrome is quite poisonous ; and some persons

suffer exceedingly from its effects. The plate is

raised slightly on each edge to allow the excess

of gelatine to flow off ; the under surface of each

edge is wiped with a cloth ; and the plate is then

plnoed on a levelling-stand in the drying-chest

maintained at a temperature of about 1 12° Fahr.

As soon as the film is dry and cold it is ready to

receive the impression from the negative.

5. The TrPE-lMPRESSioif. .

The thin collodion film, previously removed

from the negative glass, is now placed (face up-

wards as before) upon the sensitized gelatine film

on the thick piece of pla%e-glass
; the latter rest-

ing on the ledge of the printing-frame, which

opens at the back. Over the thin negative film

a plate of glass is pressed, to keep the negative

film in apposition with the bichromated gela-

tine, and the glasS'plate is clamped down with

wedges beneath the clamps, or with strong

springs. This part or surface of the pressure-

frame can be covered with a black lid of paste-

board. The frame is now carried into the light

and exposed. Gradually the picture appears.

This is observed by first putting on the paste-

board lid, Ciirrying the frame into a corner of

the room where the light is less vivid, and open-

ing the door at the back ; if the color is of a

proper yellow in the shades, and the picture is

PULL of detail, this part of the operation is

complete ; if not expose again. When complete,

the plate is taken out of the frame and placed

in a tank of water for half an hour or so ; it is

better when the tank is supplied with a running

stream, but the stream must not play upon the

film. The object of this immersion is to remove

all the chrome salt in the gelatine that has not

been acted upon by the light. ' The plate is now
taken out and dried

; it is the type-plate.

6. The Imbedding of the Type-plate on

THE Maeble Slab.

The marble slab is the bed of the lithographic

press. The upper surface must be kept clean

after the removal of each plate, and is supposed

to be ready for the reception of a new type-plate.

SOLUTION OF PLASTER OF PARIS.

Take finely powdered gypsum and make it

quickly into a thin and homogeneous paste, and

pour the paste upon the centre of the marble

slab ; spread the paste out so as to cover a space

equal to that of the type-plate ; let one end of

the type-plate rest close to the edge of the spread

gypsum, and, gradually inclining the back of the

plate down upon the paste, it will come in con-

tact with the gypsum and drive before it all air-

bubbles. When the plate is quite down, press

upon the protected film so as to bring the plate

firmly into position and imbedded on the surface

of the marble slab. By means of a proper pal-

ette knife, all excess of gypsum is removed along

the edge of the plate, with the exception of an
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edging such as is left along the edge of a win-

dow-frame when a pane of glass is set. By this

time the gj'psum will have become concrete and

the plate will be ready for the printing operation.

FINALLY, THE INKING AND IMPRESSING.

Two slabs of marble are used for holding the

ink : the same ink may be used on either slab,

only on the first slab the ink is more consistent
;

on the second the ink contains more varnish.

Or the second slab may contain an ink of a dif-

ferent color ; for instance, black on the first and

reddish on the second.

The ink-rollers are also different ; for the first

inking the roller is covered, as it were, with the

rough surface of chamois leather ; whilst, for

the second inking or toning, the leather on the

roller is quite smooth. The rollers are well

rubbed on the slabs and uniformly covered with

the thinnest layer of ink possible. They are

now ready.

After each impression the bichromated film

has to undergo the following operation : In the

first place, the film is moistened uniformly with

a clean wet sponge, proceeding over the entire

film, first east and west and then north and

south. With a clean piece of soft shirting the

film is now quickly but gently dried ; finally, the

last visible traces of moisture are removed, by

running over the film, with a roller covered with

clean, soft chamois leather, in the two directions

as above. This roller resembles the hand rollers

-used in type printing, only it is covered, as just

remarked, with chamois leather.

Now we proceed to the inking of the impres-

sion with the first inking roller, and continue to

ink-in the impression until the picture is uni-

formly brought out. It is here we see the

beauty and philosophy of the operation. All

those parts which go to the formation of the pic-

ture on the bichromated gelatine were rendered

insoluble, and remain insoluble, and by reason

of this insolubility, after the surface has been

dried with the drying roller they attract the

printing ink as it is rolled over them, and keep

attracting it as the operation of inking continues.

Consequently the inking is quite under control
;

experience and good taste have to be the guide.

But the parts that do not go to the formation

of the picture, containing no salt of chrome, and

consisting of gelatine simply indurated, attract

moisture when sponged and retain a certain

quantity; and thus those parts have no attrac-

tion for printer's ink ; on the contrary, they repel

it, and are not even soiled by it.

After the picture has thus been inked-in, the

second roller is used j by this means the finer de-

tails are brought out, and, if the ink on the fine

roller is of a different color, the picture is toned.

The type-plate is now covered with a. sheet of

paper, with an aperture in the middle of the size

and shape of the intended print; over this is

placed the sheet of paper which is to receive the

impression ; the sheet of leather is lowered upon

the paper, and the marble slab is passed along

the roller under the pressure slide. The impres-

sion is now made ; this is the proof-sheet. From
this proof the operator has to determine whether

too little or too much ink has been used, and

also whether the type-plate is a success or not.

SUPPLEMENT TO THE FOEBGOING.—HOW TO MAKE
A GRADED BORDER AROUND THE PRINT.

By referring back to article No. 5 we find in-

structions for preparing the typeplnte. Now,

taking the plate just when the impression is per-

fect, and before it is placed in the water-bath,

we proceed as follows, in order to get a graded

border around the picture :

In the first place, the picture already obtained

is covered accurately with a thin sheet of tin-foil

or black paper
;
at any given distance from the

edge of this tin-foil or black paper another piece

of tin-foil or black paper is laid upon the type-

plate, the central part being entirely and care-

fully cut out, thus leaving the type-plate uncov-

ered for a given width all around the picture,

that is, between the central mat and the periph-

eral mat. A glass plate is next placed upon

the two mats and wedged down, to hold them in

contact with the type-plate. The latter is now

exposed to the light, as before, but for only a

short time. The light acts upon the sensitized

gelatine beneath, and causes it to receive ink in

proportion to the length of the exposure. Fur-

thermore, by placing over the exposed border

between the two mats, a properly-prepared nega-

tive collodion film, containing the name of the

photograph, the artist's name, the date, descrip-

tion, &c. , in printing, &c., characters, a type-

plate is easily produced that will furnish impres-

sions that leave nothing more to be desired.

HOW TO CLEAN THE TYPE-PLATE.

As soon as the work is done, either for the day,

or completed as per order for the time being, the

type-plate may be cleaned and stored away for

future use. This act of cleaning is a simple ope-

ration, and is effected in the same way as ordi-

nary type is sometimes cleaned, namely, by means

of spirits of turpentine, or of mineral naphtha

obtained as the first product of distillation from

petroleum. A sponge is dipped into the solution

and then is passed over the surface of the type-
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plate ; immediately the ink is removed, and the

surface is wiped, and the plate is stored away.

The following petition from Father Meade,

of N"ew York, was read by the Secretary:

The petition of Henry K. Meade, the

aged father of the late Meade Brothers, is

most respectfully presented to the benevo-

lent consideration of the National Ameri-

can Photographic Association, in conven-

tion at St. Louis, Mo., May, 1872, setteth

forth and showeth that your petitioner in

1841 invested all his means and his best

exertions and energies to establish his two

sons, then quite young, Henry, just of age,

and Charles, only nineteen (both showed to

be older), in the daguerreotype business in

the city of Albany, N. T. They soon

evinced great aptitude for the business, and

were very successful in teaching and spread-

ing it all through the country. In 1850

they established their well-known and pop-

ular gallery, 233 Broadwaj', IS". Y., where

they gained a reputation and name seldom

equalled in so short a time. Their name
alone yet remains on the premises they oc-

cupied ; they lay side by side in Greenwood

Cemetery, and I am. left alone at the ad-

vanced age of seventy-six years, to be-

moan and lament their sad untimely fate.

Their agreement with me was, that they

would always take care of me as long as I.

lived, and I should be carefully and com-

fortably provided for, which promise they

faithfully performed, and would have con-

tinued to do so had they lived ; but it

pleased Almighty God to order it otherwise,

and I am bereft of my children and my
business I took so much pains to establish,

all at once, and am left destitute.

My age and infirmities come on so fast

now I am not able to do anything.

I humbly, therefore, pray and hope you

will make some little provision for me,

which will be a double blessing to me, as

being an evidence of your kind regard for the

memory of the dear departed, which will

comfort me in my dying hour.

I shall ever pray for your prosperity and

happiness.
Henry R. Meade.

Mr. Hesler also made an appeal in behalf

of Mr. H. H. Snelling, another worthy
father in the art.

It was resolved that the Treasurer re-

ceive any contributions for the relief of

Mr. Snelling and Father Meade, and pay
over the same to them.

The Secretary announced a very useful

paper from Mr. H. H. Snelling, as follows :

LOOKING HIGHER.

BY H. H. SNELLING.

In the organization and the enthusiasm which

has sustained your Society thus far, I think I per-

ceive a large measure of improvement in the

minds of the photographers of the United States,

which is an earnest of the more rapid progress of

your beautiful art to that high state of perfec-

tion which is its "rightful destiny. Permit nie,

therefore, to congratulate you on this occasion

for taking this important step, and the manner
in which you have sustained the Association to

the present time ; and to express the hope that,

as your Association grows in years, you may be-

come more and more in love with it, and strive

more and more energetically for its permanency,

so that it may become to the photographic art

what kindred societies now are to science, history,

the arts of design and painting, and to medicine.

You who are members- of the National Photo-

graphic Association have hard battles to fight

against those who belong to the art, not only

outside of its membership but within, before you

can accomplish all your purpose. Those who
are not with you are against you, and are your

antagonists from the most unreasonable and un-

worthy prejudice
;
while the enemies among you

are such from that equally unreasonable motive

—jealousy. To overcome these external and in-

ternal enemies the earnest among you have to

put on the breastplate of prudence, the buckler

of brotherly kindness, and the sword of wisdom,

and fight it out manfully until your efforts are

crowned with entire success.

Pardon this language, gentleuien, for I use it

because of my past experience in like endeavors

for the improvement of photography and photog-

raphers, and I know that on these two rocks,

prejudice and jpoloi's]/, all similar efforts to your

own have made shipwreck. Wisdom asserts that

the part of true friendship is to deal candidly

with a friend, and strive to correct in a kindly

way whatever is amiss in him ;
and I am of opin-

ion that the same aphorism will apply to the

lovers of any art or profession. Permit me,

therefore, to carry out this part of friendship on

this occasion as I have in other ways and by
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other means in years past, and give me the jjrivi-

Ifffe of an old friend. To eradicate a long-seated

disease, the physician prescribes severe remedies,

and to dislodge an ugly tutnor the surgeon cuts

deep, and whatever may be the feeling of the pa-

tient tovpards his tormentor at the time, nothing

but gratitude and love fills his heart after the

cure is effected.

By what I have said I do not wish to prepare

your minds for any severe language in this paper,

but simply to bespeak good will and brotherly

kindness for a little advice which long experi-

ence enables me to give ; and I trust I shall not

overstep the bounds of modesty in doing so.

To you, gentlemen, who are the most earnest

and active in this good work, let me first address

myself. AVith earnestness and activity in any

matter of public interest, a dictatorial manner is

too apt to gain prominence in the human mind,

and many a man has been kept out of worthy so-

cieties and from exercising his abilities in their

good work by the exercise of it by those—usually

called—prominent members. Avoid this rock

of offence. Again, the desire to drive matters,

which influences men of active minds, cannot be

used in societies as in ordinary business affairs.

We may say what we please of the human mind,

but in this one thing it is not much unlike the

instinct of a certain domestic animal that sets up

a terrible outcry when hands are laid upon it to

force it against its inclination. Tou have to con-

vince man that you are right before you can in-

duce him to adopt your opinions, or believe that

he is wrong. Again, it is the part of wisdom to

avoid even the semblance of partiality, either in

time, place, or person. The most conciliatory

kindness should be used to allay jealousies and

win refractory and unruly members, and to rec-

oncile such points of difference having a tendency

to mar the good fellowship of members. Never

press a measure untimely, but defer it until the

time is more propitious. An association of this

kind is, in this respect, unlike a legislative body

in this, that whereas the withdrawal or expulsion

of a member is unavoidably detrimental to a so-

ciety, inasmuch as his place cannot be again

filled, the legislature suffers no loss under like

circumstances, as another can be found to supply

his place. Every photographer in the United

States should be a member of the National Pho-

tographic Association, and nothing in its pro-

ceedings should prevent this being a realization.

It will not answer to attempt to control members
outside of the meeting-room of the Association

in any act not detrimental to the society itself.

You might just as well tell a photographer that

he cannot belong to the Association unless he

works by a particular formula, as to make the

price of his photographs a basis for membership.

Circumstances alone must govern the value of a

man's work, and each man has to rise or fall ac-

cording to his ability
; and as his ability to ap-

proach excellence in portraiture or landscape, so

will be his ability to command the prices at

which he values his pictures. It is a mistaken

idea to suppose you* can force the public to give

five dollars for a picture if it is not worth it, or

when they do not know enough to distinguish

between the good and the bad. "Cheap Johns"
will exist in every community, and there must
be those who will cater to their minds. There-

fore, in fixing a scale of prices as a basis for

membership you exclude this class of caterers,

and lose the opportunity of schooling their minds

up to the proper standard that will enable them

to execute work worthy of meritorious prices
;

at the same time you cripple your sphere of use-

fulness in educating the public mind to a right

appreciation of your art. If A. makes a better

photograph than B., surely he should obtain a

better price for it, and you cannot expect a man
of taste and judgment to give B. the same price

A. charges. Depend upon it, the adoption of a

scale of prices on any basis would work disas-

trously to the National Photographic Associa-

tion, or any other photographic society.

To those members disposed to fault-finding and

a factious spirit, let me advise moderation and
an endeavor to make the best of whatever may
transpire in the Association, and strive, by
yielding temper and forgiving disposition, to se-

cure harmony and good fellowship one towards

another; observing the good old Democratic Re-

publican rule of submission to the majority.

I have written more than I intended, but one

word to the non-members of the Association.

Throw aside the unreasonable and ridiculous

prejudioes^for your opposition is the fruit of

nothing else—which keep you from enrolling

yourselves among the N. P. A. 's, and become

heartily and actively co-workers with them in

advancing the interests of the photographic art.

It is impossible for you to do otherwise than gain

by the Association in all that you desire. In

the "multitude of counsel there, is wisdom."

G-entlemen of the National Photographic As-

sociation, accept my best wishes for your pros-

perity as an Association and as individuals.

The Secretary read a communication from

Mr. F. Thorp, of Washington City, regret-

ting his inability to attend the Convention,

and presenting the following paper :

14
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THINGS BEAUTIFUL AND OTHERWISE.
BY F. THOEP.

Never did a caged bird beat bis prison bars

with greater eagerness to escape, than have I to

be with you on these pleasant spring days, to aid

with voice and vote in promoting the best inter-

ests of our Association ; but it is because I be-

lieve I can best serve your interests by remain-

ing at my post here, that I am not vpith you in

person as I am in heai t. But vphile I cannot be

with you, perhaps you will listen with patience

to a few suggestions that may not be inappropri-

ate at this time.

First of all, let me express the hope that your

councils will be characterized by a sincere wish

to keep the good of the Association paramount,

and subserve all sectional and personal matters

to that end

It may seem strange to some of you that I

have not sent any pictures for exhibition this

year, and I will explain.

From the position that I occupy at present,

there would be some little danger of my work

being taken by some misguided persons as models

upon which to form their style, and as they con-

tain many imperfections as yet, these very faults

might be most copied and worked up to, which

would be leading in the wrong direction.

Having access to many of the best private

collections of pictures in America, I am engaged

in a thorough , systematic study of the principles

that governed the production of the finest por-

traits in the world, engraved or otherwise, and

applying those principles to the production of

photographic portraits.

The course of study, comparison, and experi-

ment upon which I have entered, I am far from

having completed, but I have advanced far

enough to show that many of our generally re-

ceived ideas of lighting are erroneous, especially

in the treatment of heads of ladies; and have

discovered one entire new principle in lighting,

that has not yet appeared in the works of any

photographer in this or any other country.

Just here, I imagine I could hear my genial

friend Bogardus say, "What is it, let's have it
;

that is what we are after." The question is much

easier asked than answered.

I do not purpose patenting it, and I dislike

those men who have secrets in the art, but I

confess my utter inability to explain this new

principle ^new to photography but old in the

arts) in writing, and I have not as yet a pic-

ture where it is shown in perfection ; and, be-

sides, I do not yet know how far it may be modi-

fied by other principles yet to be discovered.

What I propose to do, is to pursue the course

I have begun to completion, and at our next

meeting, with the principles well digested and

comprehensively illustrated with studied speci-

mens, be prepared to place before you something

that will be at once useful and practical, and

will save many of you from going up the tedious,

toilsome, roundabout way that I have come.

If any of my brother artists were to attempt

to follow me now, they would only be led a lively

dance through a bewildering labyrinth of experi-

ments, therefore I deem it best to wait until I

have it in shape. If, in the meantime, while I

am pursuing these experiments in lighting, some

one with a less knowledge of art and better

knowledge of chemistry, will enter upon a course

of experiments for the purpose of giving us in-

stantaneity in a practical working formula under

the skylight, we will then put our heads together

and astonish the" world, at least take a stride

forward in our art.

This matter of producing good rich negatives,

under the skylight, by instantaneous exposure,

is a possibility, and is the great crying need of

our profession. Is it not worth making an effort

to secure ? I will give one hundred dollars for

such a formula. There are others, more able,

that would probably give more ; let us move in

the matter ; subscribe as individuals a fund of

ten thousand dollars, to be awarded by a com-

mittee of reliable men appointed by the Associa-

tion, for a practical working formula, that will

produce a fully timed rich negative, of a prop

erly lighted subject, by an absolutely instantane-

ous exposure.

This offer will induce competent men to ex-

periment, and is almost certain to accomplish

the object ; and it would be a result before which

bromide patents, revolving backgrounds, silver-

saving apparatus, and hand-screens would sink

into insignificance ; even Wilson's improved

head-rest would no longer be a necessity in well-

regulated galleries.

I hope the matter will be taken up, and such

action had thereon as to you may seem best.

There is one other matter to which I wish to

call your attention, and which I had hoped to

lay before you in person, and that is making a

collection of photographs of American beauties.

I would suggest that the Association, by reso-

lution, invite its members to contribute photo-

graphs of ladies of marked beauty, in their re-

spective localities, said pictures to become the

property of the Society, and as soon as the col-

lection can be made complete, so as to embrace

a picture of every beautiful woman in America,

let it be placed on exhibition in each of our large

cities, and a profit of thousands of dollars may
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be realized to the Society, and afterwards the

collection would becoQie tin attractive feature of

our future museum of photography.

That the scheme is practical I am well con-

vinced ; thiit the ladies themselves are not averse

to it I have taken pains to satisfy myself; thnt

" it is a consummation devoutly to be wished "

no one will doubt, and that it will be profitable

to those who furnish the pictures, will become

apparent as soon as the work is commenced ;
for

when you invite a beautiful lady to sit for such

a purpose, directing your best efforts to the sole

object of making her picture as beautiful as pos-

sible, if your picture is a success you will in

every instance receive orders for duplicates that

will more than remunerate you, and the pains

taken and study involved in producing a fine

picture cannot but be improving to any of us.

I consider this matter of so much importance

that I feel like urging it upon your attention.

Other countries will also make such collec-

tions, and a few years hence it will be possible to

exhibit a collection containing all the noted

beauties of the world.

For myself I would undertake to furnish pic-

tures of the celebrated beauties of our Capital,

and am well assured that such a collection, ex-

hibited in this city, would be better patronized

than any other exhibition of art that could be

devised.

As I cannot be present myself I hope some

member will offer the resolution, inviting the

members to contribute these pictures, and take

the sense of the Convention upon it.

I am still, as of old, a practical advocate of

higher prices for better work, and here, perched

as I am upon the roof of the Capitol, I shall keep

watch and ward over the best interests of the

fraternity, and with an abiding faith in the per-

petuity, usefulness, and power of our Associa-

tion, I bid ycu all God speed in the good work.

Local Secretary Fitzgibbon requested the

members to be present promptly at 1 P.M.,

to m_ake the excursion prepared for them by

the citizens of St. Louis.

The tellers not being yet ready to report,

they were instructed to do so at the next

session, and, on motion, the meeting ad-

journed until Friday, at 10 o'clock, a.m.

Thxiesday Afternoon.

The excursiofi and entertainment, given by
the citizens of St. Louis, were partaken of by
about five hundred members of the Associ-

ation
;
the carriages making a procession of

over a mile in length. After a pleasant

drive the Fair Ground was reached, where

Mr. Eobert Bcnecke made the annual group,

securing two 14 x 17 negatives, as good as

possible under the circumstances.

Soon after the arrival, the most enter-

prising and progressive of the fraternity

were attracted by a placard at a distance,

done in large letters :
" The perfect camera

stand." At this sight a rush was made to

look into the matter, and it was found to

be a "lemonade stand." From the Fair

Grounds they drove to the Botanical Gar-

dens of Mr. Henry Shaw, that gentleman

having, through the Local Secretary, ex-

tended them an invitation

:

An hour was spent in that most lovely

garden spot, when the carriages were taken

again, and Bumgartner's Grove was finally

reached, where a collation was spread under

the trees, and everything prepared for a

jolly time. Colored transparencies deco-

rated the grounds, and Postlewaite's brass

band discoursed sweet music. A number of

bottles of "Imperial" lent an additional

enchantment to the entertainment.

The toasts were all in a high degree com-

plimentary to St. Louis, and it was acknowl-

edged by all parties that they had never been

so well entertained in their lives. The com-

plete arrangements of the whole entertain- .

ment was due to, in a great degree, the in-

defatigable energies of Mr. Fitzgibbon.

In the evening Mr. Ben. De Bar extended

an invitation to visit his Opera House, which

Avas accepted by many.

FOUETH SkSSION.

Friday, June 10th, 1872.

Convention met at 10 a.m.

Mr. Southworth gave notice that he in-

tended to offer an amendment to the consti-

tution, making it read that the annual elec-

tion shall be by ballot, "unless otherwise

ordered."

The President appointed Messrs. Ben-

dann, Landy, and Scholten as a Committee

on the Award of Medals for foreign pictures.

Mr. Elrod, of Louisville, read the report of

he tellers on the election of the Executive

Committee, and declared the following per-

sons elected : J. W. Black, Boston ; A.

Hesler, Chicago; W. H. Khoads, Phila—
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delphia ; J. H. Fitzgibbon, St. Louis ; W.
Irving Adams, New York.

President Bogardus : I want now for a

short time to discuss the use and abuse of

retouching, and other subjects to the point.

The President being called upon to give

his views on the subject of retouching re-

sponded as follows : I retouch but very little,

just enough to smooth down the rough parts

of the picture, and remove the freckles or

spots, or anything we want removed, and

soften down the heavy lights ; but to retouch

so as to make the face look like a round

cast we don't allow it. We retouch both

with India ink and pencil. The retoucher

exercises his judgment in the use of the ink

or pencil. We have to hold him back from

retouching too much ; about as many pic-

tures are spoiled from too much retouching

as are toned to death.

Mr. demons : I use nothing but a steel

pen and black ink for touching out spots

from negatives. You will find it the easiest

mode of any. You can hit the spot more

accurately with a pen, and if you get too

much ink on you can wipe it oif.

Mr. S. Koot : As far as retouching is con-

cerned I do just as little of it as possible. I

am not an admirer of retouching ; but in

the West, where we have sunburnt faces and

hollow cheeks, we cannot do without it
;
you

have got to soften the pictures down to

make them go. I varnish my plate and

retouch without rubbing at all. I use an

ordinary No. 5 Faber pencil. I make my
own varnish of white shellac and alcohol.

I think we could give prominence to the

profession if on our return from these exhi-

bitions we would cause full notices of their

proceedings to be published in the local

papers.

Mr. J. Smith, of Chicago : Ketouching has

become a matter of course, but unless we
keep it in check we shall go backward in-

stead of forward. We find pictures re-

touched all over, so that the face looks like

the granulation of an egg-shell. That is

not natural. I have nowhere seen such a

human face. I must say, like the President,

retouch only so as to lighten the shadows

and the wrinkles, and the frown between the

eyes. Some people have a crooked nose ; I

think we might straighten that to a good

advantage. I use common black unbleached

shellac and alcohol, and make it a thick-

ness that will flow even.

Mr. Bigelow was called upon to instruct

how to retouch Mr. Clemons's face, which he

did in a way both instructive and pleasing.

Mr. Elrod, of Louisville, gave a descrip-

tion of a little retouching-board which he

used, and which was of his own invention

viz. :

For my retouching-board I use a win-

dow facing the south. Put a broad board

across the window at such an angle that

you can sit erect while retouching. Shut

out the light above this board with a

thick green shade. Put ground-glass of any

desired size in this board, so that the top of

the board and ground-glass will be perfectly

even. Swing a small mirror under your

board, so as to reflect the light on the

ground-glass. Now cover your board with

green baize, allowing the baize to hang over

the edge of the board low enough to shut

out all light below. My board has a bead

on the lower edge, to keep negatives, pen-

cils, &c., from slipping off. The sash of the

window may be so arranged as to ventilate

from both top and bottom. I use small

wooden pegs in this board, same as an art-

ist's easel^ to hold the negative just where

I want it while retouching. Cover the neg-

ative with paper, allowing no light to pass

through either ground-glass or negative ex-

cept at the part you are retouching. I find,

with such an arrangement, I can do my
work with comfort, and accomplish as much
in two hours, and do it better than I could

with the old way or ordinary board in a

day's hard work, and without injury to my
chest or eyes. If you put your board at a

proper angle you can rest yourself on both

arms, from elbows to wrists, allowing free

use of hands, and work without tiring, and

do your work, as before said, much better.

Mr. Wilson : The secret of retouching is

in knowing exactly what to do. Eetouch-

ing is really a continuation of development.

What is development ? You take your

image. It has been exposed but a little

time, yet the image is there. By the power

of your brain and developer, you bring out

your image with all its diflerent depths or
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grades of deposit ; so you must grade your

retouching. Of course there are little spots

it is better to remove, but the trouble is,

photographers are not careful in lighting

Some of the softest eifects I ever saw were

from negatives not retouched at all. Fur-

thermore, retouching is only to correct faults

which you cannot help, but which you

must help if you can. You overdo the

matter, and must follow the instructions

given you by the more experienced.

Mr. Saylor, of Pennsylvania : We have

got to retouch or be satisfied with less work.

When I see a fault in the negative I fall

back on retouching. I don't take out physi-

cal defects unless I am told to.

Mr. Conant, of Lewiston, Maine : I

think we do altogether too much retouch-

ing. I think retouching should be confined

to doing what we can to remove blemishes,

and not be allowed to destroy gradations of

light and shade. I think I have succeeded

in doing that by using several substances of

lead, and I have brought a few of them

along, and if they prove to be good, I pro-

pose to put them in the market. I agree

there should be no white spots on the face.

That is the principal fault with some of the

specimens in the Exhibition—the high-lights

are too strong.

Mr. Lynch, of Texas, the hospitable

Southerner who invited the Association the

other day to hold their next annual meeting

at Waugatachie, a little town two hundred

and fifty nailes from any railroad, was

called, and gave a lively account of the

state of

PHOTOGRAPHY IN TEXAS.

Mr. President and Friends and Fellow-

Citizens : I am one of those unfortunate indi-

vidoals that isn't in the habit of making a public

speech, and therefore I shall not inflict one upon

you. It is true, I have come a long ways, at

some expense and considerable risk, through the

Indian Territory, but my scalp is still on my
head. Whether it will be, when I reach home,

I can't say ; but I am indeed glad and happy to

meet so many intelligent faces before me.

When I look around and see so many of our

fraternity I am glad that I am here, and when I

shall return home I shall look upon this visit as

the proudest day in the history of my life. I

am happy, Mr. President, friends, and fellow-

citizens, that after the dark storm of war has

passed away, and the garments dyed in blood

have been rolled off, we can now come here from

the East and the West and the North and the

South, and can be met with a cordial greeting

on all sides. [Great applause.] And may we all

devoutly pray that never may such a calamity

be inflicted again upon our country, and that the

^tars and stripes may ever triumphantly wave.

[Applause.] I wish that when we return home we

may all aim at one thing, and that is to educate

the public mind to a higher expectation and ap-

preciation of what they can have in the photo-

graphic art. [A voice, " That is it."] If there

is anything I do abhor, it is these little, low-

priced tin-shops, that come around selling pic-

tures for twelve and a half cents apiece, and they

are dear at that. [Laughter and applause.]

Down in Texas, in photography, we are behind.

You see a photographer, the artist—we call them

artists down there—and the people say (in a

drawling tone), "That is only a photographer.''

And it is no wonder, when you see them come out

from the Northern States, as they have for the

last three months, making chenp pictures, four

on the plate, and selling four for a cent. It is

no wonder they say so. And when, gentlemen, a

few more years shall have passed, I hope a pho-

tographer, when he passes in the street, will be

acknowledged by the people, and they will lift

their hats to him. [Applause.] I never had a

disposition to get along in the basement story
;

if I can't work on the upper floor I don't intend

to work at all. When I came here, and went

into our hall, I must confess I felt disappointed
;

I felt mortified ; I felt rather chagrined, and I

felt just like going back and selling out when I

got there. My work looked so inferior, I was so

far behind the times, I was afraid I could never

get up in the upper story. My method is to try

to excel and to do work that will excel, and not

underbid by any means. I do higher work and

better. But I have changed my mind some-

what, and still aim at getting upon the upper

floor, with the rest of you, if I can. [Applause.]

It is the man that studies that astonishes the

world. What would Prof. Morse have accom-

plished, a few years ago, if he had been satisfied

with his first efforts at telegraphing, towards

sending the electric spark around the world?

Daguerre studied, and the result is that the sun-

beam's passing ray has been made to strike an

impression on that glass, or upon that piece of

paper, in a second of time. We are improving in

the progress that has been developed for the past

few years, and we ought to do better things in

photography.
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I can't give you any idea about retouching

I don't know much about that, nor any of us

down there. We sometimes use the vnrnish and

pencil. There are a great many in Texas that

don't know any more about it than anything else

they don't know anything about ; a great many
in my vicinity who have not even attempted it.

You ask a man down there if he has read any-

thing in the Philadelphia Photographer,- and he

says, " Philadelphia which ?" And you ask an-

other if he has seen Anthony's Bulletin, and he

says, " Anthony's which?" [Laughter and ap-

plause. J And it is no wonder if they abandon

photography and go to the plough or to the jack-

plane ; and I would be glad if a few more would

do the same. [Applause] I intend, if Provi-

dence spares my life, to meet with you every

ye:ir, even if I have to go on foot a great dis-

tance. [Prolonged applause.]

Mr. Sloan, of Texas, stated that he suc-

ceeded in getting a good picture where the

subject had light eyes by pencilling the eye-

brows. And also stated his determination

to keep up prices despite all competition.

That a careful calculation would disclose

soon the extent of a cheap picture-man's

means, and then by a temporary suspension

of rates his presence would be seen no more.

Mr. Hughes : It seems we all agree that

retouching is a thing that should be very

rarely done ; a thing that requires great

skill. I have frequently, during my ex-

perience, been under the necessity of resort-

ing to it
;
yet I feel the great importance of

proper lighting.

On motion of Mr. MacFadden, of Leb-

anon, Ohio, Mrs. Fitzgibbon, of St.

Louis, was made an honorary member of

the Association, as expressing its heartfelt

thanks for the assistance rendered by her

during the Exhibition.

Mr. Capper, of Troy : I wish to say some-

thing about the price of pictures. I am
from a section of the country the hardest in

the State to fight prices. There are men
beside me making pictures, eight for fifty

cents, and card pictures for a dollar a dozen.

For the last year I have been trying to

make good work and get good prices, but

meantime I have got to make a living. I

have got a family. I find I can just about

hold my own, and that is all, because my
patrons pitch into me on prices. I have got

to explain the difi"erence in the pictures, and

all that, which takes my time. Now I

would like to know if we could not make
some scale of prices. I think the Society

»

ought to protect its members. There are

men running around from house to house

soliciting old pictures, to make enlarged

copies of, and make a 4 x 4 picture for

seventy-five cents. Parties come into my
rooms and want one of the same size, in a

frame, and I must charge them five dollars.

They can't see where the difference comes

in ; I have got to explain that there are a

great many men don't know the first thing

about pictures at all ; "one picture is just as

good to them as another. In large cities

the people are educated, because they see

pictures all around them that are good. In

these small country towns they don't know

;

they see so much poor work it is all alike.

I don't know that I can say any more on

the subject. I would like to hear from some

photographers here.

Mr. Hesler, of Chicago : On this point of

prices, my experience has been that the way
to educate the people, in regard to pictures,

is to begin—as you would to teach a child

to read, begin at the bottom^with the A,

B, C. Some people will buy cheap pictures,

no matter how they look. Begin at the

bottom and keep giving them better and

better.

Mr. Howard, of Plattsburgh, IST. Y.,was

troubled in the same way with cheap pic-

ture men, as Mr. Capper, of Troy, and called

upon the stock-dealers to assist the respect-

able photographers by raising the price of

iron plate to such figures as will practically

avoid this nuisance.

Mr. Finch, of Texas, insisted that good

work would bring a good price, and a pleas-

ant gallery would tend to bring customers

;

that he had no trouble in getting five dollars

a dozen for all he could make,

Mr. Elliot, of Indianapolis : I think we
waste our time in discussing such a subject.

I think we all get generally about what our

pictures are worth. Let us lift up those

who are down low in the business, instead

of crushing them out.

Mr. Farrington, of MacGregor, Iowa :

I oppose advancing the stock in any way.

I am not afraid cheap men will sell more
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pictures than I will if I make good pictures.

I agree with Mr. Elliot.

Mr. Wilson moved that the Executive

Committee fix a scale of prices which shall

be known as the National Photographic As-

sociation Scale. It would act as backbone to

those desiring to get better prices. Carried.

Recess until 3 p.m.

Fifth Session—Afternoon.

Convention met at 3 p.m.

The subject of allowing proofs to be taken

home by sitters for inspection was referred

to, and an almost unanimous opinion was

expressed in favor of payment upon the

ordering of the pictures.

Mr. Black, of Boston, was called upon by

the President to speak upon the subject of

the Vanderweyde background effect, and

said : I hardly know how to speak to you

about this style of background. It is simply

rubbing powdered pumice-stone and pastel

over the background on the print. "When it

was first stated in my place that a patent

had been taken out for that, we simply

laughed at it, because it had been known so

long. "We had practiced the same thing

nearly, ever so long. Artists who had

been in the habit of making their own
backgrounds in that way for years, simply

laughed at the idea of a patent being taken

out for that purpose. Some five years

ago Vanderweyde worked for me, and he

practiced the same thing there constantly on

porcelain and other pictures. Fifteen years

ago, a lady in Boston that used to finish pic-

tures for Mr. "Whipple and myself, used to

finish all the pictures in that way which

this patent claims. I can't conceive how
such a patent can hold.

Mr. Bendann, of Baltimore, stated the

same thing had been used some years ago in

Baltimore.

Mr. Hesler, of Chicago, said he had a

man five years ago who did his work in the

same way.

Q. To Mr. Black. Did j'ou have any par-

ticular portions of pastel and pumice-stone ?

A. No; just enough to produce the de-

sired efiect.

Q. Is this applied in a dry state ?

A. Yes.

Q. Does your wooden bath still hold out ?

A. Yes. I would say since I was here,

I have used the wooden bath simply covered

with the kind of tar they use on roofs, suCh

as they use for gravelled roofs.

Mr. Bigelow : I have a bath made of soft

pine wood ; that absorbs the tar as it is put

on. I put the tar on hot, fill it, and pour it

out too or three times.

Q. "What shape do you make your bath ?

A I make the glass vertical, something

like our glass baths, of soft wood with a

good thick end-piece. I never have any

trouble with working, shrinking, or swell-

ing. I make a bath that takes about one

pound and a half of silver of twenty-five

grains to the ounce to fill it.

Q. Is that the strength you make a new
bath?

A. Yes.

Mr. Slee, of Poughkeepsie, N. Y., intro-

duced a new process, invented by Mr.

Krueger, of New York, which, he claimed,

reduced the time of sitting to three or four

seconds. The explanation being in German,

it was ordered that it be printed as soon as

translated. The following is a translation :

Ernst Krueger's Method of Shorten-

ing THE Time of Exposure.

"We have not always sufiicient time to

give a full exposure, and as often, by means

of too strong a contrast of light and shade,

as also by the different colors, the picture

appears hard, which might be obviated by

extending the time of exposure and a conse-

quent over-exposure of the high-lights.

It is also the aim of every photographer

to work as rapidly as possible, in order to

avoid, on the one hand the use of the head-

rest, and on the other hand not to give the

sitter an opportunity of moving. To solve

this problem was my aim, and I believe that

with the method which I am about to de-

scribe I have succeeded in my undertaking.

Previous to describing the same, I Avish to

point out its advantages :

I. My method shortens the time of ex-

posure from one-eighth to one-tenth of the

former time
;
where, for instance, the neces-

sary exposure is thirty seconds, it will, by

my method, be reduced to three or four

seconds.
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II. The resulting negatives are softer, re-

quiring less retouching.

III. The pictures are sharper, as the sit-

ter has no time to move.

IV. Saving of time and chemicals.

V. My method is very simple, requiring

no preparation and consuming at the most

but six seconds of time.

The accompanying negatives will illus-

trate my description (negatives shown)

:

Description.

Expose for one-eighth or one-tenth of the

ordinary time of exposure, and place, ac-

cording to the size of the diaphragm, a col-

ored paper in front of the objective, but in

such a manner that the paper is turned away
a little from the direct rays of light, as

otherwise the effect would be too strong.

With a very small diaphragm, white pa-

per may be used, particularly when repro-

ducing oil paintings, or with landscapes with

very dark foreground, or, also, when taking

fruits, flowers, or interiors. "With portraits,

a colored paper is preferable, and I inclose

a few samples, which have proved most sat-

isfactory.

These are greenish-gray, light brown, and

dark brown, also light yellow. "With small

diaphragm, blue, violet, light green, and

dark bluish-green. You will see that the

whole proceedings are so simple and cheap

that every one can easily make trials for

himself and convince himself of its advan-

tages. As with ordinary exposure so does

this require some practice, as is proved by

the accompanying negatives.

The object of employing the different

colors is to make the actinic rays more or

less effective. With a large diaphragm, for

instance, white would act too rapidly, and

red, green, or yellow, or any other slowly-

working color, has to be selected.

I hope the method will be tested and the

result communicated to me. The large heads

exhibited by Anthony & Co. are made by
this process. The lens is a 5 A Dallmeyer.

It is not absolutely necessary to employ

paper, but glass, colored wood, or paste-

board will answer as well.

Ernst Krueger,
Avenue A, No. 27, New York.

Mr. Slee exhibited several negatives bear-

ing out wonderfully the assertions of Mr.
Krueger.

Mr. Wilson read a letter from Mr. J. H.

Kent, expressing his grief at not being able

to be present, and sending a cordial invita-

tion to meet in Eochester in 1873.

The Secretary read the following on

PHOTOGRAPHY.

BY K. P. JOHNSTON.

" Secure the shadow ere the substance fade,"

A motto trite but well and aptly said
;

And oft recurring, as with anxious eye,

We gaze on forms which. bloom, alas! to die.

Be wise in time ; improve the present hour
;

Pluck while we may the rose of beauty's bow^,
And from its bloom, an evanescent joy,

Extract a balm, a sweetness to destroy

The poison minglings of the cup of life,

And soothe the anguish of its parting strife.

Such is the strain which has of late been sung

In every land, by almost every tongue.

But whose the hand which first essayed to twine

Of living light a wreath fol- memory's shrine?

'Twas thine, Daguerre ! On thy daring thought

The mystic flash its first impression wrought
;

And the swift sunbeam, glancing idly by,

Grew filled with life to thy prophetic eye.

Immortal Frenchman ! gathering as we may
The ripening harvest of the present day,

To thee we turn, and to thy honored name
Repay the meed its worth may justly claim.

Thou sowedst the seed, and, toiling through the

night,

Wert crowned at last with fame's undying light.

And thou, too, glorious Morse ! whose laurelled

head.

Thrice crowned, now sleeps among the honored

dead.

A nation mourns thee, and shall we refrain

To yield thy name a tributary strain?

Who bade the lightning from the deep arise,

Or stoop submissive from the stormy skies.

Take form and shape the rolling globe to span,

And speed obedient to the thoughts of man
;

AVhile those, who, envious of thy glorious fame,

Now seek a share in thy immortal claim.

Shrank back appalled before the bigot's might,

Thy trenchant arm alone maintained the fight I

Till the rude scoff and mocking jest at last

Were turned to swell thy fame's triumphant

blast.

Nor this, alone ; when first our infant art

Was born and cradled at a foreign heart,
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Thy care was first to nurture and sustain

And bear in triumph o'er the western main
;

In a new clime to flourish and expand,

Eepay thy care, and own thy fostering hand.

Soon shall her votaries, gathering far and near,

A numerous concourse, at her shrine appear.

There each his tribute yield, and each uplift

His hand to claim their patron's latest gift

—

Thy form, though hid for aye from mortal sight,

For each shall shine, portrayed in living light.

The following letter was read by the Sec-

retary :

Buffalo, May 6th, 1872.

To THE Members of the N. P. A.

IN Convention at St. Louis.

Friends : Misfortunes in the families of some

of my assistants prevent my expected meeting

with you, and deprive me of much anticipated

pleasure and profit. Those who are there only,

will realize what we who are prevented lose.

So sensible am I of the advantages that accrue

from these meetings that 1 desire to secure them

for a certainty, on the occasion of the next an-

nual Convention, and I therefore respectfully

name Buffalo as the place for the Convention

of 1873. Give it to us one year from this date,

and we will try and do our duty by the Asso-

ciation.

We have a large rink, in a central location,

good hotels, railroad and steamboat connections

with all points in the United States and Canada,

and a city of the right size to make the Exhibi-

tion PAY.

Let us have the Convention about the second

week in May, 187-3, and we will try to go ahead

of anything in this line you have yet seen,

Most truly your brother,

W. J. Baker.

Also the following

:

To MY Brother Photographers :

I take much pleasure in recommending the

improvement of Mr. John R. Clemons, made in

the use of glycerin in printing baths. I have

thoroughly tested this expense-saving improve-

ment, having requested Mr. Clemons to come to

my gallery and make an exposition of his knowl-

edge upon this subject, which he did to my per-

fect satisfaction.

I have estimated that about one-third of the

silver heretofore necessary to be used in print-

ing may be saved, and most cheerfully do I rec-

ommend its adoption by all of the photographic

fraternity. My printers, who have assisted me
in the thorough test which I have given Mr.

Clemons's improvement, concur with me.

His Golden varnish, which he now introduces,

I have also tried to my satisfiction, and say it

excels anything which I have ever tried.

Respectfully, -,

John A. Scholten.

The Committee on Location, through Mr.

Ehoads, reported as follows :
" Your Com-

mittee report Rochester, New York, as the

next place for holding the Convention of

the National Photographic Association, and

suggest Mr. J. H. Kent, of Rochester, as

the Local Secretary."

Report accepted, and Mr. Kent elected

as Local Secretary amid loud cheering.

After some interchange of views as to the

propriety of the report, on motion the re-

port was adopted.

It was moved that the time for the next

meeting be the second Tuesday in July.

Carried.

Mr. Southworth : I move these words be

again inserted in the Constitution, in the

section referring to elections, to wit :
" Un-

less otherwise ordered." Carried.

Adjourned until Saturday 10 A.M.

Sixth Session.

Saturday, May 11th, 10 a.m.

Convention met pursuant to adjournment.

Mr. Wilcox, of New York : I wish to say

a few words this morning relative to the

position I occupy as a member of the Ex-

ecutive Committee of this Association. It is

well known that the parties whom I repre-

sent, Edward and Henry T. Anthony, are

early members of this Association, Mr. H.

T. Anthony being Treasurer for a long

time. They have always met those who
have called upon them to assist in anything

to carry out and forward the interests of

this Association, with a spirit of liberality.

They are very modest men, and I am very

sure they would hesitate in alluding to

what I am going to say. Mr. H. T. An-
thony has already, out of his own pocket,

given to the Association five hundred dol-

lars. You recollect, at the Convention held

at Cleveland, he resigned his position as

Treasurer ; and I, as a representative of

the house, was elected one of the Executive

Committee. Last year I was re-elected, but

there was some little dissatisfaction ex-

pressed because there were stockdealers on
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that committee. The Executive Committee

then resigned. Their resignation was not

accepted. They stood over for another year.

We met here and nominated a Nominating

Committee. As soon as that committee met,

Mr. Adams and myself went before it and

asked that our names be not put on that

committee as candidates. We were sur-

prised to find our names on it ; not only for

that, but for Permanent Secretary and

Treasurer. I see that my name was omitted,

and another elected in my place, and that is

the reason I get up here, that I may be placed

right before the Association. I have heard

it intimated that I said there was something

wrong about that election ; I wish to exon-

erate that committee. It has been intimated

there was something done previously ; but

there was nothing ; it was all regular and

all right, and I am satisfied. Now, gentle-

men, I say this that those whom I repre-

sent may feel satisfied also.

There is one other thing I wish to say,

which I should have said yesterday after-

noon if I had been here. There have been

some burdens to bear, and they have been

borne by a few members of the Association.

Immediately after our return from Cleve-

land, we were visited by Mr. Shaw. He
wished to see Mr. Henry T. Anthony.

Now, we never have had any arrangement

with Mr. Shaw, nor bought any of his ma-
chines, nor given him any contracts. He
called there and wanted to know if we saved

silver waste. Mr. Anthony told him we
did. Mr. Shaw said we were infringing on

his patent. Mr. Anthony told him if he

would bring his patent to him he would
read it, and if he thought he was infringing

he would pay him. Mr. Shaw brought it,

and Mr. Anthony read it, and said to Mr.

Shaw, "I am not infringing." Mr. Shaw
intimated to Mr. Anthony that a small sum
of money would avoid any trouble. Mr. An-
thony resented it. There was too much at

stake ; he would not sell himself for a few

paltry dollars. Mr. Shaw says, "Are you

not going to pay me anything for this?"

Mr. Anthony .said, " No." E. & H. T. An-
thony & Co. were sued. We employed

counsel and adepts in chemistry to maintain

our position. It was necessarily very ex-

pensive. During the last year we have paid

expenses of suit and lawyer's fee amount-

ing to over twenty-five hundred dollars.

After we paid this, our counsel sent up a

check for four hundred and fifty dollars,

asking us to receive it, believing we had

been unjustly dealt with. That is the

position we have been in. We are ready to

do it again, to help the Association. That

is all I wish to say,

Mr. Wilson : I have the following, which

I am directed to read, being the resignation

of Mr. J. W. Black as a member of the

Executive Committee

:

St. Louis, May 10th, 1872.

Mr President and Fellow-Members:
Hearing that I have been elected as one of

the Executive Committee, I beg leave to

resign. It would be impossible for me to

perform the important duties belonging to

the ofiice. The difficulty of meeting the

other members and want of business habits

render it desirable that some one should be

found to fill my place. Circumstances ren-

der it utterly impossible for me to accept

the office. It seems desirable that the com-

mittee should be selected so that they may
easily get together.

J. W. Black.

It was moved the resignation be accepted.

Carried.

Mr. Elrod : Now Mr. President, as has

been the custom heretofore in all organiza-

tions of this kind, Mr. Wilcox having re-

ceived the next highest number of votes of

the candidates balloted for, I move that we
elect him by simply taking the yeas and

nays to fill the vacancy. Carried.

A vote was taken, and Mr. Wilcox was

declared elected.

President Bogardus : Mrs. Fitzgibbon re-

quested me this morning to return thanks to

the Association for the honor done her in

electing her an honorary member of the As-

sociation. [Applause.]

The report of the Committee on Award-

ing the Foreign Medals was read by Mr.

Bendann, viz.

:

REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON THE
AWARD OF MEDALS TO FOREIGN EX-

HIBITORS.
St. Louis, May 11th, 1872.

Mr. President : Your committee hnve the

honor to report that they have examined the col-
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lection of foreign pictures, and tiike plensure in

unhesitatingly awarding the medals for England

to Messrs. Robinson & Cherrill for their really

artistic productions.

They award the medal for Germany to P.

Luckhardt, whose pictures, though excellent,

scarcely had any competition, and left the com-

mittee no choice but to so award it.

They would, however, earnestly recommend,

that in future the medals for foreign work be

only awarded where such work merits the recog-

nition of a medal, and not, as in the present in-

stance, make the committee but a registering

one..

Respectfully submitted,

D. Bendann,

J. Landy,

J. A. SCHOLTEN,

Committee.

Mr. I. B. Webster, of Louisville, read a

paper on the subject of Manipulation, as

follows

:

MANIPULATIONS OP THE "DARK-
ROOM."

By I. B. Webster, Louisville, Ky.

This is a theme full of interest to the photog-

rapher, and almost anything relating thereto

will repay the student for the time spent in its

study. I have, therefore, prepared a paper upon

it, in the belief that a poor effort from me upon

a momentous subject would be of equal value to

a splendid effort from a more competent person

on a subject of less importance.

Manipulations refer only to the work of the

hands, having no reference to chemicnl action,

nor to the action of light. Both of these, how-

ever, are dependents upon manipulation. It be-

gins at the moment that we take up a plate for

the purpose of making a photographic impression.

There is an art in the handling of a plate, and

much of our success depends upon this part of

the work. An artist can be detected by his or

her look even, how much more so in his or her

act. Suppose I were to approach a pile of glass,

and in a clumsy, bungling manner grab the first

one, with my fingers extending across the one

side, while my thumb was doing its best to ex-

tend across the other, would you set me down as

an artist? Most assuredly not. AVhy ? Be-

cause an artist seizes a plate at a point where

the least harm follows from coming in contact

with the fingers. Do you ask what this point

is'' It is of necessity the corner where you em-

brace just sufficient of the glass to hold it steady.

To make clean work we require a clean or pure

surface, free from every impurity, if we can pos-

sibly secure it. If not perfectly pure, get as

near perfection as we can.

Just in proportion to the pureness of our sur-

face do we approach perfection in our results.

The preparation of glass for negatives is one of

great moment, and while we have many rules

and formulas for their preparation we accom-

plish nothing if we are careless in our manipula-

tions. Points that come in contact with the fin-

gers, points where one plate rests against an-

other, points where capillary attraction has con-

ducted some destructive element upon an other-

wise clean surface, are not to be considered as

accidents, but, as a general rule, are the result

of carelessness, either in act or thought.

We will, for instance, take a glass and flow it

with albumen for substratum, and in a careless

manner set it up on the shelf or work-bench,

faced to the wall, to dry. AVhen we use this plate

we discover something wrong about it. Our

brain is taxed and tried to determine the cause,

and for a time we are completely at fault. By
perseverance and study we discover that careless

manipulation is at the bottom of the whole trou-

ble. One of the causes of trouble is capillary at-

traction, another is resting the plate against the

wall where the air is shut off from reaching the

surface, causing it to dry uneven ; but the cause

of the most of our ills is careless handling.

Now let us carefully proceed to prepare a few

glasses for negatives, first supposing that we have

already cleansed them by allowing them to re-

main for at least twelve hours in a strong solu-

tion of concentrated lye, after which they should

remain for the same length of time in a strong

mixture of water and commercial sulphuric acid.

The lye solution removes a great portion of the

impurities, especially those of a greasy nature,

while the acid attacks rust and other impurities.

Twelve hours may not do the work perfectly, but

examination will show whether the glass should

remain in the solutions longer or not. Now take

the whites of two eggs, to which add two ounces

of water, forty drops of strong ammonia, and

from five to ten grains of iodide of potassium.

Pour this mixture in a bowl, and whip it to a

froth with an egg-beater, and set it away to sub-

side. I have tried the experiment of shaking

this mixture in a bottle containing bits of broken

glass, and am prepared to say that I have alwaj'S

succeeded better with the whip. When the great-

er portion of the mixture has subsided, pour the

clear in a twenty-ounce bottle, and fill with water

to within about two inches of the top, to allow for

shaking. Now shake up thoroughly to secure a

perfect mixture. After that is accomplished,

filter, first through a sponge, and afterwards
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through common filter-paper. The third time

filtering, set the funnel into a vessel, the bottom

of which can be nearly reached by its nozzle.

This is to prevent the formation of air-bubbles

in the solution. When a sufBcient quantity has

run through the third time, decant it with great

care into the graduate, and from that into a

wide mouthed bottle ; replace the funnel con-

taining the filter in the vessel before filtered into,

•and proceed to albumenize your glass as follows :

Remove one glass at a time from the acid solu-

tion, and rinse thoroughly under the tap both

sides of it, to wash away every particle of acid.

When this is done, and while it is draining,

choose the side you prefer for the surface, by

which time it is sufficiently drained. The albu-

men is applied in the same manner as is collo-

dion, using just as much care, but instead of

pouring off at the right hand lower corner as

with collodion, pour off at the left hand upper

corner.

Do you ask why this difference? I would an-

swer by saying, that when albumenizing, the

hands are necessarily wet, and the albumen con-

sequently comes in contact with the fingers

holding the plate. And, again, it is much more
natural to pour off at the upper left hand corner,

when you wish to pass the plate in a rack to

dry, holding it in such a position as will prevent

any of the solution passing over the surface of

the plate that has been in contact with the

fingers. There is, however, such a vast differ-

ence in flowing plates, all equally successful,

that it Avould be folly for me to assert that mine

was the only true way. I have seen two per-

sons standing side by side, playing upon flutes,

the ends of which were pointing in exactly con-

trary directions. The music, however, was
equally sweet from both. The mode may differ,

but careful manipulation is the one great ne-

cessity.

It is safer to work with clean hands in this

operation, and even then strive to keep the solu-

tion that has been in contact with the fingers

from running across the surface, and that can

only be done, by holding the plate in such a

manner as to force it to run down the edges.

Pour off the surplus into the filter, as this solu-

tion will keep for a long time, and can be used

over and over. In fact, I sometimes think it

grows better the longer it is used. To be sure it

is not expensive, but the preparation of it is

sometimes attended with a little trouble.

Now do not accuse me of consuming your

valuable time upon a simple operation, per-

formed by many of you perhaps many times

successfully. It may be that I have infringed

upon your time a simple theory, still I am free

to say that I have witnessed a complete failure

on the part of operators with fair reputation, in

all of their attempts to albumenize glass, not

from any fault of the solutions or conveniences,

but from pure carelessness in their manipulations.

The act of passing the plates into the drying

rack is an art in itself, but when done properly,

all else having been performed properly also, a

supply of reliable plates is the result. When
these plates are dry, stow them awny in clean

boxes, suitable to the size, and they will remain

in good condition for a long time. If you have

never tried this method of preparing and pre-

serving plates all ready to use, I can assure you

that you have yet to experience the delightful

sensation of knowing, when you leave your

breakfast-table, and are about to start out for

your day's work, that you have a full comple-

ment of prepared plates for every emergency.

When about to use one of these plates, clean the

back of it, by breathing upon it, and rubbing

it with paper. Now with a long eamel's-hair

brush carefully dust over the surface, and pro-

ceed to flow, and immerse in the silver solution.

I am not sure but some of you will think I am
presumptive, if I attempt to instruct you in the

apparently simple act of immersing a plate in

the silver solution, nor will I attempt it, farther

than to say, that there are two points, of such

great importance in this operation, that I cannot

pass them by in silence. These points are com-

bined in the one act, and are, first, let the dipper

containing the plate go down gently, to prevent

splashing the solution ; and, second, let it down

steadily to prevent lines across the plate (some-

times called hesitation lines). When the plate

is well covered with the dipper suspended from

the top of the bath-dish, incline or tip the

dish forward at an angle that will allow what-

ever particles of foreign matter that may be

held in suspension, floating around in the solu-

tion, to fall upon the back of the plate, where

they will do no harm. And just here let me
say, that since I adopted this simple device, I

have not seen a semblance of a comet, except

now and then I catch a few from samples of new

collodion. While your plate is coating, look

after the condition of the shield and developer.

When the plate is ready, let it drip well into the

bath -dish before placing it in the shield. Many
operators have the great fault of carrying the

plate to the shield before it has had sufficient

draining. There are many reasons against this

practice, which can be summed up in the caus-

ing of an untidy appearance in your room, on the

carpet, and on your clothing ; the great damage |
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it does to the shields and camera; and last,

though not lenst, the great waste of solution,

which is worse than useless. Let the plate

drain well, and when ready carry it carefully to

the shield, place the lower edge into the corners

first, and gently carry the upper edge to its

place without jarring or carelessly dropping it

there. Be sure that every corntr rests firm, and

see also that each corner is down to its place.

Now close the shield and pass it out for expo-

sure. When returned again to the dark-room,

use just as much care in taking the plate/Vow*

the shield as you did in placing it there. I be-

lieve I can just here give some of you a clue to

the solution of a query that you have often

asked yourself, viz., Where did those spots come

from ? Suppose you open the back of the shield

and then turn the plate out into the hand, thus

bringing the plate in a horizontal position, face

up, with the shield open immediately over it.

That is undoubtedly an effectual way of getting

the plate out of the shield, I grant. It is

equally effectual in securing more or less spots

also, if that is what is wanted. To remove the

plate successfully, set the shield down upon the

shelf, face to the wall, in which direction the

top of the shield inclines, open the back, and

take the plate from it with the fingers, using

care not to touch the surface.

Now to bring out this latent image we must

proceed to develop it. This is a more important

operation than it at first appears. One of the

essential ingredients necessary for a complete

development is free nitrate—iron and acid will

effect but little without its presence. This is at

hand when the plate is removed from the silver

bath, and the solution known and used as devel-

oper, is not a developer until it is applied to

the plate, at which moment it takes into its em-

braces the free nitrate found there, and then,

and not until then, does it become developer.

This fact being acknowledged, we have only to

proceed with care, in order to secure a good

development.

It has often been a cause of surprise that two

operators, working with the same materials,

same light, same camera, and often upon the

same sitter, should produce results so decidedly

dissimilar as far as chemical action is concerned.

Both may be pleasing, but while one is strong

and vigorous, the other will present a weak,

milk-and-waterish appearance. Now why this

difference? In almost every instance it is in

the development. The first dashes the developer

on the plate at one end without rushing the

greatest portion of it off at the other end, while

the latter does exactly the reverse. There are

many failures resulting from careless develop-

ment, when the blame is laid upon the shoulder

of some other innocent ingredient.

It is not my intention to describe what consti

tutes a perfect development, as I have only to

refer you to the several photographic publica-

tions, where can be found numerous articles

touching upon every point, written by compe-

tent persons, and well worthy of an earnest

perusal. The object of this paper is simply to

call your attention to the manipulations whereby

a perfect development is secured. After the

image is developed examine it before washing,

just long enough to determine whether your

sitter gave you a still sitting. This can be done

in an instant, and at the same time any other

glaring fault can be discovered. If these faults

are found, lay this plate aside, and proceed to

make another impression. It is folly to waste

time and chemicals in finishing up poor impres-

sions with the hope of making them pass. Pre-

pare for another, state to your sitter the true

cause of failure, and request another sitting.

When a good impression has been secured do not

pass a long examination upon it before the

chemicals are washed off, but give it a thorough

washing front and back, and then examine it

and determine upon its printing qualities. In

case you wish to have a little more density, pro-

ceed to secure it with pyrogallic acid and silver.

This is prepared as follows : Fill a twenty-ounce

bottle nearly full of water ; into this put twenty-

four grains pyrogallic acid, and twelve grains

citric acid ; now take a twelve-ounce bottle, fit a

cork into it, and into the centre of this cork pass

through a piece of the stem of an old-fashioned

clay pipe ; into this bottle put ten ounces of

water, to which add two hundred grains of silver,

making the solution twenty grains to the ounce
;

now provide yourself with a small wide-mouthed

vial, and all is ready. After the plate has been

well washed, front and back, pour sufficient of

the py o solution into the wide-mouthed vial to

cover the plate in hand, into which squirt a few

drops from the silver solution (as you would

pepper-sauce upon beefsteak). This mixture is

poured on and off the plate. Keep close watch

in order not to carry the strengthening too far;

when strong enough, throw the mixture in the

tub, wash the plate, and pass it into a fixing

bath of hyposulphate of soda ; now have a cloth

always at hand, and with it wipe the shield just

used. It is surprising how much longer shields

will last, and how much better condition they

are in, when thus treated.

Hyposulphite of soda has many advantages

over cyanide of potassium for fixing negatives;
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the principal ones being, that wliile it gives off

no unpleasant or injurious fumes, it does not

injure the finest detail in the negative. It can

be kept in the dark-room under the sink over

which the plates are vpashed, where it is out of

the way, taking up no room, and is, at the snme

time, convenient. Great care should be taken

not to allow any of this fixing solution to drop

on the floor of the dark-room, as it becomes a

very light powder when the water has passed out

of it, which is easily disturbed by being stepped

on. It floats in the air, and settles in every

nook and corner, gets into the solutions and on

the sensitized plates, creating unspeakable mis-

chief. All of this, however, can be prevented by

careful manipulation.

Redeveloping is sometimes resorted to where

the exposure has been short. In case of an un-

easy child, where time cannot be secured for a

full exposure, many times a very pleasing picture

has been secured by redeveloping. This is done

by well washing the plate, and before fixing, im-

merse it in the silver bath for a short time and

again flow the developer over it, as in the first

instance. The action is comparatively rapid,

requiring close watching. I do not say that this

method is always attended with success, but in

case of failure nothing has been lost by the trial,

as the impression was worthless before this ex-

periment. The best treatment that I have tried

for an over-exposed negative is to flow over it a

solution (strength unimportant) of sulphuret of

potassium. After the plate is fixed, and has

been well washed, flow, while wet, the sulphu-

ret over it, continuing the action as long as de-

sired. The inclination of this salt to clear up

shadows, drapery, &c., gives a clue to the im-

provement it makes upon what would otherwise

have been a flat affair. And just here let me
call your attention to a point, which I believe to

be entirely new to many of you. At all events,

I have never heard it mentioned by any one, nor

have I read it in any publication thus far. Sup-

pose two negatives are made just in the same

way, using the same chemicals throughout upon

both, same lighting, timing, &c., and when done

appear to be equal in strength, detail, and, in

fact, are to all appearances counterparts one with

the other. Number them 1 and 2. Place No. 2

in the drying-rack to dry spontaneously, and

when dry, varnish in the usual way. No. 1 we

take from under the tap and apply considerable

heat to it while drying it, and when sufiBciently

cool apply the varnish. Now compare the two

negatives, and No. 1 will be found much more

dense than No. 2. I need not attempt to eluci-

date the cause of this, but will content myself

with saying, "take a hint," and the time will

often come when a fair negative will become a

positively good one by the simple application of

heat in drying. There are formulas published

describing several other methods for strengthen-

ing, which I know nothing about, and will,

therefore, leave this point, and if your patience

is not already exhausted, I would like to give

you a few points upon my daily practice. Before

I leave the gallery at night I make sure that I

have a full supply of every size plate prepared

and in good condition for use on the next day.

I also make certain that all of my solutions are

in good working order. My camera boxes are

always covered up when not in use, and the

shields are kept clean and well shellacked. I

have shields that have been in constant use for

some two years, which you would imngine were

in use only that many months were you to judge

by the appearance of them. My dark-room is

well lighted, well ventilated, and clean. It is

never swept out, but mopped and washed out

two or three times each week. I have a plan

for mixing developer which vi'orks well with me,

and I give it here that you may adopt or reject

it, as you may elect. It saves much time and

trouble. When purchasing iron I have it put up

in eight-ounce packages. The contents of one

of these I put into a bottle sufficiently large, and

pour to it sixty-four ounces of water. When the

iron is dissolved, I set this bottle in my dark-

room. I next provide a bottle that will hold

twenty ounces ; into this pour seven ounces of

the iron solution and mark the height it reaches,

either by pasting a strip of paper upon the out-

side, scratching it with a diamond, or in some

other way equally reliable. I then put in four

ounces acetic acid No. 8, and mark again. I

then add nine ounces of water, and mark again.

This gives me a perpetual gauge, which is just

as quick as guessing and a great deal better.

Success in photography dt-pends so much upon

care and neatness, that I am often surprised at

the pecuniary success of some who practice the

art. But when I see one whose person as well

as his rooms shows slackness in every particular,

that does succeed in a pecuniary sense, I at-

tribute that success to sharpness alone. They can

have no claim or title to being artists, except '

' in

dirt." " Oh yes," says one, " but he is sharp."

I grant it. Sharp ? Why he is sharp enough to

drive in the ground, and the great wonder is

that he does not stick into the dirt in his own

rooms. It is a great pity that such men were

not driven in the ground, although it would

result in as much of a success to do so, as the

killing of one fly does towards exterminating
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the whole. For if you kill one, three others

come to the funeral.

Educationiil requirements crush out these

" sharp practice " photographers now and then,

but like the fly, his funeral is attended by a half

dozen others of the same class, who are ready to

jump into the shoes, and wear the old clothes

lately worn by their predecessor.

Mr. Wilson oiferecl a resolution of thanks

to Scovill Manufacturing Company (which

was carried) for the handsome medals which

they had supplied for the greatest improve-

ments made in our art in America during

each year. The die-sinking was done by

Mr. Jarvis E. Ellis, in the employ of the

Scovill Manufacturing Company, at one of

their factories in Waterburj^, Conn. , and was

considered a perfect specimen of that art.

Mr. "Wilson was familiar with such work

made at the United States Mint, and he was

free to say that, so far as he knew, it had

never been excelled at that institution in

its workmanship. The highest praise was

due to Mr. Ellis, and the warmest thanks to

the donors of the medals.

Several telegrams were read. One from

Mr. Alfred Hall, of the Chicago Photo-

graphic Association, inviting the Conven-

tion to Chicago ; one from Mr. Frank Pear-

sail, Brooklyn, N. Y., announcing that he

was making all his pictures in from three to

five seconds without a head-rest ; and one

from Mr. J. H. Kent, the new Local Secre-

tary at Kochester, N. Y., saying " All right,

come on." The latter was in response to a

telegram sent Mr. Kent announcing the

decision in favor of Eochester and him, and

was received with deafening applause. A
letter was read from Mr. J. W. Morgeneier,

Sheboygan, Wis., expressing his regret at

not being able to be present. Another from

Mr. J. S. Randolph, Nelsonville, Ohio, a

poor photographer, who had been burned

out, asking for any old, cast-off apparatus

or accessories that could be spared. A re-

quest was made to take his address and send

him anything that could be spared.

The Secretary presented papers from

Messrs. J. H. Eitzgibbon and A. E. Turn-

bull, as follows

:

ON THE ESTABLISHMENT OF A PHOTO-

GRAPHIC FINE ART GALLERY.

BY J. H. FITZGIIiBON.

Gentlemen and Brotheu Photographers ;

In presenting for your consideration to-day the

following ideas for a permanent gallery devoted

to our art, where all that wish may receive bene-

fits therefrom, I am led to do so from a desire tc

see our beloved and beaotifnl art rise to that

high state of perfection, that its followers may
well be proud of being disciples of the imiiaortaS

Daguerre.

First, the institution should be named the

Photographers' Fine Art Gulleiy, to be officered

as similar institutions are, their dvity to be pre-

scribed by a board of five or seven trustees, thatt

would be selected or elected by this Convention

for that and any other purposes for a certain term

of years ;
the principal features of the establish-

ment to be a perpetual exhibition of works of

our art, and articles appertaining to the same, by

donation, loan, or purchase, part of which, after

a certain time, might be removed or sold to make

room for others of later style or improved work,

to be kept before its members and the public at

all times.

I would recommend the fees for membership

to be three dollars per year, for which members

should have the following privileges: free ad-

mission at all times to the exhibition ; the privi.

lege to loan pictures for a certain time ; also, to

leave pictures for sale, and in case of sale, to

have deducted twenty-five per cent., to go to the

funds of the institution ; also, to attend lectures

or exhibitions of any kind that may be got up

hereafter by the institution at their rooms. Such

a fine art gallery, no doubt, would become popu-

lar with the public, who should be admitted for

a small fee, which would help pay the expenses

of the same.

In time, if in the judgment of the trustees, a

laboratory and model light might be added, for

the benefit of the members. Such an institution

I would respectfully recommend to have estab-

lished in New York City, which is the centre

of attraction in this great country, and where

everybody goes or would like to go some time or

other. As we progressed and advanced, other

similar institutions might be established in other

cities. Selecting New York for a starting-point,

I think it would be more a success than in any

other city. Great would be the advantages to

be gained by the student in photography by such

an art gallery ; even if he could not himself visit

it, he would hear from it and its works of art

through our journals, and other artists that had

the pleasure of seeing it.
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One great objection that has been to starting

such an establishment has been too much talk

and no action, and wanting too large an estab-

lishment to commence with ; trying to commence

at the top first, instead of at the bottom ; we

should climb by degrees if we expect success.

No doubt the time will soon come, if we are

only true to ourselves, that we can enlarge the

sphere of usefulness, build a college, have pro-

fessors, make experiments of all kinds appertain-

ing to our art, manufacture chemicals, give

diplomas, and turn out none but first-class

artists. To this art gallery, I would suggest

also a museum of novelties appertaining to our

profession. There are many articles connected

with the past that might now be collected or do-

nated, which, in a few years, will be lost to us

forever; among them, many valuable specimens

of noted persons taken by the daguerreotpye

process ; old styles of cameras, stands, head-

rests, complete outfits of early days ; also, medals

and diplomas of different states that have been

awarded to our brethren, that many members

now have and might like to present to such an

institution. For myself, I have seven silver

medals that I would be pleased to present to

such a museum. There is no end to articles

that could be collected and presented for the

benefit of the photographers of the United States
;

but gentlemen, let us make a commencement in

the right way, an advancement, an onward march

to greatness ; so I propose that this Convention

appoint a committee of seven, with full powers

(and no red tape) to inaugurate and bring into

life the above-named institution, and report their

action at the next yearly meeting of this Con-

vention, and, in the meantime, to open corres-

pondence and communication with the members

of this Convention and other photographers, to

see who will sustain the same by this or any

other plan the committee may see fit to adopt

for the general good, and also to find out who

will subscribe to help start the same. There is

not the least doubt but two hundred photog-

raphers and gentlemen connected with our pro-

fession might be got to inaugurate it on a firm

basis, each one subscribing what they saw fit to

commence with by donation, for the establish-

ment of a Photographic Fine Art Gallery. Our

watchword should be. Progress, Onward to Per-

fection.

I will start the ball in motion by subscribing

one hundred dollars to the same.

BUSINESS.

BY A. E. TURNBULL.

It is an acknowledged fact that if we expect to

succeed in our business, that we should not allow

any branch of it to suffer from neglect, and that

our success depends entirely upon our ability to

please. Success depends as much upon the

manner in which we treat our customers, as it

does upon the quality of our work. You may
be a perfect success as an artist, yet a perfect

failure as a gentleman.

Now it is quite evident that if you are ever so

perfect in the first, that if you fail in the latter,

your chances of success are poor.

Notwithstanding we are sorely tried some-

times, we must remember that everything is not

sugar; and if we do get a dose of acid some-

times, we should not get out of humor, and ex-

pect our customers to take the acid also, for if

we do they will leave our acid for some other

artist's sugar.

Some may say, " Well, what kind of sugar do

you call some of those troublesome children?''

and also, " Don't you think that we would be jus-

tified in giving some of them a little acid some-

times?" I say, " Not in the least ;'' they are the

very ones that I have been intending to draw

your attention to. Babies are babies, and you must

treat them as such, and when they are properly

treated are no more trouble than adults, besides

being far more excusable for what trouble they

du give, if you will leave yourself to think so
;

and my word for it, until you do, just so long

will you be troubled in securing their pictures.

As I said before, the better you please your

customers, the better will you succeed. You are

well aware that women are great talkers, there-

fore endeavor to have them form a favorable

opinion of you, by making good pictures of the

babies, and you will thus turn their talking pro-

pensities all to your own advantage, and you

will then feel thankful that they are such great

talkers.

Now I may not be able to give you what you

may think good advice, as to the management of

children, yet you can use what you find useful,

and reject the rest, yet allow me to assure you

that with myself, I have no trouble worth speak-

ing of.

AVhen parents bring their children to my rooms,

I first find out what kind of a picture they wish,

and how they desire it taken ; I then show them

what I have, and what will be the best suited to

the child, and with what I am most likely to

succeed in, getting the best results. At the

same time impress upon their minds that it is I

that is making the picture, and that I should

know best how to take them, alw.ays bearing in

mind that you must keep the acid out of your
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argument, and make it appear to them a? though

it was all sugar.

Some persons like one kind of sugar and some

another, therefore govern j'ourselves accord-

ingly. Persuade them to do as little fussing

with the little ones as possible, and coax them

no more than is absolutely necessary, and say

nothing to them yourself if you can avoid it.

The most successful dodge, and one that I prac-

tice with babies, is to have the mother sit down

in a common chair facing the camera, and throw

a stand cloth over her, then put the baby on her

lap ; it can thus lay its head back against its

mother, and feel perfectly at home, and they

generally assume a graceful position. Then set

your camera, and bring out your plate ; make

some odd noise, and the child will generally sit

still long enough to get the focus ; then insert

the plate-holder, and hold the slide of the plate-

holder before your face just above the top of the

camera-box, and peep through between it and

the top of the camera-box. This operation

rather pleases the child, and also hides your

face, so that you can watch the child, and with

a little practice you can soon learn to tell when

the child has quieted down, and then make some

odd noise, and the child will look at you sur-

prised, and sit still long enough to secure a fair

exposure.

I sometimes use a mouth organ, but such

things are objectionable, because if the child

don't see it, it is sure to commence looking

around to find where the noise comes from, while

if there is no one else in sight of it, and you

make an odd noise with your mouth, it will of

course look at you.

And if you are careful in making your prep-

arations, not to let the child see you any more

than possible, they are naturally surprised to

see you going through such manoeuvres.

Now I have mentioned some of the most im-

portant parts, and have given you an idea of my
theory, enough to enable you to start, and prac-

tice will soon teach you the rest. I think that

there is nothing that is of more importance than

the ph,otographer to know how to manage chil-

dren, and if he expects to succeed he must work

hard to get on the right track, and when once

there, he will be surprised to find how easy it

really is.

The Secretary announced that he had a

letter from Mr. J. H. Kent, agreeing to

license every memher of the Association to

i;se his hand-screen free of any charge what-

ever, and that the Executive Committee

could make the arrangements for it to suit

themselves. [Tremendous applause.]

APPRENTICESHIP.

The Committee on Apprenticeship made
a verbal report, calling attention to their

report of last year, calling on photographers

to discuss the subject, and send their views to

the committee in writing. Accepted, and

further action laid over until next year.

The President stated that a process for

making negatives without a silver bath

might be expected soon from Col. Wortley,

of England, which would be given to the

Association. [Applause.]

The Secretary stated that so much of the

process as had been made public, had al-

ready been published in the Philadelphia

Photograjjher and Photographic World, and

the rest would be, as soon as the advance

sheets arrived from London.*

Mr. Sargent, of St. Louis, stated he had
made negatives without a silver bath for

the past two years, and was saving it to give

to the Convention next year. [Applause.]

The report of the Board of Trustees of

the Eelief Fund was called for.

The Secretary stated that some two thou-

sand dollars had been subscribed, but the

committee have not the power to appro-

priate any money until the end of four

years. But the fund exists and is a reality,

and when the time comes for dispensing it,

it will have grown very large, and will be

disposed of according to the regulations

governing the Board of Trustees.

The President appointed as the Commit-

tee on Scovill and Holmes medals for the

coming year, Messrs. A. M. Collins, G. H.

Eennemore, Albert Moore, John K. dem-
ons, and A. K. P. Trask.

Mr. Moore : Your Committee would like

some instructions in regard to awarding

medals. It may so happen no one may
be worthy of 'the medal We want to know
whether we are to give a medal that we
think no one deserves.

Mr. Wilson : These medals are offered

for the greatest improvement made in pho-

tography during the Association year past.

If there is no great improvement made,

why it is optional with the committee to

make the award or not.

Mr. Webster made a few remarks on Pat-

* See page 234.—Ed,
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ents, and read a letter from parties who had

tried to collect royalty for the use of Hypo,

viz. :

Indianapolis, Ind., May 2cl, 1872.

I. B. Webster,

Louis Ville, Ky.

In looking over the contents of the contents of

Plii/ad Phot Apl No I see an article Headed,

"Patents & Patents " I should of Been Lies (^

Liars '' Now my Friend Photographer if you

are a Gentleman in any Respect you will have

fills Hoods corrected if not we shall see further

into the mutter, first we are not the patenees of

Any Soap as you have asserted Second we never

obtained any money from any photograph and

thiredly we Had you or some who are about like

you scared pretty Badly and there is only one

thing saved your Bacon I Fourthly it seems you

are like the Gentlemen at Wheeling who did not

know what soap is nor what a Detergent was.

until they went for Webster, & lastly Mr Vanpelt

& Myself are Photographers ourselves & Have

Been for the last thirteen years k Know very

nearly all of it, now when you send "dodges''

to Messrs Willsou &c send the truth & you dodges

will not Bother you in future, It is presumed

you can take a Hint,

Park & Vanpelt

PerH, A, S, Park

This letter was in response to an article of

his in the Philadelphia Photographer

.

LIFE MEMBERSHIP.

Mr. Wilson moved that the subject of

creating life membership of the Association

be referred to the Executive Committee,

with authority to fix fees, conditions, &c.

Carried.

He further moved that the Permanent

Secretary be empowered to make a list of

those gentlemen who had been in the busi-

ness twenty-five years, to be called " The

Fathers in Photography." After awhile, re-

marked Mr. Wilson, we will have the

mothers in photography also. [Laughter.]

A gentleman suggested that those who had

been in the business fifty years be called the

grandfathers of photography. [Laughter.]

Mr. J. H. Fitzgibbon thought they might

be called professors in photography.

Mr. Wilson objected, because some of the

old fellows in the business make the worst

pictures. [Laughter.]

The motion was modified and carried, that

the Secretary prepare an honorary roll of

such as have continued in the business

twenty-five years, and report the same at

the next meeting. Some one suggested that

such be called Photographic Veterans.

Another subject Mr. Wilson wished to

speak of was an instruction school, or

academy of photography, [a voice-^" That's

the idea,"] and he moved that the Associ-

ation empower the Executive Committee to

consider the subject, and memorialize Con-

gress to assist in establishing such an insti-

tution. He (Mr. Wilson) intended to ask

Congress for $30,000 for that object, and a

Congressman had promised his earnest co-

operation. [Applause.]

A vote of thanks was tendered to the

President for t"he presentation of the Morse

pictures, and to Scovill Manufacturing Com-
pany, who furnished the Morse medallions

to the members of the Association.

Mr. J. H. Fitzgibbon, being called away
on business, delivered a closing address to

the Association, as follows :

Gentlemen : A few words before part-

ing. This Convention and Exhibition, I

think you will agree with me, has been a

great success, and I -am proud of it for two
reasons : First, it was predicted there were

breakers ahead for the National Photo-

graphic Association
;
the next reason is that.

I was put at the helm in this section to steer

it through the seemingly approaching storm,

and now, gentlemen, I leave it to you to

say how fat I have succeeded, [Applause.]

Thanks ! I can assure you, as my brother

Local Secretary will bear me out, it is no

sinecure ofiice, this local secretaryship, or

child's play.

My worthy friend Khoads, late Local

Secretary, remarked to me in Philadelphia

when he congratulated me on my appoint-

ment, " I pity you—you will look like an-

other man this time next year, and be as

thin as I am now ;" but no, gentlemen, this

mental labor has gained me at least ten

pounds extra, and your good-will, for which

please accept my thanks.

I cannot close my remarks without re-

turning my sincere thanks to the Committee

of Arrangements and Information, which

has devoted its truest services to help make
it this great success. Hoping we all shall
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meet again next year in Rochester, and

many years to come in Convention of the

National Photographic Association, I bid

you all officially farewell. [Long and loud

applause.]

Three separate cheers and a '
' tiger '

'

were then given for Mr. and Mrs. Fitzgib-

bon. Mrs. F., it is due the lady to state,

has devoted much time during the week to

the Photographic Exhibition.

Mr. Southworth desired to call attention

.to the importance of reading the photo-

graphic publications of the day, and spoke

in high terms of the Philadelphia Photog-

rapher and Photographic World, edited by

the Permanent Secretary. He thought that

all ought to patronize them for their own
sakes, as well as that of their Secretary.

An interesting and eloquent essay by M.
A. Eoot, of Philadelphia, was next listened

to. It was a portion of a work Mr. Eoot

is preparing, and among other things he

said : "A new art has arisen which has en-

abled us to import into our very houses . the

finest scenery which the world contains, as

seen in its most favorable aspect, and with

all the life and motion it displays. Photo-

graphic pictures may now be taken in

several modes, some requiring minutes and

others only an instant. In English experi-

ments, an image has been taken in the ten-

thousandth part of a second. The ocean in

peace and storm, the volcano in rest or in

motion, the picturesque valley or the

rugsed mountain scene, the peaceful hamlet

or the stirring market-place, the cloud-

capped towers or the gorgeous palaces of

ancient or modern days—all fascinating-

chapters in the life of the earth—are placed

before us on the photographic tablet to be

stamped by the optician's art with all the

relief and solidity of nature. The sun

painter, too, has reproduced for us with

unerring truth the master-pieces of ancient

and modern painting ; and the noblest

specimens of Greek, Eoman, and modern

sculpture, which the stereoscope displays to

us with the same perfection as if the originals

stood before us. By this means a taste and

a knowledge of art have been diffused

among all ranks of society. With the dar-

ing of science, it has stretched far out into

space, and snatching thence the glittering

orbs that light the night and shed down
through the ever-changing region of cloudy

a glory that points to scenes of earth with

that which Shakspeare has aptly figured as

' liquid pearl.' "

Mr. Root then spoke of the services which

had been and are still being rendered by
photography in astronomy, civil engineer-

ing, surveying, architecture, and its hallow-

ing uses in preserving the features of the

loved dead. The essay was frequently ap-

plauded.

PHOTOGRAPHIC INSURANCE.

Mr. I. B. Webster, of Louisville, ad-

dressed the Association urgently on the

necessity of insurance on photographic gal-

leries. They were founded on a false esti-

mate of the danger of photographic mate-

rials, and were undoubtedly too onerous. A
side meeting on this subject had previously

been called by Mr. Elrod, to elicit thought

on the same.

Mr. Fitzgibbon moved a vote of thanks

to Mr. J. W. Black, of Boston, for his

stereopticon exhibition. Carried.

FINAL VOTE.

The following was ofifered by the Perma-

nent Secretary

;

Resolved, That the thanks of this Conven-

tion be given to the Masonic fraternity,

through their Grand Secretary, Mr. G. F.

Gouley, for their kind liberality in granting

the use of Masonic Hall for their exhibition

at such reasonable rates, and likewise to the

directors of the public schools, for the use

of Polytechnic Hall ; also to the hotels,

steamboat, railroad, and express compa-

nies in, and centring in St. Louis, for the

liberality they displayed in a reduction of

rates to the members of the Convention.

We also owe a special vote of thanks to

the proprietors and reporters of the public

press, for the interesting and faithful reports

they have given of the Exhibition and pro-

ceedings of this Convention.

Also, last, and not least, to the oflicers

of the Agricultural and Mechanical Asso-

ciation, Henry Shaw, Esq., Isaac Cook,

Esq ,
and the citizens of St. Louis, for the

kind hospitality extended to the members
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of this Convention during their stay in this

city, which they hope never to forget.

Carried.

The meeting now assumed the form of an

"experience meeting," and several spoke of

the value the Association had been to them,

while new members gave vent to their hap-

piness at being able to be present. Among
others, Mr. Bailey, of Jefferson City, Mis-

souri, showed some of his work made two

years ago, asked comparison with that he

was able to make now, and detailed his

short experience in photography. He ob-

tained bis first instructions from a copy of

Photografhic Mosaics. He was then led to

purchase the Philadelphia Photogrnphe?^ and

World, and other books, and they had made
him what he is.

Mr J. A Scholten showed a useful method

of printing medallions with signatures,

titles, &c., on the border, which he will soon

publish entire.

Mr. Benecke exhibited a large glass var-

nished, and sifting over it fine white sand,

he obtained a plate for printing in stippled

backgrounds equal in beauty and like those

produced by Yanderweyde's patented pro-

cess. Mr. Scholten also exhibited his flow-

ing bath, described lately in the Photo-

graphic Times, and his novel posing chair.

Mr. Black gave his opinion on spirit pho-

tographs, and said when Mumler made spir-

its as some men do gem pictures, z e., thirty-

six at once, he would believe in it.

Thanks were voted Messrs. Scholten, Be-

necke, and Black, and on motion, amid loud

cheering, the Association adjourned, to meet

at Kochester, N. Y., the second Tuesday in

July, 1873.

Benjamin Weaver,
Phonographic Secretary.

Edwakd L. Wilson,
Permanent Secretary.

THE EXHIBITION.

The Exhibition was held in the Grand
Hall of the Masonic Temple at St. Louis,

and presented the usually attractive appear-

ance. Those who have attended former

Exhibitions, in looking over this were re-

minded of the fact that progress, p)~ogress

was being continually made by American

photographers; and in the case of some of

the exhibitors here, the progress they have

made has been really wt>nderful. It is not

presumption to say that this is the effect of

attending the Annual Exhibitions of our

Association, for the parties themselves grate-

fully, publicly, enthusiastically acknowl-

edge it. This fact alone should prompt the

membership of our Association to support it

at all hazards and at any cost, for the few

dollars that it may possiblj' cost each one

are nothing compared with the valuable

improvements brought forth, which not

only make it easier to work, but easy to

produce the best quality of work.

There seemed to be an earnest desire, on

the part of the photographers present, to

study the works on exhibition. Groups of

them were constantly found here and there,

some asking and some telling how such re-

sults were secured. It was gratifying to see

this, for therein lies the strength—the back-

bone—of our Association.

The Conductors of the Exhibition were

Mr. J. H. Eitzgibbon, Local Secretary.

John A. Scholten,

Eobert Benecke,

A. T. Urie, •

A. J. Fox,

G. Cramer,

G. H. McConnell,
Committee of Arrangements.

Mr. W. H. Tilford assisted the Commit-
tee in every possible way.

These gentlemen were most faithful and
attentive to their- several arduous duties, and
deserve the highest praise. The uprights

for pictures were arranged in diamond forms

on each side of the hall, and the sides of the

hall were also used for pictures, while at the

ends and down the centre were tables for

the display of apparatus, &c. From the

ceiling festoons of evergreens hung, and a

large number of cages of sweet-singing

canary birds. The stage was devoted to the

orchestra, conducted by Prof. Mahler. At
the rear was a neatly painted screen—

a

present from Mr. Ashe—and over it the

words,

'•Secure the shadow ere the substance fade
;

Let Nature copy that which Nature made."
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The whole presented a most beautiful ap-

pearance, and, when well filled, the hall was

a scene which must have made every earnest

photographer's heart thrill with pleasure.

' The work of the committee was made
easier by the invaluable assistance of Mrs.

Fitzgibbon, who worked untiringly from

the beginning to the end of her husband's

arduous and trying labors for the cause.

Mr. Eobert Benecke made the Annual

Group, and also views of the interior,

copies of which he will supply—the profits

to go to the Relief Fund. The prices will

follow this report.

The Exhibition was opened Tuesday

afternoon, May 7th, to give the visiting

photographers a good time to inspect it

before the public crowded in.

As the members of the Association ar-

rived, they visited the Secretary's and

Treasurer's office, where they registered,

paid their dues, if unpaid, received their

Morse badges and tickets for all the enter-

tainments. New members were also ad-

mitted at the same time, nearly two hundred

becoming members during the week. A
lady retoucher was in attendance giving free

instructions to all.

The Exhibition was open daily until 10

P.M., including Saturday. The attendance

of the public was generous, but not nearly

so extensive as we could hope, in order to

work out the full ideas of our Association.

LIST OF EXHIBITORS.

Foreig7i.

F. LliCKiiARDT, Vienna, Austria. A series of

splendid 8x10 photographs, and two frames of

cameo cabinet pictures from retouched negatives.

Awarded the National Gold Medal for Germany.

J. Leth, Vienna, Austria. A fine assortment

of burnt-in enamels on cups, saucers, plates, &c.

The hargest and finest collection ever shown in

this country, and exquisitely beautiful. Mr.

Leth also exhibited some very fine light-druck

prints.

Prop. Charles Woller, Vienna. A large

album of cabinet pictures of natives of Transyl-

vania in costume.

William Burger, Vienna. A large series of

Asiatic pictures of natives, views, &c., &c., with

descriptive matter attached. Very interesting.

Capt. John Shopp, Vienna. Some fine photo-

lithographic maps.

A. SwiTiORT, Vienna. A fine collection of

xylographic prints.

Lewis Schrank, Vienna. A collection of ex-

cellent portraits of remarkable persons.

M. Antoine, Vienna. Views of the Imperial

Gardens, &c., in Vienna. A fine collection.

The above were all collected and sent by Dr.

Edward Horning, editor of the Photo. Corres-

foiidKiiz. Vienna, Austria, and they alone made
a fine exhibition.

Robinson & Cherrill, Tunbridge Wells,

England. Large portrait of a lady,—"The
Bridesmaid,'' and a large series of marine and

landscape views, compositions, groups. Ac.

Awarded the National Gold Medal for the best

collection from England.

Geo. Washington Wilson, Aberdeen, Scot-

land. Several albums of fine landscape studies,

charming and excellent, exhibited by Benerman

& Wilson.

Mrs. J. Grasshofp, Berlin. Fine carte and

other work.

Gdstav Sohauer, Berlin. Fine landscape

and architectural views, and copies of paintings.

E. MiLSTER, Berlin. Admirable copies of

paintings.

Carl Suck, Berlin. Portraits and views—

a

nice lot.

P. Christman, Berlin. Albums of Egyptian

views, copies of paintings, &c., very fine.

Reuben Mitchell, England. Fine 8 x 10

landscapes and snow scenes.

Dr. H. Vogel, Berlin. Views in the Car-

pathian Mountains.

Bomeiiic.

L. G. BiGELOW, Grand Rapids, Michigan.

Studies in lighting and posing. Bigelow's album.

E. F. Everett, Mankato, Minn. Portraits.

Albert Moore, Philadelphia. Splendid solar

prints.

A. F. Nesbitt, St. Paul, Minn. Portraits.

J. W. Black, Boston. 11 x 14 heads from

negatives made with his acid bath, and views of

a torpedo explosion, showing a volume of water

400 feet high, and taken in one-third of a second.

J. R. Clemons, Philadelphia. Pictures show-

ing th^ effects of his Golden varnish.

C. B. Conant, Lewiston, Maine. Views and

cabinet portraits.

J. Reid, Paterson, N. J. Large views of

bridges, &c.

A. S. Southworth, Charlestown, Massachu-
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setts. Fine large photograph of the Madonna

and child.

E. L. Eaton, Omaha, Nebraska Photographs

of children.

Bradley & Rulofson, San Francisco, Cali-

fornia. A fine assortment of cabinet photographs.

A. J. T. JosLiN, Gilman, III. Card portraits.

S. Root, Dubuque, Iowa. Large heads from

judiciously retouched negatives.

E. W. Oliver, Warsaw, Illinois. Assortment

of portraits.

Garrett & Brother, Philadelphia. Fine

large portraits.

H. W. Immke, Princeton, III. Large heads.

F. S. Crowell, Mt. Vernon, Ohio. Groups

and cards.

Z. P. McMillan, Galesburg, Illinois. As-

sorted portraits.

Bendann Brothers, Baltimore, Maryland.

Printed-in backgrounds, and their patented

backgrounds.

Thomas Gaffield, Boston. Nature prints of

leaves and ferns, and paper weights ornamented

with the same. Very beautiful.

D. H. Wright, Terre Haute, Indiana. Solars

and cards.

Leon Van Loo, Cincinnati, Ohio. Splendid

variety of portraits.

J. Landy, Cincinnati, Ohio. Portraits of cry-

ing and laughing babies, and a variety of other

fine work of various sizes.

BoGARDUS & Bendann Brothers, New York.

A fine assortment of portraits, and a life-size oil

portrait of Prof. Morse.

A. J. Fox, St. Louis, Missouri. A fine collec-

tion of all classes of work, and of pictures by

the Vanderweyde process.

H. EocHER, Chicago. An elegant collection

of cabinet and 8 x 10 portraits and groups.

F. T. Fassett, Chicago. Fine portraits by

the Vanderweyde process and others.

C. Eppert, Terre Haute, Indiana. 11 x 14

and other portraits.

W. J. Kruchler, Commissioner of the Gen-

eral Land Office, Texas. Specimens of photo-

graphic maps. Excellent.

F. RoESLEiN, St. Louis. Copies of Kolbach's

works.

T. A. Beach, Delaware, Ohio. Fine cabinets.

J. W. HusHER, Terre Haute, Indiana. Fine

views and portraits.

T. M. Easterly, St. Louis. Daguerreotypes.

Mr. E. was the only one exhibiting who still

makes daguerreotypes.

R. Benecke, St. Louis. Splendid views, all

sizes.

C. Waldack, Cincinnati, Ohio. Splendid

large views of buildings, &c.

N. H. BusEY, Baltimore, Maryland. Splendid

collection of portraits.

T. P. Sargeant, St. Louis. Splendid collec-

tion of portraits.

J. Gurney & Son, New York. Card and cabi-

net portraits.

Wilson, Hood & Co., Philadelphia. Large

lot of pictures made with Ross lenses.

W. R. Howell, New York. Splendid cabinets.

J. A. Scholten, St. Louis. Cards, cabinets,

plain and colored, life-size crayons, and a burnt-

in colored porcelain 1.3 x 16, the largest ever ex-

hibited.

J. Inglis, Montreal. Views of Skating Rink,

&c.

W. A. Cooper. St. Thomas, Canada. Colhc-

tion delayed at Detroit Custom House.

R. Uhlman, St. Joseph, Missouri. Portraits

in variety.

J. C. Potter, Elyria, Ohio. Fine collection

of stereos.

E. E. Henry, Leavenworth, Kansas. Fine

portraits.

BiRCKEY & BowEN, St. Louis. Collection of

portraits.

J. M. Capper, Troy, New York. Fine cabi-

nets, &c.

F. W. Blakeslee, Ashtabula, Ohio. Por-

traits.

Bailey & North, Jefferson City, Missouri.

Fine portraits.

Geo. H. McConnell, St. Louis. Colored

porcelains, &c.

Miss J. O'Connor, St. Louis. Colored minia-

tures.

Cramer & Gross, St. Louis. Elegant assort-

ment of portraits.

R. Goebel, St. Charles, Missouri. Portraits

and views.

J. A. French, Keene, N. H. Stereos.

E. M. Van Aken, Lowville, N. Y. Portraits

and negatives. The only negatives on exhibition.

John S. Brewer, St. Louis. Portraits and

crayons.

W. H. Elliott, Marshalltown, Iowa. Por-

traits.
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C. II. Sherman, Elgin, 111. Fine portraits.

L. D. Jddkins, Indianapolis, Indiana. Fine

portraits.

Mrs. Fraser, St. Genevieve, Mo. Portraits.

Thurlow & Smith, Peoria. 111. Portraits.

A. Milton Lapham, Decatur, III. Portraits.

Joshua Smith, Chicago. Views of Chicago, &,o.

C. T. Ingraham. Portrait of child.

C. R. Savage, Salt Lake City. Fine lot views.

M. A. Root, Philadelphia. Wenderoth's Ar-

gentotypes.

Prof. Morse's Camera.

J. Reiman, Cincinnati, 0. Solars on canvas.

Apparatus, ^c.

Mrs. a. Thornton, Perrysburg, Ohio. Chemi-

cal cooler.

B. 0. Woods, Boston. Novelty press.

G. Mallinckrodt & Co., St. Louis. Chemicals.

E. Mead & Co., St. Louis. C. Cooper & Co.'s

chemicals.

W. H. Mardock & Co., N. Y. Chemicals.

C. Faser, Philadelphia. Fine photograph

frames and mouldings.

Bendann Brothers, Baltimore. Pattern

backgrounds.

A. R. Gould, Carrolton, Ohio. Sectional

backgrounds.

E. H. Ross, St. Louis. Passepartouts and

mats.

Wilson, Hood & Co., Philadelphia. Frames,

Ross lenses, and many novelties.

Haworth & McCoLLiN, Philadelphia. Mor-

gan's albumenized paper.

Gatchbl & Hyatt, Cincinnati, Ohio, and

Louisville, Kentucky. Varieties.

P. F. Finch, Lebanon, Ohio. Oscillating

background.

Woodward Solar Camera Co. Solar camera.

Hayes Brothers, N. Y. Model skylight.

G. D. Wakeley, Kansas City, Missouri. Col-

lodion.

Slee Brothers, Poughkeepsie, N. Y. Slee's

prepared mounts.

S. Wing, Boston. Camera and banner signs.

L. Dubkrnet, N. Y. Gilt frames and fine

passepartouts

W. L. Troxell, Brooklyn, N. Y. Adjustable

curtains for skylights.

W. D. Hazzard, Philadelphia. Adjustable

curtains for skylights.

L. J. Marcy, Philadelphia. Sciopticon.

N. S. BowDisH, Richfield Springs, N. Y. Posing

chnir.

D. W. Van Riper' s Cone background.

W. H. TiLFORD, St. Louis. Voigtlander

lenses, &c.

P. H. Warner, Hopkinton, Iowa. Method of

lighting the dark-room.

E. & H. T. Anthony & Co , N. Y. A large

variety of their specialties, Dallmeyer lenses, &c.

ScoviLL Manufacturing Co., N. Y. Ameri-

can Optical Co.'s Apparatus, Union goods, Morri-

son lenses, and a great variety of their special

manufactures.

Benerman & Wilson, Philadelphia. Photo-

graphic Publications.

If any exhibitors have been omitted I will be

glad to know it, and will add their names.

Edward L. Wilson,

Permanent Secretary.

The Late National Photographic

Convention.

GOING !—GOING ! !—GONE ! ! !

The last visiting member of the National

Photographic Association has left our city.

Again quiet reigns supreme in the halls of

the Masonic Temple. The birds of many
sweet voices have taken their flight; the

hum of voices and tramp of many men are

hushed. The beautiful and attractive dis-

plays that we were all proud to behold are

scattered broadcast, and each hurrying from

the other to their far distant homes. Knowl-
edge has been acquired, advice given, com-

parison made, selfishness abashed, pride

humbled, merit rewarded, and ambition on

the rise. What photographer regrets com-

ing his thousand miles, more or less, to the

late convocation of the National Photo-

graphic Association, and visiting the hos-

pitable city of St. Louis ? Who speaks

first?

This yearly gathering of the knights of

the camera is truly a great feature now in

our existence as men and artists. We want

it, and must have it, and not be entirely

slaves to that, the greatest of all evils, mam-
mon, that we have not time hardly to think

or enjoy anything else. Soar above it.
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The National Photographic Association

has made a great stride to permanent pros-

perity and success by this last Convention,

and at this early day we would say, Com-
mence and prepare for the next. Think of

it, talk of it, and be certain to go to it.

Those that stayed away this year don't

know what they lost; it may be compared

to a page torn out of the history of their

lives never to be replaced. There are many
new and valuable improvements in our art

at the present time that are in embryo, that

will yet astonish even the most enthusiastic

artists of the present day, at the strides

photography is making to perfection. Yes,

gentlemen, I know it, but am not at liberty

to say more at present. Excepting all acci-

dents, and with the pleasure of the dispen-

sation of all good things, I hope to meet you

again in convention at Rochester in July,

1873.

J. H. FlTZGIBBOlSr,

Late Local Sec. of the N. P. A.

THE LIBEL SUIT.

The Shaw & Wilcox Co.

V.

Edward L. Wilson,
Editor of the Philadelphia Photographer.

We had contemplated giving our readers

a little history of our record in this case, and

as it is really a matter which concerns them

more than us, we hope they will not look

upon it as an intrusion. In March, 1870,

the editor of this journal was arrested in the

city of New York, and there imprisoned in

the Sheriff's oflBce until he could find $2000

bail in lieu of his release, on complaint of

the Shaw & Wilcox Company. This pro-

cedure was caused by the appearance of sev-

eral articles, which we were betrayed into

publishing in our pages, which were damag-

ing to the character of the said company,

and they sued us for $30,000 damages. The
matter hung fire for about two years, and

meanwhile the suits for infringement of

their patent against Messrs. Lovejoy, Pen-

dleton, Bogardus, and others, progressed.

Notwithstanding our arrest, we took hold

and did all in our power to aid the parties

named and their counsel, Mr. Bell, in win-

ning the victories they have won. Looking

upon us as a barrier in their way, the com-

pany pushed their suit against us, and we
had a hard fight of it for several months.

We were in New York at the trial, day after

day, and time after time, doing our best to

sustain ourselves in the stand we had taken,

believing, of course, that what our corres-

pondents told and wrote us was absolutely

true. Messrs. R. J. Chute and H. D. Garns,

of Philadelphia ; W. C. North, Utica, N. Y.

;

Arthur Cobden, Troy; C. C. Sherwood,

Peekskill ; Thomas Baker, Burlington,

N. J.; V. G. Bloede, Brooklyn; J. J.

Montgomery and J. W. Willard, New
York; D. J. Pearson, Cambridge, Mass.;

and others, all came manfully to our rescue,

and gave their testimony ; but, alas ! his

honor, the Referee, H. P. Pultzs, Esq., de-

cided that what we had published was ma-
licious and libellous, and reported damages

against us of $4000, and costs amounting to

about $1200 more, making with the money
we had spent in our defence about $6000.

At this result no one can imagine our sur-

prise or our chagrin, and our first impulse

was to appeal from such an unrighteous de-

cision. Our excellent counsel, however, and

other competent parties declare to us that

what Ave published was libellous on its face

[per se), and probably in case of appeal the

damages might be increased considerably.

Not choosing to take that risk, and to avoid

further annoyance, we have only one course

to pursue, and that is, to bear the burden,

and take it up, and carry it, consoling our-

selves with the fact that our stand in the

matter has been the means of saving our

subscribers many times the weight of the

load we have to carry for them.

Many of the assertions made by Mr.

Bloede in his article we have found were in-

correct and inaccurate, and that the Shaw
apparatus is constructed on scientific princi-

ples, and if the instructions Avhich were

shown in evidence, and sworn to as hav-

ing been furnished with every apparatus,

were followed, the gold and silver would

have been saved fullj'.

Supposing that our correspondents who had
the apparatus in use followed the directions,

we could not fail to be astonished that the

amount of returns they received was so
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small, and we gave credit to their assertions

in the matter, and we published them in

perfect good faith. We tried to prove their

correctness on trial, but it has been decided

that we failed

It was in evidence that the delay in mak-

ing prompt returns to parties was on ac-

count of the temporary embarrassment of

the company, and not because they desired

to be dishonest, and that the small returns

made to some was because of the use of the

apparatus contrary to directions. And to

reassure us on this point, Mr. Shaw (J.

Shaw, Bridgeport, Conn.) informs us that

he is now prepared and ready and anxious

to settle with all persons who either have or

suppose they have any just claim of any kind

against the company. If such are made
known to him, they will be immediately and

properly considered, and a full and fair set-

tlement will be made. This, he has given

us his word, shall be done, and we have no

reason to doubt his honest purpose in the

matter. Kefer your grievances to him, and

we are assured he will settle them equably.

The ground of our complaint against the

Shaw & Wilcox Company was and is, that,

as we conscientiously believed and still be-

lieve, their patent embodies unjustifiable

claims for things of which Mr. Shaw was

not the inventor, and in duty to our sub-

scribers and out of regard for their interests

only, and without any hope of reward or

gain, we stepped in to defend them against

what we believed, and what the courts have

since thrice decided to have been, unjust

and unwarrantable claims. And although

wisdom might have justified us, and still

justify us in keeping silent, yet so long as

we sit in this editorial chair, and our right

arm is able to propel this pen, we shall con-

sider ,it our duty to warn our patrons against

all such unjust claims, and we must so con-

tinue to warn them as heretofore we often

have done, even in the face of what we have
already suifered, well knowing that in pur-

suing such a course we shall inevitably sub-

ject ourselves to still further suffering, which
we might avoid by silence. Our patrons

need not fear that our policy has changed in

this direction. Not a bit of it. A year ago

we were offered by Mr. Shaw's counsel a dis-

missal of this case on the payment of $1 50.

But for $150,000 we could not compromise

without the decision of the court that we
erred.

Now we do not state the above as a threat

to the Shaw & Wilcox Company, or any

one else. (It always pains us to give another

pain.) Whenever they see fit to reissue

their patent, if they ever do, and claim

nothing but what Mr. Shaw invented, and

nothing but what they are legally and equi-

tably entitled to claim, our opposition to

them is ended, and we shall take much more
pleasure in stating the fact than we have

ever taken in opposing them. Until they

put themselves in such a position, we feel it

our stern duty to maintain our present stand

with respect to their patent. If all parties

concerned had practiced that eminent virtue

which we are constantly preaching up to

you to regard in your manipulations, i. e
,

CARE, both we and the Shaw & Wilcox

Company, and many of you, would have

been richer to-day.

As the matter now stands, we dare not

go to the city of New York, or we would

be arrested and imprisoned again, for the

detectives are watching for our person.*

Moreover, a large sum of money must be

paid by us, and that will require a good

many new subscriptions and all the old ones

for a long time to come. Still, with all

this before us, we shall not quail, but al-

ways strive to do our duty to our patrons.

OUR PICTURE.

Our picture this month is another ex-

ample of the genre or composition class, from

the studio of Mr. M. M. Griswold, Lancas-

ter, Ohio. This style of picture does not

receive as much attention in this country

as we would like to see. Photography is

capable of producing many beautiful things

in this direction, if proper attention is given

to the rules of art. Mr. Griswold has prob-

ably done more than any one else in it, ex-

cept, perhaps, Mr. Merz, of New York,

* As it is necessary for the Executive Com-
mittee to hold a meeting on May 29th, it has

had to be arranged to hold it in Jersey City,

that we might attend and still escape arrest.
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and Mr. Weller, of New Hampshire, both of

whom have produced some good things.

Mr. Griswold's " Blowing Bubbles," it will

be remembered, appeared in our magazine

some two and a half years ago ; and now we
have an equally good, and in some respects

better, production in his " Hen's Nest."

It is by no means perfect as a work of art,

but it has many good points, and we hope

will act as a leader to those trying to work
into this susceptible branch of our art. If

the papers in our volume for 1868, on " Art

Principles Applicable to Photography," and

a similar series on "Position and Compo-
sition," in the World for last year, are

studied, we are sure they will help those

who are ambitious to learn and to excel.

We shall not be hj-percritical now, and

therefore pass on without criticism of this

picture at present. We shall perhaps allude

to it again.

It tells a story which brings back to many
of us the days of childhood—those

" Happy days, that were as long

As twenty days are now "

—

when we delighted in hunting eggs, not for

a demons or a Hovey to work up into pho-

tographs, but for the sheer delight which

became ours when such a prize, a "hen's

nest" full of eggs, was found. The picture

tells the whole tale, and also reminds us of

the truth of the words of the poet

:

"The sunny hours of childhood,

How soon they pass away
;

Like flowers in the wildwood,

That once bloomed fresh and gay.

This, the perfume of the flowers

And the freshness of the heart.

Live but a few brief hours

And then for aye depart."

We might say a great deal on the child-

hood of photography, but we are not a

"father" in photography, and are there-

fore incompetent.

The prints were made on demons 's new
albumen paper, by Mr. Wm. H. Khoads,

Philadelphia.

Our Vienna and Berlin exchanges call

the attention of their readers to the St.

Louis exhibition.

NOTES IN AND OUT OF THE
STUDIO.

Br G. WHARTON SIMPSON, M.A., F.S.A.

Col. Wortlei/'s Rapid Emulsion Process—
Spirit Photographs.

Col. Stuart Wortley's Rapid Emulsion

Process.—I have already described to your

readers the results of some comparative

trials of the urano-bromide emulsion process

in its wet and dry state against the ordinary

wet collodion process, and it will be re-

membered that the palm of rapidity fell to

the emulsion, whilst in excellence its results

were equal to those of 'the ordinary wet col-

lodion process. I am now enabled to place

some practical details of the new process in

the hands of American photographers, by

whom I hope it will be found as successful

as it has been in the hands of Col. Wortley
here. I should premise that the process is

still to some extent in the experimental

stage ; but the following is the formula

which Col. Wortley recommends :

Plain Collodion, . . .1 ounce.

Pure Anhydrous Bromide of

Cadmium, . . .7 grains.

Nitrate of Uranium, . . .30 '•

Nitrate of Silver, . .18 "

Col. Wortley reinarks :
" Samples of ni-

trate of uranium vary considerably, and I

purify what I use in the following manner :

Dissolve one part of uranium in two parts

of ether, and let stand for some hours ; the

water of crystallization that is in the ura-

nium will fall to the bottom of the bottle,

leaving a top layer of ether containing pure

uranium, and it is this top layer which is

used for the preparation of the emulsion.

" I think it is desirable that the nitrate of

uranium should be acid, and should it not,

after solution in ether, give an acid reaction

to test paper, it will be advisable to add to

it a minim or two per ounce of acid. Both

nitric and acetic have answered in my
hands, and, on the whole, I should be in-

clined to recommend the former. It must

be remembered that great caution is- to be

exercised in the use of a strong mineral

acid in collodion, as, if too much is used,

the film becomes rotten and breaks up in

washing. You will remember how strenu-

ously I advocated last year the necessity of
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a very large excess of nitrate of silver if

great sensitiveness was required in an emul-

sion, and I do not depart in any way from

anything that I then said ; and, in point of

fact, every grain of nitrate of silver that is

added to an emulsion up to saturation in-

creases the sensitiveness of the resulting

emulsion
; and though nitrate of uranium is

capable, to a certain extent, of replacing

nitrate of silver, I do not prefer to use it in

that way where great sensitiveness is re-

quired ; on the contrary, I still use plenty of

silver, and use the nitrate of uranium to

give stability to the emulsion, extra sensi-

tiveness, delicacy of image, and a power of

restraining fog analogous to that possessed

by free bromide, but without the loss of sen-

sitiveness and other injurious tendencies

which accompany the use of the latter.

" Another remarkable point in connection

with nitrate of uranium is the great ad-

vantage it has where redevelopment is re-

quired, as the uranium in the film is acted

on by the silver in the developer, and great

additional power is thereby obtained. I

have made many experiments as to the use

of the nitrate of silver and uranium sepa-

rate, but have not succeeded so well as by

combining them in an emulsion."

The quality of the soluble cotton is here

as important as it is in the various modifi-

cations of the collodio-bromide process, and

similar preservatives may be employed.

Speaking of the development, Col. "Wortley

adds

:

" I prefer to use a strong alkaline de-

veloper. And here, again, nitrate of ura-

nium has its use, as it certainly enables one

to use (combined with its other good quali-

ties) a developer sufficiently strong to render

the development of a dry plate no longer a

tedious operation. One point I must here

ask leave to impress upon you strongly,

namely, the great latitude allowable in the

development of a plate with this emulsion,

whether used wet or dry. In either of these

cases, the amount of bromide in the de-

veloper has a marked effect on the result.

If, then, very sensitive negatives are re-

quired, or very rapid development, use bro-

mide in the developer in minimum quantity;

if, on the contrary, you like to be slow and

sure, use plenty of bromide, and take your

time about the development. Again, al-

ways intensify, if intensification be required,

before fixing, so as to utilize the uranium in

the film. One last point. The light fn

your dark-room must be as orange as pos-

sible, and a light which is quite sufficiently

orange for the wet process will not be

orange enough for working the emulsion

process.

" In conclusion, I may mention that,

having been consulted by many friends as

to the peculiarity of various dry plates that

they were experimenting on, I found out in

many cases that the failure was due to the

weakness or badness of either the pyro or

the carbonate of ammonia. The pyro that

is used should certainly be of the best kind,

and the carbonate of ammonia, as you are

doubtless aware, varies much in its quali-

ties, and in an old sample it frequently hap-

pens that Taut little ammonia is present."

Whilst referring to collodio-bromide

plates I may mention a curious circumstance

which has occurred in the practice of some

experimentalists when using the alkaline

development with plates prepared by this

process. It has been found at times that

after a weak image has been developed, and

ammonia has been added to the developer as

usual to intensify the image, it has begun

to disappear altogether instead of becoming-

more vigorous. The explanation is that

too much ammonia had been added, and as

the image produced by alkaline develop-

ment of a bromide plate is composed of

oxide of silver, a strong dose of ammonia

at once dissolved it.

Spirit Photographs.—The production of

alleged spirit photographs, which excited

some little attention in America a few years

ago, has been revived on this side of the

water. Mr. Mumler has not, as you might

at first imagine, come over to the old coun-

try to produce these wonders ; they are the

result of native talent. Mr. Guppy, a

gentleman whose name is familiarly asso-

ciated with spiritualism, husband of a fam-

ous medium, being an amateur photog-

rapher, had frequently attempted to obtain

spirit photographs, but failed
;
but a few

weeks ago, when in the studio of Mr. Hud-

son, a suburban photographer in the north
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of London, he succeeded in securing, on the

same plate which contained a likeness of

himself, the image of a veiled figure dressed

in a white sheet. Other spirit photographs

followed, the alleged necessary condition

being the presence of a medium. The nar-

rative in the SpiriiuaUst goes on to remark :

" Soon after the publication of the fact of

spirit photographs having been taken, other

media went to Mr. Hudson's to see if they

had power to get them. They were ob-

tained through the mediumship of Messrs.

Heme and Williams. They had failed in

the case of Mrs. Everitt and Miss Florence

Cook, though with Miss Cook good pictures

were produced when other mediums were

near. Mr. Slater, the optician, obtained a

spirit photograph. At first most of the

spirit forms were veiled, though why they

should cover their faces when sitting for a

photograph is a mystery. Later on, small

portions of their hands and faces were un-

covered, and they began to appear in front

of the sitters instead of behind them. In

no case was anything visible to the sitter in

the place where the spirit forms came out on

the plate, though Mrs. Guppy sometimes

saw a flash like lightning passing before her

eyes at the time that Mr. Hudson took the

cap off the lens. In every case Mr. Hud-
son, in accordance with his usual habit,

brought the wet negative out of his dark-

room and showed it, upon a piece of black

velvet, to the sitter, so that he or she saw

the result within two or three minutes after

the plate was exposed. Then he took the

plate back into the dark-room and intensi-

fied or ' redeveloped ' it, so as to fit it for

printing on albumenized chloride of silver

paper in the usual way. On critical exami-

nation, it is evident that the spirit forms are

illuminated by the same light as the sitter,

and that if any other than reflected or

scattered light comes from these forms, it is

so small in proportion as to be inappreciable.

In some cases the spirits have moved a little

during the exposure, and caused just such a

double impression as the movement of a

mortal sitter would have done. How an

invisible object can reflect so many chemical

rays is at present inexplicable, and leads to

the supposition that there may be greater

differences between the chemical and less

refrangible rays of the spectrum than dif-

ferences in wave-length."

You will observe that the subject is treated

in the Spiritualist with an air of scientific

candor. The subject of spiritualism is of

course quite unsuited for discussion in your

pages ; but when an art-science like pho-

tography is invoked as one of the witnesses

of the truth of the phenomena upon which

spiritualism rests, it is important for the

credit of photography that its evidence

should so far as it goes be beyond question.

As after some effort to investigate the sub-

ject I have failed to get an opportunity, I

can only speak of the" photographs them-

selves. These, without being such smudges

as those which I have seen of Mumler's al-

leged spirit poi*traits, possess no quality

whatever which suggests an abnormal ori-

gin. There is nothing in them which might

not have been produced by half a dozen

dodges well known to photographers. The
fact, moreover, that the alleged spirits are

all clad in the trailing white garments of

the traditional and conventional ghost, a

piece of crumpled white muslin which ap-

pears to do duty for many spirits to appear

in, being found in the majority of the pic-

tures I have seen. I am the more induced

to refer to this subject here because I have

just noticed that a paragraph in one of my
letters on the power of photography to ren-

der, in connection with astronomical pho-

tography, some things invisible to the hu-

man eye, is quoted in Woodfndl
<f-

Clnflin's

Weekly as an argument in favor of '
' Spirit-

ualism. " In the cases I recorded, the pres-

ence of an image of an object on the pho-

tographic plate was good -evidence of the

existence of that object, because no other

reasonable supposition could account for the

presence of the photographed image ; but in

the case of the alleged spirit photographs,

at least half a dozen other suppositions more

reasonable that a spiritual origin will ac-

count for the ghostly images. In matters

having any bearing on man's glorious hope

of a future life, one feels a strong repug-

nance to allow trickery of any kind to be

gravely introduced as valuable evidence.

They haven't yet settled in England

whether photography is an art or not.
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PROCEEDINGS
OF THE

Executive Committee of the National

Photographic Association.

Thk members of the new committee are

as follows: Abram Bogardus, Edward L.

"Wilson, and Albert Moore, ex officio^ and

A. Hesler, Wm. H. Ehoads, "W. Irving

Adams, J. H. Fitzgibbon, and V. M. Wil-

cox. At the annual meeting of the com-

mittee held in St Louis, May 12th, at which

all the members were present, A. Bogardvis

was elected chairman of the committee, and

Edward L. Wilson, Secretary. The Local

Secretary, Mr. Fitzgibbon, made an infor-

mal report that bis disbursements would be

about $1500, and was instructed to draw on

the Treasurer for $1000. The Permanent

Secretary was authorized to memorialize

Congress for an appropriation towards the

erection of a Ph.^tographic Institute. As
this was only a meeting for organization

the committee adjourned to meet in New
York at the call of the President.

A special meeting of the Executive Com-
mittee was held in New York on Wednes-

day, May 29th, at 8p.m., at No. 1153 Broad-

way. Present, Messrs. Bogardus, Ehoads,

Adams, W^ilcox, and Wilson ; Mr. Bogar-

dus presiding. Minutes of former meetings

were read and approved. The Secretary

was directed to ask Scovill Manufactur-

ing Company for the privilege of using

their medal dies for the foreign medals, and

if a favorable answer be received, Mr. W.
Irving Adams was authorized to have the

medals for Messrs. Kobinson & Cherrill

(England), and F. Luckhardt (Germany),

made.

Scovill Manufacturing Company having

kindly offered to supply them, it was re-

solved that all members of the Association

not present at St. Louis, who desire a Morse

badge, apply to Mr. W. Irving Adams, of

the Scovill Manufacturing Company, 4

Beekman Street, N. Y., for the same, in-

closing stamps to pay the postage thereon.

The Secretary was instructed to issue a call

in all the photographic magazines for a list

of those who have continued in connection

with our art twenty-five years, with a view

to forming a veteran list.

Also to correspond for information in the

matter of incorporating the Association.

Life Membership. .^

The following resolutions were passed

regulating the system of life membership,

as folio ws

:

Whereas, The National Photographic As-

sociation having directed their Executive

Committee to make regulations for the ad-

mission of life members ; therefore, it is

Resolved, That all persons interested in

the progress of photography be and they are

hereby eligible to life membership, whether

now members of the Association or not.

Resolved, That the fee for life membership

shall be twenty-five dollars, payable at the

time of application.

Resolved, That life members be exempt

from the payment of further entrance fee or

dues.

Resolved, That the fee for ernployers and

employees for life membership be the same.

Resolved, That each member be supplied

with a steel-plate certificate plainly distin-

guishable from that supplied to active mem-
bers.

Resolved, That life members be entitled

to all the constitutional rights of active

members, that they be subject to the consti-

tution and by-laws of the Association, and

that in publishing the roll, at any time, that

the life membership have the place of honor.

Resolved, That the Permanent Secretary

keep a separate roll of the life members, and

that he call their names first at the annual

conventions.

Resolved, That the Treasurer keep a sepa-

rate account of the moneys received for life

membership, and report the same to this

committee with his usual reports.

Resolved, That the form of application for

life membership be the same as that for ac-

tive membership, and that all applications

be subject to the approval of the Executive

Committee.

Resolved, That the Permanent Secretary

issue a call, through the magazines or other-

wise, soliciting parties to become life mem-
bers.

The Secretary was directed to obtain cer-

tificates for life members when necessary.
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The matter of a National Suggestive

Price-List was laid over.

A letter was read from Mr. J. H. Kent,

offering to license each member of the As-

sociation gratis to use his Hnnd-screen.

The Secretary was ordered to have a reso-

lution of thanks properly engrossed and pre-

sented to Mr. Kent.

Eegulations for the licensing of the mem-
bers, as kindly allowed by Mr. Kent, were

laid over until the next meeting.

A communication from Messrs. Howson

& Son, with reference to the bromide pat-

ent, was read.

The subject of raising the dues was dis-

cussed and laid over.

Adjourned to meet to-morrow at 10 am.,

at 4 Beekman Street, New York.

Thursday, 10 a.m., May 29, 1872.

Members present the same as yesterday.

The report of Local Secretary Fitzgibbon

was received, and Mr. Khoads appointed to

audit the same, and report at next meeting.

At this stage of the proceedings the Sec-

retary, Mr. Wilson, was called away to at-

tend to matters concerning the suit against

him for libel. Mr. Rhoads was appointed

Secretary pro tern.

The Secretary was directed to obtain a

receipt-book for the use of future Local

Secretaries, in order to secure a voucher to

the Treasurer for all moneys paid. Also to

notify all the officers-elect of their election.

Adjourned to meet at the call of the

Chairman.
Edward L. "Wilson,

Secretary.

WRINKLES AND DODGES.
Saving Residues.—No subject is of more

importance to the professional photographer

than the recovery of the precious metals

from his waste products. In large estab-

lishments it is not difficult to make specific

arrangements, whereby the silver in wash-

ing waters and old baths are precipitated as

chlorides, the hj-posulphite, «&;c., as sul-

phides. In small establishments this is

often troublesome, and the plan of adding

all the waste together and precipitating by

means of copper or zinc is preferable. One

of our correspondents recently writes to us

of his success in this operation. He says:

" Having but little spare room, instead of,

as formerly, using three different recep-

tacles, and keeping the print washings sep-

arate, and precipitating them in the form of

chloride, I mix all together in a large cask,

in which hangs a quantity of zinc chippings,

so fastened together as to form two large

sheets ; these are suspended in the cask by

two pieces of wood placed across the top.

" When the cask is getting full, I test the

contents with litmus paper, and find it alka-

line. I then add as much hydrochloric acid

as will produce a strong reaction upon the

paper, stir well up, and in a few days find

every particle of the silver contained pre-

cipitated. To make sure that this has been

done, I take a small portion of the liquid

and add a little sulphuret of potassium to it

;

should this show that any silver remains

unprecipitated, I add some more hydro-

chloric acid, and stir well up as before, re-

peating the same process should it be neces-

sary, never throwing away the liquid until

certain that all the silver is eliminated.

" The quantity of acid required is about

two drachms to a gallon, but, of course, this

will be governed by the proportions of the

various washings in the mixture of washings.

The precipitate is much less bulky than

that produced by sulphuret of potassium.

" The cask intended for this purpose

should be well coated inside and out with a

mixture of tar and spirits of turpentine, or it

will soon become rotten and leaky."

—

News.

Fitting Lockets.—It is sometimes trouble-

some to make a picture to fit a locket the

first time you try. Mr. Ellwood Garrett,

the veteran photographer of Wilmington,

Delaware, sends us the following plan, which

will remove all trouble in this line

:

Some time ago he called on a photogra-

pher, whose place must not be known, and

said artist was in trouble about fitting a pic-

ture in a locket, having made the image too

large. Finally a bright idea struck him

,

and with a face gleaming with delight he

said, " I kalkilate if I lop off a little of the

chin and the top of the head, it'll do," and

suiting the action to the word he " lopped,"

and delivered the result to his charmed and

charming lady customer. You will see the

dodge—the wrinkles might be "lopped off"

in this way.
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^bitor's Cable.

The Photographic World for May contains a

splendid cabinet picture of a lady, by Messrs.

Jones & Stiff, Salem, Mass., and among others

the following useful articles : Photographic Re-

productions ; Gun-Cotton ;
Splitting of the Film

;

Dr. Vogel's Correspondence ; Mr. Simpson's

"Notes;" Giei's Photographic Studio-Plan and

Description ; Economical Conduct of a Gallery ;

Contrivance for Mounting Pictures ; True Way
of Producing Good Negatives ; Portrait Photog-

raphy ; Landscape Lessons ; Printing the Nega-

tive ; Hypo Club; Removing Stains; Enlarge-

ments ; St. Louis Exhibition ; &c., &c., &c.

Mailed for 60 cents. Per year, $5.

We print 48 pages over our usual number this

month, giving the entire proceedingsat St. Louis.

We give nearly our whole space to this matter,

because it is full of valuable papers, discussions,

dodges, &c., making up such a splendid variety

as we could not make in the usual way. Societies

and others, whose proceedings and communica-

tions are crowded out, will we are quite sure

overlook the delay under the circumstances, and

all shall have attention in our next number.

Our number has been delayed by the very

tardy manner in which the Phonographic Sec-

retary of the National Photographic As.sociation

has delivered us his share of the report of the

proceedings. Last year we were delayed in

the same way. We shall try to guard against it

in the future. The fault not being ours, please

excuse the delay. Even with a double num-

ber to print we should have been out in time

had the matter been entirely in our own hands.

Life Membership.—Another good thing done

at St. Louis was the institution of Life Member-

ship in the National Photographic Association.

It is now a permanent thing, and you can safely

join it for life. The rules regulating the matter

will be found in the proceedings of the Execu-

tive Committee on page 237. The fees are $25.

Who will be first? Address applications to the

Permanent Secretary to the address above.

A National Price List.—As will be seen by

the report of the proceedings of the National

Photographic Association, the Executive Com-
mittee were instructed to prepare a scale of prices

for such as choose to adopt it. Photographers

will aid in this work if they will direct at once, a

list of the prices they are now getting for the

various sizes to Edward L. Wilson, Permanent

Secretary National Photographic Association,

Seventh and Cherry Streets, Philadelphia.

Badges.—Those members of the National

Photographic Association who were not at St.

Louis maj' obtain the Morse badge worn there,

by sending four cents in stamps for postage to

Mr. W. Irving Adams of the Scovill Manufac-

turing Company, N. Y. , who present these, and

kindly agree to supply all that are needed. They

are in the form of a pin, and consist of a ma-

roon velvet circle inclosing a photograph of Prof.

Morse, and are about one inch in diameter. Very

neat and pretty.

In addition to the Morse Badge the Committee

of Arrangements at St. Louis wore a large green

rosette to show visitors how to distinguish th^m,

and we must express our admiration of their pa-

tience and the pains taken by them to make every-

thing as pleasant as they could. Personally we

desire to thank them for many little courtesies

which our duties as Secretary made us ask of

them. The committee were kindness and good-

ness concentrated. Long live St. Louis and

Messrs. Scholten, Urie, Fox, Benecke, McCon-
nell, and Cramer, the Committee of Arrange-

ments I

Chicago.—AVe returned from St. Louis via

Chicago, in order to see our good friends who
were burned out last fall. We called upon

Messrs. Rocher, Fossett, Mosher, Brand, Smith,

Shaw, White & Dunton, Battersby, Hall, Cope-

lin & Hine, Westphal, Rider & Barnard, Davis

& Severn, and of the dealers, C. W. Stevens,

Rice & Thompson, and R. B. Appleby. The

most of them were in their new quarters, and the

others expecting soon to be. All were cheerful

and busy, evincing the pluck and manliness that

is so creditable in times of adversity. Many of

them are recommencing in a very modest way,

but it will not be long we trust ere they are all

reinstated in better shape than ever before. May
they all be prospered, and they will please ac-

cept our thanks for their kind greeting and at-

tentions to us. We regretted having so little

time among them.

Linn's Landscape Photography —Mr. R. M.

Linn, Lookout Mountain, Tenn., previous to his

death, wrote a very practical little book on the

much-neglected subject of landscape or outdoor
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photography. AVe have carefully read it, and

can attest to its practical nature and usefulness.

It is of such a size as to enable one to carry it

in the side pocket as a travelling companion.

Contains 72 pages, and price, in paper cover, is

75 cents. It contains much of value for any

photographer in or out of doors.

Mr. a. K. p. Trask, of this city, is prepar-

ing a complete and detailed work on the Ferro-

type process, which we shall publish shortly. Mr.

Trask has already written considerably on this

subject, and although he makes Ferrotypes, his

motto is to make good ones and to get goodprices.

We are sure that his book will be read with

avidity. It will be announced as soon as

ready.

A Good Idea.—Many of those in attendance

at St, Louis after returning home wrote accounts

of the Convention for their local papers. That

is good and will do good. Let all who can, do it.

Thanks for copies received from those who
have.

Pretty Faces.—Read the advertisement on

this subject in the present number. Pretty Faces

is one of the neatest, cutest, little useful adver-

tising mediums you ever saw, besides giving

your customers much useful knowledge on the

subject of having a picture taken.

Instantaneous Photography.—Mr. Frank

Pearsall, Brooklyn, N. Y. , sends us two excel-

lent portraits of Horace Greeley, made by Mr.

Pearsall's " New Instantaneous Process." What

the latter is we cannot say, but Mr. Pearsall

says by using it he entirely ignores the use of a

head-rest. We hope for knowledge on the sub-

ject soon.

Pictures Received.—From Mr. G. A. Bar-

nard, Chicago, some beautiful views of that city.

From Mr. Chas. Waldack, Cincinnati, Ohio, some

elegant stereos of the Tyler Davidson Fountain

and of the Cincinnati and Covington Railroad

Bridge. Beautiful photography. From the Sur-

geon-General of the U. S. Army a report on two

cases of cancer, illustrated by the Bierstadt-Al-

bert process. From Mr. A. J. T. Joslin, Gilman,

111., a very funny carte of some gourds posed and

painted like geese. Very well done. From E.

L. Eaton, Omaha, Neb., several cartes of little

Fannie Eaton in the characters of Dolly Varden,

singing, reading, &c. More about her again.

From Mr. R. Swain. Galena, III., a photograph

of a gent much resembling Wm. M. Tweed, re-

touched from the negative of another, showing

the capabilities of retouching, and that photog-

raphy is a "plastic art." Very funny indeed.

Items of News.—Mr. Geo. B. Ayres, artist,

and author of " How to Paint Photographs,''''

has purchased one of the largest and handsomest

galleries (Knight'sj in Buffalo, N. Y. Corres-

pondents desiring to address him relative to pho-

tograph painting, and other matters concerning

his interesting and valuable book, will please

remember.—Chas. T. White & Co., N. Y. , have

favored us with their quarterly price-list of

chemicals.—Mr. C. B. Conant, Lewiston, Me.,

sells a metallic pencil for retouching the nega-

tive, which is capital. See advertisement.—See

advertisement of Cross's filtering and pouring

bottles. They are said to be economical, dura-

ble, and sure to do the work.—The Phenix Plate

Company have made Scovill Manufacturing Com-

pany the trade agents for their excellent ferro-

type plates. Prices have advanced.—Bigelow's'

Album of Lighthig and Posing is beyond price.

See advertisement. — Mr. Alva A. Pearsall

opened his beautiful new gallery at 615 Fulton

Street, Brooklyn, N. Y. , this month, and is said

to have a model one. We.hope to see it soon.

—

A third invoice of Dr. Vogel's Handbook of

Photography has been sent to England lately.

—

Mr. Richard Wearn, of Wearn &, Hix, Columbia,

S. C, is putting up a beautiful building.—Mr.

H. T. Newbold, with T. D. Saunders, Lexington,

Mo., sends us one of their cards made before

and one after the St. Louis Convention. The

difference in favor of the last is very great, the

style, quality, and everything being improved

greatly. Good.—Messrs. Wm. B. Holmes & Co.

have removed to Nos. 644 and 646 Broadway,

and have admitted as a partner Mr. J. W. Wil-

lard, a gentleman well known in the trade. Mr.

Willard says :
" These magnificent premises

have been fitted up" in pleasing style with every

convenience essential for the prosecution of our

combined trade, and each department has been

replenished with a full line of all kinds of goods

pertaining to photography. Our new and exten-

sive facilities for the prompt filling of all orders,

and at prices that will be found attractive, we

believe are unsurpassed, and our efforts will be

to make our establishment in future one of the

leading headquarters for the trade. My indi-

vidual attention will be given to all orders ad-

dressed to our house, and your interests will

always have my highest consideration. I shall

aim to do my part to merit your increased confi-

dence, and my unwearied exertions will be de-

voted to the rendering of entire satisfaction."

>
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EXHIBIT YOUR WORK.
The Forty-first Annual Exhibition of the

American Institute, New York, will open

on the 4th of September, and close on the

13th of November. A special building has

been constructed for the use of photogra-

phers, and high premiums are offered for

plain and colored work.

The Third Cincinnati Industrial Exposi-

tion will open September 4th, and close Oc-

tober 5th. There also a special building has

been constructed for photographs and other

fine art productions, and five first class sil-

ver medals are offered for portraits in oil,

water colors, and plain, and for landscape

and architectural work. Full information

can be had from the Corresponding Secre-

tary of either of these admirable institutions,

and we do hope that photographers will take

some interest in them, and make a fine dis-

play at both places.

You do photography and yourselfgood ser-

vice by letting the public see your work, for it

excites interest in our art. And when such

men as the directors of these institutions do,

after so many years of failure to recognize

our art as an art, show such interest in us as

to put up special buildings for us, so that

our work may show to advantage, and
more, offer handsome premiums to encour-

age us, then we say we ought to hold up
their hands by exhibiting our best in great

numbers, else we are not worthy of the in-

terest of the public, or of the name of artists,

which name we so much crave.

THE NEXT CONVENTION.
EocHESTER having been chosen as the

place to be honored by the next meeting of

the National Photographic Association, the

pleasant duty devolves upon me, as Local

Secretary, of giving thus early to the mem-
bers the assurance of a cordial welcome to

our city ; and the promise that nothing

shall be left undone to make the exhibition

of 1873 successful and profitable to the ut-

most.

Let every photographer who has a desire

to improve and progress, determine now to

come to Eochester next year, and during

the intervening time be sure to prepare

specimens to exhibit. It will cost time and

money to do it, but in no other way can so

profitable an investment of time and money

be made.

Not a photographer attends one of the

exhibitions who does not go home with new
ideas, and to make better work than before.

Finer pictures will always insure more busi-

ness and better prices, to say nothing of the

satisfaction afforded in being able to see

ourselves constantly progressing.

Photographers from the East and West,

16
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the North and South, let nothing prevent

your attendance at the next meeting. Your

presence is respectfully, cordially, earnestly,

urgently requested, and if you are not com-

pensated for your time it shall be through

no lack of effort on our part.

There should be no inducements more

patent to attract you than those immediately

connected with the exhibition, and the genial

fellowship of the members. Still there are

additional attractions in this locality suffi-

cient to compel one to surrender uncondi-

tionally, for which we hold ourself quite

irresponsible. Time, however, would fail

to allude to them all, and so we leave them

till such time as you shall see and enjoy

them for yourself, not doubting that they

will all continue, as none of them seem

threatened with spontaneous combustion.

Now, lest we may have been ambiguous in

what has been said, and may possibly be

misapprehended, we reiterate our above-

mentioned desire that you all come without

regard to let or hindrance, and send on your

best efforts in the way of specimens.

Let not the reports of " 73 " chronicle any

flagging or decline in excellence in photog-

raphy, but notch a long stride in the ad-

vance of our grand art. Come.

Fraternally yours,

J. H. Kent.

A SUGGESTION.

Mr. Editor : I have had occasion to ad-

mire the articles of our good friend, W. J.

Baker, before; but the willingness and able

manner he displays in criticizing his own
production in the May Photographer, has

raised him still higher in my esteem. I

consider his article, together with the pho-

tograph, one of the best practical contribu-

tions I remember to have met with in the

journal, and I venture to say, that many a

photographer and would-be artist, will be

grateful for his criticism. If all who con-

tribute illustrations to the photographic

journals would follow his example, and

criticize their work, and send it along for

publication at the same time the illustra-

tion appears, they would get for themselves

far more credit, and at the same time confer

a double benefit upon the fraternity. I ap-

prehend that in this way photographers

would learn the principles of art far more
rapidly than by any other method. Perhaps

some might be inclined to say, " O, these

photographers are such a conceited set, as a

rule, they could not possibly find anything

about their productions to criticize." Well,

I do not think this would be the case with

any who possess the feeling of a true artist.

If, however, a want of time, or other reason,

should deter any from so doing, let some
one be selected to write a criticism, our

friend Baker, for instance, a print being

sent him for that purJDOse. I am sure that

from him we would get an impartial judg-

ment.

I insist upon it, that we want friendly

criticism of the defects, as well as praise of

the good points in the journal illustrations,

together with the '^ modus operandi.^' This

will harm no one, but do us all good.

I would suggest, that in addition to such

items as are given in the article referred to,

the lens and length of sitting be also given.

With this addition, the article would have

been perfectly satisfactory to me at all events.

Truly yours,

J. G. Vail.
Geneva, N. Y.

Mr. Vail has hit a nail on the head which

we have seen sticking up in the. way for a

long time, and have often wished some one

would drive it home. As he says, Mr.
Baker is deserving of the highest praise for

voluntarily submitting to such a wholesale

criticism of his picture ; but if all knew
Mr. Baker personally, as we do, they would

say that " it is just like him." Mr. Baker

is one of the very few who seem to realize

fully the fact that in the matter of art cul-

ture and feeling, the American photog-

rapher, nay, the photographer of all na-

tions, is far behind and deficient. More-

over, he sympathizes with us in, and un-

derstands, our desire to excite more interest

and effort and study in the direction of

our shortcomings. For this reason, in the

goodness of his heart, and prompted by the

love which we know he bears his art, he

stands the test of criticism for the good that

it may do. As our correspondent testifies,

it does do good.
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We might explain, at length, why such

criticisms do not accompany all our pic-

tures ; hut suffice it to say that the nega-

tives from which we print, are usuallj' vol-

unteered, and in such a case it would be a

breach of courtesy to criticize them. Even

if we paid for them, we fear we should get

very poor studies for our readers, if it was

thought that the work would be criticized.

The case would be different if we had more

such men as Mr. Baker. "Who will emulate

his example ?—Ed. P. P.

Under the Skylight and in the Dark-

Eoom.

BY ROLAND VANWEIKE.

No.l.

So yon think you can take charge of the

dark-room. Focus?
" I think I can with a little assistance.

I know there is a great deal for me to learn,

and I might not do very well if left alone

;

but with some friendly suggestions when
necessary, I think I can get along."

"Well, we will see. You have had some

practice under the skylight, and also have

some knowledge of dark-room work, but

now I want you to become familiar with

the relations the one bears to the other, as

it is necessary that the two should work

together.

" That will suit me exactly ; and I think

I see the importance of it from the lessons

you have given me under the skylight."

Very well, we must see in the first place,

what the condition of this dark-room is,

and what we have to work with. Your
predecessor has not had things in the best

condition lately, and we will probably be

obliged to do some renovating before the

troubles are removed.

" It looks as if the room needed renova-

ting, as well as the chemicals."

Yes, Focus, it's terribly dirty, and a thor-

ough cleaning is the first thing to be done.

Or, it may be done at night after we get

through. There seems to be collodion enough
here, we'll see how things work.

" Yery well, I'll coat a plate. I presume
there is something for me to learn in doing

this; so you must tell me if I don't do

right."

There is a great deal in the manipular

tions, and various effects will be produced

by different operators. I will explain when
we get things working well.

" "Well, which is the most important

point?"

There is none more important than an-

other. The coating, dipping, and developing

are equally important. Make an exposure

in a good light, so there shall be no fault in

that direction.

"All right; we'll see what we have."

Intense, and full of streaks. That won't

do ; let me coat a plate. We'll see if this

will be any different.

" Well, what is the cause of the trouble ?"

The intensity is from the collodion being

a little thick, but principally, I presume,

from the character of the cotton, or the

proportions in this collodion. This is prob-

ably made with equal parts ether and alco-

hol, from the appearance of the film. Now,
an excess of alcohol—about three to five^

would give a less horny film, and yield a

better intensity.

"Trial number two; we'll see what we
have."

Very little better. I poured the collo-

dion off the plate well, so it formed a thin-

ner film, and is not quite as intense : not

dipping the plate so quick has avoided some

of the streaks.

" How could you tell that that would

remedy them?"

Why, you see on your plate, as well as

mine, the streaks are mostly on the side

of the plate the collodion drained from, and

where the collodion was consequently thick-

est, and set the least. These are peculiar

streaks or lines, transparent in the nega-

tive, and running nearly straight in the

direction of the dip. I have always at-

tributed them to insufficient setting of the

collodion before dipping; but that don't

seem to remove the difficulty in this case.

There is a cause deeper than the mere hand-

ling of the plate.

" The bath may not be in good condition."

Very likely, Focus, there is something

wrong there. There is, evidently, a want

of proper relation between the bath and
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collodion. We'll make some new collo-

dion ; equal parts ether and alcohol, with

Parys's cotton, and sensitized with five grains

iodide of ammonium , and two grains bromide

of potassium. With this formula, we can

filter the collodion, and use it at once.

" It flows well, and makes a handsome

film. If the rest is only right, then

—

'Eureka!'"

All ! hut it is not right. The intensity is

better, but our friends of the streaky order

are there still. These puzzle me more than

anything I have met for a long time. The

bath seems to be of the proper strength and

works well otherwise. I am satisfied the

trouble can be overcome in manipulating.

In these plates we have made I notice there

are some spots, as well as streaks, and that

some of the lines seem to have their origin

or starting-point in the spots. On examina-

tion with the glass, the spot seems to have

an opaque centre, with a transparent ring

around it, from which the streak starts out.

This seems to indicate particles of matter

settling on the plate in the bath. Dip a

plate, and keep it constantly in motion,

taking it oat as soon as coated.

" Here we have it as smooth as a smelt !"

Yes, the trouble is gone, and we have a

very good plate ; but this necessitates a good

deal of nursing, and takes time. I think

I'll try Mr. Carbutt's plan of bending the

dipper, and coating the plate film side down.

Coat and dip as usual without any extra

precautions.

" All right, this comes out free from

spots or streaks, but as soon as a plate is

coated in the ordinary way, it is full of

them."

I see, they are the most persistent of any-

thing I ever saw.

" Maybe it has an excess of iodide
; that

makes spots or pinholes, don't it?"

No, Focus, it is nothing of that kind ; we
would see something very diff'erent with an

excess of iodide.

Take it out, and we'll see what can be

done with it.

" Here she is bright and sparkling."

Yes, it has been filtered enough, and one

would suppose from its appearance it was

innocent of the slightest impurity ; but we
read in the good book of " whited sepul-

chres," &c.; a fine exterior often covers a

great deal of evil. Hand me the ammonia
and a piece of blue litmus paper. Put the

litmus paper in the bath, and we see it is

turned slightly red, which indicates acidity

of the bath. Now we add ammonia, care-

fully stirring the bath with a glass rod till

there is an alkaline reaction, which is indi-

cated by the litmus paper resuming its for-

mer color—blue. It is now ready for -boil-

ing, which may be done till one-half of it,

or more, is evaporated.

"Why don't you add water first, and

precipitate the iodide ? That's what most

of the authorities recommend."

Can't help it, Focus; never did it in my
life, and don't believe in it. More operators

have been led into difiBculty by following

such suggestions, and keeping their baths in-

sujfieiently iodized, than have ever been

benefited by it. When I make up my
bath, after boiling, to the proper strength

and bulk, if there is any excess of iodide it

will filter out, and leave the bath with just

the quantity it needs—saturation. And I

believe it will receive no more, theories to

the contrary notwithstanding, and if this

strength be kept up, it will never show ex-

cess of iodide. There may be exceptions to

this in wal-m weather when the bath is at a

high temperature, and considerable evapor-

ation takes place. In that case the bulk is

reduced by evaporation, and the quantity of

silver by use, but the relative strength re-

mains the same, as well as the original quan-

tity of iodide, which is in excess not from

any additions to it by use, but from the very

reasonable fact that there is. not so much
silver and water, as in the first place, to

hold it.

"Why, of course, anybody might see

that. I'd like to know some more about

it."

I'll give you a practical demonstration

when you get that bath boiled.

" PsYCHic-FOKCE CARTES," or (in English)

spirit photographs, are alarming the English

photographers. We have been all through

that sort of tomfoolery in this country.
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Butterfield's Improved Dipper.

The best photographer sometimes drops a

plate off his dipper, and the best bath that

ever was sometimes has a scum upon it or

floating particles within it, which stick upon

the plate and annoy the manipulator exceed-

ingly. The only way to overcome the first

is to fasten the plate to the dipper, and the

latter may be avoided by dipping the plate

film towards you, also requiring the plate to

be fast to the dipper. Both of these are

effected by a dipper, represented in the

drawing, invented and given to the trade by

Mr. J. B. Butterfield of this city.

A is the main portion of

the dipper, made much the

same as ordinarj"^ dippers

are, except that it has a

double set of slots at D to

rest the bottom of the plate

in. Upon this dipper slides

the part B, which is sup-

plied with a slot for the top

of the plate at E, and an-

other at F, and is pressed

to the plate by the spring

C. This is to suit various

sized plates ; thus, small

sized plates are held be-

tween r and D, and larger

ones between E and D, the

spring C pressing down and

holding the plate fast in place. The whole is

made of wood, except the spring C, and is

carefully shellacked over. We think it is

the best dipper we ever saw, and hope it

will be manufactured, so all can have it. In

presenting us the model so generously for

the craft, Mr. Butterfield says :

" I saw Mr. Albert Moore to-day, and he

told me that he had given you a dipper that

I had, made. I had no idea of doing any-

thing with it, having made it for myself as

an experiment to dip plates with the collo-

dion side down, so as to prevent the sedi-

ment that will vmavoidably get into the

bath from settling on the film, thereby caus-

ing trouble. I had altered my common dip-

per so as to dip a plate collodion side down,

but there is a risk of losing your plate in the

bath, especially when you are in a hurry,

and also by using Lewis's glass baths, which

are so rounding in the bottom, the dipper

slipping below the plate when let go of. By
the improvement you can let go of the dip-

per, and it will always hold on to the plate,

so that you see it will overcome that risk

entirely.

"Mr. Moore asked me whether I was going

to get a patent for it. I told him no ; when
he proposed showing it to you I told him
if he thought it would be of any use to any-

body he might do it, and all who liked it

could have the privilege of making one if

they wanted. I would not get a patent for

anything that would be of advantage in our

business, preferring rather that all should

have the right to use it.

" I am only young in the business, having

had my gallery open only a little over a

year, but have been working at it ever

since the old daguerreotypes were made
whenever I could get the chance, and some-

times working under great disadvantages.

I think if all would make known what little

wrinkles and dodges they have to obtain the

best results, it would improve our art won-

derfully. I would not know what to do

without the Wo7-ld and Photographer, and

cannot see why all photographers do not

take them. I was talking with one a short

time since, an old hand at the bellows, when
he said the books were of no account, he

knew all they could teach, and that they

would oftentimes lead you astray. I know
that I have never been led astray yet by

them, but whenever I get stuck I look over

them, and generally find my way out, es-

pecially so with the several Mosaics, which

are excellent helps to a man in distress.

" Respectfully yours, &c.,

"J. B. Butterfield,
" 1524 Frankford Avenue, Phila.

" N. B. The dipper is so simple that it ex-

plains itself, so I did not think it necessary

to give any description."

We certainly owe Mr. Butterfield many
thanks for the generosity he shows, which

is truly to be admired.

Our foreign contemporaries persist in

spelling Mr. L. M. Rutherfurd's name with

an in the last syllable. C if u please, is

correct.
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SPLITTING OF THE FILM.

I HAYE read with much interest the re-

marks of your learned and much esteemed

correspondent, Dr. Yogel, on my former

letter, concerning the splitting of the film,

and with all due respect to him, and the

Commissioner of the Berlin Society, allow

me to say that what I have proved that I

know to be so, and I know it has served me
well in my practice, but I have never said

that it was " the best preventive of split-

ting of the film," having never tried any-

thing else, and having no occasion to use

anything better. I have no doubt that

yellow dextrine is a good remedy for the

evil, and am glad that the Commissioner

was able to find the best remedy for those

who are in trouble, but the constant use of

a solution of gum arable on negatives for

the space of nine years, without a single

failure, ought to be a sufficient test as to its

usefulness. During that time my negatives

have been kept in grooved shelves, with

nothing to protect them from dust and

damp except a calico curtain, and some of

my oldest negatives that were not varnished

are as good as when first made. How a

pure gum solution would act, I am not able

to say. I put alum in the first that I made,

to preserve it from souring, without know-

ing whether any one else had ever done so

or not, and having heard that alcohol was

good for the same purpose, that was tried,

but finding some objection to its use, I for-

get what it was, it was abandoned, and I

fell back on the alum. Camphor- water is

just as good, but a little more expensive.

For about two years, in addition to alum, I

have used glycerin to make it tough ; there-

by preventing dried particles from dropping

from the mouth of the bottle on to the neg-

ative, and I have lately discovered that it

also causes the film to adhere more tena-

ciously to the glass. Too much will soften

the film. I have never measured the glyc-

erin to determine the exact quantity to be

used, but will do so the next time I make
the solution. It requires but little ; one

drachm to six ounces is sufficient. By the

way, 1 always write the name and date on

the margin of each negative before it is

varnished, and that operation is a good test

as to the amount. If there is too much,

the pencil will scratch the film ; otherwise

it will write smoothly.

The testing of gum arabic solution ''un-

der the most varied conditions," I suppose

refers exclusively to the conditions of the

negative, and climate or atmospheric in-

fluences, and not to the preparation of the

gum solution. The Commissioner may
have used it very thin, or without the mod-
ifying influence of any additional ingre-

dient.

I have made most of the varnish that I

have used, and always employed bleached

shellac exclusively, except once.

Some varnish that is sold causes spots on

the negative, without the use of the gum
solution ; and the gum will also prevent the

varnish from making the negative more

transparent, as the varnish is kept on the

surface, and cannot penetrate the film when

it is saturated with gum.

It is well known that collodion film is

sometimes very tender, and it is almost im-

possible to keep it on the plate long enough

to wash it, especially if the glass is not per-

fectly clean ; but if I can keep it there until

the gum solution is applied, I am very sure

it will never leave the glass of its own
accord.

I am not fond of writing, and would not

write for the sake of misleading or deceiv-

ing-any one, but I find so many good things

in the photographic journals, that I feel it

my duty to add my mite to the general fund

of knowledge.

Yours truly,

C. J. BiLLINGHURST.

PHOTOGRAPHIC INSTEITCTION.

BY H. H. SNELLING.

D. B. Clafflin (in your May Photog-

rapher) gives photographers " a nut to

crack " which they cannot crack too soon.

It will not entirely eradicate the miser-

able dabsters in photography who disgrace
'

(although they should not) the art, but it

will be the means of limiting their number

in the future more effectually than any war

that can be waged against them after the-}'-

are once admitted within the magic circle.
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They cannot be excluded entirely—espe-

cially under the present system—for the

reason that the cupidity of some men who
cannot execute decent photographs them-

selves, induces them to teach what little they

know to any and every one who applies for

instruction ; but if those who are capable of

teaching the art perfectly will take the

stand Mr. Clafflin points out, much of the

mischief occasioned by the admission of

"Cheap Johns" into the photographic

ranks will be avoided.

But there is a better way of keeping out

all such applicants for admission than in-

sulting them, for the poor fellows really do

not know any better, and therefore do not

deserve to be insulted, which I will explain

by relating an incident.

Several years ago, one of these tall, lank,

slab-sided, awkward specimens of humanity,

who grow up to the stature of manhood so

rapidly that their brains are consumed in

the process, called upon me to direct him to

a "good dogorotype man who could tech "

him to " make picters." I looked at him a

moment, feeling a great disposition to laugh

in his face, and thought of another very

like unto him who had recently shown me
some " specermins " of his handy-work

—

"did all by myself," with a request for the

" tallest kind of a puff in the big journal,"

and with mischief aforethought, wrote the

names of several of our best daguerreotypists

on a slip of paper and gave it to him, with

the remark that either one of them could

teach him perfectly, and he left. The next

day he reappeared and said :

" WuU, I went to see Mr. G. and Mr. B.

and axed them ef they wud tech me to

make dogorotypes, and they sed they wud,

and then I axed them what they wud charge

me for a week's tuishin, and they sed one

hundred dollars. ' "What !

' sed I, ' one hun-

dred dollars for only one week ?' ' Yes,' sed

they, ' nothin' less nor one hundred dollars,

longer or shorter. I tech no one for less nor

one hundred dollars.

'

" Wull, you see, I can't go that figure.

Can't I get no one else to tech me cheaper ?"

" None who are capable of doing so per-

fectly."

"Wull, then, I guess I'll go hum and

foller the old bisness."

" Perhaps it is the best thing you can

do"—and he left.

Photographers, fix your prices for tuition

at such a figure that all such applicants as

the above will think it best to go " huiti

and foller the old bisness," and you will

materially modify the increase of such tyros

without making the poor fellows unneces-

sarily uncomfortable.

I think, however, a better plan still, is

for ^^ practical " photographers not to teach

at all, for there are few, if any, who really

have the time to do justice to a pupil ; but

let the National Photographic Association

found a School of Photography.

This school should be such as to com-
mand the highest respect from the public,

and stand as high in the estimation of all

men as the schools of art in Kome, Dussel-

dorf, and elsewhere, in its peculiar line.

Here the regular course of training spoken

of by Mr. Clafilin could be properly and

thoroughly prosecuted, and the diploma

given by the faculty would be a certificate

to the public which would give them confi-

dence in the photographer, and they would

sooner learn to appreciate good photographs

and not to be content with those of inferior

grades.

There are a large number of amateur

photographers among the gentlemen of our

country whose ability to teach the art,

not only from high scientific knowledge but

from practical experience, is unquestiona-

ble, from among whom, undoubtedly, the

faculty for the school of photography could

be selected, and who would be pleased to ac-

cept such an honor, and fill their respective

departments with honor to themselves and

profit to their pupils, and teach the art in

such a manner as no ^'practical" pho-

tographer can.

It must be known to all the older pho-

tographers that I have been alwaj's an ad-

vocate for thus teaching aspirants to the

photographic art, and I now have no reason

to modify my opinion concerning it, but the

existence of a society such as the National

Photographic Association strengthens my
convictions in its favor, and that the estab-

lishment of such a school under its auspices,

will be ultimately the means of checking

the introduction to photography of those
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men who are and always will be a disgrace

to it. Brought together with men of talent

and genius for the art, they will learn long

before the time for graduating how useless

it will be for them to strive to excel in prac-

tice, and how improbable their ability to

command success, or to compete with those

so far superior to them in the essentials for

master workmen, and when they quit the

school they will bid farewell to photography

forever, just as we now see students of the-

ology quit college, not for the pulpit, but

for some secular employment ; and just as

we see medical students ^ibandon physic for

other business.

A severe and thorough course of training

in the acquirement of knowledge for any

branch of business, professional or other-

wise, is sure to cause a man to understand

and seek his level. An old poet hath it,

" A little learning is a dangerous thing,"

and this is remarkably true when applied to

photographers. A half-taught photographer

is, perJiaps, one of the most egotistical per-

sons in the world, and every one who comes

in contact with him is in danger ; the pho-

tographer of slander and depreciated prices,

and the public of being caricatured. It

Avould, therefore, richly pay the great body

of photographers to quit giving instruction

and endow a school of photography.

Cutting and Silvering Paper.

BY CHARLES FERRIS.

"Economy is wealth."—"Time is money."

Several articles on the subject of cutting

and silvering paper, which have appeared in

the Photographer, I think are not wholly

without objection, and with your permission

I would review them, and, perhaps, suggest

an improvement.

Mr. Kood's process on page 98 (April

number) is not the most economical in point

of number of cards, as he only gets forty-

two from a sheet of paper, which may afford

fifty by proper cutting. His method of cut-

ting is objectionable, for it takes too much
time to fold and cut it for printing after it

is silvered. Take for instance the right-

hand lower piece in his diagram
;
this he

has to fold and cut off a strip from the end

for four prints, then fold and cut off another

strip from which he gets two cards, then

fold the remaining piece across the middle,

then make a tri-fold or division into three

equal parts, which completes the folding of

one piece. Now all this folding (with the

exception of the one fold across the middle)

is difficult to do accurately without measur-

ing, and it is necessary to be accurate if we
wish to get the greatest possible number of

cards from a sheet of paper.

Mr. Simonds' method of cutting his paper

is more economical in the number of card

prints obtained from a sheet, but his one-

quarter sheets are too large to fold down
small enough for card pictures without

binding and causing the inside pieces to

crumple and injure the surface of the paper,

and then each piece has that objectionable

tri-fold.

Now I would suggest the following as im-

provements, and if any one has a better plan

let us hear from him, for it is by this inter-

changing of views that we may expect to

arrive at the best processes :

Pack your paper in any quantity from a

dozen sheets to a quarter of a ream, albumen

side down, on a clean board, the edges true

;

now with a rule and sharp strong knife, cut

through the middle lengthways, and the

other way divide the sheet into three equal

parts, making six pieces each 7J x 9 inches,

which will cut into eight cards each, or

forty-eight cards from a sheet.

Some who wish to economize time might

object to the smallness of these pieces to

silver ; to those Mr. Rood's advice to get a

larger silvering dish would apply ; then float

one piece of paper across the end of the dish,

then float another piece across the other end
;

by this time the first piece laid on will be

silvered, remove it and replace with another

piece, then remove the second piece laid on

the solution, and replace it with another:

in this way there will be no . waiting for

paper to imbibe the silver, and you are

silvering one-third of a sheet in the time

usually taken to silver one-quarter of a sheet

where the paper is quartered before silver-

ing. "When your paper is dry lay one of

your 7J X 9 inch pieces on your table, sil-

vered side up, longest way from you ; with

your right hand take the lower right-hand
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corner, carry it over to the right-hand upper

corner, hold the corners firmly together,

bring the left hand down over the paper,

pressing the fold together, turn the paper

one-quarter round to the left, fold again as

before, turn and fold once more. This fold-

ing is the work of only about fifteen seconds

and no time wasted in measuring, and it is

now ready for a little time and labor-saving

dodge, which I have never seen published.

But here is the dodge : Your paper folded,

lay your pattern-glass on the paper so there

shall be a little margin all round the glass,

hold paper and glass &Tm\y with your left

hand—providing you are a right-handed

man—now with a pair of shears cut around

your glass, and you have eight photographs

trimmed ready for toning as soon as thej

shall have been printed. Some object to

trimming before printing, on the ground

that it is more difficult to lay the paper on

the negative ; true, but I have practiced it

for five years, and I don't find any trouble

in doing it as quick and getting them as

true as when I cut after printing.

The greatest number of card photographs

that can be got from a sheet of 18 x 22

albumen paper is fifty. To cut the paper,

pack it as in the first instance, cut it through

the middle the shortest way, and the other

way 10| inches from the side of the sheet

;

this makes two pieces 10| x 11 inches, which

will cut fifteen cards each, and two pieces

7^ X 11, which will cut ten cards each. The

longest way of the card will be what was

the narrowest way of the whole sheet.

There is no room for folding to cut the

pieces for printing, as the 18 x 22 sheet is

only one-half of an inch too wide and one-

quarter of an inch too long to get out fifty

card photographs of the usual size (2|- x Sg),

so we must cut the paper after silvering in

the following way : Have a board a little

larger than your paper, say twelve inches

square, ruled like a glass cutters' board, one

way 3J inches, the other
2-J-.

When the

paper for the days' printing is silvered and

dry, pack it with the edges even, and with

a rule and knife cut through the paper both

ways at the rulings, which may be seen on

the edge of the board each side of the paper,

and, as in the first instance, the job of trim-

ming is saved.

TO TOUCH OR NOT TO TOUCH.

To THE Editor of the Philadelphia
Photographer.

Dear Sir : In your March number, there

appeared an article by Mr. H. H. Snelling,

on " Retouching the Negative," at which

I was (in common respect with several

others), somewhat amused and surprised.

Surprised that a gentleman of Mr. S.'s ex-

periences should run down anything that is

an improvement in our much-abused pro-

fession. For years photographs have been

sneered at as pictures. So many black and

white daubs, mere maps of faces, and maps
of very strange countries to some of the

sitters, and now that photographers have

found out it is possible to improve their

work by a judicious use of the pencil or

color, there has arisen a set of men who, as

Mr. Robinson says in his " Pictorial Effect,"

would hardly hesitate to accuse a man of

immorality and want of religious principle

who, having taken a good photograph,

should, by a few strokes of the pencil, Ji«^i-

ciously applied, make it, as well as a good

photograph, a good picture. We have had

enough of sucli. Every photographer that

is alive to the advancement of the profes-

sion, both artistically and commercially,

should learn when to touch and when to

leave alone.

What is a photograph ? If I take some

ferns or leaves, and by washing them render

them transparent, then expose them under

silvered paper, is that a photograph ? If so,

any one can make photographs. But if I put

them in a good light, well arranged, show-

ing every little beautj^, make my negative,

and then print, that is a photographic pic-

ture. We want pictures, not photographs.

I would ask Mr. S. and his followers, sup-

pose that a young lady coines for a sitting
;

I perceive dark rims under her eyes, indi-

cating she is not quite well ; in fact, rather

bilious ; am I to recommend her to go home
and take some pills, or am I in the old style

to get lots of front-light, and force it all up,

and then when she says it is not like her,

answer it is just like you looked at the time

(which is not true) ; for if I had not been

a photographer I should not have noticed

the defect. All those slight defects that go
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to make a pleasing face are brought out

with startling effect in the best lighted and

manipulated photograph I ever saw. Is it

a high crime and misdemeanor to soften

them down, and make a truthful portrait of

a good negative ? Oh, let us have no more

of such talk, but teach them when to do it

and when to leave off. It is not incompati-

ble with good clean photography to be able

to retouch negatives.

This is what I would teach. Make pic-

tures Have your chemicals in good order
;

pose and light your sitter to the best advan-

tage, and then in nine cases out of ten you

will still be able to improve by touching

;

or in printing, touch the negative if desira-

ble, and touch the finished print as well.

DonH overdo it; that is where the mistake

is made very often (too often). But it is no

argument that because some abuse a thing,

others are to be debarred its use. Too many
over intensify

; is that any reason we should

not strengthen our negatives if required ?

Some overprint and tone. By and by we
shall be told not to print and tone. Make
pictures ; if it would look best vignetted,

vignette it ; if best in an oval, the margin

shaded in, do it ; if without, leave it alone.

If, by misadventure, you have a hard nega-

tive, expose the paper to the light before

printing. Some part wants force ; stop it.

Then when one of the old school looks at

the finished print, and sneeringly says, Oh,

that's not photography, tell him, No, you
tried to make a picture by the aid of pho-

tography
; we have had enough of photog-

raphy. As far as in you lies, make pictures
;

by making pictm-es you make a name; by

getting a name you make money, so make
pictures.

Yours truly,

A Little Photo.

P. S.—I send you a few specimens of my
work, to show that it is possible to get good
negatives, and still improve them without

excessive touching:.

Ketouch Judiciously.—First examine

your negative and decide what it wants to

make it perfect, and then carefully accom-

plish that so far as you can by judicious

touching.

ON THE KEEPING OF ALBUMEN.
BY WILLIAM ZAY.

The usual formula for stock albumen
seems to be, albumen and water equal parts,

and to insure its keeping, so many drops of

ammonia. Many have objected to the use

of ammonia, and prefer to make their albu-

men fresh every time ; this also has its ob-

jection. First, fresh albumen is not the best

that can be used, and next, it is more trouble

to prepare fresh every time. To avoid all

these objections, I have hit upon a plan

which I have worked for some time now,

and with very gratifying results. I proceed

as follows : I break up as many eggs as I

wish, carefully separate the whites into a

porcelain dish (which I keep especially for

that purpose), add no water, and beat into a

stiff froth, then let subside. I now have

another small fiat dish ready into which I

pour the liquid, cover well to keep free from

dust, and set away. In a day or so I find

that my albumen has become perfectly hard

;

this is, my stock albumen. To use, I pour

on a small quantity of water, and with the

finger rub up as much albumen as I wish to

use, mix it with a sufficient quantity of

water, and filter through a fine sponge.

In this way I find I can keep my albu-

men any length of time without having to

add objectionable ingredients. It also im-

proves with age, being much clearer than

fresh albumen, which, of course, improves

the negative.

N. P. A. CORRESPONDENCE.

St. Louis, May 11th, 1872.

Edward L. Wilson.

Dear Sir: During our Friday session, in

the afternoon was discussed the question,

"How to do business with the most suc-

cess," and as I heard several wrong im-

pressions stated relating to this subject, I

felt like giving my opinion and experience

from thirteen years' labor in our profession.

Not being able to speak on account of the

effects of a throat disease I had recently, I

wrote a short paper, with the request for

you to read it, but as it was on our last day

of the meeting, it came too late to reach you.
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I send it to you this morning, and if you

see fit you can have it, together with this

letter, printed with the other communica-

tions in the Photographer, tliat like mine,

came too late, or for which the time was too

short to read before the Convention.

It is with a feeling of the most perfect

satififaction, that I leave St. Louis for home
over this glorious and succes.tful Convention,

and I would wish that every photographer

in the land will acknowledge his respect and

gratitude to the founders of the National

Photographic Association, and to the many
able workers that have brought it to what

it now is.

This Convention, that has been so rich in

important results for the future of pho-

tography, is now over ; like a pleasant

dream, it stands in the memory like scenes

from a new world, hitherto unknown, but

now part of our future being. How any one

can wipe out and ever forget the impres-

sions left on the soul of all the beauty em-

bodied in the representations from nature's

loveliest form, must be poorly gifted indeed.

The innocence of childhood in all its sweet

emotions, the refined beauty of womanhood
in the many lovely faces looking down upon

you, seem not pictures, but like life itself.

Landscapes with mountain and sea, water-

falls and rocks, trees and undergrowth,

natural and true, even the atmospheric dis-

tance mingling with the clouds there, seem

not to stand still, but floating softly through

the air, borne by the same breeze which

bends the branches and leaves of the trees,

and plays with the spray from the waterfalls,

is like life itself. It is not the mere form

and outlines with their light and shadows,

it is not the harmony or contrast in the

masses which is depicted with wonderful

truth, but it is the whole poetic chiaroscuro,

which rests over the scene that artistic

skill has m9,stered and rendered perfect,

through the vision, to that mind and soul

who delights and sympathizes with the true,

the sublime, and the beautiful.

The human genius, inspired by the ex-

ample of others of the highest standing in

the art, will embrace ideas that at first

seem impossible to realize and fulfil in

practice, but step by step, the means wall

be found to at last solve the most difficult

problems. There is a way to do almost every-

thing, and I can almost be tempted to say,

" There is nothing impossible."

The recent discoveries in mechanics, in

optics, and in chemistry, relating to pho-

tography, will in a short time revolutionize

the whole art throughout the world, and I

will repeat the words of our worthy Presi-

dent, " Keep your eyes and ears open ; some-

thing is coming." This something that is

coming is through the National Photo-

graphic Association and the Philadelphia

Photographer, and how any photographer

in the land can deny himself the honor,

financial profit, and educating influence in

not supporting his best friend and life-

giving element, must be a person whose

powers of understanding are somewhat out

of order.

Eespectfully yours,

Eugene Brandt,
of Hamilton, 0.

St. Louis, May J 0th, 1872.

Mr. President and Brother Photog-

raphers :

It is with a heart full of gratitude for

all that I have seen and heard since my
arrival in this beautiful city during my
stay with you, that I cannot resist from

giving my share, little it may be, for the

much I have received.

From my observations in large and small

cities, here and in Europe, I have learned

that success in our business not alone depends

on good work and artistic skill, but also on

the way in which you do business.

I have known photographers of high

standing in regard to their work, who have

failed to please the public for the lack of

knowledge " how to do it in the right way."

In yesterday's proceedings I heard diifer-

ent views on this important subject ; some

giving the tintype makers and the cheap

photographers the whole blame. This, my
brother photographers, is in my opinion a

mistake. There are cheap workers in all

trades, and always will be, but as such

never accumulate anything, and are always

regarded by the public as nobodies, they do

themselves more harm than they do others.
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Besides it is well to have contrast in every-

thing. Miserable photographs and the tin-

types are just what are needed to make a

good photograph appreciated, just as well as

a photograph, however clear and clean, but

lacking in artistic posing and lighting, is

the best advertisement for the one that is

well executed in all respects.

To drive out of a town a cheap picture-

maker by underselling him until he is com-

pelled to withdraw, is a very bad principle,

which I do not approve ; unworthy an ar-

tist or any one else. If some of you don't

succeed in business, or fail to make a re-

spectable living, it is your own fault, and

nobody else's. Supposing every member
belonging to this Association is striving to

do his best, and to learn all he is capable of

learning, with the sole purpose to excel in

his work, he must also learn from the suc-

cessful in the profession, the means they

employ to secure, keep, and enlarge their

trade.

Photographers who chew tobacco or smoke

in presence of their customers, or allow any

one else to smoke in their rooms, or spit on

their floors and carpets, or an operator that

has the odor of beer or whisky about his

person ; his clothing and linen dirty ; his

manners and language not polite and re-

spectful to all and every one of his patrons
;

his gallery, stairways, chairs, and show-

cases dirty, dusty, and everything out of

order ; the specimens on the wall old and

out of date ; the frames dusty and orna-

mented with spider-webs, must not be sur-

prised that he has nothing to do. Such a

photographer is distasteful to either ladies

or gentlemen, and the sooner he gets burned

out the better it will be for himself and his

patrons.

Industry and untiring energy, good

habits and politeness, are always treated

with respect, and liked everywhere. To

this, adopted principles and rules in your

way of doing business, strictly adhered to,

will not drive your customers away, but you

will gain their confidence. Let them know
that certain rules are necessary both for

their benefit and your own. A polite re-

quest from the lady in your reception-room,

to pay before the negatives are taken, is the

most important of these rules, which is nec-

essary for your success in business. You
will hardly ever make enemies by this rule,

but you will cause yourself a good deal of

trouble, and have many speak bad about

jou, if you do not adhere to it. If you

wait until you have to send out and col-

lect your bills, you will in many instances

not find the parties prepared, and by asking

some persons too often, they finally get

mad, and pay you by ruining your reputa-

tion
;
besides you lose much valuable work,

time, and money in such bargains.

Ask a good price for your work, that you

may be able to make the best. Have your

prices printed, and hung, nicely framed, in

your reception-room and operating-room.

Stick to them to the letter, and do not show

partiality for your customers, and make pic-

tures for some at one price, and for others

at another price. Rather lose a customer

than allow him or her to break your rules.

Inspect all work yourself before delivered,

and have it handed to the customer in a

clean and tasty wrapper or envelope.

For all outdoor work, be it buildings,

machinery, views, or anything else ordered

to be made, make it a rule to charge so

much for the negative, and so much for each

print made from it, according to the num-

ber ordered. Take care to ask a price for

making the negative, that it will pay you

for your trouble, because it is the hardest

work in the business, and worthy of good

pay to make outdoor work. Be the order

large or small, have a perfect understanding

about all points, take the money down for

the negative first, and then make it to your

best ability.

Often it happens that persons will ask the

photographer for a negative of a deceased

person or friend, just for a day or two, for

the purpose of having it enlarged on canvas,

to be painted in oil by some particular

painter of their own. Tell such parties

that the product of your labor is for sale,

but you cannot consent to lend it out.

Charge from $10 to $50 for your negative,

according to its quality and size. It is

worth that at least, as your negative is the

only one selected which does the person

justice, and from which a hundred or five

hundred dollar painting is to be made.

Never destroy a negative ; never if you
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possibly can help it. Have them all regis-

tered, numbered, and put away in papers,

the number and name on the papers also.

It will pay you to keep them all, even the

poor ones.

Negatives of machinery, buildings, &c.,

for which parties have paid your price, is,

of course, your property. But the parties

you make such negatives for often think

that when they pay separately for the nega-

tive, and separately for the pictures from

it, that the plates belong to them, and often

demand them for the use of the engraver.

Always have a clear understanding, and

you will have no trouble with anybody.

JVhat I have said is by no means new,

but at least something that can stand repe-

tition. The rules spoken of are identical

with success in our business, and cannot be

separated from it. They are well tried, and

work perfectly independent of all the tin-

types in the world, and of Kembrandt pic-

tures offered at a dollar or two per dozen.

Eugene Brandt.

TEXAS CORRESPONDENCE.
Waxahachie, Texas, May 23d, 1872.

E. L. Wilson, Esq.

Kind Sir: Inclosed is a little of the

needful, with which to renew my subscrip-

tion to the Photographer. I am happy to

state that I reached my Texas home day

before yesterday, after an absence of twenty-

six days to the St. Louis National Photo-

graphic Association Convention, with my
scalp still safe on my head.

And it is astonishing with what correct-

ness and faithfulness my chemicals do work.

In all candor, sir, it is even so. It's no

joke. They seem to be conscious that I now
control them, instead of, as before at times,

they controlled me ! I, in the first place,

arranged my screens and lights a little dif-

ferently, weakened my developer slightly,

and the improvement is decidedly apparent.

One hundred round dollars would not in-

duce me to rub out of my memorandum
book and from memory's tablet, what I

learned at St. Louis. And then the pleasant

recollection of those fleeting happy hours,

with the proud consciousness of being asso-

ciated with the cultivated and the refined in

pushing forward so pleasing, so wonderful

and fascinating an art.

Long live the National Photographic

Association of the United States.

Long will memory cherish the fond recol-

lection of the St. Louis Exhibition of 1872,

Fraternally yours,

E. Pinch.

NEW YORK CORRESPONDENCE.
The regular meeting of the Photographic

Section of the American Institute, was held

May 2d. After transaction of routine busi-

ness, the following communication to the

Society was read :

Gentlemen : At the last meeting of the

German Photographic Society, a contro-

versy sprang up in regard to the principles

underlying the two methods of shortening

the exposure, described below. The ques-

tion under discussion was : Is the principle

in both cases the same, or is it not? and al-

though a great majority was very decided

in one opinion, still to satisfy the minority,

it was resolved to lay the question before

your meeting and abide by its decision.

The iirst method by Mr, Gaensly, is as

follows : After exposing the plate, say about

one-third, or one-fourth of the usual time, it

is re-exposed for a certain length of time in

direct sunlight, under a combination of

colored glasses, whicli excludes all the blue,

violet, and light-green rays.

Mr. Krueger's plan consists in re-exposing

the plate in the camera box to diff'used light

by holding before the tube for a given time a

piece of white or colored paper, according

to circumstances.

Another question is : In the last method,

are only those rays which correspond to the

color of the paper used, reflected in the

tube, or is the white light as well ?

By discussing the above points, and let-

ting us know the opinion arrived at, the

German Photographic Society will be much
obliged.

Very respectfully yours,

E. BOETTCHER,

Cor. Secretary.

The points presented were discussed by
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Messrs. Newton, Kurtz, Chapman, Prof.

Tillman, and others, after which the meet-

ing resolved that a committee be appointed

to test these methods, who are expected to

report at the next meeting. During this

discussion, Mr. Chapman exhibited a series

of small paper cylinders, each about two

inches long and half an inch in diameter,

and made the following remarks : "I have

been making a series of experiments in re-

gard to the increase of sensitiveness of the

collodion film, produced by an exposure to

light, both before and after its exposure to

direct light from the subject to be photo-

graphed, and I will briefly describe the

plan devised by me. I constructed a num-

ber of small cylinders of white or light-

colored paper, such as are now shown, and

I set them in a row, at such distance from

the camera, and in such relation therewith,

as to bring them all in focus at the same

time. The object in using cylinders is to

have the angle of incidence and reflection

remain the same, whatever may be the po-

sition of the camera, or however the point

from which the light proceeds may be varied

from right to left, it being understood that

the cylinders are all in the same horizontal

plane. A light is placed at one end and a

little in front of the row of cylinders, which

are so far apart that each cylinder will be

exactly one inch further from the source of

light than its predecessor. Now the amount

of light received by each cylinder is in-

versely as the square of its distance from the

source. This enables me to determine very

accurately the relative sensitiveness of the

diff"erent plates exposed. I find that some

films are twelve times more sensitive to the

weak or shadow light, after they have been

exposed to the right amount of preliminary

light, than they were before. I also find

that in certain conditions of the chemicals,

only a very small amount of light can be

used without producing too much fogging
;

while in other conditions much more light

may be used ; and it is with this latter class

that the greatest ditference in sensitiveness

becomes apparent. I also find that an ex-

posure, subsequent to the principal one, is

not quite so beneficial as a preliminary ex-

posure, it being understood that the required

amount of supplementary light will be de-

termined by the condition of the chemicals,

and character of the object to be copied.

ACTION OF ACTINIC RATS ON CHLORINE AND
BROMINE.

Prof. S. D. Tillman, after complimenting

Mr. Chapman for his ingenious device for

measuring diflTerent degrees of reflected

light, said the discussion this evening had

reminded him of some very curious experi-

ments recently made by Budde, and re-

ported in Poggendorff's Annalen, No. 10,

1871. They are so at variance with received

opinions, that many would have been led to

doubt their accuracy, were they not an-

nounced in a journal of"the highest scientific

character.

These experiments prove that chlorine

and bromine, when exposed to the actinic

rays of solar light, expand vastly more
than under the less refrangible rays. His

apparatus consisted of a diflferential ther-

mometer, like that devised by Leslie ; the

two bulbs were both filled with either chlor-

ine or bromine, and one bulb was exposed

in turn to the different rays of the spectrum,

while the other was kept constantly in the

dark ; meanwhile the amount of expansion

of the element under each ray was care-

fully noted.

Under the influence of blue, violet, and

ultra violet rays, chlorine was found to ex-

pand about seven times as much as when
exposed to the red rays. Previous to this

experiment it was supposed that all bodies

expanded most under the red rays ; because

these rays are known to have the greatest

heating power, and because every experi-

ment before made seemed to confirm this

view. Bromine exhibited the same peculi-

arity as chlorine, when subjected to the

same test. However, carbonic acid exposed

in a similar manner in a difi'erential ther-

mometer, was not found to be thus affected.

Budde gives three possible explanations of

this phenomenon, but is inclined most

strongly to the opinion that light does de-

compose chlorine and bromine molecules

into atoms. Professor Tillman thought

these experiments were of the greatest im-

portance, and of especial interest to photog-

raphers, for it was a step that might lead to

a clear comprehension of the cause of actin-
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ism. The bodies experimented on are sim-

ple elements of the haloid class. Another

element exceedingly sensitive to light, and

belonging to the same class, namely, iodine,

could not be subjected to the same test ; for

while chlorine is a gas, easily condensed to

a liquid by a pressure of about four atmos-

pheres, and bromine is a liquid (and by the

way the only one, besides mercury, of the

sixty-three elements, which is liquid at or-

dinary temperatures), iodine on the other

hand is a solid, which requires heat to bring

it into the state of vapor. While thus

heated it is evidently not in a condition to

receive any calorific eifect from any ray of

the solar spectrum. If now we assume that

Bxjbde's experiments prove that the actinic

rays actually separate the two atoms form-

ing a molecule of chlorine, knowing that

such separation is not by virtue of heat,

should we not infer that the vapor of iodine

would be subject to a similar kind of dila-

tation ? This experiment, if it has not al-

ready been tried by Budde, should be

made at once, in order to ascertain whether

the peculiarity reported by him is common
to the haloid class of elements. Fluorine,

not being known with any certainty in a

separate state, cannot as an isolated element

be subjected to the same test.

The question will naturally arise, why
should the shorter waves of the luminifer-

ous ether produce the peculiar action noted

by Budde, and why should these same

waves produce actinic effects ? He, Profes-

sor Tillman, had long entertained the opin-

ion that actinism arose from atomic dissocia-

tion, which Avas brought about with the

greatest rapidity by those waves approach-

ing nearest in their length to the actual

diameter of the molecule. His reasoning

on this subject was something like this,

namely,—Three radically different effects

are produced by ether waves, or seth-waves,

which themselves differ only in their lengths

and velocity. Those waves of the greatest

length, and of course of the greatest ampli-

tude, to wit, the red and ultra red, have the

greatest force, which when transmitted to

and through ponderable matter, must set

the molecules constituting such matter into

more rapid motion, hence they manifest

greater heat. The calorific or luminous

effects he had attempted on a former occa-

sion to show, were psychological results,

arising solely from the ratio of vibrations,

and could only be manifested under the in-

fluence of a single octave of waves. ThS

shortest waves, while exciting less molec-

ular motion (distinguished as heat) pro-

duces in fact, molecular disintegration, or,

in other words, atomic motion, by virtue of

their diminished length. If, therefore, the

experiments of Budde prove that violet

light has the special power of separating

atoms in two of those elements which are

known to be sensitive to light, does it not

confirm the view that such separation is the

incipient cause and first step in the phe-

nomenon of actinism ?

It would also be of importance now to

determine whether any of the well-known

sensitive liquid compounds exhibit, even in

the most minute degree, any of the peculi-

arities revealed . by the experiments of

Budde.

This scientist has probably furnished a

clue which may lead to clearer views con-

cerning the series of atomic changes gener-

ally ascribed to the chemical action of

light. He has simply pointed out the di-

rection in which we are to advance. It

remains for him or other experimentalists

to reach results which may be of the high-

est practical importance to the photographic

art.

Considering the foregoing of great value

to our craft, I have pleasure in submitting

it to your readers.

Yours, &c.,

Chas. Wager Hull.

German Photographers' Society,

New York.

The general monthly meeting of the So-

ciety was held Friday, May 3d, at their

rooms, 66 and 68 E. Fourth Street, Presi-

dent W. Kurtz in the chair.

The minutes of last meeting were read

and approved.

The Chairman stated that the subscrip-

tion in aid of Mr. Grasshoff's widow, had
amounted to 132 Prussian thalers, for which

sum he had sent over a draft.
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The Chairman, as committee of one, ap-

pointed at the last meeting in regard to Mr.

Guetzlaff' s process of shortening the ex-

posure, laid several specimens before the

meeting. They were made by taking two

heads on each plate, one of which was cov-

ered up, and the other re-exposed in direct

sunlight under Mr. G. 's color composition.

The difference in the several prints was not

so great as was anticipated, although there

was certainly more detail in the shades in

the re-exposed ones. Mr. Kurtz explained

that lack of time had prevented him so far

from making exhaustive experiments, and

was, therefore, not prepared to report either

favorable or not.

Mr. Lewin, who had also made similar

experiments, had been more successful. A
negative exhibited by him, showed pretty

strong contrasts between the two sides of it.

Mr. L. explained that his usual time of ex-

posure for carte heads was twelve seconds,

and that by Mr. Q 's process, he had been

enabled to cut it down to three seconds, re-

ceiving a negative fully as good, if not

better.

Mr. E. Krueger contended, that he could

get the same results in regard to shortening

of exposure, by using the long-known trick

of re-exposing the plate in the camera-box

for a few seconds, to a white or colored

card-board, according to circumstances.

Several members, who have often tried the

same plan, complained that it was not relia-

ble, because the plate would always fog to a

certain degree. Mr. K. stated that the fog

was only owing to the inexperience of the op-

erator. The judgment of time for re-expos-

ing, and the suitable color of the card-board,

had to be learned by experience, just as well

as the judgment of time for original ex-

posure. In support of his theory, Mr. K.
exhibited some life-size heads, taken on

16 X 20 plates by a 5 A Dallmeyer, 3 in.

stop in forty seconds. Without afterwards

reflecting light in the camera, the exposure

would have been lengthened to at least

eighty to one hundred seconds. The heads

exhibited spoke very well for the instrument

used, but some of them were certainly un-

dertimed.

The whole subject gave rise to a lengthy

and rather animated debate, and finally a

committee was appointed, consisting of

Messrs. Weil, Lewin, and Krueger, with

instructions to test both Mr. Guetzlaff'

s

and Mr. Krueger's methods thoroughly,

especially with a view to their respective

reliability and practicability, and to report

at the next meeting.

After examining, and passing critical

remarks over pictures exhibited by Messrs.

Kui'tz, Lewin, Schoene, and Gubelman, the

meeting adjourned.

Edward Boettchek,

Secretary.

79 Newark Avenue, Jersey City, N. J.

The general monthly_ meeting of the So-

ciety was held Friday, June 7th, at their

rooms, 66 and 68 E. Fourth Street, Vice-

President Ch. Hausrath in the chair.

The minutes of last meeting were read

and approved.

Messrs. A. Kaufman and Prof. K. Ge-

schwind were elected members.

The committee appointed last meeting to

test the methods of re-exposure of the plate,

of both Mr. Gaensly and Mr. Krueger, re-

ported progress.

Mr. E. P. Spahn, from Newark, N. J.,

exhibited one of his patented self-raising

camera-stands, a description of which will

be found very interesting. The stand con-

sists of a regular square table with four legs,

standing on three casters A large wooden

roller, over which a piece of sailcloth goes,

turns under the plate of the table. One end

of this sailcloth is fastened to a strong

frame, which, by the action of a balancing

weight, fastened to the other end of the

cloth, is moved perpendicularly up and

down. The camerais placed on top of this

frame. By this arrangement the camera

moves with fhe greatest ease and regularity

up and down for a space of full seventeen

inches, and with the lightest touch of the

finger, the operator can set it going or stop

it in the desired elevation. To' secure it in

this position, a knob, placed very comforta-

bl}' in the right place, is given a half turn.

This moves a slide withiii the plate of the

table, and screws it tight against the per-

pendicular frame, making thereby the whole

as firm as a rock. The whole stand is a neat-

looking piece of furniture, made of black

walnut, and finished in fine style. The cas-
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ters are three inches, made of lignumvitse,

well known to be the best. Several weights

will go with each stand, because the oper-

ator has to use a weight suiting the heaviest

camera-box, to be used on the stand. It

stands to sense, that a heavy weight will

work just as well with a light camera-box,

but not vice versa.

Several members who have been working

the stand on trial, recommend it unhesita-

tingly as the best and most practical one

in existence, and it may safely be predicted

that it will, in time, drive all the old rat-

tlers from the market. The advantages

are so manifold, that such a result must be

arrived at sooner or later. Every move-

ment of the stand is executed without the

slightest bending or exertion, of the body,

and the eye of the operator need not leave

the image on the ground-glass. The opera-

tion is entirely noiseless, and the construc-

tion of the stand so simple, that there is

absolutely nothing to get out of order. For

those galleries where a copying-table is not

used, this stand will be found of great ad-

vantage in saving of time, because with his

eye fixed on the ground-glass the operator

can move the box instantly, so that the

picture has to come exactly/ in its right place

on the plate.

After transacting some routine business

the meeting adjourned.

Edward Boettcher,

Secretary.

BOSTON PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSO-
CIATION.

The regular meeting was called to order

by the President, Mr. Frederick C. Low, at

the studio of E. F. Smith, May 1st, and

the records of last meeting read and ap-

proved.

Voted, that the consideration of the

amendment to the constitution, proposed by

Mr. Wilson at the last meeting, be postponed

till the next meeting.

Mr. Southworth spoke of the advantages

of attending the Convention at St. Louis,

and urged every member to go.

Mr. Low gave the details of an experi-

ment undertaken by Mr. Drew to ascertain

the solubility of chloride of silver in chlo-

ride of sodium, from which it appeared that

chloride of sodium does not dissolve an ap-

preciable quantity of chloride of silver.

Mr. Low also stated another experiment

of Mr. Drew's, from which it appeared that

the value of the nitrate of silver used in

printing was less than that of the paper.

Mr. Smith corroborated this statement by

figures derived from a long course of practice.

Mr. Low called attention to an apparatus

for dissolving iron, devised by Mr. Judd.

This consists of a wide-mouthed bottle, in

the neck of which is placed a glass cup

capable of holding about four ounces of sul-

phate of iron, and which has several small

holes in the bottom. The cup being filled

with iron and placed in the bottle (nearly

filled with water), the iron begins td dis-

solve, and as the strong solution falls to the

bottom of the bottle, the water rises to the

top, thus producing a constant current, and

in a short time the iron is completely dis-

solved without shaking.

The Secretary gave an account of his

method of printing, after which it was voted

to adjourn.

C. F. ElCHARDSON,

Secretary.

Friday evening, June 7th.

The regular monthly meeting was held

at the studio of J. W. Black, 173 "Wash-

ington Street, Friday evening, June 7th,

the President, Mr. F. C. Low, in the chair.

The amendment to the constitution, re-

ducing the fees for employees, was adopted.

The fees are now as follows :

Entrance fee for proprietors of rooms, . $.3 00

" " " employees, . . . . 2 00

Yearly dues for proprietors of rooms,. . 2 00

" " " employees 1 00

Statements were made by the President,

and Messrs. Smith and Bowers, that the cost

of the silver for a sheet of albumen paper 18

X 22, ready for printing, was six cents.

Messrs. Black and Southworth gave very

interesting accounts of their journey to St.

Louis, after which it was voted to adjourn.

C. F.. ElCHARDSON,
Secretary.

17
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PENNSYLVANIA PHOTOGRAPHIC
ASSOCIATION.

The stated monthly meeting of the Asso-

ciation was held at the hall, Tenth and

"Walnut Streets, on Monday evening, May
20th, 1872; Yice-President A. K. P. Trask

in the chair.

Eecords read and approved.

On the following names proposed for

membership, the committee reported favor-

ably, and they were duly elected members

of the Association : Harry D. Garns, Jo-

seph Butterfield.

Mr. Wilson referred to the action of the

National Association, in awarding the

Scovill gold medal for the greatest improve-

ment in photography to one of our mem-

bers. He thought we might feel justly

prouil of this distinction, and our congrat-

ulations were due Mr. demons on being so

successful.

Mr. demons gave his process of using

glycerin in the printing bath, and answered

many questions in reference to the details

of its use.

Mr. Clemons's elegant medal was passed

among the members, who were much in-

terested in its examination.

Mr. Khoads stated that he had received a

collection of fine photographs, while in St.

Louis, from the Indianapolis Association,

to be presented to our Association, with the

understanding that we should return them

some specimens of our work in exchange

;

and he had hoped to present them this even-

ing, but they had unfortunately been packed

with some goods that came as freight, and

had not yet arrived. He moved a vote of

thanks to the Indianapolis Association, and

requested the members to bring some speci-

mens for exchange to the next meeting.

Mr. Wilson, being called upon in reference

to the Convention, said he was glad he went

to St. Louis, as he felt that nothing could

have compensated him for not being there.

He thought the Convention was the most

practical one that had yet been held. Men
came there that came to learn, and he be-

lieved they were all benefited. He met

men there from the most distant parts of

the country, and all expressed their gratifi-

cation at being there, and how well they

felt paid for coming. One gentleman came

from Texas who had to travel two hundred

and fifty miles to get to a railroad station.

The sessions of the Convention were very

interesting, and the leading photographers

were free in giving instruction on any sub-

ject that came up. He said he wanted no

better evidence of the benefit photographers

had derived from their attendance there,

than some specimens of work sent him since

the Convention, showing a wonderful im-

provement over some sent him from the

same parties before the Convention. Men
come together at those exhibitions, they

talk with each other, examine the work, and

go home with new ideas in reference to

lighting, posing, and all the points that go

to make good work, and with a new energy

as well as new " thoughts, put in practice

what they have seen, and make for them-

selves a different class of work. Next year

the Convention is to meet at Eochester, N.

Y., and he anticipated something that

would far excel anything we had yet seen.

Mr. Rhoads also spoke enthusiastically of

the Convention, it being in his estimation

the assurance of the success of the National

Association. He referred to the hospitality

of the city of St. Louis, and especially to

the ride to the Fair-grounds, where the

ConViCntion was photographed, but said he

could not dwell upon any particular feature,

as it was all a grand affair. Remarks were

also made by Messrs. demons and Smith,

testifying their appreciation of their visit to

St. Louis.

Mr. Rhoads made some remarks in refer-

ence to the libel suit of the Shaw & Wilcox

Co. against Mr. Wilson, in which judgment

had been given against Mr. Wilson in the

sum of $4000 and costs. He felt that every

photographer had an interest in this mat-

ter, as the case had been contested in sup-

port of a principle which affected every one

of us ; and as an expression of our senti-

ments in the matter, he offered the follow-

ing resolution, which was unanimously

adopted

:

Resolved, By the ofiicers and members of

the Pennsylvania Photographic Association,

that we tender Mr. Wilson our sympathy in

this case, and hereby assure him that in-

dividually, as well as an association, we
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pledge him our material and moral support,

as far as is in our power ; and will use our

influence with the National Association, and

photographers throughout the country, to

have him compensated for the sacrifices he

has voluntarily made in behalf of the fra-

ternity.

Some discussion followed in reference to

patents and impositions upon photographers,

which was participated in by Messrs.

Schreiber, Ehoads, and Trask.

Mr. Carbutt, after some remarks in ref-

erence to ready-sensitized paper, and the

attention it was claiming in England as

well as in this country, offered as a subject

for discussion at the next meeting: "The
preparation and use of durable sensitive

paper."

Adjourned. K. J. Chute,
Secretary.

June 17th, 1872.

The stated monthly meeting of the Asso-

ciation was held at the hall. Tenth and

Walnut Streets, on Monday evening, June

17th, 1872, President William H. Rhoads

in the chair.

The committee on the proposition of Wil-

liam Kid reported favorably, .and he was

duly elected a member of the Association.

The Secretary reported the Constitution

and By-Laws printed according to instruc-

tions, and ready for distribution.

A communication from the Ferrotypers'

Association was read, extending an invita-

tion to join them in an excursion on July 9th.

Mr. Gilbert gave some information in ref-

erence to the excursion.

On motion, the invitation was accepted,

and a committee of three appointed to make
arrangements with the Ferrotypers' Asso-

ciation.

• Several members signified their intention

to go. Messrs. Moore, Wilson, and dem-
ons were appointed on the committee.

The resignation of membership of Mr.

Tresize, of Springfield, 111., was reported

by the Secretary, and accepted by the Asso-

ciation.

Mr. Bell opened a discussion on metallic

stains on negatives, which was participated

in by Messrs. Bell, Wilson, Hurn, demons,
and others ; the remedy appearing to be in

using an alcoholic collodion, avoiding a new
bath, keeping the collodion cool, and dipping

the plates as soon as possible after coating.

On motion, the question for discussion,

" The Preparation and Use of Durable Sen-

sitive Paper," was postponed to the next

meeting.

It was moved and voted that when we
adjourn, it be to the third Monday evening

in September.

Mr. C. A. Wenderoth exhibited a mam-
moth print of the New Public Buildings,

which he presented to the Association. He
also exhibited a number of smaller prints

all made by the new photo-zincographic

process. They were very finely and suc-

cessfully executed.

A vote of thanks was tendered Mr. Wen-
deroth for his donation.

The evening closed with a very interest-

ing lantern exhibition. Mr. Wilson exhib-

ited a number of Landy's crying and laugh-

ing babies, which were enjoyed with a good

deal of merriment by the members.

Mr. Ehoads also exhibited a number of

slides of laughing and crying babies, fully

equal to Landy's. He also exhibited a fine

collection of gems of his regular portrait

work, which werejirst-class in every respect.

Mr. Ehoads 's example in this respect is an

excellent one, and worthy of imitation by

others who wish to exhibit specimens of

their work, as there is no method so inter-

esting as the sciopticon.

A vote of thanks was tendered Mr. Ehoads

for his fine exhibition of portrait photog-

raphy.

During the evening the collection of pho-

tographs donated by the Indianapolis So-

ciety was examined by the members, and

many of them much admired.

Mr. Rhoads also exhibited some beautiful

"cartes," which for posing, lighting, ton-

ing, and all the qualities that make up a

first-class picture, are hard to excel.

Adjourned. E. J. Chute,
Secretary.

Yellow Paper.—We would suggest the

propriety, in these days of turning paper,

of trying the Sensitized Paper Co.'s ready

sensitized paper.
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PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY OF
PHILADELPHIA.

The regular meeting was held Wednes-

day evening, June 5th, 1872; the President

in the chair.

The nainutes of the last meeting were

read and approved. The resignation of Mr.

W. C. Taylor was read and accepted.

The President stated that he had met Mr.

William Tilghman that day, who told him

of some interesting experiments he had

heen making quite recently, and as Mr.

Tilghman was unable to be present this

'evening, he would at his request make a few

remarks upon them. Some years ago Mr.

Tilghman had experimented considerably

with daguerreotype plates, and was in the

habit of resorting to a ^' dodge" well known
at that time to recover plates that had been

rendered worthless by the sitter moving, or

foliage disturbed by the wind, without the

loss of the plate. The plan was to return

the plate to the dark-room, and expose it to

the fumes of iodine ; by this means all trace

of the previous picture was removed, and

tiie sensitive plate in condition for a new
exposure as a good plate. This suggested

to him that some such plan might be adopted

for saving condemned collodion plates.

Acting upon this idea he exposed a wet col-

lodion plate, then considering it a failure,

carried it again into the dark-room washed

with water, and treated it with a weak so-

lution of iodide of potassium ; it was then

washed again with water, dipped in the

silver bath, and ready for exposure as a new
plate. The experiment proved entirely sat-

isfactory in his hands. The second expo-

sure after development resulted in a picture

giving the second image only, free from fog,

no trace of the first exposure being visible.

Other trials were made, the most severe of

which was taking the sensitive plate after

exposure out of the holder, in diffused light,

washing and treating the plate as before

described in the same condition of light

until the plate was ready to be dipped again

in the silver bath ; the dark-room was then

closed, the j^late dipped and exposed a

second time in the camera. A negative was

obtained free from fog and showing no trace

of the first picture. The President re-

marked that he considered the idea as ap-

plied to the wet collodion process worthy of

notice as a novel photographic experiment,

but wishing for his own information to make
a trial of this fading-out process, did not

succeed in the manner described by Mr.

Tilghman. Owing to the short time inter-

vening between hearing the above state-

ments and the meeting this evening, but a

limited number of trials could be made.

Plates were exposed in a camera the proper

length of time upon a printed card, then

taken into the dark-room, Avashed, treated

with a five-grain solution of iodide of po-

tassium, washed, re-dipped in the silver

bath, exposed in the same camera, turned

upon an opposite building and developed.

The result showed distinctly two pictures,

the last exposure most prominent with con-

siderable fogging. The exposures were

varied first on the building, then on the

printed card, with different times of expo-

sure and the same result. A plate was then

prepared in the usual way, exposed upon an

opposite building well illuminated, taken

out of the holder in diffused light, and the

same treatment applied that had been used

before, resulting in a fogged picture. One

other experiment was tried. A sensitive

plate was exposed on the printed card, taken

into the dark-room, washed, treated with a

solution of iodide of potassium, washed, re-

dipped in the silver bath, and developed

without a second exposure, producing a

very weak picture of the printed card.

The President said that he was at a loss

to account for his failure to eradicate the

first image as Mr. Tilghman had done, and

that his ill success might be occasioned by

some error in manipulation.

A comnaunication was received from Mr.

Edward L. Wilson, regretting that he was

obliged to be absent from the meeting, but

inclosing some lantern slides of Landy's

(Cincinnati, Ohio) "Expressive Pets" to

help amuse the Society.

Mr. Carbutt presented a Woodburytype
lantern slide of Prof. Morse, from a nega-

tive taken by Bogardus, and stated that the

camera shown in the picture was said to be

the first ever used in this country.

Mr. Draper presented some photographs

which were received with thanks.
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The lantern being placed in position, Mr.

Carbutt and Mr. Dixon exhibited some fine

pictures, those of the former being made by

the Woodbury process, and beyond all

praise, and those of Mr. Dixon being from

negatives made by Jackson, in the Yellow-

stone region, with a few of Yosemite Val-

ley, all of which were exceedingly interest-

ing. The "Pets" sent by Mr. Wilson

were fully appreciated.

Upon motion, the Society adjourned to

the first Wednesday evening in October.

Joseph M. Wilson,
Secretary pro tern.

FERROTYPERS' ASSOCIATION OF
PHILADELPHIA.

The regular monthly meeting of the Fer-

rotypers' Association met June 3d, 1872, at

the gallery of Mr. A. K. Trask, No. 40

North Eighth Street, President Gilbert in

the chair.

Minutes of last meeting read and ap-

proved.

Committee on Manufacture of Ferrotype

Plates reported progress.

Kemarks were made by Mr. Trask, favor-

ing the establishment of a ferrotj^pe plate

manufactory.

On motion of Mr. Charles Naylor the

Association voted to take an excursion July

9th, 1872, over the Lehigh Valley and

Switchback Railroads, and instructed the

Committee of Arrangements to invite the

members of the Pennsylvania Photographic

Society to join us. C. M. Gilbert and J. C.

Harmon were chosen Committee of Arrange-

ments.

Eegular fare for round trip, $5 00. Fifty

persons can be provided with special car,

leaving Philadelphia (North Penna. depot),

at 8.30 A.M., and return at 8.20 p.m., at

$3.85 each.

Mr. Trask exhibited the best picture.

Adjourned to meet at gallery of Mr.

Charles L. Lovejoy, No. 500 South Second

Street, July 1st, at 8 o'clock p.m.

J. C. Harmon,
Secretary,

446 North Twelfth Street.

HOW MATTERS STAND.

In matters of dispute, the evidence and the

law must be taken as fact instead of our own
ideas of what things are or should be.

For the last three years or more, we have

been using our influence in behalf of the

photographers of the country, in opposition

to certain claims made in letters patent and
the several reissues of the same, granted to

Jehyleman Shaw, and owned by the Shaw
& Wilcox Co. When the said company
began to push their exactions against our

readers, and we were appealed to by the

latter in great numbers for advice, we ex-

amined the matter carefully, and hunted

up all the authorities we could get on the

subject. We could only come to one con-

clusion, namely, that the Shaw & Wilcox
Co.'s claims were too broad, and that they

would not be sustained by the courts. That

opinion we published, and allowed others to

give vent to their ideas on the same subject

in our pages. Very soon litigation was

commenced, and in due season the patent

was overthrown, and declared by the court

to be as we had stated, too broad in its

claims and indefinite. A reissue* was

therefore taken, the language of which was

quite as ambiguous as that of the other. On
this, other suits were made, including those

of Messrs. Bogardus, Pendleton, &c., and

again the patentees were defeated.

Now these decisions, adverse to the pat-

entee, were not rendered because the pat-

entee had no rights, or had not invented

anything, but because his claims were too

indefinite, and too general to enable the

court to get at exactlj^ what he did invent.

It is very shrewd on the part of a patent

attorney to so ingeniously word the claims

of his client as to include everything under

the sun, and the equivalents thereof, but it is

a very bad thing for the client and for the

public, and cannot be too heartily con-

demned.

One would, and we did, understand from

* A reissue is given by the Patent Office to a

patentee when he desires to modify his claims,

and is good only during the time for which the

original patent was granted. The time is not

extended. Mr. Sh.aw has had four reissues.
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Mr. Shaw's specifications, that he claimed

first, all methods of recovering gold and sil-

ver from all classes of photographic wastes

;

and second, all manner of vessels for saving

said wastes in
; or, in other words, his Com-

pany said to the photographer, " You can-

not recover gold and silver in your establish-

ment without infringing the Shaw patent."

Of course we raised objections to this, and

the evidence and the decisions of the court

at law sustained us. Mr. Shaw hows to these

decisions, and now we are willing to give

him a chance to explain himself, which we
could not do so long as he insisted upon

what we believed was not his right to have.

On another page will be found a communi-

cation from the Shaw & Wilcox Co., which

all interested will read. It gives their fu-

ture policy clearly, frankly, and fairly.

Their plan of dividing their patent we think

is good. We have no doubt in our mind

that Mr. Shaw was the inventor of the ap-

paratus for which he has been given a pat-

ent. If he gets a reissue on this, then our

advice to those who have made contracts

for its use with the company is, to live up

to them, or try and make a peaceable set-

tlement if you like some other vessel better,

unless you think you have evidence to jus-

tify you in believing that some one invented

it previous to Mr. Shaw. Tou are one

party to a contract, which contract it takes

both parties to annul.

As to the second claim in the proposed

reissue, namely, the process of saving gold

and silver from spent photographic solu-

tions* by means of certain precipitating in-

gredients, the evidence is not so clear in our

mind that Mr. Shaw was the real inventor.

We beg to withhold our opinion on that

subject until the reissue is granted, after

which we will give an opinion. We want

first to see just what Mr. Shaw claims. We
shall then state it, and call upon the frater-

nity to step forward and antedate him if

possible. We will say to our readers

here that we are constantly searching au-

thorities at home and abroad, and nothing

* Spent photographic solutions are the waste

developer, the fixing baths, wash water from

prints, and old toning solutions. Old baths and

paper clippings are not included.

is being left undone that we can do in their

behalf.

But even if Mr. Shaw should sustain this

point also, his claims have been clipped of

so many objectionable features, that there

will, he assures us, no oppression or wrong

ensue from the exactions he can possibly

make. He has seen the fallacy of claiming

too much, and of coercing, but from the

facts we have gathered, we believe his law-

yers were more to blame than he was He
has lost his house and home, and all he had,

in expensive litigation, and many others

have been put to great expense, ourselves

included, by the action of his patent attor-

ney. If his new attorneys can do better,

and secure for him claims that he can es-

tablish, then our sword drops into its sheath.

Law and evidence must rule.

CORRESPONDENCE.

Beidgeport, Conn., June 8th, 1872.

Editor Philadelphia Photographer.

Dear Sir : We notice in the June num-

ber of the Philadelphia Photographer some

remarks on the libel suit of the Shaw &
Wilcox Company against Edward L. Wil-

son, and with your permission would like

to say a few words in explanation of some

of your remarks thereon, not for the purpose

of finding fault with what you have said,

but simply to correct some misapprehensions

which may be abroad in consequence of your

previously published articles, and which

your last does not fully clear up.

We thank you for making the acknowl-

edgment at last, that the Shaw apparatus

is constructed on scientific principles, and if

the instructions which we furnished with

the apparatus had been followed, the gold

and silver would have been saved fully.

You also admit that the delay in making re-

turns was on account of the embarrassment of

the Company, and not because they desired

to be dishonest ; and that the small returns

made to some was because of the use of the ap-

paratus contrary to directions ; all of which

is true and very satisfactory, but would have

been much more satisfactory had it been ad-

mitted and published two years ago. How.
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ever, it is better late than never. As you

say, we are ready and anxious to settle up

squarely and honestly with every one, and

all we ask is to have them exhibit a like

disposition toward us.

As to your complaint that our patent em-

bodies unjustiiiable claims, that is no fault

of ours or of Mr. Shaw's, but was occasioned

by the repeated blunders of the attorneys

employed to draw up the specifications, and

there is not, and never has been, any inten-

tion on our part to claim more than we be-

lieved ourselves entitled to, and we admit

that if the patent covered what the court

held that it did, it covered what we never

intended to claim, and never supposed it did

claim, and was altogether too broad, and we
have not a single complaint to make against

your criticism on that point.

We intend to reissue our patent, and

have employed the very best counsel which

we could find for that purpose, and have

laid before them all the evidence which has

been adduced both for and against the pat-

ent, as well as the opinions and rulings of

the courts in the several cases heretofore

tried, and have instructed them to draw up
the specifications in accordance with the evi-

dence and ruling of the courts thereon, and

to claim nothing except what the evidence

shows that Mr. Shaw invented, and what
the courts have held that the patent should

and ought to cover. The evidence shows

conclusively that Mr. Shaw first invented

the process of recovering gold and silver

from waste photographic solutions by the

use of pre<;ipitants, and also an apparatus to

be used in connection with said process for

such purpose.

The courts have heretofore held that Mr.

Shaw's process has not been clearly set forth

in his patent, and distinguished from what

previously existed, and, further, that his

patent as granted was capable of being con-

strued to cover the precipitation of silver

and gold from all kinds of solutions, as well

as the use of all kinds of apparatus or ves-

sels.

That if the claims of the patent were lim-

ited to cover only the apparatus described,

and which the evidence showed that Mr.

Shaw invented, the patent would be sus-

tained upon that point, and if Mr. Shaw's

process for recovering silver and gold from

waste photographic solutions and washings

only were clearly set forth, and the claims

limited thereto, the entire patent would be

unobjectionable and sustainable. In view

of the evidence and opinions of the courts,

our attorneys have advised us to divide our

claims, and take out two separate patents,

which the law allows us to do, instead of

making the two claims in one patent.

This we have decided to do, and in one

shall claim nothing but the apparatus which

Mr. Shaw invented, and such as we have

constructed and furnished to photographers.

So far as we have been able to learn no per-

son has ever disputed but what this appa-

ratus was clearly the invention of Mr. Shaw.

This part of our patent has never been dis-

puted by any one, and upon this point we
shall take especial pains to set ourselves

right and beyond question or dispute ; and

after having done so, all we shall ask of

those who have made contracts with us to

use such apparatus is, that they settle with

us fairly and equitably to the present time,

and, after having done that, if they wish to

continue the use of the apparatus, they may
either send us their waste according to the

contract, or, if they do not wish to do that,

thej' can either pay us a small royalty for

the use of our patent, or they can buy the

apparatus and a gallery right to use it of us,

and then be at liberty to do as they please

with it and their waste. Those who have

thrown our apparatus out of doors or de-

stroyed it, we shall expect to pay us for it,

as we have expended all the way from thirty

to one hundred and fifty dollars in putting

apparatus into each gallery ; no one can be

so unreasonable as to expect us to sufler

the loss which their wanton destruction of

our property has occasioned.

Of course none except those who have

made contracts with us, and accepted our

apparatus, or had it set up in their galleries,

or have constructed and used apparatus like

it, will be holden under our apparatus pat-

ent, and we are now ready and willing to

free every one who wishes it from contracts

already made, provided they will settle up

with us honorably, and pay us for what we
have expended in putting apparatus into

their galleries, and what loss we have al-
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ready suffered, or would hereafter suffer by
their non-fulfilment of the contract, as we
have no desire to continue working waste

for any man who does not wish to have us

work it for him.

As to the process patent, the evidence

stands thus

:

It was known before Mr. Shaw's inven-

tion that silver and gold could be precipi-

tated from solutions of nitrate of silver and

chloride of gold, and from such solutions of

silver and gold as were known in the arts

before photography came into existence.

But it was shown and admitted by the evi-

dence on both sides, that the photographic

waste solutions were entirely different in

their chemical nature and properties from

any solution before known to exist in the

arts.

That it was not known which or whether

any of the known precipitants would throw

down the silver or gold from photographic

waste solutions until Mr. Shaw made the

discovery, and first put it to practical use,

and we are advised by the very best patent

attorneys in the city of New York that

whenever our claims for that discovery and

invention are put into proper shape, that

our patent for the process or method of re-

covering gold and silver from spent photo-

graphic solutions and washings by the use

of the precipitant or precipitants which Mr.

Shaw discovered would effect such result,

will be maintained by the courts, unless some

other person shows that he made such dis-

covery and put it to practical use before

Mr. Shaw did.

We are advised, therefore, to claim as our

process in a separate patent the recovery of

silver and gold from spent photographic so-

lutions and washings by the use of sulphuret

of potassium or its equivalent. If this pat-

ent is allowed, we shall give every photog-

rapher who now has or may hereafter take

a license to use our apparatus patent a free

license to use our process patent, and, of

course, as we have not heretofore claimed

the process, no one will be holden for any

past infringement of our patent on that ac-

count. But we shall give every one a fair

opportunity to take a license upon reasona-

ble and satisfactory terms for its use here-

after ;
and if any one can show that he made

the discovery and put it to practical use

before Mr. Shaw did, we are ready to aban-

don our claim to the public. Until then we
shall insist upon our claims being respected.

So far as we are concerned you are at per-

fect liberty to search the world for proofs of

prior invention, and when you find them
call our attention to them, and we will back

down.

We ask for nothing but what belongs to

us and fair treatment in its enjoyment, and
shall always hold ourselves in readiness to

abandon any claim which does not fairly

and honestly belong to us, just as soon as

we are convinced of that fact.

Yours, respectfully,

The Shaw & Wilcox Co.

GERMAN CORRESPONDENCE.
Photographic Invento7's—Apparatus for

Children—No. 100.

In the development of our beautiful and

interesting art, we meet ever and anon with

persons who place themselves before the pub-

lic with new and extraordinary discoveries,

and they not only succeed in blinding the

eye of the empiric, but even the men of sci-

ence are deceived by them. They show pic-

tures, they make experiments, a lively dis-

cussion follows, and the most contradictory

opinions are advanced, and what appears to

the one as a great revolution in our art, is

to the other nothing but a swindle.

Those who come for the first time in con-

tact with these inventors will often find it

difficult to preserve the objective stand-

point, biat when we have experience in this

direction, we become cautious, we learn that

there is some good in most of these claims •

sometimes more, sometimes less ; but gener-

ally a great deal of advertising is connected

with it, and it becomes difficult to separate

the chaff from the wheat. I remind the

reader of the Wothlytype, the well-known

uranium-collodion process, which about

eight years ago created such a sensation,

and filled the pockets of its inventor, but

finally proved worthless. Still it was the

cause of improvement and progress. Then

the chloride of silver collodion process of
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Simpson, and lately the uranium dry pro-

cess of Wortley.

It is a great mistake to condemn without

distinction all the inventors who do not

succeed. They feel very often fully satis-

fied of the importance of their discoveries,

they cannot imagine that anything better

than their invention is in existence, and

they are blind enough not to be convinced

to the contrary. Nearly every six months

inventors of the Albert process (Lichtdruck)

present themselves to me ; they bring im-

perfect proofs, much inferior to those which

Tessie de Mothay produced already in 1867

;

they have never read a photographic jour-

nal, and cannot believe that there is any-

thing better, and feel painfully undeceived

when the proofs are produced.

Another class of inventors is much more

dangerous. They do not believe in the value

of their claims, but wish to cheat the public

in order to make money ; or they do not

hesitate to sell some old invention to the in-

experienced as a new one. One of this class

communicated to me lately a strange secret.

In order to obtain an even collodion film,

coat the plate twice, and drain the second

time over the thinnest part of the film. The
person intended to sell this as a secret. I

wrote to him that his method was a very

good one, but not new. I received a few

days later his reply that my answer was

satisfactory, and on the strength of my rec-

ommendation he should off"er his process for

sale, and refer to me. So much for writing

letters to inventors. But this reminds me
that I am an inventor myself, and rather a

little unfortunate. The British Journal of

Photography contends—and what the British

Journal says must be true—that Dr. August

Vogel, of Munich, my namesake, has in-

vented an actinometer, based on the action

of light on nitro-prussiate of potassium. The
British Journal, which has no idea that there

are many birds* in Germany, gives to me
the honor of my namesake's invention, but

states at the same time that a Mr. Eoussin

has discovered the same actinometer in 1863,

and, O horror! I am the unfortunate de-

ceiver {British Journal, May 3d, p. 206).

* Vogel means bird in German.

—

Teansla-
TOB.

However, I can console myself with the fact

that I was less unfortunate with the intro-

duction of my Handbook, for the British

Journal has copied whole chapters of it into

its columns. I have every reason to beware

of inventors, but if I was afraid of them I

would have to jump out of my own skin.

I boldly visited the other day the studio of

an inventor, whose name I will keep secret

for the present, a man who will astonish

the world at the Vienna Exhibition with

new and wonderful things, and, in fact, who
is as full of new ideas as a dog is full of

I saw at his place photographed window

curtains, ten feet long by five feet wide ; in

the centre the portrait of a princess, or, at

least, a princess of the theatre, surrounded

by an arabesque of leaves and figures of

children, all very handsome, but rather too

strongly retouched
; but this is only objec-

tionable to the expert. I was astonished at

the enormous size of the photograph, for

such it was. How are they made ? A draw-

ing was first prepared, the photographs were

pasted in, and a positive taken from it. From
the positive an enlarged copy, five by ten

feet, was inade on prepared canvas ; he thus

obtained a negative, and from this negative

prints on canvas are made.

The processes are original
;

printing-

frames of five by ten feet do not exist, and

if they existed it would still be impossible

to produce an equal pressure over the whole

surface. My inventor remedied this in an

original manner ; his printing-frame was a

large curved cushion, similar to a sofa cush-

ion, ten feet long and five feet wide. On
this the sensitized canvas was stretched first,

and over it the canvas negative; the print-

ing now commenced. But we have no dishes

to wash or tone such mammoth pictures,

and again he had to resort to original de-

vices The canvas was stretched on a square

frame in such a manner that it formed the

bottom of the frame ; it was next made

water tight, and in the trough thus con-

structed the different solutions were poured

;

certainly not a bad idea. If the result, the

finished curtain, will be handsome enough

to pay for all this labor is a diff'erent ques-

tion. The Vienna Exhibition will give the

opportunity to solve it. Candidly speaking,
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I must confess that I have some dread of

these life-sized pictures on canvas. I like to

look at the picture of a handsome girl once

or twice ; but what would the New Yorkers

say, if from every window in Broadway

Agnes Eshel would look down upon them,

or Grant, or Horace Greeley ? May a kind

Providence prevent that I ever should serve

as a curtain in a photographic gallery. But

our friend goes still further in utilizing the

portrait for decorative purposes. He makes

gigantic letters, pastes cartes-de-visite inside,

and takes from it a reduced negative pic-

ture. These are copied on chrom-gelatin,

and from it a relief a la Woodbury is made.

He makes in this manner types with a por-

trait in it, which are used by the printer.

We have Bismarck alphabets, Lucca alpha-

bets, Moltke alphabets, &c., &c. It is indeed

no pleasure to be a celebrity, if it necessi-

tates pictorial abuse. Poor Bismarck has to

serve as stopper for a wine bottle, and every-

day his head is made hot on a segar-holder

or a pipe.

The photographers who practice this

branch of industry dread the time when the

new protective law will be passed, which is

said to contain the passage that without the

permission of the original, no portrait shall

either be sold or multiplied. But I will not

tell out of school. Much that is astonishing

will be exhibited at Vienna, and the people

will open their eyes wide with wonder and

amazement, but I pity the jury. One thing

I must not omit mentioning ; that shortly,

and probably at the time of the opening of

the exhibition, a book will be published en-

titled Twenty- one Years of the Life of an

Itinerant Photographer^ a book, which from

beginning to end, is produced by photo-

graphic means, with numerous illustra-

tions. Twenty-one years at photography

is'as much as a century in other arts. Just

Imagine the changes through which our

wandering author has passed in this time.

But who is the artist-author ?

More about this in my next. In the

meantime, let us hope that the laboring

mountain will bring forth somewhat more

than a mouse.

I cannot conclude this letter without con-

gratulating the Philadelphia Photographer

on the completion of its one hundredth

number. As its correspondent from almost

the first number, I feel closely related to

it, and cannot help enjoying the splendid

growth of a magazine which has accom-

plished its object, i. e., the promotion of

our beautiful art, for years, with striking

effect.

It is a curious coincidence that I started

my humble paper, Photogra,phische Mittheil-

ungen, about the same time, and in a month
from now I also will reach number one hun-

dred. May the Philadelphia Photographer

grow and prosper for many a year yet.

Dr. H. Vogkl.

NOTES IN AND OUT OF THE
STUDIO.

BY G. WHARTON SIMPSON, M.A., F.SA.

Durable Sensitive Paper—The Urano-Bro-

mide Emulsion Process. — The National

Photographic Association and the Recent

Libel Suit.

Durable Sensitive Paper.—I see from the

announcements in your pages, that a du-

rable sensitive albumenized paper has been

introduced into commerce amongst Ameri-

can photographers ; but that, like the several

different examples already in commerce in

this country, the mode of preparing it is a

secret. I do not know that this is. a serious

evil, for in many cases, if a photographer

can pvirchase a good sensitive paper ready

for use at a reasonable price, I think he will

prefer buying it to preparing it himself.

Nevertheless, the mode of preparing such

paper will continue- a subject of interesting

inquiry until a certain and satisfactory me-

thod is in the hands of photographers gen-

erally. One of the most recent suggestions

on the subject appears to promise well. It

is based on the assumption, in which there

is much truth, that the rapid discoloration

of the sensitive paper, is rather due to the

reaction between the free nitrate and the

organic sizing matter which is in the paper,

than to the reaction between the free nitrate

and the albumen. The albumen is, of

course, converted by contact with the silver

bath into a new substance, which it has been

agreed, for want of a more exact term, to
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name albuminate of silver. This substance

is tolerably stable, as the good keeping

qualities of dry plates prepared by the al-

bumen process proves. The combination

formed between the sizing matter of the

paper and silver does not appear to be stable,

and it is suggested that if the free nitrate

of silver absorbed by the paper be converted

into a more stable salt, the paper will be in

a better condition for keeping in a sensitive

state without discoloration. To secure

this end, the excited paper should be floated

on a bath containing citric acid, or citrate

of ammonia ; but instead of floating it face

downwards in the manner commonly rec-

ommended for preparing durable paper, it

is to be floated with the plain or unalbumen-

ized surface downwards, and in contact

with the solution. By this means any free

nitrate which has soaked into the paper will

be converted, whilst that which is on the

surface and in contact with the albuminate

of silver will remain intact. By this means

durability is obtained without any sacrifice

of sensitiveness. This method so far as it

has been tried is very promising ; but at

present, it is purely in an experimental

stage. I shall let you know the result of

further trials.

The Urano-Bi^omide Emulsion PTOcess.—
I have recently been trying some plates

prepared by Col. Stuart Wortley's new
emulsion process, containing uranium and

bromide of silver, with the most complete

success. The most completely instantane-

ous exposure which could be given with a

quarter-plate portrait lens and stop of

about an inch and a quarter aperture, gave

a good negative. It developed readily, and

acquired intensity by means of alkaline de-

velopment, the most free addition of am-

monia causing no tendency to fog, but

bringing out detail, which at first sight it

seemed hopeless to expect. After fixing,

finding the image rather thin, a little iron

developer and silver very rapidly produced

great intensity. Col. Wortley recently sent

me a few additional notes of experience

which may interest those of your readers,

who may experiment in this direction. He
says

:

You are aware that the nitrate of uranium,

in combination with bromide of silver, tends

greatly to hasten the development, and in

this I find a great advantage over any mod-
ification of my bromo-chloride process ; but

in hot weather it will be found desirable to

modify slightly this tendency to rapid de-

velopment, and I recommend, therefore,

that for summer work the formula should

be—
Bromide of Cadmium,

Nitrate of Uranium, .

8 grains,

20 "

to the ounce of collodion.

A dry plate, developed according to the

method that I now recommend, will come
out immediately on the application of the

developer, if properly exposed ; and sufiS-

cient density will be acquired in from five

to ten minutes at the outside ; while in an-

other way the uranium in the film is found

to be of the greatest advantage when dry

plates are used in a very dull light, or for a

subject requiring a very rapid exposure,

viz., the power it has of reducing the silver

in an intensifier, and thereby continuing to

give increased detail when the action of the

normal alkaline developer has ceased.

Plates that have been exposed in a good

light should never require any intensifica-

tion with silver, but there are, of course,

cases where it may be desirable to do so.

I wish to impress upon those trjang the pro-

cess the absolute necessity that exists for

shaking the emulsion at intervals of not

less than two days, a daily shaking being

better still, and that about an hour before

the emulsion is used a very thorough shaking

should be given, as any deposit which might

tend to give spots on the plates will be per-

fectly stopped by filtering through the me-

dium I have recommended.

It must be remembered that this is the

first time that a keeping emulsion has been

proposed for use ; and I can well imagine that

many workers whose practice has hitherto

been to make an emulsion in the evening

for use next day have not considered the

necessity of keeping an emulsion, which is

intended to remain in good order for weeks,

constantly emulsified by shaking. I know
this to have been the cause of difficulty in

more than one case, and I have been so

fortunate as to trace out the cause, owing to
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the courtesy of a friend, who sent up to nie

a bottle of emulsion with which he could

only get a very thin image. After I had

thoroughly broken up the deposit, the emul-

sion worked as well as it did in its original

state ; and it is not difficult to understand

why a deposit of a portion of the material

forming the image should cause the top

stratum to give a thin negative.

Another point which may be of use to

any who may be still working the bromo-

chloride process, as published by me in June
last year : I have been investigating the

cause of the plates of one experimental

batch giving a profuse crop of blisters,

while another batch of plates, identically

prepared in all respects except the one which

I allude to in the following paragraph,

would give films perfectly adhesive to the

glass, and without the remotest trace of

blistering in development. In this case the

cause has proved to be the liquefying effect

of a chloride on collodion after it has been

prepared for some considerable time. The
chloride that I was principallj^ using was

chloride of calcium
; and it is a well known

fact that this chloride has a tendency to

make a collodion which contains it very

fluid ; but I had not been aware, till re-

peated experiments convinced me of the

fact, that this liquefaction of the collodion

is accompanied by a tendency to weakness

of the film, which shows itself either in

blisters, or in the film breaking up during

washing.

One point more is the necessity for using

good water for washing plates, either coated

with a wet emulsion, or for the preparation

of them dry ; and I feel sure that this point

does not receive sufficient attention.

The National Photographic Association

and the Recent Libel Suit.—I have been

reading with much interest the St. Louis

papers describing the successful meetings of

the National Photographic Association. I

cannot but feel that the action of this Asso-

ciation is giving photography a higher

status in American society, and that all

photographers, whether members or not,

are the gainers for the existence and action

of such an association. I was startled and

grieved, however, to find an incident allu-

sion to the libel suit against the Philadel-

phia Photographer, from which it seems

that the Editor has been cast in heavy

damages for an alleged libel against the

proprietors of a patent for recovering the

precious metals from residues. A more im-

prudent and absurd notion could not well be

conceived than was involved in the patent

in question. The idea of precipitating as

insoluble salts or as reduced metal, the pre-

cious metals held in solutions of their soluble

salts, is almost as old as the science of chem-

istry. I understand that the patent for

monopolizing this idea has been defeated
;

and yet, it seems that for exposing the in-

iquity of the claim "heavy damages are

given against an editor who could have no

motive but the good of the community

constituting his readers. The state of the

law of libel in this country is a strange and

dangerous anomaly ; and it would seem to

be not less so in the United States. There

is but one consolation under such circum-

stances, and that is found in the fact, that

the community in whose behalf the expo-

sure was made, will not' allow their cham-

pion to be a personal sufferer, and I shall

look with interest for the further reports of

the Convention to learn in what manner the

Editor of the Philadelphia Photographer is

compensated for the annoyance as well as

loss, which he must have sustained in con-

nection with such an action.

Linn's Landscape Photography.

This is the title of a neat little work we
have just published, written by Prof. E. M.
Linn, late of Lookout Mountain, Tenn.,

and recently deceased. The author was

well aware of the fact that, in the line

of outdoor work, our American photog-

raphers, as a class, were far behind their

co-workers abroad—very far behind. He
knew, too, that every photographer could

increase his business by paying a little at-

tention to outdoor work. Thus he was

prompted, being himself one of our most

expert landscape photographers, to write a

small pocket manual of instructions to assist

all those who were disposed to secure more

pay and more health by doing outdoor
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work. His idea was to give full instruc-

tions, but to have the work made of such

size that the photographer could conveni-

ently carry it with him in his pocket. We
have, in doing our part as publishers, obeyed

his wishes, so that the book is a neat, natty

volume, which any one will find easy to

carry in the pocket. It is, moreover, znost

thorough in its character, and very valua-

ble, indeed, to all photographers, even if

they never make an outdoor negative, for it is

full of excellent ideas, some of which are

fresh and new. The author ivas well able

to teach, and is so plain, that his readers are

not left in the dark. Withal, he is emi-

nently practical.

He has gone to his rest, and we publish

his book for his wife and children. We
trust that the edition will soon be taken

up for their sakes. We could cover a

great deal more space in its praise, but in

all, we could not say more than that it is

the only work ever published devoted ex-

clusively to outdoor work, and that it is

a very useful book. Contains sixty-two

pages
;
price, 75 cents.

MATTERS.

We had intended reviewing, this month,

the proceedings of the National Photo-

graphic Association, at St. Louis, as pub-

lished in our last, but have such pressure

upon us for space, that we reluctantly defer

it. Please give attention to the following

:

'The Treasurer, Mr. Albert Moore, No.

828 Wood Street, Philadelphia, has notified

all who are in arrears for dues for two years,

that unless they are paid up by July 17th,

their names will be stricken from the roll.

After the roll is revised, a new list of the

members will be published by the Secretary.

All dues, after the first year, should be sent

to the Treasurer.

Parties desiring to become members of

the Association should remit $4 ($2 for en-

trance fee, and $2 for dues) to Edward L.

Wilson, Permanent Secretary, Seventh and

Cherry Streets, Philadelphia. In return

you will receive a steel plate certificate and

a copy of the constitution. Employees, half

rates.

Those desiring to become life members
should inclose $25 fees to the Permanent
Secretary,with their application.

The following are the regulations on the

subject

:

All persons interested in the progress of

photography are eligible to life member-
ship, whether now members of the Associa-

tion or not.

The fee is twenty-five dollars, payable at

the time of application.

Life members are exempt from the pay-

ment of further dues or fees.

The fee for employers and employees is

the same.

Each life member will be supplied with a

steel plate certificate, plainly distinguishable

from that supplied to active members.

Life members are entitled to all the con-

stitutional rights of active members, subject

to the constitution and by-laws of the Asso-

ciation, and in publishing the roll at any

time, the life membership have the place of

honor.

The Permanent Secretary must keep a

separate roll of the life members, and call

their names first at the annual conventions.

The Treasurer must keep a separate ac-

count of the moneys received for life mem-
bership, and report the same with his usual

reports.

The form of application for life member-

ship is the same as that for active member-

ship, and all applications are subject to the

approval of the Executive Committee. (See

above.)

All loyal and live photographers should

become life members of the National Photo-

graphic Association. It is a good organiza-

tion, is doing a vast amount of good, and it

must be perpetuated and supported. It is

out of funds. Aid it now.

A list of the life members will be pub-

lished next month, and monthly thereafter.

Be among the first.
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The Veteran List.—All persons in any-

way connected with photography now, and

who have been connected with it for twenty-

five years, are entitled to a place on the vet-

eran list, and are hereby requested to send

their names to the Permanent Secretary,

together with the date they entered the pro-

fession.

National Price List.—"Will you please

send the Permanent Secretary your scale

of prices as soon as j'ou can, in order to en-

able the Executive Committee to form the

scale of prices to suggest for use all over the

country where parties choose to adopt it.

Your list will not be published. It is only

to assist the committee in getting at the

average.

Give your support to the Association, in

order that it may continue in its good work.

Prepare now to go to Rochester.

The St. Lottis Group may be had of Mr.

Robert Benecke, corner Fourth and Market,

St. Louis, Mo., for $1, half of which goes to

the Relief Fund. Mr. Benecke also has

stereos and whole size views of the exhibi-

tion, at 25 cents each, and stereos of Shaw's

garden, Cook's wine vaults, &c., where the

members visited.

Deaths.—Mr. D. J. Stewart, of Curls-

ville, Pa., a member of the National Pho-

tographic Association, died November 18th,

1871. We just received the sad intelli-

gence, or it should have been recorded be-

fore.

"All High-toned Gentlemen."—
While a lot of the visiting photographers

at St. Louis were waiting their turn at a

bootblack stand (half price?), a passer-by

remarked what a good-looking set of cus-

tomers the shinee had. "Oh yes, sir!"

said the bootblack, " dese is all high-toned

gemmelmen." Where did the darkie get

his tone from?

Baby pictures are quite the rage now, and

are being sent to us from various quarters.

Mr. Landy's strongest rival is Mr. W. H.

Rhoads, of this city, who has sent us some

of the most amusing and heart-rending ones

of our collection. They are excellent pho-

tographs, too.

OUR PICTURE.

A GOOD photographic magazine should,

we think, serve as a record of the progress

of photography as well as advocate its ad-

vancement. For this reason we serve our

readers this month with another example

of photo-mechanical printing. In no one

branch of our art has so much effort been

made, as in that of printing by mechan-

ical means, pictures (which have all the

charms of a photograph) , more expeditiously

than by silver printing, together with the

added quality of permanency. Our picture

this month is the result of one of the pro-

cesses alluded to, and is, we think, a very

fair approach to a good plain paper print in

every particular. It was printed for us in

Munich, by Mr. Joseph Obernetter. The
process is kindred to the Albertype process,

which is so fully described by Prof. Towler

in his paper read at St. Louis, and published

in our last number, so you need only refer

to that article to find out pretty closely how
this picture was produced.

The negative was made by Messrs. Loes-

cher & Petsch, in Berlin, and is, we think,

a very nice composition. Silver prints

would have been better, but would not, of

course, answer our present purpose of show-

ing how far photo-lithography has pro-

gressed.

Last month we forgot to say that " The
Hen's Nest," by Mr. Griswold, was made
with the Ross Cabinet Lens, of which Mr.

Griswold says, in his letter to us, " I have

up to this time never yet seen a lens that

could beat my extra four-quarter, but I now
knock under to Mr. Ross. One of the most

remarkable qualities of the Ross is its extra-

ordinary rapidity. When you consider its

grea,t depth of focus, this I must consider

extraordinarj'. Taking my extra four-quar-

ter as a guide, I overtimed three or four

plates before I would believe it was so much
more rapid."

In our next number we hope to present a

full dozen of Mr. Landy's laughing and

crying babies, or " Expressive Pets." They

will amuse and instruct.
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^Htcr's Catle.

The Pholographic World for June contains a

beautiful cabinet picture of a child, by Messrs.

Dinmore & Wilson, Baltimore, Md. ; and, with

other very useful articles, the following : Pho-

tography Abroad : Reproduction of Line Draw-

ings, About Ready Sensitized Paper, The Re-

covery of Gold from Old Toning Baths, How to

Prepare Absolute Alcohol, Practical Remarks on

Toning ; Expression in Portraiture ; A Novel

Cause of Fogging ; How I Photograph my Little

Ones; The True Way of Producing Good Nega-

tives ; German Correspondence ; Portrait Pho-

tography ; Landscape Photography ; Old Collo-

dion Made New ; Porcelain Pictures ; Proceed-

ings of the Hypo Club : Landscape Lessons
;

How Photographers Can Get Even with Insu-

rance Companies : The Plate-Holder, a Sensiti-

zing and Developing Box ; All the World Over.

Mailed to any address for 50 cents.

Items op News.—A few copies of our last

number may be had, 80 pages, for 50 cents.

Life membership in the National Photographic

Association will enable you to put a brick in the

edifice of one of the best institutions ever thought

of. All photographers, who have been in and

stuck at the photographic business for a quarter

of a century, may go on the veteran roll. Send

your address to the Permanent Secretary. The

National Photographic Association badges may
be had by m-embers inclosing a stamp to W.

Irving Adams, Esq., care Scovill Manufacturing

Company, 4 Beekman Street, N. Y. Linn's

Landscape Photography. Look out for and get

it early. Read the advertisement of Pretty

Faces if you would put money in your purse.

We have received their monthly price-list from

L. Martin & Co., New York. We have seen Mr.

E. P. Spahn's camera-stand described in the pro-

ceedings of the German Photographers' Society,

New York, and it is without doubt a capital one

—steady, well made, easy working, and conve-

nient. Thanks to the Pennsylvania Photo-

graphic Association, of Philadelphia for a neatly

printed copy of their constitution, by-laws, and

list of members ; Mr. R. J. Chute, Secretary,

712 Arch Street, Philadelphia. "Why don't

the associations, who send you their minutes to

publish, give us more of the practical ' talk ' they

have together?" asks a reader. Will the Sec-

retaries please notice? A photographer called

to see us a few days ago for help in securing him

an operator. Said he advertised in the New
York Herald for one, and received 60 answers.

The majority of those, who sent him samples of

their work, sent the pictures from the Philadel-

phia Photographer and World ; but as he was a

subscriber to both, he was not to be victimized

in that way. Such deceivers should not forget

that our magazines circulate too freely to permit

any such dodge as that to pass.—An Indiana

photographer tells the following :
" An individ-

ual, learning that ferrotypes reversed things, put

his pants in his boot-legs, and expected to see

them outside in his picture. Fact !"

New Stereographs, by Kilburn Bros.—
Mr. B. W. Kilburn, of Kilburn Bros., Littleton,

N. H., has just made a pilgrimage through a

pai t of the South, and secured some of the most

charming negatives we have ever seen, if we may
judge by the proofs before us. In the series are

negro scenes in Virginia, Natural Bridge, Mt.

Vernon, landscapes, and a new and fresh series

of the public buildings and streets of Washing-

ton. We think we can congratulate Mr. Kilburn

on the fact of his last tour being the richest in

the quality of its results of any he has ever

made. Their business now is almost incredible.

Kent's Hand-screen will be presented—or

rather a license to use it—to every member of

the National Photographic Association, free, in

a month or so. The papers are being got ready.

We shall give illustrated directions how to use

it in good season.

Mr. E. T. AVhitney, Norwalk, Conn., re-

minds us that we forgot to mention his display

of pictures at St. Louis. We regret this the

more because we know that he is always repre-

sented at the exhibitions each year, and we
should have run no risk in adding his name to

the list without seeing his work. He is one of

the most earnest members of the National Pho-

tographic Association, and one of its first.

Pretty Faces.—Please read the advertise-

ment, and you will know all about them. You
cannot invest your money in a better advertising

medium. Try some.

Messrs. Flower & Hawkins, St. Paul,

Minn., have been for some time engaged in re-
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fitting their photograph gallery, and have opened

a suite of rooms, which, taking into considera-

tion all the requisites necessary for making good

pictures, are among the finest in the West.

New Art Gallery in Brooklyn.—Mr. Alva

A. Pearsall has opened a new studio corner Ful-

ton and Hudson Avenues. The building was

erected expressly for the photographic art,

under the immediate supervision of Mr. Pear-

sall, who was late principal artist at Brady's

gallery, and whose practical experience of fifteen

years in the art, has resulted in furnishing one

of the most complete and perfectly arranged

buildings in the country

The principal studio is large and roomy, with

one of the finest skylights we ever saw, elegantly

fitted up, with Brussels carpet, silk curtains,

velvet drapery, and with all the paraphernalia

suitable, necessary, or requisite, for producing

every desired effect of light.

Better than all, Mr. Pearsall is making most

elegant work, such as we all hope to see everj'-

body making some day.

Pictures Received.—From Mr. William

Snell, Chester, Pa., a fine carte of Hon. Henry

Wilson, nominee for Vice-President of the

United States.—From Mr. Henry Roeher, 724

Wabash Avenue, Chicago, some exquisite pho-

tographs of ladies in white dresses. Such ren-

dering of white drapery by means of photogra-

phy we had thought almost impossible. Mr.

Roeher is making a specialty of this class of

work, abandoning the large figure lor the greater

advantage of more drapery.—Mr. J. C. Kelley,

Newport, N. H., has sent us some stereographs

of views about his city, which are admirably

taken. He publishes them from negatives made

by Mr. H. A. Kimball, Concord, N. H. They

are very fine specimens of photography.—Mr. J

H. Blakemore, Mt. Airy. N. C. , has sent us some

good pictures of the Siamese twins (who live near

him) and their children.—From Mr. J. M. Cap-

per, Troy, N. Y., we have some beautiful work.

His pictures of children are particularly fine in

posing and fa^posure. His retouching is judicious

and effective.—From Mr. H. E. Couch, Danbury,

Conn., we have some very nice work from nega-

tives untouched.—From Mr. J. H. Lamson,

Portland, Me., some cabinets, &c., that seem to

leave but little to desire. An example of his

work will appear in an early issue of the World.

—Mr. R. Poole, a young photographer in Nash-

ville, Tenn., has also sent us some splendid work

worthy of some of our oldest workers.

Cross's Filtering and Pouring Bottle.—
We have witnessed the operation of this useful

invention, and are very much pleased with it.

Mr. Cross is a practical photographer, and has

given us in his filterer something practical.

A VERY handsome catalogue of photographic

goods lies before us from Messrs. Wilson, Hood

& Co., 822 Arch Street, Philadelphia. It is

beautifully gotten up, and seems to cover every

useful article required by the art photographer

and the photographic business man. It contains

112 pages, and is mailed free to all who ask for

it. Their trade must be prosperous to afford

such a catalogue.

Messrs. E. W. Blake & Son have opened a

gallery at Milburn, N. J. Mr. Blake is a good

artist, and we wish him eminent success.

Glycerin in the Negative Bath.—Mr.

William Myles. Wheeling, W. Va., sends us

some pictures of children from negatives made

in a bad light in fifteen seconds and well exposed.

He added glycerin to his negative bath, and

claims that it accelerates the exposure very

greatly. He reasons that the glycerin makes

the film much more accessible to the action of

the light and the developer, because the atoms of

silver are held as it were in a looser state. We
hope others will try it, and give us their ex-

perience.

Sad Suicide of a Photographer.—Mr. H. B.

Hull, of Parkersburg. W. Va., writes as follows :

"Dear Sirs: Mr. Fred. S. Baker, an old

photographer, committed suicide last Saturday

evening, about ten o'clock, at the Spencer House

of this place. He was quite unwell for about

four or five weeks ; but no reason is known why
he did the rash act. The instrument was a

pistol
;

putting the nozzle in his mouth, the

ball coming out at the back of his head. He
was a ' Mason ' in good standing in Owensboro,

Ky.

"The Masons of this place took charge of his

body, and this afternoon escorted it to the depot,

whence it was put on the cars and shipped to his

daughter in New York City.

"Mr. Baker was an honest and kind-hearted

old gentleman, and well known in the profes-

sion."

Philadelphia and its Environs.—A beauti-

fully printed guide to this city, containing cuts

of the principal buildings, drives, the Park, &c.,

published by Messrs. J. B. Lippincott <& Co.,

Philadelphia. Price 60 cents.
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WHAT A COUNTRY PHOTOGRA-
PHER SAW AT ST. LOUIS.

Brother Wilson : Having heard and

read a great deal about you and a host of

others of the National Photographic Asso-

ciation for the past three or four years, and

having looked upon it as a hobby that was

gotten up for the benefit of a few, I regarded

it as I did Barnum's " waxwork " or " woolly

horse," yet, like the rest of mankind,

thought I would like to contribute my mite

towards the "sell," and so I invested and

went to St. Louis, and will frankly say I

was sold, and well sold, and what is more, am
ready to be sold—again. It was the most

?eable sell I could conceive of. I regis-

tered my name, and received a little Morse

button badge as a member of the National

Photographic Association. Then came the

hearty congratulations of Brother Moore,

Treasurer ; he takes the money. He smiled

and I smiled. "We cordially shook hands,

and- strange to say, he threw his heart

into it. I felt by his grasp that I had one

friend in the crowd. Next was Brother

Wilson, Permanent Secretary, though

rather a meek and lowly-looking man, I

found that he had a hand too that was

worth holding. So I was presented to one

and another; all appeared glad to see me

;

I, too, was glad, and soon began to forget

the notions I had cherished during the

past years of the National Photographic

Association and its supporters. They all

had hands that were able and willing to as-

sist mine, and when I went to the hotel I

there met with friends—friends all around

—friends everywhere—quite like a dream,

yet a reality. John K. demons, the cele-

brated egg-beater, was there, and Germon,

too, with his flute. I played on it, and it

played on me; others played on it, and in

turn, it played too. We were all huppj-,

happy, happy 1 Went to the Exhibition,

and there, like Nick Bottom, " was trans-

lated." I heard fine music

—

gemdne music

—by men that had the " know horo." They

are kept at St. Louis. I saw pictures that

were pictures, fine in chemical eff"ect, pleas-

ing in position, and beautifully retouched.

One could study the efl^ect of them for hours,

and return and look again. Saw where I

fell short in my efibrts, and by examination

and study of these pictures, learned where to

begin first to improve. 1 thought, before I

went to St. Louis, I did as well as the mass,

and that was good enough. I soon got the

conceit taken out of me on that score, and

concluded I was some years behind, and that

would never do. I was among friends—

I

could ask question? and receive answers,

and h&nest' ones, too; and I have been

greyly. Belpjed by many that I shall ever

remember as dear to me as long as I live
;

East, West, North, and South, it was all

the same
; we were like a happy reunion of

18
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old friends, and it has helped nie in my
work ; it has given me caste and position

with my patrons, for they all knew I was

going, that I had gone, and that I have re-

turned. Many wishing to get the latest

style have sat for new negatives, and much
pleased with the improvement, and in the

end it will pay big. My competitor did not

go ; he stayed at home ; I wish he had gone,

for then he would have seen work " most as

good as his own." I hope he will go to Ro-

chester ; I shall if 1 have to do as Mr. Finch

of Texas did in going to St. Louis—go afoot.

And I would advise all that never went to

a convention of the National Photographic

Association to go, to see, hear, and become

acquainted with the style of men that make

up this National Photographic Association,

and you can bet your bottom dollar you will

be one forever after. I would like to hear

from some of our Western brethren through

the organ of the National Photographic

Association, as to what ihey think of the

grand affair of the 7th of May, 1872.

Yours, Jas. Howard.

Plattsburg, N. Y.

NOTES IN AND OUT OF THE
STUDIO.

BY G. WHARTON SIMPSON, M.A., F.S.A.

The Cost of Protecting the Community from,

Extortion—Meeting of the National Pho-

tographic Association— The Progressive Ac-

tion of Light—Bigelow's Album.

The Cost of Protecting the Con^nunityfrom
Extortion.—The subject uppermost in my
mind in commencing to write my monthly

notes for the readers of the Philadelphia Pho-

tographer is the enormous loss incurred by

the editor of that journal in defending the

photographic community of America from

an impost which might have involved them

in an aggregate payment of many thousands

of dollars. I refer to the damages and costs

in which Mr. Wilson has been cast in the

Shaw libel case. I have no intention here

of entering into the details of the case ; that

is unnecessary. Mr. W^ilson saw an attempt

to tax the photographic community very

heavily for practicing the common-sense

economy of recovering the precious metals

from their waste solutions. He knew that

this system of recovering silver from res-

idues had been practiced from the earliest

days in which such residues existed, and he

resolved to protect photographers from be-

ing taxed by means of iniquitous or mis-

applied patent rights, and, by the machinery

which he was the chief agent in setting in

motion, he succeeded in saving the com-

munity from a heavy and irritating charge.

From the singular and anomalous operation

of the law of libel, he finds himself a suf-

ferer to the extent of upwards of $4000 for

the part he took in saving photographers

from this impost. I feel satisfied that the

photographers of the United States will

never see their friend and champion suffer

thus on their bCihalf. To this movement I

do not know what has been done in the

matter. Possibly the whole sum has been

contributed, and the loss paid at the time I

write. If not, I simply wish to add my
impulse to hasten such an issue, as, having

had a more extended experience in editing

a photographic journal than any of my con-

freres, in either the old or the new world, I

can speak with a little confidence on the sub-

ject. I know such an editor's anxieties and

efforts. I know how active, how earnest,

how ever on the alert, how sleepless, he

must be to keep his readers au courant

with photographic progress throughout the

world. He must often be the pioneer in

progress, and always its faithful chronicler.

He must be the watchman, ever ready to

spy danger, and often must throw himself

into the thick of the contest to avert it.

The position, despite its labors, its anxieties,

and risks, is a pleasant and an honorable one,

and generalljr sustains its holder through all

vicissitudes. But a loss like that entailed on

the editor of this journal is crushing to any

one climbing the hill of life and duty, and

he should not be suffered to bear it. I have

some misgivings, whilst I write these words,

as to whether he will permit them to ap-

pear ; but I urge upon him to do so, as I

urge upon American photographers an im-

mediate response—a response of such hearti-

ness that no possible hesitation or misgiv-

ing can arise as to accepting it. In raising

a fund to cover the cost of this suit, I beg

to be permitted to add my name for fifty
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dollars. If, as I suspect, I am late in the

field, I shall be well pleased to come in,

even at the tail of such an eflFort.

The Meeting of the National Photographic

Association.—I have been much interested

in reading the reports of the meeting of the

National Photographic Association at St.

Louis. Each year the Association seems to

acquire strength, symmetrical proportion,

and purpose, and it presents a unique spec-

tacle to the photographic world. The value

of the Exhibition ;
the stimulating and

cheering influence of social intercourse be-

tween a number of men with common aims

and common interests ; and the gain to be

derived from papers and discussions, give

these annual conventions an importance not

easy to be estimated.

The great novelty of the occasion appears

to have been Mr. Sherman's proposal to

tone prints with sulphide of mercu^3^ It

is a matter for experiment and time, rather

than speculation, to settle. The proposition

seems startling enough, although there is

no doubt at all that vermilion is one of the

most permanent of pigments. One of the

most trustworthy investigators of the value

of pigments, and author of an excellent

work on the subject. G-eorge Field, says

that neither light, time^^Tior foul air effect

any sensible change in vermilTOajand that

it may be used in oil, water, or fres^with

perfect safety. But the perplexed photog-

rapher is ready to exclaim that vermilion

is a brilliant red, and to wonder wha
of prints these must \be which are toned^

with one of the most brilliant and powerfu

of red pigments.

That vermilion is the product of tEeTde

compositions in Mr. Sherman's process there

appears to be little doubt. But here some

sligh,t uncertainty arises : there are various

sulphides of mercury possessing different

tints, and different qualities. The subsul-

phide of mercury, in which two atoms of

mercury are united with one atom of sul-

phur, is a black pigment. The protosul-

phide of mercury, which is vermilion, pos-

sesses, however, two varieties, one of which

is red and the other black, and it is possible

that the latter is really a bisulphide, as,

when sublimed, it parts with sulphur and

becomes red. The black modification of

sulphide of mercury is, however, a very

permanent substance, insoluble in nitric

acid or hydrochloric acid, yielding, lik^

gold, only to nitro-hydrochloric acid. It

resists even boiling caustic potash, and is

unaffected by cyanide of potassium. These

are important qaalities, and if the deposit

of this substance is obtained on the silver

image, and all elements injurious to the

silver eliminated at the same time, a great

point is unquestionably gained. I shall

look with interest for further developments.

In the meantime, I may mention that I

have just received a letter from an experi-

enced amateur photographer, Mr. Arthur

Taylor, of Marseilles, in which he incloses

me a silver print Avhich some time ago he

had occasion to rub over at the back with a

red chalk for tracing purposes. Wherever

the red chalk, which he believes to be made

with sulphide of mercury, has touched the

print it has become yellow, whilst the re-

maining portion remains perfectly good.

I shall look with interest for experiments

in the United States with Mr. Krueger's

suggestion for shortening exposures, which

is practically the same as that of M. Bazin

and M. de Constant for using red light, and

differs but little from the still older idea of

exposing a plate to the momentary action

of diffused light to accelerate the produc-

tion of an image. The idea keeps cropping

up in a variety of independent quarters,

and it is probable that, if the conditions

were clearly and precisely laid down, the

" dodge " might be found to possess more

actual value than photographers generally

seem hitherto to have assigned to it.

The Progressive Action of Light

.

—I men-

tioned, in a recent communication, Lieut.

Abney's interesting experiments in relation

to the progressive action of light in carbon

printing, a partially exposed piece of bi-

chromated tissue acquiring sufficient depth

by merely keeping a few hours in the dark

before development. Lieut. Abney has con-

tinued these experiments, and has arrived

at some curious and interesting results,

which recall those made by Becquerel up-

wards of a score of years ago. Becquerel,

it will be remembered, discovered that the

latent image on an iodized silver plate
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might, instead of being developed by mer-

cury in the usual way, have that image

fully brought out by being submitted to the

continued action of the red ray, the plate

being covered with a red glass and sub-

mitted to the continued action of sunlight.

As the result of his experiments, Becquerel

believed that two classes of rays existed in

sunlight

—

exciting rays, which alone had

the power to initiate chemical action ; and

cont'muating rays, having the power to carry

on the action once set up. Mr. Kobert

Hunt, and others, offered what appeared to

be a simpler explanation of the phenomena.

He attributed the result partly to the ef-

fect of heat as accelerating chemical action,

stating that an elFect somewhat analogous

was obtained by applying heat to the back

of the plate ; and partly to the few actinic

rays which passed through red glass. Some

white light, he said, would pass through

the non-actinic glass used, and this might

be sufficient to continue an action already

set up, although insufficient to initiate an

action on the surface previously unacted

upon.

The experiments of Lieut. Abney tend to

conflrni the theory of M. Becquerel, and

discredit the simple explanation to which

we have just referred. He finds that with

the sensitive film of bichromated gelatine

various colored rays have a varied power

of continuing the action of light once set

up, the ultra red ray being most potent in

its action ;
and he has reason to believe that

the spectrum possesses continuating bands

analogous to the thermal bands already

recognized. Already he has applied the

facts of his discovery—although still in its

experimental stage—to practical purpose,

and by submitting a bichromated film to

the action of light under colored glass, after

a A'ery brief exposure, has completed the

action initiated, with results in every way
perfect

The completion of these experiments, and

the precise discovery of the operation of the

law upon which the phenomena are based,

maj' lead to results of a very important

kind. "Whilst Becquerel discovered the con-

tinuing power of the red and yellow ray on

an image already commenced on a film of

iodide of silver, M. Claudet, who experi-

mented largely in the same direction, dis-

covered that these rays, acting upon a bromo-

iodized plate possessing a latent image,

destroyed that image instead of continuing

its development. Acting upon this fact,

M. Claudet, in recent years, when he desired

an impression from a negetive in a hurry,

obtained it by exposing a bromo-iodized

daguerreotype plate to light, and then under

a negative and a yellow glass, afterwards de-

veloping by mercury, whereby he obtained

a perfect positive image. To follow the

details of this operation, it must be borne

in mind that a daguerreotype plate, ex-

posed under a negative in the ordinary

way, would, when developed, yield a nega-

tive image, black where the dense parts of

the negative had protected it, and white

where the light had passed through the

transparent portions. Plates having been

exposed to light generally would develop

white all over, but submitted then to yel-

low light under a negative, the yellow light

destroyed the action of light wherever it

passed through the negative, and so pro-

duced an image in true relation of light

and dark.

These early facts remembered, that cer-

tain rays have the power of continuing the

action of light on iodide of silver, and of

destroying the action of light on bromide of

silver, it may be found, when Lieut. Abney
has determined the precise position in the

spectrum of the continuating bands, that

dry plates prepared with iodide of silver,

and submitted, after an infinitesimal expos-

ure, to the camera image with actinic light,

may, by the aid of the most energetic con-

tinuating rays, yield perfect negatives, The
value of his experiments in connection with

chromic printing has already been demon-

strated, and it is more than possible that

wider and more important results are yet

to come. How far these experiments ex-

plain some of the results of M. Bazin, Mr.

Krueger, and others, it may be interesting

to consider.

Bigelow's Album of Lighting and Posing.—
One of the most valuable aids to art educa-

tion which has yet been presented to the

photographic portraitist is Bigelow^s ALbwn

of Lighting and Posing. It is perfectly' true
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that neither the posing nor the lighting of

the sitter can he successfully conducted by

rule; but I think it is scarcely less certain

that the photographer who has put himself

through a practical course of lessons in car-

rying out Mr. Bigelow's system of rules for

a short time, will have become such a master

of the principles of lighting that he will no

longer have to think of rules. He will have

acquired a habit of seeing a picture in light

and shade in the materials before him, and

will have become so familiar with the mode
of controlling light on the sitter to secure pic-

torial effect in the results, that he will rarely

fail to produce some pleasing effect. The

idea is most admirable, and the carr^'ing out

leaves nothing to desire.

The examples of lighting and posing in

the Albu!n are very charming, and singularly

varied in effect. It is amazing how two dozen

Victoria card portrait studies, mounted on

cards, with large margin, attached to linen,

and bound in a handsome volume, together

with illustrated key and instructions, can be

sold for six dollars. It would be diflScult

to purchase such studies at a quarter of a

dollar each, and this allows nothing for in-

structions, for binding, &c. Every portrait

photographer should possess a copy for his

own guidance, if not for the use and study

of sitters in the reception-room. I hope to

introduce it to English photographers, and

shall be glad to see facilities established

whereby they too can purchase and study it.

The most incapable will find the work a

simple and safe guide to many effects. The
capable portraitist will find it full of sugges-

tions for much greater variety of effect than

it immediately presents, and whilst availing

himself of the aid and suggestions will take

care that rules shall not become fetters.

HOW TO DISPATCH WORK.
BY H. B. HILLYER.

During the last three years I have aver-

aged a good business, and having no assist-

ant, not even to sweep out my gallery, or

bring water, you know my duties have been

very severe, and have required a close econ-

omy of time and labor to get through ; and

I think I have reduced it to its minimum.

Besides my regular gallery work, I have

managed to make some sixty or sevent}'' very

good stereo negatives, which yield me a

steady income, having sold 8000 views in

the past three years at $4 per dozen. My
routine is as follows : I get to my gallery

quite early, and first thing silver my paper,

and sweep out ; then varnish my negatives

(if it was not done the evening previous),

and by this time my customers begin to get

in. Now, by continued advertisement and

repeated suggestions, I have learned my
customers to come in the morning, from

eight to two o'clock ; this is & great advan-

tage, and you will find the public will readily

yield, for they all want good pictures, and

when they ask me " What is the best time to

co7ne?" I tell them from eight to two, that

my light works best at that time, and they

will get better pictures in the morning than

after the cares and fatigues of the day ; that

a colt or lamb is more frolicsome, and birds

sing merrier, and all nature looks more gay

and cheerful, and man is no exception to

the rule. Now I am rarely troubled after

two o'clock, except by a straggler. This

gives me the evening to print, and as I print

every other day (if possible), and print in

the sun, I have no difficulty in getting my
work all printed. I then cut out, wash, tone,

and fix
;
then wash my prints through sev-

eral changes of water, and let them remain

in water until I go home at night. I then

take a newspaper, once doubled, and lay my
prints on one half of it, the faces all the

same way, and in a pile as large as my
largest print, usually 8 x 10, and having

put them all on the paper, I lay the other

half over them, and take them home. They
are thus kept perfectly damp, and get a

thorough draining. It is about half a mile

to my house. I have at home a wooden
tank made, about two feet square, and six

inches deep, and varnished inside with shel-

lac. It has been in use for three years, and
is as good as new. The top is wider than

the bottom ; it sets between four legs on

cross-pieces, so that the legs come up two
inches on the sides, and the tank can thus

be easily taken off to work. It also has a

faucet to draw off the water. In this I

wash my prints for several hours, and let

them lay in water all night. In the morn-
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ing I take them out before breakfast, and

lay them on paper, face up, to dry. I have

a framework of slats, about as large as our

city paper, and I lean this at an angle of

45 degrees, and thus allow the pi-ints to

drain. When about half dry, I turn them

face down, on dry paper, and they are soon

ready for mounting. " Prints stick best if

mounted nearly dry, hut must still be damp."

I then mount them, and get to my gallery,

a little later than usual, and have this day

to dry, and roll, and frame, &c. I thus

keep my work well up, delivered promptly,

and no part of it is slighted.

For several years it troubled me a great

deal to manage my stereo printing and

mounting. As it is unsafe to cut them

apart before washing, &c., and they cannot

be cut when damp, hence I would have to

let them dry, that at some leisure or rainy

day I would cut out a lot of them, and

dampen and mount them. Now this drying

and redampening prints certainly injures

the surface, and is troublesome. I finally

hit upon a plan that I find very handy. I

have a glass form cut, six inches long and

three inches wide. This must be carefully

squared, and across the centre I make a

diamond scratch.
| |

|
Now I silver

each day several more sheets of paper than

I need, and if negatives come in, in time, I

can print it up, and if not, I print it on most

needed stereo negatives. (My lenses are

just three inches apart.) When I cut out

niy day's printing, T lay my glass form over

the stereo print, the centre diamond scratch

covering exactly the dividing-line of the

prints, and trim all around it. If your

camera was levelled when the negative was

made, this cuts them out just right. I then

wash and tone with balance of wash, some-

times only two or three pictures, at others

a dozen or two. In the morning, when I

mount, I take these stereo prints and cut

them apart with the scissors while wet, and

lay the right-hand print face down, and the

left-hand print on top of it, also face down,

and so on until all are cut and piled. I

then paste the back of first, and put it on

the right-hand end of my mount, and the

second on the left hand, and the prints are

reversed almost without thought. Printed

along a few at a time, serves to save paper

that would be otherwise wasted, and gives

little or no extra trouble, and yields a good

income, besides being an excellent advertise-

ment.

GERMAN CORRESPONDENCE.
The St. Louis Convention—Kruger's Method

of Shortening Exposure— Cooling the Gal-

lery—Scamo7ii's Handbook of Heliogrnphy

— Bigelow's Album of Lighting and Posing

—Pra.ng's Chromos.

I HAVE read with -the highest interest the

numerous interesting reports of the St.

Louis Convention, and I must confess that

we in Europe have some cause to be envious

of the American fraternity, for the hope of

ever bringing together a similar multitude

of fellow-laborers in this country must be

considered an illusion.

One of the papers read before your meet-

ing has already, with us, given rise to dis-

cussion and experiments. I refer to Mr.

Kruger's (ofNew York) ^&po\i on shortening

tlte time of exposure. A.lthough the thing

appears very simple, still it requires some

practice in order to avoid mistakes. I ex-

posed on a person for one second, and held

the colored paper for six, eight, ten seconds

in front of the object-glass, but obtained at

first veiled pictures. Only when I held the

paper away from the light and exposed with

it for six seconds, the fog would disappear.

In order to see if this method actually

would yield more detail, I took a stereo-

scopic camera and exposed a plate with both

lenses open, and re-exposed with colored

paper the one half of the stereoscopic plate.

On developing this plate the greater rich-

ness of detail of the re-exposed plate became

evident ; but I believe that this secondary

illumination still needs material improve-

ments. With colored paper there is a de-

gree of uncertainty, depending on the

brightness of the weather, the position in

which the paper is placed, the distance from

the camera, &c. It seems to me preferable

to use lamplight for the secondary illumina-

tion. This can always be had of equal inten-

sity, and the plate can always be placed at the

same distance, which would insure even re-

sults. Lamplight, however, will require

minutes of time to produce an effect upon
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the plate, but we avoid at the same time the

danger uf fogging. Grasshoff, who unfor-

tunately was lost too soon to our art, em-

ployed a similar method during the dark

days of winter. He exposed the plate after

leaving the camera to the light of a petro-

leum lamp ; but as a precaution, and in order

to insure an even distribution of light over

the whole plate, he placed between the lamp

and the plate a piece of ground-glass. Dr.

Zencker, after Becquerel, thinks it is abso-

lutely necessary to employ only red and

yellow light for the secondary illumination,

for this will act on the exposed parts of the

plate only, and avoid all danger of fogging.

At all events this is a process of the greatest

importance, and it behooves all photogra-

phers to test it thoroughly. I, for my part,

believe that red light is not the only light

which exercises an influence.

When we expose a plate for one or two

minutes to a feeble lamplight we will not

find an impression on the plate ; but if we
expose for five minutes we will find a deli-

cate veil over the plate when we develop it.

Let us now suppose for an example that five

light units are requisite to affect the plate at

all ; let us suppose further, that a portrait

plate has been exposed for a short time

;

that some parts of it have been affected by

only j, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, &c., units of the light

intensity, and only those parts which have

received five units will show on the plate

when developed ; when, however, the plate,

after exposure receives light equal to three

units, then we have to add the light units to

the under-exposed parts, and we would have

2 + 3 = 5, 3 -f 3 = 6, 4 -f 3 = 7, and these

parts would now show on the plate after de-

velopment. This demonstrates that the thing

is theoretically possible, but it shows also that

if we make the secondary illumination too

stpong, stronger than five, then all the parts

of the plate will be in a condition to be

affected by the developer, and the result

would be a fog. If such a fog would not

take place if we employ red light only, re-

mains to be seen.

Mr. Prumm exhibited recently a very

simple and handsome apparatus which he

employs for keeping his gallery cool. With
us in Berlin, which is located further north

than Quebec, the heat is not so excessive as

in the United States, still in the galleries

exposed to the sun the thermometer fre-

quently rises to 100° Fahr., a temperature

which is not very well calculated to give to

the face a fresh and comfortable appearance.

Mr Prumm employs

for cooling his atelier

an apparatus which is

called a refrigerator.

An India-rubber bag,

A, supplied with

valves, is placed on

the floor, and by step-

ping on it with the

foot it acts like a pair

of bellows, and forces

the air into the bag B

;

from B the air passes

through the India-

rubber tube, K, and

passes next in the glass

tube, C ; this sucks at once water from the

vessel W, and distributes it through the

point C as a fine spray through the iroom,

and by evaporation the temperature becomes

at once lower.

Mr. Prumm employs this apparatus not

only for cooling the atmosphere, but he

moistens with it also the interior of the

camera, and he states that since its employ-

ment he has not been troubled with drying

spots.

A work has recently been published here

which, it seems, will fill a vacancy in our

literature. It is called the Handbook of

Heliography^ by George Scamoni, of Peters-

burg, published by Priedlander, ia Berlin.

The author by his extraordinary successes,

which were partly published in the Mitt-

heilungen, has gained a reputation, and is

considered master of this branch of photog-

raphy.

But so far this subject has been but slightly

investigated, and secrets still play a veiy

important part, and we cannot appreciate it

too highly that the author has published all

his experience.

But while duly acknowledging the merits

of European works, I must not omit to men-

tion a new and practical American treatise,

and as such I have hailed with pleasure

Bigelow's Album of Lighting and Posing.

I confess that this work has furnished me
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much instruction, particularly the manner

in which, by word and picture, studies about

light and pose are explained and made com-

prehensible. I know full well how difficult

this is, for I experienced it myself, when

writing: my Handbook^ and in the second

edition I shall not omit to refer to Bigelow's

example. We have learned much from

America in these practical matters. The

Phoiographer to his Patrons was the pro-

totype of a similar little book here, the bene-

ficial effect of which is felt already all over

Germany. The Philadelphia Photogi^apher

induced other photographic journals to issue

photographic illustrations with their maga-

zines.

The influence of America on Germany is

much greater than most people imagine. 1

felt this very keenly when a number of

chroinos by Mr. Prang, in Boston, were ex-

hibited here. We manufacture a great

many chromos, but generally of a medium
quality and at low prices. We have of

ohromo-lithography a rather low opinion,

and it is considered an inferior branch of

art, but such productions as those of Prang,

particularly the Madonna of Murillo, Ad-

miral Farragut, Spanish Boy, Odalisk,

Beethoven, were considered impossibilities.

They make the impression of original paint-

ings. In Germany it is considered now a

sign of bad taste to ornament a room with

chromos, but I should not hesitate a moment
to decorate my walls with Prang's chromos.

Yours, truly.

Dr. Yogel.

I NOTICE that some of your correspon-

dents are troubled to clean up ferrotype

plates for use the second or third time.

Now that plates are so high it won't do

to waste them.

If you have made a failure, lay the plate

on a board at the end of the sink, and with

a rag rub off the picture. Now "spit" on

the plate, rub the saliva quickly over the

surface, rinse off well under the tap, and

hang it up to dry, which it will do smoothly,

and needing no after-cleaning. That's all,

and will do to go with the toy teapot for

varnish, given in the March number of the

Phoiographer, by 0. I. C, who has my
hearty thanks. A. C. Lewis.

PHOTOGRAPHIC MINCE-MEAT.
The National Photographic Association

has had and has enjoj^ed its session for

the year 1872, and as I was present I can
" speak from the book," therefore allow me
to say that St. Louis gave us a reception

that confirmed all previous reports of her

" high-toned " citizens, and at the same time

our entertainment while there placed her

photographers "high up" in the scale of

even St. Louis citizens. Eochester has

much to do in '73 to secure a favorable

comparison, and much more to beat its pre-

decessor. Fitz is simply a brick, and can

be relied upon when a duty is imposed upon

him. My object, however, is not to write

of that St. Louis Convention or to draw
comparisons, for I am free to say, that after

attending three conventions (the first being

at Cleveland), I am proud to acknowledge

that I have gained more, considering the ex-

pense, than I ever gained in any other way,

except reading the Photographer, Bidletin,

and Friend. I am confirmed in my opinion

that a photographer that fails to get upon

the National Photographic Association

train will be left so far behind, that he had

better call in an auctioneer and get what he

can for his traps at once, than run the risk

of being so badly beaten by all his com-

petitors who are on that train. However,
enough of this. I took up the pen to give

you some hash, and here we go on firstly,

Floating Paper for Prints.—J. K. dem-
ons (Greeley) gave some very good points,

both at Philadelphia and St. Louis, which I

would advise all who heard them to practice.

To those who did not, but read photographic

publications, I would say that, as a rule,

photographic printers get careless about the

strength of their silver solution, and in their

manipulations. This is not as it should be.

The silver solution should be kept at a uni-

form strength, and any variation desired,

on account of the variation of temperature,

should be in the manipulation alone, and not

in varying the strength of the silver solu-

tion. If you will read all the articles upon

printing that fall in your hands (and I

would advise you to do so) you will observe

that no two of them agree as to strength of

solution, time of floating, and manner of

getting the paper on and off the solution.
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Why so much difference ? If you think a

few moments, you will see that one kind of

pajter is used in one case and another kind

in another, while one uses silver to the

amountof sixty grains to the ounce, another

uses only twenty-five grains to the ounce
;

and one writer lives where the mercury only

gets up to 75° Fahrenheit, while the other

often feels it at 108°. Now each one of

these writers undertakes to instruct the other

as to how he ought to manipulate, by saying

that, according as the temperature goes up

or down, the strength of the solution should

be changed. I boldly assume the position

that the strength of the silver solution should

never be changed, but the manipulation

should depend somewhat upon the state of

the mercury.

Albumenized paper should never come

in contact with anything more solid than

fluids. We often see it recommended to use

a glass rod, in order to scrape o^the surplus

when removing the paper from the silver

bath. I defy any practical operator to

resort to such a course successfully. The

albumen is softened as soon as the paper

touches a solution, and even the contact of

the fingers disturbs the surface ; how much
more so a hard substance like glass. The

only safe method to adopt is to allow nothing

harder than a liquid to come in contact with

albumen paper while wet. Look at the

original papers upon photography, and you

will find that it was necessary to pass every

sheet of paper under a hot or warm iron

after it was albumenized, to coagulate

THE ALBUMEN. Some VERY smart individ-

uals afterwards discovered that heat was not

necessary, as the nitrate of silver coagulated

the albumen. This may be all true enough,

but when you come to consider that at that

time sixty or seventy-five grains of silver to

the ounce of water was then the minimum,
and that considerable alcohol was one of the

important components of the silver solution,

there was a show for coagulation of the al-

bumen. How is it now? Twenty-five grains

of silver to the ounce and no alcohol makes

a material difierence, and obliges every

photographic printer, if he expects good re-

sults, to pass a heated iron over the albumen-

ized paper before he enters upon the silver-

ing or sensitizing process.

If a manufacturer of albumen paper will

take pains to coagulate the albumen by pass-

ing the paper over a warm cylinder, he will

gain a reputation for his brand far in ad-

vance of all competitors in a very short time.

Paper so prepared will never spoil nor smell

bad. It will be just as good at the end of

twelve months as it was at first ; and we
who live in a benighted town of only 150,-

000 inhabitants can get just as good paper

as those who make one of the 151,000 in-

habitants of another town. Will some of

you albumenizers try it ? This is a long

firstly, but in due course of time here comes

secondly.

In looking over many formulee, distilled

water takes quite a prominent position.

Now I assume a new role here, and while

1 grant that there can be found water that

contains so much vegetable matter that it is

useless (yes, even worse than useless) for

photographic purposes, and that other water

is so contaminated with mineral substances

as to be quite troublesome, I am free to say

that the article known as distilled water is

the greatest nuisance of them all. I have

been ground in that mill, and abominate

the term. The only water I use in all of my
solutions is the Ohio River water, furnished

by our water-works (it drinks well, too, in

.all seasons of the year). But, says one, I

am out of its reach. All right ; make the

water that is the most convenient to you

useful photographically by a few particles

of nitrate of silver. The silver is not lost,

for, if you will decant the water after it has

settled, you will find all of the silver in the

bottom of the vessel in the shape of a chlor-

ide. Water thus treated can be trusted for

any photographic purpose.

Thirdly and last (this time). I presume

that I am not the only one that is often in-

terrogated as to the time of exposure. Very
few photographers from the "rural dis-

tricts" with whom I come in contact fail

to put the question. How quick ca7Z you make

a picture? This is so common that it has

become chronic, and I propose to suggest a

remedy for the cure of this infernal disease.

The question of time required for an ex-

posure is of so little account in the main,

that I never would and never did spriiig it

in conversing on photography. Suppose
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the maximum time to be sixty seconds, and

the minimum ten seconds, M;Ae?'e is the adult

that cannot accomniodaie hiynself to one as

well as the other 'i or to any time between

these points ? There is only one rule to be

governed by, and that is to make the expos-

ure long enough to bring out all of the detail.

I venture the assertion that there are a greater

proportion of photographs and ferrotypes

spoiled by under-exposure than by any
other one cause. There seems to be an in-

clination on the part of some who make a

living at the camera, to boast of the quick-

ness with which they can produce an im-

pression in the camera, a point second to

nearly all others. The question of time,

when sixty seconds is the maximum, is one

of very little importance in photography.

To say that a certain photograph was pro-

duced in ten seconds is not a thing to boast

of; but to point to a beautiful photographic

production, and assert at the same time that

you made it, is a feat to be proud of, even

if the exposure consumed ninety seconds.

When we look back some thirty years, and

find that five minutes in the rays of strong

sunlight out of doors were required to pro-

duce an impression on a sensitized plate, we
certainly ought to hail the advance in our

art with heartfelt thanks, when we are able

to produce first-class impressions in sixty

seconds and less. 1 care not for the difl'er-

ence between ten seconds and sixty seconds,

if the result is good. It is now some twelve

years since I learned one little point in pho-

tography which has been of great benefit to

me. I stepped into the gallery of a neigh-

bor, and while there he remarked, among
other things, that " a long exposure with

weak developer" produced the best results. I

therefore close this article by advising you

all to try it, and never again question an

operator as to the length of time he requires

for a sitting. Yours, fraternally,

I. B. Webster.

The Thotographie World for 1871 we are

offering at an extra low price. We have a

few volumes, and the price and "reasons

for selling " we give in the advertisement.

Please read it. The volumes are valuable.

Alkaline Development of Dry Plates

and of Washed Plates not Dried.

Make up the following six solutions and

label from 1 to 6.

Solution No. 1.

Pyrogallie Acid, . . .3 grains.

Water, Distilled, . . 1 ounce.

Must be mixed fresh, as it will not keep.

Solution No. 2.

Liquor Ammonia, . . 1 ounce.

Carbonate of Ammonia, . 1 ounce.

Water, Distilled, . . 32 ounces.

This solution keeps indefinitely in ground-

stoppered bottles.

Solution No. 3.

Water, Distilled, . . 32 ounces.

Bromide of Potassium, . 160 grains.

This solution will not spoil.

Solution No. 4.

One ounce of . . . . No. 1.

One ounce of . . . . No. 2.

One ounce of . . . . No. 3.

This solution will keep from three to five hours

fit for use.

Solution No. 5.

Pyro, . . . .96 grains.

Citric Acid, . . .24 grains.

Acetic Acid, ... 1 ounce.

Water. Distilled, . . 32 ounces.

This solution keeps well.

Solution No. 6.

Water, . . . .10 ounces.

Nitrate of Silrer, . . 100 grains.

Citric Acid, . . .24 grains.

This solution keeps well.

To use the above solutions take an exposed

plate, remove color from back, flow over

plate water one ounce, alcohol one ounce,

wash plate until greasiness is gone ; then

take sufiicient of Solution No. 1 to cover

plate, flow over and return to developing

cup, to which add four to five drops of No.

4 Solution, flow plate again with this and

the image will faintly appear ; keep this

solution on the plate until all detail is out,

adding from time to time, as judgment

directs, a few drops more of No. 4 (the

writer has often got intensity enough by

continuing on the development as above de-
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scribed, but he prefers to finish with silver

mid pyro). After all detail is up, wash the

plate and flow over it sufficient No. 5 Solu-

tion, return to developing-cup, to which

add three drops No. 6 Solution, keeping on

until the desired intensity is obtained. The
more of No. 6 used the stronger will be the

intensitj' of the negative. This develop-

ment is for a suflBoiently exposed plate. If,

after a prolonged development with Solu-

tions Nos. 1 and 4, the image refuses to

come from under-exposure, wash off the

plate and flow with Solution No. 1, return

to developing-cup and add a few drops of

No. 2, flow over plate again ; watch with

care that fogging of the shadows does not

take place. After having got up by this

treatment all that will come, wash the plate,

and finish with Solutions Nos. 5 and 6 as

written. Many under-exposed plates can be

so saved, but the chances are against a good

result.

To use alkaline development on wet plates,

coat, sensitize in silver bath, remove to a bath

of distilled water, agitate until all greasiness

is gone, now wash well in several changes of

water, and flow the plate with water one

ounce, bromide of cadmium two grains, for

two or three minutes ; wash well once more,

and put it into a grooved box of distilled

water until it is wanted for use. If it is

put into a holder, the corners of which are

full of nitrate of silver, the plate will be-

come contaminated and the result failure
;

to prevent, cover the corners and bottom of

the holder with strips of filtering-paper. It

is besi for photographers commencing to

use the alkaline development to familiarize

themselves to its use by using a wet plate,

washed as described but not dried, being

careful in all the operations to use the light

from a candle, well shielded by orange-

colored glass. Gas, as used in development

with iron, will not do, these plates being

more sensitive to white light than the un-

washed plates ; don't neglect this caution,

unless success is not wanted. For an oc-

casional outdoor call, plates, after being

washed as written, may be flowed with mo-
lasses one ounce, distilled water one ounce,

and put into holders, will keep undried and

sensitive for six to eight hours when taken

from holder, well washed, and developed as

written for the dry plates. The difference

between a washed plate not dried and one

dried and flowed with preservative is as 1 to

6, and all dry plates are from three to six

times as insensitive as wet plates not washed.

"William Bell, Photographer,

1202 Chestnut St., Philadelphia.

Hints from the Record of an Artist

and Photographer.

BY JOHN L. GIHON.

It has long since become an axiom

that experience is our best teacher, and as I

acknowledge having reaped many benefits

from the scraps of information gained from

others, I willingly, in return, shall endeavor

to put into shape an account of the results

of some of my own labors. Lately I was

called upon to superintend the working of a

gallery that had been newly erected. I

found that several operators had preceded

me, and that at the time of my advent the

work that was being delivered could not,

certainly, be classed with the best. It may
be of some benefit to recapitulate the imme-

diate causes of failure in the case, and to

speak of the remedies that I found most ef-

fectual in restoring matters to their proper

condition. I shall preface my remarks by

stating that it is my design to extend these

"Hints" beyond the limits of a single pa-

per, and that after I shall have familiarized

my readers with localities—after we have,

as it were, together, righted all of our ob-

truding difficulties—I intend to speak of

many of the events that daily occur in the

prosecution of our profession, to criticize the

shortcomings of ourselves as well as those

of our customers, and to endeavor to incor-

porate a few of those principles of art which

portrait painters continually make use of,

into our practiced routine of picture-making.

I consider that chemicals and apparatus

should be classified with "artists' materials."

When we desire to paint, we set our palettes

with a selection of colors adapted to our

own taste, we pick out the brushes suitable

for the purpose in hand, and we use the

vehicles, canvas, or paper, that the occasion

may require. In the practice of photogra-

phy we still have pictures to make, and as
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the results of our work should be more deli-

cate, we must in turn be the more discrimi-

nating, or exact in all that affects that which

we may call the handiwork. In the first

instance, then, we will see if our dark and

glass-rooms, with their contents, are in the

proper condition. I will revert to the posi-

tion into which I have already placed my-
self—a new-comer into a photographic

gallery, the capacities of which, under judi-

cious management, are capable of satisfying

any demand upon them. I found an admi-

rably designed building, a commodious

operating-room, with its dark-closet plea-

santly situated, and a convenient arrange-

ment for printing and washing departments.

The proprietor, although a practical photog-

rapher himself, had been too busily en-

gaged in other pursuits to pay a great

amount of attention to the details of his bu-

siness, and everything had been left to the

judgment of those whom he had placed in

charge. There was evidently no lack of

patronage, and an immediate occasion de-

manded attention to the duties of the place.

The first plates that I coated showed symp-

toms of all of the most clearly defined pho-

tographic maladies. Development pro-

duced a fogged image and a streaked and

stained negative. Likening ourself to the

physician who perceives the disease—it re-

mains to discover the cause and to deter-

mine upon the proper method of treatment

and cure. Instinct and training at once

suggest the course to pursue. The bath,

when tested with litmus paper, shows it-

self to possess an alkaline tendency; when

proved with the hydrometer, or that which

is better, the volumetric tube, the solution

appears to contain at least 50 grains of sil-

ver to the ounce.

Here there are two very distinct and well-

known causes of trouble, either one of them

capable of being readily removed. In the

one case by the addition of nitric acid, and

in the other by a reduction of the strength

of the bath. Experiments even now do not

assume a satisfactory aspect. Causes of pos-

sible failure, disconnected from the condi-

tion of the nitrate bath itself, make them-

selves apparent, but at the same time we
feel and know that all is not right with our

solution. A diligent course of inquiries re-

veals the fact that different practitioners

have in turn prescribed for the patient in

hand, and that caustic potash, carbonate of

soda, and even cyanide of potassium have

in turn been administered in variable doses.

Were we removed from available aid we
should also pursue our course of treatment,

which would be a rapid evaporation of the

liquid, and a subsequent fusing of the en-

tire mass. As it is, time presses, and cus-

tomers are plenty. Under these circum-

stances my plan of operation is to send the

uncertain mixture to the nearest reliable

refiner, to be converted into pure crystals,

and to at once make a bath for ourselves,

that we can be entirely familiar with from

its birth, and for which we therefore can

become personally responsible.

The manufacture of a negative bath has

been so thoroughly and so plainly described

by Mr. Anderson, in a recent number of

the Photographer^ that it would be super-

fluous to repeat the process. I can only ad-

vise you to adhere to all that he proposes,

and I assure you that success will be the re-

sult. In his after-care of the same there is

no improvement to recommend. A bath,

so treated, will continue serviceable for an

indefinite length of time. Evaporation,

sunning and strengthening are the very

simple and eflScacious, methods that will re-

lieve you from all anxiety on that score.

Constant filtration is by no means necessary.

When you do desire to remove the solution

from its vessel, a syphon pump is of course

a very cleanly and pleasant contrivance to

handle. There are so many of you unpro-

vided with the article, that I will speak of

another very easy way to accomplish it.

Procure a long India-rubber tube ; com-

mencing with one end of it, thrust it grad-

ually into your bath until all is imnlersed;

then squeeze together the upper portion of

it with your thumb and first finger, and in-

troduce that end into a bottle or whatever

other receptacle you may be provided with
;

keep this latter upon a lower level than the

bath itself, and you will find that you have

formed an admirably working syphon, with-

out having spilled a drop, or having risked

the filling of your mouth with a nauseous

and dangerous dose. Some men will not

depart from old practices, and there are
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many who will no doubt persist in using

their glass syphons, and converting their

lips into suction valves. Those that prefer

adhering to this old-fashioned method will

do well to remember that in common salt

they have an excellent remedy against any

evil results from the swallowing of a silver

solution. Einse the mouth thoroughly with

salt and water, and drink a draught of it.

It may also not be a familiar fact to all,

that we likewise have an ever-ready and

effectual antidote to poison from cyanide of

potassium in our iron developing solution.

Do not hesitate to force a glass of the latter

upon any one who has been unfortunate

enough to accidentally swallow any of that

subtle poison. Haste is requisite, for in it

death has a most speedy co-worker.

To return to our subject. I would speak

of my preferences for a bath vessel suffi-

ciently large to hold several gallons. Mine
contains, probably, about four gallons, and

will admit of your entering your hand and

arm into it when you desire to cleanse it.

The practice of keeping broken glass in the

bottom is to be recommended, although I

prefer attaining the same end by so arrang-

ing ray dipper that the plate never comes

into contact with the lowest strata of the

fluid.

Again, I give my unequivocal approval

to the manner of immersing plates—upside

down, as it were. That is, with the collo-

dionized side next to the dipper.

Mr. Carbutt was the first to suggest to me
a yery ready way of accomplishing this.

The rubber dipper is heated and thus soft-

ened over the flame of a spirit lamp, and
bent into a lengthened curve ; then when it

has acquired the desired shape, it is plunged

into cold water. It will retain the form

you have given it, and still remain equally

available for coating the plates in the old

manner.

We will next examine the condition of

our collodion, developer, &e., but will prob-

ably do well to defer our talk in regard to

them until next month.

Photographic skylights hereabouts, have

been almost unendurable of late, on account

of the extreme heat.

SILVER ANI) GOLD.
Silver and gold both being considered

essential, I believe, in producing good pho-

tographs, I have had the temerity to try a

combination of the silver and gold (medal)

processes, and with very satisfactory results.

Having on hand a quantity of alum bath

(silver medal) on my return from St. Louis,

it was set aside to put in practice some of

the brilliant new ideas gained there, by
trying the glycerin bath (gold medal).

Owing, I think, to some peculiarity of

the paper used, I found trouble from con-

tinued discoloration after each time using.

Camphor would remedy it, but, like the

Wabash shakes, it would return. 1 then

bethought me to try aluTn in the glycerin

bath, which I proceeded to do by clearing

up the discoloration, and filtering the two

together, there being about an equal bulk

of each. Excelsior ! No more discolora-

tion, weaker silver (bath being reduced by

use), and a very appreciable reduction in

the amount of gold required for toning (we

are toning four sheets of paper with each

grain of chloride of gold, and, I think, using

enough).

Thinking this too good a thing to keep, I

at once sat down in my impulsive way to ap-

prise you of my discovery, (?) but, on second-

thought, concluded to wait a while, "just to

see how the new thing worked." I have

seen it used now day after day for several

weeks, and with uniform, satisfactory re-

sults, and I offer the idea to such as wish it.

It is, in my hands, superior to either pro-

cess alone, and the keeping qualities of the

paper are satisfactory even in this hot

climate.

I inclose you a card, and also an untoned

proof printed before noon on the 10th of

July, thei'mometer at 90°, and weather very

damp. You may not be able to distinguish

the ^j?^oo/ of the keeping qualities after this

proof travels fifteen hundred miles, but the

toned card will tell whether my economy

of gold is extravagant or not.

Truly yours, J. Lee Knight.
ToPEKA, Kansas.

A LIFE membership in the N. P. A . costs

$25. You cannot invest that sum in any

way more to your advantage.
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EXPLANATORY.
I HAVE received a line from Mr. Shaw,

relative to some remarks made by me at St.

Louis before the members of the ISTational

Photographic Association, which that gen-

tleman says, " I think would convey the im-

pression that I had attempted in some way

to purchase or bribe your firm to acquiesce

in or indorse something wrong or dishonor-

able."

The words to which Mr. Shaw takes ex-

ception are the following : " There was too

much at stake ; he would not sell himself

for a few paltry dollars." The interview

on which these remarks were based, and the

language used, is already familiar, having

been published in the June number of the

Philadelphia Photographer in full. What-

ever inferences may have been drawn, it is

very gratifying to me to know from Mr.

Shaw, personally, that it was foreign to his

intention to make any dishonorable prop-

osition when he intimated a small sum of

money would avoid anj trouble. With re-

gard to the words, " there was too much at

stake ; he would not sell himself for a few

paltry dollars, " some explanation may seem

necessary, for by them I intended to convey

the impression that Mr. H. T. Anthony
would not compromise a claim which he

believed to be an unjust one for the trifling

consideration of a small sum of monej'

;

not that Mr. Shaw wished to purchase him,

only that his demands would not be extrav-

agant, or his charge for the use of the pat-

ent would be very moderate.

V. M. Wilcox.

I SEND you, for the benefit of the frater-

nity, a formula for the very best retouching

varnish that I have ever seen.

Spirits of Turpentine, . 1 ounce.

Balsam of Fir, . . .4 drops.

With a small tuft of clean cotton, just

moisten the surface of any previously var-

nished negative, and when dry it is ready

for any grade of pencil. Try it, and you
will be pleased with the result.

Stiles P. Armsbury.

Owing to the pressure upon our columns
by the National Photographic Association

for the last few numbers, we have had to

neglect Sphynx. We trust that we shall be
able to keep it up regularlj' now, and that

the questions will be answered freely by our

readers who are -posted. We do not want
to answer these questions. Our desire is to

bring out our readers, and to coax them,

through Sphynx, to give vent to their ideas.

Please oblige us. If any questions hereto-

fore asked are as yet unsatisfied, please

repeat them in our next.

—

Ed. P. P.

Wells River, N. H., May 9th, 1872.

My dear Mr. Editor : It is a very bold

thing in me, in fact almost brazen, for a

young lady like me to address you, a

stranger
; but the inclosed five dollar bill is

for a year's subscription to your journal.

Commence from January 1st, 1872, please.

Thus I hope this will give me the privilege of

consulting Sphynx in my, or rather our, dire

necessity. By our, I mean my pa and me.

He calls himself a " photographic artist,"

and I, as his chief assistant, am, I suppose,

a photographess. My pa is a modest man
(a rarity I opine in the profession), and
blushingly retires from asking questions of

you, inasmuch that he does not take your

journal. I am wrong ; did not take, &c.

The inclosed legal tender now, however,

makes us subs.

We (my pa and me) out here are greatly

troubled in our minds for the solutions of

several knotty points, which thus far have

eluded our grasp, or, in other words, have

met with answers most contradictory and

unsatisfactory ; in fact, much resembling

those delectable extracts from Mr. Ander-
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son's " Curiosities of Photographic Litera-

ture. '

' I now propose to place these enigmas

before Sphynx, and let her mysterious voice

answer rather than propose riddles. And
in order to make this unusually interesting,

I further propose to call for answers from

several of " our most distinguished operators

of the day." Let their answers be pub-

lished in your next number, that we may
mutually enjoy the dire confusion which is

only too sure to follow. What say you ?

Shall us ? Yes ? Then let's.

1. Examining at some length, "cards"

made by acknowledged artists, we cannot

fail to observe that those made by one pho-

tographer stand out in bold relief, stereo-

scopically, if I may be allowed to so express

my meaning. 1 do not think that either

the lighting or the posing anything to

boast of, but their solidity or roundness is

what particularly strikes me. "Whilst on

the other hand others are exquisitely lighted

and artistically posed, and yet appear to me
rather as basso relievo. Why is this ? The

best and decidedly the most artistic of these

are not so solid as some of the others. Is

this designed ? is it intentional on the part

of the artist ? And if so, why ? Is it in the

lighting (which does not by the way ap-

pear), or in the height or lowness of the

skylight ? Is it in the chemicals used ?

Can a collodion work round or flat ? Can
it be in the tube ? Do tubes " cut " more

or less solid ?

2. "An oft-told tale." What is the

real cause of solarization? Echo answers,

Over-exposure. [Ah, bah ! nonsense 1 We
have it even in ambrotypes. We have it

repeatedly in one brand of collodion and

not in another, over-expose as we may.

No, no! gentlemen, try again.]

3. When my father puts his bath on the

stov^ in an evaporating dish, I notice that

as soon as the solution becomes hot, there

rises a scum which forms in delicate leaf-

like figures over the surface of the whole

solution, and which disappears as the solu-

tion become hotter. What is this scum ?

Persistent echo—iodide of silver I [Bosh !

Iodide of silver does not float on the surface

of the bath when heated, unfortunately, for

if it did what a capital plan that would be

to remove the surplus iodide.]

4. Why are the backs of plates— the first

half dozen or so—dipped in a new or a

newly renovated bath, covered with a

blackish scum, which is not the case in an

old bath ? I know of several old hands who
have noticed this effect, but cannot explain

it.

5. Why— . But dear me, how I am going

on intruding on your time and space.

Please excuse me ; I am a woman and curi-

osity is our attribute, you know. But "may
I, may I" (as our acquaintance Pumble-
choke says), at some future time again ad-

dress the mysterious presence of Sphynx ?

Deign to receive, dear Mr. Editor, my
highest consideration, and the assurance of

my very great respect, for I am

Yours, et cetera,

Fanny Fountain.

B.

1. Will our friend Elbert Anderson, or

some one else with experience, inform us

whether it will be safe to neutralize a con-

taminated negative bath with ammonia, that

has, on a former occasion, been neutralized

with bicarbonate of soda, and afterwards

acidified with nitric acid, but which now
needs rectifying a second time?

2. What is the cause, treatment, and cure

of solarization ? Solarization as I under-

stand it, is a sort of greenish-yellow fog

that appears in the shadows or transparent

parts of the negative ; a print from which

appearing light colored where it should be

dark.

3. What is the cause, treatment, and cure

of a milky deposit on prints, appearing

when first put into water, which subse-

quent washing fails to remove, but which

may be rubbed off in the toning bath, but

not without injuring the brilliancy of the

albumen surface ?

Which is the best way of mounting prints

for a small gallery, where the operator does

all the work himself (like in my case), wet

or dry ?

Wet mounting is more economical, by

saving trimmings before toning, saving

time in mounting. But if the operator,

while inountlng, is called away for taking a
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negative, and has to throw all the prints

back into the water again with the gum or

starch on, it is a pretty good mess, I think.

Wet mounted prints cockle much more than

dry ones, and as I do put them in a press

(bookbinders' press), between boards, to keep

them flat, they sometimes stick together.

Then another for Sphynx : Which is the

better way for cleaning fingers, preparatory

for toning after making hypo fixing solution

—to wash them with bicarbonate of soda or

acetate of lead? It is in the journals all the

time preached, keep your fingers clean from

hypo, but nobody says anything how to

clean them. F. S.

D.

I have three baths for negatives, and they

bother me with scum on the plates. I

cleansed them the way they are managed

tn the last year and this year's Mosaics, and

No. 101, May Photographer, and they work

splendid every way except that scum. It

works off on the plates and then comes back

again. It will not filter nor skim out. I have

been in the business over one year, and have

been bothered most of the time. Please an-

swer this question. J. M.
E.

I have an old bath from which, in the com-

mencement of my career as shadow catcher,

I neglected to take a ferrotype plate out,

and, in consequence of a dull season, I left

in the bath for several days. When I did

I discovered the plate to be covered with

pure metallic silver (or at least I suppose it

to be pure), and discovered that the plate

was, to all appearances, totally destroyed,

except the japan, and the bath was ruined.

Now, I want to know if by boiling that

bath down, and allowing it to recrystallize,

I can get rid of the iron and make the

bath work as well as ever ? Also, give me
some tests or reagent to tests for iron in the

silver, along with the ?vodus operandi of ap-

plying those tests. Give me the modus
operandi of separating iron from silver after

the simplest manner.

We country artists are but poorly pre-

pared to reduce silver except by boiling

down and recrj'stallizing, and it would take

a long time to accumulate a sufficient

amount of residues to send to a refiner,

hence I would be glad to find the simplest

as well as the most efficient method of re-

claiming the silver, which, in its present

state, is utterly worthless to me. I do not

recollect of ever seeing it spoken of in print

in a case as above stated, and would be glad

to be informed.

J. M. Davison.

F.

I had a newly made bath, as follows;

silver, 45 grs. strong, one-half saturated

with iodide of silver, and stood over night

all mixed and Jiliered in the morning. The

first plate coated came out a little foggy.

Thinking that as bath was neutral, by testing

with litmus it wanted, acid, added two or

three drops C. P. nitric. The plates were

worse, and more so as acid was added until

litmus was quite.red. Then thinking some-

thing was wrong, lifted the glass bath out

of box and looked at it. It was quite

muddy as I looked down at it, and on look-

ing through it was of a pale wine or cherry

color. I would like to know the cause.

Very bad fog that veiled on the film and

can be licked off or mopped off with cotton,

leaving a clean under-done negative.

" Charlie."

"GEMS."
To THE Editor or the Philadelphia

Photographer:

I am not a member of the National Pho-

tographic Association. I have intended to

join, but from the tone of some of the com-

munications of some of the members of that

body, I am undecided now whether to join

or not. At the outset there was considera-

ble said about brotherly love. Christian

kindness, lifting up the lowly, &c., &c., but

of late some of the more fortunate ones seem

to wish the small fry were crushed out. In

order to do this, they propose to run up ferro

stock so that poor picture men cannot live,

and consequently have to leave the field.

Now, in my experience, it is not always

second-rate artists who knock down prices.

There was. in a town a few miles east of me,

two first-class artists ; the town being of

good size, another artist thought to pitch

tent, and put out his shingle. The first two

became jealous, and dropped gems down to

ten cents (10) per dozen, in order to run
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No. 3 out. They did not succeed in run-

ning him out, but they succeeded in almost

ruining their business. In anotlier town, a

few miles north, there was a first-class artist,

when another one came into the town, he.

No. 1, got a gem instrument, and put the

price of gems down to nine for one dollar.

He did not succeed, however, in running

him. No. 2, out.

Now, right in the face of this, I have re-

ceived two dollars per dozen for gems, and

no grumbling. I think if a man tries to

make good work, he will have no trouble in

getting his price.

Mr. Hesler takes the right view of the

subject, I think, as he always does on almost

all subjects, viz. : to educate the masses by

degrees ; also educate the poor artist up so

he can make acceptable work. If all the

cheap tintype men in the State were located

in my own place, it would not make me
tremble one atom, for I feel sure, as long as

I make the best I can, and continually

strive to do better, I shall not lack support.

Yours in friendship, Veritas.

Veritas's head is right in many respects,

but wrong in this, that it is the men who
make pictures cheap, and not those who make

them ^oor, that we want to see " go back to

their former business." We want the N.

P. A. to be/wWof such as " Veritas."

—

Ed.

Report on the Practicability of

Auxiliary Exposures.

The undersigned, members of the com-

mittee to whom was referred the communi-

cation from the German Photographic So-

ciety, respectfully report ; that since the

last meeting of the Section, they have made
a series of experiments for the purpose of

ascertaining the efficacy of an auxiliary ex-

posure of the sensitive plate ; whether made
before, or after such plate has received an

impression from the object to be photo-

graphed ; this being regarded as the funda-

mental question which should be definitely

settled before attempting to decide on the

relative value of the methods alluded to in

the said communication. The plan pursued

in this investigation was to take photo-

graphic impressions, first, by one exposure
;

and second, by two exposures, one the object

to be photographed, and the other simply to

the action of weak, white or colored light,

either transmitted or reflected. A number

of sensitive plates were prepared in precisely

the same manner, and with these the experi-

ments were continued through the best por-

tion of two days.

The first experiments in the double ex-

posure were made by using reflected light

from colored plane surfaces. A prelimi-

nary exposure of the sensitive film to green

light was made as follows : A piece of green

cloth was held within eight or ten inches,

and in front of the camera lens ; after a few

seconds this light was shut off, and the plate

was subsequently exposed to the object to be

photographed. In the same manner pre-

liminary exposures were made to light re-

flected from cloth and paper of other colors
;

made by the less refrangible rays, and of

neutral tints. The time of these prelimi-

nary exposures varied from ten to thirty-

five seconds, and that of the direct expo-

sures from five to fifteen seconds. It was

found that the bestefll'ect was produced by a

preliminary exposure of twenty to twenty-

five seconds, and direct exposure of about

fifteen seconds. To accomplish equally sat-

isfactory results by one exposure required at

least thirty seconds, thus showing that the

time of direct exposure could be shortened

to about one-half.

The auxiliary exposure was then made
subsequent to the direct exposure. A variety

of colors were employed in the same man-
ner as in the preliminary exposure, and

with the same general result, provided the

light from such colors was of such strength

as to induce the same degree of actinic ac-

tion in the same time. It is possible that

the subsequent auxiliary exposure may be

preferable to the preliminary, or vice versa ;

this is a nice point, which can only be defi-

nitely determined by a great number of ex-

periments.

Transmitted light was then used for the

auxiliary exposure, by placing directly in

front of the tube of the camera diff"erent

colored glasses covered with waxed paper,

for the purpose of diffusing the light, also

different thicknesses of white ground-glass,

also white tissue and waxed paper, as well

as colored paper made translucent by means

19
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of oil. The time of the direct exposure and

of the auxiliary, whether before or after the

direct, was varied in the same manner as in

the experiments with reflected light, and

the results obtained did not differ essentially

from those first described.

The principal point made more apparent

by these experiments, is that in an auxiliary

exposure, whether before or after the direct

exposure, and whether by white or colored

light, the slower the commencement and

continuance of actinic action, the better and

more satisfactory will be its effect.

In the course of these experiments, the

prepared colored glasses referred to in the

communication from the German Photo-

graphic Society were employed as requested

by Mr. Gaensli, and the pictures obtained

by this method were fully equal if not su-

perior to those obtained as already described.

As your committee have arrived at the con-

clusion that slow and long continued ac-

tinic action is of the highest importance,

and yet, as there must be a certain limit to

this time, to make the process practicable in

the business of photography, it seems im-

portant to use such colored medium for the

transmission of light as will effect the de-

sired result within such time
; and these

glasses enabled your committee to reach

this result with certainty, and with, per-

haps, less trouble, than by the other pro-

cesses employed. The glasses are the in-

vention of Mr. Charles Gutzlaff, of Bahia,

who claims that they are constructed so as

to develop certain action which is supposed

to arise from the harmonic relations of those

waves or undulations of the luminiferous

ether which excite the sensation of color.

The theory advanced in his paper, which is

herewith submitted for the consideration of

the Section, is certainly ingenious and
plausible ; and if the effects claimed to be

produced by the author could not be ac-

complished by other means which are not

in accordance with his theory, your com-

mittee might be disposed to attach more
weight to his reasoning. The theory ad-

vanced by Mr. Gutzlaff has induced your

committee to investigate by means of the

spectroscope, the character of the light

transmitted by his and other colored glasses.

For this purpose a camera was attached to

the eye-piece end of a spectroscope, into

which direct sunlight was thrown contin-

uously by means of a heliostat. On a

ground-glass fitted in the camera was

marked the position of the principal lines

of the solar spectrum for the purpose of as-

certaining the point of greatest actinic

effect obtained by different colored media.

The lines were marked, for they could not be

photographed on account of the great width

of the slit used to obtain sufficient light. It

was found on testing the glasses prepared

by Mr. Gutzlaff's method, that no blue rays

were transmitted, that is to say, no rays

were visible, nor was any actinic effect pro-

duced in that portion of the spectrum be-

longing to these rays ; nevertheless, on ex-

posing a sensitive film to the light which

was transmitted there was a decided actinic

effect. The greatest intensity of this action

was in the green near the line E. Even
when the light was sufficiently strong to get

an impression from the extreme portion of

the visible red, the impression did not ex-

tend in the other direction beyond the line

F. As the line F is near the extremity of

the blue in the green, this experiment would

lead to the conclusion that there is in fact,

no light which is non-actinic. It is con-

ceded that the blue and violet rays are vastly

more rapid in exciting chemical action, yet

by a prolonged exposure the less refrangible

rays will produce a similar result. In the

same manner glasses transmitting orange

color, used both single and double, have in

their spectra a very perceptible amount of

blue light, and a photographic impression

of these spectra demonstrated that the blue

light was the first- to manifest actinic action

on the bromo-iodine film. A singular fact

was also elicited, namely, that the light

transmitted by these orange-colored glasses

did not produce as quick an effect on paper

sensitized with chloride of silver, as that by
the Gutzlaff glass which transmitted no blue

light. KespectfuUy submitted,

H. J. Newton,
D. C. Chapman,
Samuel D. Tillman.

New York, June 3d, 1872.

A paper from Mr. Gutzlaff on the subject

of his invention will appear in our next —
Ed.
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"Wanted—A First-Class Operator;

One who thoroiigJdy understands the Business

in all its Branches. '

'

BT ELBERT ANDERSON.

Such is the advertisement now before

me, and thereby hangs a tale.

I am continually applied to and requested

by operators, printers, &c., to inform them

if I know of any vacancy ; and, on the

other hand, I am equally, if not more so,

asked to provide first-class operators, print-

ers, &c. But I suppose, where I have one

applicant, you have a dozen or so. This

leads me to suggest the expediency of estab-

lishing some, definite system, by means of

which these two opposite parties may come

to a better understanding.

There has been a great deal of "talk "

lately about founding a Photographic Col-

lege, where apprentices may be taught and

prepared for practice. I do not think this is

likely to came to pass, with the present

apathy of the craft. 1st. There are not

enough "bosses" who care, or who can

afford the time to take any part in the afl^air.

2d. The employees, I am certain, think it

not to their interest to encourage the under-

taking. To get up such a school, j'ou must

have really first-class photographers (besides

artists) to direct the proceedings. Now, a

first-class man can make ten times more at his

own business than the college will ever pay

him ; and to be instructed by a cheap man,

is to go backwards. Believe me, Mr. Edi-

tor, there is no school like a first-class gal-

lery. Let the pupil go there, and commence

to clean glass for 7iothing, and with a full

determination to improve, he must succeed.

I tried it, and it was worth a dozen colleges

(with indiff'erent, or theoretical men, which

is worse still) to me. As I said in the be-

ginning of this article, I am asked to recom-

mend a first-class man. JSTow, in my opin-

ion, a first-class man has no business out of a

situation. The position is false on the face

of it. He is a ra7^a avis not easily caught

with chaff". When first-class men get first-

class places, it is in the interest of both par-

ties to stick together like man and wife.

They play, as it were, into each other's

hands. You may ask for a first-class cook,

and perhaps succeed in getting something to

suit you. Why ? Because all of us want
cooking done more or less at all times, but

the application is vastly diff"erent in photog-

raphy. There are lots of photographers, it

is true, but how many really good ones ?

Again : How can I recommend any one

whom I do not well know? He may be

excellent as an operator, but what are his

habits ?

Some years ago a friend of mine—Mr.

Albert Henschel—engaged a first-class ope-

rator (well known as such at that time in

New York) to go with him to Demerara,

S. A., on a very high salary, viz., $100 per

week and board and washing included. As
I took passage on the same vessel, I became

perfectly conversant with all the particu-

lars. True, he was all he claimed—a good

operator, A 1. But he was half drunk the

whole time, or wholly drunk half the time,

as you like
; at the times he was most wanted

he was no7i est inventus. Operators are like

—well, like wet-nurses. If the mother scold

too much, or find continual fault, it is apt

to sour the temper of the nurse, which in

turn sours the milk. I mean by that, when
an operator is jawed at, or insulted, vexed

or sick, this generally "sticks out" in his

work. Patience, however, ceasing to be a

virtue, Mr. H. was compelled to remonstrate,

in consequence of which our friend grew

no better very fast, and was finally dis-

charged. Mr. H. had to give up his busi-

ness, sell out at a great loss, and return to

New York a wiser, though poorer man.

Now, let us take a look at the opposite

view. Suppose our friend had been an ex-

emplary young man, who thoroughly knew
his business ; he is engaged by Jones, and

brings with him his specimens. All is sat-

isfactory—now go to work. Lo and behold !

he can no longer produce work like the spe-

cimens. Jones is disgusted, so is our friend.

Why is this thus? Ah! why, indeed?

Because he is working under entirely diff'er-

ent conditions. The skylight is atrocious
;

Jones can't alter it—landlord won't let him.

Instruments poor, chemicals bad (!) (Alas

for the chemicals!) By the by, how came

this extra good man out of a situation ?

I know of no less than four really excel-

lent photographic artists in want of a " first-

class operator." I have no idea how they
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will ever get them. Now, what's to be

done? Here's my plan :

Very few of our best photographic artists

know nor care much about the dark-room

deeds, and vice ve7-sa, very few of our dark-

room gentlemen know anything at all about

art, though they think they do. That's a

mistake, and a misfortune besides.

The chemical part of the business ought

to be thoroughly mastered by any intelli-

gent young man in a year or so, if he be

under the instruction of a first-class man

;

for him to expect to become an artist in that

short time, without any previous knowledge

or talent, is nonsense.

Now, if I started a—junk-shop—to-mor-

row, I should engage really smart and in-

telligent young men. The less they know
of the matter the better, for then 1 know I

could instruct them very soon in all I know,

and when thej^ come to know more than I,

it would be, I am sure, very satisfactory to

all parties.

"But," you will say, "suppose you are

incapable of teaching them yourself, what

then?" This, as I said before, would be

unfortunate. I think the chief operator

should instruct the assistant as far as he

can ; it would surely be to his advantage to

do so. In my case / have done so, and

thus I can leave at any time without putting

Mr. Kurtz to any inconvenience ; and if I

should leave altogether, he has a hand after

me that he may depend upon.

If all adopted this plan there would be

operators enough.

Thus, I should advise all artists in want

of an operator (and who know nothing of the

chemicals themselves) to go to a first-class

gallery, and ofl^er a really fair salary to the

assistant, as he will be thoroughly recom-

mended by his chief as well as his boss.

"When I first went to Mr. Kurtz I knew
rather less of a negative than one who lives

beneath the tropics knows of icicles. Un-
fortunately Mr. Kurtz could not teach me.

But he being a consummate judge of a neg-

ative, soon communicated his ideas to me.

There were no less than five first-class ope-

rators ahead of me in succession ; my chance

looked small, indeed, and yet by close appli-

cation I got to the top peg in time. I was

dissuaded by some of these gentlemen, who

remarked I would be nothing but a glass-

cleaner all my life, &c. These, I after-

wards found out, knew little less than

nothing themselves.

Oh, dear me, I am growing egotistical ; I

really want some one else to ventilate his

ideas on this subject.

SHERMAN'S VERMILION EATH.

Edward L. Wilson,

Editor Philadelphia Photographer.

Dear Sir : The very favorable mention

of my process contained in your letter to

the London Photographic News, as well as

the comments thereon by the editor of that

journal, are thankfully appreciated. I hope

the importance of the discovery has not

been overestimated. The want of precision

,

of which Mr. Simpson justly complains, in

my remarks before the St. Louis Conven-
tion, as reported, was due, as I imagine,

mainly to errors in the report itself, such as

might be expected to occur on account of

acoustic difficulties experienced by both

speakers and hearers at that session of the

Convention.

My object at that time was, simply, to

call the attention of photographers there

assembled to the new principle involved in

my alleged improvement, and explain as

briefly as possible the nature of the reactions

by which the result claimed was produced,

without entering upon the working details

of the process. Upon these details I have

worked for a long time, and am still work-

ing, for the purpose of gaining a better un-

derstanding of the conditions of success and

failure, as well as results due to, and ob-

tainable by, various modifications of the pro-

cess. Definite and unquestionable results

have been obtained and subjected to severe

tests. Further than this, some of the proofs

are undergoing analysis, from which we
hope to gain additional knowledge relative

to the function of the new agent in the print.

Pursuing these investigations, working out

details, and endeavoring to arrive at sim-

plest methods, I hope in a reasonably short

time to oflfer in a more concise form than is

possible at present, what I believe to be a
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solution of the problem of permament silver

prints.

My improvement consists in employing

instead of, or in addition to, the ordinary

hyposulphite bath, a bath containing a mer-

curic double salt, which in a solution of

hyposulphite of sodium, precipitates ver-

milion or mercuric sulphide. This I de-

nominate the vermilion bath.

To prepare it, I make two standard solu-

tions, A and B.

Solution A.

16 ounces.

32 fluid "
Hyposulphite of Sodium,

Water, ....
Dissolve.

Solution B.

Bichloride of Mercury, . 10 ounces.

Chloride of Ammonium, . 2 "

Water, 80 fluid "

Dissolve.

Instead of the chloride of ammonium, an

equivalent of a chloride of any one of the

alkaline metals, sodium, potassium, or lith-

ium, or, instead of the chlorides, the double

sulphocyanide of mercury and potassium,

may be used. For example, 30 parts bi-

chloride of mercury to 13 parts chloride of

sodium (271 to 117) may be taken instead of

the chlorides above given, for solution B.

If solution B be carefully added to solu-

tion A—both solutions being at a tempera-

ture below 60 degrees Fahrenheit—(ob-

serving the precaution that the stream

should flow completely into the other solu-

tion to insure the immediate re-solution of

the hyposulphite of mercury)—the appear-

ance of a slight degree of turbidness not

clearing on agitation, will indicate the point

of saturation. This mixture being set away

in a dark cool place, the precipitation of ver-

milion will slowly follow. Take a definite

quantity, say one fluid ounce of solution A in

a graduated measure, and to saturate this,

add a suiBcient quantity of solution B, as

above directed. In this way the proportions

of the two solutions may be practically de-

termined. To apply this compound to pho-

tographic prints, I use it with an excess

of hyposulphite of sodium. If I find on

trial that one ounce of A will take up one

and a half ounces of B, I take for warm
weather twice the proportion of solution A,

thus indicated ; in the case supposed, two

ounces of solution A for each ounce and a

half of solution B. In cold weather a

greater proportion of solution B may be

used with apparent advantage.

This is the vermilion bath. The oflice

of the excess of hyposulphite is to hold in

check the tendency to precipitate. On the

addition of the prints to the solution, the

deposition is presumed to take place in the

prints, owing, perhaps, to an afiinity of the

reduced silver for the constituents of the

mercuric sulphide, analogous to the action

in the case of sulphur toning, when the con-

ditions favorable to this result, exist. When
the vermilion bath is used for toning, with-

out the aid of gold, the presence of free ni-

trate facilitates the formation of the mer-

curic sulphide.

That, in the use of this bath, the vermil-

ion (or some modification equally valuable)

is deposited in the print, I infer from the

fact that this substance is the natural pre-

cipitate of the solution, and is actually pre-

cipitated therein ; and from the obvious and

ascertained eff'ects upon the prints them-

selves.

I have used this bath in several difl"erent

ways : as a fixing bath, substituting it for

the ordinary hyposulphite bath, toning the

prints as usual in any of the various forms

of the alkaline or neutral gold bath ; in the

sel d'or bath, or in the hypo and gold bath.

Also, in addition to the ordinary fixing

bath ; first toning and fixing by any of the

usual or unusual methods, and afterwards

passing the prints through the vermilion

bath. Also, in connection with sulphur

toning; first toning the prints in hyposul-

phite of sodium, acidified with acetic acid,

and following with the vermilion bath. Still

another method I have tried with success,

to wit : first toning and fixing in a gold and

hypo bath, and after slight washing, im-

merse in a dilute solution of the mercuric

double salt, the hyposulphite in the prints

acting as solution A. Finally, the bath

itself will acquire toning properties by con-

tinued use, producing beautiful tones with

great readiness, in which case I recommend

finishing in a fresh bath of the same kind.

Prints obtained by all the above methods

have been subjected to many tests with va-
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riable indications, some of which seem wor-

thy of mention. One print from a lot toned

without gold in a very strong hyposulphite

solution, with vigorous sulphur toning prop-

erties, and treated with the vermilion

bath, was placed in a solution of permanga-

nate of potassium, together with a gold-

toned print and a carbon print. The three

prints remained in the permanganate solu-

tion, the strength of which was renewed

from time to time, until the gold-toned

print had entirely disappeared. The paper

of each print had turned to a yellow-brown

color, but not the slightest trace of the sul-

pho-mercury toned print was lost ; the same

was true of the carbon print. This and

many other similar experiments seem to

justify the theory that the new bath fur-

nishes an eifectual remedy for sulphur

toning.

Prints toned in the hypo and gold bath,

and afterwards treated with the vermilion

bath, resisted in the most remarkable man-

ner the action of destructive agents to which

they were subjected. They were placed

with ordinary gold-toned prints in a strong

hyposulphite solution until the latter were

reduced to mere faint outlines, while the

former did not suffer in the most delicate

tints. Some were soaked in strong hy-

drochloric acid until the albumen films

with the pictures came off from the paper.

One of these films is now hanging in my
work-room as bright as it was a year and a

quarter ago. Some were placed in dilute

nitric acid, with an old daguerreotype; re-

maining entire after the latter was destroyed.

Some were partially immersed in a satu-

rated solution of hyposulphite of sodium,

with undissolved crystals lying on the part

immersed, for six hours, without showing,

on removal, any change in the part im-

mersed. It must be admitted that the fore-

going statements appear sufiiciently sensa-

tional, and the truth is, I suspect the

evidence afforded by the results of these

violent experiments is far from conclusive

touching the matter to be proved. At most

the deductions which they seem to warrant

must be regarded as inferential. They are

facts noted down as I pursued the subject,

which may stand on record for what they

are worth, or for future reference.

There are two sulphides of mercury,

namely, the mercurous and mercuric, repre-

sented respectively by the formulas HgjS
and HgS. (The mercuric sulphide is what

has been known as bisulphuret and bisul-

phide of mercury, represented by the for-

mula HgSg—HgS being in accordance

with the new nomenclature.) The mercu-

rous sulphide HgjS is the black basic or

subsulphide, very unstable, decomposing

in the light into running mercury and the

sulphide. The mercuric sulphide exists in

two forms, the amorphous and crystalline,

the constituents of both being precisely the

same. The amorphous yariety is black, but

is perfectly stable. The crystalline variety

is known as cinnabar or vermilion. In the

native cinnabar the crystalline formation is

apparent ; in the artificial product or pig-

ment vermilion, the crystals are seen by

the aid of the microscope-; the constituents

of the two varieties being the same, it is a

matter of indifference as far as the question

of stability is concerned, whether the black,

red, or a mixture of the two varieties is

formed in the print. Indeed, it is quite

probable that both are usually formed at

the same time, for if the vermilion bath is

set in a strong light, the precipitate will be

black or nearly so ; in a very weak light it

will be bright red, while in a moderate light

it will assume a rich brown color, thus

seeming to indicate that the precipitate in

the last-named instance is a mixture of the

two varieties.

W. H. Sherman.
Milwaukee, July 15th, 1872.

Under the Skylight and in the Dark-
Room.

BY ROLAND VANWEIKE.

No. 2.

" Here's the bath boiled according to di-

rections."

Good ;
but see what a mass of matter has

gone down. Is it a wonder the bath worked

badly. Focus?

" No, sir, if all that black stuft" was in it."

"Well, it was there, and the next thing to

be done is to take it out. Be careful not to
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stir it up, but pour it off carefully into the

filter. The clear part will run through

quickly; then at last pour in the sediment,

rinse the dish with distilled water, and pour

that into the filter also. Now wash the

dish perfectly clean, and pour the filtered

solution into it again.

" "Why not make it up in the bottle?"

"Well, in the first place, the bottle is not

large enough ; secondly, we want it in sepa-

rate bottles.

" All right ; what's to be done next ?"

Fill up the dish with distilled water to

about the bulk the bath was when drawn off

yesterday. Drop the hydrometer into it,

and see how the strength is.

" It's a little above 40—about 42."

Very well, that's about right. Now you

see the bath is slightly milky.

" I see. "What is the cause of that?"

That's a slight precipitation of the iodide

of silver that is now a little in excess,

because the bath is made up fully to its

original bulk, but no silver has been added

to make up for what has been taken from it

by use. Had we followed the " authorities "

you spolce of, and taken out about one-third

or one-half of the iodide, this would not

have appeared at this time.

" Well, what would have been the conse-

quence if we had, and why is this better?"

Don't be too impatient for knowledge.

Set the bath to filtering in those two bottles,

have clean filters, and be careful not to pour

the solution in so hard as to break them

;

then I will answer your questions.

" At your service ; so be it done."

The consequence of taking the iodide out

of the bath is that when it is made up and

ready for use again it is not sufficiently

iodized. The iodide of silver that forms on

a plate when immersed in it is attacked,

and dissolved away to such an extent that

when the plate is taken from the bath we
have a bluish-looking film, and particularly

around the edges ; on the sides where the

collodion was thinnest, there will be scarcely

any iodide of silver on it. On being ex-

posed and developed it makes a hard, coarse-

looking negative, with a thinness and want
of detail in the shadows that will make you
feel sick to see. This is the condition many
operators get their baths in ; they never

work well after being boiled and mide up

till they have worked them a day or two.

The day or two of use supplies the want of

iodide from the plates, and then it is all

right. So much for the consequences 'of

taking iodide out of the bath ; now I will

answer the latter clause of your question

—

" "Why is this better?" To say nothing of

the time and trouble saved, this is better

because it leaves the bath sufficiently iodized

;

just saturated, no more and no less ; and the

first plate dipped in it is just as nice as the

fiftieth one.

"Good; I think I understand the lesson

you have tried to teach me, though expe-

rience will, no doubt, demonstrate it more

clearly. I see it don't do to trust too much
to what men write ; experience is the best

teacher."

The trouble with many writers is, they

write their hobbies, and many of these come

from amateurs or experimentalists. "What

we want is the practice and experience of our

every-day workers, that keep things in good

condition every day in the week. Should

you rather prove by actual trial what I have

told you, you can take the iodide out of

your bath some time, and see for yourself

the result.

" All right; I maAJ'do so, though I know
what you have told me must be right, but

still I would like to see the effect. The bath

is filtered."

Very well ; now we have the solution in

the two bottles, about half in each. It is now
slightly alkaline;- we will therefore add

pure nitric acid to one half of it till it turns

blue litmus paper slightly red. "We will

now pour the whole into the bath-holder,

and see what condition it is in for work.

" Shall I coat a plate ?"

Yes, go ahead. There may not be quite

acid enough in it to make it work clear, but

the plate will tell whether it needs more.

" Why didn't j'on put acid into the whole,

so as to be sure that it was acid?"

I wanted to be sure that it was not acid.

Focus. If I had added acid to the whole

there would have been danger of getting in

too much. If you put in acid enough to

turn litmus paper readily, you will be very

likely to have in too much, as the acid shows

itself more after if it has been in a few
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hours, than at first. Hence the better plan

of acidifying part of it, leaving the other

to counteract the excess of acid. Now, this

bath ought to be about neutral. Should it

fog, a drop or two more of acid will proba-

bly cure it. If it veils a very little, we will

let it alone, as it will work itself out. That

plate looks well. You see it has an even,

creamy film all over. Expose and see what

we have. Make the time rather short, as it

ought to work quick.

" All right, here she is."

Flow your developer carefully. Focus.

Let it spread over with a steady sweep ;
no

dash, just enough to cover the plate, with-

out spilling any. That's it. That comes

up well—no fog there. But there are our old

friends, the streaks

!

" Yes, but they are not as bad as they

were before."

No, but they are there, and that's enough.

The trouble was not the impurities in the

hath. There is some other cause, and we
must find it.

" Perhaps it was in my coating the plate."

No, Focus, there is something deeper

down than that. Hand me the large grad-

uate glass and syphon. There is twenty-

eight ounces. Now fill that up to thirty-

two ounces with distilled water. That

reduces it to thirtj^-five or thirty-six grains.

Filter and put in the small bath.

" Do you think that will help it ?"

It is my impression it will ; I think the

bath was too strong. Try a plate as soon as

it is ready. This thing must be got rid of

if we have to ring all the changes of the

alphabet on it. It makes a fellow feel des-

perate when some interloper makes his ap-

pearance, and sticks to him as these streaks

do to us. I vow I shall begin to feel

streaked myself soon, if we don't get out of

this.

" Here's the plate exposed and developed."

Presto! change! That's it, Focus ; there's

the key to the whole difficulty. That looks

well ; that bath will work splendidly.

"Hurrah! stick No. 1 is over. I'll set

that down !"

Yes, Focus, we have made a point there.

Now- we'll take the bath out, and put the

whole through the same process ; then we'll

be prepared for work.

ELBERT ANDERSON.
Any one who has had the " understand-

ing " to read Mr. Anderson's contributions

to our pages will acknowledge the profit de-

rived from them, and agree with us that we
were fortunate in having such a contributor.

His papers were regularly republished in

England, and it seems were appreciated there

also. An English photographer now visit-

ing this countrj'^, writing home to our es-

teemed contemporary, the Photographic

News (Mr. Simpson's), in giving an account

of what he saw of American photography,

says

:

"At Mr. Kurtz's gallery I had the satis-

faction of being introduced to Mr. Elbert

Anderson, the chief operator, whose In-

structive and spicy dialogues with his pupil

Marshall have frequently been reproduced

in the News. I must confess to having been

somewhat disappointed, not to say disgusted,

to find that ' Marshall ' was an imaginary

character ; still, his prototype was to be

found in the assistant operator, who might

fairly claim to be his alter ego. Mr. Kurtz's

gallery ranks Al in the estimation of the

New York public. Every day in the week

is full of appointments, and the amount of

work got through is something marvellous
;

but each department is thoroughly system-

atized, adaquate salaries are paid, and the

portraits are turned out with uniform excel-

lence."

It is pleasant to us to see this, and what

is still more pleasant, is to see in his paper,

which appears in this number, that Mr.

John L. Gihon, another valued contributor,

second to but few as an operator, also has

the grace to allude to his confrere, Mr. An-
derson, in such pleasant terms. This shows

a good spirit, and augurs well for our art.

Mr. Anderson is a wondey^ in his way, and

some day we shall give a few pages of his

history. Meanwhile we may say No, we
will wait.

Mr. Anderson commences his contribu-

tions again this month, and we gladly wel-

come him back, for he is "apt to teach,"

and we value him. No doubt there are

many " Marshalls " yet in the field to

whom he can act as a missionary, and do
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OBITUAEY.

A. E. Le Merle.

We regret to announce the death of one

of our subscribers from the beginning of

our magazine, and an old correspondent,

with whom we have had much pleasant in-

tercourse, though never having seen his

face. Only a few months ago he advertised

his back volumes for sale. Little did we
think it would be so soon that he, too, was

to leave us. The friend we allude to was

Mr. A. E. Le Merle, who died in the city

of "Washington, 1). C, at 6 a.m., July 3d,

aged 37 years. Mr. I. B. Webster, an old

friend of deceased, writes us, viz. :
" He

learned the business with me in 1859-60.

He was a natural artist, and soon took a

high position as a manipulator, and would

have climbed to the top round of the ladder

if his constitution had been stronger. For

several years he worked at Brady's, Gol-

den's, Gardner's, and other Washington
galleries. He iinally went into the United

States service, and was Dr. Curtis's principal

assistant in his microscopic operations in

the Medical Department in Washington.

He was the photographer that accompanied

the Eclipse Expedition sent by the Govern-

ment to Des Moines, Iowa, who made the

largest negative of the ' totality ' in the

country. The last two or three years he

was chief examiner of photo-lithographic

drawings in the Patent Office. He was one

of the few who owned and prized every

number of the Philadelphia Photographer

from the first issue. He was a man of a

high order of talent, and pure in all respects.

We mourn the loss of such men, for our art

has none to spare." Requiescat in pace.

The British Journal dilates on the possi-

bility of making good solar prints from

"large negatives," calling a whole plate

"large." Mr. Albert Moore, of this city,

prefers negatives that large—but then, Mr.

Moore is a large man, and as a solar printer

unexcelled.

MATTEES OF THE

Mr. Albert Moore, ]SIo. 828 Wood
Street, Philadelphia, is the Treasurer of the

National Photographic Association. Pay
back dues to him.

Mr. Edward L. Wilson, Seventh and

Cherry, Philadelphia, is the Permanent Sec-

retary of the National Photographic Asso-

ciation. All applications for membership

or life membership should be sent to him.

For membership, entrance fee, $2, and dues

one year $2, in advance. Employees, half

rates. Life membership, fees $25. See

regulations in our last number. Be a life

member.

The veteran list is always open. If you

have been working at photography in any

capacity twenty-five years, you are entitled

to a place in it. Send your name and the

date of your entering business to the Per-

manent Secretary

Prices of your work are still wanted to

aid in forming the National price list.

The St. Louis group and other pictures

may be had of Mr. R. Benecke, Fourth and

Market Streets, St. Louis.

Read Mr. James Howard's testimony to

the value of the National Photographic As-

sociation on our tirst page. Who can afford

not to belong to the N. P. A. ?

Also read Mr. Elbert Anderson's excel-

lent thoughts on "Operators" in another

column. We must think about that.

Somebody treads on our toes and informs

us that in our report of the proceedings at

St. Louis, we forgot to mention the gratui-

tous entertainment given on the last day by

Mr. Isaac Cook, President of the American.

Wine Company. This was an entire over-

sight, for although the last of the good time

at St. Louis, it was by no means the least

pleasant part of it. Mr. Cook's wine vaults

are the most extensive v/e ever saw, and his

generosity should not be forgotten. We
are also informed that the magnificent band

which accompanied the excursion on Thurs-
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day was supplied by Messrs. Jno. A. Schol-

ten & Co., at their own expense.

In the evening they serenaded the officers

of the National Photographic Association, at

the Southern Hotel, and the hour spent tliere

'mid sweetest music and sundry speeches was

one we shall never forget, to say nothing of

our remembrance of Mr. Scholten person-

ally.

Veterans.—The following have so far

reported themselves as veterans : A. Bo-

gardus, New York, 1847 ; J. H. Fitzgibbon,

St. Louis
; E. T. Whitney, Norwalk, Conn.,

1846; M. S. Hagaman, Philadelphia, 1844;

E. Goddard, Woonsocket, E. I., 1844; W.
K. Phipps, Lexington, Ky. ; Geo. S. Cook,

Charleston, S. C, 1844; J. C. Elrod, Louis-

ville, Ky., 1846; A. J. Beals, Gold Hill,

Nevada, 1844; Thos. Paris, New York.

Please always supply dates.

Life Members.—The following were

accepted as life members of the National

Photographic Association by the Executive

Committee, July 17th, 1872: Jno. R. dem-
ons, Philadelphia ; A. Bogardus, New
York; Thos. Gaffield, Boston; J. H. Lam-
son, Portland, Me. ; W. J. Baker, Buffalo,

New York ; Edward L. Wilson, Philadel-

phia; J. H. Pitzgibbon, St. Louis, Mo.

We hope the roll will be greatly increased

during the coming months. Be among the

first to enrol.

PROCEEDINGS
OF THE

Executive Committee of the National

Photographic Association.

A SPECIAL meeting of the Executive

Committee was held at No. 4 Beekman

Street, N. Y., on Wednesday, July 17th, at

11 A.M. Messrs. Pitzgibbon, Adams, Wil-

cox and Wilson were present; Mr. Adams
presiding in the absence of President Bo-

gardus.

The minutes of former meetings were

read and approved.

William H. Rhoads, committee to audit

the report and accounts of Local Secretary

Pitzgibbon, reported having attended to his

duty ; that the accounts were correct, and

that he recommended the adoption of the

report of the Local Secretary. Accordingly

this was done, and the committee dis-

charged.

The Secretary reported having paid E.

Y. Bell, Esq., $152.70, the amount collected

for him at St. Louis, and presented Mr.

Bell's acknowledgment therefor. The Sec-

retary also reported that he had notified all

officers elect ; that he had had the resolu-

tions ordered sent to Mr. J. H. Kent, neatly

transcribed, signed, and delivered ; and that

he had prepared and sent to the various

photographic journals, with a request to

publish, notes on life membership, prices,

and the veteran list. The Committee on

Foreign Medals reported progress.

The following were approved as life mem-
bers of the Association, and certificates or-

dered sent them-: Jno. E. demons, Phila-

delphia ; A. Bogardus, New York ; Thos.

Gaffield, Boston; J. H. Lamson, Portland,

Maine
; W. J. Baker, Buffalo, N. Y. ;

Ed-

ward L. Wilson, Philadelphia ; J. H. Pitz-

gibbon, St. Louis, Mo. These are the first

life members of the National Photographic

Association. After some conversation on

the subject of incorporation, &c., the com-

mittee adjourned.

Edward L. Wilson,
Secretary.

The Photographer to his Patrons.

We do not suppose any photographic

publication ever had such a large number

printed as has The Photographer to his Pa-

trons, nearly a quarter of a million of them

having been sold. It is without doubt the

best advertising means a photographer can

use, and at the same time it conveys infor-

mation to his patrons which reverts to him

most advantageously in the saving of time

and grievous questioning.

It has been followed in England and Ger-

many, and we have ourselves issued it in

English, German, and Spanish, in order to

meet the demand for it. The orders still

flock in, and we are prepared to attend

promptly to all that come to our hands.

In order to place on record the fact, and

to show how curious the same words look

in the various languages, we give below a

specimen page, the first of the work, in Ger-

man, English, and Spanish.
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EnlereJ aicording to Act of CoiiKreia in the year 1871. bjr Edward L. VVilioo,

in tbe office of tha Librarian of CoagreM at Wuhinglonf D. C.

MM mtim Mnntftn:

jcr Bwecf biefe? Sii^fein? i\i, wcnige freunblic^e

aUorte an X'iejenlsen ju rid)ten, beren Sibjid)t c4 ifj,

fid) ))t)otoara)!f)iren ju laffen, bamit ber S8erfet)r

jroifd)cit bem f I)otogrttpl)en «nb fcineit jlunbeit ein

angciiet)mer utib erfo(greiii)er fei. Scute, bte beab-

ft(i)fi3eit, fiii) abne^mcn ju laffen, fci)eine:t meifleiis

ntd)t gcneigt }u fein, biefem 3roedEe geniigenbe ,3eit

JU wibmen, urn ein giinllige* SRefuItat ju erjielen. 2)a bte 3eit

!oft6ar i|l, fo ^abcn wir biefei fieine S8nd) pubiicirt, bamit ber

Sefer im S3Drau« iiber gewiffe ?iunfte, bcren ,Senntni§ 3eit
erfparen reirb, nnterri($tet fei. SBir erfuc^en, iai got-

genbe forgfdltig burd)3ulefen.

0^c5ort nid)t ju ben mei^anifdjen ®efd)dftert, wo cine Quan-
titat 3{of)matcriat in bie 2Uafd)ine get^an wirb, um nai)

wenigen SOJinuten aii poQcnbete 3)Drtrait« an'i Za^eiUijt ju

fummen. Sie 3etten, too ein fc^ttarjer S.lidi unb einige weiie

gieiJe ati muliergiiltige* pi)otcgravf)ifd)e8 SBitb paffirien, fmb,

mie ©ie triffen, Doriiber. ©ie felbft roiirben fold)' eine ©(^eu§-

n^teit nid)t aU ein Sbenbitb Serjenigen anfetjen, bie S^nen
lieb unb tbcuer finb, am attcrwentgj^en aber ©esjenigen, ber

Sfenen ber 5Ja$|le unb Sbeucrfle ijl, namli^ Qi)x eigenei 6ei-

liges 3d).

UBirllii^ guteSilberju maiden, erforbert ©efc^icf, ©ef^macf,

To Our Patrons.

^-''^^^^^v ^^ intention of this little book is to say

^^fl^S^*^^ a few words in a kindly way to those who

' _^Si tave photographs taken, in order that the

y'^fe^^ intercourse between them and their pho-

g tographer may be pleasant, and result in the

most successful pictures. People who desire pictures,

generally seem unwilling to give the necessary time to

secure good ones. As time is precious, therefore, we
publish this that you may be informed beforehand on

certain points, a knowledge of which will save time.

Please peruse what follows carefully.

Photography

Is not a branch of mechanics, whereby a quantity of

material is thrown into a hopper, and with the

grinding of grim, greasy machinery, beautiful portraits

may be turned out. The day when a daub of black and

a patch of white pass for a photograph, you are well

aware is ended ; for you will not receive such abomina-

tions yourself as likenesses of those near and dear to

you, and especially of the one dearer to you than any

one else, namely, your own dear self.

To produce pictures different from these requires

skill, good taste, culture, much study and practice, to

say nothing of an expensive outfit and a properly

A NUESTRA CLIENTELA.

o>»io

A mira que lleva el presente librito es,

aconsejar amistosamente y en pocas palabras

a aquellos que deseen retratarse, a fin de qui?

la entrevista con el fotografo sea mutua.

mente agradable, circumstancia que conduce

a que el retrato saiga bien. La mayoria de los que van
k retratarse no estan dispuestos a dar todo el tiempo

que un buen retrato requiere y como aquel vale dinero,

pnbllcase lo siguiente para que de antemano te impon-

gas, lector, de ciertos detalles, el conoeimiento de los

cuales te hara ahorrar mucho tiempo. Enterate, pues,

de lo que voy a decirte.

La Fotografia

TI^STA muy lejos de caer bajo el dominio de la mecSn-
^ ica, pues no, por medio de ella van sin mas ni mas a

convertirse en bellisimos retratos, cierto niimero de

ingredientes cual si botados en la tolva, antes de ser mol-

idos por aquel disforme y grasiento molino. Esa epoca,

ya paso en la que llamabase fotografia a un baiio de
pintura negra y a otro de blanca ; mamarrachos tales

no puedes hoy admitir por retratos de aquellos a qui-

enes aprecias, ni, con mucha mas razon, de aquel a

For prices of this useful little work please

refer to the advertisement, and send for an

illustrated circular.

To Touch or Not to Touch ; That's the

Question.

BY H. H. SWELLING.

Oh, ye periwinkles and tadpoles ! what a

bubbling of righteous (?) indignation " Lit-

tle Photo " lashes himself into upon my
article on " Retouching the Negative," and

yet he and I are not at variance on the all-

important point of the production of fine

pictures by photographers ; we only differ

in the method of producing them. He
says, " We want pictures, not photographs."

Alas! poor Yorick ! you may have ^^pic-

tures'' in abundance, and j^et not possess a

single one fit to grace a portfolio, or even

fit to hang in the water-closet. We see

thousands of pictorial illustrations in weekly
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journals whicli are a disgrace to the art of

engraving, and thousands of printed daubs

which are pictures, but they are fit for the

flames only. Every photographer " makes

pictures"—no matter how mean the pro-

ductions of his hand. Therefore, we want

something more than a mere picture from

the photographer—we want a fine, correct

photograph. It is enough to excite the risi-

bles to an immoderate pitch to read in the

same article of "our much abused profes-

sion," and the slur upon photography, " We
want pictures, not photographs.^^ There's

where we differ. We don't want pictures joer

se, but we want finely executed, correct

photographs, and these, I assert, can be pro-

duced without the aid of the pencil, either

on the positive or negative. I would answer

" Little Photo's " question by saying, that

his supposition is rather an unfortunate and

indelicate one—most assuredly advise the

young lady of the fact—not in the manner

he suggests, for that would be highly im-

proper and ungentlemanly—that circum-

stances are unfavorable to getting a good

photographic likeness of her, and propose

another day. Nothing but the most lament-

able cupidity would dictate any other course,

for there is no photographer, I will venture

to assert, who could, under such circum-

stances, produce a correct likeness of the

young lady by the " retouching " operation.

If a person has an habitual freckled face,

and you touch out the freckles in the pic-

ture, is the original rendered correctly ? If

one has high cheek-bones, do you give a

correct representation of the individual by

"judiciously touching out the shadows in

the negative that reproduce them in the

photograph?" If one has a "snub" nose,

or a broken nose, do you make a correct

likeness by "touching out" the defect?

Certainly not. Herein "Little Photo"
and I differ. If I wanted a photograph of

a friend, I should desire the best likeness I

could get, correct in all the imperfections of

that friend's face as well as the perfections,

and I am sure I should not obtain it from a

"retouched negative." It requires a very

skilful artist of the highest ability to pro-

duce a perfect likeness, or to preserve it in

the artistic manipulation of a photograph.

I know whereof I speak, for I have tried to

procure such " pictures " frequently without

success. Yes, I say, get good cameras, and

have a light that you can manage to suit the

occasion, and there will be no need of "re-

touching" to obtain a pleasing picture, as

well as a correct likeness and perfect pho-

tograph, by skilful hands, directed by a

mind fitted for the work.

OUR PICTURE.

Our picture this month is intended to re-

fresh the minds of our readers—who will

not accept anything refreshing this torrid

weather ?—concerning a class of subjects

with which they are, perhaps, not sufficiently

familiar. We say this, too, conscious of

the fact that in the cities, at least, the stu-

dios are filled daily with babies borne in the

arms of frantic mothers and aunts, wishing

to secure the shadows of the tiny beings ere

they become the victims. of cholera infan-

tum or dysentery ; for the matter of taking

pictures of babies is not as well understood

as it should be.

Ho ! ye soulless photographers who dislike

babies and send them " across the way," or

to "the gallery below," do ye know what
is included in a baby ?

In the language of Longfellow

—

" Ah I what would the world be to us

If the children were no more?

We should dread the desert behind us

Worse than the dark before.

" What the leaves are to the forest,

With light and air for food,

Ere their sweet.and tender juices

Have been hardened into wood

—

'• That to the world are children
;

Through them it feels the glow

Of a brighter and sunnier climate

Than reaches the trunks below."

But how few photographers seem to un-

derstand this, to say nothing of the real

fact, which is also hard for some to under-

stand, that if you get a good picture of the

baby, you are pretty sure to make friends of

all the rest of the family, and secure their

patronage, too. Yet, in face of all, the ma-

jority seem to think that a baby is only

—
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Another little nuisance, pestering my life
;

Another little hriit, increasing toil and strife.

Two more shapeless cheeks, and under-exposed

nose,

To try my lens's focus—ten ugly little toes.

Two apple-dumpling hands, the eyes or mouth to

fill-

Now get " expressio7i,'^ will you ? a dollar if you

will.

A bundle of delusion, a small but mighty snare,

Of all such, oh ! deliver me—my chemicals, be-

ware

—

But you have enough of this.

" When yet was ever found a mother

Who'd give her baby for another?"

Eemember this, and take pains with the

babies. We have seen over and over that

it pays. Mr. J. Landy, of Cincinnati, -who

kindly furnished the negatives for this pic-

ture, understands this. He alwaj/s gets a

picture of some kind, and we are quite sure,

judging from the examples before us, that

his negatives are usually ordered from. As
you see, he makes a variety. Some time ago

he sent us some examples of his work in

this particular and peculiar line, and grad-

ually increasing his collection, and finding

it a great source of amusement to his pa-

trons, he resolved to sell copies from the

negatives. It was also suggested to him
that he make them to grace other studios,

and help relieve the tedium of waiting in

the reception-room. This he has consented

to do, as will be seen by his advertisement-

We commend them to all who desire to

laugh unto tears ; and you will say with

Tom Hood—

" There is even a happiness

That makes the heart afraid."

One thing we want to call your attention

to, namely, the gradation or gradual inten-

sity of the babies in the upper row, begin-

ning on the left with a gentle smile, and
ending up with a glorious ha ! ha ! such

as only the fond mamma understands. So

on the second row we have gradation from

a subdued resistance to complete, yelling de-

fiance. In the lower row we have contrast—
light and dark, ending up with an example

of sublime triumph, which looks very much
like the photographer's last resort, and as

if baby had the best of it. Ah ! we ask

you again, is not a baby in a skylight

,

"A well-spring of pleasure?"

The prints for " our picture " were made
by Messrs. Dinmore & Wilson, 125 West
Baltimore Street, Baltimore, Md., on Clem-

ons's new paper. Messrs. A. M. Collins,

Son & Co., Philadelphia, manufactured the

beautifully designed mounts for us expressly

for these expressive pets. We are glad to

see this better class and style of mounts dis-

placing the old, tasteless one.

The Photographic World for July contains a

very beautiful picture of a lady by Mr. J. H.

Lamson, Portland, Me., and among other use-

ful articles the following ; Photography Abroad

—How to Avoid Reflections of Light in Making

Reproductions; Printing with Fatty Colors ;
Dr.

Zettnow on Dry Plates ; Light and Heat—Ex-

posure and Development ; German Correspond-

ence ; French Correspondence; Notes In and

Out of the Studio; Magic Transparencies ; Is

Photography an Art; Portrait Photography;

Printing the Negatives ; Landscape Lessons
;

Matters of the N. P. A. ; Proceedings of the

Hypo Club ; Jones's " Baby Charmer;" All the

World Over.

Items of News.-—The societies are adjourned

until September.—Comments on Mr. Shaw's

patent in our next, perhaps.—Messrs. A. Hesler

& Son have opened a new gallery at Evanston,

111., where they propose to make the " highest

style" of work. We have no doubt of their suc-

cess, for our "veteran" friend has kept apace

with the growth of our art, and the son will no
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doubt follow suit. Much prosperity attend

them.—Some operators when they want situji-

tions tear the pictures out of our magazines and

exhibit them as examples of their work. Stop it,

friends, for your own good, because our maga-

zine is too well known and read to permit such a

fraud.—Mr. J G. Stewart. Carlinville, 111., sends

us some examples of his work which are far su-

perior to those he sent us previous to the St.

Louis Exhibition. His ideas are in the right

way now. One of his pictures has a very neat

medallion border, which he gets by making a

thin negative of a sheet of coarse sandpaper, and

printing in the border as usual.—Mr. G. W.

Appleton, formerly with Wtn. B. Holaies & Co.,

is now with Messrs. W. H. Mardock & Co., 15

Amity Street, N. Y., where he will be glad to

see all his old friends or to receive their orders.

Linn's Landscape PnoTOGRAPHY.—This sea-

sonable work is now ready; price, 75 cents. It

is full of good hints for the operator and printer

indoors as well as out of doors. Be sure to read it.

Mr. C. a. Zimmerman, who is well known

as a most talented photographer, has, in connec-

tion with his brother, E. 0. Zimmerman, opened

extensive stock rooms at 216 Third Street, St.

Paul, Minn. We think we need only mention

this to insure the flocking around them of the

best photographers of the Northwest, with all

their patronage. So may it be, and their pros-

perity all they desire.

The "Palette Cliib,'^ of which Mr. Win.

Kurtz, the eminent photographer of New York,

is the President, and Messrs. Elbert Anderson,

Sarony, and other photographers, among the

managers, made a moonlight excursion up the

Hudson on Tuesday night, July 16th. We were

present by invitation, together with our friends,

Messrs. Chas. Wager Hall and W. Irving Adams,

and enjoyed the frolic immensely. With a de-

lightful moonlight night, cool air, splendid mu-

sic, a gaily decorated steamer and barge, lit

by lime lights ; a thousand happy people sing-

ing, dancing, and having a good, innocent time

altogether, to say nothing of the tab/e d'' hote,

we had a grand good time. We hope the Club

will always invite us on similar occasions.

Mr. B. M. Clinedinst, Staunton, Va. , has

"shown us a very ingenious attachment for the

ground-glass of the camera, whereby the image

is secu: ed erect, so that it can be accurately

focussed right side up. The focussing-cloth is

also dispensed with. As we shall probably give

an illustrated description of it soon, we ask you
meanwhile to address the inventor for particu-

lars.

If any one desires to get an insight into the

way in which our art is making itself applicable

to use in hushiess circles, they may get it by

visiting the large establishment of Messrs. R.

Newell & Co., 62(5 Arch Street, Philadelphia. In

addition to a large landscape business, these

gentlemen do a great deal of work in a direction

so far but little explored, namely, in making

photographs of sample cards of merchandise of

ditferent kinds. For example : Messrs. Ziegler

&, Smith, prominent wholesale druggists, have

had made by Messrs. Newell & Co. a huge pile

of samples of articles, such as soaps, starches,

sponges, and whiit not in their line, artistically

arranged in groups and piles. These are used

to sell goods by. and are an immense help to the

salesman, for they save him labor, and bring to

mind goods he might forget to show. Mr. Newell

has made this branch of his art a great success.

We have recently had the pleasure of an in-

spection of the last photographic studio opened

in this city, i. e., that of Messrs. Garretts, No.

828 Arch Street. The work which these gentle-

men are producing is of a very excellent and

somewhat peculiar style—a style which seems to

be their own, and the results of which to all eyes

are most excellent. They seem to make a very

thin, soft negative, very slightly fogged, and

then by very judicious retouching work it up to

their standard of delicacy and beauty. A few of

their pictures were in the St. Louis Exhibition,

and attracted a good deal of attention. Their

work bears the impress of the true artist of feel-

ing, and we are glad to know that an appreciative

public is desiring such work. The more we have

of it the better for our art.

Pictures Received.—A look at our table

would convince any one that the landscape sea-

son is at hand, for we have here abundant evi-

dence of it in the number of stereographs that

have recently been sent us. We should like to

take you a trip among them, and tell you of each

one in detail, but there are too many. First,

we have a series of superb views of Niagara

from Mr. G. E. Curtis, Niagara Falls, N. Y. It

is rare that we see anything more elegant pho-

tographically than they are. They are mainly

winter views of frosted and snowed and iced

Niagara, of the large or "artistic" size, and
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such delicate softness as they possess almost

bewilders one's senses. Not long ago it was im-

possible to get such. Mr. Curtis, however, bus

made Niagii.ra his study for years, and after

studying over it a long while, he thinks he knows

how to manage it, and we think he does. No
earthly power conld hold Niagara still, or mas-

ter the breaking rapids as they leap into the air,

as he does ; but by some bewitching, Mr. Curtis

gets both, and he attributes his success to the

collodion he uses. Nos. 406, 400. 408, 420, and

420 are particularly fine. Mr. Alfred L. Hance,

of this city, under direction of Mr. Curtis, is

making collodion, which we recommend those

who would equal Mr. Curtis to try. It is to be

known as Curtis's Niagara collodion. If it will

enable landscape photographers to do better

work, then, indeed, Messrs. Curtis and Hance

have undertaken a good ^ork.—We next have a

series of "Lookout" scenery, sent us by the

widow of the late Prof. R. M. Linn, Lookout

Mountain, Tenn. We have every variety here,

from the expansive view of the valley miles in

extent to the quiet little cascade hid among the

rocks. They are examples of good work, too,

proving that the artist was fully capable to teach

others the mysteries of outdoor work. We re-

gret that these are his last work, but he has im-

mortalized himself in his little Manual, just pub-

lished at 75 cents per copy. There are thirty-

eight views in the set, and the same views are

published 11 x 14 size. Send for catalogue.

—

Messrs. Potter &, Bro., Mansfield, 0., send us ex-

amples from their first stereo negatives of views

near their city. If these—which are very good

—are their first, we have great hopes of their

ultimately becoming first-class landscape photog-

raphers. A view of the interior of their recep-

tion-room is also very good.—Mr. A. A. Bald-

win, Ludlow, Vermont, has also been out with

his camera again to Cavendish Falls, where he

secured some real gems exceeding anything we

ever knew him to do before—better work, and

his eyes are better educated. We congratulate

him.—Mr. Charles Pollock, 132 Washington

Streetj Boston, has sent us several views of the

interior of the great Boston Coliseum, which are

capitally taken. Mr. Pollock supplies these in any

quantity, and those who could not hear the

noise of the jubilee may see what made it, for

some of the views were made with "a full cho-

rus of 20,000 voices."—We have examples of

portrait work from Messrs. Ewing & Co., To-

ronto ; D J. Wallace, Belleville, Ont. ; Flower

& Hawkins, St. Paul, Minn., Mr. C. J. Hun-
tington, Operator; Potter & Bro. ; J. A. Wil-

son; W. C. North, Utica, N, Y. (of a sweet little

face) ; Carpenter, Adrian, Mich. ; J. C. Wilson,

Cherokee, Iowa; J. H. Fitzgibbon, St. Louis

(of Mr. and Mrs. Dan. Bryant) ; and J. Lee

Knight, Topeka, Kansas. Improvement, im-
jmtvftnent is the first impression one gets in

looking at the excellent work of these gentlemen,

and we hope they will be cheered on to do still

better than ever.—Messrs. Blessing & Co., Gal-

veston, Texas, have favored us with a reduction

of a 25 x 30 composition picture they have been

making of the Galveston Artillery Company,

consisting of over one hundred figures. It is

very skilfully done, and reflects great credit

upon the brains and the pencil that did it.

There should be more of such work done.

Chicago.—Not forgotten, but we are reminded

by a new advertisement from Chas. W. Stevens,

in this month's journal, of our stop in that busy

city, on our return from the Convention at St.

Louis, and our visit to the "Great Central"

photographic warehouse of Chas. W. Stevens,

562 and 564 West Madison Street. A peifect

beehive of business—two large stories and lofts

filled with photographers'' supplies, showing how
well this "wide awake" stock-house of the

West flourishes, and how fully alive to the inter-

ests of his patrons its enterprising proprietor is.

We will let the "Great Central" speak for

itself in our advertising pages.

Conant"s Metallic Retooching Pencils —
We have received a box of these very useful and

excellent articles from Mr. C. B. Conant, Lew-

iston, Me. They are made of metal, lead being

the base, and a slender rubber tube placed over

them to protect the fingers. Those who are

using them find them far superior to the black

lead pencil. They are gotten up very nicely,

with full instructions in each box. Mr. Conant

says that " much too little " retouching is " bet-

ter than a little too much." He is right there.

Our friends, Messrs. Thomas Gaffield and A.

Marshall, of Boston, with their wives, sailed for

Europe on the 28th inst. We wish them a safe and

pleasant passage ; and hope they will return with

many good things photographic to tell us about.

The Twenty-fifth Annual Exhibition of the

Maryland Institute will open in Baltimore for

the reception of goods, September 23d. An-

nouncements and blank applications for space

supplied by C. W. Bentley, Esq., Chairman of

the Committee on Exhibition.
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A WORD OR TWO WITH O0R Friends.—With

mingled gratitude and regret we learn that

some of our friends have taken the initiative

in trying to collect for us the amount we lost

in behalf of the fraternity in the libel suit.

While we cannot but feel gratified at such

an effort, we are not a little mortified that it

should be done. Our friends tell us that it is

none of our business, and that we have no right

to any a word, and yet we must say that we are

very sensible of their great kindness, and we

would not be human if we did not wish them suc-

cess. Yet we desire to state, that we expected no

such kindness. What little we have been en-

abled to do in defending our subscribers against

wrong, we have done vol it nlaril i/ and cheerfully,

without any thought of consideration from them.

It was a duty as well as a pleasure to work for

them, and we thought we should be allowed to

do so, and, if necessary, to suffer, if we chose to

run the risk, without interference. Our good

friends heading this movement have asked us to

publish letters from them sanctioning and urging

their movement. You can all see that it would

be extremely bad taste to do so. We have no

say in the patter, except to thank those who

come to us with their sympathy at such a time.

We care more for your good will and your kind

feelings and approval of our course, than we do

for your money, though we are not in that de-

lectable state which will allow us to look with

indifference upon loss of property. We are

sorry we have s;iid this much on the subject. We
are yours so long as our life is devoted to your

cause, and we do not intend, under any circum-

stances, to see you imposed upon.

We were told often by parties during the suit

that our "efforts would never be appreciated;

that photographers were an ungrateful set,"

&c., &c., but we thought we knew the natures

of those for whom we labor a little better than

any one else ; and we are sura now we were not

mistaken.

Me?ssrs. Leon k Levt, Paris, France, have

favored us with an admirable series of steieo-

graphs, 5x8 and 8x10 views of Egypt and the

Holy Land, superior to anything we hnve ever

seen of the same subjects. They are from dry

plates, which were made in Paris, and exposed

as above some months after. We wish that dry

process was public property.

HaNCB'S PHOTOaRAPHIC SPECIALTIES. —
Without desiring what we now say to be con-

strued as a "puff," we wi.sh to call attention to

the fact that Mr. Alfred L. Hance, of this city,

has just opened a laboratory for the manufacture

of a few articles essential to the production of

the best of photographic work. We shall there-

fore class him under the head of " Improve-

ments in Photography," and briefly state what

he is undertaking to do, and then refer you to

his advertisement.

First, then, he manufactures an article of

Gun-cotton. By a peculiar method which he

has, he claims that his product will be found to

possess advantages which no other pyroxyline

does. We all have been perplexed with bad cot-

ton. With a thorough knowledge of the causes

Mr. Hance undertakes to overcome them, and

yiiu who make your own collodion would do well

to test his cotton. Those who prefer to buy

their own collodion are to have especial atten-

tion paid them by Mr.* Hance, as he will supply

several brands of collodion, viz., 1. Elbert An-

derson's Portrait Collodion, made by Mr. An-

derson himself at Kurtz's studio. New York,

and bottled only by Mr. Hance ; 2. Hanee's Pe-

culiar Portrait Collodion, excellent for all styles

of portraiture, made without bromides ; 3.

White Mountain Landscape Collodion, same as

used by Kilburn Bros., Littleton, N. H. ; and

4. Curtis's Niagara Falls Collodion, for quick

work, made under direction of Mr G- E. Curtis,

the eminent photographer at Niagara.

The next article Mr. Hance offers is Gill's Im-

proved Concentrated Intensifier for all grades of

work. This article has been modestly winning

its way into favor for some three years, and is

now to be pushed more zealously, for judging

from what Mr. Kilburn says, it is too good a

thing to be hidden under a bushel. Mr. Gill

makes it. and Mr. Hance bottles it.

Giit Varnish (Cuminings's patent), has also

been taken hold of by Mr. Hance, who will offer

it improved in quality and in a new shape. We
are assured by those who use it, that it is the

most advantageous retouching varnish there is.

Mr. Hance assures us that all his preparations

are carefully tested before bottling, and if not

up to representation he will be thankful to have

them returned. We wish him success in his un-

dertaking, and with such men as are named

above to assist him, we are sure that the trade

will be benefited, and Mr, Hance also have

great success. His address is No. 126 North

Seventh Street, and his specialties will be for

sale by nil dealers. We are glad that somebody

has been able to induce Messrs. Anderson, Kil-

burns, and Curtis to give us a chance to bent

them with their own weapons, i. r.., their collo-

dion, for without good collodion all else is ?iil.



CARD.

Boston, July 26th, 187^;.

'To the Photogf-aphers of the United States.

As 3'Oa are aware, a circular letter has been issued asking you to unite

in returning to Mr. Edward L. Wilson the sum of money which he lost

in defending the fraternity against the claims of the Shaw & Wilcox

Company. I accepted the Treasurership of the fund it was hoped to

collect, and below make a report of the suras so far received.

There are many yet to hear from, and $3000 or more are required to

make your voluntary defender whole in the matter.

Let a short time witness the completion of the good work, and make

him assured of our sympathy 'and aid.

AMOUNTS RECEIVED SO FAR.

B. W. Kilburn, Littleton, N. H $50 00

Kilbm-n Bros., " " 50 00

Tibbals Bros., Painesville, 2 00

Well G. Singhi, Waverly, N. Y 1 00

C. Kendig, Naperville, 111 1 00

J. D. Cadwallader, Marietta, 3 00

E. L. Allen, Boston, Mass 25 00

Weld & Avery, Penn Yan, N. Y 1 00

J. 0. Mills, " " " 3 00

John Bryson, Houlton, Me 1 00

George 0. Bowers, " ' 1 00

B. S. Cooper, Waverly, Mo 2 00

T. i<r. Gates, Westboro, Mass 5 00

A. M. Smith, Nebraska City, Neb 2 00

Norton & Johnson, Kewanee, III 5 00

C. H. Pease, Goshen, Ind 5 00

C. C. Shadle, Kittanning, Pa 10 00

Cramer, Gross k Co., St. Louis, Mo 10 00

A. A. Johnson, Cazenovia, N. Y 1 00

A. F. Ciough, Springfield, Mass 5 00

Fairman Rogers, Newport, R. I $50 00

James Sinclair, Stillwater, Minn 5 00

D. A. Pease, Newark, N. Y 2 00

C. C. McManus, Nevada, Iowa 1 00

J G. Barrows, Mendon, Mich 1 50

E. F. Everett, Mankato, Minn 2 00

James Gremer, Philadelphia, Pa 25 00

A. McCormick, Oxford, Pa 5 00

T. M. V. Doughty, Winsted, Conn 4 00

E. W. Meafoy, " " 2 00

R T. Sheldon, " ' 1 00

Samuel Holmes, New York City 20 00

J. H. Kent, Rochester, N. Y 25 00

Potter & Bro., Mansfield, 5 00

I. G. Chandlee, Bridesburg, . Pa 5 00

M. H. Albee, Marlboro, Mass \ 50

John R. demons, Philadelphia 25 00

Wm. H. Rhoads, Philadelphia 50 00

W. J. Baker, Buffalo, N. Y 60 00

Total; .... $472 00

B. FRENCH, Treasurer.
159 WASHINGTON ST.
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BIGELOW'S ALBUM OF LIGHTING
AND POSING.

We hope our readers will eseuse us for

reverting to this thing again. We do not

do it wholly because we are commercially

interested in its success, but because also

it is a good thing. We do not care how
intelligent the operator may be, or how
ignorant, a careful study of Mr. Bigelow's

Album will freshen his ideas, and be of great

service to him, provided he can see its ad-

vantages. There a?-e men who cannot see

anything scarcely. Place such in front of a

beautifully formed column or other work of

art, and they see nothing more than mere

surface, for their brains are only surface

deep. Place them in the Cave of the

Winds, at Niagara, and their impressions

concerning the height and power of that

great work of nature do not differ from

those they have when taking a view

from-Suspension Bridge We commiserate

such persons from the very depths of our

heart, for they go through the world with-

out receiving one-tenth their share of in-

struction or pleasure—they are constantly

meeting with loss. A good old professor

used to say to his students in divinity,

" Boys, the first thing you have to learn is,

to open your jnotdh and speak out;"' so we
say to the ambitious and live photographer.

Open your eyes and take in all there is to see.

20

Mr. Bigelow's Album will not take you in,

assuredly, if you pjurchase it. It is full of

instruction and good. We will again

briefly describe it. First, it contains

twentjr-four Victoria size portraits of ladies,

gentlemen, and children, in various atti-

tudes, and lighted according to various

methods, very skilfully and appropriately.

These pictures are mounted on each side of

a long, folding leaf, twelve on one side and

twelve on the other, and when the leaf is

spread out, twelve studies are shown at once

;

on being turned over we have twelve more.

When not in use, they are folded up into a

neat, strong, cloth cover, to protect them.

An Explanatory Key is supplied, which gives

a diagram for every picture, showing the

skylight in which it was made, and the cur-

tains opened during the exposure, together

with much useful information on making
portraits. You cannot have better practice

than to take this Album and make similar

results yourself. Our esteemed friend, Mr.

G. Wharton Simpson, editor of the Photo-

graphic Nervs, says, "If any photographer

chooses to go steadily through all the studies,

and, following instructions with precision,

produce exactly similar results, he will have

put himself practically through a course of

lessons of the utmost value, by which he

will have become familiar with possibilities

in lighting altogether fresh to him. . . We
should be glad to see it in the hands of Eng-
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lish portraitists generally." This is why we
urge it upon the attention of our readers.

We are deeply and earnestly interested in

the progress of photography^ and it is our

constant study to select and produce such

works as will bring about the result we covet,

and which must enure to your best success.

"We do not believe you would do without

Mr. Bigelow's Albuna for its weight in gold,

if you knew its value.

The studies are, No. 1. Group of a mother

and child, very pretty and suggestive ; No.

2. Bust picture, front face of a lady, light

over the left shoulder ; No. 3. Large head

of a lady, backward, ditfused light ; No. 4.

Three-quarter figure of a lady leaning on a

cabinet, diffused light; No. 5. Profile bust

of a lady in velvet cloak, elegantly man-

aged ; No. 6. Medallion of three-quarter fe-

male face, well lighted front, top, and side-

light ; No. 7. Medallion of a lady ; light

much as No. 6, only the light on the other

side ; No. 8. Lovely picture of a child, easy

and graceful ; No. 9. Bust of a lady read-

ing, face skilfully lighted ; No. 10. Nearly

a profile of a lady, large Eembrandt style
;

No. 11. Similar, of a gentleman ; No. 12.

A child asleep, elegant in arrangement and

lighting ; No. 13. Profile of a lady in Kem-
brandt style, light dress

;
Nos. 14 and 15, of

the same lady, dressed in light and dark

dress, and as varied in pose and style ; No.

16. The gem of the book—a lady with chin

on her hands, and elbows on a table ; light

dress, and lighted charmingly ; Nos. 17, 18,

and 19. Busts of ladies, variously liglited

;

Nos. 20 and 21. Medallions of same lady,

showing different sides of the face ; No. 22.

Three-quarter standing figure. No. 23, full

figure sitting, and No. 24, full figure stand-

ing of same lady, three grand studies. At
least, ask your dealer to show you the Album,

and examine it.

Hints from the Record of an Artist

and Photographer.

BY JOHN L. 6IH0N.

No. 2.

We will resume the position which we
accepted in our last communication, and

merely revert to the fact that then we had

only placed our bath in working condition.

Upon the shelves of the dark-room are a

number of bottles^evidently containing

collodion—they are of all sizes, and the con-

tents of all shades of color. For the purpose

of gratifying our curiosity we uncork and ex-

periment with the different samples, and are

not at all disappointed with the results.

All of them have a peculiarly rotten smell,

that indicates the mixture of an impure

ether with the other ingredients. Plates

when coated with any of the stock in hand,

and afterwards passed through all of the

necessary manipulations, show unmistaka-

ble signs of an imperfect film. There are

fine holes and minute transparent spots, that

we are assured cannot be dependent upon

the bath. Now, have confidence in your

experience, and again act promptly and

with decision.

The course is here as in the preceding

case, to manufacture for yourself, and so to

become thoroughly familiar with all that

you use. In regard to collodion, almost

everj operator has his own modification of

that, which after all is very much alike.

The fundamental principle is to ^possess a

good cotton, or as it is more scientifically

termed, pyroxyline.

I used to make my own, but abandoned

the practice when 1 became fully aware that

tho.se who made it their specialty to pro--

duce the article, could furnish me with a

more generally reliable commodity It is

easy enough to make that which we call

gun-cotton—a stuff that will have explo.-^ive

properties, and that will dissolve in a mix-

ture of ether and alcohol. The photogra-

pher, however, is obliged to be exacting in

his demands, and he desires qualifications

in this as in every other material he con-

sumes, that are sometimes diflScult to attain.

Much time and space could be consumed by

talking of the relative merits of " long and

short" cotton as applied to our uses, but I

will merely remark that I have found the

structure of the fibre to depend mainly upon

the temperature at which the cotton was

manufactured, and that the quality of the

resulting collodion, as to its power of pro-

ducing density, does in a great measure de-

pend upon this condition. We can accept

the general principle, that a very "short"

cotton, or one that is made at a high tem-
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perature, will produce black and -white

pictures—good for copying purposes—and

that the film will be structureless and easily

destroyed; that, on the other hand, the

"long" staple will give us a tough skin,

that is not so readily made sensitive, but

will stand a deal of hard usage. The most

explosive varieties of gun-cotton cannot be

accepted as being the best. In fact, it would

almost seem, as if a merely consuming or

rather slow burning quality were a deside-

ratum. It is a rather curious fact, however,

and one that I do not believe that all pho-

tographers are aware of, that this property

of rapid combustion can never be elimi-

nated.

Save the skins from plates that have been

coated, exposed, developed, fixed, and then

thrown aside, and you will find that when
dried they are still explosive, and present

the main attributes of the original raw ma-

terial.

I was now about to remark that the next

important step remained in the selection of

a perfectly reliable "ether," but a little re-

flection reminds me that the absolute purity

of everything that we handle is essential, if

we make fine work our standard. Any one,

with but little skill, and a slight knowledge

of the requirements of the business, can

throw together a collodion that will vjo7-k,

and with which an image can be produced.

I have met with operators who insist that

the sensitizers are all alike in their effects,

and that it makes but little difference whe-

ther you select cadmium, potassium, mag-
nesium, or whatever other chemical you
may have at command. I beg leave to dis-

sent. My own method is as follows, and

its recommendation to me is that it works

well. I take three bottles of the same size,

and your choice of that part of the matter

must depend upon the amount of business

you are doing, or upon the quantity of ma-

terial you consume. In one I make a per-

fectly plain or normal collodion, rather thin,

from three or four grains of cotton to the

ounce. This I hold in reserve, and do not

feel that we have any immediate occasion

for its use. Its object is to thin down the

other mixtures when necessary. The in-

gredients of my next bottle are of about

the following proportions

:

Alcohol, . . 10 ounces

Ether, . 10 "

lod, Ara., neg., . . 90 grains.

Bromide Potas., . 45

Gun-cotton, . 90 "

The last vessel is filled with a somewhat
more complex mixture

;

Alcohol, , . 10 ounces.

Ether, . 10 "

lod. Amm., 60 grains.

" Cadmium, . , 20 "

" PotilS., . 20 "

Bro. Cadmium, . . 22 "

" Potas., . 22 "

Cotton, . 90 "

With these two mixtures a variety of re-

sults can be obtained. For ordinary por-

trait work my practice is to mix them in

equal parts, and to filter preparatory to use.

For landscape effects, or those requiring

very short exposures, the first formula will

be found to be especially convenient. It

also has the recommendation of being almost

immediately ready for use. I adopt the

cadmium in my second preparation to ob-

tain from it the keeping qualities that un-

doubtedly attach themselves to it. The

modified combination of the two judiciously

managed, will enable you to undertake

any description of work. There are, cer-

tainly, other proportions of other material

that we must keep at command, but it is

premature to speak of them now, and our

object for the present is to get the gallery in

working order. Some day we will have to

study up the difierent results obtained from

using unequal proportions of alcohol and

ether, and from the varied salting or sensi-

tizing of our collodion.

The developer is yet to prepare, and I

claim that by my method it is a very simple

matter. I put an indefinite quaiitity of the

protosulphite of iron in a large bottle and fill

up with water. This is to be held in reserve

as stock, and drawn from as occasion de-

mands. "We need some at once, and will

pour off a -few ounces of this saturated so-

lution, and taking a hydrometer, kept only

for this purpose, weaken it until it marks

about twenty grains. Filter, and add to the

quart of solution from one and a half to two

and a half ounces of acetic acid. No. 8, and
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an ounce or less of alcohol. It is to be ob-

served that I do not prescribe a definite

proportion of either alcohol, acid, or iron.

This is because different conditions demand

a somewhat dissimilar treatment, and when

we get to our work I will endeavor to make
it apparent how we can often improve indi-

vidual effects, by apparently slight changes.

The advantage you obtain by making your

developer in the manner I recommend, is,

that you always have it at command on the

shortest notice. I have been in many gal-

leries where I have seen operators forced to

desist from their Avork, in order to pound up

iron and make a ^solution that they should

never be without.

The fixing bath is easily managed. Look-

ing into the one I find in our room, I see

that it is as full of dirt as of soda. Save the

contents, but as speedilj' as possible cleanse

the vessel, and dissolve 'in it clean hypo,

with pure water. We are now nearly

enough arranged to work more satisfac-

torily, but there can be found many other

things to attend to, concerning which, more

anon.

SPECIFICATION

OF A

Sure and very Efl5cacious Method of Reducing

the Exposure in the Negative Process,

WITHOUT PREJUDICING THE QUALITIES KE-

QUIUED IN A PERFECT "CLICHE."

BY CHARLES GUTZLAFF,

Photographer in Bahia.

Amongst the several " desiderata" in the

photographic art it is, of course, one of

the most important to find a method that

would allow to shorten considerably the

usual duration of the exposure without sacri-

ficing in any way the perfection of the re-

sult. Thereby one of the principal difiicul-

ties in the negative process would be re-

moved, and it appears to be quite superfluous

to call the attention of practical photogra-

phers to the innumerable advantages result-

ing from the solution of this problem.

It will be sufScient to remember how
often it happens that the photographical

labor is frustrated by the generally necessary

length of exposure, especially in the cases

where the photographer is taking the like-

nesses of babies, or groups of " troublesome

and nervous persons," the difficulties being

sometimes still more increased by gloomy
weather.

Instantaneous photography also, which

always requires exceptionally favorable cir-

cumstances, the reproduction of dark in-

teriors, in short, quite every branch of

our art would gain immensely by an effica-

cious method for diminishing the time of

exposure.

Indeed, for many years there has been

an incessant effort made to secure " an

increased sensibility " of the film. In-

numerable, sometimes very complicated,

formulas of collodions or developers have

been recommended, successively praised and

rejected. But the uselessness of all the at-

tempts to solve the problem in this manner

is clearly demonstrated by the fact that the

most renowned of our colleagues abandoned

all the complicated processes and returned

to the simplest formulas, which possess the

great advantage of constancy in the effect

and favor the regulation of the good con-

dition of the chemicals employed.

Neither is anything to be expected from

new, "quick-working lens combinations."

The opticians working for our department

have already done their best in this respect.

The power of light of our last " portrait

lenses" cannot be heightened without prej-

udicing the extension and other optical

qualities of the image. There remains there-

fore only one remedy for abbreviation of the

exposure, which consists in utilizing more
completely than has been done hitherto all

the light we can disjwse of.

This can be done by the co-operation of

the yellow and red rays, generally called

non-actinic, which are contained in dif-

fused daylight.

This way was indicated many years

ago, by the French savant, Edmond Bec-

querel, who discovered that the rays of the

red side of the solar spectrum, although they

had no appreciable direct action on iodide

of silver, possessed nevertheless the curious

peculiarity to affect this substance, when it

has been previously exposed, even for a

short time, to the action of blue light; that

is to say, that those non-actinic rays, which
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are useless for direct or primitive chemical

influence, may continue in a certain manner

the work commenced by the blue beams.

Mr. Becquerel called, therefore, the violet

side of the spectrum " rayons excitateurs,"

and the yellow-red side " rayons continua-

teurs." Unhappily that learned man made

no further investigations on this subject,

and his assertion only referred to the daguer-

reotype plates then in use. Admitting,

therefore, the correctness of his observation,

it remained still to find if the same law is

to be extended to the sensitized films now
generally employed.

The discovery of Mr. Becquerel, however

incomplete and insufficiently demonstrated,

attracted notwithstaiiding the attention of

the daguerreotypists of those times. Some
of them perceived the important technical

consequences of that theorem, and tried to

improve underexposed daguerreotypes by a

subsequent exposure in diffused daylight

under yellow and red glasses. These ex-

periments are said to have produced some

results.

But as soon as the bromides were intro-

duced in the Daguerre process, furnishing

an energetic, "accelerating agent," that

method became almost forgotten, its results

being too unsafe ; because the technical ap-

plication of that however correct principle

was very imperfect. The whole subject re-

mained only mentioned in some treatises of

physics. In our days the same matter

has again attracted general attention, and it

seems to be a settled question that Mr. Bec-

querel's theorem relates equally to other

photo-sensitive substances, viz. : chloride of

silver and the now-used collodio-film with

iodo-bromide of silver.

New experiments were tried, chiefly in

the United States, with the intention of

practical exploration of that scientific fact.

Indeed, several methods have been indicated

to employ the '' co-operative " or " continu-

ing " properties of red light for strength-

ening the invisible, sometimes too weak,

chemical action of the optical image in the

camera.

All these proceedings, however, though

based upon a doubtless correct principle, did

not show any progress relatively to the best

manner of technical employment.

The employers of yellow or red glasses,

or any other transparent substance of these

colors, omitted generally to examine the

spectral peculiarities of the mentioned me-

diums by means of the spectroscope. They
did not, therefore, observe that not one of

them excludes completely all actinic rays

from the sensitized plate, and on this ac-

count results the impossibility to apply a

somewhat strong subsequent " eclairage "

without general fogging of the plate. But

only when the yellow-red beams have a cer-

tain intensity they are enabled to induce a

continued action of practical efficacy.

Indeed, none of the several methods to ap-

ply the co-operation of the non-actinic rays

has been generally adopted. We dare even

say that the gained results proved to be of

such an uncertainty that the very funda-

mental theorem of Mr Ed. Becquerel was

again put in question from many sides.

—

Photograph. Mittheilungen, 1870, Nos. 81

and 82, sessions of 11th November and 12th

December.

As the author was convinced by certain

theoretical opinions of the correctness of Mr.

Becquerel's assertion, he resolved to under-

take a careful investigation for the purpose

of asseverating that theorem in a decided

manner, by exact experiments, and, if pos-

sible, to find out a more rational method of

technical application.

To avoid prolixity, there shall only follow

the description of the principal experiments,

and the explanation of certain laws deduced

from the same, which gives us the rules that

have to be observed in the practical methods

specified afterwards.

First I applied the fundamental experi-

ment of Mr. Becquerel on the now usually

sensitized iodo-bromide of silver. Several

very shortly-exposed negatives were sub-

mitted to the subsequent action of difl^use

daylight transmitted by yellow or red

glasses of different kinds to be had in com-

merce, and then developed in the usual man-

ner. On each plate (stereoscope plates) there

were two identical images of the same ob-

ject, taken with exactly equal exposures.

During the following exposure, imder the

colored glass, one side of the plate remained

covered with an opaque screen, so as to

allow a more exact observation of any dif-
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ference between both sides after the develop-

ment. Almost all kinds of glasses which I

investigated produced, when I tried them

singly, such a complete fogging of the un-

covered side of the plate that it was impos-

sible to state if any details in the shadows

had more distinctly appeared on the after-

exposed image than on that protected by

the opaque screen.

An exposure of ten to fifteen seconds to

the ditfuse light, under the different kinds

of yellow glass, was sufficient to fog exten-

sively the afterwards developed plate. There

was only one kind of dark-red glass (colored

on both sides by means of protoxide of

copper) which allowed a subsequent expos-

ure of about five to ten seconds without pro-

ducing fogging, and in this case the after-

exposed side of the plate showed, though

very feebly, a nevertheless perfectly distinct

improvement respecting the quantity of de-

tails in the shadows, which appeared on the

after-exposed side when compared to the

protected half of the plate.

The attempt, however, to render this

effect more sensible by prolonging the after-

exposure was unsuccessful, because in this

case the mentioned red glass also produced

fogging.

In the other way, when I combined a

certain kind of yellow glass (I think, colored

with uranium), with the said red one, such

a double plate proved to be completely non-

actinic ;
but, unhappily, at the same time,

the transmitted combined light was itself

too weakened to produce any " continuing "

action, even when the duration of the sub-

sequent exposure was immoderately in-

creased.

An ammoniacal solution of carmine and

some more liquids, colored with red or yel-

low organic pigments, gave analogical re-

sults like the aforesaid glasses.

These liquids were contained in cases shut

by parallel mirror glasses, on the opposed

sides, with an interior distance of one cen-

timetre.

I now, firstly, ascertained by the aid of a

spectroscope which rays of the solar spec-

trum the different kinds of colored medi-

ums respectively transmitted and which

they absorbed. Then, the second and chief

question, was to know to which determined

systems of rays the continuing action (con-

stituted in certain cases) has to be ascribed.

Mr. Becquerel, and after him Mr. Moser,

assert, in a rather general manner, that yel-

low or red light is apt to continue the com-

menced action of blue light.

In consequence of his numerous experi-

ments, the author of this article was so

happy to discover a more definite relation

between that primitive (commencing) and

secondary (continuing) action. His conclu-

sion is the following

:

The chemical action on any photo-sensi-

tive substance, by any actinic rays of a de-

termined length of wave's, can be continued

by that less refrangible (even when in itself

anactinic) ray, whose length shows to that

of the preceding ray the exact arithmetical

proportion of three to two (3:2).

The theoretical explanation of this law,

deduced from special series of experiments,

is based, like Dr. Zenker's hypothesis, on

the nature of polychromatic photography,

on the very probable supposition of interfer-

ences in the interior of the sensitive film,

between the coming rays and those which

are refiected by the back of that film. The
author intends to publish separately, in a

more detailed manner, his views on this

subject.

Let us suppose, for example, that a mono-

chromatic blue ray from the part of the

spectrum, near the dark-line G (indigo-

blue), has acted for a short time on sensi-

tized iodide or bromide of silver.

The undulations of this ray have a

length (according to Trauenhofer) G =
0,0004296 mm.

Now, 0,0004296 mm x3-2= 0,0006444mm,

a number which corresponds with the or-

ange region between C and D. Indeed

these latter waves have their respective

/ I> = 0,0005888
lengtns,

j ^ ^ 0,0006559

As is known, the maximum of direct pho-

tochemic energy on iodide of silver belongs

to the spectral zone, near tlie dark line G (in-

digo-blue), therefore the maximum of sec-

ondary (or "continuing") action will fall

in the region betweed C and D (orange),

which is plainly confirmed by the experi-

ment.

But the photographical action is not to be
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performed by means of the indigo-blue

light. We have also to consider the whole

spectral zone, which possesses actinical prop-

erties. This zone extends itself from about

the line F (light-blue), in case the bro-

mides are contained in the film, on one side,

to the group of lines H-H'', correspond-

iag to the last visible violet rays. The ul-

tra-violet rays are not to be taken in con-

sideration, because their nearly complete

absorption by our lenses renders them use-

less for ordinary photographic practice.

The undulatory length i ^ ^ 0,0004856 mm-
of their rays are cor- Vjj^^'gggg

,,

responding near ) '

conse(iuently if we apply the above-men-

tioned principle, the whole zone of second-

ary action (on iodide of silver) will extend

itself from 3-2 x 0,0004856 = 0,0007284 mm.
3-2 X 0,0003963 = 0,0005944 mm.

0,0007284 mm. corresponding to the most

extreme red, nearly about the line A,

0,0005944 mm. corresponding nearly with

the well-known (sodium-line) line D.

'Now, we have determined that group of

colored rays, which, though it in no way

affects our sensitive preparations directly,

possesses in the highest degree the remark-

able peculiarity to act in a secondarj'^ (con-

tinuing) manner only on those parts of the

latent image, where a primitive effect has

been produced by the previous exposure.

This continuing action is increasing to a

certain maximum, with the prolongation of

the subsequent exposure, proceeding always

quite proportionally to the different inten-

sity of the primary action produced in the

several parts of the optical image.

The problem to get colored mediums, es-

pecially fitted for such artificial maturing

of too weak a latent image, consists there-

fore in the preparation of transparent me-

diums which exclude eo-)npletely all the di-

rect actinic rays (the whole violet side till

the line F, and even for more security till

E, green), and transmits at the same time

the rays from D, till the extremest red, as

unioeakened as possible.

A yellow-red substance that would only

answer to the first condition, that is to be

completely "opaque" for all actinic rays,

but which at the same time absorbs a con-

siderable portion of the very yellow-red

beams, would not be suited for our purpose,

because in this case the duration of the sub-

sequent exposure would be immoderately in-

creased to obtain a notable effect.

Therefore the yellow-red glas.ses that are

to be met in commerce are not at all adapted,

notwithstanding their facility for employ-

ment. As we have seen, they transmit

when applied singly too many actinic rays

(the negatives fog), and combined in such a

manner to avoid this defect, they enfeeble

the desired red-yellow light too considera-

bly.

But even if, as it has been pretended,

there were to be met perchance one or the

other sufficiently "non-actinic" kind of

orange glass, it would be nevertheless very

difficult to manufacture constantly the

wanted article in the required qualitj"^, the

"nuance" of colored glasses depending

from many circumstances quite impossible

to regulate.

The solutions of carmine, cochineal, and

some more substances employed for the same

end, transmit equally too great a portion of

blue or violet light to be employed without

danger of producing fogged images.

Only the mentioned researches by means

of the " spectroscope " rendered it possible

to put aside all empiric trials, and to en-

counter in a more rational way perfectly

appropriated mediums which would, quite

in opposition to those already proposed sub-

stances, allow to apply the transmitted red

and yellow light in the desirable strength

without any danger of producing fogging.

The chief and hitherto unknown advan-

tages of the invention afterwards to be spe-

cified, consists therefore in the scientific

establishment of the principles to be ob-

served in such cases, and the therefrom re-

sulted discovery and application of very

well-fitted colored mediums of facile manu-

facturing, and of easy manipulation, for

which invention the author requires the

patent-right.

I now intend to describe the special

method for the preparation and application

which proved to be the best by careful ex-

periments.

First of all, let it be observed that it will

remain always impossible to exclude by any

colored medium certain spectral regions
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absolutely, allowing at the same time other

determined rays to pass through totally un-

weakened.

The preceding researches, however, will

enable us to determine the to be observed

limits toward both sides in every practical

application according to our special purpose.

Amongst the colored liquids the solution

of several soluble "bichromates" are those

which answer almost completely both pro-

posed conditions.

As the bromides usually contained in our

collodions render this somewhat sensible for

green, it results that the said solution is not

absolutely "non-actinic," if the "after-ex-

posure " would be very much prolonged (be-

yond one minute in intensive diffuse light),

or if there would be applied direct sun-

beams. In any case it is allowed to expose

under that medium 30 to 50 seconds in the

diffuse daylight without causing the slightest

veiling, and that duration is always suffi-

cient for producing an excellent effect.

The author has a long time practically

used flat glass cases with such solutions, and

got by that means surprising results.

He was enabled to take quite instanta-

neously likenesses of troublesome children,

groups, &c., within his glass gallery, even

during the tropical rainy season with excel-

lent success.

But the inconvenience in manipulation,

the limited practicableness of liquid me-

diums, and more, the difficulty of cementing

the required flat glass-cases in a durable

manner, made it desirable to find solid color-

ed plates possessing the same optical qualities.

I did not succeed in finding any single

pigment that when employed alone gave

results comparable with those of the bichro-

mate-solution. 1 discovered, however, sev-

eral combinations of solid pigments, which

surpassed even the efficacy of that liquid

medium.

Improve.—Photographers of the United

States, do strive to improve your work.

Some of it is perfectly wretched. We get

examples from some of our subscribers that

discourage one's heart. Look at the exam-

ples in your magazines, and trj'^ to excel

them. Don't be satisfied with making work
ten times worse.

A REPLY TO MR SNELLING.
Mr. Editor: My first thought, on read-

ing Mr. Snelling's article was, to pass it by
without notice, for of itself, it is not in these

days worthy the notice of those who are

practicing photography as an art ; but there

are many new beginners in the field, who
naturally loolc to your columns for informa-

tion, and, besides, the general public are be-

ginning to be interested, and cite articles

from your pages as authority. These facts

demand a reply to an article which , anywhere

else than in our recognized journal, would

be too thin for notice.

I place photography arhong the sister arts,

and compare it with the others. We call

sculpture an art, because it is one of the means

used in producing'works of art ; and yet the

qualities that distinguish the sculptor from

any other artist are only those of any suc-

cessful marble cutter. So also with paint-

ing
; we call it an art, because it is one of

the methods by which works of art are pro-

duced, yet the distinguishing qualities of

the painter-artist are only tiiose of the sign

or house painter. Copying from nature in

sculpture, painting, or photography, is not

necessarily art ; it may be merely the skill

of the stonecutter, draughtsman, or manipu-

lator ; in either case it may be a perfect copy,

of nature, and not, in any sense, a work of

art. Anything that aspires to considera-

tion as a work of art, must be measured by

certain rules of design, composition, and exe-

cution ; the first two belong wholly to art,

the last is simply skill. There are many
really great works of art, in which the exe-

cution is very faulty ; hence it is that it often

happens that copies from famous pictures are

better executed than the original, yet it does

not require a great artist to copy works of

art; it requires only a skilful draughtsman

and colorist. Some of our best copyists are

entirely incapable of originating works of

art.

An article of Mr. Snelling's, that came

under mj^ notice some time ago, was so cal-

culated to mislead photographers, that only

lack of time prevented my noticing it. In

the article I allude to, he said that photo-

graphs were not to be judged by the same

standard as other works of art. Now, the

effect of such teachings is to create a vitiated
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taste. The statement itself shows such a

want of art culture, as to incapacitate the

writer from being considered authority upon

photographic sesthetics.

All works of art are, and must be judged

by the same general rules and standards.

If a picture satisfies the requisites of a work

of art—if it is artistic in design, correct in

composition and chiaroscuro, it is a work

of art, whether executed with the, pencil,

graver, or camera.

Mr. Snelling, himself, in his definition of

photography, unconsciously places it among
the arts. He says it is the pictorial (the

italics are my own) reproduction of natural

(and he might have added artificial) ob-

jects, &c. This he does not call art, be-

cause scientific chemical processes are used

with the aid of light in their production.

Now, I would ask if the etchings of Eem-
brandt were any less works of art because

he used scientific chemical processes for cut-

ting the steel; and as to the use of light,

what glorious delineations of nature an art-

ist would produce with his pencil in a dark

night, without the aid of light and its result-

ing shadows?

His definition of art is, that "it is the

delineatiun of natural or artificial objects,

&c." Now, the delineation of an object in

nature may be simply a map in perspective

of a stretch of level country, or an unbroken

sea-beach that no stretch of the imagination

could consider pictorial, because the point

of sight was badly chosen, the time of day
unsuited, or from a failure to supply some

object needed to balance and complete the

composition. A delineation of a patch of

nature is not necessarily a work of art, and

may be done by one who has neither the

faculty of artistic sight, nor the natural

capacity to acquire it; but anything that

can be called a pictorial reproduction of na-

ture ixiust, even if done with the camera, be

by an artist, and rise to the dignity of a

work of art, or it is not pictorial.

True, photography does not necessitate a

natural genius, «&c., neither does marble cut-

ting or painting, hence it is that all marble

cutters, painters, and photographers are not

artists.

Let us take an illustration of the art ca-

pacity of photography. A man who is both

by natural talent and by thorough cultiva-

tion an artist of superior ability, designs a

picture, selects his models and materials,

arranges the compositions artistically, lights

up the whole in the most approved and

picturesque manner, and photographs the

result, producing a picture that is as perfect

in design, in composition, and chiaroscuro

;

more perfect in execution and far more
faithful to nature than he could have ren-

dered it ]by the clumsy old-fashioned method

of pencilling. No one with a knowledge

of what constitutes art would deny that the

resulting picture was a work of art, nor

that the man who produced it was an artist

;

and very few, aside from Mr. Snelling,

would deny that the medium by which it

was produced was an art. We class sculp-

ture as an art, because in the hands of an

artist it is capable of producing works of

art, and for the same reason we call paint-

ing, engraving, and photography arts.

But let us turn over to the next page of

Mr. Snelling's novel essay, and we plunge

into a pot pouri of incongruous absurdities.

He claims that not until the hand of the

artist is called in to retouch the negative,

does the photograph become in any sense a

work of art, and yet condemns the practice

because it makes it less a pictorial represen-

tation of nature, and draws the conclusion

that these are facts which decide against

our classing photography among the arts

;

this would perhaps have been more intelli-

gible if he had here quoted from a supposi-

titious veto, of Horace Greeley's that has

been going the rounds, the closing of which

would have been apropos, and is as follows :

" I do not know why this is so, or which is

which, but the man who says to the con-

trary is a hell-hound, and bribed by British

gold." I think I see the broad smile with

which Mr. Snelling's wonderful deduction

of logic was received by the fraternity.

Again, he says the genius of a painter

may make him a good photographer. True,

it may make a good photographer, but

unless the painter happen to be an artist,

his genius is no more likely to make him a

good photographer than that of the brick-

layer or carpenter. There is often a wide

dificrence between a painter and an artist,

just as there is between a mere photo-
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graphic manipulator and a photographic

artist.

In the next to the last paragraph the writer

evidently does not permit facts to interfere

with his theories. He says the mind and

hand of man would be powerless to produce

a picture photographicallj^ without direct

assistance from nature. Will he be good

enough to explain what direct assistance was

rendered by nature, in the production of

some of the charming interior views of

Mammoth Cave, by magnesium light?

Again, he says a man can produce a pic-

ture photographically without the least

knowledge of art principles. A man may
produce a correct map of anj^thing by the

use of the camera or the pencil without any

knowledge of art principles, but a picture

he cannot. Here, for the present, I will

leave the subject, with the remark that I

have designed nothing personal to Mr.

Snelling, but when a man comes before the

public in the character of a writer and

teacher he becomes as such public property,

and at this particular time, when many of

our ablest photographic artists are laboring

diligently and with flattering success to com-

pel the recognition of photography as an

art, as it well deserves, to have one whose

writings manifest inexcusable ignorance of

the subject, attempt to prove that it is not

an art, is, as I have before remarked, alto-

gether too thin.

F. Thorp.
BucYRus, Ohio.

NO. 100 AGAIN.
Of our contemporary, the Mittheilun-

gen^ No. 100 lies before us ; it follows closely

in the wake of the Philadelphia Photog-

rapher^ the readers of which received our

No. 100 in April last. Dr. Vogel, the able

editor of this pioneer magazine of our art,

who is to our fraternitj' in this country al-

most as well known as in the old world, ac-

companies his one hundredth issue with the

following remarks

:

" For a monthly periodical eight years

and more are necessary to complete one hun-

dred numbers. To many this may appear

but a short space of time ; for us it has been

sufficiently long to make our publication

appreciated in both hemispheres, and to se-

cure for it the warmest sympathies of the

best of our colleagues.

" The Miitheilungen will continue to work,

true to its motto, for the promotion of pho-

tography in every direction.

" No matter if the progress which we have

to record monthly is great or small, so much
is self-evident, that the proud edifice of our

art, which has been reared upon the in-

ventions of Daguerre and Talbot, assumes

every year grander proportions. In science,

in art, and in the industrial pursuits of life,

photography is daily adapted to new pur-

poses. Seven years ago we ventured to ex-

press the hope that at some future time

photography would become the medium by

which the visible is represented, as the art

of printing has become the medium by which

thoughts are expressed.

" This hope has become a reality, and the

conviction that at the hand of other excel-

lent men we have contributed our mite to

bring about this result is the proudest re-

ward."

In conclusion, we wish to our old and

steadfast friend a long and prosperous ca-

reer ; although the pioneers have cleared

away the forest, and all the fertile fields pro-

duce their abundant harvests, still there re-

mains as much and more to be done. The

applications of photography are as manifold

as our civilization is complex. Once more,

then, forward, and let our watchword be in

the future as in the past, Progress.

PHOTOGEAPHY ON THE OCEAN.

Our readers have been told that Prof.

Towler is making a European trip with a

number of his pupils. He does not forget

us or his art in his absence, as the following

letter from him will jjrove, viz. :

Ship Canada, Atlantic Ocean,

Lat. 49° 53', loug. 21° 58', July 30th, 1872.

Edward L. Wilson, Esq.

My dear Sir: Hitherto our voyage has

been free from incident, accident, or storm

;

the only marked change, perhaps, is the

temperature, which has fallen from 95° P.
.

in New York to 58° F. on the ocean. One
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of the important objects which I wished to

solve on this voyage was to ascertain in

what way the rolling of the ship, or the

violence of the wind, might interfere with

the practice of photography in taking por-

traits. I have put the matter to the test

most thoroughly, and am highly satisfied

with the results. I came prepared with

everything, in order to take negatives by

the wet process. My tent is quite small,

consisting of two folds of yellow flannel, so

arranged on a flat wooden base as to form,

when ready for use, a rectangular prism or

box, eighteen inches high, fourteen inches

wide, and twenty inches long; on one end

there is a cavity for the head, around which

there is a sack fitting loosely around the

neck, and capable of being easily closed so

as to exclude all light; and on either side

there are similar sacks, one for each arm

;

these sacks tit or close tightly around the

wrist by means of a band of India-rubber.

The silver bath passes through a rectangular

cavity in the base-board as far as near the

top, hanging out below and surrounded by

a sack similar to the preceding, and which

is tied firmly around the bath to exclude the

light. The entire tent, thus formed, rests

upon a tripod, and looks very much like an

ordinary camera. When dismounted and

folded together, the tent is but a small and

light bundle, which can easily' be carried

under the arm or in the hand.

The captain of the Canada, a polite and

gentlemanly commander of a vessel, placed

under my control a couple of men to assist

me in my experiments. One man stood by

the tent so as to keep off the curious, and

prevent them from upsetting it ; but in spite

of this precaution and care, I had the mor-

tification, just as I had taken my best nega-

tive _and was drying it, to see my dark-

chamber in the embrace of my assistant,

and the silver solution running into mid
ocean. From this moment I took farewell

of photography on the Atlantic ; but I had

solved the question proposed. In point of

fact it was unnecessary to use the tent, for

nothing can be better than a state-room for

a dark-chamber—all that is required is to

place a double fold of yellow flannel over

the port-hole, and then screw down the

glass window upon it.

I took a number of negatives ; one con-

tains eighteen individuals—the young stu-

dents that travel under my guidance on this

tour—and when we consider the difficulty

of taking a negative of so large a group, I

am surprised at the success. In every case

I find that, when the party photographed

can sit still, the rocking or rolling of the

ship is no impediment to photographic suc-

cess, and that it is almost as easy to take

photographs on a ship as on terra firma.

Convinced of this fact, I have no hesitation

to recommend that a photographic studio

be constructed on our first-class steamers
;

such an arrangement will succeed finan-

ciallj', for almost every one will be desirous

of having an ocean picture of numerous new
acquaintances. The photographer would be

occupied from the first to the last day in

taking negatives, and a corps of assistants

could scarcely supply the want of prints

;

for it is astonishing how much flirting is

instituted on a voyage across the Atlantic,

and we all know that where flirting is in

vogue, photography succeeds. I will write

next from London.

With the highest sentiments of respect

believe me to be

Your obedient servant,

J. TOWLER.

UNITED STATES PARCEL POST.

According to the new postal law parcels

of merchandise may now be sent through

the mail at a very low rate. This will be

an especial accommodation to photographers,

not only for sending their pictures to their

customers, but a cheap way of receiving

many articles they use from their dealer.

For example, one thousand of " The Photog-

rapher to His Patrons,'^ weighing 160 oz.,

could be sent anywhere in the United

States for 80 cents, or one thousand ''Pretty

Faces," weighing 64 oz., for 34 cents,

which in most cases would be far cheaper

than the express rates. We now quote the

words of the law itself as to what articles,

not exceeding twelve ounces in weight, may
be sent through the mails, at the rate of two

cents for every two ounces, under the act

approved June 8th, 1872. Section 133 enu-
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merates the following, as embraced among

mailable matter ofthe third class : "Flexible

patterns ; samples of merchandise not ex-

ceeding twelve ounces in weight; sample

cards
;

photographic paper ; letter envel-

opes
;
postal envelopes and wrappers ; cards

;

plain and ornamental paper
;
photographic

representations of different types ; seeds

;

cuttings; bulbs; roots; scions," ''and all

other articles not above the weight prescribed

by law, which are not from their form or na-

ture liable to destroy, deface, or otherwise

injure the contents of the mail-bag, or the

person of any one engaged in the postal

service."

It is no infrequent occurrence for photog-

raphers to have trouble with newly-ap-

pointed postmasters to get their pictures

through the mail at proper rates. We think

this new law will settle all such disputes

hereafter.

HERE AND THERE.

A POOR photographer, in London, has

committed suicide by taking cyanide of po-

tassium.

Dry Business —Emulsions, preserva-

tives, and lactates excite the British Journal

this warm weather, and nearly fill it.

Mr. Elbert Anderson's book, " The

Skylight and the Dark-room,'''' will be read}'

in October. It will be a useful and elegant

work.

The magic lantern, or Mnrcy's Scuqoticon,

is going to be much used during the coming
autumn and winter. Hunt up your available

negatives for slides.

Mr. J. PiTCQEK Spo'^ner, Stockton, Cal.,

says : " 'Pretty Faces,' Gihbn's Opaque and

Cut-outs are not advertised half strong

enough. They deserve ten times more praise

than they get."

The hot weather has returned and our

skylights are lively with babies. Mr. Wm.
H. Rhoads, of this city, has made a series

of "Good babies and bad babies," which

rival Landy's. Hot weather helped him,

no doubt.

"We are going to take a holiday during

the time between this and our next issue.

Correspondents will please be lenient, there-

fore, if not responded to promptly as usual.

We leave an amiable assistant at our desk,

who will be found very obliging and atten-

tive.

A LARGE lot of Bigelow's Albums go to

England in a few days. American books

are in demand there. Except the annuals,

there seem to be no books published there
;

and yet the English photographers read, for

they support two weekly photographic jour-

nals.

We still wait for England to decide

whether or not photography is a fine art.

We wish the Geneva arbitrators might take

up the discussion and end it, for it is be-

coming very tiresome. Suppose photogra-

phy is7i't a fine art, who cares ? It is too

hot to .

Tighten your Tanks.—^We have heard

of several instances recently where photog-

raphers have had to pay heavy damages to

their neighbors under them, on account of

leaking tanks damaging the merchandise

below. This should not occur, and photog-

raphers should carefully guard against it.

Photographers in Germany are begin-

ning to feel that they have made a mistake

in introdvicing " large head or bust pic-

tures," on account of their requiring so

much retouching. They find it a burden,

and are trying to get back to the full-length

style again. Brush up your ideas on posing.

Messrs. E. & H. T. Anthony & Co.,

New York, have sent us a subscription to

the Philadelphia Photographer, for one of

their customers, for 1873 and 1874. We
like to see people looking ahead. We hope

to live to complete the subscription, if the

enterprising gentlemen subscribers do not

move away.

Of Bigelow's Albiun of .Lighting and

Posing, the News says it "presents a very

short cut to much educational knoAvledge in

relation to the subjects under consideration.

. . . The series of studies is full of beauties

and most pregnant with suggestion. Uncon-

ventional alike in pose, lighting, and gene-

ral treatment, the studies at first sight seem

to consist of copies of fine paintings rather

than portraits from life."
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Our German brethren are trying to in-

terest the government in the subject of fur-

thering the education of young photogra-

phers, both in the cliemical and artistic

branches. We wisli them success, and have

already taken steps to ask a similar favor

of "Uncle Samuel." The way to carry it

through is, for every photographer to refuse

to vote for Gr for President, unless he

agrees to give us a national photographic

institute.

We were pleased, much pleased and

cheered, a few days ago, to receive a letter

from a young man in the West, who is an

utter stranger to us, who said that he had

chosen photography for his profession ; but

in order not to be a clog upon it, he first

wanted a better education in the branches

of science and art that would do him most

service in the prosecution of his choice. He
likewise asked us to name an institution

where he could gain such knowledge. This

young man has correct ideas, and will make

his mark as a photographer if he lives.

We hope to keep track of him. We
unhesitatingly recommended him to the

Stevens Institute of Technologj^, Hoboken,

N J., Prof. Henry Morton, Ph.D., Presi-

dent. There full instructions are given in

drawing, chemistry, physics, and photogra-

phy, if desired. We shall have more to say

on this subject presently; but the hope of

future photography is in the photographers

of the future beino; educated.

WRINKLES AND DODGES.

In working photographs after fixing fa

dozen or two at a time—no running water

here), 1 change water a few times; put in

the tray a silver half dollar, let stand an

hour, rinse, then dry. I never have a yel-

low picture ; the sulphur having a greater

affinity for pure silver leaves the chloride;

the color of the half dollar indicates it.

Would like the above to be presented be-

fore one of the photographic societies and

be properly tested. I have tried it to my
satisfaction.

James Nicholson.
Basteop, Texas.

|
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On another page, Mr. Elbert Anderson,

in his " Vision," with his usual courtesy, at-

tends to the queries of Miss Fanny Fountain
and others, which we hope will gratify them.

AnsweTS.

Section C.—It is all very well to economize

in paper and chemicals, but I am willing to

sacrifice them a little if I can get better

prints. I therefore trim my prints nfte?'

toning, fixing, and washing, and I mount
them dry. As you mount, throw the pic-

tures loosely over each other. In that way
they will dry together Then press, and I

am sure there will be no cockling, and you
can leave the job to attend to a customer

whenever you want to. Bicarbonate of soda

is best to wash the fingers with after having

them in hypo. Don't use lead.

Julius.

Section D.—J. M. will find full direc-

tions how to get out of the "scum," in Dr.

Vogel's Handbook, which he ought not to

try to conduct the photographic art without.

U. X.

Section E.—I see a brother photographer

has made trouble by leaving an iron plate

in his bath, and wants to know how to get

out of that trouble. I did the same thing

last week, and I filtered my bath, put it in

an evaporating dish, and made it slightly

alkaline with cone, liquor ammonia, boiled

down to one-third the amount, filtered, and

diluted it to the proper strength with pure

water, set it in the sun for two days, then

filled up, and added two drops of nitric

acid, and presto, change, all was well.

G. M. Sittler.

Section F.—After mixing the bath you

should have given it from one-half to two

days good, strong sunliglit, then filtered and
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added C. P. nitric until it would just turn

blue litmus paper red. The wine or cherry

color was caused from impure water, and a

slight action of light was enough to throw

down the organic matter in the water, there-

fore fogging is the result. Your glass may
have been damp, which would have a ten-

dency to help the fog. You may have

thought the water was perfectly pure, but I

find it very hard to get water that will not

turn black when you put silver in it and

expose to strong sunlight, and I have got it

from the chemical laboratory of our Uni-

versity of Michigan.

"Sam."

We also have the following general an-

swers to various queries in August Sphynx,

from a Milwaukee photographer. Sphynx
is really thankful for this renewed interest

in its department. Keep it up.

Answei'S.

The aim of the querist, Fanny Fountain,

is vmdoubtedly to ascertain the opinion of

authoritative photographers, which would

be the most desirable course to pursue

;

either the picture, with strength, boldness,

and relief, or the less prominent, but with

finer detail and more softness. First of all,

allow me to mention, that photographs of

the two different effects will be produced by

the best of operators from the same studio,

according to the persons from whom they

are taken, and other various circumstances.

Although I do not, as Miss Fanny Foun-

tain, in August number, 1872, would have

it, belong to "our most distinguished opera-

tors of the day,'''' I would say, if a subject is

properly lighted, and the negative does not

possess the requisite amount of depth and

relief, the cause of failure may be attributed

to various circumstances. The first cause,

and likely the one against which the most

of photographic operators sin, is over-ex-

posure of the negative. If an experienced

photographer is obliged to use such a nega-

tive, he would modifj' this error, often quite

sufiicient to produce a good effect, by inten-

sifying with almost any of the known inten-

sifiers (the writer of this preferring, in all

cases,permanganateof potash), to strengthen

the high lights. As a matter of course, a

negative, with sufficient intensity, produced

by simple development only, will yield the

best proofs. The second question com-
bined in No. 1 is rather difficult to answer,

for it would be necessary to write almost a

whole volume to cover the whole of the

question definitely, for taste, regarding the

true beauty of photographs, differs so much
that it appears as futile to make a photo-

graph to please everybody as it would be to

find a girl who would suit the fancy of all

men for a wife Nevertheless, the whole

seems- to rest in a nutshell ; sufficient

strength, not to become harsh, and sufficient

softness, not to become flat. Almost every

photographer strives to please his own fancy,

and leans either towards strong and bold

relief, or toward exquisite softness, and I

believe I may safely state that those who
have received an education in drawing steer

for the latter result. To criticize that either

of them were wrong would, it appears to

me, be to assume too much authority.

The height of the skylight has little or

nothing to do with the nature of the picture
;

the operator must be able to judge by looking

at the person or subject how to screen the

light, or how to make use of reflectors ; but

this part of the art cannot be taught ; it

must be felt, and must be acquired alongside

of your camera. If the height of the light

was of such minute importance, every and

each photographer could only produce first-

class work at a certain season, whilst the

angle of the solar rays corresponded with the

skylight.

In regard to collodion, I dare say that

unripe collodion will work flat under cer-

tain conditions, whereas collodion of more

age will increase' depth and relief in the

negative ; but as a matter of course collo-

dion may easily become too old, especially

during hot weather ; but still more so when
ammonium is the iodizer. A photographer

who does not make his own collodion puts

me in mind of a blind horse " who stumbles

at every little roughness in the path.

Kegarding tubes, I am decidedly of the

opinion that there exists a vast difference,

and no one can make first-class work with

picayune tubes ; this, however, leads to a

discussion where only experts ought to have

a voice ; so I decline to go any further upon

this field.
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No. 2. Solarization.—By stating that one

brand of collodion produces solarization, and

another not, it is self-evident that the one

plate had undoubtedly been over-exposed by

using new collodion, and the other rightly

exposed by using an older sample of collo-

dion. I again say, make your own collo-

dion !

If the plate was only partly solarized,

there must have been false light, which en-

tered the tube during exposure ; the false

light may be produced by some bright ob-

ject in your operating-room, or a window,

or even the skylight ; if the camera faces

west, and stands east from the skylight in

the afternoon after half-past two to three

o'clock p. M., the rays of the sun through

the skylight may do the mischief, and may
solarize two-thirds or even the whole of the

plate.

About No. 3, I would say, never doctor

a bath ; let your silver refiner do that ; with

care and a large bath there is hardly ever

any need of a new bath, nor any doctoring.

I have made upwards of three thousand

negatives without either. Dissolve a quan-

tity of silver, expose the solution to the sun,

when necessary, fill up the bath, and filter,

and everything will slide as easy as a plate-

holder with plenty of paraflSne.

No. 3 of B. must have used paper dam-

aged by dampness. Some foreign papers

get spoiled that way in crossing the ocean.

C. I would advise to take the mounts out

of the water, previously cut the proper size,

put them face down upon a clean glass plate,

say an 8 x 10, slap them on promiscuously,

but so that they do not spread over the

plate ; every picture put on anew must cover

the former about two-thirds or seven-eighths.

After finishing the pile, which sets on the

glass like the hump upon a dromedary, apply

paste (I prefer starch) with a brush to the

back of the top picture (never mind spread-

ing some upon the lower picture, it will do

no harm), poke the point of a small pen-

knife under one corner of the parted picture,

and transfer at once to the mount in proper

shape
;
proceed with the next in the same

way ; and should customers call to have their

darling babe's "phiz" taken, who can

" shtan at hoamfor foive minutes aoll hy his-

self," dip the whole, plate and pictures, into

clean water, so that everything is covered,

proceed to take four or sixty-four beautiful

tintypes for twenty-five cents—all done in

somewhat less time than a common laborer

expects to earn a dollar—return to resume

the mounting, after draining somewhat, as

they will still adhere the same as the hump
on the dromedary. Allow the mounted pic-

tures fully to dry, then roll them ; it will

give the pictures a finish not otherwise ob-

tainable ; and if a photographer does not

own a roller-press, let him charge enough

for the work done in his studio to enable

him soon to buy one.

Kespectfully, Bunsel.

(Queries.

Deak Sir : I want to ask Sphynx why
all stereographs have a frosty appearance,

or at least a majority of them? and can

Sphynx give me a remedy how to get clear

of that frosty appearance ? Why does collo-

dion crack all over the film made with

" snowy " cotton ?

T like Conant's Metallic Eetouching Pen-

cils better than anything I ever saw or

heard tell of. I can now retouch nicely.

J. Paul Martin.

A VISION.
BY EtBERT ANDERSON.

'TwAS very hot one day last week ; dear

me, how hot it was (and we have had some

hot daj's lately). Business was dull, very,

and so I fell asleep in my dark-room, either

overcome by the eiFects of the intense heat,

or by some gin I had been taking. (By the

by, it may not be amiss for me to state, to

avoid misunderstandings, my physician has

ordered me to take gin at regular intervals

to remove silver stains from the hands.)

Well, I fell asleep any way, and snoring

peacefully, I dreamed a strange and won-

drous dream. Presently I heard a "pop/"

Alas ! how well I know the sound. Cer-

tainly, said I, I will join you in a social

glass. But I was mistaken, grievously mis-

taken, for it was nothing more than the

cork from the collodion bottle which had

been forced out by the expansion of that

compound. I thought I saw a rich golden
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vapor stream out from the bottle until the

whole room seemed filled with it ; anon it

hegan to ^'lift" (not in your sense of the

word, however), and as it cleared away in a

thin mist, I saw stretched out before me a

distant plain, which looked like a desert;

soon there appeared the three great pyra-

mids, and the wondrous Sphynx in all her

aioe-inspiring sublimity. (How is " awe-

inspiring sublimity ;" not too rough, eh?)

Presently there "hove in sight" a cara-

van ; as it approached I noticed Miss Fanny
Fountain at the head. (I don't mean that

she was the fountain head, for that would

be—playing—upon words.) Next came a

man with a banner, upon which was in-

scribed a capital " B "—it was so well done

—which I suppose stands for Bath. Another

banner followed, marked " C," and signed

<'F. S." ("Fancy stockings," probably.)

Next came another marked "D," signed

"J. M." (Jolly Monkey?) Another

marked " E," signed "J. M. Davidson,"

and lastly, one marked " F " (Finis), signed

"Charlie."

" Now, then," exclaimed Sphynxy, wink-

ing at me with her right eye, " fall in, boys

and girls, one at a time. Well, Fanny,

what's up?" Fanny wants " to know, you

know." She had some cartes im2:)eriai, and

delivered herself after this fashion :

Some of these cards stand out in bold re-

lief, " stereoscopically," round and solid;

others whilst " exquisitely lighted and artis-

tically posed," appear rather as bafiso relievo.

Why is this? The best, and decidedly the

most artistic of these, are not so solid as

some of the others. Then she asked, Is

this designed ? Sphynx answered. Yes. Is

it intentional on the part of the artist?

Yes. Is it in the lighting, or in the height

and lowness of the light? Both. Can a

collodion work round or flat ? Yks. Can

a tube cut more or less solid ? No, but
SOME TUBES ARE BETTER ADAPTED FOB

SOME WORK THAN OTHERS. Why is this?

Presently one of the sides of one of the

pyramids became snow- white,upon which ap-

peared various hieroglyphics, headed by the

word "uiXdlVZVi..—OZ,'' which, when
translated, means explanation. The trans-

lation reads as follows : " An artist does not

make his picture very 'solid,' because

—

this straining to give objects relief, which is

considered as a requisite of the first impor-

tance by some, is not considered, and never

was, so, by the best artists, such as Titian,

Correggio, Rembrandt," &c. Painter? of

inferior rank have far exceeded these in

producing this effect. This is an object of

great attention with the vulgar and ignorant,

who feel the highest satisfaction in seeing a

figure which, as they say, looks as if they

could walk around it.

This is like a negress gorgeously decked

out, as they delight, in all the colors of the

rainbow. This is nature, if you choose, and

brilliant; but it is very low, vulgar, and in

bad taste. Euskin, the great painter, says :

" This solidity or projection is a sign and evi-

dence of the vilest and lowest mechanism "

Below this was inscribed, "HHSBS "

under which was written :

"If you have several tubes, all. making

an image of an object, of the same size, and

equally bright, but at diiferent distances,

the most distant tube will make the roundest

image." Fanny—"What is the cause of so-

larization ?" The Sphynx pointed to the set-

ting sun (with her nose), winked twice at me,

smiled volatilely, which smile settled down
into a magnificent stupidity. Fanny did

not appear to understand this species of

telegraphy, but she pretended she did, and

looked awful wise. Then she wanted to

know what that scum was that formed in

leaf-like figures on her pa's bath. The

pyramid slowly turned around, and pre-

sented its opposite side, upon which was in-

scribed "OHMJ."—underneath was: "Any
liquid placed on the fire, like the bath, con-

taining organic matter, and attracting dust

from the atmosphere, will have these forms

in leaf-like shape. It is a species of crystal-

lization (as it were) like snow-frost, and is

caused by the particles being free to arrange

themselves, which they do accordingly.

(P. S. It is not iodide of silver
;
poor lo

died from the persecutions of Juno, you

know.") I wish you could have seen the

twinkle in the Sphynx 's left eye, as Miss

Fountain read this postscript. Here Fanny,

much "affected," asked what that black

scum was that formed on the back of plates

dipped in a new bath ? Sphynx answered,

"lAIVTXmR OiZvcaO," which, trans-
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lated, means " organic matter." Fanny here

made herself air, into which we mist her.

The man with the banner marked " B " next

came up with a bath, which he had neutral-

ized with bicarbonate of soda, and afterwards

acidified with nitric acid ; he said it would

not work.

Sphynx took the bath, and first reduced

it to twenty grains ; then she put it in an

evaporating dish on the stove, when it began

to steam (not before) ; she put in it a piece

of blue litmus, which turned red—this de-

noted acidity ; then she dropped in grad-

ually a mixture of ammonia one part, water

six or eight parts, and continually stirred

up the brown precipitate (oxide of silver)

which formed, until the paper was restored

to its blue color again. She now boiled the

solution up to 28 to 32 grains, cooled it,

filtered it, destroyed this filter, acidified it

with nitric acid, C. P., and presenting it to

" B," told him to let it stand over night

before using it, as it would surely fog, if

used at once. This man next showed some

prints covered with a whitish deposit, but

as he failed to state what caused it, Sphynx

told him this might be caused by washing

in water containing salt, which would form

chloride of silver on the surface. Wash
well in several waters, and finally, in salt

water sufficient to turn them (the prints) to

a cherry-red.

"When C. came next, the Sphynx assumed

an awful expression of countenance, and ab-

solutely turned a stone deaf ear to his en-

treaties ; so C. left in disgust and a divan

drawn by a camel. When I asked her why
she treated him so, she merely gave me one

of those sly looks of hers which I under-

stood so well. A wink is as good as a nod

to a blind ass, she finally added, winking at

me ; I think I understand her perfectly,

though I have no idea what she means.

!Ne.xt came D. Sphynx said she would

like to see him dip his plates. A collodion

too highly iodized for the strength of the

bath, will scum always. She asked him if

all collodions produced this scum, but I

failed to hear his answer.

A thick cloud of sand here arose, upon

which J. M. Davidson saw written in

Greek: "If fusing will not cure the bath

(which it ought to do), send it to the re-

finers, and make a new one."

Lastlj', "Charlie" asked about /(is bath.

The Sphynx was dreadful mad with him,

and squinted at him hideously ; finally, she

exclaimed in a threatening voice : Your
bath is too strong; make it 28 to 30 at the

very strongest. A bath that is neutral or

alkaline will always fog, and as you add

acid to stop this, it will fog worse and worse,

until, as you say, it turns litmus paper

quite red

—

there—stop thev, and leave it

all night ; it will work K in the morn-

ing.

The addition of acid to a foggy bath,

which you know contains no organic matter,

will cause it to fog more and more as you
make these additions. Make it acid in the

first place, filter it, and let it stand in

the bath-holder for several hours before

using.

No sooner had Sphynx uttered these

words than she turned suddenly on me, and

without the slightest provocation, knocked

me down. The moon, which had just risen,

burst asunder with an awful crash, and I

felt myself violently shaken. In trembling

and fear I awoke ; thank heaven ! it was

only the printer who woke me, to know
what I would take to drink, as the day was

powerful hot.

A VOICE FROM THE WEST.

Indianapolis, Ind., July 13th, 1872.

Mr. Editor : I had been resting in my
reception-room enjoying a pleasant breeze

which came in at the window, and which

was particularly refreshing after a very

busy day in the operating-room. I was

thinking of the many benefits I derived

in attending the National Photographers'

Association at St. Louis, and of the grand

results arising from these yearly gatherings,

when I was interrupted by the entrance of

the letter-carrier, who handed me the Pho-

tographer for July. " Welcome, old friend,"

I exclaimed, as I tore away the wrapper and

cut the leaves, "you are another shining

light in the pathway of all genuine lovers of

the art;" and then I gave myself up to the

enjoyment of the feast of good things that

21
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is spread through its pages. When I had

glanced it through, reading a whole page at

one place, a short paragraph at another,

and a mere line at another, pausing to read

over a second time some suggestion that I

wished particularly to remember, the

thought suggested itself, suppose I write a

line to friend "Wilson, and inform him of

my deep indebtedness to him for his monthly

instalments of valuable instruction, useful

practical hints, and interesting miscellany
;

would he care for it? I hope so. I won-

der if all photographers prize and appreciate

your magazine as I do, and if it assists them

as materially as it does me. I can almost

repeat word for word the contents of the

back numbers, for I have them in my hands

almost every day or evening, and I can

truthfully say that every suggestion of the

least practical value is carefully read and

remembered. I have often thought that

the reason why there are so many poor

operators in the profession is that they do

not read and study sufficiently, and are in-

clined to think that there is little to be

learned from books ; and I have heard some

so express themselves. I can at least say

that as an operator I should be greatly in-

ferior to what I now profess to be, if I had

not been a subscriber to your publication,

and given it a careful perusal. Aside from

its valuable contents, it is very gratifying

that its general appearance as a magazine

ranks so high. The quality of the paper,

the clearness and beauty of the print, and

the character and merits of its illustrations,

are all in keeping, and causes one to feel

that the whole is framed with the eye of the

natural artist. Am I running into flattery ?

I trust not, for I sincerely feel everj' word

I have written, and in writing I have but

obeyed the impulse of the moment, and

have taken no time for elaboration or to

study up any suggestions, that would be par-

ticularly beneficial to my brother artists. I

want to see a still more rapid improvement

in photography, and I cannot but feel im-

pressed with the thought, that if there was

a more general and a closer study, and more
frequent tests of the many practical sug-

gestions contained in the Photographer, and

a more liberal spirit manifested in the ex-

change of new ideas and experiments, that

there would be a greater and more striking

improvement in the profession generally,

and among all true artists in particular.

You may hear from me again when I have
something practical to suggest.

Yours, L. D. Jxjdkins.

WANTED—AN OPERATOR TO GO
TO SOUTH AMERICA.

In the August journal I issued an adver-

tisement with a heading of the above pur-

port.

My impression was th.at it would be diffi-

cult to secure a first-class man by any other

means than an ofiFer of very liberal terms,

consequently the jnaximum that I was au-

thorized to make was held out as an induce-

ment.

But I was not long in coming to the con-

clusion that money, or even the oflTer of it,

is the most potent agent for moving men, in

any purpose that has ever been devised.

Kesponses came pouring in upon me from
all parts of the country. Men were ready

to forsake home, friends, country, and busi-

ness. One cared nothing for the salary, but

love of adventure was paramount with him
;

another had made arrangements to leave his

business with his help, while he went on
this foreign mission ; others were ready to

make up a sort of family party, filling the

several positions required by the diflerent

members of the family ; another has long

desired to go to South America for business
;

and yet another thinks the salary not much
inducement, but the percentage, might make
it so.

Among the applicants are pupils of Adam
Salomon, Chas. Waldack, J. H. Kent, M.
B. Brady, J, A. Whipple, and others. Ref-

erences to eminent men, in and out of the

business, are numerous, and the time of ex-

perience in the business has been from seven

to twenty years.

As evidence of their qualifications several

have sent me specimens of their work, some
of which is very meritorious. Among .the

localities I mention for excellence those

from Savannah, Ga. ; Plattsburg, N. Y.
;

Nashville, Tenn. ; and Sandusky, O. The
contribution from the latter place consisted
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of one carte de visite, but it was a gem that

spoke more for the artist who produced it,

than would a dozen of indifferent work.

The credit, however, in this case, must be

shared with the fair sitter, whose sweet face

is, perhaps, more attractive than the excel-

lent work by which it has been reproduced.

Among those from Savannah were several

stereos, very fine. One particulaidy, of a

japonica, was exquisitely beautiful.

With all these evidences of qualifications

and ability on the part of the applicants, it

would have been difficult for me to have

chosen the man best suited to my purpose,

and I take this method, through you, of in-

forming those interested, that the position

was filled before the advertisement was pub-

lished. It would be too much for me to

reply personally to all, though I feel under

obligation to do so to some of them, but I

know the journal will reach them all, and

my object will be accomplished.

I have had a striking evidence in this

matter of the value of your journal. It is

a National Convention every month, bring-

ing together the photographers from every

part of the country to confer with each other

on all matters affecting the interests of the

fraternity. I not only have evidence that

these men, whose correspondence I have,

have read the journal, but their work shows

that they have profited by it, and are push-

ing in the right direction.

In conclusion, I would say to those who
may feel disappointed in not getting the

South American situation, don't relax your

efforts, or wait to go anywhere to do good

work, or make a reputation. It is not to be

done in this place or that, in preference to

any other, but let everj' man do his best

wherever he may be, and excellence will al-

ways bring success. R. J Chute.

P. S.—The positions of operator, and

printer and toner, are filled ; that of color-

ist is still open.

We are asked concerning the standing of

a firm in New York, who send samples and

offer card-mounts at a very low rate. We
do not know them. It is safest not to try

them. One of our readers in Illinois sent

them money, but got no cards.

PHOTOGRAPHIC MINCE MEAT.
Fourthly, do photographs fade ? Yes

and no!—both at the same time If you

wish to preserve a photograph, give it both

air and light. These are two of the princi-

pal elements that brought it into existence,

and they are both necessary for its preser-

vation. The theory of this self-evident fact

is not in my province to explain, nor would

I, if I could. For the proof of the first,

however, I will refer any one interested, to

the albums lying upon the centre-table of

their friends, or to publications illustrated

with photographs. How many times have

I been " put to the blush " while examining

the photographs in a friend's album, to dis-

cover, as I turned leaf after leaf,' the evi-

dences of decay. Pictures of "dear old

friends," made by myself, and delivered to

them with a " conscientious assurance " that

they would never fade, nor change in the

least, but could safely be trusted to hand

down to posterity as evidence of what they

then resembled. Alas, alas, "what a fall

was there." Faded, yellow, spotted, un-

sightly things—unfit to occupy a place in

such a beautiful book. Take them out

;

they are a discredit to the maker, sitter, and

owner. How many of the readers of the

Photographer have met with such witnesses

against themselves, I venture to say many
of them. Albums have done this; and

while I am free to acknowledge that the

ownership of albums has been the means of

causing many photographs to be taken that

would not otherwise have been taken (thus

increasing our business), I am bold to say

that they have done more to destroy confi-

dence in the stability and permanence of

the photograph print than all the other causes

put together. Any one that doubts ray po-

sition here has simply to test it by remov-

ing a batch of prints from his washing-tub,

and as he mounts six of them, and finishes

them up in the usual way, let him take

another six, dry them, and then place them

between the leaves of a book, shut it up and

lay it away, where neither light nor air can

get to them. The six that were mounted

let him lay in his show-case, or put them
in frames. Now leave both batches for six

months, and then examine them. I will not

predict the difference in them, but am will-
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ing to await the result. There will be

another of my opinion, I have no douht.

I own five bovind volumes ofSnellmg's Pho-

tographic and Fine Art Journal^ beginning

with vol. vii, published in 1854. (1 also

have a few numbers of the year previous

unbound.) These books are illustrated with

photographs, the first in vol. vii being the

Wood-sawyers' Nooning. This print has

faded considerably, but is still pretty good.

The next two are copies of statuary (the

names I have not). The first of these is in

a much better state of preservation than the

second. This was originally printed in an

arch-top medallion (can I explain it other-

wise ?) the lines of which are nearly gone,

and a strong yellow color is rushing from

one edge towards the centre, with every

prospect of destroying the whole print. The

fourth is entitled the "Three Pets," com-

posed by Hesler. Yellow has nearly got

the best of it. Fifth, copy of statue, with

strong evidences of fading. Sixth, copy of

statue, nearly overcome with the yellow

enemy that has attacked the others. Sev-

enth, title in full, Washington, " chrystalo-

typed by Whipple from Stuart's portrait in

the Boston Athenaaum." This print ap-

pears to be typical of the character of the

great original It is as strong and vigor-

ous to-day as when it was first made. I

prize this picture highly, knowing some-

thing of the history of the original produc-

tion. Eighth, The Artist, by Masury &
Silsby, of Boston, Mass., nearly as good as

at first. Ninth, Driving a Bargain, com-

posed by Hesler, holds out very well. Tenth,

Old Mill on the Brandywine, by Richards

& Betts, Philadelphia, Pa. Alas, going,

going, g— not quite, but nearly. Eleventh,

copy of statue of Daniel Webster. This has

retained its original appearance better than

any of the other copies of marble in this

book. Twelfth—Past, Present, and Future,

composed by Lawrence. This shows un-

mistakable signs of fading. There are other

illustrations in this volume, but they are

not photographs. I am now dealing with

that class of illustrations, and say nothing

about the others. Nearly all of these pho-

tographs were made by Whipple, of Boston,

a name that stands high in the art, wher-

ever the art is known. I bring forward

these samples of work because they have

been excluded from light and air, and to

see in what proportion they have faded.

On the other hand, I have several prints

made by Whipple in 1854, which show no

sign of decay. These have had plenty of

light and air. I also have some made at

Whitehurst's gallery in Washington, only a

few years later, that are still vigorous and

good. With one exception the whole

twelve illustrations in this volume show

such evidences of decay that I am ready to

reiterate my first assertion, give photo-

graphic prints light and air, and the chances

of their decay are greatly reduced. Brother

photographers, inquire into this, and give

in your evidence. Fourthly is so long that

I will reserve fifthly for my next.

Fraternally, yours,

I. B. Webster.

On the Recovery of Silver from Waste
Solutions.

BY H. H. SNELUNG.

I HAVE not seen the specifications of the

" Shaw Patent," and therefore I know not

whether his process be old or new, but I

have thought it would be serviceable to the

photographic community at this time to

know the various processes used prior to the

alleged discovery of Mr. Shaw, with the

date of their publication, so that they can

compare notes and form a right understand-

ing in the matter.

In the May number for 1854 of the Pho-

tographic and Fine Art Journal, Mr. Daire

says: "To precipitate the silver contained

in a solution with cyanide of potassium, add

in small quantities sulphuric acid until efl^er-

vescence ceases ; let it settle, and test the

clear solution with muriatic acid
; if no sil-

ver remains, pour off the liquid, and you

have the sulphate of silver. Should the test

find silver, add muriatic acid until all is

thrown down; this precipitate . . . maybe
washed thoroughly and redissolved in cya-

nide, and used successfullj' ; but if the oxide

is preferred it can be obtained from the sul-

phate ... by placing it in a glass jar, and

adding to it about the same bulk of water

that there is of silver ; then add a small
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quantity of sulpjiuric acid and two or three

small bitf? of zinc, and by galvanic action

the sulphate is changed into a dark powder

of pure metallic silver, which may be dis-

solved in the ordinary way. If chloride of

silver is preferred, precipitate at first with

muriatic acid ; the effervescence is the same,

but chloride of silver is obtained."

In the June number of the same year,

is a communication by Mr. Dallas (dated

February 6, 1854), in reply to one by Mr.

Davy, in which he recommends suspending

in the waste solution a piece of electrotype

copper until all the salt of silver is decom-

posed. Or it may be recovered as an oxide by

the addition of any of the caustic alkalies ; or

by adding common salt the chloride is pro-

duced. " When a sufficient quantity of this

is accumulated, it may be dried and mixed

with twice its weight of carbonate of soda

:

by exposing the mixture to heat in a cru-

cible the silver will be removed. From the

hyposulphite bath the silver may be ex-

tracted by crystallization and exposing the

salt to heat with some carbonate of soda,

but a better proceeding will be to separate

the silver from it first in the form of the

sulphuret, which may be done by adding a

little nitric acid in the open air, when after

a few hours' exposure the sulphuret of sil-

ver will be found at the bottom of the solu-

tion ; this is to be dried and treated in the

same way with the chloride."

In the December number of the same

year is reproduced from the Chimie Photo-

graphique a more extended paper on the

same subject. To recover from solutions

free from hypo or cyanide, he recommends

the precipitation of the silver with hydro-

chloric acid, or a strong solution of common
salt. Waters containing hypo or cyanide

_may be treated by passing a jet or current

of sulphuretted hydrogen through them, or

by pouring into them sulphydrate of ammo-
nium, or sulphuret of potassium, or sodium.

The sulphuret of silver thus formed is to be

washed thoroughly, and placed in a suitable

vessel with aqua regia, and boiled until the

black substance is completely converted into

chloride of silver, which must be washed in

several waters, and dried.

Paper clippings are to be burned, the

ashes put into a Florence flask, and suffici-

ent aqua regia to moisten them well poured

in. Boil this for a few minutes, wash the

black precipitate in several changes of water,

and set aside to dry.

The products of these processes may be

reduced to pure silver by the use of sul-

phuric acid and zinc, as directed by Mr.
Daire

; or of potash and sugar, as follows :

The chloride is put into a flask with twice

its bulk of a solution of caustic potash con-

taining a small quantity of sugar, and boiled

gently, the process being complete when the

dark powder is soluble in nitric acid ; or the

reduction may be made by mixing 100 parts

of the dry chloride of silver, 70 parts pure

chalk or carbonate of lime, and 4 parts char-

coal. Put this mixture into an earthen cru-

cible and expose to a strong red heat for at

least half an hour ; allow it to become per-

fectly cold, and on breaking the crucible a

button of pure silver will be fo^nd.

All these methods I have used with per-

fect success.

In May, 1865, Mr. Lyte recommends the

precipitate to be made by adding to the old

solution some aqua potassae, and boiling it.

A small piece of sugar added to the liquid

assists the operation. The sulphide of sil-

ver may be treated by any of the processes

already mentioned.

Time fails me to pursue the subject fur-

ther at present, but I will continue it in

your next number, and describe an appa-

ratus invented in 1855 to facilitate the re-

covery of silver from waste solutions.

These vexatious suits of photographic

patents should teach photographers the im-

portance and intrinsic value of having a

complete Cyclopedia of Photography, to

which all can refer when pestered by pat-

entees.

Trask's Practical Ferrotypers' Man-
ual will be ready in September. It is writ-

ten by a thoroughly practical man, and will

set any one right on their feet in making

good ferrotypes. All the details are given.

A splendid sample of Mr. Trask's work,

card size, on Phenix plates, will grace the

book. No pains have been spared to make
tlie work useful, and it is devoted entirely

to practical teaching, and to the interests of

the reader.
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HANG OUT YOUR OWN WASHING.

In wandering over the country and ex-

amining the specimens of photographic art

at the entrance of various photographic gal-

leries, how frequently do we see exhibited

pictures that were made in other galleries

hundreds of miles away, yet paraded out as

specimens of work purporting to be made

where exhibited. Such must be the conclu-

sion, else why hang them out? If work is

done in these galleries equally as good, why
not make the show exclusively their own ?

Much have these men done to build up and

bring to note these foreign works of art.

The public notice and compare the every-

day work of these galleries that with " bor-

rowed lustre shine," and perceive the dif-

ference, and soon conclude to visit, when

convenient, where these fine pictures were

made, in hopes that they too may be able to

secure of the+nselves equally as good results.

Otherwise if they did not see the superiority

of the show, would look with satisfaction

upon the best work of the local gallery, and

without further consideration sit for their

pictures at home.

Fellow photographers, remember the

every-day work is your advertisement; peo-

ple carry it in their pocket, they show it,

they tell where it was made and who made

it ; it speaks for itself. Think for a moment
how much you are doing for the large gal-

leries in the large cities in the way of ad-

vertising to help them sell thousands of

their finest productions through the coun-

try, and the amount of your business you

are giving away. For when the merchant

and his wife or daughter visit where these

specimens came from, being acquainted

with the stj'le of work from these celebrated

galleries, brought to their notice principally

by the photographer in their town by his

exhibiting the same, draw their own con-

clusion, and so our country photographer

loses an otherwise paying job.

The effect of this foreign exhibition does

not stop here. In effect it subjects the home
photographer to ridicule and disgrace by

attempting to swindle the public into the

belief that he produces the style of work.

The public see it, and look upon the show

as a deception If a man wishes to be re-

spected in the community in which he lives

he should by his actions show an honest

hand. Be his work good or bad, show it as

it is
; it will stimulate and encourage him to

do his best ; it will be money in his pocket

and a reputation that he is square in his

dealing. So take in those brilliant speci-

mens of art, perhaps of some defunct theat-

rical, rouged up, torn to pieces, mostly for

a show, and thrown into the most theatrical

-pose to create effect. Hundreds of prints of

these showy creatures,.some lying upon sheep

pelts attempting to represent something,

anything you please to please a fancy, have

found their way into quiet and secluded

villages through the country, and many an

honest photographer has bought them as

"studies," and ex'hibited them to his pa-

trons as examples of dress, beauty, and posi-

tion. How many such examples would a

country photographer produce in the course

of a year from the population of his village ?

How long would a decent woman hold her

position in society that would attempt the

like representation ? And how long would

a photographer whose reputation is an item

be respected? Yet for all that many an

honest photographer parades them out to

the public gaze. It will do for New York,

where virtue is bought and sold, and the

crowd of such characters is large and able

to keep two or three such toning shops alive,

but my word for it, it will not paj in the

rural districts. Do an honest, straightfor-

ward style of work, and in the end you will

be respected by your patrons and the world

at large.

J. H.

OPERATOR WANTED.

Estabrooke's Gallery, 31 Union Square,

New York, August 6th, 1872.

To THE Editor of the Philadelphia
Photographer.

Dear Mr. Editor: The last contribu-

tion from the pen of Mr. Anderson was read

by me with feelings of the liveliest pleasure,

as T feel sure that the protest he urges with

all the strength of his quaint and forcible

style would tend to the benefit of the profes-

sion. This indorsement of his views from
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me, one of the humblest Tnembers of the pro-

fession, of which my indorsee is one of the

l)rightest lights, will, I am afraid, strike

many of your readers with horror and

amazement at the precocity of the rising

generation, but it is on the trials, heart-

aches, and disappointments experienced in

my endeavor to enter the " magic ring "

that I feel I can speak.

No man, 1 am sure, is more competent to

judge on the subject of his article, as, indeed,

lie is on any subject photographic, than Mr.

Anderson, and the history of the difficulties

he overcame, both in entering the profession

and in the different grades he passed through,

cannot (in view of the loss photographic art

all over the world would have sustained if

his energy had n"t determined him not to

be " crowded out") but be the strongest «?•-

gument in support of his words.

Can any one know of the many weary

miles he travelled in search of one liberal (!)

man who was willing to give him a chance?

At what? To talce the first place in the

gallery, at a large salary, without the slight-

est experience on his part ? No ; to do the

work of a boy n.t a boi/s wages, not shirking

the meanest work, asking only to have the

chance of using the eyes and brain with

which he was liberally endowed (I do not

mean to infer any Barnura-prodigy devel-

opment of visual organs, but the power of

using them as a means of communication

with his brain, the capacity of which the

veriest old fogy "picture-maker" will

scarcely have the audacity to challenge),

and the countless repulses he met of his un-

ceasing iteration that he was willing to do

the lowest work, that he might have a chance

of one day showing that he could do well

what others did badly, and yet, with the

evidence of what he has done for the litera-

ture and of the practical work of his beauti-

ful art, refuse to be convinced of the striking

truth of what he says on the apprentice

question.

It may be said, and I concede it with the

utmost readiness, that there is but one An-
derson in a thousand apprentices, but for

that reason is it logical? Can photography

afford to throw out one Anderson with the

999 worthless ones ? Or does the old system

get a greater proportion of good men ? Mr.

Anderson says No ! and as one who is ego-

tistical enough to think, though a beginner in

photography , I say No ! too.

A digger in the gold fields thinks it worth

his while to dig through clay and quartz

sixt}' and seventy feet in his fight with

Mother Earth for her treasures, blasting the

hard rock for morsels of the precious ore. So

on this question I think that proprietors of

galleries would find it to their own advan-

tage, and unquestionably to the advance-

ment of the art, to search for the " nugget

operator, '

' even i f they had to come in to pain -

ful contact with large quantities of clay and

quartz refuse, and as the gold digger selects

a likely " claim," the photographer, I claim,

should seek for his " nugget " among the

educated, for is it not a common experience

that even some of the best operators are

rude and uneducated, robbing their genius

of the greater part of its usefulness ? Would
not this be obviated by encouraging a better

class of men to learn the profession, and

think out what they do and why they do it?

I thank Mr Anderson for his article, as

it is my privilege to do personally, also, I

being in a position to frequently enjoy his

epigrammatic conversation and learn of

many of his early trials in the profession. In

my conversation with him on the subject, he

suggested that you might receive my views

on this important subject as one "on the

other side of the fence," the subject being

one, I have been compelled to feel deeply,

was in need of reform.

Hoping you will excuse my length (epis-

tolary !), and that " my most noble and ap-

proved good masters" will pardon my
boldness, I beg to remain,

Sincerely yours,

William Heighway.

The Skylight and the Dark-room.—
Mr. Elbert Anderson's new work is in

press, and will be ready in October. Please

read the announcement in our advertising

pages. It will be a surprise to every reader

familiar with Mr. Anderson's writings, for

it is not written in his usual style. It is

full of instruction.
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"To Touch, or not to Toucli? that is

the Question."

Mx DEAR Mr. Editor : I notice in the

last number (August, 1872) of the Philadel-

phia Photographer^ that Mr. H. H. Snelling

"pitches into" "Little Photo " in regard

to " retouching."

Mr. S. says : " If a person has a habitual

freckled face, and you touch out (the italics

are mine) the freckles in the picture, is the

original rendered correctly?"

No, Mr. S., certainly not. But then you

see, " Little Photo " says nothing of the

sort ; on the contrary, he says : " All those

slight defects that go to make a pleasing face

are brought out with startling effect in the

best lighted and manipulated photograph I

ever saw. Is it a high crime and misde-

meanor to soften them, down, and make a

truthful portrait of a good negative ?"

Mr. S. says : " If one has a snub-nose, or

a broken nose, do you make a correct like-

ness hj ' touekmg out ' the defect?" With
Mr. S. I say, certainly not. But who says

you do ? That's what I axe you ?

" Little Photo " says nothing that sounds

like this. " / cannot find it ; 'tis not in the

bond, '

'

Finally, Mr. S. says: "If I wanted a

photograph of a friend, I should desire the

best likeness 1 could get, correct in all the

imperfections of that friend's face, as well

as the perfections, and I am sure I should

not obtain it from a ' retouched nega-

tive.'
"

.1 think Mr. Snelling is wrong here, very

wrong ;
for that is just where he loould get

a correct likeness.

He forgets it, in the first place ; the nega-

tive is not true to nature ; and he remem-

bers it, in the second place, when he says :

" It requires a very skilful artist of the

highest ability to produce a perfect likeness,

or to preserve in it the artistic manipulation

of a photograph."

He's right there, any way. It does re-

quire a very skilful artist. Now, when we

get him, let us give him " Little Photo's "

caution, "Don't overdo' it; thafs where the

mistake is made, too, too often."

Elbert Anderson.

A NEW GALLERY.
Wednesday evening, August 7th, will

be remembered as a pleasant one by the

many who visited the new gallery, 298 Ful-

ton Street, Brooklyn, then first opened to a

select party of friends by Mr. Frank E.

Pearsall.

To simply state that it was well arranged,

or that its furniture was new and of elegant

design, is scarce enough when we consider

that in its design and appointments it has

no superior.

A noble light of over 260 superficial feet

(due north), combining .both top and side-

lights, with ingeniously devised plans of

shading both inside and outside, was the

principal attraction to most of us. This

with room enough to work in any direction,

and a dark-room, " hard by," makes the

whole " as handy as a pocket in a shirt."

The departments referred to, together

with offices and reception-rooms, are all

upon the second floor ; the approach to

which, by a wide and elegant stairway, is

as easy as it is beautiful.

The third floor is appropriately fitted up

for artists, retouchers, printing, &c., &c.

An elegant entertainment was served, and

Mr. Pearsall, with his ever polite lieutenant,

Forbes, made the whole a pleasant affair.

That his business success may be as great

a success as was his opening reception is the

earnest wish of yours,

Charles Wager Hull.

Linn's Landscape Photography.

This is a neat little work of sixty-two

pages, of good pocket size (like Mosaics, for

example), "embodying the formulae, pro-

cesses, and methods of operating used and

practiced by the late Prof. K. M. Linn, of

Lookout Mountain, Tenn." The author was

a talented and successful outdoor worker,

and his book is written in clear, instructing

style, and is such a work as any photog-

rapher, whether his labor is in or out of

doors, should have and study.

Of course it is specially prepared for the

landscape photographer, but it contains and

teaches much, very much, that will be of

service to the inner man as well.
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After a pleasant introductory, we are

taught what are the main requisites of a

good landscape. Then follow chapters on

Artistic Effect, Proper Illumination, Di-

rection of Light, Clouds, Exposure, Appara-

tus, Selection of Lenses and Boxes, Prelimi-

nary Preparations, the Actual Work of the

Photographer, Printing, Mounting, For-

mulas, Management of Chemicals, Failures

and Their Cures, Counsels and Cautions,

Instantaneous Photography, and ends with

useful ideas on View Photography Finan-

cially Considered, and Stereoscoping Ap-

plied to Portraiture.

There are many things in it which will

likely put money into the purse of almost

any enterprising photographer ; so to the

mercies and patronage of such we consign

and commend it. It is certainly worth

seventy-five cents and much more, but for

seventy-five cents any dealer or the pub-

lisher will send it to you.

MATTERS OF THE

Mr. Albert Moore, No. 828 Wood
Street, Philadelphia, is the Treasurer of the

National Photographic Association. Pay
back dues to him. Due annually June 1st.

Mr. Edward L. Wilson, Seventh and

Cherry, Philadelphia, is the Permanent Sec-

retary of the National Photographic Asso-

ciation. All applications for membership

or life membership should be sent to him.

For membership, entrance fee, $2, and dues

one year, $2, in advance. Employees, half

rates. Life membership, fee $25. See

regulations in our July number. Be a life

member.

The veteran list is always open. If you

have been working at photography in any
capacity twenty-five years, you are entitled

to a place in it. Send your name and the

date of your entering business to the Per-

manent Secretary. Veterans will please

send us cartes of themselves.

The St. Louis group and other pictures

may be had of Mr. K. Benecke, Fourth and

Market Streets, St. Louis.

Veteraks.—Mr. I. B. Webster, Louis-

ville, Ky., entered the photographic art in

1847, Mr. D. C. Collins in October, 1842,

and Mr. W. H. Rulofson, San Francisco,

in 1846. They are added to the veteran list.

Life Members.—There are several ap-

plications for life membership, but as no

meeting of the Executive Committee has

been held during the past month, the appli-

cations are not yet approved. Hurry in the

rest for the coming meeting of the commit-

tee.

The new constitution, with revised list of

members, will be ready in a few weeks. Are

your dues paid up ? Hurry, life members !

Anthony's Bulletin has some excellent

remarks on the awarding of the Scovill and

Holmes medals. Among other things it

says :

" It is unfortunately too much the prac-

tice, on the part of working photographers,

to keep the special knowledge they may ac-

quire to themselves. In some cases this may
be deemed a not unnecessary consequence

of one's position. To counteract this dispo-

sition, and to induce in the working photog-

rapher habits of study, and research, and

close observation, it would seem to me that

these medals should be awarded solely to

those who, making discoveries or inaprove-

ments, have the liberality to impart them

freely to their brothers in the art. Such a

course would be in accordance with the in-

stitutions of the N. P. A., which is an asso-

ciation for mutual aid and assistance in the

art.

" A discoverer or inventor who conceals his

discovery and uses it to make money with,

or one who makes an invention and patents

it for his own use and benefit, are, in such

aspect, merely traders or artisans, and

should therefore receive no more consider-

ation from an association like ours than any

trader or artisan connected with any other

business. They have their reward.

" But it is eminently proper that the self-

sacrificing discoverer or inventor should re-

ceive some tangible evidence of the estima-

tion of his gift to his fellows other than

mere public commendation. A medal, for
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him, carries with it a distinction different

from anything purchasable with money. It

is to such worth and such merit that, I

think, tVie distinction of a medal should

properly be accorded. Such a course would

relieve the Association, and all its officers,

of any suspicion of lending themselves to

the purposes of business speculation, and

would elevate the character of the award of

any committee."

We say amen to this. We were once on

the Awarding Committee, and never had

such an unpleasant work to do. The result

of our decision was the loss of one of our

most prized personal friends, but we trust

we have got him back again.

A Good Suggestion. — The Photogra-

pher'' s Friend suggests that next year, when
we go to Kochester, we all take our stereo-

scopic cameras along, and make views of

Niagara, Watkins' and Havana Glens, the

Hudson, &c. This is a good idea, and

no doubt many can make it pay.

GERMAN CORRESPONDENCE.

Effects of Too Large an Opening in the Ob-

jective—Spirit Photographs.

Mr. Qtjidde presented to me a few days

ago a curious negative; the same was per-

fect in all its parts. It represented a couple

of assistants who were working in a print-

ing-room
; between the persons and the

camera there was an iron railing, the bars

of which were about three-fourths an inch

thick. The lens had four inches focus, and

the operator was working without stop, as

he had focussed on the person ; the iron

bars were of course not sharp, but the cu-

rious part of it is this : in the finished pic-

ture the bars appeared transparent, and the

outlines of the persons were not interrupted

by the intervening bars. The reason of this

is the large opening of the lens.

Let us take the lens L and the bar S and

an object, for instance, a person A, then

the bar S will cover the part a of the per-

son, so far as the central part of the lens m
is ooncerned, but this does not refer to the

marginal parts n; these look, so to say,

around the bar, and make a perfect impres-

sion of the person k on the plate, although

in fact a non-transparent body stands before

it. If the opening of the objective is small,

for instance not larger than m, this effect

will not show itself, otherwise there is noth-

ing peculiar in this appearance, particularly

when we remember that our two eyes also

look around such thin bars and see the con-

tinuous outline of the objects behind it. It

is another interesting ekample of the effects

of a wide opening, and we should not be

surprised if we meet with similar appear-

ances in portraiture.

I learn from the English papers that

spirit photographs are the rage now, and it

seems that in America also, particularly in

Chicago, Spiritualism makes a great sensa-

tion. I frequently receive numbers of the

Religio-Philosojihical Jmirnal in which in-

credible stories are told. I am surprised

that our mutual friend Eocher is not men-

tioned yet as a spirit photographer, and

suppose that he does a more profitable busi-

ness with living persons. In spite of the

wonders which are narrated in the Chicago

Philosophical Journal, the wisdom of the

Chicago spirits seems to be of little account,

for, otherwise, at least, one of them should

have predicted the great fire, and he or she

would have done to thousands a greater

service than a description of the wanderings

on the sun and the moon The communi-

cations of our friend Simpson, on the spirit

photographs of Mr Beattie, seem curious,

still I doubt that they would convince a

skeptic. I myself had once to deal with ap-

pearances of a similar character. A Count

Keichenbach, in Vienna, stated that he had

discovered a new power, tlie Od, which

manifests itself on certain so-called sensitive

persons by a luminosity in the dark. So,

also, magnets, the hands, crystals, and many

other things are said to be luminous. Eeich-

enbach desired to convince the Berlin phy-

sicists of the presence of this so-called Od

light, and selected for this purpose photog-

raphy. A sensitized wet plate was, in the

dark, placed opposite to a piece of rock
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crystal ; in front of the plate he placed a

screen in which an opening had been cut in

the shape of a cross. After twenty minutes

of exposure in a pitch dark room (of course,

without camera or lens), the plate was de-

veloped, and actually a cross appeared upon

the plate. This created great astonishment,

and I myself was much surprised. The ex-

periment was repeated with many other

substances which emit Od, and always with

the same result. Eeichenbach was delighted,

but as the cross appeared also when no Od
emitting object was placed in front of the

screen, I became suspicious. I suspected

this to be the effect of a current of air which

made the plate opposite the opening of the

screen dryer. I immediately made experi-

ments, and excluded the possibility of a

current of air : on developing the plate

nothing appeared, the best proof that the

cross owed its origin to something else, but

not to the so-called Od.

The above shows how easily we may be

deceived in these matters.

Yours very truly,

Dr. H. Vugel.

NOTES IN AND OUT OF THE
STUDIO.

BY G. WHARTON SIiMPSON, M.A., F.S.A.

Colored Light as an Accelerator—Keeping

Plates Moist in Hot Weather.

Colored Light as an Accelerator.—Few
things have interested me more than the

evidence afforded by independent experi-

mentalists in the United States as to the

truth of the notion, originally promulgated

in the infancy of photography by M. Bec-

querel, as to the existence of a power in the

non-actinic rays to continue the chemical

action which the actinic rays have once set

up Becquerel's experiments with what he

called continuating rays, as distinguished

from exciting rays, were very interesting

;

but that continuating action which he at-

tributes to the red and yellow rays, obtained

by permitting sunlight to pass through red

or yellow glass, was at that time attributed

by other savans to the traces of white light

which passed through the glass, and con-

tinued the action before set up, but was in-

sufficient to initiate action through the col-

ored glass on those parts upon which actinic

rays had not previously acted. The experi-

ments of M. Bazin, M. De Constant, and

others, in later days, have tended to indi-

cate a positive continuating action in red

light
; and nothing could be more confirm-

atory, I think, than the results of recent

experimentalists in America, who, so far as

I understand, have conducted their experi-

ments independently, without knowledge

even of what had been done before in the

same direction. Anything tending to re-

duce exposure in an almost indefinite degree

is of such importance in the portrait studio,

that I hope your practical men will succeed

in working the matter out to a trustworthy

issue.

Keeping Plates Moist in Hot Weather.—
I presume that during summer, in a dry

atmosphere like that of the greater portion

of the United States, the trouble common
in hot weather in this moist little island, of

plates drying during long exposures, is occa-

sionally experienced. Of course, therefore,

the various modes of meeting the difficulty

must be more or less familiar to American

photographers. One of my correspondents

recently points out the especial efficiency of

a somewhat old but neglected method, and

it may interest some of your readers to read

his experience. He says :

" During last summer and this I have

had to take some interiors and outdoor

views, and as I work the wet process only,

I had to learn how to keep plates moist for

some time, and without any markings. The

plates are 11 x 9. Having noticed some

time ago in one of the journals that a plate

placed in front of the sensitized one, just

apart from it and no more, will help to keep

the latter moist, as but little evaporation

could then take place, I had a cabinet-

maker to cut a groove in my plate-carrier,

in which 1 placed a piece of polished plate-

glass, 11^ X 9J, as free from specks as I could

get, and secured it with small buttons at the

back. I found this keep the plate moist for

an hour, and I had no occasion to expose

longer.
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"In regard to the reduced silver mark-

ings, I found they originated from the lower

corners of the plate, and having provided

them plentifully with blotting-paper, /resA

for every plate, I got rid of them pretty

well.

" The plate in front of the sensitized one

must be perfectly free from specks, as every

speck or air-bubble is the cause of a flaw in

the picture.

" I may add that I do not fix abroad, but

always carry a zinc case grooved for a dozen

filled with water, in which I place the plates

after developing, and fix, and intensify if

necessary, at home. I have had plates in

this box for a week before fixing without

any apparent alteration. All my plates are

albumenized, which may have something to

do with this. Under any circumstances the

film is never loosened.

" During hot weather a great assistance

to the proper flowing of the collodion on

the plate is secured bj' wrapping round the

collodion bottles (I use the tall cometless

ones) some stout porous calico— such as

sheeting—and keeping this constantly wet.

They do not seem to require re-wetting

more than two or three times a day. And
if the same plan is adopted with the plate-

boxes (mine are zinc) in which plates for

use ready cleaned are kept, there is every

chance that a plate can be coUodionized in

a satisfactory manner. I find, at all events

in my own case, that this effects a reduction

of temperature from 85°—-in which I always

work on a sunny day in summer—to 70°

inside my plate-box, and I am not troubled

with plates imperfectly coated."

OUR PICTURE.

THE LAST LOAD.

We have in our picture this month what

we consider a real gem of outdoor photog-

raphy, full of artistic feeling and of photo-

graphic excellence, It was made by Messrs.

Schreiber & Sons, No. 818 Arch Street,

Philadelphia. Mr. Schreiber, Sr., it will

be remembered by many, is one of the

oldest photographers living, and he has five

or six sons, all of whom, " from their youth

up," he has drilled in the mysteries of magic

photography. The sons have devoted them-

selves of late years to the special work of

making photographs of animals, such as

race-horses, thorough-bred cattle, and other

kindred stock. They have been to nearly

all parts of the country for that purpose,

for their fame is great all over the country.

At State fairs they sweep away all the di-

plomas and premiums, for they have no

successful rivals. We cannot see how
any work can be better than theirs in the

particular line mentioned. Our present

picture is good, but is by no means an ex-

ample of their best work. It was made
towards evening, after a hard day's work,

and the "traps" were unpacked specially

ifor it, "to try to get something for the

journal," as the junior Schreiber says; so

it is not only the " last load," but from the

last negative of the day.

We congratulate our friends on their suc-

cess, and thank them for their interest. Re-

specting their method of working, we have

the following, written at our request by the

senior brother, viz. :

" As you are anxious to know a little of

the modus operandi in making our animal

pictures, I will try to explain it as plainly

and as briefly as possible. We make it a

point to use as quick and as fine working

instruments as we can get. With regard to

our chemicals, we use about the same as are

used every day in our gallery.

" We prefer a bath that has been :worked

some time, and from 20 to 25 grains strong.

COLLODION.

Equal parts of Ether and Alcohol.

Iodide of AtninDniura, . 4 grains.

Bromide of Cadmium, . 2J "

Cotton, . . . .4 "

DEVELOPER.

Iron and Ammonia, . . 4 ounces.

Water, . . . i gallon.

" Whenever we have a bath in fine, quick

working order, we put it aside for taking

animal pictures with. By that means we
can most generally work successfully. It

will be in place here to add that we hardly

ever attempt to make any of these pictures

in the winter ; for, in the first place, all

animals look rough and shaggy then, and,

in the second place, the temperature is
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against us, all the artificial means that we
have tried being of no avail. The most of

the pictures that we make have one second

exposure, although we make them quicker

very often.

" In making a picture of almost any ani-

mal, it is essential to know the nature or

disposition of it; for animals have their

different natures as well as human beings.

Take children, for. instance. Every pho-

tographer knows well—alas ! too well—how
many tricks he has to resort to to get a pic-

ture sometimes ; when at other times he

makes it so easy that it is a real pleasure to

him.

" It is the very same case in taking ani-

mals.

" Tou must not imagine that you can

take your instrument, and stand it up in

front of your subject, expose a plate like

you would when taking a building, and get

a good negative. To give you a little idea

what trouble we have in getting what we
want, my two brothers, Henry and Conrad,

have worked three days to make one good

negative of a horse. They make the animal

pictures. Our motto is, ' Never give up

the ship.' The fact of the matter is, we
never give up till we get what we want

;

and, brother photographers, you will have

to do the same thing if you want to succeed,

not alone in this branch, but in all others

in our business. In closing, I will add that

in the present picture are four imported

Percheron mares, owned by William T.

"Walters, Esq., of Baltimore. The picture

was made with an experimental lens, made
by Mr. J. Zentmayer, of Philadelphia, is

constructed like a Steinheil, and is of 12-

inch focus. Time of exposure, one second.

" Yours truly,

" Gerhard ScHREiBER "

Here are the words of an intelligent and

successful workman, whose studio is well

worth a visit to see the very excellent and

interesting collection of photographs of

" birds, beasts," and we are not certain but

of " fish" also.

The picture was christened by Mr. "Wal-

ters, we believe, " The Last Load." It is a

smail load, too, as the last loads generally

are, consisting of the gleanings of the field.

To be in season it should have appeared in

our June number ; but it is not too late to

be in perfect keeping at this writing with

the weather we are having, for in our Phila-

delphia skylights the mercury reached be-

yond 100°, and strove hard to leap higher.

As we look at this picture, thermometer in

hand, we are reminded of the days of our

childhood, when not knowing there was

such an art as ours, we worked in the

harvest-field, and did our full share at

making up the first and "the last load."

Much of our present strength and vigor,

such as we have, do we owe to those days.

"We are reminded, too, of those melting

stanzas of Dr. Holmes, who, no doubt, was

once a boy in the harvest- field, and who
we know has been a clever photographer,

where, in dilating upon " The Hot Season,"

he says

:

"The folks that on the first of May
Wore winter coats and hose,

Began to say, the first of June,

' Good Lord ! how hot it grows I'

At last two Fahrenheits blew up,

And killed two children small,

And one barometer shot dead

A tutor with its ball !

" Now all day long the locusts sang

Among the leafless trees
;

Three new hotels warped inside out,

The pumps could only wheeze
;

And ripe old wine that twenty years

Had cobwebbed o'er in vain,

Came spouting through the rotten corks

Like Joly's best champagne "'

Eliza Cook's " Song of the Haymakers "

also rings in our ears, and especially the

closing verse, where the ''merry toilers"

sing

:

"'Hold fast!' cries the wagoner, loudly and

quick,

And then comes the hearty 'Gee-wo!'

While the cunning old team-horses manage to

pick

A sweet mouthful to munch as they go.

The tawny-faced children came round us to play,

And bravely they scatter the heap,

Till the tiniest one, all outspent with the fun,

Is curled up with the sheep dog, asleep.

Old age sitteth down on the haycock's fair crown

At the close of our laboring day,

And wishes his life, like the grass at his feet,

May be pure at its ' passing away.'
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Then a song and a cheer for the bonnie green

stack.

Climbing up to the sun wide and high
;

For the pitchers and rakers, and merry hay-

makers,

And the beautiful midsummer sky!"

Happy indeed is the work of the haymakers.

As we go on in life, let us not forget

that—
' Not a plant, a leaf, a flower, but contains

A folio volume we may read, and read,

And read again, and still fltid something new

—

Something to please, something to instruct.

Even in the noisome weed."

The August number of the Pli.ntographic

World contains a beautiful child picture by Mr.

B. M. Clinedinst, Staunton, Va., and the fol-

liowing articles : Photography Abrosd ;
Photo-

graphic Albums ; Tests for the Consistency of

Collodion ; How to Obtain the Gold from the

Fixed Paper Trimmings ; The Vienna Exhibi-

tion ; Notes In and Out of the Studio ;
German

Correspondence ; French Correspondence ; Pure

and Impure Water in Photographic Operations
;

A New Method of Printing upon Fabrics ; A
Rapid Method of Separating Silver from Copper

;

Keeping Plates Moist during Long Exposures

—

Glycerin in the Bath; A Photographer of the

Modern Time ; Light and Shade ; Landscape

Lessons; Portrait Photography; Skylights;

Curtis's Printing Frame Shades ;
Educate the

People ; Proceedings of the H\po Club ; The

Stereoscope; All the World Over; Cutting and

Silvering Paper; Our Picture; Wrinkles and

Dodges; Editor's Table. The whole mailed by

the publishers or any dealer for fifty cents.

Situations Wanted.—We are very glad to

advertise without cost for any one wanting a

situation, but we cannot consent to hive answers

directed to our care unless the advertisers are in

this city and can call for their letters. It taxes

our memory and time too much to remember

and to reraail them, and it takes too many post-

age stamps for which we get no return. Please

don't ask it. If you don't want your name

known, borrow one from a friend.

The Skylight and the Dark-room.— This

is the title given by Mr. Elbeit Anderson to his

new and elaborate photographic work, now in

press. It will contain twelve photographic

studies, over two hundred woodcuts, and in-

struction more extended and complete—going

deeper, and further, and higher than any photo-

graphic work ever published. Please see the

advertisement and future announcements. AVe

expect to publish it next month.

Landscape Work.—Messrs. Killburn Bros.,

Littleton, N. H., are adding constantly to their

already large stock of exquisite negatives, and
before us lie the proofs from some of them Some
views on Lake Wi-nnipiseogee are real gems, and

some of them have charming cloud effects in

them. As photographs they are nearly perfect.

Mr. Julius Hal], Stockbridge, Ma.ss , has sent

us some fine stereos of Monument Mountain,

&c., made from plates which he had kept for

several hours before exposure. We have asked

him for his modus operandi.

Hance's Photo. Specialties —Since our last

issue we have had the pleasure of inspecting

more advantageously the laboratory of Mr.

Hance, and we cannot but express admiration at

the neat and systematic way in which it is eon-

ducted. Beautiful is the only word that will

convey an idea of how his chemicals look, and

the several who have tested them say they work

charmingly. His stock of cotton was exhausted

before he could turn around, and he is already

as busy as he can be night and day making up

stock. His collodions he stores in a vault in a

cool cellar, which is a good plan. We notice

by his advertisement that he offers to send samjile

lots to parties on good terms. We feel confident

you will be pleased if you try his manufactures.

All dealers will have them. Mr. Newell says

"the Gill Intensifier is invaluable," and it would

be a crime to keep it out of the market where

photographers couldn't get it.

Mr. Ryder's New Studio,—It was well

knowh in St. Louis at the Convention that our

good friend, Mr. J. F. Ryder, of Cleveland,

was absent, and that the cause was that he was

busy building a new studio. That new studio is

now open, and we have the following notes con-

cerning it from the Clevfland Daily H"ral(l :

" The Good Taste and Enlerprise of Ryder.—
The name of Ryder is ' as familiar as household

words,' to all who know aught of Cleveland, and'
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the prefix of J. F. is about as useless as that of

Hon. to the name Henry Clay. For years

—

twenty, we presume—his photographic establish-

ment, on the third floor at the corner of Bank

and Superior Streets, has been a favorite place of

resort for all who would take advantage in their

likenesses of the finest touches of art and the

latest improvements in photography. These

many years of devotion to his profession have

brought their appropriate reward, and have per-

mitted him now to carry out a long-treasured

plan, of relieving himself from cramped quarters,

and of displaying his excellent taste.

"Last Saturday night suddenly developed the

results to our citizens, and wondering eyes gazed

on unexpected objects of delight, for then the

uncouth covering of rough boards that had hid

No. 239 Superior Street from public gaze was

torn away, and in its stead appeared an iron

front, the whole height of the building, of

graceful design, resplendent in gilt and marble,

and huge plates of clearest glass. So beautiful

a front is not to be seen in the West, if, indeed,

in the East, and yet the interior is equally

splendid. For the space of some eighty feet the

old two stories are made into one, and the walls

exquisitely frescoed in most choice designs. The

walls upon one side are graced with the finest

specimens of photographic art in all its varieties

and incidents, and upon the other with paintings

of the most noted artists, all in frames them-

selves of wondrous richness. Among the most

noticeable paintings is the celebrated White

Hills of New Hampshire by A. D. Shattuck,

justly celebrated as second to but few as a land-

scape painter.

" Back of this grand salon are the reception-

parlors, and the rooms for the storage of stock

and for framing. From the front room leads a

grand staircase, itself noticeable for graceful

design and finish, to the waiting and operating-

rooms.

" The whole establishment is complete in all its

arrangements and equipments, and the general

verdict is that the public are indebted to the

enterprise of Mr. Ryder for his munificent out-

lay and his judicious display of taste."

We congratulate Mr. Ryder on his success in

this matter, and hope good fortune may always

attend him.

Another New Studio.—Mr. G. Frank E.

Pearsall has also opened his new studio, and an

account of the reception is given on another

page by Mr. Hull. May prosperity attend all

the new studios.

JiiPANESB Appreciation OF Photography.—

•

Photography is practiced a very little only in

Jiipan as yet, but the frequent visitors we see

from that land show great interest in our art.

Only a few weeks ago we saw four of the almond

eyes enjoying a collection of Howell's and

Gurney's photographs of beautiful women in the

stoie of a dealer. After selecting some they

asked the shopkeeper, " How much for one?"

Upon being answered, in order to drive a bar-

gain, they asked, "How much for ten?" The

discount being satisfactory a bargain was con-

cluded.

But before us lies a letter from a distinguished

Japanese, whose name is very familiar to most

of us, expressing his sense of the charms of

good photography very eloquently. It is from

the celebrated " Tommy " to Mr. F. Gutekunst,

712 Arch Street, Philadelphia, and is in answer

to Mr. Gutekunst's letler, accompanied by one

of his magnificent photographs of the U. S. Capi-

tol buildings at Washington—the best, perhaps,

ever taken. " Tommy " says ;

" New York. July 14, 1872.

" I am very much obliged to you for the pic-

ture (the Capitol) you sent me, and am delighted

with it. I will keep it at home for your memory

forever. My likeness and that of Mr. Hida have

also been elegantly done by you. I wish to get

one of your small likenesses vi^ry much, if yota

can spare one. It will be much esteemed of if

you would. I did ask you to write me how to

tint the pictures. I hope you would let me know

the composition and process for mere curiosity.

"Yours, most truly, K. Nagano."

The letter is written in an excellent hand.

Mr. W. AV. Sloan, Jefi"erson, Texas, will

please excuse us for failing to mention his appara-

tus for photographing babies while swinging back

and forth, exhibited at St. Louis. Mr. Sloan

had a large crowd about him, and we suppose

that is why we forgot to get him in the list.

Texas Photographic Association.—We are

glad to learn from Mr. E. Finch, Waxahachie,

Texas, that they are' trying to organize a State

photographic association. We hope every one

in the State will join in this enterprise, for prop-

erly conducted, it must be of great mutual good.

Try it, friends.

The Photo. Porcelain.—This is the name of

a picture which is being introduced by Mr. J.

H. Lamson, Portland, Maine, and is the- best

counUrfnt picture we have seen. We thought

that the specimen sent us was surely a porcelain

glass collodio-chloride picture until we took it
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apart. It is rich in tone, full of delicate detail,

and must become popular when pushed with

tact. Mr. Lamson details his claims concerning

it in his advertisement. We have known him

personally for several years, and believe he will

deceive no one in the matter. His picture is

worthy of introduction and it is easily made.

Messrs. R. Newell & Son, 626 Arch Street,

Philadelphia, have just illustrated the annual

report of the Inspectors of the Eastern Peniten-

tiary of this State with several fine photographs

of the interiors of cells, the corridors, &c. The

order given for the prints was probably one of

the largest ever given to illustrate a book.

Mr. W. L. Gill, Lancaster, Pa., has sent us

some fine views taken on the occasion of the ex-

cursion of the " Tucynan Scientific and Pisca-

torial Association," of which Mr. Gill stands as

one of the Executive Committee. The last ex-

cursion was a great success in every way.

Bendann's Backgrounds.—Some misunder-

standing having occurred as to the best way of

using these useful backgrounds, we give place

to the following : Editor Pliilodelpliia Pho-

tographer— Dear Sir: Will you permit us

to say to tboje using our grounds, that whilst

we have not had a single complaint from

them, yet from some of the prints we have seen,

Ac, we think many do not rightly understand

how to use them to advantage.

Let those simply follow the printed instruc-

tions, and eschew any out op the way manner

of trying to do it.

The only proper way is as we indicate, and

that is to simply place the mask on the outside

OR TOP of the negative {vide instruction).

In conclusion, don't try too hard; it works

itself, and in that lies its worth.

Yours truly,

Bendann Bros.

In our next number we will give our readers

an example of work, showing the advantages of

these backgrounds.

It will be seen by their advertisement that

Messrs. P. Smith & Co., Cincinnati, have pur-

chased the business of Mr. Charles Waldack,

and offer to make enlargements for the trade.

We hope they will do an enlarged business.

Good.—Mr. B. H. Howe, the enterprising

stockdealer at Columbus, Ohio, says he has sold

si.xteen of Bigelow's Albums. It speaks well

both for him and the intelligence of his cus-

tomers.

Pictures Received.—We have been made
the happy guardian of two pairs of twins during

the past month, one from J. R. Tewksberry,

Farmington, Iowa, and the other from A. A.

Baldwin, Ludlow, Vermont ;
we have a very fine

cabinet picture from E. D. Graham, Mexico,

Mo., .showing white drapery very nicely ren-

dered ; from Mr. T. B. Wilson, Washington, 111.,

some interesting cartes of b;ibies, &c. Mr. Wil-

son thinks visiting the convention at St. Louis

was a great help to him, and says, " If a man
studies his journals well, and exercises his think-

ing faculties to a wholesome degree, he will suc-

ceed." He is correct there. From Mr. Jas.

Howard, Plattsburgh, N. Y., some excellent

cartes to show how he has improved since visit-

ing St. Louis. The hot-roller finish Mr. Howard *

gives his prints is very attractive. Mr. John L.

Gihon has favored us with some exquisite results,

both the negative" work and the printing, made

by him at Mr. C. D. Mosher's gallery, 951 Wa-
bash Avenue, Chicago. It gives one courage to

see such work. From Mr. J. W. Black we have

a 14 X 17 view of the Coliseum, and a large por-

trait of Horace Greeley. They are both excel-

lent likenesses and cap'tal photographs ; Mr. C.

H. Masters, Princeton, 111., sends us some exam-

ples of his work, among which is an amusing

caricature of Greeley before and after the elec-

tion.

Messrs. Rice & Thompson, 519 West Madi-

son Street, Chicago, make some announcements

in their advertisement which may pay Western

photographers to read. Business is the charac-

teristic of this house, which possesses enterprise

such as cannot be "burned out." A late visit

to their busy stores convinced us of that.

Items of News.—Mr. R. J. Chute is absent

in Nova Scotia taking his holiday, hence we are

obliged to omit his usual useful contribution.

—

Messrs. Chas. T. White & Co., chemists, 39 Lib-

erty Street, N. Y. , have sent us their monthly

price current.—"The Chromic Light " is the

title of a little publication issued by Mr: A. A.

Baldwin, Ludlow, Vt., which he gives to his cus-

tomers.—Our old amateur friend, Mr. Robert

Shriver, Cumberland, Md., is taking up his old

love again, t. e., returning to photography.—

A

Boston girl stepped into Messrs. G. S. Bryant

& Co.'s store a few days ago, and asked for some

pictures of " Landy's Expensive Pets.^^ She got

'em.—The hot weather continues.—We shall be

away from our desk for some two weeks shortly,

and hope correspondents will be lenient and pa-

tient and forbearing while we are gone, if not re-

sponded to as promptly as usual.
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Does it Pay to Attend the N. P. A.

Meetings ?

WHAT A LADY PHOTOGRAPHER THINKS.

Editor Photographer: So many artists

have asked me if it paid to attend our con-

ventions, if there was anything worth see-

ing, and if it wasn't "only for the big

bugs!" that I will try and answer them
all through j'our journal (if a ay of them
read the Photographer) by giving a portion

of my own experience.

Through the pages of our old friend, the

PhotograpJier, I learned there was a new
organization, entirely for the benefit of

artists. I watched with much interest for

its results ; but concluded the best way to

find out its worth was to go and see. Ac-
cordingly I found it convenient to visit an
old friend at Cleveland at the time of the

convention there, and to say I was very

much pleased is too weak an expression. I

was surprised, delighted, and enchanted

with the beautiful pictiires, and spent hours

in studying them, for I felt that was what
they were there for.

There were thousands of pictures, from

all parts of Europe and America; some so

finely posed and lighted, they seemed to

lack nothing, and then retouching was

done so finely and smooth, it did not seem

possible a pencil or brush had passed many
times over the negative ; also views of our

beautiful Yosemite, that would almost

transplant you to some distant land, and

make you forget you were only at a photo-

graphic convention.

And the sessions of the convention I

found very useful and interesting—in the

free exchange of thoughts on various

branches pertaining to our beautiful art,

and no one could fail of getting some new
ideas, which would do them much good in

advancing in our chosen profession ; neither

could they long feel like " a stranger in a

strange land," when the genial, smiling

face of our friend Vogel was telling of our

art over the waters. And Bogardus and

Wilson, too, with a kind word and hearty

good cheer for every one, soon made each

and all feel that it was " good to be there."

There were aho many others who took a

prominent part in making the convention

seem more like a grand entertainment than

a dry business meeting, without any busi-

ness done either.

But words will not express the satisfac-

tion I felt in having gone to one conven-

tion ; but the practical result was, perhaps,

as lasting and more interesting to most

people.

1 came home with many new ideas ; but

the principal one was hoto to retouch^ and

as I had done ink-work for nine years, and

was also used to operating and printing, it

was much easier for me to learn, and I

22
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practiced with care, determined some time

to mal<;e pictures as good as some I had

seen at Cleveland. People soon began to

wonder what the ^natter ^vas with our pic-

tures ; they looked "so different from any

they saw in other places." Of course I

could very easily show them, and explain

the cause ; the consequence being they

would rather pay $1 per dozen more, and

larger ones in proportion, and would also

order oftener several dozen than less than

one dozen ; and I was careful not to let any

go out as from retouched negatives unless

I knew they were the best I could possibly

do under the circumstances. Every job of

work done was its own advertisement, and

people came from all adjoining towns to

get work done here, " because they cannot

get such pictures at home." A.nd thus was

I repaid for my journey to Cleveland pecu-

niarily, besides feeling that I knew a little

more than my neighbors, who thought it

was " so foolish to spend so much money to

go off to a convention got up just for a few

to fill their pockets."

But as long as my pocket had all the cash

it wanted, I cared not what they said, only

as it defamed those who had done me so

much good ; for beside the retouching, I

received so many new ideas in manipula-

tion, posing, and lighting, that I felt sure

of getting a favorable impression of every

one who brought their "phiz" to have a

shadow cast.

Of course, after practicing a year or two,

I felt a strong desire to see if I had kept

up with others, and St. Louis saw my hus-

band and myself among the rest of the

labelled fraternity. I could see a great

improvement in the quality of work by

even the same ones who had work at Cleve-

land ; but I am proud to assert some home
work there was equal if not better than the

samples of foreign work, which two years

before were so much superior to our Amer-
ican; and it proves to me there is no per-

fection in anything, but progress must be

our watchword, and we must all work if we
would go with the advance-guard.

St. Louis was a success, if the hundreds

of artists, thousands of fine pictures, excel-

lent lectures, short speeches, stereopticon ex-

hibition, and pleasant rides can make it so.

We both came away with a firmer deter-

mination to excel in the art, and do better

work than ever before, knowing from past

experience that good work will pay, and

no one will grumble at the price if they feel

they get their money's worth.

Our work has increased during the past

two years so much, that we now employ

three more hands, have been obliged to en-

large our gallery, and put in another oper-

ating and printing-room, and our register

shows our business and receipts have more

than doubled in that space of time. Energy

and close attention to business, with honor-

able dealing, aided very g.reatly by the result

of our photographic convention, has been

the cause of our present favorable situation,

and I earnestly ad.vise any who feel " rather

sick of the business," or " want to sell,"

"don't think it agrees with them," think

of "going into some town where they will

not have cheap opposition," to go to the

convention : it is the best antidote for the

blues and empty pockets you can find. If

you can't get cash enough out of your gal-

lery to go with, saw wood till you do ; but

do7i'tforsake the art, unless you lack energy

enough to work at it well, and try to im-

prove and keep up with the times. Lag-

gards have got started on the wrong road,

and had better slip off quietly at the first

by-path, for onward and upward, ever pro-

gressing must be our watchword, and the

best help is our pleasant conventions.

Mrs. E. N. Lockwood.
RipON, Wis.

Trask's Practical Ferrottper.—This

excellent work is now ready, and besides a

beautiful example of Mr. Trask's work, con-

tains most thorough and complete instruc-

tions for making artistic ferrotypes of all

the known styles, and of several styles not

generally known. It tells all that a skilled

artist and a successful business man knows

on the subject—from the building of the

skylight to the making and selling of the

picture. Please read the advertisement for

a list of the contents, and see review in our

next number. The price is 75 cents. It

contains very much of practical value to

every photographer as well as to the ferro-

typer. 1000 copies are already sold.
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THE LAST DAYS OF A "BUSTED" PHOTOGRAPHER.

AFTER "THE RAVElSr " "WITH A SHARP STICK.

BVELBERTANDERSON.

Once upon a dark day dreary, while I pondered, weak and weary.

Over a quaint (!) and curious book (a book of photographic lore)

—

While I nodded, nearly napping, suddenly there came a tapping

As of some one gently rapping, rapping at my dark-room door.

" It is some sitter," I muttered, " tapping at my dark-room door

—

Only this, and nothing more."

Ah, distinctly I remember, 'twas a dark day in December,

Some demon vile had crossed my path, had ruined, busted up my bath
;

Sadly I sat, deeply sighing, broken-hearted, almost crying,

From.my book still vainly trying to clear this bath, so fondly trusted,

Now, alas! completely busted. No more clear plates, as before.

Nary a one, oh ! nevermore.

Every noise and sound uncertain, from a background or a curtain.

Thrilled me—filled me, with fantastic terrors never felt before
;

So that now, to still the beating of my heart, I stood repeating,

" It is some sitter, entreating entrance at my dark-room door

—

Some wretched squatter entreating entrance at my dark-room door
;

This is it, and nothing more."

Presently ray soul grew stronger ; hesitating then no longer,

" Sir," said I, " or madam, truly your forgiveness I implore
;

But the fact is, I was napping, and so gently you came rapping.

And so faintly you came tapping, tapping at my dark-room door.

That I scarce was sure I heard you." Here I opened wide the door :

—

Silence there, and nothing more.

Deep into my dark-room peering, long T stood there wondering, fearing.

Doubting, dreaming dreams no mortal ever dared to dream before
;

But the silence was unbroken, and the stillness gave no token.

And the only words there spoken, were the words, "busted bath."

These I whispered, and the echo murmured back " busted bath !" once more.

Merely this, and nothing more.

Back into my dark-room turning, all my soul within me burning.

Soon again I heard a tapping, something louder than before.

" Surely," said I, " surely that is something at my window lattice
;

Let me see, then, what thereat is, and this mystery explore

—

Let my heart be still a moment, and this mj^stery explore

—

'Tis the wind, and nothing more."

Open, here, I flung the shutter, when, with many a flirt and flutter,

In there flew a stately Eaven, of the saintly days of yore.

Not the least obeisance made he ; not a moment stopped or stayed he.

But with mien of lord or lady, posed behind my dark-room door,

Posed upon my busted bath, just within my dark-room door
;

Posed and glared, but nothing more.
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Then this ebony bird beguiling my sad fancy into smiling,

By the grave and stern decorum of the countenance it wore

:

" Though thy crest be shorn and shaven, thou," said I, " art sure no craven.

Tell me what thj' lordly name is, tell me, pri'thee, what that same is,

Thou ghastly, grim, and ancient Kaven, crouching near my dark-room door?"

Quoth the Raven, " Nevermore."
'

Much I marvelled this ungainly fowl to hear discourse so plainly,

Though its answer little meaning—little relevancy bore
;

'For we cannot help agreeing, that no living human being

Ever yet was blessed with seeing bird behind his dark-room door

—

Bird, or beast, upon his busted bath, behind his dark-room door.

With such a name as "Nevermore.".

But the Raven, sitting lonely, on that foggy bath, spoke only

That one word, as if his soul in that one word he did outpour.

Nothing farther then he uttered ; not a feather then he fluttered,

—

Till I scarcely more than muttered, " My bath has worked well before

;

On the morrow it will work, work clear and bright as "e'er before."

Then the bird said, " Nevermore."

Startled at the stillness broken, by reply so aptlj' spoken,

" Doubtless," said I, " what it utters is its only stock and store.

Caught from some unhappy master, whom unmerciful Disaster

Followed fast, and followed faster, till his songs one burden bore

—

Till the dirges of his Hope that melancholy burden bore

Of 'Never, Nevermore.' "

But the Raven, still beguiling all my sad soul into smiling.

Straight I wheeled my camera-stand in front of bird, and bath, and door
;

Then behind the ground-glass sinking, I betook mj^self to squinting

Slyly at the Raven, thinking what this ominous bird of yore,

"What this grim, ungainly, ghastly, gaunt, and ominous bird of yore

Meant, in croaking "Nevermore."

Anon, methought, the air grew denser yet
;
perfumed as though with sulphuret

;

Then the Raven shrieked and screamed, my bath from holder poured and

streamed.

" Wretch I" cried I, " what fiend hath sent thee, what damned fiend speech hath

lent thee.

To croak behind my dark-room door ? Avaunt ! hence ! Quit my dark-room door.

Hence I hence ! Remove those fiery eyes, which burn into my bosom's core."

"Never," quoth the Raven, " Nevermore."

" Prophet !" said I. "Thing of evil ! Prophet still, if bird or devil !

Whether Tempter sent, or whether tempest tossed thee here ashore,

Desolate, yet all undaunted, in this dark-room all enchanted.

Prom this bath, with Horrors haunted, tell me' truly, I implore,

Shall I ever, ever again make splendid ' neg's,' like those of yore ?"

Quoth the Raven, " Nevermore."

" Prophet !" said I. ''^Thing of evil ! Prophet still, if bird or devil !

By that Heaven that bends above us! by that Fiend you most adore 1

Tell this soul, with sorrow sore, if within this distant shore,

I shallmake negatives more like those 1 used to make before ?

Just one clean plate, one plate more, like those I used to make before?"

Quoth the Raven, "Nevermore."
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" Be that word our sign of parting, bird or fiend I" I shrieked, upstarting.

" Get thee back into the tempest, and Hell's most distant, murky shore 1

Leave no black plume as a token of that lie thy soul hath spoken !

Leave my loneliness unbroken I—quit the bath behind my door !

Take thy tail from out my bath, and take thy form from oiFmy door !"

Quoth the Kaven, "Nevermore."

And the Raven, never flitting, upon my bath still is sitting

On my busted, busted bath, sitting just behind my dark-room door

;

And his eyes have all the seeming of a demon's that is dreaming

;

And the skylight o'er him streaming, shows his shadow on the floor
;

And my bath, within that shadow, lies busted! leaking on my dark-room

floor,

Useless now, forevermore.

PHOTOGRAPHIC MINCEMEAT.

Fifthly, hoiv to empty a silver hath?—

-

Those who read the Philadelphia Photogra-

pher will remember to have seen a short note

from some good fellow (I forget his name),

in which they learned that a piece of letter-

paper held up to the sides and end of a bath-

dish would render the emptying of it easy

and safe. I tried it, and found that it

worked beautifully, all right—that is, splen-

did. Now we can go on, and fear no bad

results. Alas, alas 1 Ave change our bath-

dish. Well, what of that? Why simply

this. The one we emptied so nicely with

letter-paper was straight and square, the one

we got in its place was bevelled at its edge,

and letter or any other kind of paper would

not help us out. What is to be done now ?

Every time we want to filter our solution we

spill more or less of it. The loss of the so-

lution is not the only point, for as it falls

upon the floor it spatters upon our clothes,

and a sixteen-dollar pair of pants is spoiled

by the operation. It now becomes a serious

question with us, and we naturally inquire,

" What shall we do to be saved "

from these several annoyances ?

Thus was I troubled, "and a

heavy cloud was over me." I

now want to explain how I got

out of it. I presume that you

remember reading a poem at

St. Louis, which was received

by those who heard it with con-

siderable applause. It appeared

in the proceedings above the

signature of K. P. Johnston.

It should have been J. P. John-

ston. Well, what has that to

ddwithit? Why simply this.

He is one of the best fellows in

the world, and when he visits

our city he comes to see me ; so

it happened some three weeks

ago he came in, and among
other topics of conversation the question of

syphons came up. "Why," says he, "I
can rig you out very quick ;" and sure

enough in an hour he fixed up the arrange-

ments that I have photographed for you to

use in illustrating this point if you wish.

No. 1 shows the position when the solution

is passing from the bath-dish into the bottle.
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No. 2 shows the position when the solution

is passing from the bottle into the bath-

dish.

To make one of these syphons there is to

be obtained a bottle large enough to hold all

or the greater portion of the solution, and

fit a cork air-tight into the neck of it. Now
procure as much rubber-tubing as you may
wish (size to suit taste), cut a short piece off,

and pass it just through the cork. The long

piece also pass through the cork down to

very near the bottom of the bottle. These

tubes should fit tight, to allow no air to es-

cape in that direction. When all is ready

set the bottle in position near to the bath-

dish, but loiver to allow the air to act upon

the solution as it passes through the tube,

for herein lies the secret of the syphon. Now
place the loose end of the long tube into and

extending to or near the bottom of the dish.

Now take the loose end of the short tube in

the mouth and draw upon it. When the

solution begins to run into the bottle, your

help, by way of " a sucker," is no longer

needed, for it will "go alone" until all of

the solution is out of the dish and into the

bottle. If you wish to reverse this opera-

tionsetthe bottle higher than the bath-dish,

and bloiv into the short tube to start the solu-

tion. This arrangement does its work per-

fectly, and costs only about one dollar.

" Dhry it a cooble a dimes." More anon.

I. B. Webster.

TOUCHING RETOUCHING.

Editor Philadelphia Photographer:

In the first paper on the subject of the

retouching of negatives, by Mr. Snelling,

in the March number of the Photograjoher,

the absence of calm argument is extremely

painful to me, especially as it is substituted

by a certain scolding vein even more la-

mentable ; but as the discussion of this im-

portant question has been taken up by the

advocates of retouching, as tending to the

advancement of the art, adding to the

beauty of the picture, and when not over-

done, not in any way detracting from the

value of the picture as a likeness, I venture

to say a few words on this '^device of the

pliotograjMc enemy (/) to belittle nature^s

scientific artV (whatever that may mean).

It quite passes my comprehension why any

process designed for the improvement of a

photograph should be excluded because it

is "mechanical" and not "photographic,"

as well. It appears to me, to shut the door

against all future discoveries of new and

beautiful formulas and manipulations. Then

again, if, with a retoucher on the premises,

the operator feels that he can afford to do

careless work, why, with retouching that

will make a*good picture of a bad negative,

should not the same skill tend to improve

the good work of the conscientious oper-

ator (not that I can admit that any but the

man who "doesn't care anyhow" would lose

all ambition because he had an artist at his

back, to make good the deficiencies of his

pictures) ? Does Mr. Snelling really believe

that photography has made no steps since

1857, and that because of the introduction

of artists to improve the negatives ? Or

does he indulge in a random "slinging of

ink," which leads him into those awkward
corners, so often occupied by persons who
speak, and more especially those who write,

hastily ?

Granted that the highest aim of the pho-

tographer should be to make a perfect pic-

ture ; but why not allow the co-operation

of the pencil, if the pencil does what the

most perfect chemicals backed with the

most thoughtful manipulation fails to do?

But what I really want to say is, that I

think the author of " retouching negatives"

bases his argument on the most fallacious

grounds, that a photograph is necessarily

natural, a thing which the slightest expe-

rience must stamp as sheer nonsense. For

instance, in color alone, the relative shade

of yellow trimming on a violet or a purple

dress, would be represented by an artist, in

crayon or pencil, as a dark diess and light

trimming; whereas, as we all know, a pho-

tograph exactly reverses these conditions.

This, certainly, is not " holding the mirror

up to nature,"—here is one instance where

the artist is required to remedy a painful

defect. Then it is surelj^ unnecessary to tell

Mr. Snelling, that blue, a color an artist

would represent in ink or chalk bj' a dark

tint, is reproduced by photography as white.

But it is in the complexion that the short-
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comings of the chomistry of photography

are most fearfully glaring. Not to say any-

thing of those yellowish-red spots known as

"freckles," which in many cases are ap-

parent to all beholders, there is in the

most beautiful and delicate complexions an

amount of yellow, which is not noticeable

by the casual observer, blending with the

roses of the face, at the short distance at

which they are generally seen (for, as a

general thing, it is only lovers " far gone"

who approach so close as to look into each

other's eyes) ; but yet these spots are de-

tected by the camera, which is as jealous as

a woman of a i-ival ; and in their reproduc-

tion by photography, the non-actinic effect

of yellow on the sensitive salts of silver is

distorted to blotches of black. Assure the

young beauty that the black spots " must be

there, or they would not be in the picture !"

Splendid argument ! But unfortunately (to

use a popular vulgarism) " it won't wash."

Or ask, with Mr. Chadband, " Would that

be truth, my brethren?" and answer " No."

Then by all means call in the artist; let

him reduce the imperfections, not forgetting

Hamlet's injunction, " Not to o'erstep the

modesty of nature."

William Heighvs^at.

Estabrooke's Gallery,

31 Union Squaue, New York City,

August 20th, 1872.

Hints from the Eecord of an Artist

and Photographer.

BY JOHN L. GIHON.

No. 3.

Let the case that I have selected (the re-

arranging of a disorganized gallery) be either

a Eeal or supposititious one, we will find

that thus far we have made but little prog-

ress. The making of a new bath, a batch

of collodion, and a lot of develojDing solu-

tion, by no means guarantees to us the cer-

tainty of obtaining fine results. There is

very much more to be spoken of, and the

great diflSculty seems to be to properly

arrange the subject-matter in charge, so

that we can handle it with strict reference

to its importance. The dark-room deserves

attention, and a great deal of it. There are

two windows in ours, and they are supposed

to give us non-actinic light. I have spoken

of a tendency to fog in our plates. Mucli

of this appearance is caused by the action

of light in the dark-room, either previous

to or during development. If we examine

our window panes we will find them smeared

over with a yellow paint grimed with dust.

The proper covirse to pu,rsue, if you have

plenty of time, is to have the sashes reglazed

with glasses that do not admit of the pas-

sage of rays having an influence upon the

plates. There has been much written about

the color and quality of the glasses most

suitable for this purpose. They have been

described as yellow, orange, canary, and

lemon, in hue. Discarding the fact that the

majority of people are what we term color

blind, it would still be impossible for any

purchaser to pick out, or any dealer to sell,

glasses that would have to be selected only

by the names which we attach to them.

Actual experiment is the only guide upon

which we can rely. Should it be impossible

from inconvenience of location to secure the

lights, then we must have recourse to other

devices, and do the best we can. Tellow

tissue-paper can be procured almost any-

where, and a couple of thicknesses of it

tacked up inside the window will in all prob-

ability answer the purpose. Should this

likewise be out of reach, then obtain white

paper and color it yourself with a solution

of bichromate of potash, or if you prefer it

with a paint made from gum gamboge and

dragon's blood.

In no other business is the professional so

often required to keep "more than one string

to his bow." The knowledge of these de-

vices, and the perception that will make

them adaptable to the occasion, is one of the

chief requisites of the finished operator.

Light entering the dark-room through

chinks, crevices, key-holes, and from under

the door is even more dangerous. As the

sun changes it position, so these loop-holes

vary in their destructive power. Fortu-

nately they are always easily closed when

discovered. Another source of danger sug-

gests itself as occurring in the instruments

themselves. From constant use the best

class of bellows will in time become worn

and small holes in the corners or slits where
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the material is folded may be discovered.

These may not be noticed until some day

when your instrument happens to be in the

sunlight, when you will find the plate that

you have exposed in it has been disfigured by

a ray of light that has come from a direction

neither expected or desired. A dark cloth

thrown over the camera is always a ready

preventive of such casualties.

Again, the plate-holder may give us the

same annoyances from its not setting close

enough to the instrument, or from the valve

in it being of defective construction. "What

is to be done suggests itself ; and in fact a

thorough overhauling of the lenses, boxes,

and fittings should be one of the first duties

of an operator who enters upon new fields

of labor. It is singular that so little atten-

tion is paid to this department, for in almost

all studios there will be found a varying

stock of dilapidated apparatus, the cause of

whose dissolution has been want of care on

the part of the man who has handled them.

Slops of silver wherever left will prove

sure destructive agents, and stains upon the

floors, walls, and furniture, as well as upon

the instruments, give certain evidence of the

freedom with which they are scattered

The bottles inserted in the lower portion of

the tablets give but a partial security, for

we all know that as many drippings go out-

side as inside of them. The draining of the

plates upon pieces of thick blotting-paper is

a practice that we should adhere to, and the

placing of a blotter the size of the plate

upon its back, after it is put in position, has

more than one advantage, not the least of

them being the certainty of destroying re-

flections from the back of the glass. I do

not approve the constant shellacking of the

holders. It causes them to become brittle,

unsightly, and clumsy. The saturation of

the wood with parafRne is much the better

plan, and can as readily be accomplished.

The material is at command in the candles

sold by that name, and a couple of them

when broken up and melted will give quan-

tity sufficient to do much service. I apply

it with a brush after heating the portion to

be treated, and then keep it warm until it

has become well absorbed. The superfluous

portions are readily removed after cooling.

I always keep a piece of damp sponge near

at hand, and make it a practice to pass it

around the corners and sides of my plate-

holder, and over the back of the slide after

each use. Adhere to this plan and you will

not be troubled with dust, provided you are

equally as careful" to keep the floor of your

room damp. Don't sweep it out, but have

a mop for the purpose, and see that it is

passed over every morning before commenc-
ing work. Above all, do not get into the

habit of taking negatives from your hypo

tank and examine them before they are

washed. Drops of this insidious chemical

falling upon the floor will be ground into

powder by your feet, and, rising as dust,

will cause you trouble, the solution of which

might otherwise be inexplicable. Dust or

wipe out the inside of the cameras as fre-

quently as you would attend to their outside

appearance. The drawing in or out of the

bellows would necessarily otherwise raise

fine particles that must settle upon the ex-

posed collodion film. A good deal may be

talked of in reference to the ground-glass,

but outside of a useful hint I shall leave the

rest to a future number. I recommend the

drawing of pencil lines upon it indicating

the centre ; and ovals and Rectangles estab-

lishing the sizes of the pictures you are

most in the habit of making. Should you

be unfortunate or clumsy enough to some

day knock over your screen and break the

glass, and should you not be provided with

a duplicate you would most certainly be in

a predicament if not possessed of the means

of easily imitating one. Fortunately there

are many methods, but the best that I have

tried is as follows : .Take a thoroughly clean

glass, and coat it as you would coUodionize

a plate with the following preparation.

Dissolve in two ounces of pure ether

ninety grains of gum sandarac and twenty

grains of gum mastic ; to this solution add

benzine ; the proportion of the latter de-

pends upon its quality, which is vei-y vari-

able. If good, the half of an ounce would

be sufficient. Too little makes the glass too

clear ;
too much causes a ropy appearance

;

one or two trials as you go on will determine

it. A plate prepared thus is fully equal, if

not superior, to the majority of those regu-

larly ground.

Clean the lenses and interior of the tubes
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often. It is good practice for the beginner

to take two duplicate tubes, and retain one

untouched as a model, to wbich he can refer

if he gets himself into difficulty. Then

unscrew the other in all of its parts ; clean

everything thoroughly, and purposely mix

up the several portions, so that he will have

to use his knowledge and judgment to re-

place them properly. If he is apprehensive

of having made a mistake, or finds himself

with a puzzle beyond his power of solution,

he can carefully compare his work with the

construction of the first, which he knows to

be correct in adjustment. A few lessons of

this sort will soon give him confidence, and

a comprehension of what he is doing.

UNDER THE SKYLIGHT AND IN
THE DARK-ROOM.

BY ROLAND VANWEIKE.
No. 3.

TSTo, Focus, the difficulty was not alto-

gether the impurities in the bath, though it

will no doubt work better for having been

renovated.

"Well, what was the real trouble that

made it work so badly ?"

The difficulty seemed to be, Focus, that it

was too strong, and not quite sufficiently

iodized for the strength ; for as soon as we
reduced the strength, the difficulties were

reixLOved.

I have seen a bath working badly, giving

very hard, intense negatives, cured by

throwing a quantity of iodide of potassium

into it and letting it stand over night, fiilter-

ing it out in the morning. This had very

much the same eflfect as reducing the strength

by water; it precipitated iodide of silver,

and left the bath thoroughly saturated.

" I see it generally recommended to sun

the bath to clear it of impurities ; don't you
ever do it?"

I used to, Focus, but I have come to think

it rather unnecessary. To sun a bath prop-

erly we are obliged to keep a double solu-

tion, so that one may be used while the

other is in the sun. I was never able to get

along with as little sun as some recommend,
an hour or tAvo ; I used to keep my bath

out three or four days, and then it would be

down as clear as crystal. But I have found

that instead of placing in the sun, it can be

placed on the fire, at night when the sun

don't shine, and by boiling partly away, the

heat precipitates all impurities as effiictually

as does the sun, and at the same time expels

the alcohol that has impregnated the bath
;

so that in the morning it can be made up

and put to work instead of being put in the

sun. In this way I have two baths, but

keep them both running at the same time,

taking care that they don't both need to

come out at the same time. Sunning is

good, I believe in it, but my experience has

proved to me that it is unnecessary trouble.

Neutralizing and boiling covers the whole

ground.

" What is the effect of neutralizing the

bath?"

It permits the' organic matter and im-

purities to be precipitated. Acid dissolves

them and holds them in solution ; remove

the acid, and as soon as the temperature of

the bath is raised to a certain degree, any
foreign matter held there by acid is thrown

down in a black powder, as you saw when
we boiled that bath.

"I remember; I think I understand it

now. Don'tyou like rubber baths ? I notice

a good many use them 7"

No, Focus, I don't like them, and have

not used them for several years, except for

going out for views, or something of that

kind. I had serious trouble some years ago

from a rubber bath, and I discarded them

for constant gallery work. The surface of

the rubber soon becomes eaten away near

the surface of the solution, when it is acted on

alternately by the bath and the atmosphere,

and raising and lowering the dipper grinds

oflTthe particles, which fall on the plate and

fill it with pinholes. It may be overcome

in a great measure by scraping the loose

graining surface away when dry, and coat-

ing it well with paraffine. But glass is the

best, and the solid glass baths are now made
of such size that there is hardly any neces-

sity for resorting to anything else. Even
the rubber dippers should be discarded also,

if we could but find a substitute. Glass is

not so desirable for dippers, on account of

its requiring to be made heavy to be of suf-

ficient strength. The best material I ever
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saw Avas whalebone. I had one several

years ago, but sold it, and have never been

able to find one shice. The solution had no

effect on it whatever, it was light, and al-

waj's clean and nice.

" Well, why can't they be had now ?"

I presume it is on account of the cost as

much as anything. The whale fisheries

have declined of late years, since petroleum

has become king in the oil business, and

everything connected with the leviathans

of the deep has gone up ; but it is my im-

pression that they would be the cheapest in

the end, at whatever price. Have you

some glass prepared, Focus ?

" Yes, sir, have just albumenized a lot.

Do you think that is the best way to clean

glass?"

I think it a good way, and as good as the

best. It saves an extra hand in the gallery,

compared with the old method of polishing,

which is something in the way of expense.

But it must be done right and well, or it

will be a failure. The albumen must be of

fresh eggs, the pure whites beaten to a stiff

froth and allowed to subside. It is then

made up, one ounce of albumen to twenty

of water. A few drops of ammonia will

preserve this any length of time, and it only

needs to be filtered before using. The plates

must be well washed and flowed while wet.

If properly done there is no process of

cleaning equal to it.

A New Implement for Photographic
Artists.

Photographers have long felt the need of

some convenient and inexpensive means for

rapidly and neatly trimming their photo-

graphs preparatory to mounting upon cards.

The absence of such facilities has forced

into the market a flood of different styles of

mats for covering up and hiding the hid-

eous deformities of outline, which are the

necessary results of trimming with the best

means heretofore within the reach of ordi-

nary photographic artists. To use these,

quite a large stock is needed on hand, and

the thick edge seems to set the picture back.

Without stopping to recount all the objec-

tions to these mats, which have had a suc-

cessful career as a mere and poor substitute

ofsomething much better, and much needed,

let us proceed at once to describe a simple,

neat, convenient, cheap, and durable little

contrivance, not easily injured, light, and
portable, for trimming photographic prints,

cutting cut-outs, &c., cutting all patterns,

and leaving them with a beautiful bevelled

edge, and perfectly clean and regular out-

line, whether cut wet or dry.

This new implement is represented in

the act of trimming a photograph, in the

accompanying engraving. It consists, aU
told, of a severing roller set in a handle,'

and guide patterns, or shapes, of such form

and in such numbers as needed. The old-

fashioned thick ambrotype mats will answer.

One trimming tool follows all the guide

patterns, and is, itself, the principal thing as

regards cost. The guide or shape is simply a

hole of the desired form cut in some sheet

metal; iron or steel is preferred on account

of durability, though thick ambrotype mats

have given good satisfaction for the purpose.

The trimming tool while held in one hand,

is simply placed against the inner edge of

the guide or shape, as represented in the

illustration, and moved once around it; the

latter, and photograph immediately under

it, being held down, at the same time, by

the other hand upon a plate of glass for the

purpose of giving the severing roller a hard

surface to press upon. Glass! What, a cut-

ting roller working against glass? Ah, soon

dulled, I imagine, and who wants to be for-

ever sharpening such a tool. It nuist be

convenient though, and cheap, and it may
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pay after all ; it will cut such a great variety

of shapes and sizes. But let criticism be

stayed until peculiarities are explained ; all

objections will then disappear, and the won-

der will be that this simple little contriv-

ance, remarkable for its adaptability to the

purpose, was not thought of long ago.

One essential point which should be par-

ticularly understood at the outset is, that

the roller has, intentionally, a dull edge

when new, instead of a sharp and keen

cutting edge, so that instead of cutting the

paper, in the ordinary sense, \i pinches it off

by the extremely local pressure it produces.

The periphery of the roller is formed by the

intersection of two bevels at 45° each, with

the axis of the roller, so that immediately

at the edge it is thick, being a blunt corner

of 90° like the corner of a square stick,

and furthermore, this corner is not neces-

sarily sharp, but it may be rounded slightly,

as it perhaps will become after years of use.

A very slightly increased pressure will still

cause the roller to sever the paper in fully

as satisfactory a manner as when new. In

fact the first experiment in cutting paper

with a dull edge was tried by taking one of

the rounded corners on the back edge of a

jack-knife blade, and pressing it by rolling

contact, in the direction of its length, against

a hammer pene, while writing paper was in-

terposed. The beautiful edge thus cut in-

duced study for a more convenient arrange-

ment. It thus appears that this new trim-

mer may be constantly carried in the pocket

among kej^s, jack-knives, &c., for an in-

definite period, and still be serviceable for

paper cutting. Or it may be tumbled about

against glass, porcelain, steel or iron tools,

&c , without danger of being injured, as a

sharp-edged tool would be. One cardinal

virtue of the device then is, that it requires

no care or attention when lying idle, and

no sharpening when in use. In use, any

plate of glass, or other hard surface, which

can be picked up in the gallery, may be used

to work upon, which should be placed hori-

zontally on a table, and the tool, while cut-

ting, should constantly be held vertically.

The opening in the guide, which forms the

figure of outline of the trimmed photograph,

gives opportunity for seeing the print while

centring the guide upon it.

Particular attention isalso

invited to the handle, and

parts connecting it with the

severing roller (shown better

in the cut of the tool alone),

the peculiar construction of

which has a very important

bearing upon the practica-

bility of the contrivance.

The roller is retained upon

a pin between the branches

of an inverted U-shaped

head. To the top of this

piece is fastened a little

steel spindle of very smooth

and true shape, which enters

a socket extending from the

handle. The end of the spin-

dle is pointed off sharp, and

bears against the bottom of

the hole in the socket. The

spindle is held in the socket by a lateral

screw, the point of which enters a groove

turned in the spindle. It will be easily

seen from the explanation that the spindle

and roller will turn around on a vertical

axis with almost perfect freedom, when

the roller is pressed down against the

glass plate. The object of this is to en-

able the roller to follow easily, with preci-

sion and certainty, around a curved guide

of greater or less curvature, without any

aid from the hand; permitting the latter

to retain a fixed position with reference to

the arm. "With this arrangement it is

easily understood how a simple sweep around

of the hand, with a slight downward and

outward pressure, is all that is necessary to

trim a photograph, the guide conducting

the roller in the pursuit of the proper course.

Indeed the hand can have no influence

whatever in guiding, by reason of the free

movement in the socket. The annoyance

of being pinned down to exercising care

and skill in directing the cut, as in the use

of the common knife or scissors, is there-

fore entirely avoided, and the cutting done

as easily and indiflferently as a knife can be

drawn at random across a paper.

The severing roller is a quarter of an

inch or a little over in diameter, and has a

hub of nearly an eighth of an inch in length

for giving stability and durability on the
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pin. It is of uniform tiiickness for a little

radial breadth near the edge, and about as

thick as a comnaon card mount, or about a

fortieth of an inch. These flat sides are

terminated by the bevels which form the

blunt edge above described. Although this

edge readily cuts, or rather pinches off, or

severs the paper as above explained, it is

too blunt to cut into the guides, as it would

be likely to do if it had a thin cutting edge,

and be thrown out of the track by the quick

stroke of the hand given in trimming. The

blunt edge is therefore essentially the salva-

tion of the contrivance, and constitutes the

chief feature of the invention. Without it,

constantly repeated sharpening would de-

stroy the practicability, and without it,

also, it would be impossible to follow the

guides with ccrtainity. The guides are

mostly cut from Kussia iron, great care

being exercised to get them true and per-

fect in outline, for upon this the symmetry

of the trimmed print entirely depends.

They are cut with punches and dies, which

are costly, and made with great caution as

to correct form, thus insuring the guides of

the required nicety of figure.

The usefulness of this little contrivance is

as extensive as it is simple. It will trim all

photographs with equal facility, from the

little circular print of a quarter of an inch

in diameter for the locket to the full life

size, and in this particular it has greatly the

advantage over the clumsy and costly

punches, and dies, and apjjliances heretofore

used for the purpose. When in good order

these will undoubtedly do good and rapid

work, but the quality of work varies much
with the condition of the tools, and this de-

pends much upon the care and attention they

receive. Each punch and die is quite costly,

and cuts only one fixed size and style. To
provide for a reasonable number of sizes re-

quires an outlay which most artists do not

feel justified in making, and even those turn-

ing out wholesale work limit themselves to

only a few of the more important styles.

But the trimmer illustrated in the engraving

is within the reach of all, and artists cannot

only talk about a photograph trimmer, but

can actually own and use one of unparal-

leled adaptability, not only trimming pho-

tographs, but cutting all kinds of paper for

all purposes, such as diaphragms, cut-outs,

&c., used in printing, and not when dry

simply, but when covered with paste, var-

nish, oil, or water. And it is probably the

first thing yet offered which will cut wet

paper even better than dry. This at first

may seem of little consequence, because of

the habitual custom of drying the prints.

But a thousand and one timfs in a year it

may be necessary to mount a photograph or

two when it is inconvenient to wait for dry-

ing
;
and besides, prints may be toned at any

convenient time without waiting for even-

ing in order to have the night for hanging

them up in the dust with patent clothes-pins

to dry and curl up. But rather they may be

mounted directly from the rinsing bath, and
at leisure, this bath serving for the reposi-

tory instead of the clothes-line ; and by

trimming and mounting the print when wet

it will not be subject to distortion and swell-

ing, causing it to cover, irregularly, more
space on the card than allotted to it. Also

prints trimmed with this trimmer will have

a perfectly clear outline, and if the edge is

closely examined it will be found to have a

neat bevel, given it by the bevelled edge of

the roller in the act of severing the paper.

A print with such a beautiful edge, when'

mounted upon a suitable card, is seen at

once to be in striking contrast with a simi-

lar print mounted untrimmed and viewed

through a hole in a second card placed in

front ; and furthermore, by this proper way
of mounting, now made practical and easy,

the expense of the mat is dispensed with.

This trimmer will also give opportunity for

developing a great variety of styles for

mounts and outline of prints, with figures

varying between the rectangle and el-

lipse. Thus the corners of the rectangular

card sized print may be strongly rounded,

and the mount illuminated where exposed

thereby. The need of some different way
for mounting prints than what is now in use

is indicated by the fact that the only mounted

photograph which appears really neat now-

adays is the rectangular form, and this,

we observe, is almost the only form put up

without a mat. But when artists have the

means for trimming other shapes neatly,

there will remain no reason why other forms
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as well as the rectangular shall not appear

to advantage without mats.

The varied uses to which

this little implement may be

applied, and the unlimited

range in its application, to-

gether with its remarkable

simplicity, durability, and

small cost as compared with

anything ever yet offered,

naust recommend it to all.

It was patented November
18th, 1871, by Professor S. W.
Robinson, of the School of Mechanical En-

gineering of the Illinois Industrial Univer-

sity. Further information concerning it

may be had by referring to our advertising

pages.

THOMAS'S LENS HOOD.

Mr. Frank Tfiomas, of Columbia, Mo.,

sends us a very useful device for protecting

the lens from extraneous light, and for con-

venience in making the exposure, and de-

sires us to present the idea to the fraternity

in his name, which we cheerfully do.

The nature of it will be seen by reference

to the accompany cuts, the first being a front

view and the next a side view. It is so con-

structed that the rack and pinion of the lens

and the central stops may be used without

hindrance, and without removing the hood

from the lens. The hood, as is seen, is sup-

plied with a shutter, which is simply hinged

to itj and a rubber band attached to it, which

acts as a 'spring.

" Make the hood to fit the back part of

the lens, and about one inch lonscer than

Mr. Thomas gives the following direc-

tions for making the hood, which will ena-

ble almost any one to procure its advantages

at little cost

:

the lens. When it is run out then take off

the front part of the lens and ship your

hood on, and replace the front, and it is

ready and always on the lens.

" It gives you free access to the stops and

rachet, allowing you to focus as usual. For

a i tube, which is 2J inches in diameter, the

hood should be 5 inches in diameter, and for

larger lenses in the same proportion."

It will no doubt be found very useful, and

we congratulate Mr. Thomas on his good

idea, and on his good sense and generosity

in preferring to give it to the trade, instead

of patenting it.

Photography at the Exhibition of the

American Institute.

The Annual Exhibition of the American

Institute at New York is now open, and

will be until some time in November. The

display of photographs is unusually large,

we are glad to see, but nothing to what it

should be. We "lifted our voice" on the

subject a few months ago, and we think we
see some small results, but really hi a city

like New York, there should be ten times

the display that there is. There is nothing

particularly new, either in style or quality.

New York seems to make but two principal

styles of pictures, namely, what is generally

known as " plain " photography, and large

solar prints worked in black crayons. There

are so many of the latter on exhibition as

to make them almost monotonous. 8ome of

them are good, while others have very little

pictorial value. The oil work mentioned be-

low and the colored crayon and pastel work,

was generally excellent. We have not the
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space to criticize particularly, and as a few

of our readers only will see the pictures, it

will do no good had we the space.

The newest things were some very clever

11 X \^ genre pictures by Mr. Leon Yan Loo,

Cincinnati, Ohio, whose pluck in exhibiting

his work alongside of his New York con-

freres we admire, and were glad to see him

represented. His genre pictures were only

three in number: "In luck," "If that's

my dog, who am I?" and "Know ye thy

butcher?" The first and second are very

clever, and the last good. We are glad to

see effort made in that direction, and wish

any one success who attempts it. Mr. Van
Loo's other work was excellent, consisting

mainly of plain photographs.

Mr. Gr. Pell's photographs of Moffatt's

mezzo-relievos were also very finely exe-

cuted.

Then there were on exhibition at the time

of our visit, which was early after the open-

ing, and before all the pictures were hung,

the following

:

William Kurtz, New York. Elegant

photographs in oil, crayons, and a variety

of plain photographs of exquisite quality.

A large picture of a bride was also very

attractive and good.

Otto Lewin, New York. Plain photo-

graphs, much improved over former work.

Also, fine photographs of carved goods.

Rockwood & Co., New York. Crayons

and oil work, and a fine display of architec-

tural and landscape work.

Ornamental Mirror Company, 39Dey St.,

New York Some photograjjhic eifects on

their mirrors.

H. E. Warren & Co., New York. Photo-

graphs of buildings, &c. Very good.

J. Reid, Paterson,New Jersey. .A mag-
nificent display of outdoor work, architec-

tural and landscape. The finest display we
think we ever saw on exhibition.

M. B. Brady, New York. Large crayon

heads, and a splendid colored pastel of Mad-
ame Catacazy.

Estabrooke, New York. A fine dis-

play of ferrotypes.

John O'Neil, New York. Large pho-

tographs, plain and crayoned.

Charles D. Fredricks & Co., New York.

Large photographs and crayons, and some

very tasty rustic pictures. Well done.

Bogardus & Bendann Brothers, New
York. A handsome variety of work of all

sizes and styles, including the elegant oil

portrait of Prof. Morse, and some of the

beautiful eifects of the Bendann back-

grounds.

J. Gurney & Son, New York. Plain pho-

tographs and colored crayons. One of the

latter of a lady standing, was a grand tri-

umph in the rendering of white drapery.

W. R. Howell, New York. An unusually

fine show of plain work.

Schwind & Kruger, New York. Some
effective large contact prints.

A. B. Costello, Hudson City, N. J. Col-

ored and plain work.

So much for the pictures. In merchan-

dise, the Scovill Manufacturing Company
had a beautiful display of the American

Optical Company's apparatus, some of the

boxes being exquisitely finished, also a fine

display of gilt and other frames ; Morrison

and other lenses; parlor paste, and other

goods well known in the trade.

Messrs. E. & H. T. Anthony & Co., made
their usual "show" of cases, frames, and

boxes.

Charles Zimmer, No. 3 First Street, New^

York. Fancy frames, easels, &c., &c.

As a whole the display of the department

of photography is quite creditable. Yet in

extent, it is discreditable. We cannot see

how enterprising men can fail to see the ad-

vantages of a chance, at little cost, of exhib-

iting their work to at least a million of

people. Well ..

LANTERN POSITIVES.
BY W. L. SHOEMAKER,

(With Albert Moore, Solar Printer.)

The subject of lantern positives being of

interest to many of the fraternity, and now
receiving attention from the makers of the

same, many good formulte and knacks for

producing the best results are being given.

Perhaps the following may be of benefit to

some who use the wet process.

In the February number of this year's

journal will be found an article by R. J.

Chute, which is perhaps the best description

yet given of the wet plate mode.
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In that article is given the toning with

SLilphuret of potassium, but Mr. Chute does

not siifSciently describe the manipulation.

I always make the solution a deep orange

color and filter before using, as the same

strength does not answer for every sample

of collodion. I test by pouring on a plate,

not wishing it so strong that it will in a

second or so turn black, but it should take

several seconds, sometimes longer, before

the stain is deep enough. It is deep enough

when bluish, then pour off the solution (do

not use the same again), carry the plate into

the strong light; looking through, watch

its action. When it has passed the gray-

blue it gradually deepens ; when just pur-

ple douse it under the tap. If the action

is carried any further, it becomes a deep

sepia, which will flatten the picture; when

a dark-blue, or what will appear on the

screen solid black, is wanted, stop the toning

at the gray-blue, and wash.

When the positives are overtimed it is

impossible to get any other than a sepia

tone. When under-exposed they are hard.

New collodion not too thick makes the

best positives, as they have not that solidity

that ripe collodion gives. Very old collodion

has some of the same properties of new, but

the action of time is very slow, yet good re-

sults can be obtained.

The action of sulphuret of potassium as

a toning agent is peculiar, as it makes trans-

lucent what otherwise would remain smoky
or a mass of black shadow.

Objection has been made by some to the

use of sulphuret for toning. The main objec-

tion urged is that the action continues, and

will destroy the positive for use eventually.

We have several hundred, some having been

made nearly two years. I have examined

them carefully, and cannot see any change.

Tor reproducing negatives the toning is

omitted. Place the negative in position,

varnish side out; give time until full detail

is obtained with a quick development ; fix

with cyanide of potassium. While wet

place the positive in the place of the nega-

tive face outward, and expose less than one

half of the previous exposure by ordinary

development. By this means a negative can

be reproduced nearly equal to the original.

WRINKLES AND DODGES.
HARRISB0RG, Oregon, Sept. 5. 1872.

Editor Philadelphia Photographer.

Dear Sir : As I have been a reader of

your valuable journal for several years, and

while looking over your "dodge" columns

I see you solicit dodges from every one, so

I'll contribute what I have.

A VERY cheap and useful filter-stand is

made by nailing two

boards together at

right angles, cut a

large circular hole in

one for the funnel,

and several small ones

in the other to hang

it by. See cut.

My mode of washing and toning is diff'er-

ent from any one's I have yet seen ; it is as

follows : W^ash the prints (from the printing-

frame) through four changes ofcommon well

water, then immerse them in a bath of salt

and water to turn them a little red, then

wash through another water, and tone with

gold (made as I make it), twenty-five drops

to one pint of water. Tone until a warm tone

is procured, then immerse in hypo 2 to 10

of water for 10 minutes.

To make chloride of gold

:

Nitric Acid, C. P., . .7 ounces.

Muriatic Acid, C. P., . .2 "

Gold Coin, . . . .5 dollars.

Mix the acids in a well-glazed teacup and

drop the coin in and let it dissolve ; when

dissolved add three ounces of table salt

;

evaporate to dryness with a spirit-lamp and

sand-bath ; then dissolve the whole dry

chloride in water 32 ounces
;

if the evapo-

ration is complete the gold solution will be

nearly neutral. My tone consists of gold 25

drops and water 07ily. It produces good tones.

A GOOD cheap collodion vial is obtained

from bottles that ground pepper or mustard

are put up in, having wide mouths and con-

taining four or five ounces.

To soften the light on the side of the face

next to the light I use a frame covered with

white tissue-paper. The frame is about two

feet by eighteen inches, supported on a long-

stick, and leaned against a head-rest during

the exposure.
''
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The Lest mode of making groups that I

have found is to make the negatives separate

(card size), cut and mount them on a large

glass, and print all at once ; for a group of

six they can be made nicely on an 8 x 10

card. After the negatives are mounted cut

Avith a Rembrandt oval thenumber of open-

ings necessarj- from an old piece of silvered

album paper, and passed over the negative

tint by laying a plate of glass as large as the

picture required, with the round pieces of

paper cut from the ovals pasted to correspond

vs^ith the picture. A vine or scroll may be

painted on the printing-glass with good

effect.

Neutral chloride of gold is a good inten-

sifier, better than bichloride of mercury ; it

is applied the same.

A Good Negative Yarnish.—Bleached

shellac is dissolved in alcohol in the propor-

tion of

Alcohol. . . . .24 fluidounces.

Bleached Shellac, . . 3 ounces.

Giiui Sntidnrac, . .1 ounce.

Oil of Lavender (essential), ]^ ounces.

Dissolve the shellac in the alcohol, which

will take one or two days, filter to get out

the insoluble shellac, then add the sandarac

and oil, filter, and bottle for use. This is

M. Carey Lea's formula, but as all photog-

raphers have not his Manual I have inserted

it here, because I have tried it and know it

to be good.

I sent you a registered letter containing

five dollars for your journal, and hope soon

to hear from it. I tried to do without it,

but I have had to give up ; I can't do it.

None of the above dodges I claim to be

new, but there are some that may not know
of them. If you think they are worth

printing you are at liberty to do so.

Yours, very respectfully,

J. GiLMORE Crawford.

[Splendid for Mr. Crawford. We shall

be glad to have him send us such a batch of

excellent wrinkles and dodges frequently.

Such little items are often of more real

practicable value than long articles. Let

others also follow Mr. Crawford's example,

and tell us what they know.

—

Ed.]

PENNSYLVANIA PHOTOGRAPHIC
ASSOCIATION.

The stated monthly meeting of the As-

sociation was held at the hall, Tenth and

"Walnut Streets, on Monday evening, Sept.

16th, 1872. President William H. Ehoads

in the chair.

Mr. Rhoads exhibited a camera front

arranged to carry two tubes, so mounted

as to be separated at will to any distance

within certain limits, which he found to be

a very convenient arrangement. But there

was another idea in connection with this,

he said, which was discovered by accident,

and he thought was entirely new. The
front was made with a dividing piece be-

tween the lenses, the, latter sliding outside

on slides connected with a piece of bellow's

cloth. These slides run in grooves, and are

held in any desired position by a spring

catch. The circumstance leading to the

discovery in question, was the coming in of

a group late in the day. The question of

getting a successful negative being rather

doubtful, he concluded to try but one expo-

sure on the centre of the plate. He ac-

cordingly placed one tube in the centre, the

other being pushed near the outside, and

not used, and proceeded to make the sitting.

The result was very satisfactory, far beyond

his expectations ; but it was not till some

days after, when he came to use the instru-

ment in a similar manner, that he discovered

that the dividing piece came directly over

the back lens.

The cause of the excellence of the group

then occurred to him, and further experi-

ments proved the value of the ''dodge."

He exhibited the group negative, which

showed remarkable depth of focus in the

lens; also a negative of two heads, one

made with the lens as ordinarily used, and

the other with the central obstruction. The

difference was very marked ; the first being

rather wanting in sharpness, as far as the

depth of focus was concerned, while the

other was exceedingly round, the focus

seeming to cover the whole head. He ex-

hibited a little strip of black tin, or ferro-

type plate, bent at the ends so as to slip

closely over the tube. For a half-size lens

the central piece reqviired to be about three-
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eighths of an inch in width ; if too wide it

will form two images.

Mr. H. F. Smith, operator for Mr.

Klioads, and with whom Mr. Ehoads is

willing to share the credit of the discovery,

said that drawing a pencil of opaque color

over the lens either front or back, would

produce the desired effect.

Would it not be as well, or perhaps better,

to use a circular stop, either painted on the

centre of the lens, of the proper size, or as

an attachment to be used at pleasure.

Mr. Saylor spoke in admiration of the

discovery of Mr. Rhoads, and said he should

go home and practice it. He then spoke of

his method of accelerating the exposure by

using a white cardboard in the camera. He
placed the cardboard so that it came up close

under the lens at one end, the other resting

on the bottom of the camera, neas the plate.

He also used a white cloth with which he

covered the lens at the conclusion of the

exposure. In exposing he dropped the

covering vertically from the lens, but in

covering he brought it up as he would close

a shutter, and the momentary reflection of

the white cloth was sufficient. This white

cloth was backed by a black one, so that no

transmitted light passed it.

Mr. Rhoads said his method had been to

use the black head-cloth, holding it in front

of the lens a few seconds after the principal

exposure. He had made one very successful

sitting of a child, in three seconds, with this

method.

Considerable discussion followed in refer-

ence to the methods exhibited at St. Louis,

which was participated in by Messrs. Say-

lor, demons, Schreiber, Hum, Rhoads, and

Smith, the evidence seeming to be that

very little acceleration could be given the

exposure by any of the methods advocated,

without fogging the plate, and none yet

given were really practical and reliable.

Mr. Rhoads said we had a stranger with

us, Mr. Kranz, who had a retouching com-

position he wished to show the members.

He calls it: "New and improved to the

highest perfection. Retouching Preparation

for Negatives." "This preparation pre-

pared by Jos. Kranz, retoucher from Vi-

enna, is comprised in two vials. It is un-

like any other retouching preparation ; en-

tirely disconnected with vai-nish, but applied

upon the surface of any negative on which
any good varnish has been used."

Mr Rhoads called the attention of mem-
bers to the collection of pictures he was
making to send to the Indianapolis Society,

and said he should be glad to have some-

thing from those who had not contributed.

Mr. Moore said at this meeting we were

about starting out on our fall campaign, and

it devolved upon every member to take hold

and make the meetings full and interesting.

He urged the members to divide the work,

and not leave all to be done by a few.

Mr. Saylor spoke of the advantages of at-

tending these meetings. He knew that the

improvements he had made in his work was

due to his meeting with the National once

a year, and especially meeting here every

month, and notwithstanding he had to come
seventy miles to attend the meetings of this

Association, he felt he was amply repaid by
the benefits received.

He urged strongly upon members to bring

specimens of their work, and each give his

formula and methods of working.

A running discussion followed on various

practical questions.

A lantern exhibition followed, the most

interesting part of which was Rhoads's good
and bad babies. He has some that are all

their mammas claim for them no doubt;

they are beautiful; he has others that are

excruciating. It seems hard to laugh at the

distress of others, especially little innocent

babes, but the sorrows of these innocents are

too much for the most sedate. A more "ex-

pressive " name would be "distressive pets."

The meeting being again called to order,

on motion, it was voted that a committee of

one be appointed to procure a tube with

suitable attachments for the sciopticon. Mr.

Moore was appointed.

After some discussion, the question of

" Printing, Toning, and Finishing the Pic-

ture," was offered as a subject for discussion

at the next meeting.

It was also suggested that the members

experiment with the methods of accelerat-

ing the exposure, and bring the results to

the next meeting.

Adjourned. R. J. Chute,

Secretary.

23
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PROCEEDINGS
OF THE

Executive Committee of the National

Photographic Association.

A MEETING of the Executive Committee

was held in New York, on Monday, Sept.

2d, Messrs, Bogardus, Fitzgibbon, Adams,

and Wilson being present.

Messrs. E. L. Allen, Boston, "W. H. Eu-

lofson, San Francisco, and B. French, Bos-

ton, were admitted to life membership.

Messrs. Bogardus, Moore, and Wilson

were appointed a Committee on Life Mem-
bership, to receive and act upon all applica-

tions and to supply certificates, and to

report at each meeting of the Executive

Committee.

Other matters of importance were dis-

cussed, but action laid over until the attend-

ance of other members of the Committee

could be obtained. Adjourned.

Edward L. Wilson,
Secretary.

MATTERS OF THE

Me. Albert Moore, No. 828 Wood
Street, Philadelphia, is the Treasurer of the

National Photographic Association. Pay

back dues to him. Due annually June 1st.

Mr. Edward L. Wilson, Seventh and

Cherry, Philadelphia, is the Permanent Sec-

retary of the National Photographic Asso-

ciation. All applications for membership

or life membership should be sent to him.

For membership, entrance fee, $2, and dues

one year, $2, in advance. Employees half

rates. Life membership, fee $25. See

regulations in our July number. Be a life

member.

The St. Louis group and other Pictures

may be had of Mr. K. Benecke, Fourth and

Market Streets, St. Louis.

Veterans.—The following have been

added to the veteran list since our last : J.

S. Hovey, Kome, N T., 1842; E. A. Lewis,

New York, 1846; T. M. V. Doughty,

Winsted, Conn., 1847, and T. S. Wood-
bridge, Hempstead, N. Y., 1844. Mr. J. H.
Fitzgibbon informs us that he entered the

business in 1841 at Lynchburg, Ya.

The new constitution, with revised list of

members, will be ready in a, few weeks. Are
your dues paid up? Hurry, life members

!

Steps have already been taken for the

railroad arrangements for the Eochester

Convention.

Secretary Kent is already making prep-

arations for the 1878 Convention. He is

wise, for he will have plenty to do—more

than any of his predecessors.

The National Price-List is not to be

forgotten. It will have the attention of

the Executive Committee soon. They have

already collected considerable material for

their work.

Support the National Photographic

Association. Pay your dues promptly if

a member already. If not, join it now and

become a life member. You will never

regret it. The Association is doing great

good, and has a great deal of work on hand

at present for the benefit of all.

CORRESPONDENCE.

Editor Philadelphia Photographer :

In the July number of Anthony's Bulletin,

J. E. Smith, page 600, commenting on

Clemons's use of glycerine in the printing

process, says :
" Glycerine is one of the best

detectives of bad -silver there is." Now
what makes the silver bad? Do we get bad

or impure silver from the well-known

makers that supply our stock-houses? If

so, what are the impurities therein? I do

not know the object of using bad glycerine,

and presume that demons at St. Louis used

the best he could get, for it is quite unlike

the man to use a cheap and poor quality
;

yet admitting the glycerine to be of a poor

quality, will not 1196 as well as 1240 carry

the foreign matter, either of the nitrate of

silver or the glycerine^ down minus the

silver? We want to know all about this

glycerine business. The rest of the article
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pertains to the negative-bath, wherein he

says in substance, by a certain amount of

iodizing and sunning of the bath, and after

the first plates, " the bath becomes nearly

saturated with iodide, and at this point the

hath will remain stationary, giving no pin-

holes." Perhaps the author here goes fish-

ing, and lets the solution rest; if so, very

true. I have yet to learn that a single

iodized plate being immersed in the solu-

tion does not take or liberate more or less

iodide. If the author is correct, why not

tnerely saturate at once, and not be obliged

to move the first plates? Will the corre-

spondent inform us how we are to know
when we are on the turning-point when the

solution ceases to take iodide from the

iodized plates, and when the bath gives

iodide of silver to the iodized plate, which

causes the pinholes; by so doing he will

establish a point that 1 have watched for

some time. Yes ; we want to know the

exact point, within a mile or two, when the

negative solution neither gives or takes

iodide of silver. Let the gentlemen of

medal notoriety, together with the corre-

spondent of July number of the Bulletin,

all speak at once, as we are all desirous of

knowing the turning-point.

Perhaps it can be explained how to keep

the nitrate solution at a saturated point and

all work well, each plate free and clear of

the substance that adheres to the plate, and

after development and fixing shows what
are called pinholes, and yet equally as well

sensitized, and equal to the plate before the

point of saturation, at the expense of the

reduction of the strength of the solution.

Yours, J. H.

DOGMATISM.

It occurs to me that above almost all other

persons, photographists ought to guard their

tongues and their pens against dogmatism,

for there is, perhaps, no other art or science

that presents so many paradoxes as does the

photographic art.

To-day a photographist sets his feet down
firmly in a certain position on a given sub-

ject, and to-morrow another, equally skilful

and celebrated, places his feet directly antip-

odal to the other on the same subject, and

this is so often done that one is almost led

to wonder whether photography may be

called a science at all.

Of course we have " an assemblage of gen-

eral principles of art," which is one of the

definitions of science, but our modes of

applying those principles diff'er as wide as

the poles.

It is scarcely necessary for me to specify

or to illustrate these differences, as the artist's

active mind has already anticipated me, and

been running over a long catalogue of things

in which photographists diff'er so radically.

These things being so, how tenderly ought

we to cultivate the virtue of modesty—that

rare plant which lends such a charm wher-

ever it grows. I am an interested reader of

the discussions carried on in the Photogra-

pher, and, as a rule, can commend the spirit

in which the different articles are written,

but in a few instances lately I have read a

few that seem to sound ex cathedra— too full

of acrimony, especially some of those on the

subject of "retouching"—retouch each

other lightly, fellow-photographists.

I have no disposition to engage in this

discussion or to in any way interfere with

it, but I presume that one reason of the dif-

ferences between the disputants is, that they

look at the matter somewhat from different

standpoints, and that each is partly right

and all possibly partly wrong.

Someof those who seem to be so enamoured

with the retouching process, appear to for,

get that a photographic likeness is not in

every respect a likeness, but only an achro-

matic representation. The natural colors,

as seen on the ground-glass, are all want-

ing, and therefore, to insist on pencilling

out the shadows because they are not natural,

or not on the face, is to my mind an ab-

surdity, for although it makes the picture

more like the face in that particular, it de-

stroys the roundness, and therefore destroys

the likeness in another and more important

respect, for it does seem to me, call it bad

or uncultivated taste if you like, that round-

ness, or relief, is one of the most desirable

qualities of a photographic portrait, and,

were it in my power, I would make them

all with stereoscopic effect.

I am persuaded that a glass-house inay he
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so arranged as to admit of the chiaro-os-

curo—elare-obscure, if that makes it any

better—to such perfection that no amount

of pencilling, even by the most skilful artist,

can possibly improve.

With the present arrangements of lights,

however, I have no doubt that adepts with

the pencil can, and do, in many instances,

" retouch " to advantage. Decide this mat-

ter as you will, however, it will probably

have little to do in the way of causing the

public to recognize photography as an art.

I trust that such recognition does not hang

by so slender a thread.

Let discussion go on, but let those who
engage in it strive not simply to gain a vic-

tory over those who differ from them, but

rather to elicit truth, to encourage each

other, and to elevate our profession in the

eyes of the people, and remembering that

many of us dwell literally—a part of the

time—in glass-houses, and figuratively we
all do, so let us be careful how we throw

those dogmatic stones.

J. Perry Elliott.

Indianapolis.

OUTDOOR WORK WITH BUT
LITTLE WATER.

In our last issue we noticed some land-

scape pictures, made by Mr. Julius Hall, of

Stockbridge, Mass., who claimed to have

got along with using but very little water.

We asked him for the process, and he kindly

sends it, as follows :

" Dear Sir : My method of working with

a small quantitj^ of wash- water when rins-

ing is as follows : As 1 am not a member
of the secret order, and have read many
good ideas from you and your journal, I feel

that you are entitled to any manner I am
working, and so give it to any (if there are

such), that it will benefit; but I have no

doubt it is nothing new to you and many
others who are on the top of the ladder

;

but to some who are, like myself, still

climbing, it may prove quite a relief when
there is a scarcity of water. Possibly it

may have been published, but I have never

seen it.

" To 6 ounces of water I add 1 ounce of

No. 8 acetic acid ; with this I flow the

plate after developing. Then I take of

water 3 ounces, and glycerine 1 ounce, well

mixed (to which I have added a little of the

acid and water), and again flow the plate;

then place it in an ordinary wooden plate-

box, and finish it at my leisure.

" Yours most respectfully,

" Julius Hall."

OUR PICTURE.
We have pleasure in presenting an ex-

ample of very fine photography this month
from the studio of Mr. L. S. Washburn,

Louisville, Ky. Mr. Washburn is one of

those who are always striving to excel, and

he has made most rapid advance within a

year. More regent examples of his work,

which we have received from him since the

negative from which "our picture" was

printed, show us that he can do even better

than this admirable specimen. He is never

contented, however, and expects to do still

better.

We trust the picture will prove a useful

study to many in posing, arrangement of

lines, lighting, and chemical effect, for in

all of these it is well worthy of study.

At our request Mr. Washburn has sent us

his formulae, which we append, though he

thinks they would do more good in his coat

pocket.

He uses for his

collodions.

No. 1.

Double Siilts of Iodide of Cadmium
nnd Iodide of Potassium, 5 grains.

Bromide of Ciidmium, 2i "

Plain Collodion, 1 ounce.

No. 2.

Iodide of Ammonium, .3 grains.

Iodide of Cadmium, , . . . n "

Iodide of Potassium, 1 "

Bromide of Cadmium, . . . 2i "

Plain Collodion, . . . . 1 ounce.

No. 3.

Iodide of Ammonium, 3i grains.

Bromide of Cadmium, 2i "

Plain Collodion (Anthony's Soluble

Cotton, No. 1), . • . 1 ounce.

I use the above collodions separately or

mixed as occasion requires.
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NITRATE BATH.

Nitrate of Silver (per ounce of dis-

tilled water), . . . . 40 grains.

Acidulate with nitric acid. When the

bath, from excess of ether and alcohol, gives

an oily plate, dilute with one-third its quan-

tity of water. Better boil down to nearly

dryness ; add one drachm of nitric acid to

each gallon of original bath, continue the

heat until it fuses ; when cold, dissolve the

silver in a small quantity of distilled water

and filter. Make up to forty grains with

distilled water ; set in the sun until it clears

up, filter, add nitric acid until it turns blue

litmus slowly red.

Should the bath need strengthening, i. e.,

quantity increased, add the silver before

boiling. I use Trapp & Munch's paper, forty

grains of silver to the ounce of solution.

Tone with the acetate bath.

DKVELOPER.

Protosulphate of Iron, . . 30 grains.

Water, ..... 1 ounce.

Acetic Acid, No. 8,

Solution of Iron, . . 1 to 8 ounces.

Operating-room, 32 x 26 feet ; light 14

feet long, 12 feet wide, with side-light ex-

tending to within three feet of the fioor

;

top-light 14 feet at the highest point, 9 feet

at the lowest point.

If this contains anything new I certainly

am not aware of it. Formulae amount to

but little, but everything depends on the

mode of using them.

Very respectfully,

L. S. Washburn.

The truth of Mr. Washburn's last re-

marks we cannot deny.

The prints were made by Messrs. Sud-

dards & Fennemore, 820 Arch Street, Phila-

delphia, and are skilfully done. The best

of care was taken with them. The paper

used was Clemons's new paper.

The beautiful mounts used were made by

Messrs. A. M. Collins, Son & Co., Phila-

delphia, who are constantly adding to their

already large variety of neat and tasteful

designs for mounting- boards. We are glad

to see this on the part of the manufacturers,

and hope the photographers will substan-

tially appreciate it as it deserves.

Sphynx is dull this month. Where are

all its friends ?

Answers.

To J. Paul Martin.—I think you rather

libel stereographs in general. Yours may
look " frosty " on account of being taken in

a bad light or over-developed. Or you may
have a bad stereoscope to look at them with.

Cannot answer you about "Snowy " Cotton.

Never used it. Try Hance's "Silver Spray."

Georqk W. Wallace.

Mr. I. B. Wkbster says: "Below I

give you a point for Sphynx, page 287,

Aug. No., 1872, letter C. Which is the best

way of mounting, &c. ?

" Answer.— Use Slee's Prepared Mounts.

Take the prints singly out of the water, lay

them immediately upon the face of the

mount, lick it dowyi with the tongue if clean

(I mean if the tongue be clean), spring it

backward, and allow it to dry spontaneously.

My word for it, you will never go back to

paste after trying it a few times. It may
be necessary at times to repaste a few of

them."

(Queries.

A.

I SHOULD like to know what to do with

my silver bath that has turned black. I am
using Clemons's formula It colors after sil-

vering every time, and at last I cannot clear

it up at all.

Eespectfully yours.

Black Bath.

At State and County Fairs the best ad-

vertisement you can distribute is The Pho-

tographer to his Patrons, or Pretty Faces.

See advertisement.
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SOUTH AMEEICA.

Dear Journal : In the September num-
ber I replied to correspondence received up

to the time of writing in reference to the

situation for South America. On my re-

turn from a four weeks' vacation, the last

of August, I found a large number of letters

and specimens had collected. As far as the

situation was concerned, they were all an-

swered in the September journal; but I

think it due to some of them to refer to the

work sent me. My experience has not been

like that of a New York photographer, who
says he advertised for an operator, and re-

ceived sixty applications, and a majority of

those that sent specimens sent pictures cut

from this Journal as their work. I am
happy to say the men I have fallen in with,

by way of correspondence in reference to

this matter, are entirely above that class

who through their own ignorance presume

upon the ignorance of others. I am able

to say this, I presume, from the fact that I

have received but two applications from

New York city, one through an esteemed

friend, who knows well the qualifications

necessary for a first-class operator, and the

other from a gentleman whose chirography

and the location from which he dates his

letter testify to his intelligence, and leave

not much doubt as to his qualifications. In

this connection I will saj^ I have been

struck with the general excellence of the

penmanship displayed in this correspon-

dence. With very few exceptions, in this

respect, any of them would be qualified to

go into a counting-house, whatever their

photographic abilities may be. Even a

French gentleman, writing me from out

West, wrote a very good hand, though he

evidently had not become a very thorough

master of the English language; but he

apologized at the bottom, and said it was

"good enough for a Frenchman."

As to the specimens received, I have no

doubt they were the work of the parties

sending them. From Lawrence, Mass.,

some fine cards, excellent in lighting and

positions. From Boston some cards and
cabinets, displaying good taste and execu-

tion. From Burlington, Vt., cabinets,

showing remarkable care in the arrange-

ment of light and the general execution of

the work. From Marquette, Mich., cards

and cabinets, very good
; the work through-

out displays a good deal of taste and feel-

ing. From St. Paul, Minn., two contribu-

tors; one sends several cards and a cabinet

—they show some very good points, but

there is room for improvement. Knowledge
and good judgment, however, is displayed

in the pose, light, and background. The
other sends cards, which seem deficient only

in the arrangement of the light. To get a,

pleasing Eembrandt 60*601, the light must
not fall too strongly on the front of the

face. Turn the sitter more away from the

light, or use a small screen to shield the

face from the strong front-light. From
Detroit some cards, showing clean, careful

work, but a little tendency to hardness in

some of them. I should say they were

made under a rather small, high light.

From Adrian, Mich., two 8x10 heads;

one in Eembrandt light, possessing more
than usual merit for a head of that size.

From Cincinnati several specimens of dif-

ferent sizes, displa_ying some artistic skill

in retouching. From Louisville, Ky., sev-

ered unmounted cabinets, showing very

good work. Holly Springs, Miss., is rep-

resented by some cards that show the author

to be working in the right direction, though

there is still room for improvement. And
Lincoln, 111., completes the list with some

cards that show the necessity of some means

being adopted to either have men qualified

for the business, or keep them out of it.

There is evidence of some idea being en-

tertained in reference to the arrangement

of light and background, but the posing,

lighting, and chemical effects display a

combination of evils that would seem to

cry out to the afflicted individual, " Don't

depend upon yourself any longer ; try and

learn of somebody that can point out j'our

troubles, and help you to more successfully

work. Attend the photographic conven-

tions, read the journals, get specimens, and

study the work of our -best artist-photogra-

phers, and strive to make your work look

like theirs."

I would not have it understood that the

work I have referred to only in terms of

commendation was entirely above criticism
;
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but in this brief review I preferred to speak

of the meritorious, and give encouragement

rather than criticize. It has been a source

of satisfaction to me to be brought into com-

munication with so many of iny brother

photographers, some of whom I have had

the pleasure of meeting personally, and all

of whom I should be pleased to serve at any

time, if within my power.

Before Mr. Anderson's article was pub-

lished in the August journal, I had a letter

from him, in which he suggested that I

might say something on this subject of

operators, on which he had just been

writing; but I had no thought then of

having so much practical experience in the

matter so soon. But I trust that what has

been said, speculated on, and written on

all sides, will lead to a better understand-

ing of each other, and that each man's

" winter of discontent may be made glori-

ous summer," by the success that shall

attend his efforts wherever he may be.

Tours truly,

K. J. Chute.

RECOVERY OF SILVER FROM
WASTE SOLUTIONS.

BY H. H. SNELLING.

My article on this subject in the last num-

ber of the Philadelphia Photographer, in

connection with this will, undoubtedly,

prove to your readers the folly of paying to

any man a consideration for the use of his

patent, whether it be for apparatus or for-

mulae, for the recovery of silver or gold from

residual solutions, as the methods herein re-

ferred to are all that is necessary for com-

plete success, and they belong to the public.

M. Davanne, in March, 1855* (P. & P. A.

J. for September), recommended the follow-

ing described apparatus for this purpose.

Two vessels of equal size, from a quart to a

hogshead, according to the scale upon which

photography is practiced, are each fitted

* Mr. Shaw claims to go back to 1852 with

his invention. Cannot some one antedate him ?

—Ed.

with a cock at about one-third or one-fourth

from the bottom. They are placed on a

stand so arranged that the cock of the upper

may discharge into the lower, while the

lower is sufficiently elevated to allow any

suitable vessel being placed beneath its top

to receive the water let out from it

All waste liquids containing silver likely

to contain traces of silver are to be poured

as they occur into the upper vessel, without

any regard to the reactions which may take

place there. When the upper vessel i=

nearly full, a solution of pi'otosulphide of

potassvmn is to be added in small quantities,

agitating after each dose. This solution

should be of the strength of one part by

weight to three parts of water, and is best

filtered. A precipitate of sulphide of silver

will immediately fall, and the solution

should be added until this ceases. If the

liquids contain free acids, the end of the

operation will easily be perceived by the

water becoming milky, and an odor of sul-

phuretted hydrogen will be emitted; hence

it is best to operate outdoors.

The whole is then left to rest for half an

hour, or more
; the whole of the sulphide

falls to the bottom, and when the cock is

turned, the water flows almost clear into the

second vessel, where the last traces of sul-

phide will settle. It may be ascertained

whether the precipitation is complete by

adding a few drops more of the solution of

the protosulphide to the liquid in the

second vessel ; if a new black precipitate

appears, a slight excess of the protosulphide

must be added, and the whole left to settle
;

then the liquid drawn off by the second

cock will contain no appreciable trace of

silver.

The same operation may be repeated

until the quantity of precipitate accumu-

lated reaches nearly up to the cock. The

precipitate is then to be collected with an

iron scoop and placed on a linen filter: it

is allowed to drain, and then stored up

until it is convenient to reduce it to metal-

lic silver.

The precipitate must first be dried in an

iron pot, or on a plate of iron and clay, up

to the point when the sulphur begins to

burn, stirring it to accelerate the operation
;
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this must be done under a chimney with a

good draft. After this the black residue

is taken in portions and heated to a dull red

heat, when the sulphur burns otf. The

mass must be stirred and broken down
during the roasting with an iron instru-

ment. It is very important t}iat the subsia7ice

should be roasted lotig enough to burn off the

whole of the excess of sulphur ; it should be at

a dull red heat, and give oflF no odor of sul-

phurous acid.

When it has been all roasted, portion by

portion, it must be powdered, and inti-

mately mixed with an equal proportion of

powdered saltpetre. Meanwhile a crucible

is placed to heat to redness in a melting-

furnace. When the crucible is red-hot, the

mixture must be taken up in ladlefuls

with an iron ladle, and introduced into the

crucible, taking care to add each portion

after the preceding is completely fused, to

avoid frothing or explosions. When the

crucible is full, a strong heat must be ap-

plied for half an hour, so that the mass may
become very fluid. When the whole is re-

duced the fire is slackened, and the crucible

allowed to cool very gently to avoid acci-

dents. It is then broken to extract the but-

ton of silver. A little silex and dry car-

bonate of soda should be added from time

to time to the flux, to take up the oxide of

iron arising from the instruments.

In the appendix to his first edition of A
Manual of Photographic Chemistry, Mr.

Hardwich also gives his method of recover-

ing silver from waste solutions, a book every

photographer should possess and to which

they can refer ; but they will find no better

process, I think, than that of M. Davanne.

I once obtained one pound of pure silver

from the waste solutions of about three

months' collecting in this way, and my op-

erations were not very extensive at that

time. The process is not so troublesome or

difficult as it appears from the description.

Do Magic Lantern Exhibitions Pay?
We have had quite a number of letters

from our subscribers recently, asking our

advice as to whether they can make it pay

them to procure a magic lantern, and give

exhibitions around and about the country.

We propose to answer all such inquiries in

a short article on the subject.

We think that any enterprising person,

with the ability to make a. few pleasant re-

marks concerning each picture shown,

ought to make money by means of lantern

exhibitions, provided he is located in a

section of country where there are enough

people to make up an audience. Every-

body likes pictures, and as a general thing

a magic lantern exhibition is particularly

fascinating.

With a well-selected variety of slides,

therefore, and a good instrument, we think

any one might succeed in giving exhibi-

tions. They could be given first in the in-

terests of the exhibitor, he managing the

whole afi'air, or there are churches. Sabbath-

schools, lodges, lyceums, clubs, and so on,

which are nearly always ready to take up

and manage a lantern exhibition, for the

purpose of replenishing their treasury.

With such, liberal arrangements can be

made, you to have a certain sum for your

labor, and they to manage the whole, or

you could go shares with them. You
should, of course, have enough slides and

other novelties to show to enable you to

vary your exhibitions, so they may not be

all alike, and as you can afford it you

should add new things. Messrs. L. J.

Marcy and J. W. Queen & Co., whose ad-

vertisements appear in our magazine, will

supply you with catalogues of apparatus

and other needfuls in this line, and now is

your time to prepare for the winter's work.

We know of several photographers who
are doing splendidly, and we say to those

who ask advice, if you are the right sort of

a inan or womaji, you can do splendidly

also.

While thinking over the subject, a cir-

cular comes to us in the mail from a pho-

tographer whose outfit we purchased for

him in June last. Judging from thp quan-

tity of slides he has since ordered, he must

be doing well. We will make some ex-

tracts here merely to give you a practical

illustration of how the thing is done. It

will serve better than anything we can say.

The circular is printed in display type

—
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such as we cannot give space to here ; but

this will give you an idea :

GRAND SOIOPTIOON EXHIBITION
OP

Foreign and American Scenery,

Impoetant Pebsonahes, Local Views, etc.,

At .

On 187

This Exhibition is entirely different from a Panorama,
and really more attractive, more magnificent and beauti-
ful, more extensive and varied; also, more intellectual and
amusing.
Among the Views to be shown are the following:

OiTT OF San Francisco,

General view from various points. Harbor, Shipping, Pub-
lic Buildings, Chinamen, &o.

Calaveras Big Trebs !

"Pioneer's Cabin," "Keystone," "Fallen Hercules," "Ori-
ginal Big Tree," the stump of which forms the floor of the
famous Pavilion, thirty-two feet in diameter.

YosEMiTE Valley !

Its Waterfalls, Leaping Cascades, and Precipitous Moun-
tain I'oaks.

Views in and around Sacramento and the Mines, the Sierra
Nevada Mountains, Salt Lake City, Utah, Brigham

Young and a number of his Wives, Wild
Indian Life on the Plains, Scenes

in the Mississippi Valley.

Grand Instantanbous Views op
Niagara Falls!

Views in Philadelphia, New York, and Boston, showing
Public Buildings, Parks, Cemeteries, &c.

W HiTB Mountain Scenes,

Astronomical and Physiological Views, Statuary, Chromo-
tropes. &c ; the Presidential Candidates and many

Public Men; Foreign Views, including
Egypt and the Holy Land.

afg="A selection of views from the foregoing will be given.
Al'O. Views and Portraits of local interest will be shown at
all Exhibitions, spiced with a serio-comic lecture; while
everything of a Biographical, (ieoaraphical, Historic, or
Scientific nature will be fully explained.

Thene Scenes are Photographed from Nature, are therefore
EXACT in every particular, and will be shown in a circle of
light on a screen from six to nine feet in diameter.

COMIC SCENES I COMIC POETEAITS

I

jgy Look out for fun interspersed with the sober affairs
of life. -®a

MUSIC AND SINGIN'O!
• Admission 25 Cents. Childkkk 15 Cents.

jjcg- A liberal reduction to families. Exhibitions will be
furnished to Churches. Sabbath-schonls. Fairs. Societies,
&c., on short notice, and on the most liberal terms.

Address,

J, E. TEWKSBUEY, Photographer,

Faemington, Iowa.

Here you see about how the thing is done.

Circulars similar to the above should be

printed and scattered wherever you propose

to exhibit. In a country village any sort

of a "show" pays well generally, and if

you have leisure time during the dull

season, we do not see how you can make it

pay you better than by pushing about some
with an exhibition.

GERMAN CORRESPONDENCE.
SCHENELKS, IN THE CARPATHIAN MOUNTAINS,

Hungarv, August 20th, 1872.

Photography in the Mountains— Travelling

Photographer— The Forthcoming Vienna

Exhibition—Engagement of German Op-

erators.

Once more I find myself in the Carpathian

Mountains, the place I visited last summer.

The grandly wild scenery of these moun-
tains has attracted me so much that I could

not resist the temptation to visit them

once more. Germany has many beauti-

ful spots, but they are of a different char-

acter. Unfortunately I have not been in

luck ; I have been rainbound for four days

in succession ; it has rained as if the water

was poured down upon us with buckets, and

besides, the air is icy cold ; the timid lose

courage and leave. For three days only was

I enabled to make an excursion with my
life's companion—I do not mean my wife,

but my camera—and still I cling to the hope

that we two may explore again some wild

ravine.

I confidently expected to try dry plates

extensively on this trip ;
unfortunately my

hope proved fallacious. The water in this

section contains a great deal of lime and

seems to affect the plates injuriously ; dis-

tilled water is not to be had in sufficient

quantities. The Wortley dry-plate collo-

dion, which I carried with me in order to

make emulsions, refused to work ; on adding

two-thirds of nitrate of silver to the bromized

collodion the whole of the bromide of silver

precipitated, and the result was nothing. I

should have liked to try silvered plain col-

lodion, but it was too late—I had to depart
;

and now I work wet again, and expect that

I will have to do so many a time in the fu-

ture. I have at least the comfort that I can

see the result at once, and if I do not feel

satisfied I can make the plate over again,

which, with a dry plate which has to be de-

veloped at home, is not so easily done. My
travelling outfit, however, is so light that

two men can carry it easily, even over the

roughest mountain roads. The little tent

which I have constructed for myself, a la

Kilburn, you know already ; besides this, I

carry the camera and a small box for twelve
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plates and chemicals. The latter contains

exactly as much collodion, bath solution,

&c., as is necessary for a dozen plates, and

one feels surprised how little is requisite if

everything has been calculated closely. In

the letter which I wrote to you last year I

have given you the exact quantities neces-

sary for a square foot.

The mountain passages are much more

difficult than those of the White Mountains.

We have a mountain railroad in Europe

according to Marsh's system
;
it leads to the

Kigi, in Switzerland ; but to these lonely

and far out of the way places these inven-

tions have not been extended as yet ; even

hotels are scarce, and the traveller has often

to spend the night in the open air, or in some

peasant's miserable hovel.

Only on the south side of these mountains

a comfortable lodging may be found. Here

is the watering-place, Schenelks, a charm-

ing conglomeration of buildings in the Swiss

style. Numerous Hungarian families are

rusticating here. The place is close to the foot

of the highest mountains, which, with their

snow-capped summits, reach to the clouds.

From here excursions may be made to the

wildest and most romantic parts of the

mountains, and one feels always sure of be-

ing able to return at night to comfortable

quarters.

On one of the few fair days I undertook

from here an excursion to one of the finest

points, called the " Schlagenderfer summit,"

eight hundred feet higher than Mount
Washington. Hotels, inns, or restaurants

are, of course, out of the question. With
two carriers and a guide we had soon passed

the wooded region, and two hours later we
reached a little lake ; it was the last water

which we would meet. I filled a caoutchouc

bag holding about ten pounds with the

liquid element, and on we went to higher

regions. The road was terrible, a constant

climbing over boulders, and it was necessary

to use both hands and feet in order to get

along. I was in constant dread of breaking

my apparatus, the more so as the wind was

high enough to blow tripod, camera, and

tent into the near abyss. At last the sum-

mit was reached, and curiously enough the

air was perfectly calm. I set up my tent,

placed my camera, and worked without any

danger. Even a very disagreeable accident

did not interfere. The binding screw which
fixes the camera to the tripod had been lost,

and the camera had to be held with the

hand in the proper position, which would
not have been possible if any wind had been

blowing. The panorama is splendid ; we
overlook with one glance all the wild peaks

which form this region, their connections,

the valleys with the beautiful lakes ; and in

splendid contrast with all these dead masses

of stone, we see on the other side the beau-

tiful valley of the Waas, and the fertile

fields of Northern Hungary. The day was
very hot, and unfortunately clouds ob-

scured a part of the view. We never can

calculate on haying permanent weather

here. The Carpathian Mountains are, as

Carl Ritter remarks, the dividing line of the

weather of Europe. Itseems to me, however,

as if they sympathize more with bad weather

than with fair.

The descent was much more difficult

than the ascent : how often I and my
carriers have fallen I do not remember.

We arrived at Schenelks with half-broken

limbs, but fortunately with sound apparatus
;

the latter could not perhaps have been re-

placed as easily as the former. I was gladly

surprised to meet at Schenelks a colleague,

a Hungarian photographer by the name of

Divald, who proved not only a very skilful

landscape photographer, but also an able

portraitist. Portrait business seems to pay

here better than landscapes. The Hungarian

ladies are very handsome and very vain,

and every new dress aflTords the fair wearer

an opportunity for a new picture. The de-

sire to break the monotony of the life at a

watering-place is another inducement to

spend time by sitting for a photograph, and

the artist with making a dozen negatives a

day, and selling the cards at four dollars a

dozen, has not only his hands full, but fills

also his pockets, having no rent to pay.

His atelier is very simple ; it consists of a

kind of canvas tent ; there is no glass at

all, the light enters freely and the exposure

is consequently very short. The whole ar-

rangement reminds me very forcibly of the

Bunzal atelier in India. In the main

features the construction of the atelier re-

minds one of the American style. When we
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leave out the glass and put in the place of

the wooden or brick walls pieces of canvas,

we have the whole affair. In spite of

the number of inhabitants we find here

plenty of villages where no photographer

exists. By my baggage I was recognized

at once as a photographer, and every one

asked me to stay a couple of weeks and to

make portraits. Particularly bridal parties

were very pressing, and each one wanted to

have the likeness of his sweetheart ; I was,

however, heartless enough to resist every

temptation. Under these circumstances the

travelling photographer does a thriving

business. He has his atelier on a large

furniture wagon, and is ready at short no-

tice to commence taking pictures. Large

advertisements on the outside of the wagon
inform the public of what is in store for

them. A well-stocked show-case does good

service, even if the pictures are not made by

the proprietor himself. Especially attractive

is the conspicuously placed membership

diploma. These travelling photographers

become niembers of some photographic so-

ciety which issues diplomas, but only of

such a one. The diploma is generally hand-

somely gotten up, and, with its elegant

frame, placed in the show-case. The un-

sophisticated villagers believe at once that

he must be a man of great eminence. I

know such a hero who, in spite of the French-

German war, styles himself " Membre de la

Societe Fran^aise de la Photographie," and

makes a good business by it.

From my seclusion here I cannot report

to you the latest advances in photography.

Letters reach me but seldom, particularly

since the continuous rain has interrupted

railway communication with the outer

world by carrying away an embankment.
The papers inform me that everywhere

the most extensive preparations are made
for the Vienna Exhibition. Only from

America we hear nothing ; it seems almost

as if the fraternity there would let this

event pass by unnoticed, although it is es-

tablished bej-ond a doubt that the American
photographers would occupy an honorable

position, and need not dread the European

competition. It is necessary for America
to seize this favorable opportunity, and to

demonstrate to the world the position they

occupy. This will silence the belittling criti-

cism which we hear so often about Ameri-
can photographs.

The history of inventions will be an espe-

cial feature of this Exhibition. My honored

colleague. Dr. Horning, endeavors to have
a place assigned to photographers in this con-

nection. America might furnish many
articles of interest ; for instance, the first

American stereoscope. Professor Morse's

camera, his first picture, &c., &c. These

things of course are relics, and one does not

like to intrust them to an ocean voyage

;

still I do not believe that the danger is very

great. This part of the Exhibition will be

most instructive and interesting, and should

tempt visitors from across the Atlantic.

You wrote to me that Professor Himes,

Professor Towler, and Mr. Thomas Gaffield

are at present in Europe. I should be very

sorry if by being absent from Berlin I

should miss the pleasure of seeing them. I

hope that they and many others will revisit

Europe during the Exhibition.

Lately I have received many letters from

America, with the request to recommend
young men as operators or retouchers. Un-
fortunately I cannot now comply as readily

as formerly, as labor is entirely diflferently

paid now from what it was years ago. Good
workmen are scarce and well paid. All the

prices have gone up, and living in Berlin is

now certainly as expensive as in New York.
Our young men act now very independently,

and only extraordinary conditions will in-

duce them to emigrate.

Truly yours.

Dr. H. Vogel.

NOTES IN AND OUT OF THE
STUDIO.

BY G. WHARTON SIMPSON, M.A., F.S.A.

Prizes for Large Photographs—M. Adam
Salomon's New Style Portraits—Perma-

nency of Silver Prints.

Prizes for Large Photographs.—I think I

have before called the attention of your

readers to the offer, by an English gentle-

man, of a series of prizes for large photo-

graphs
; but as the conditions are now more

precisely stated, and as the competition is
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open to all the world, it may interest your

readers if I state as briefly as possible the

details. Mr. Crawshay, of Cyfarthea Castle,

an accomplished amateur photographer, is

impressed with the fact that much less has

been attempted and achieved in producing

figure photographs, whether portraits or stu-

dies, of very large size, than might with

great advantage be done, and to stimulate

effort in this direction he offers a series of

money prizes, amounting in the aggregate

to nearly seven hundred dollars, for the best

pictures complying with the conditions laid

down. As in his estimation the finest re-

sults are produced by direct photography,

not enlargement, and as higher art culture

and greater operative skill are required in

producing good pictures direct than in pro-

ducing small negatives and enlarging, the

greater portion of the prizes are offered

for direct photographs of the dimensions

stated, one prize only of twenty-five pounds

sterling being offered for enlargements. The
relative merits and advantage of direct pho-

tography and enlargement for large work is

a matter which would of course admit of

some discussion, enlarging processes having

some strong advocates. Mr. Crawshay's

primary aim is, however, to stimulate the

production of large direct photographs, and

as the prizes are his personal offer, made at

his personal cost, no possible exception can

be taken to the conditions. And it will be

conceded by even the warmest advocates of

enlarging processes, that the educational

value of the effort to produce very large pic-

tures of the highest artistic and technical

excellence must be very important, as mak-
ing the highest possible demand on the cul-

ture and skill of the photographer. As pho-

tographs of a large size and great excellence

are, I know, produced in the United States,

I hope to see some American photographers

enter the competition. The details and con-

ditions, so far as they have been announced,

are as follows

:

A prize of £50 for the best collection of

three photographs of heads taken direct from

life, the size of the picture being not less than

20 by 16 inches, and the head not less than 8

inches from the top of the forehead to the bot-

tom of the chin. Jleads more than half an inch

less than this measure will be disqualified.

A prize of £25 for the second best collec-

tion of three photographs of heads as

above.

A prize of £25 for the best collection of

three photographs of heads taken direct from

life, the size of the picture being not less

than 15 by 12 inches, the heads not less than

5j inches.

A prize of £12 for the second best collec-

tion as above.

A prize of £25 for the best enlargement

not less than 20 by 16 inches, by any method.

Slight touching or spotting—such as it is

now customary to apply to negatives and

prints that are not professedly retouched

—

allowed, but worked-up prints will be dis-

qualified.

Any method of enlarging may be adopted
;

but it should be stated whether the prints

are printed out or developed, and whether

produced from enlarged negatives or en-

larged in printing. As the production of

good enlargements depends more essentially

on the method employed than most other

operations in photography, it is desirable

that such details of the method as may be

convenient to the competitors to state,

should accompany the examples ; but the

forwarding of such details is not a condition

of the competition.

The competition, which will be open to

all the world, will take place in October or

November, 1873, in London. Further par-

ticulars will be published when necessary

;

but the above announcement will be suffi-

cient to enable intending competitors to pre-

pare their specimens.

I may add that neither in the direct pho-

tograph nor the enlargements will a reason-

able amount of retouching in the negative

be regarded as a disqualification, such treat-

ment skilfully applied and kept within rea-

sonable bounds being in the estimation not

only legitimate, but where it can effect im-

provement, desirable. "Where the bounds

of legitimacy are transcended will be a mat-

ter for the judges, I presume, to decide.

M. Adam-Salomon^s New Style of Portraits.

— A correspondent informs me that M.
Adam-Salomon is working at a new style

of portraiture, in which extreme delicacy is

to take the place of the force and richness

which has distinguished the portraits asso-
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ciated with his name. My correspondent

says

:

" Three weelcs since I was in Paris for

eight days, and called on M. Salomon, and

sat for my portrait to him. He was experi-

menting with white draped subjects and

white backgrounds, 1 saw several of the

studies, but M. Salomon had not succeeded

in pleasing himself at that time; he was to

send me one along with my portrait,however,

when successful. The delicate rendering of

the white lace dress of the lady was wonder-

: ful. "With the eye you could s^e the minute

netting of the lace perfectly rendered ; but

the difficulty, I presume, will be with the

face and background. But I am certain M.
Salomon will overcome all that, and these

pictures will make as great a sensation as

the others. The pictures I saw were mounted
on cardboard with broad margin. They are

totally different in style and tone from the

others.

"This was my second visit to M. Salomon's

studio, and I am more than ever convinced

of his rare skill and ability in the arrang-

ing and lighting of his subject.

" There may be something in the mount-

ing of these photographs, but only what any

one of ordinary artistic taste can easily ac-

complish ; and the pictures do not owe much,

if anything, to any 'dodging' in getting

them up."

Permmiency of Silver Prints. — In the

course of some recent printing experiments

I met with curious results, which are sug-

gestive, and worth a passing note. I was
testing different samples of sensitive paper

which had been preserved for several

months, and submitting them to different

methods of toning, to ascertain under which

treatment they yielded most readily the

finest color. Some were toned in a bath of

chlo'ride of gold, made with hot water, and

neutralized by the addition of carbonate

of lime, the solution being used an hour or

two after mixture
; and others in a bath of

sulphocyanide of gold. A dark print was

allowed to remain in the latter solution for

many hours, and on examination, at the

expiration of that time, it was found to

have acquired a rich deep purple tint, run-

ning to pink in the half tones, suggesting

the complete transformation, of the image

into gold. This print and one toned to a

purple-brown in the other bath, were left

accidentally in the hypo fixing-bath all

night. In the morning, the latter was
found to be yellow in the lights, coal black

in the shadows, and generally bleached and

washed out in effect, whilst the print which
had been submitted to the sulphocyanide

solution, and in which the image was trans-

formed entirely, or nearly so, to gold, re-

mained totally unchanged in every respect.

At the end of three or four days in the

hypo, it was still of the same rich purple

tint in the shadows, delicate pink in the

halftones, and white in the lights, present-

ing no appearance of the action of sulphur

whatever. I do not enter here into any

theoretical reflections on the subject; but

the suggestion as to practice is obvious. It

is to the effect that deeply printed and thor-

oughly well-toned, prints, in which a good
deposit of gold is secured, are more likely

to resist the action of sulphurizing agents

than those in which the silver image is only

slightly colored with gold. The sulpho-

cyanide toning-bath presents, it may also

be worth mentioning, especial facility for

complete conversion of the silver image into

one of gold, varying in color, in proportion

to the rapidity with which toning is effected,

from a steely black and rich purple to a fine

inky tint.

HERE AND THERE.

Mr. J. Harper, of Greenville, Ohio, is

]mtting up a handsome new studio with all

the modern improvements.

Personal.—The editor of this magazine

is home again. There is more of him than

there was. He has more strength and his

color is more intense. Thanks to patient

correspondents whose letters still lie un-

answered. Very soon.

American Photographers would do

well to read Mr. Simpson's "Notes" on

Mr. Crawshay's prizes. We do not see

why they cannot take every one of those

prizes, and especially the offers for enlarge-

ments. We hope a number of our readers

will compete.
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Trask's Practical Ferkotyper is out,

and presents a most handsome appearance.

As its title indicates, it is ^^ practical," and

one of tlie most practical lessons it gives is

the splendid example of Mr. Trask's work

which accompanies it. See general review

of the work on another page.

Mr. Elbert Anderson's new book. The

Skylight and the Dark-Room, will contain

twelve photographs made by the author at

Kurtz's studio. The work is nearly ready

and will certainly be out in October. It

will far excel in elegance, style, extent,

and usefulness any photographic work ever

issued.

Mr. John L. Gihon, whose able contri-

butions to our pages are doing so much
good, is about to start for South America,

where he will take charge of a new gallery

and trj' his fortunes. His valuable "Hints"

will be continued, and we also hope to have

some interesting correspondence from him.

We regret to lose him as a neighbor, but

South America needs good photographers

to do photo-missionary work there, and we
know of no one who can undertake it with

more ability than Mr. Gihon. Success at-

tend him.

A GUSHING correspondent of the St. Louis

Democrat has been " out on the ocean sail-

ing," and says: "We were soon gently

rocking on the limpid waters. When half

over we espied a solitary seaman, who, with

a little basket by his side and his eyes cast

seaward, or rather fishward, seemed utterly

absorbed in the tri-colored silken line with

a bit of crescent-shaped steel at the end.

The 'Captain' informed us that the lone

fisherman was from St. Louis, and compli-

mented his piscatorial qualifications very

highly. After several ' ship ahoys ' the

abstracted person with the fishing line

turned his head and revealed the well-

known features of John A. Scholten. He
says he likes the ' effects ' of these Lillipu-

tian sea voyages ; that if he should get

an accidental ' bath ' it would only have

the 'effect' of giving him a 'tone,' and

that he never '"negatives' a chance out on

the lake. If the gallery on Fifth and Olive

Streets should be advertised for sale, you

will know that its proprietor has either

adopted the ' piscatorial ' as a profession,

turned into a merman,

or, having been seized with a fit of aquatic

emotional insanity, been sent to the State

Insane Asylum, whose white walls can be

seen shimmering through the trees on the

other side of the lake."

We have since learned that Mr. Scholten

beat all his chums in the "catch." Good.

Photography is always ahead.

Mosaics, 187.3.~We are at work upon Plioto-

grajjhic Mosaics for 1873, which soeuis to be a

necessity to our readers, und we respectfully

invite all who can, to send us a short practical

article for its pages. We think it much more to

our credit to fill it with original matter. Let

what you send please come by October I5th, and

also let it be instructive, good, and to the point.

All are welcome to its pages. We already have

many good things under wiiy for them.

The Vhotosra'pldc World for September con-

tains a fine rustic cabinet picture, by Mr. John

A. Scholten, St. Louis, and the usual variety

of useful articles.

AVe recently paid a visit to the new and beau-

tiful warerooms of Messrs. William B. Holmes &
Co., Nos. 644 and 646 Broadway, corner Bleecker

St., N. Y. They are most conveniently and tastily

arranged, from the cosy private office in the front

to the convenient hoisting machine at the rear

entrance. The shelves are laden with the best

of goods, every variety, and we saw in one place

a u'liole curd of stereoscopes. Especial attention

is given to the stereoscopic trade. Messrs. Wil-

liam B. Holmes,. 0. S. Follett and J. W. Willard
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comprise the firm, all well and favorably known in

the trade, and we saw them all working pleas-

antly together. We wish them great success.

We are glad to know that Mr. S. M. Robinson,

formerly of this city, has been admitted into

partnership with Mr. Trevor McCIurg, of Pitts-

burg, Pa. Mr. McClurg has made a wise choice,

and we indorse what is said of them by a Pitts-

burg paper, viz. :

'"It will be seen elsewhere that Mr. Trevor Mc-

Clurg, whose success as a skilful and artistic

photographer has been something extraordinary,

has greatly strengthened his establishment by

taking into partnership Mr. S. M. Robinson,

long and favorably known as the chief operator

of the celebrated Gutekunst. of Philadelphia.

'

' Mr. Robinson understands his profession most

thoroughly, both in theory and practice, and has

been long recognized as one of the foremost and

most talented photographers of the country.

Since his residence in this city, he has made a

host of warm and attached friends, and by his

patience, gentleness, uniform politeness, and gen-

tlemanly courtesy, has especially commended

himself to all who have sat to him for their pho-

tographs. The very beautiful work turned out

by him cannot be excelled anywhere for softness

delicacy, and fidelity to nature."

We regret to learn of the death of Mr. Thomas

C. Maywell, of Illinois. He was a young artist

of much promise, and his death is a loss to our

fraternity.

Messrs. Dinmokb & Wilson have removed

their '^ Independent Photographic Stock-House,"

in Baltimore, Md., from No. 125 W. Baltimore

St., to No. 7 Charles St. They have closed their

gallery and now devote their whole time and

energies to their stock trade. They are building

up a handsome business upon the principles of

promptness, fair dealing, and good goods, and

assure their customers that they can save money

by patronizing Dinmore & Wilson. They oiFer

special inducements to cash buyers. We are

quite sure they are worthy of a trial.

Correction.— To the Editor of the Philadel-

phia Photographer—Dear Sir : You will do me a

favor by correcting the statement, made in Sep-

tember number of the Phi/ade/phia Photogra-

pher, in relation to the lens used by Messrs.

Schreiber in making the picture, " The Last

Load." The lens I made some years ago as an

experiment to verify a certain idea, and it has

no similarity whatever to Steinheil's, as stated.

I only need say that it is composed of two trip-

lets, and is made of crown and flint-glass, while

Steinheil's is made of two doublets entirely of

flint. Truly yours,

Joseph Zentmayeb.

We have the following from our friend Mr.

Gaffield :

Baden-Baden, Sept. 8th, 1872.

My dear Mr. Wilson : I thought it would

be pleasant for you to receive a note from one

who has been making a flying visit to England

and the continent. Our mutual friend, Mr.

Augustus Marshall, a modest but most excellent

photographic artist of Boston, has been my com-

panion for a few weeks. We have visited and

been met most cordially by Mr. 6. W. Simpson,

editor of the Photographic News, J. Traill Tay-

lor, editor of the British, Journal of Pliotography,

by Mr. Blanehard, the eminent photographer of

London, Ernest Lacan, your excellent correspon-

dent at Paris, and also editor of the French Moni-
tetir de la Photographie, and the famous Mr.

Salomon, of whose fine work you have so fre-

quently spoken in your Journal.

These gentlemen all manifested an earnest

enthusiasm in their work, and a kind spirit

towards their American brothers in the same pro-

fession, which it was most refreshing to witness

and most pleasant to record. AVould that they

might all make a visit to America, and be re-

ceived with as warm and genial a greeting as

they extended to us. I cannot omit from my
brief letter a word which is due to Mr. Marshall,

for his long and unwearied devotion to his art,

which well merited the few weeks of refreshment

by foreign travel, which he has snatched from

the toil and care of his business. Before he

started, he put a few of his cabinet pictures in

his valise, of which he always modestly spoke as

a specimen of the average work of American

photographers. But for my pride in Mr. Mar-

shall's superior work, his modesty would often

have kept them in his pocket. I am most happy

to tell you that his cabinet portraits, especially

those with Rembrandt effects, received the highest

praise from the gentlemen whom I have men-

tioned, and Mr. Lacan told me that he exhibited

one to some photographic friends in the French

Academy, who paid a high compliment to his

nicely finished work.

Mr. M. will gain much important knowledge

in many new branches of his art, especially in

porcelains and the carbon process, which I am
sure will lead him to still further success and

honor in the profession in which he has so long

been an industrious and worthy member.

Yours truly,

Thomas Gaffield.
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Hearing sweet music at our door a few days

ago, we stepped out to see the cause, and found

a full brass band heading the State Fencibles of

this city, marching down to the photographic

garden of Messrs. R. Newell & Son, 626 Arch

Street, to have a group taken. Mr. Newell suc-

ceeded admirably, and we think this is the only

place in the country that is fitted up for such

purposes. It was a real novelty, and worthy of

record as a matter of the progress and enterprise

displayed in our art.

Items of News.—The establishment of the

Sensitized Paper Company, Portsmouth, 0., is

much complimented by a city paper.—Read the

advertisement of Mr. H. A. Kimball, Concord,

N. H. We think he offers a good bargain.—The

Secretary of the Pennsylvania Photographic As-

sociation has distributed the new constitution.

—

Mr. R- Channell, Phoenixville, Pa., was robbed

of several of his tubes a few weeks ago. If any

tubes are offered for sale by suspicious charac-

ters, look out. The tubes stolen were a 4-4 and

^ size II., B. & H., and a 4-4 Jamin.—Thanks

to Charles T.AVhite & Co. for monthly price list.

—

Dr. Woodward wants you to read his advertise-

ment in specials.— The Photographer to his

Patrons is issued in English, German, and Span-

ish.—Mr. J. R. Tewksbury, Farmington, Iowa, is

making money on seiopticon exhibitions.—The

" Arlograph" is the last name for photographic

pictures.—Mr. R. A. Lewis, the veteran photog-

rapher, is opening a new gallery at 889 Broad-

way, New York.—Messrs. Bogardus & Bendann

Brothers have just occupied their new and beau-

tiful studio, next door to the old one, and now run

both. They are doing an immense business.

—

'^ Pretty Faces'''' is selling by thousands.

We have before us the group picture, made by

Mr. Wm. H. Rhoads, Philadelphia, described in

the Minutes of the Pennsylvania Photographic

Society. It could not be better if taken with a

whole size lens, and is a real curiosity. Dr.Vogel

mentions a similar experience in his last letter.

The discovery was made known to us by Mr.

Rhoads some time ago, and will prove very use-

ful in many instances.

Phenix Ferrotype Plates.—We have re-

cently had the opportunity of examining a lot

of work made on the Phenix Ferrotype Plates,

by Mr. Trask, for his new book, and we never

saw such a charming lot of ferrotypes. Mr.

Trask is most enthusiastic in his praise of the

Phenix Plates, and says the manufncturers

seem to have overcome all the difficulties of

pliite-making, and now produce an article merit-

ing unqualified praise. If energy and practical

skill will secure it, the Phenix Plates are bound
to be the best. Please read the advertisement.

Pictures Received —We have examples of

portraiture from the following : W. J. Baker,

Buffalo, N. Y., fine cabinets of a little girl. J.

Harper, Greenville, 0., one of an old gentleman

reading, being admirable. W. H. Elliott, Mar-

shalltown, Iowa, a cabinet made-up picture of

about two hundred babies, being a most ad-

mirable and amusing thing. Clarence Anderson,

Harrodsburg, Ky., some "frost" medallion

margins, being very effective. A. J. Webster,

Constantine, Mich. Finley &, Sons, Canandai-

gua, N. Y. , one of a little girl, being lovely.

C. A. Winsor, Hennepin, 111., a photograph of

a bouquet, with little "children seated in the

flowers, beautiful; a stereoscope of bis new gal-

lery, and some portraits. From Mr. J. Inglis,

Montreal, some interesting and excellent cartes,

on collodio-chloride paper; very soft and beauti-

ful.

In the landscape line we have a lot of stereo-

scopes, Ac. We do not know when we have seen

anything more artistic than some from Messrs.

Finley & Sons, Canandaigua, N. Y. The points

are admirably chosen, and the photography ex-

cellent. Such outdoor work is cheering. Mr. T.

M. V. Doughty, Winsted, Conn., sends us a va-

riety of work, among which is one fine example

of light and shade. Mr. H. A. Kiuiball, Con-

cord, N. H., favors us with a generous variety of

new views of Mt. Kearsarge, White Mountain

Notch, interiors, &c., which are in his usual

good style.

Correction.— " We notice in the September

number of the journal, that we have purchased

the business of Mr. Chas. Waldack. This is a

mistake. Mr. Joseph Reimann, a very competent

artist, is the purchaser. Orders addressed to us

will meet with prompt attention. Please correct

the error, and oblige,

"P. Smith & Co.,

" Maginni.

"

Genre Stereographs.—Mr. F. G. AVeller

sends us fourteen new stereographs of comic and

sentimental portrait groups, which excel any of

his former efforts. He is certainly excelling all

in this line, and hardly has a rival. Among the

best of these are, Playing Grandpa ; A Stitch in

Time Saves Nine ;
First Day to School

;
The

Amateur Painter ; The Martins have Come
;

Give us a Spit ; An Effectual Remedy (for

Toothache)
;
Unexpected ; Papa is Coming ; and

Fast Asleep. We congratulate Mr. Weller on

them all.
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BIGELOW'S ALBUM.
Our readers are evidently giving cre-

dence to our hearty recommendation of

Bigelow's Album of Lighting a7id Posing, if

we may judge from the demands made upon

us for it. A large lot obtained from the

publishers was soon exhausted, and on

ordering some more we found them so

overwhelmed with unexpected orders that

they too were out, and we all had to wait

until pictures could be printed for a new
edition. There will be no further delays,

we are told, as new lots are constantly be-

ing manufactured. Every photographer

ought to have it. It simplifies lighting and

posing immensely, and with its aid you can

do mo7-e work in a day, do better work, do

it easier, and with more satisfaction than

you ever can without the aid of the admi-

rable Series of Studies supplied with this

album. There is as much advantage in it

over the old way as there is between manual

labor and steam. "With one it is all push

and pull, and with the other it is, compara-

tively, turn on the steam, and stand by and

see the thing move on, to your gratification

and profit.

The Sensitized Paper Company's Paper
is becoming quite popular.

TRASK'S FERROTYPE MANUAL.
The publishers have kindly supplied us

with some advance sheets of Mr. Trask's

Practical Manual on Ferrotyping, so that

we need not wait until its issue to know how
complete it is. The reason why so many
bad ferrotypes have been made, and why so

comparatively few good ones are made, is

because no first-class practical ferro( yper,

such as Mr. Trask pre-eminently is, has

thought to give us a complete manual of

instructions on the subject. As our readers

mostly know, we have for two or three years

been in the habit of appending to our cata-

logues some brief instructions in ferrotype

making written by Mr. Trask. They were

necessarily brief, however, for want of

space.

In the forthcoming manual, however, we
think everythhig will be given that will not

only enable the careful operator to make
the best of work, but it will help him out of

trouble should any occur. Mr. Trask very

evidently knows his business. We know
him to be a most skilful operator, and one

who is constantly studying up improve-

ments, taking advantage of everything that

will secure the best results. "We know of

no one more capable of teaching others than

he, and he writes just like the practical man
that he is. An idea of his book may be had

GIHON'S CUT-OUTS, BY MAIL, $1.
10
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from his Intrcduction or Preface, from

which we extract, viz. :

" The object of this little book is to give a

few hints on ferrotyping and formulae that I

have used successfully for several years.

There are many other formulae which can

be worked successfully by skilled operators.

Good ferrotypes can be made with any col-

lodion that will produce good negatives,

but a man without experience will fail to

make good pictures with the best.

" I do not claim that every one can make

good work with my formula. You must

first learn how as others have done before,

and with the experience of others to assist,

you will advance rapidly and will have no

excuse for making poor work.

" It is an old saying, ' A poor foi'mula well

worked is better than a new one badly

worked, and what one man can work suc-

cessfully another cannot.' I cannot fully

agree with this saying.

" All formulae have their chemical nature

and must always be the same, but when the

slightest change is made in compounding,

Ihe whole chemical nature is changed, and

lit is not the same formula in nature and ef-

fect. This, I think, is the cause of so much
complaint of good formulae, but not in all

.cases. The exception to this rule is impure

.chemicals, which change in part their nat-

ural chemical effect, and, therefore, will not

.give the same desirable results.

•" In compounding collodion we find the

same formulae will give different results. I

ithink this is in part owing to impure chem-

icals ; more especially the alcohol, and fre-

quently the ether. But often the same so-

lution, after it has been sensitized, will

work quite differently with different brands

of gun-cotton.

" The man of long experience fully under-

stands this. The student has it to learn.

" A good formula well manipulated, in my
estimation, is far better than a poor one;

what one man can do another of equal

energy and ability can also do.

" In this business, brains will accomplish

more than muscle. The man that exer-

cises the former will succeed better than he

that exercises the latter.

" Your motto should be: I will do good

work and demand good pny.

Europe has not produced a

"Experience will teach you many things

books cannot, but books will teach you things

that you will fail to learn from years of ex-

perience.

" Kead everything written on our beauti-

ful art. It will give you a greater knowl-

edge of your profession, and a certain back-

bone, so to speak, that cannot be obtained

in any other way."

These are real sound, sensible remarks,

and are characteristic of the whole work.

After discussing the merits and demerits

of them, he adds the following on ferrotype

plates :

" It is cheaper for us to pay a large price

for plates and have them good than to use

poor ones and have them given to us. The
loss of time in resitting and waste of chemi-

cals will overbalance the cost of perfect

plates. The chocolate-tinted plate has been

my favorite, and I have a preference for the

darker shades. They work much easier

and give a beautiful tone to the picture, far

better than the black plates.

" The light shades make fine pictures

;

but they are very hard to flow with collo-

dion. The surface seems to have a greasy

appearance, which comes from the lack of

baking. You take a light-chocolate plate

and bake it in a stove-oven and it will turn

darker. So the manufacturer, to make
light chocolate-tinted plates, cannot bake

them sufficient to get rid of this greasy ap-

pearance. A plate should be baked hard.

It improves the surface ; dirt will not stick

to it, and it is not so liable to fog the image,

as sometimes the soft plate will.

"There is such a thing as baking the

plate too hard. In this case the bending of

the plate will crack the varnish, and it will

fly off-.

" The glossy plate, when properly baked,

makes a beautiful picture ; but the most of

the manufacturers seem to overlook this

point, and in most cases I have found the

first quality egg-shell-plate to give me the

best pictures, and I prefer them to the

glossy at the same price."

The examples of my work which appear

in this book are made on the Phenix Plate

Company's glossy-tinted plates, and I

worked them- with great ease and pleasure.

I never knew any plate to equal them.

Lens equal to MORRISON'S.
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THE MANUFACTURE OF FERRO-
TYPE PLATES.

The Phenix Plate Triumphant.

If all was told, we would find that the

manufacture of ferrotype plates is full of

reverses and trials. Thousand of dollars

have been lost, yea, tens of thousands, in

the attempts to produce plates that would

meet all the requirements of the ferrotyper,

and assist him in his efforts to produce good

work. All sorts of obstacles and difficul-

ties would occur, and one party after another

would make the effort, strive valiantly for

awhile to partial success, then utter failure,

and finally succumb, leaving only sundry

pots of varnish, and a few piles of rusty

iron, as a monument to the thousands of

dollars sunk in the struggle. Time and

again has this occurred, and yet continually

we find others ready to take up the work.

It has seemed like trying to get a gold dollar

out of a tin basin of water, with one pole

of a galvanic battery in the water, and

the other in the hand. Immediately the

hand is plunged in the water, don't you
know, the thumb is drawn up and rendered

powerless, and nothing but a very long

thumb-nail and a very quick hand will se-

cure the dollar ? But in the matter of fer-

rotype plates, the Phenix Plate Cotnpany, of

Worcester, Massachusetts, seem to have the

quick hand and the long thumb-nail, for

they have got the dollar, or in other words,

they are manufacturing plates that meet
with the unqualified approval of the frater-

nity, and they a7'e the ojily parties who do

make a7i entirely acceptable ferrotype plate.

We say this, knowing all the facts, and so

convinced are we of it that we are now
giving our entire orders to the Phenix

Company.

When this company was organized, the

gentlemen composing it were fully aware of

the difficulties in the way, and Mr. H. M.
Hedden, the inventor of the chocolate-

tinted plate, said, "/ will overcome them,

and produce an acceptable article, and will

not give up until I am sure it cannot be

done." With such a spirit at the head, we
do not wonder at the success, and the

Phenix plates now stand without a rival

in the world

!

They are also being introduced into Eng-

land with great success by Mr. T. S. Esta-

brooke, who writes very sanguinely on the

subject. England and all Europe, in a year

from now, will be rushing after pictures on

the Phenix ferrotype plates.

The Phenix Plate Company are also the

sole m,anufacturers of the tinted ferrotype

plates which are so popular. The tinted

plate has many advantages, for it gives a

warm tone to the picture which is very

pleasing.

We also learn from the publishers that

Mr. Trask will accompany his Ferrotype

Manual^ soon to be issued, with a beautiful

example of his best work made on Phenix

plates. These pictures will be made, Mr.

Trask says, " with as much care as my regu-

lar customer work, such as I turn out every

day," so each one will be a prize we are

sure.

Ferrotypers who have been perplexed

with bad plates, should at once try the

Phenix plate, and we are sure they will

complain no more. If there is anything

wanting the company will be glad to have

any suggestions, and to follow them, wher-

ever improvement can be secured by so

doing.

While on this subject permit us to refer

to the extracts made on another page from

Mr. Trask's Ferrotype Manual, with the

publisher's permission, from advance proofs

kindly supplied us by them.

A full list of the sizes and prices of the

Phenix plates will be found in our adver-

tising columns.

A complete and fine assortment of Pho-

tographic Chairs at reduced prices.

THE MORRISON LENS.

We are indebted to Mr. Julius Hall, of

Stockbridge, Mass., for six exquisite stereo

views, taken by the Morrison five-inch

lenses. They consist of bold Eocky Moun-
tain scenery, and illustrate what can be ac-

complished by a good instrument, faultless

manipulation, and an artistic taste in select-

ing a good point of view. Two of the subjects

in particular, " The Old Men of Monument

Examine the Picture on Pearl Paper in August number.
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Mountain " and " A Glimpse at Stockbridge

Valley from Monument Mountain," are

striking examples of how perfectly distance

can be rendered, while all prove the excel-

lence of the Morrison lenses. We con-

gratulate Mr. Hall, and will be glad to see

more specimens of his talent. Mr. Hall's

pictures are only a few of the many which

have already been made with these lenses.

Our orders for them are constantly increas-

ing, and there is but one opinion that

reaches us concerning the lenses, namely,

that they are most satisfactory in every way.

Perhaps the finest display of outdoor work

that was ever made at any American Exhi-

bition is now at the fair of the American

Institure open in this city, and made by Mr.

John Eeid, Paterson, N. J. They are large

and varied in subject—architectural, ani-

mal, and landscape—and are most admira-

ble examples of what a master in photog-

raphy can do. Moreover, many of them

are from negatives made with the Morrison

lens. "What Mr. Eeid thinks oi these lenses

may be judged from what he says in a re-

cent issue of the Tunes.

We have no hesitation in putting the

Morrison Landscape Lenses against any

other manufacture, and the prices are so

surprisingly low that any one can possess

them. All landscape photographers should

have them.

Hance's Silver Spray Gun Cotton is

sold by Scovill Manufacturing Co.

Rollers with the American Optical

Company's Camera Boxes.

Our readers will be glad to know that we
can supply all of our boxes with a new and

improved roller in place of the metal or

wooden track, if desired. The following

will explain the advantages of our new
style, which we have patented recently.

The invention consists of mechanism by
means of which a camera-box can be ad-

justed upon its platform with greater facil-

ity than has heretofore been possible.

Great difficulties are generally encoun-

tered in the use of large camera boxes, such

as sticking and unequal movement, unless

great force is applied, in which case the in-

ertia of the parts carries them bej^ond the

point desired ; also, there is considerable

lateral motion which renders it necessary to

readjust the stand, &c. Mr. Flamming,
our foreman, says: "My invention makes

it very easy to manipulate and get it per-

fectly true and unvarying in its movement."

^ Fry. 2.

m m
WM
^

Pig 1 is a plan showing the platform and

bottom of the camera box. Pig. 2 is a sec-

tion through X X, Pig. 1.

A is the platform upon which and near

each side of which are attached the waj's or

tracks B. Upon the tracks B the rollers C
travel when the camera box is moved for-

ward or backward.

The rollers are attached to D, the bottom

of the camera box. The track B is wedge-

or V-shaped, and the rollers C have a cor-

responding groove. They are so shaped,

first, to prevent any lateral motion ; second,

dust cannot accumulate upon the track, and

interfere with the proper working ; third,

there is a greater bearing surface obtained,

and consequently less wear of the parts.

Mr. Plamming's invention is the wedge-

or V-shaped track and rollers grooved to

correspond therewith, in combination with

a camera box and its platform, substantially

as set forth.

Bendann's Backgrounds, all patterns. Trade supplied by the
Scovill Manufacturing Company.
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PEERLESS LENSES.
We shall shortly receive another invoice

of these excellent lenses, and hope to be

prepared to supply the demand for them.

We had no idea the introduction of a new
lens would create such an excitement and

demand, and were unprepared for it The
following letter is an evidence of how the

Peerless Lenses are liked by those who have

them.

93 Oliver Street, Paterson, N. J.,

September 9th, 1872.

ScoviLL Manufacturing Company.

Dkak Siks : If you will try and have

my Imperial box ready by Thursday, the

12th inst., also two extra fronts for same,

you will greatly oblige me. The 4-4

quick-acting Peerless Lens I bought from

you is decidedly A 1, and as it was the

last of your first lot, I consider myself for-

tunate in getting it. Double the price would

not purchase it, unless I was sure I could

obtain another one.

Yours respectfully,

Samuel Hughes.

Trade supplied -with all of Hance's

Specialties by Scovill Manufacturing

Company, New York.

Directions for usin^ Conant's Metallic

Retouching Pencil.

Mr. Conant has done good service by

introducing his metallic pencils. We have

seen letters from photographers recom-

mending them very highly, and as a matter

of interest, give the following directions for

using them.

Use any reliable varnish that will dry

hard, and after a sufficient length of time

has elapsed for the varnish to season per-

fectly, grind the surface of the parts to be

retouched by applying with the ball of the

finger pulverized pumice-stone (previously

sifting the same through a piece of cloth to

remove particles of coarse grit). Continue

to grind by carefully rubbing the pumice

over the parts until the gloss of the varnish

disappears, when the surface will present

After grinding, remove all the surplus

grit by wiping the negative thoroughly

with a piece of cloth. [Care sho2ild be taken

never in allow the hand to come in contact

with the prepared surface, as sufficient oil

will thus be imparted to spoil the tooth.
)

For working, the pencil should be held

the same as a pen to write, and the style of

touch preferable might be termed a slide

stipple touch, or, in other words, when the

pencil point comes in contact with the nega-

tive film it should be slightly started on the

surface in such a manner as to leave a smooth

metallic touch. Continue this stippling

(which, if the tooth is good, will require

very light touches), until all the imperfec-

tions are removed, being extremely care-

ful not to overwork. In touching out lines

and strengthening the high-lights on the

nose, eyelids, &c., long strokes may be re-

sorted to.

A very important style of working (though

more difficult to learn), is the trembling-

hand touch, by which the practiced re-

toucher works more rapidly and finer than

by the other method. Great care should be

taken relative to working too much in the

shadows, and although a skilful hand may
do wonders in lighting up heavy shadows

with the pencil, it is hardly advisable for

the beginner to undertake it.

Ketouching should be confined principally

to the legitimate touching out of the nega-

tive such spots and imperfections as occur,

removing unnatural scowls, softening harsh

lines, &c., remembering thatm?/c/t too little

is far better than a little too much.

The metallic pencil may be sharpened in

the usual manner, and for pointing from

time to time a piece of fine sand-paper fast-

ened on a block, or the retouching frame

will be found very convenient.

We have been thus particular in compil-

ing these directions, for the benefit of those

who have had no experience in the art,

hoping and believing that by its assistance,

with the exercise of care and good judgment,

they may be enabled to succeed in a judici-

ous use of the pencil, and with practice be-

come proficient in. this important photo-

graphic dodge.

The Scovill Manufacturing Company get

up a retouching frame that is excellent.the desired tooth for the pencil.

SEE THE PRICES OP MORRISON'S VIEW LENSES.
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If you have not already done so, order a

trial pair of the Perfected Springs for the

printing-frame. Their superiority over all

other agencies for holding the negative in

contact with the block is unquestioned.

Pencils and springs for sale by all stock-

dealers.

Trade supplied by

ScoviLL Manufacturing Co.,

4 Beekman St., New York.

Parlor Paste Is liked by all -who use

it. It is the best mountant in exist-

ence.

THE SKYLiaHT AND THE
DARK-ROOM.

Mr. Elbert Anderson's new work,

which Messrs. Benerman & "Wilson have

in press, and will issue in a week or two,

is to be called " The Skylight and the Darh-

room." It is to be the most elaborate work

ever issued on the subject of photograph j"-,

and will be gotten out in elegant style. It

will contain four card and eight imperial

photographs, made by Mr. Anderson at

Kurtz's gallery, and nearly two hundred

woodcuts, mainly original, and entirely

new. From what we have seen of the book,

as far as printed, it is going to be a grand,

good thing. Mr. Anderson seems to have

laid aside his customary humorous style of

writing, and his book reads as if written by

another style of person
;
yet all through it

we recognize the author himself. By per-

mission of the publishers we make a few

extracts (to show what the book is) from his

elaborate chapter on

THE RECTIFICATION OF THE NEGATIVE
BATH.

After a certain length of time, the bath

becomes saturated with iodide and bromide

of silver from the continual dipping of

plates ; it accumulates a great variety of

heterogeneous substances, such as ether,

alcohol, dust, nitrates of the bases of the

salts used in the collodion, also acidity from

the iodine liberated from the collodion, dirt

from improperly cleaned glass, albumen
from the back of albumenized plates, &c.

,

&c. Is it any wonder then that the bath

becomes in time disordered? The wonder
would be that it did not become so. This

disarrangement is made manifest by streaks,

spots, pinholes, fog, &c.

The bath tends towards this point from

the first time it is put to use, and thus gradu-

ally becomes changed from its former state

of purity.

Generally the first change in the bath is

detected from the fact that the developer

refuses to flow smoothly over the surface of

the plate. The cause of this is in the accu-

mulation of alcohol and ether, derived from

the collodion ; this may be avoided in two

ways : By adding a little alcohol to the de-

veloper, just enough to cause it to flow

smoothly, no more ; or, the bath may be put

into an evaporating dish and heated until it

commences to steam ; ten minutes' steaming

will drive out the greater part of the alco-

hol and ether ;
these being much more vola-

tile than the water, are easily driven off".

Before the solution has had time to cool and

is moderately warm, add the necessary

amount of pure water (if above 30 grains)

to bring it to this point, and filter whilst

still hot or warm. The reason of this is ex-

plained by the fact, that iodide of silver is

more soluble in a cold solution of nitrate of

silver than in a hot one, and should any of

the iodide be precipitated by heating the

bath, it will of course be left behind on the

filter. (This latter case, however, can only

happen when the bath has nearly reached

the state of saturation, and is thus benefited

also in this direction.) Observe that after

filtering, the solution should appear per-

fectly clear, otherwise it will fsiil to produce

really good eff'ects. The next sign of dis-

order is a tendency of the negative to ex-

hibit a slight mistiness or veiling in the

shadows, " fogging," that is, in developing,

the shadows instead of remaining clear and

bright after removal of the negative from

the hypo, will present an appearance of mis-

tiness.

Fogging may arise from a great number

of causes, and by ascertaining exactly the

cause the remedy will be obvious. Fog
may be divided into two classes: chemical

fog, that caused by impurity of the chemi-

cals, or of improper or inadvertent circum-

A full assortment of Posing Chairs for sale by the Scovill

Manufacturing Company, New York.
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stances, and mechanical (I use this word

only to distinguish this kind of fog from the

other; all fogging is of course chemical).

By mechanical, then, I mean light improp-

erly gaining admittance to the plate, i. e.,

otherwise than through the lens, or even

improperly hy this means, and by dirty

plates and plateholders.

To the first class (chemical) there are four

varieties, that is to say, this kind of fogging

can be produced in four ways, and is easily

recognizable in its nature. It is a universal

veiling or mistiness over the entire plate,

covering more or less the lights as well as

the shadows, though it cannot of course be

seen so distinctly on the former as on the

latter ; in some cases it entirely obliterates

the image If then the fog be universal,

and rubs off while wet (and also rubs off as

a fine dust while drj'), by the gentle appli-

cation of a tuft of wetted cotton, or by the

ball of the finger, yet leaving the image

unharmed beneath, and in no wise interfer-

ing with the collodion film itself, this is

chemical fog, and the fault is with the bath,

collodion, developer, hypo, or your manip-

ulation. Proceed then to determine as

follows :

If the chemicals have thus far worked

satisfactorily, and if you are using the same

materials, light, time, «&c., and the fogging

is but slight, try a plate in the other bath.

If perfectly clear, the chances are that your

fog is from dust and mechanicalimpurities.

Pour the bath into the filtering bottle, and

first test it as to acidity ; if acid, test its

strength ; if below thirty, boil to that point

and filter. But if not acid, add a few drops

of nitric acid ; the chances are not one in a

hundred that this will be the case if you use

the collodion made after the formulse here

given.

If after this the bath works satisfactorily

a reasonable length of time, it may be so

treated a second or even a third time; but

after this treatment, if it still fogs, so much
so that the moment the image makes its

appearance it is immediately overtaken by

a dense fog, almost obliterating it, the bath

is highly charged with organic (chemical)

matter, which cannot be removed by filter-

ing and simply boiling.

The other causes of chemical fog are from

over-exposure, under-exposure, and too

much light shining in the lens. If the

plate has been over-exposed, the reduction

is so rapid, when the developer is applied,

that it takes place all over the plate at once,

and cannot be washed off soon enough, and

consequently falls upon the shadows as well

as the lights. Kemedy, less time. If the

plate has been under-exposed, the reduction

having taken place, the silver is attracted

so slowly on to the image that in the mean-

time the reduced silver falls on the shadows.

Bemedy, more time. The first case shows

the negative thin and^a^, the second thin,

with violent contrasts, fog, and no detail in

the shadows.

Mechanical fog shows itself also in four

varieties. It is seldom or never universal,

but found in irregular patches, marks, &c.,

viz., it is caused by light striking the plate,

dirty plates, plate standing too long either

after exposure and before developing, or the

reverse. Such fog is distinguished at once

from chemical fog from the fact, first, it is

not universal, and cannot be rubbed off

without also rubbing off the collodion film

itself, of which it forms a part, as well as

the image. The remedy in all these cases

is obvious : clean your glass, use clean albu-

men, and avoid dirty plateholders and dirty

fingers

When the time arrives for cleaning the

bath of organic (chemical) impurities, it is

as well to protect it from another cause of

trouble, nainely, pinholes from excess of

iodide of silver. These pinholes may make
their appearance while the solution still

gives fine chemical effects otherwise, or the

fog may set in from organic matter being

present in the solution before the pinholes

manifest themselves. Pinholes from dust

are generally large, irregular in shape, and

irregularly scattered about the plate, but

pinholes from over-iodide are excessively

minute, of a regular crystallized form, and

regularly scattered by the thousands over the

plate. Indeed, they may plainly be seen

when the plate is taken from the bath, and

well drained before putting in the plate-

holder, or they may be seen after the plate

is removed from the plateholder before de-

veloping, covering the plate like fine sand.

They stick to the collodion film, and prevent

Morrison's Lenses are pronounced Superior to any other.
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the reduction of silver from falling on the

parts they cover, and being afterwards dis-

solved in the hypo, leave a hole or clear

spot in the glass. A bath of three gallons,

in perfect order, ought to sensitize about

three hundred 8 x 10 plates before requiring

thorough renovation.

When the bath is only slightly disordered

from organic matter, a temporary relief

may be had as follows : A solution of per-

manganate of potash, one drachm perman-

ganate to six ounces water, is added drop by

drop to the bath, stirring meanwhile. The

discoloration of the drops indicates the pres-

ence of organic matter ; when the drops

are no longer discolored, the bath shows a

violet color ; an excess does no injury as re-

gards the working qualities of the bath.

The solution is now well shaken and placed

in the sun. As soon as the permanganate

comes in contact with the bath, the organic

matter becomes oxidized, and permanganic

acid is liberated, forming permanganate of

silver which remains in the bath, and is

precipitated to the bottom in dark, brown-

ish-black flakes, whilst the permanganate

itself is converted into peroxide of mangan-

ese. As soon as the solution is perfectly

clear most of the organic matter will be fil-

tered out. Thus the permanganate precipi-

tates most of the organic matter without the

least injury to the bath. If the perman-

ganate of potash has been added in too large

a quantity', it will act as a neutralizer, re-

quiring a few drops of nitric acid to be

added to the bath, after filtering, to prevent

fogging.

Finally, a bath that is thoroughly worn

out from repeated treatments of this nature,

generally contains much ether and alcohol,

excess of iodide and organic matter. It

must be completely renovated as follows :

Pour the disordered bath into one-fourth

its volume of water, when it will immedi-

ately become milky, from a portion of the

iodide of silver being set free in the solution,

as already explained. If the water had

been added to the bath instead of the re-

verse, as recommended, a certain amount of

iodide would be thrown down, but not so

much as in the former case. The reason of

this is, that when the bath is added to the

water, the latter is in excess during the

whole time of mixing, and the bath is so

greatly reduced at the outset as to make it

impossible to retain or redissolve any of the

precipitated iodide, whereas when the water

is added to the bath, the stronger solution,

the bath, is always in excess, and a large

portion of water must be added before the

bath ceases to redissolve the precipitated

iodide.

This case is entirely analogous to the fol-

lowing : Dissolve bromide of potassium in

the least possible quantity of water, and
add this cautiously, drop by drop, shaking

at each addition, to an ounce of alcohol,

until the alcohol exhibits the first signs of

precipitating the bromide. Shake the alco-

hol thoroughly ; it is now completely satu-

rated. Now ether may be added drop by
drop to the alcohol, and thoroughly shaken

for some time before the potassium shows

signs of precipitation; but the instant any
attempt is made to add the alcohol to the

ether, thorough precipitation takes place at

once.

(To be continued.)

Morrison's Lenses make money for all

who use them.

A NEW GALLERY.

Among the improvements of the city may
be noticed that of a building situated at the

corner of Fulton Avenue and Hudson
Avenue. The building was erected by

Mr. A. A. Pearsall, the photographer, who
for so many years was the chief artist at

Brady's, in New York. The building is

of brick, ornamented with Ohio stone, and

in excellent taste. Three stores are upon

the first floor, all of which, it is believed,

are now occupied. The upper stories are

occupied by Mr. Pearsall. The building

is three stories high, and of a very peculiar

shape—that of a triangle, formed by the

junction of Hudson Avenue with Pulton.

The first floor is devoted to the purposes of

a reception-room and j)rivate ofiice, and so

far from being a disadvantage, the peculiar

shape of the building has here an advan-

tage. The room is beautifully furnished,

and about its walls and upon easels are fii\e

SCHOLTEN'S FLOWING BATHS, ALL SIZES.
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specimens of the artist's skill. The third

floor is devoted to the purpose of operating-

rooms, and here the rooms are as hand-

somely furnished as below—a fact worth

noticing, for in other galleries these oper-

ating-rooms are as barren as they can be.

In a few words the gallery is a credit to

the city, and in the section of the city in

which it is located is a very great conve-

nience. Within a few days Mr. Pearsall

has published an excellent picture of our

next President, Hon. Horace Greeley, that

gentleman having given him a sitting a

short time ago.

—

Brooklyn Eagle.

Have you a Bigelow Album? If not,

you are standing in a bad position and
in your own light. Take care

!

FILTRATIONS.

Mr. John Cadwallader has opened a

new gallery at the "Beehive Corner," In-

dianapolis, Ind. Success to him.

Mr. John 0. Kaymond, of Austin,

Texas, has been with us recently, ordering

large supplies of photographers' goods.

BiGELOw's Backgrounds and Cur-

tains are in as great demand as ever.

The number sold is wonderful. Have you

them?

Photographic Glass Paper-weights
for one or two pictures, of a superior qual-

ity, supplied by Scovill Manufacturing

Company, importers. New York.

The American Institute Fair is open

with an unusually fine display of photog-

raphers' apparatus, &c. As all are not yet

hung and arranged, we defer our notice

untiLour next issue.

Several patterns have been stolen re-

cently from our American Optical Com-
pany's apparatus factory. As a conse-

quence, we suppose more inferior imitations

of our camera-boxes will be in the market

soon. Be careful when you purchase.

Needed in every dark-room is the patent

" Friction Mat." It is a brass-bound disk

of emery paper, supplied with a suspending

ring for striking friction matches upon. It

is extremely convenient to hang in the

dark-room, the household, or anywhere

where matches are used. Each one is

ornamented with a flower or photograph.

They are as pretty as they are useful. For
sale by Scovill Manufacturing Company.

Mr. J. H. FiTZGiBBON, late Local Sec-

retary of the National Photographic Asso-

ciation at St. Louis, has recently made our

city another visit mainly on the business of

the Executive Committee of the National

Photographic Association. The cares of

the late Exhibition do not seem to have

thinned him down any. He is about intro-

ducing a new envelope for ferrotypes, which

we shall describe fully hereafter.

Porcelain Glass—An entirely New
Article.—We are just in receipt of a large

stock of a new article of Porcelain Glass of

such unusual quality as will cause photog-

raphers who use it to feel grateful. It is

exquisite!}' white and elegantly polished,

and free from specks and marks. Moreover

it is straight, and in fact all that one could

desire, thus saving the photographer the

time generally occupied in selecting from

the stock of the dealer.

St. Louis has been further represented in

our city this month by the veteran stock-

dealer of the West, Mr. William H. Tilford,

who is as genial and pleasant as ever. We
know of no one more careful and systematic

in his selections of goods than Mr. Tilford,

and of course, his customers reap the benefit

of it. He was very free in acknowledging

the very superior qualities of the American

Optical Company's apparatus, of which he is

a large purchaser.

The Knickerbocker Camera-stand.

—This stand is gotten up after the model of

our well-known Perfect Stand, but in a

cheaper way. While the Perfect is made of

solid walnut, the Knickerbocker is made

partly of iron and partly of wood. The

prices are low and the stands excellent for

the price. We are now making the wood-

parts of ash, which with the tastily painted

ironwork, makes them look very neat and

quite an ornament to the studio. You will

find nearly every stockdealer has them.

Examine those made of ash before you pur-

chase your next new camera-stands.

GIHON'S OPAQUE, BY MAIL, 50 CENTS.
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A Portsmouth, Ohio, paper, in speaking

of the enterprises in that enterprising city,

says of the Sensitized Paper Company

:

" This company manufjicture a permanently

sensitized paper for photographers' use,

warranted to retain its color and sensitive-

ness in any climate. The prints will keep

indefinitely before toning, and we think we

are justified in saying that for years no dis-

covery in photography has been made that

is of so much benefit to the operator. The

sensitized paper has received the warmest

commendations of many of the best pho-

tographers in the country, and though the

company has been in operation only a year

the demand for its production is gradually

on the increase. Those who have used the

sensitized paper will not dispense with it,

and it is safe to predict its general use when
the objections of ' old fogies ' have been

overcome. The company also manufacture

a combined fuming and printing-frame—as

we don't even know what it's for we won't

try to tell—photographers say it is a tip-top

good thing, and we will take their word
for it." The Sensitized Paper Company
have sent us some beautiful stereographs,

made on their ready-sensitized paper.

Pictures Kkceived.—Mr. G. D. Morse,

of Stockton, Cal., has sent us some very

excellent specimens of his work, whereby

we are satisfied that photography progresses

on the Pacific coast as rapidly as it does on

the shores of the Atlantic. Mr. Morse is

evidently one of the progressive kind.—Mr.

E M. VanAken, of Lowville N. Y., has

sent us some very interesting and excellent

stereographs, among which there is one of a

group of one day old chickens, which is

particularly good and life-like. Mr. Van
Aken is also a progressive man. We re-

cently had a visit from him. He is already

preparing for the Rochester Exhibition.

Removals.—Photography always keeps

pace with business, and sometimes leads.

In this city especially it is so. Upper

Broadway is becoming crowded with stores,

and there is a full share of photographic

galleries intermixed. Among the last who
have located themselves there are Mr. R.

A. Lewis, the old veteran of Chatham
Street, and Mr. Charles K Bill. Mr.

Lewis's new establishment is at No. 887

Broadway, opposite Arnold, Constable &
Co.'s large drygoods establishment, and Mr.

Bill's, Broadway near 27th Street. We have

no doubt they will both find the removal of

advantage to them. Mr. Bill does a good

deal of outdoor work, and is a live photog-

rapher and a good one. Mr. Lewis will

continue his old establishment in Chatham
Street, which has been running twenty-six

years, we believe.

Wilson, Hood & Co.'s New Catalogue.

—We have received a handsomely bound

copy of their most complete catalogue of

photographers' goods, frames, and in fact

everything needed by the photographer,

from Messrs. Wilson, Hood & Co., No. 822

Arch Street, Philadelphia. It is hand-

somely got up in every way, is quite volu-

minous, beautifully illustrated, and without

doubt is at the head of catalogues. We
have always watched the growth of this

establishment with a good deal of interest.

Mr. Hood and Mr. Wilson are both young

men, yet full of push and enterprise, having

for their main principles the supplying of

the best goods to be had, at fair prices, and

fair square dealing with their customers,

with promptness. They have, therefore,

succeeded wonderfully, and are doing a

splendid business. Their sales of the Ameri-

can Optical Co.'s apparatus are perfectly

astonishing." They sell no other, and in all

things give preference to the best. We wish

them success.

Cross's Collodion Filters.

A full stock on hand
Just received.

Morrison's Lenses are pronounced Superior to any other.



Spahn's Self-Raising Camera Stand

Having invented and patented the Sklf-Eaising Camera Stand a year ago, I did not
place it into the market until now, after its being thoroughly tested, not only at my own
gallerj', but also by nearly all the prominent photographers of New York. After gathering
all their opinions I completed the stand in such a manner that I may conscientiously say
there is no further improvement possible.

For a description of the stand, and its immense success among the most eminent men of
our fraternity, I refer to their testimonials partly copied below, as well as to the Proceedings
of the German Photographic Association in New York, published in the Philadelphia Pho-
tographer for July, 1872.

On account of its solidity, and high cost of manufacture, the price of the stand is a little

higher than of those now in use, but this diiference becomes insignificant when the amount
of labor and time it saves the operator is considered, and that its construction Is so substan-
tial that it can never be used up, or even need repairs.

TESTIMONIALS.

From N. Saronv, Neto York, July \st, 1872.— "It afiFords me great pleasure in recommending
your Camera Stand, for it is certainly by far the best I ever used, and greatly excels every other in-

vention of the kind. It appears to me difficult indeed to conceive anything more thoroughly complete
in every detail."

From BoGAEDus & Brndann Brothers— S. P. Wells, Operator.— " We consider your stand the

best of any at present in existence, and recommend it with pleasure to the fraternity."

Letters to the same effect have been received of Messrs. Kurtz, Howell, Gurney, Brady,
Fredericks of New York, Gutekunst of Philadelphia, and many others.

"PTDT/ i Ijl For 10 X 12 Camera (may be used for a larger Q*QK C\r\rXSilJSjill camera), in Solid Black Walnut, ^POtl.Vj'Lf.

E. P. SPAHN, Newark, New Jersey.

HUMPHREY'S COLLODION GILDING.

Especially adapted for FERROTYPES,

No other Varnish excels it.

SCOVILL MANUFACTURING CO., New York.

FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.

SCOVILL'S FANCY CARD BOXES.

For Holding Twelve Cards, Victorias or Imperials.

NEW AND BEAUTIFUL!

FOE SALE BY ALL DEALERS BY THE HUNDEED OE THOUSAND.
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THE
American Optical Co.'s

APPARATUS,
SCOVILL MANUFACTURING CO., Manufacturers,

Mo. 4 BEEKMAN STREET, NEW YORK.

Inside, Outside, and Throughout, the American Optical Co.'s Apparatus is

And hns been so decided repeatedly at Fairs and Exhibitions; and, better still, by the thousands

of photographers who use it, all over North and South America, and even in Europe.

A COMPLETE CATALOGUE of this Apparatus will be found with the June number of the Times.

Duplicate copies supplied gratis. The list covers

APPARATUS OF ALL KINDS,

HARRISON PORTRAIT LENSES,

THE UNEQUALED GLOBE LENSES,

THE CELEBRATED RATIO LENSES.

Photographers desiring to examine the merits of these goods will find them kept on hand by every

stoekdealer in the country.

||^=» All first-quality boxes are supplied with solid glass

corners in the holders, without extra charge.

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE.

SCOVILL MANUFAOTUEING COMPANY, NEW YOEK.
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SAINT PAUL STOCK HOUSE.

American Optical Co.'s Apparatus.
Everything the Photographer Wants!

Pearl, Trapp & Muncli's, Hovey's, and Oemons's Steinbach Paper; Union
Goods; Porcelain Ware; Chemicals; Glass, etc., etc.

ZIMMERMAN & BRO., St. Paul, Minn.

HANCE'S PHOTOGRAPHIC SPECIALTIES,
FOR SALE BY

SCOVILL MANUFACTURING CO., N. Y.

Saml. Holmes. L. LiSSBERGER.

HOLMES & LISSBERGER,

Importers aM Dealers in ^QPP£R Mamractnrers of

Braziers' and Sheet Copper, Kettle Bottoms, Bolts, Rivets, Strips, Circles, and
Tubes, Pig and Ingot Copper, Spelter, Solder, Tin, and Lead,

Ifos. 255 and 257 PBABIj STBBBT, NEW YORK,
Agents for the New Haven Copper Co.

Cross's Filtering and Pouring Bottle.

Having used these bottles for three years, I think it safe to say that they supply a real want in the

Photographic Laboratory. The changes of weather, chemicals and subjects, that are constantly oc-

curring and must be met by the practical photographer, tax his resources sufficiently, if not a little

too much, at times, for his reputation. Collodion may be right now and troublesome
after a little use, as it thickens by evaporation and accumulates sediment constantly,

resulting in excessive intensity and imperfect films, if not specks and pinholes. The
efBcacy of a change in the collodion, by thinning it, or mixing with another, either

older or newer, thicker or thinner, I think all careful observers will understand. The
bath of late is allowed more rest, and the collodion is ''doctored " instead. Albumen
requires constant clearing and removal of bubbles ; varnish also needs frequent thin

ning and constant clearing. This bottle decants and filters incessantly, and is con-

venient as a flowing and receiving bottle. It requires no attention except to supply
it from the stock-bottle. A filter will last for months, for collodion or varnish, and is

easily replaced when necessary.

The most suitable material for filtering is a piece of canton flannel, one or more
thicknesses. When not in use, the collodion vial should be filled with clean water, to

prevent shrinkage of the stopper.

Its funnel orifices, d, 2\ inches in diameter, for receiving the excess from the plate,

renders waste unnecessary. Its cap covers both the flowing and receiving orifices and
is as easily operated as any cap or cork. It is simple, durable, and cheap, it has a
large sale, and gives universal satisfaction.

EEAD THE FOLLOWING:
" I have been using your patent filtering vials for some time, and take pleasure in

giving my testimony to their great convenience and usefulness. I would not be with-

out them."—N. H. Bosby.

" So martj practical photographers have expressed to us their approval of the article that we desire

to indorse Mr. Cross's claims of its utility."—H. T. A.

For sale by stockdealers, and by the patentee.

Price, Three Dollars. D. H. CROSS, Bennington, Vt.
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FOR MOUNTING FERROTYPE & GEM PICTURES.

BERGEIST'S

TENT riCTME CARD-FMIIES
(Patented March 7, 1865, and September 22, 1868.)

Are the Best and Cheapest Article which can be Used!

QUALITY MAINTAINED AND PRICE REDUCED

!

SEND ^^^ SAMPLES AND CIRCULAR.

SOOyiLL MANUFACTURING CO., 4 Beekman Street,

E. & H. T. ANTHONY & CO., 591 Broadway, New York,

Agents for the Manufacturers.

The millions that are sold testify to their popularity.

126 FREEMAN STREET, GREENPOINT, L. I.,

MANUFACTURER OF STEREOSCOPES.

Dealers supplied Only, and in Large Quantities.

PARLOR PASTE.
The CLEANLIEST, the PUREST, and the BEST

CHEAPER THAN YOU CAN MAKE FOUR OWN.

QUART BOTTLES, 62 cents. PINT BOTTLES, 38 cents.

SCOVILL MANUFACTURING CO.,

NE^V YORK.
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AMERICAN OPTICAL COMPANY'S

Stereoscopic Outfits,
CONSISTING OF

One 5x8 Stereoscopic Box and Holders, fitted with

Lewis' Patent Glass Corners.

One pair Morrison Stereoscopic Lenses.

One Tripod Stand.

FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS IK PHOTOGRAPHIC STOCK

PHENIX PLATES.
TO THE PHOTOGRAPHIC TRADE:
We have made arrangements with the Scovill Manufacturing Co., constituting them

our sole and exclusive Agents for the sale of our Plates.

That company is so well and favorably known in the business, that no commendation of ours is

required to assure the Trade that they ivill be liberally dealt with in every respect.

PHENIX PLATE CO.

Referring to il}.e above, we beg leave to state that we have personally examined the goods made
by the Phenix Plate Company. We most 101 hesitatingly p7-onounce them the very best in the

market. We always keep a full stock of these Plates on hand, and can invariably fill orders

without delay.

AUGUST 26th, ADVANCED i=jbioe list—:fei?, box.
Sizes, 1.9 1-6 1-4 4!^ix6^ 1-3 4.4 5x7 7x10 8x10 10x14

Per Sheet.

Eggshell, $ .70 $1.15 $1.70 $1.70 $2.00 $2.25 $2.25 $2.50 $2.50 $ .12

Glossy, .80 1.25 1.85 1.85 2.26 2.50 2.50 2.75 2.75 .14

EGGSHELL, GLOSSY, AND CHOCOLATE-TINTED PLATES, ALL SIZES AND
STYLES, ALWAYS ON HAND AND KEADY FOR DELIVERY.

B@°=Eacli package of Phenix Plates has printed on the wrapper, " Manufactxtred by
THE Phenix Plate Co., Worcester, Mass.," and none are genuine unless bearing that
stamp.

SCOVILL MANUFACTURING CO.. Agents,

No. 4. Beekman Street, New York.

CHAMPION PLATE—Black or Chocolate-Tinted.

10x14, Eggshell, per box, 200 plates, $20 00

10 X 14, Glossy, "200 . 24 00

August 26, 1872. SCOVILL MFG. CO., Agents, 4 Beekman St., New York
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MORRISON'S

Wide-Angle View Lenses,

Patented May 21st, 1872,

These Lenses are constructed on scientific principles; they embrace an

angle of full}' 90 degrees, and are absolutely free from distortion and flare.

i^E im: J^ i^ lEc: s.

Nos. 1 to 5 are all made in matched pairs for stereoscopic work. The
shorter focussed Lenses are especially adapted for street and other views in

confined situations. For general purposes, a pair of No. 5 Lenses will be

found most useful. Equipped with these, and a new Philadelphia Box, the

photographer will be prepared for stereoscopic or the popular 5x8 views.

The marked superiority of these popular Lenses, is now acknowledged

by all who have given them a fair trial, and many of the strongest advocates

of the expensive foreign lenses have reluctantly confessed it. The extremely

moderate price of the Morrison Lenses has been a great inducement to many
purchasers, and the increasing sales are the best index of their popularit}'.

In order to insure all the Lenses being perfect, we have arranged with

that skilful photographer, Mr. John Eeid, of Paterson, N. J., to test every

Lens we make. And specimen views are now ready to send to any customer

desiring to see the capabilities of each size.

P. S.—Order by the above numbers.
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The Skylight and the Dark-Room.

MR. ELBERT ANDERSON'S NEW WORK ON

PHOTOGRAPHT.

"We have pleasure in announcing, that

after so many delays, Mr. Anderson's splen-

did work on photography- is ready, and that

the copies are now being scattered all over

the country, many orders having been re-

ceived for it long in advance of its publica-

tion.

We can scarcely do it justice in any re-

view we are able to make of it, but we will

merely strive to explain just what it is, and

then give the matter into the hands of our

readers to examine and see if we are not

correct.

We have read the work in manuscript,

and in its printed form, and are free to say,

that Mr. Anderson seems to have compre-

hended the needs of the photographer of to-

day more fully than any who have written

before^him. His style is plain, but incisive

and far-reaching, and all through, the work
has the smack and the ring and the snap, so

to speak, of the practical, working photog-

rapher. Herein lies Mr. Anderson's ad-

vantage—in his being practically engaged

as his daily business, in the production of

just such work. as he so ably instructs others

how to produce. He does not suffer his

pupil to believe for a moment that his art is

merely a branch of mechanics, in which any

one who is clear-headed enough to follow a

routine of instructions may succeed.

Just as in the practice of medicine, a

physician must have a knowledge of anato-

my, and physiology, and chemistry, and

physics generally, so Mr. Anderson holds

that a photographer should have a knowl-

edge of hydrostatics, and pneumatics, and

acoustics, and heat, and optics, and chemis-

try, and all other sciences which are useful

in the intelligent practice of the art of pho-

tography. He therefore opens his work

with elaborately illustrated chapters on

each of these, showing the advantages of a

knowledge of them to the photographer,

and, in original style, explains lucidly how
they all bear upon, and harmonize with,

photographic practice. This has never been

done by any photographic author before,

and it is a most commendable idea. It is a

method of o&y'ecMeaching as it were, which

makes the elaborate instructions which fol-

low in photography proper so much more

plain and understandable. For example, if

you want to teach a little child the meaning

of the word sound, you make a sound, and

thus convey to its mind at once the mean-

ing of the word in such an impressible way
as many long sentences could not accom-

plish.

And so Mr. Anderson does. Before speak-

ing of atomic action or chemical affinity in

his photographic instructions proper, he iirst

24
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teaches and illustrates what atomic action

and chemical affinity are. Thus through

the whole work the instructions are given

in the most graphic and explicit manner,

making all so plain that the most brainless

operator cannot stumble.

Mr. Anderson's career as a photographer

began as a boy, but not wheti a boy. He
therefore found more difficulty in mastering

all the details of his chosen art than a

younger person would. This made him

study harder, and questions were opened up

before him that would not occur to one who
had no experiences in other professions to

turn his mind aside. We remember well

when he first entered photography. He
soon claimed us as a correspondent, and we

were often surprised at the innocent way in

which he would question us. That very

ignorance, and the very hard work which

he had to get the knowledge he has, made
him all the more capable of writing for the

instruction of others, for he would think of

tilings and note them down, which are of

extreme value to " green hands," and which

a veteran would not think worthy of men-

tion. His book is therefore a most compre-

hensive one, and we wonder how the author

has been able to say so much in the space

the book occupies—some 215 pages. Fol-

lowing the chapters we have already men-

tioned come the departments of Photog-

raphy and Art as applied to Photography,

all of which are beautifully illustrated with-

out regard to cost by means of nearly two

hundred woodcuts. Twelve (four card and

eight cabinet size) photograjyhs accompany

the book, neatly mounted, which serve many
purposes, such as instructions in lighting,

posing, retouching of the negative, trim-

ming, mounting, &c. , &c. This is also an ad-

mirable idea, and will be duly appreciated

no doubt. In fact it is the great feature of

the work. All these add to the cost of the

book, but it was Mr. Anderson's desire to

make it as complete as posssible, and expense

was therefore not considered. A table of

contents (see advertisement) and a copious

index are also supplied. The publishers

have done their part handsomely
;
the book

is printed beautifully and bound substan-

tially in cloth, ^iii. It is square in shape,

large and handsome in every way.

In reading it over, do not expect to find it

written in Mr. Anderson's "One Hundred
Days in a Pog" style. He drops that and
gives us unretouched, " plain talk." He de-

parts a little from this course in his Preface,

and as it is the only instance, and as our

readers will find the more substantial parts

in the book, we take the liberty of appending

here Mr. Anderson's

Preface.

"Were you to ask me now

—

" Why did you write this book?"
I might, at first, perhaps, find it some-

what difficult to give you a concise answer.

In sooth, I might simply say, because it

pleased me so to do. Or, because it filled up

the long winter evenings with an interest-

ing occupation. Or, indeed, because I

thought by committing to paper certain

facts, I might thereby retain them the more

securely in my memory, &c., &c. You may
rest assured of one thing, however : I had

no idea, no intention, in fact, no desire, that

these pages should ever visit other eyes than

mine own.

Were you to ask me further, then

—

" Why then did you publish it ?"

You have my answer at once : Because

all my friends (!) strongly counselled me not

to do so. That settled it in something less

than no time. Seizing my manuscript, I

cried aloud, "Since you are to go to the

publisher, 'stand not upon the order of

your going, but go at once!' "

Thus it went.

" Many a time and oft," during the prog-

ress of this work, have I read aloud to my
wife, who, seated at my side, would be in-

tensely engrossed in darning, or " doing

mending" as she styles it; " many a time

and oft," I say, have I read aloud certain

passages to my wife, which to me sounded

somewhat lofty, and exclaimed after so

doing, "There! how do you think that

sounds?" and paused for a reply.

Upon one of these occasions, then, did

she wearily raise her head, and regarding

me with eyes expressive somewhat of sad-

ness, earnestly observe, that she pitied, aye,

she verg much pitied that most unfortunate

of all wretches—him who was doomed to

wade through all this trash. And yet, with
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seeming inconsistency would she add, she

hoped that I would endow her with the

shekels and ducats likely to accrue from the

sale of these volumes.

Upon my j'ielding a ready acquiescence

thereto, she would still further remark, she

was glad, very glad, as we nei^er had any

matches in the house, and possibly this

amount would be just the sum requisite to

acquire the coveted tinder.

Encouraged, sustained, huoyed as I might

say, by these incentives, I have persevered

until I have seen my last page—like tbe

little child which had rent its garment

—

toward its close.

I do not lay claim in these pages, to any

originality. That's nonsense ; though some

say—these among mine enemies—that I am
an original That's envy. No, this book

has been written for learners, not for the

learned ! And that's the truth.

It has not been my object to extend the

boundaries of our present system of pho-

tography, by excursions into debatable-

ground, but to present that which is gener-

ally admitted in a form easily compre-

hended. By this, however, T do not wish

to convey the idea that my book is un-

scientific in its method ; certainly not. I

miean merely, that I have striven to avoid

encumbering the work with the many ab-

struse and still unsolved questions which

environ the subject. At the same time, I

believe the reader who is somewhat familiar

with the rudiments of the science, will find

the subject brought down to the latest as-

certained results, Avhile in some directions

he will discover that a decided advance has

been made.

The book, although purposely divided

into sections, which may at first sight pre-

sent a fragmentary appearance, will be found

by him who will take the trouble " to wade

through all this trash," closely connected

and perfectly continuous, and that it forms

a compact and orderly system of progres-

sion.

Photography, like painting and sculpture,

is an art as well as a science, and no book on

this subject is of much value which is not

well furnished with examples for study.

Finally, it is with the most unblushing

eflfrontery that I say, I believe this book

may safely challenge comparison with any

work heretofore written on the subject.

If, after the perusal of the book, you

should find yourself enriched by any ad-

ditional and serviceable ideas, then is my
mission fulfilled. But should you have de-'

rived no benefit therefrom, then I should

simply say you were " stuck " four dollars.

But that's your lookout, however, and forms

no business of mine.

I avail myself of this opportunity to ex-

press my thorough appreciation of the ju-

dicious arrangement of the typographical

department, and to tender my sincere thanks

to my publishers, Messrs. Benerman &
Wilson, for the exquisite and consummate

tact displaj^ed generally, in the elegant man-
ner in which this book has been gotten up.

Further, I sincerely trust that this venture

will not result in their absolute ruin and

premature disgrace.

I had, in fact, when I commenced this

Preface, no intention of ever.bringing it to

an end, but suspicious that possibly this

method of procedure might, in the long run,

somewhat interfere with the original design

of the book, I have changed my mind, and
conclude by repeating the advice found in a

portion of the " Sermon on the mount: "

"Let your 'light' so shine before men,

that they may see your good works."

The last bit of advice we hope will be re-

membered. So great has been the cost of

the book, that the publishers are compelled

to price it higher than they wished to—$4

—but they are sure that it will be considered

cheap by the thousand and five hundred or

more appreciative friends of the author.

Postage on Photographs, and how to

Prepare them for Post.

Jones viLLE, October 10th, 1872.

Mr. Edward L. Wilson,
Editor Philadelpliia Photographer.

Dear Sir ; In the September number of

Philadelphia Photographer you quote from

the United States Postal Laws in regard to

postage on photographs, that it is two cents

for four ounces, &c., &c. Now our post-

master here states that card pictures in a

sealed envelope, with the corner cut off, so
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that the contents can be seen ; or a 4-4

rolled up with a wrapper around it, but not

covering ends, is subject to letter postage;

and in support of his position quotes frona

the " United States Mail and Post-office

Assistant," published by J. Holbrook, New
York, September, 1872, third page, first

column : " Twelve photographs sent by mail

in sealed envelopes, open at the corners, are

subject to letter postage." This purports

to be an ifbstract from rulings of the Post-

• office Department for August, 1872. Now,
in behalf of the photographic fraternity, I

would ask you if you would write to the

Postmaster-General and see if this unjust

ruling cannot be rescinded. It is nothing

more or less than an outrage, more especi-

ally on the country photographers, who are

obliged to send most of their work by mail.

In the course of a year it makes consider-

able difference whether one pays two cents

for the postage on a dozen photographs or

twelve cents. I trust you will ventilate this

matter. I am. very truly yours,

J. H. Hunter.

In obedience to the request of Mr. Hun-
ter we forwarded his letter to the Postmas-

ter-General, and the following is his reply :

Post-office Department,
Appointment Office,

Washington, D.C., Oct. 15th, 1872.

Sir : I am requested by the Postmaster-

General to say in reply to the letter of Mr.

Hunter, inclosed in yours of October 14th,

and herewith returned, that bj' law all mat-

ter passing at less than letter rates of post-

age must be wrapped so as to admit exam-

ination without destrojing the wrapper

;

and when such examination cannot be made
without destroying the wrapper, the pack-

age must be rated up with letter postage, to

be collected on delivery. It is not possible

to properly examine the contents of a sealed

and notched envelope, and therefore this

Department rules that letter postage must

be charged on such packages, no matter

what may be the contents.

Very respectfully,

J. W. Marshall,
First Assistant Postmaster-General.

Edwaed L. Wilson, Esq.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

It will be seen from this, as we have often

explained to our correspondents by letter,

that a parcel of photographs of any size, to

secure cheap postage upon it, must be so

prepared for mail that it can he examined.

The conditions of the law are that there

should be no writing on the photographs or

other matter sent at cheap rates. As hu-

man nature is so prone to err, the Post-office

Di-'partment has a right to know if the law

is fulfilled, and therefoi"e it is right that the

parcels be prepared so that they can be ex-

amined.

The law is plain, and it is quite easy to

follow it. Our method of putting up cards

has been to place them in a Philadelphia

carte envelope, and push in the flap over

the cards. Then put the parcel in an ordi-

nary envelope, fold the flap over tight and

seal it. Then clip one end of the outer en-

velope off entire, and tie a string tightly

around the whole. Alwaj's hstve your busi-

ness card on the outside, and a request to

the postmaster to return the parcel to you

after a certain number of days if not deliv-

ered. Large photographs may be put up

when mounted, with a piece of back-board,

one end open, and securely tied, and thus

secure cheap rates. Unmounted prints go

nicely on rollers. The wrappers should not

be pasted, but tied.

UNDER THE SKYLIGHT AND IN
THE DARK-ROOM.

BYEOLAND VANWEIKE.
No. 4.

"Glass prepared, bath, collodion, and

all in order. The room has been thoroughly

cleaned, and everything removed that was

not actually necessary according to direc-

tions."

Very good ; we can now proceed un-

derstandingly. It is not necessary to re-

peat the formula for collodion, which was

given in your first lesson in dark-room

work. But I think it well to have two or

three different kinds on hand to use as occa-

sion may require. Collodion made with

cadmium, instead of ammonium or potas-

sium, will keep a long time, and is conve-

nient to have on hand to mix with newly-
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made. With several different samples that

you are familiar with, such as one thick

and another thin, one working strong and

another weak, you can change the condition

of your collodion on. a minute's notice,

according to the subject that may be pres-

ent. And this is a particular point where

the skylight and dark-room are to work to-

gether.

" Are you sure your collodion will work

as well mixed ?"

Certainly; it always works better.

Many of the best operators mix their

collodion so that it is difficult for them to

tell just the proportions their negatives

are made with. One thing be careful of,

however; don't make up too much collo-

dion at a tirxie, so as to have it become old

and unfit for use before it is used. It is

the most convenient to keep the solution of

ether and alcohol, with the excitants dis-

solved, all ready to add the cotton to such

quantity as may be needed from day to day.

This sensitized solution will keep indefi-

nitely.

" Isn't it customary to make plain col-

lodion and add the excitants afterwards?"

Many do so, I presume, though it is not

quite as ready a method as the other, unless

the salts he dissolved in a part of the solu-

tion and kept in a separate bottle. Indeed,

I have seen some of the finest work I ever

saw made with collodion that was made up

plain, and several months' old before being

excited and used. There is no doubt an

advantage in this, the cotton having time

to thoroughly digest and settle, rendering

the film finer and more even than the same

cotton would make when freshly made.

"Well, I think I can follow out that

part of it. Now I want to know how to

coat a-plate."

That's an important part of the opera-

tion of making a negative, and should

be attended to with the utmost care. In

the first place the plate is to be examined

to see if it is proper for the work. There

are often bubbles and scratches on the glass,

but they do no harm if they can be made to

come on a part of the negative where they

will not show. A plate that would be unfit

for use, in this respect, for a plain picture,

would do for a vignette; so the plates may

be selected according to the style of nega-

tives to be made on them. Next see that

you have the concave side, as that is the

side polished, or albumenized. The plates

should always be placed one way, so that"

you never need have a plate wrong side up

if you took it up in the dark. But an ex-

amination is always necessary, as oftentimes

a plate is too much bent to be used. A
plate that is curved a sixteenth of an inch

or moi'e is not safe to use for a portrait, as

it is pretty sure to give you a negative out

of focus, and necessitate a resit. I refer-

here to 4-4 plates, or about that size, as

there are more of those used, probably, than

any other. When you notice what a differ-

ence is made in the focus by a slight change

of the ground-glass, you will see what a

crooked plate will do. Albumen plates

should be dusted lightly with a fine camel's-

hair brush, holding the plate by the lower

left-hand corner, between the thumb and

forefinger of the left hand. Now bring the

plate to a horizontal position, and pour on

collodion enough near the centre to cover

it; let it flow to the farther right-hand cor-

ner, then to the left, letting it sweep across

to the corner by which you hold it, only

don't let it touch your thumb, and finally

off at the lower right-hand corner into the

bottle. Now, instead of bringing the plate

into a vertical position, incline it only

enough to let the surplus collodion run off.

This allows the collodion to remain of about

the same thickness, and give the same den-

sity on the farther end of the plate as it

does at the end from which it is drained.

It does not flow in ridges, and needs very

little rocking to have it spread perfectly

smooth over the plate. If your collodion

happens to be thick, or you wish to flow it

thinner for any purpose, flow the plate as

before, then tip it into a vertical position,

and roek it slowly while the collodion runs

freely, but bring it down to a level the

moment you see it begin to thicken. The

trouble is in holding a plate up vertically;

if held too long the collodion begins to set

while it is yet running, and consequently is

very liable to set in rough waves ; besides,

one end of the plate will be much thicker

than the oth'^r. There is no particular ob-

jection to this last where the plate is used
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for a single head or figure ; but as many-

make their cartes de visite and cabinets two

or more on a plate, it is important that both

ends should develop alike. When the col-

lodion is set, i. e., when it ceases to be glu-

tinous and breaks or tears at the touch, it is

ready for the bath. Place it on the dipper,

and let it go down with a slow, steady hand,

raising and lowering it a few times, with a

sort of lateral motion, but he careful not to

draw it up so far as to come above the sur-

face. More about dipping the plate at

another time.

"WHAT SHOULD WE DO IN SUCH
CASES?

A COKRESPONDENT in Texas sends us the

following

:

By publishing and answering the follow-

ing queries you may do nauch to elevate

and ennoble our art.

Note.—I admit that no artist having any

pride of character or self respect would dis-

play in his gallery, as a specimen, a picture

of any lady or gentleman, if requested not

to do so. Nor has he any right to ask them

their names ; delicacy might forbid a truth-

ful answer.

Query 1st. Is it improper or discourteous

for an artist to exhibit a picture of a patron

in his gallery or reception-room, especially

if the subject be a ladj^, without asking his

or her consent ?

Query 2d. If a lady enters a photographic

gallery to have her picture made, she thereby

tacitly admits that it is a "respectable place."

Is she treating us with due consideration to

prohibit our using her picture as a specimen

if we think the interest of our business, or

of art generally, will be promoted by it ?

Query 3d. If an artist desires to exhibit

specimens of his work in the art hall of a

State or county fair, or at the meeting of

the National Photographic Association, is

it necessary to ask and obtain the consent of

the originals before making such exhibition

of their pictures ?

I once heard you say (read it) that a

"false modesty," on the part of some ladies

prevented you from obtaining many pretty

subjects for' illustrating your journal. If

ladies in hijrher life are encouratced in this

negation, may we not soon expect to see

the pictures of ladies swept from the walls of

our studios? I have always made it a rule

that no disreputable person's picture should

adorn my rooms, however beautiful they

might be as specimens of portraiture.

H.

In answer to the queries made by our cor-

respondent we would say—and we base our

judgment on several years' active experience

in the photographic portrait business in the

largest establishment in this city:

1. It is not "improper or discourteous for

an artist to exhibit a picture of a patron in

his gallery or reception-room, especially if

the subject be a lady, without asking his or

her consent," provided no " improper or

discourteous" motive influences him to do

so. Custom has made such action allowable

on the part of an artist, when his motive is

simply to exhibit such pictures as specimens

of his work, to assist him in inducing pa-

tronage. In all our experience we have

known but very few who have objected to

such exhibition of their pictures—in fact

the majority of people are rather pleased at

it. We have known instances, however,

where pictures were exhibited for some ma-

licious or wrong purpose, or where the like-

ness was a very displeasing one to the sub-

ject. In all cases, however, there is only

one course which is best for a sharp business

photographer to pursue if his exhibiting a

picture is objected to, namely, take it down

without parleying about it. It is to his in-

terest to do it, and the party has a right to

ask that he should, without doubt.

2. We cannot see why a photographer

should feel aggrieved because a lady asks

him not to exhibit her picture to the public.

She may have very serious objections which

it would be rude to ask her to explain, and

which no one has a right to inquire into.

If she is rude and implies that your gallery

is not a " respectable place," then she is not

a lady, and your walls would be disgraced

if her picture hung upon them.

3. It is not "necessary "—no !—but if you

have any thought that you would cause of-

fence by such an exhibition of the picture

of any part}^ business policy and courtesy

would dictate that you first ask permission.
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We always laugh at the foolish ideas a few

people have on this subject, but we have

alwaj's found it to be the best policy to hu-

mor them. We have often been tempted

after making an unusually good picture to

use a print as a specimen, but our knowledge

of the parties would generally tell us that it

would be objected to. In other cases, when
explaining our desires and the reasons for

the same, we have usually received a cordial

assent. But if the parties object we do not

insist, but go and try to make just as good

a picture of some one else who won't object

to being gazed at.

The difficulty we have in getting good

pictures for our magazine, to which our

correspondent alludes, we have experienced

ever since the day of its birth. We do

not see why ladies should object to adorning

a first-class scientific magazine for the very

proper purposes of art, the circulation of

which is comparatively limited and widely

separated; but they do object, and we can

only hope that the day will come when they

will not. There are &few sensible ladies,

however, and several of them have allowed

us to use their pictures in our magazines,

for which we are deeply grateful. They are

ahead of their sex in their appreciation and

comprehension of fine art, and on this we
also congratulate them. But the ladies

—

well, experience has taught us that when
they object to anything, the safest policy is

to underexpose ourselves.

Some day we hope for better things.

PHOTOGRAPHIC MINCEMEAT.
Sixthly, about making Transparencies.—

Within the past few days I have had con-

siderable experience in getting up transpar-

encies, for a " small show," of persons and

things, one of the most important of the

latter being music. To do things well it is

necessary to be prepared for it. Just there

is where I was loath to undertake it. I, how-

ever, considered the "ins and outs," the

strongest in being the fact that the call

came from an old friend—hence I made the

attempt. I had on hand several of the

negatives from which the transparencies

were wanted, and others I had to make.

The first four were quite successful and sat-

isfactory. Then came the tug. Why the

secord attempt was not as successful I

was a long time in finding out. That I did

find out, and how it was done, induced me
to make it my sixthly in Mincemeat.

I have a ventilator in the tunnel of my
skylight, which, when open at this season

of the year, lets the sun in through the

opening. In making the transparencies I

use what is known as a porcelain attachment,

which is very much like any other camera-

box, only it requires no shields. At one

end is an opening that will admit the tube

on another (or regular camera-box) to

enter; at the opposite end is a frame to

receive and hold the negative, from which

a transparency is desired. The first four

that I made were done under the skylight,

with the screen close up to the end of the

attachment containing the negative, with

the sun's rays streaming through the open-

ing of my ventilator upon the opposite

side of the screen. This fact I did not par-

ticularly notice at the time. The exposure

was about four minutes, and every trial

was a success. The next day, after securing

more negatives, I arranged everything as

before, and went to work. Four minutes

made only an outline; ten minutes was bet-

ter, but not clean and clear. What's the

matter? says T. Try adifiTererit light. I did

so, with no better result. What next? I

made a new negative, and tried gaslight.

That was better, but not good enough. Try

something else. Went back to the camera,

carried it into another room, where the sun

would shine directly upon the negative, in

front of which I placed a ground-glass,

whenlol presto! I produced what I wanted

in ten seconds. Now came the query, what

caused the diffin-ence in the first and second

trial ? After much study and taxing of

brain, I remembered that the ray of sun-

shine that came through my ventilator and

struck the screen behind the negative the

first day, did not do so on the second day.

There was the secret.

A collodion that will produce a good

ferrotype will make a good transparency.

They can be made a very pretty tone, by

flowing over them while wet a weak solu-

tion of sulphuret of potassium. Or, if pre-
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ferred after they are dry, gold is good. By
the use of the porcelain attachment it is

very simple to enlarge or reduce, conse-

quently the size of the negative is quite

immaterial. The process is just the same

as any other positive made in the camera.

A very little experience will post you as to

length of time required for exposure, and

how far to carry the development. I made
some very good ones by pointing the cam-

era skyward, allowing the reflection from
" heaven's blue canopy " to do the lighting.

Of course it required a longer time than

when '' Old Sol " shone on the negative.

And now let me whisper a secret in your

ears, but I beg of you not to say anything

about it, as I stand a chance of getting

another threatening letter from some one.

Did you ever hear of a style of picture

called photo-crayons ? Never did ? Why,
that is surprising. Read the Pliotographer

aboutthe first six months, of series 1870, and

any quantity of matter will strike you in re-

gard to that style. It tells j'ou who got it

up, and how astonishingly quick a picture

worth $20 can be made. There was at the

Cleveland Exhibition quite a display of

them, and how severely the National Photo-

graphic Association let them alone. Well,

those pictures were transparencies, and

nothing else. The lithographic baclcground,

however, was a new point, and a good one.

I made pictures of that style in 1855, and

lo ! 1 am pressed to pay $25 in 1870 (fifteen

years after), to learn how to make them

again. Live and learn is an old saying,

and a true one. When those lithographic

grounds are put in the market and sold for

what they are worth, and made to depend

upon their own merits, 1 believe the origin-

ator will realize a handsome profit on them.

The case is very diflTerent when we must

pay $25 for what ought to be had for $2.50.

Yours as ever, I. B. Webster.

During the autumn and winter a great

many fairs, exhibitions, &c., &c., are held

in almost every city and town. All enter-

prising photographers should have a few

thousand of the Photographer to his Patrons

or Pretty Faces to distribute among the

audience. No effort you can make will pay

better. See advertisements.

LETTER FEOM PROF. TOWLER.
Geneva, Oct. .3d, 1872.

Edward L. Wilson, Esq.

My dear Sir: I returned from Europe
by the steamship Spain, and arrived last

Saturday in New York. Whilst I was in

Paris I called on Mr. Reutlinger, Boule-

vards des Italiens. His photographs are,

I presume, the best in Paris, at least this is

mj' opinion, but I must express this opin-

ion conditionally and with some reserva-

tion; his pictures are retouched most ex-

quisitely, most unmercifully. I might say

they are indeed works of art, rather than

the results of photography, and I must do

Mr. Reutlinger, justice to say, that if the

public were not charmed with his pho-

tographs, which are polished up like marble

statues, his native genius and good taste

would not countenance such extravagances.

But the public like to see their asperities

softened down, their wrinkles filled up, and

their tawny complexions blanched, and the

artist knows how to do this pleonastically,

with supererogation ; he turns yellow ugli-

ness into angelic beauty, he flatters su-

premely and unscrupulously, and the pub-

lic, without conscience and shame, unhesi-

tatingly flatter themselves to be as divinely

beautiful as represented in the retouched

photograph. I am no friend myself to this

substitution of artistic retouching for pho-

tographic skill, for the invariable result in

a full}' retouched negative is a destruction

of the traits of nature, which is prejudicial

to the likeness. I insist upon it as a con-

dition of good photography, that more at-

tention be paid to posing in a correct light

and to a proper understanding of photo-

graphic chemicals than to a system of patch-

ing up indifferent work, which is growing

more and more prevalent.

I have no doubt that many of my pho-

tographic friends would like to hear my
opinion as to the comparative merit of

American photography and foreign pro-

ductions seen in London, Paris, Frankfort,

Berlin, &c. 1 must confess I expected to

find foreign portraiture superior in every

respect to our domestic productions, I

scarcely can give any correct solution of

this preconceived conclusion, but it certainly
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existed in my mind, and I was somewhat

surprised to find that the best portraiture in

Europe can easilj' find its parallel in New
York, Boston, Philadelphia, Chicago, San

Francisco, «&c., and that our provincial

photographers are altogether ahead of coun-

try photographers in any part of Europe

which I visited.

Landscape photography is decidedly bet-

ter understood by the English, because it is

carried on frequently by men of means, ama-

teurs in fact, who lake pride in excellence

rather than in remuneration. Still there are

several professional landscape photographers

in Great Britain of superior merit, and their

productions are models for our imitation.

Whilst in Paris of course I did not fail

to call on J. Levy & Co., successors to the

house of Ferrier pere, fils, and Soulier,

manufacturers of those transparent stereo-

graphs and magic lantern slides that are so

justly celebrated for their beauty and ex-

cellence. Their catalogue contains nearly

ten thousand stereographs of scenes and

edificesjn every part of the world. The great

merit of this house is derived, firstly, from

the fact that no impressions are taken from

negatives that are not irreproachable in

character in every respect, and secondly,

from a perfect knowledge in all the details

of copying negatives, I do not think it can be

denied that the tone, correctness, and gen-

eral beauty of their transparencies cannot

be surpassed. Their collection of transpar-

encies of Paris under the Empire and Paris

after the demolition of the Communists will

give our Americans who cannot travel a

correct exhibition of both sides of the ques-

tion ; Empire and Radicalism.

In Brussels I had an opportunity of see-

ing the great difference in luminosity be-

tween that of ordinary street gas alone and

of street gas combined with a due propor-

tiou of oxygen. The latter gas is conducted

by separate tubes to the jet or gas burner,

where it enters into combination with the

hydrocarbon at the orifice of the burner.

The superiority of the mixed gases is quite

marked ; for the stores adjoining, which

are not so lighted, appear, comparatively

speaking, involved in darkness.

The same principle is carried out in the

laboratory or in private houses, but to a

much greater extent, by applying oxygen

to the burner of a liquid hydrocarbon. The
flame which can thus be produced, is equal

nearly to that of magnesium ; but it has a

decided advantage over that of magnesium
in the absence of all smoke or oxide. I be-

lieve this flame has been patented in this

country; it deserves to be better known.
It is produced in the following manner.

The liquid which forms the flame, or the

combustible, is common kerosene saturated

with naphthaline; it is, when so saturated,

of a deep tea or coffee color. This is made
to burn at the extremity of a tube sur-

mounted by a burner containing a number
of small apertures or pinholes, through

these holes the liquid passes and burns, pro-

ducing a dense smoky flame; but the mo-
ment oxygen gas is allowed to enter the

flame, a star of the most brilliant, clear, and

dazzling light is produced ; the change is

magical, from dense snioke to brilliancy.

This will eventually become the light for

magic lantern and dissolving views.

I saw, too, at my friend Delteure's, a

new machine for making those beautiful

oval elevations of the portrait or card pic-

tures ; it had just been sent for exhibition

and trial. It produces excellent results ; it

is solid and practical, but perhaps too slow

for large American operators—this certainly

is its only fault, and the expense, I have no

doubt, will be moderate.

As I told j'ou in my last communication,

I ordered a quantity of dry plates of Lieu-

tenant-Colonel Stuart Wortley whilst in

London at the beginning of August in order

to try them. I exposed a few at the begin-

ning of September, and purposely postponed

the development a month to see how they

kept. I am about testing this fact, and

have developed one plate which was ex-

posed forty-five seconds ; for a wet plate

fifteen seconds would have been sufiicient.

I find I have given too long an exposure;

thirty seconds would have been sufiicient.

I am delighted with the keeping properties

of these plates, but I shall have more to say

about them and their development here-

after, that is, after I have developed the

remaining plates, and modified the mode of

development in some measure.

Truly yours, J. Towlek.
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PHOTOGRAPHY AS AN ART.

BY WILLIAM HEIGHWAY.

Much has been said and written against

the claims of photography to be recognized

as an art ; and it is wonderful when we
come to consider seriously the objections

raised, how very little there is in any of

them. ISTo doubt the artistic individual who
said that photography was the " naked

truth" uttered a very "smart" and, ac-

cording to his light, a very truthful epigram,

but in view of the hundreds of beautiful

pictures made daily, he would have to ad-

mit that it is now beautifully clothed.

It is hardly to be wondered at that

" rivals," in the shape of fourth-rate paint-

ers and the itinerant profile cutters, finding

their occupation gone, by the introduction

of the cheaper photograph, and themselves

compelled to seek some other business,

should, in the consciousness of their own

genius and the depth of the bitter wrong

done them, seek to decry the destroyer of

their art! ~Hor on the other hand is it sur-

prising that artists from their lofty pedestal

look down on the aspiring and youthful art

of photography ; their contemptuous "pooh !

pooh!" of course being echoed by their indi-

vidual Boswells, and the loungers and hang-

ers-on at the galleries.

Perhaps photographers are themselves to

blame for this, in that art is of very late

introduction as an ally to photography, and

also because there are so many workers in

its ranks who seem exceedingly jealous of

its assuming a proper position as a branch

^of art. There is, I suppose, no doubt in the

mind of any of us that photography is sus-

ceptible in the highest degree of artistic

treatment, and that without it little or no

progress can possibly be made.

Photography, it is said, is the pictorial

reproduction of natural objects and works

of art and design, by chemical processes

with the aid of light : and though it is con-

ceded that to make these reproductions of

any real merit, or in reality artistic, there

must be a certain amount of real or acquired

skill, yet it is objected that natural genius

is not necessary, and I take it to infer, not

desirable ; and I venture to think that this

objection, however plausible it may appear

at first sight, is silly and damaging to the

profession. Just as much as there are paint-

ers and painters, so are there photographers

and photographic artists.

To say because there are acres of canvas

spoiled by men who should have turned

their talents to better account in smothering

a fence with paint, or writing mural le-

gends calling attention to some of the hun-

dreds of patent medicines, that painting is

any less a fine art ; or because there are

hundreds of Italian sculptors engaged in

the production of those images of beauty, col-

ored with brick-red, indigo, emerald green,

and other gaudily nasty colors, that the

genius-directed hand which gives life to

clay and marble is other than that of an

artist, is preposterous ; and in the same

measure is it as difficult of rational dispute

to deny the claims of photography.

Application to and love of art is often-

times mistaken for genius, and of my own
personal acquaintance with many artists,

some of them recognized in the artistic

world, very few of them gave evidence of

"genius," that is, they had to bestow as

much labor on the different branches of

drawing as ordinary students; their "free-

hand " exercises were every whit as trouble-

some as it was to the many who never got

beyond that interesting and incipient stage
;

in the study from the cast they, only ac-

quired excellence by casting their whole

energy into their work; nor did they, as far

as I could discover, find any royal road to

perfection in the study from the life ; but if

genius means persevering, hard study, and

an application much the same as may be

seen in a vulgar and aspiring mechanic,

then is the successful artist a genius (but

then so is any other successful worker), and

photography demands the same whole-souled

application.

It is said because you cannot produce a

picture photographically without the direct

assistance of nature, it is therefore not an art.

Now this is a species of logic I really cannot

understand, for it is never hinted that the

work of the brush of the painter and the chisel

of the sculptor is mechanical, but they are

merely erring instruments for the repro-

duction of the beauties of nature, and that

the same skill in the pose and lighting of
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the model is as necessary in photography, a

truer copyist yet.

I think the sooner the aspirations of the

photographic operator are fixed on a higher

artistic point of excellence, the sooner we
shall see the art take a position unassailable

by the world of art, and until that time, its

progress will be slow and uncertain ; and as

I know that I speak to many who have

every desire to excel, let me say, fix your

thoughts on the very highest, and work

hard to attain artistic excellence in addition

to perfect chemical manipulation.

Method of Finding the Equivalent Fo-

cus of Photographic Combinations.

BY JOHN M. BLAKE.

It is not claimed that this method gives

very exact results ; but it is recommended

on account of its simplicity, and the results

obtained by it will answer in practice where

we require to know approximately the

eqvTivalent focal length. The focus of a lens

used for surveying purposes would require

to be measured by a more exact method.

Likewise more accurate measurement, and

also other data would be required in order

to determine anything more than an ap-

proximate adjustment for purposes of en-

largement or reduction to an exaot scale.

By reference to the diagram, the opera-

tion will be understood. A meniscus lens

is there represented. We first measure the

distance of the focus, F, from any definite

I ^

r
point on the mounting of the lens ; for in-

stance, the collar, C. Then we reverse the

lens and measure the distance of the focus

/, from the point C, also, and add the two

results and take the mean ; or in other words

have the sum of the two. The result is the

equivalent focus.

If we chose now to lay off^ this distance

from the point F, we can find the optical

centre of the lens which is represented in the

diagram at 0.

We must obtain the image of a distant

object in focussing. If the sun is used the

focus may be obtained on a black surface of

metal, or on colored glass used in exactly

the same way that we would use the metal.

If we use any white substance, the dazzling

light will make it difiicult to obtain exact

adjustment. A good plan is to focus on

distant objects through an open window,

standing at the back of the room with side-

light cut off as much as possible. It is a

matter of no consequence what point on the

mounting we measure from, so long as the

same point is used when the lens is reversed.

I give below a comparison of the results

obtained by this and two of the other me-

thods. The principles involved in obtain-

ing the results given in the first column

cannot be open to objection. The angle

subtended by two distant objects was

plotted, and a number of parallel lines drawn

across, perpendicular to the direction given

the axis of the lens when photographing

the view including the objects. The axis

of the lens was directed to a point about

midway between the two objects mentioned.

The distance of the same was measured with

the dividers upon the photographed plate,

and the dividers moved along the diverging

lines, including the angle, until one of the

parallel lines was found of the same length.

The focus was then measured from this line,

along a perpendicular, to the apex of the

plotted angle. The focal lengths given in

the first column are to be taken as the

true ones, excepting small errors made in

focussing and in plotting. The second

column contains the results obtained by a

method often ]mblished, which is, to adjust

the object and ground-glass so that the

image produced by the lens in question will

be of the same size as the object, and then

take one-fourth of the' distance between the

object and ground-glass. In the last column

will be found the results obtained by the

method to which attention is called in this

article.

jrtrait

enlFcu

It will be noticed that the true focus is

longer than that given by the new method,

Correct
Method.

Copyboard
Method.

New
Method.

Portrait lens, 13..34 13.20 13.04
" 7.55 7.37 7.20

MeniFcus, 4.72 4.69
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and also than that obtained by the use of a

copying apparatus.

We cannot, of course, expect to get con-

stant results with lenses that are imperfectly

corrected, or with those that distort and

give curved lines.

A TOUCHING SUBJECT,
BY H. H. SNELLING.

In touching upon the subject of touching

up, or "retouching" (?) negatives, I have,

it appears, touched " a sore spot in the pho-

tographic body politic." A.nd the fact that

it is a sore spot, verified by the manner and

matter of the responses to my former articles

on the subject, is one of the best evidences

as to my being on the right side of the ques-

tion.

My whole aim in writing for photography

is to beneiit pJioiogra-pliy—to strive to raise

it above the secondary position wherein it

now stands—placed there too by those who
claim to be ardent '

' lovers '

' of photography,

and its bosom "friends." It can never

stand in any other position so long as it has

to depend upon " artistic " hands to improve

and beautify its work.

It may b^ remembered that I remarked,

in a former article, that I believed the

"retouching" of positive photographs by

the "artist" had been the means of retard-

ing the advancement oiphotogi^aphy to that

degree of excellence to which it must ulti-

mately arrive several years, and that it

would be still more retarded by the sj^stem

of retouching the negative at present in

vogue. I am not oblivious to the fact, that

the "judicious" retouching of negatives

improves the general effect of the photo-

graph, and produces, in the main, a more

pleasing picture in some points—in other

words, renders it more "artistic." There

can be no difference of opinion between my
opponents and myself on this point, but this

is not the point to discuss.

Now we all know, or should know, that

" short cuts to eminence " in the end prove

disastrous, and the rule is equally applicable

to every other vocation in life as well as to

the political. They have, been and will be

so to photography whenever indulged, and

for this reason I object to 7'elouching nega-

tives. It turns the inind of the photogra-

pher, whether he thinks so or not, away
from photography into the realms of "art,"

just where it ought not to be turned away,

and he seeks to accomplish by "artistic"

hands what ought to be effected by photog-

raphy alone; and just so long as he devotes

his mind to the improvement of his positive

by " artistically " doctoring his negative,

just so long will the improvement of pho-

tographic jnanipulation be retarded. No
improvement, worthy the name, will ever

emanate from the practical photographer.

Photography, as a principle, is just as

distinct in itself as railroad building, which

is an art, or astronomy, which is a science,

are distinct from shoemaking, or anatomy.

It is pre-eminently alone among all the

wonderful discoveries of man, and can take

its place only between science and art—the

learned disquisition in your last number to

the contrary notwithstanding; and to pre-

serve its individuality, photography must

be improved and advanced by photographic

appliances only.

What I wish to see is, every appliance

for the production of photographic pictures

so perfect that a perfectphotograph may be

produced as pleasing to the eye and taste

without "judicious" touching as with it.

I wish to see the photographer stand as high

as "master" of photography as Michael

Angelo now stands as a sculptor, or as any

of the "great master" painters. Can he

ever attain this distinction so long as he is

obliged to call in an " artistic hand," sec-

ondarily, to finish and improve his crude

photographic work? I trow not. With
the vast improvements in photography since

Daguerre first made known his discovery in

view, dare any of us say that these desires

cannot be fulfilled ? I trust some of the

younger photographers of the present day

will live to see the time when they will

" throw the retouching pencil to the dogs "

for a better method of producing perfect

" pictures."

It is not the first time, Mr. Editor, I have

been scolded for aiming higher for photog-

raphy than most " lovers of the art," but I

have lived to see these aims verified in its

history and practice. I may be an "igno-

ramus," and all tnat sort of thing, but I
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think I hfive, during the past twenty-three

years, proved myself a better friend to pho-

tographjr than the majority of those who
now practice it for a living. My pockets,

at least, tell me so. And yet, because I

speak in behalf of the higher interests of

photography, and against such " dodges "

as tend to belittle its position and retard

its progress to eminence irrespective of out-

side appliances, mellow-hearted disciples of

*'a7't" whine and fret like spoiled children.

But this does not affect my position or

argument, and I still stand, and shall con-

tinue to stand, the opponent of all side

issues that hinder and obscure the individu-

ality of photography, and curb its advance-

ment to the highest rack.

Friend Marshall, in his article on my
reply to " Little Photo," italicizes my ex-

pression " touched out," as if I were in error

in the use of the term. I think I am not.

"Whether you apply the pencil to the clear

(light) spot in the negative, or the scraper

to the dark (shadow) you touch it out. The
art obliterates the light or the shadow

wherever touched.

PICKING AT MY THUNDER.
My attention has been called to an article

in Anthony^ s Bulletin, page 600, saying that

I remarked at the Convention held at St.

Louis, that glycerine was the best detective

for bad silver. Well, that was precisely

my thunder, and if I said it I still adhere

to it. But Brother Smith takes a diiferent

view and says, " the converse of this is

strictly true, to wit, silver is one of the best

detectives of bad glycerine."

What is glycerine ? It is the sweet prin-

ciple of fats. The oxide of glycerine is a

yellowish sweet-tasting viscous liquid ex-

isting as the organic base of certain organic

acids (oleic, &c.), in the various fats and

fat oils, and as phosphoglyceric acid in the

yolk of eggs. Formula: CgH-Os, 3H0;
and this is as pure as is wanted for photo-

graphic purposes. If Price, the candle

manufacturer of London, makes any better,

I never saw it. Its action is precisely with

silver as the inodorous glycerine of this

country, which is not the best. But that

made by Bowers of this country is equal to

Price's of London,

All my experiments were with two samples

of glycerine, but with many diiferent makes
of nitrate of silver, and they all varied with

the use of the same sample of glycerine,

from a snuff-color to that as black as your
hat, if you have one. Now as to Price's or

Bowers 's, they have acted precisely the same
in my hands with silver salts, where quan-

tity was used ounce for ounce and grain for

grain. I was very precise in my experi-

ments, not leaving a stone unturned in my
researches. It would have been fallacious

in me to have attempted to stand before the

Convention, where the place was iSlled with

intelligence, with such assurance, and " toot

my horn, and not have a clam for sale."

There were a few individuals at the Con-

vention whose lives were very precious to

themselves. They were in constant fear of

being blown up, fearing that the use of

glycerine in the printing-bath would fornn

nitro-glycerine, as they said ! Well, I went

there to talk photography and not the for-

mation of nitro-glycerine, as it is wrongly

called. It should be called nitro-sulpho-

glycerine, as it cannot be formed without

sulphuric acid. Nitric acid in glycerine

forms oxalic acid with a trace of carbonate,

and in this form it is not explosive. But
to such as want to blow themselves up, if

they don't get enough from their customers,

I will give them the formula : CgH- (NO^)

30g. This is clear to some as looking for

roosters in eggs while incubation is proceed-

ing. Well, go on, I want to hear the whole

thing. Here it is : Take equal parts of nitric

and sulphuric acid, mix them, and when
cold, add glycerine to saturation (this must

be done by pouring a very small stream at

a time)
; when it becomes cold, then pour

it into cold water, which precipitates it;

decant off the water and wash the precipi-

tate in several waters. This precipitate is

nitro-sulpho-glycerine, and it will blow you

up better than I could do it.

Mr. G. H. Fennemore, at the Philadel-

phia Convention, said that " almost any

substance that caused a precipitate would

carry down impurities and silver to boot."

This was said in reference to my camphor

formula for clearing albumen from the
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printing-bath, and when I asked him if he

ever used camphor in Ms printing-bath, his

answer was no; camphor causes no precip-

itate, but grasps the albumen and is held by

it, which filters out. But it is generally the

case when anything new and useful is given

to the photographic world, that there are

many to say, " I have often done the same

before." 1 am reminded of this on account

of a late discussion with reference as to who
was the first to albumenize glass for nega-

tives. I will here give my record. In

August, 1863, I commenced to use it, and

some short time after it was published in

the British Journal of Photography, by Mr.

Coleman Sellers, of this city (Philadelphia),

who was the American correspondent of

that journal at that time. Will the editor

please give the date, as I havenot the journal

now ? Then if any one can show an earlier

publication of it, let him do so.

J. K. Clemons,

Manufacturer of Albumen and Arrowroot

Salted Papers, 915 Sansom Street,

Philadelphia.

OLD "STANDBY" COLLODION.

Union Springs, Ala., Oct. 9th, 1872.

Messrs. Benerman & Wilson,
Philadelphia.

Dear Sirs : The October number of the

Philadelphia Photographer came to hand

last night, at half-past nine o'clock, for

our mail comes in at that late hour. I,

however, sat up until half-past eleven to see

what was new, so you must think that I had

been anxiously awaiting its arrival.

I had been making a little collection of

pictures to send to you, but this number of

the journal with its beautiful picture has

made me somewhat timid about sending my
lot, and so I guess I will try over again and

do better.

I have never given anything in the re-

ceipt or formula line for the journal, but

that of Mr. Washburn comes so near to that

of an old standby given me by one who
would be a veteran 2jhotographer , if he is

still among the living, that I will give it to

you, and if you ever have an empty corner

to fill up it may come in handy.

I make Nos. 1, 2, and 3 of ammonium,
cadmium, and potassium ; iodides five grains

to the ounce ; and bromides of same salts,

three grains to the ounce; let stand a few

days, and then mix equal parts of each. I

have known this formula since 1858, and I

have tried many a different receipt since,

but always go back to the " old standby."

Mr. Washburn's is a little more mixed
up, but I shall try it, and then make you a

picture like his (if I can) ; and as I am rig-

ging me a much better and finer skylight

and rooms, I hope to beat my collection

already made, and send them on.

Yours truly and' respectfully,

Joseph W. King.

MR. RHOADS'S DISCOVERY.

In reading the minutes of the Pennsyl-

vania Photographic Society (October num-
ber of Photographer), I was surprised to find

in Mr. Khoads's discovery an old friend of

mine. In 1860 I was running a gallery in

Marlborough, Mass., and in the course of

some experiments with my half-plate lens,

I placed a circular opaque spot on the front

lens in the centre, about the size of a two

and a half dollar gold piece, and found that

it gave me a much more brilliant image,

and greater depth of focus, but I did not

notice any difference in time. (I was then

making gems mostly.) I used it constantly

until I sold out and went to the war in 1861,

and strange to say I had never thought of

the dodge again until I saw the discovery

of Mr. Khoads, though I have been in the

business constantly since the war, and a part

of the time during the war. I have now
spotted my lenses again, and find great ad-

vantage in the dodge. Mr. Rhoads is just

as much entitled to the honor of the discov-

ery as was Columbus to the discovery of

America. The savages had discovered it

hundreds of years before he was born, but

they had forgotten all about it.

Fraternally yours,

George L. Crosby.

Hannibal, Mo., Oct. 10th, 1872.
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THE PREPARATION OF NITRATE
OF SILVER.

BY JOSEPH VOYLB.

There seems to be always a number of

rivals to any one who sets up a claim of

originality for what to him is really a new

discovery, but may have been long known
and in use by others ; suppose we decide

that the honor be given to him who first

publishes his discovery, and to him only.

I have repeatedly seen things published as

new which I have known for years
;
as a

late instance, the precipitation of nitrate of

silver from a saturated solution of silver

and copper by nitric acid. I precipitated

silver in that way five or six years ago, and

from my experience can say that the formula

published will not give a very satisfactory

result for photographic purposes.

Nitrate of silver is soluble in strong nitric

acid, and the repeated washings remove not

only the copper, but a large percentage of

silver also ; and further, the product will

only be suitable, when made into a bath, for

ambrotypes, the picture being very thin, and

almost impossible to intensify into a respec-

table negative, but the ambrotypes are very

bright and delicate.

A simple process of preparing a good re-

liable article of nitrate of silver in a very

short time, which I can recommend from

actual use, is as follows :

Put the silver to be dissolved in an evap-

orating dish, and add less nitric acid than

will be required for its solution ; add only

water enough to bring on a brisk action,

none if it does well without ; when the ac-

tion becomes slow pour the solution olf and

add more acid, not enough to entirely dis-

solve the remaining silver ; when this also

slackens its action pour off" with the other,

filter, place in a clean dish, and let strong

nitric acid slowly run down the side of the

dish into the solution. As soon as the crys-

tals begin to appear stir with a glass rod,

then add more acid, and stir again until the

crystals fill all the space occupied by the so-

lution ; stop the acid, stir for a few minutes,

then let it stand two or three minutes ; then

drain off' the acid as dry as possible ; a large

quantity of copper will go oflf with the acid.

Now put the crystals over a fire and fuse

;

keep it fused until all the green color is gone

(bits of filtering-paper tossed into the fused

mass will hasten this) ; take it from the fire

and stir as it cools, dissolve in water and

filter. The nitrate thus obtained is superior

to any I have obtained in any other way.

If it is wanted in crystals, use as little

water as possible, and to the concentrated

solution add strong alcohol just as the acid

was added, and the crystals will be precipi-

tated
;
pour oft" the fluid portion and drain.

Nitrate of silver thus obtained is as white as

snow. This is my discovery. "Who else

claims it show your hands.

Tuscaloosa, Ala., Oct. 10th, 1872.

PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY OF
PHILADELPHIA.

Stated meeting held Wednesday, Oc-

tober 2d, the President in the chair.

On motion, the reading of the minutes

was dispensed with.

The President stated that at the June

meeting of the Society, he had reported a

number of experiments in relation to a

doubly-exposed plate, based upon a conver-

sation held with Mr. Edward Tilghman a

short time before the meeting. It appears

that Mr. Tilghman desired the experiments

to be made for the purpose of corroborating

his results, and if successful, that mention

should be made of the dodge before the

Society, but not otherwise. Since that time,

Mr. Tilghman had tried the experiment

again, and found that he was not able to

produce the same results as reported at the

Juae meeting. The President regretted

that he h<id misunderstood Mr. Tilghman,

thereby placing him in a false position, and

made this statement for the purpose of ex-

planation.

The Secretary exhibited a camera-box for

plates 8J X 6^ with wet holder, and three

double backs for dry plates, made by Kouch,

of London, and called the "New Folding

Studio and Field Camera." The box was

well made and finished, free from loose

pieces, able to be set up in a very short

space of time for work, and had a rack and

pinion movement for focussing. Some of
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the members having objected that the box

was too light to stand anj'thing like hard

usage, the Secr.etary said that he had re-

marked upon the lightness, almost amount-

ing to weakness, of the English apparatus

in general, to Mr. Kouch, who replied that

the complaint in England was, that appar-

atus was made too heavy instead of too light.

This may be caused by the fact that there

are more amateurs in England than in

America, especially those who work dry

plates, they preferring their apparatus to

be made as light as possible.

The President also exhibited a box made
on the Kin near principle by Dallmeyer, of

London, for plates 8 x 10. It was more

strongly made than the Rouch box, and

was thought by some of the members to be

preferable on that account. This box being

specially made with regard to portability,

occupies a longer time in unfolding and

setting up than the Rouch box. Both

boxes were admired by the members for

their beautiful workmanship.

Comment was made on the difference

between the English dark slides and the

American. Instead of the plan adopted in

this country of having a spring to close the

slit through which the sliding door passes

when withdrawn, the English plan, both in

wet and dry holders, is to have the sliding

door made of an extra length, and to have

a piece about an inch long cut off from the

inner end of the latter and hinged light-

tight to it. When the door is drawn out,

the hinge permits it to fold up against the

side of the camera, and the short piece re-

maining in the slit prevents light from

passing. Our own plan was pronounced

decidedly superior. .

After adjournment, some line Woodbury
transparencies, made by the American Pho-

to-Relief Printing Company, were shown

in the lantern.

Ellerslie Wallace, Jr.,

Recording Secretary.

BiGELOw's Album of Lighting and
Posing is valued by every one who pos-

sesses it. It is like having a lantern on a

dark night. It gives proper light, and en-

ables you to get good position.

BOSTON CORRESPONDENCE.
The regular monthly meeting of the Bos-

ton Photographic Society opened last even-

ing at the studio of J. W. Black, Esq., and

as the fact of Mr. A. Marshall's return from

Europe was very generally known, a large

number of members and visitors were pres-

ent, all very anxious to hear from our co-

laborers from over the water. Mr. Mar-

shall stated what he knew about the art as

he had seen it in the studios of several of

the leading European photographers. He
thought the large photographs (such as

10x12 and 11x14) he had seen in Europe

were superior to any he had noticed in this

country ; but the cartes de visite and cab-

inets produced in this country were a little

ahead of anything he had seen. One reason

given for the superiority of the foreign large

photographs was, in this country we aim

for sharpness, whereas in Europe the focus

is more diffused, and consequently the effect

is more pleasing, and greater softness is ob-

tained, and in fact the production is much
more artistic ; at least that is the opinion of

a large number who are known to be good

judges of pictures. Messrs. Blanchard and

many of the prominent artists gave long

sittings (something after Landy and Yan Loo

of Cincinnati), and used long-focus lenses.

Very few accessories are employed, and but

few sittings are made each day. Large

prices are asked and obtained, and pay in

advance is the rule. Mr. Marshall expressed

his gratification for the many favors shown

him by Messrs. Blanchard, Salomon, and

others, and hoped to have the pleasure of

returning the same at some future time.

The members of the Boston Photographic

Association have agreed to make from the

same subject negatives and prints for the

purpose of comparing altogether, and by so

doing gain more information in the effect

produced by the different artists as affecting

light and shade, position, &c., &c. Last

evening Messrs. Black and Poss exhibited

their productions, both gentlemen having

made splendid cabinet negatives. You will

ask which was best ; I can only reply by re-

ferring you to the following :

AppoUodorus, one of the earliest of Athe-

nian i^ainters, said of Zeuxis that he hud
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stolen the cunning from all the rest, and

Parrhasius, of Ephesus, challenged Zeuxis

to a trial of skill. Zeuxis brought forth a

tablet on which clusters of grapes were rep-

resented in so lively a manner that the

birds of the air came flocking to partake of

them. Parrhasius, on his part, brought a

tablet on which he had painted nothing but

a curtain, but so like reality that Zeuxis, in

exultatiosi that the birds had given such

proof of the power of his pencil, exclaimed :

^' Come, sir, av/ay with your curtain, that we

may see what goodly afi'air you have got

beneath it." On being shown his error he,

yielding the victory, said :
" Zeuxis beguiled

poor birds, but Parrhasius has deceived

Zeuxis 5" and, Mr. Editor, in just such

friendly tests of skill the Boston photogra-

phers intend to benefit themselves and ele-

vate our beautiful art, and cultivate that

friendly feeling which is so essential, and

which should be imitated in all sections of

the countrj'-.

Mr. J. W. Black called attention to the

Wilson Fund, of which Mr. Benjamin

French, of Boston, is the treasurer.

Mr. Foss stated that Mr. Wilson had

always brought his power to bear against

all unjust photographic patents, and he

thought he would contribute.

Mr. Marshall and many others who have

but just returned from their summer vaca-

tion also stated they would help make up the

amount required.

Messrs. Black and Hallenbeck stated

some of the many benefits the photographers

of the United States had derived from the

labors of Mr. E. L. Wilson and his journals.

Mr. Wing thought Mr. Wilson intended

to do justice io all, but he was not always as

careful as he should be, and hoped he would

hereafter not trust too much to correspon-

dents who might cause trouble. Mr. Wing
would help him through this little difficulty

;

and in fact all seemed to want the matter

settled so the editor could give his whole

attention to the journals, and the next pho-

tographic convocation.

The presiding officer stated that at the

next meeting he would have some of the

wonderful torpedo negatives, made by Mr.

J. A. Williams, to exhibit.

Mr. Johnson stated very earnestly that

he had discovered one of the lost arts, but

he did not intend to tell how he did it,

and wanted no patent. Of course no one

knew whether the art had ever been lost or

not; and as it would benefit only one person

in the world, I drop the lost art here.

I am truly yours,

J. H. Hallenbeck.

PENNSYLVANIA PHOTOGRAPHIC
ASSOCIATION.

The stated monthly meeting of the Asso-

ciation was held at the hall Tenth and Wal-
nut Sts., on Monday evening, October 21st,

1872. Vice-President A. K. P. Trask in

the Chair.

The committees on the propositions of

Thomas B. Parker and William N'au for

membership reported favorably, and those

gentlemen were duly elected members of

the Association.

Mr. Marston exhibited some negatives

and prints, from Mr. Ehoads, made with

short exposure. Two prints of children,

4-4 size, were made, one in five seconds, the

other in ten. They were very fine, beauti-

ful in light and shade, and full of the most

exquisite detail. In explanation, Mr. Mars-

ton said the exposure was accelerated by

holding the head-cloth in front of the lens

a few seconds after the exposure. The head-

cloth was of the ordinary black waterproof

material, and was held within three or four

inches of the lens.

The following communication from Mr.

Wilson was read

:

Philadelphia, Oct. 21st, 1872.

President and Members Penna. Photo. Asso.

Dear Sirs : I am sorry that I am prevented,

by an overpress of work, from meeting with you

this evening as I had expected to do.

I send you herewith some very beautiful hurnt-

in enaTTiel photographs, made by Messrs Robin-

son & Cherrill, England ; the best, I think, that

were ever made. Please examine them carefully.

I also send a paper by H. J. Newton, Esq.,

written for Mosaics, on " How to Shorten the Ex-

posure,'''' which I think will be worth reading.

Accompanying it are two pictures from one nega-

tive, made by Mr. Newton's method, the one in

seven, and the other in seventeen seconds. I

think you can scarcely tell them apart.

25
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A few days ago Prof. John F. Frazer, of this

city, fell dead at the door of his laboratory.

Yesterday Constant Guillou, Esq., died.

Thus two of the oldest and earliest amateur

photographers of the country are gone from our

midst. It seems to me some resolutions ought to

be passed by you, and I inclose a series for that

purpose.

Truly yours,

Edward L. Wilson.

The beautiful enamels were examined,

and much admired by the members. Mr.

Newton's paper was read, and claimed the

closest attention of the members.

Mr. Moore spoke feelingly of the decease

of Prof. Frazer and Mr. Guillou, and on his

motion, it was voted that the following reso-

lutions, sent by Mr. Wilson, be adopted,

viz.

:

Whereas, He who "doeth all things well"

has, in his inscrutable wisdom, seen best to cause

the demise of Prof. John F. Frazer and Constant

Guillou, Esq., of this city; therefore be it

Resolved, That in the death of John F.

Frazer and Constant Guillou, the art of pho-

tography has lost two of its earliest and warm-

est devotees, two of the fathers of Ameri-

can photography, whose industrious experiments,

ardent devotion, and generous encouragement

have done much to place our art and ourselves

where we are.

Resolved, That while we bow submissively

and without murmuring to His will, yet we

heartily regret the loss of those whom we re-

spected, and to whom we were in the habit of

looking for counsel and advice.

Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions be

sent to the families of the deceased.

Mr. Saylor paid a warm tribute to the

goodness of heart of Mr. Guillou, by relating

a circumstance wherein he was befriended

by him when he was first in the business in

this city.

On motion a vote of thanks was tendered

Mr. "Wilson for sending Mr. Newton's

paper and the beautiful enamels from Kob-

inson & Cherrill.

The question for the evening being in

order, "Printing, Toning and Finishing

the Picture," Mr. Marston, printer for Mr.

Ehoads, exhibited a number of prints beau-

tifully printed and toned, and gave the fol-

lowing as his formula

:

Silver Bath about 20 grains strong
; J gallon

water to 4 ounces silver, 437 grains to the ounce
;

add about 10 or ] 2 drops of Aqua Ammonia and

i ounce of Alcohol ; float from one to five min-

utes, which depends entirely on the temperature

or quality of the paper you are using.

Water, . . . . 12 ounces.

Bicarbonate of Soda, . . 40 grains.

Citric Acid, . . .10 "

Add gold sufiieient to tone well ; this will keep

any length of time.

Soda hypo, 1 pound, 2 gallons of water ; fix in

warm water fifteen minutes ; cold, twenty to

twenty-five minutes.

Use Trapp k Miinch's German paper.

SILVER SOLTJTION (makston).

Nit. Silver, . 480 grains.

Water, . 14 ounces.

Nit. Acid, . 5 drops.

Liq. Ammonia . 8 "

Saturated Sol. of Alum 2 drachms

Alcohol, ^ ounce.

Float forty-five seconds ; fume ten minutes.

TONING SOLUTION.

Water, 1 quart.

Acetate of Soda, . . 60 grains.

Salt, . . . . . 60 "

Gold, . . . . . 3 "

Neutralize the gold solution with bicarbonate

of soda.

Mr. B Frank Saylor, of Lancaster, also

presented quite a collection of prints of card,

cabinet, and whole sizes, with which he

gave the following details of his process.

Mr. Saylor said

:

" Our mode of working is as follows : We
first clean all glass by putting it into nitric

acid, and after washing well under the tap

hang up to dry. If a negative is to be made

on this glass, we lay it on the vice, and with

a clean piece of Canton flannel, dampened

with alcohol two parts, and water one part,

we rub the plate always crosswise the per-

son, or object, or negative, &c. Our collo-

dion is made equal parts ether and alcohol,

but in making our exciting we dissolve all

iodides and bromides only in the alcohol,

after that we add the ether. We use dis-

solved iodide of ammonium, 3 grains; iodide

of sodium, 1 grain to the ounce ; and also add

50 grains of iodide of potassium to every 64
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ounces. Exciting of bromides we add bro-

mide of potassium, 90 grains; bromide of

cadmium, 60 grains ; this quantity is, of

course, per ounce of exciting. Our bath

is about 40 grains strong, never stronger,

and has been as low as 20 grains. As for

developer, we use protosulphate of iron,

starting with 6 ounces to 64 of water, but

this is again diluted to suit the kind of

negative and picture we wish to make,

and after exposing and developing the neg-

ative, we fix in hypo the ordinary way,

and if the negative is a shade too weak, we
proceed thus : In a bottle of eight ounces of

water we put a piece of iodide of potassium

the size of a pea, and after the negative is

washed sufficiently we flow this solution

over the plate and pour back again into the

bottle, and then flow the plate with a very

weak solution of bichloride of mercury, and

watch the back of the negative as to color,

and when the color is of that peculiar yel-

low color, we put it under the tap again and

wash, and then flow a solution of gum arable

over it, and, when dry, varnish and retouch

to improve, whenever we think we can do so.

Our solution for paper prints on albumen

paper is as follows: To every 16 ounces of

pure water we add silver to indicate 30

grains, by the hydrometer ; next we add 1^

ounces of glycerine, which will raise the

strength apparently 14 grains stronger (I

mention this to note the eff'ect on the hy-

drometer before and after adding glycerine),

and add 2 drachms of a saturated solution of

alum, and this constitutes our printing bath,

which never discolors. We tone with equal

parts of acetate of soda and chloride of so-

dium and gold, and fix in hypo about 14

ounces to the gallon of water ; float two min-
utes and fume ten."

Mr. Taylor, printer for Mr. Gutekunst,

gave his formula as follows:

" I make my silver bath fifty grains

strong. To about eighty ounces of this so-

lution I add two or three ounces of a satu-

rated solution of alum, with a few drops of

nitric acid. I use an acid bath. I float the

paper one minute and a half, then draw it

over a glass rod and dry it ; then fume it

fifteen minutes. Print and tone as follows:

Acetate of soda, one-quarter ounce ; water,

about one-half gallon, add a little salt;

neutralize the gold with bicarbonate of soda,

soak the print before toning in water acidi-

fied with acetic acid, and wash well ; fix about

fifteen minutes in hypo, with two drops of

ammonia to the quart, then remove them to

a solution of salt and water, then wash as

usual."

Mr. Schreiber said : Where one used a

30-grain bath and another 50, he used 20.

He floated from one to five minutes, and

fumed from two to three minutes.

Mr. Clemons explained in detail the action

of light on the silvered paper, and claimed

that a weak solution of silver would produce

the best results. He gave his formula with

glj'cerine and alum, as given in the journals,

and to be published in Mosaics. He said

there had been complaint made that there

was danger of an explosion in boiling a

glycerine bath. He said where ammonia

was used in connection with it, it might cause

it to ignite and flame up, but there would

be no explosion. He used no ammonia, and

said the best method of cleaning the bath

was to use camphor. He explained the

preparation of nitro-glycerine with equal

parts of nitric and sulphuric acids ; but there

was nothing of the nature of that compound

formed by the use of glycerine in the print-

ing bath.

Mr. Moore and others cited cases where

boiling baths had emitted a rolling flame

and disagreeable fumes, in some cases en-

dangering the premises. In this connec-

tion the Secretary spoke of a visit he had

made to the new galler}- of F. A. Wen-
deroth & Co., on Chestnut Street, which

was most elegantly fitted up, and everything

on the most approved and convenient plan.

Among others was a safety arrangement for

boiling baths. It consisted of a sheet-iron

box, about two or two and a half feet in

height and breadth, and one and a half in

depth, from front to rear, inclosed on all

sides except the front, and connected at the

top with a funnel leading into a chimney

fiue. This carries off" all fumes, and obviates

all danger from a bath bubbling or blazing

up, as it is all carried off" through the funnel.

A simple funnel shape made large enough

to cover the dish, and placed just above it

in an inverted position, attached to a flue,

answers the same purpose.
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Messrs. Harper, Hagaman, Kau, and JSTau

gave their processes for printing and toning,

which were similar to those already given.

Mr. Hagaman preferred borax for neutral-

izing the gold solution.

The meeting closed with a lantern exhibi-

tion by Mr. Moore. The meeting was of the

most practical and interesting character. It

was well attended, and the members entered

into a full and free discussion of the sub-

ject before them as thej- have hardly ever

done before. It must have been productive

of good to all who were present.

K. J. Chute,

Secretary.

GERMAN CORRESPONDENCE.
A Simple Curtain Construction—Kranz^s Re-

touching Co7nposition—England's Land-

scapes.

I HAVE repeatedly referred to curtain

construction. The generality of those in use

here, although very practical, are rather

expensive. I saw recently a construction

which can be made with trifling expense,

and which has been used for months suc-

cessfully in the atelier of my scholar, Mr.

Schaarwachter.

The annexed figure shows the construc-

tion. S S are the side walls of the atelier
;W is the glass side; D, the glass roof; the

curtains on the glazed side, W, consist of

several suspended pieces of stuff, ?•, s, t,

which can be moved by sliding them over

the supporting wire, d, d; in this, one or

two openings may be made to admit the full

light, and this is sufficient.

Along the longest direction of the sky-

light wires are stretched in such a manner
that three sets of curtains are placed side

by side, A A, B B, CO; each set consists

again of three pieces, o, p, q, which can be

moved along the wires at the pleasure of the

operator; by extending the curtains, the

skylight may be covered altogether, or by
drawing them together, the skylight may
be made to admit all the light without ob-

struction, or openings of any desired size

may be made.

Let us suppose that a person stands at P;

we can easily obtain, by the above-described

arrangement, an illumination like Loescher

& Petsch's, by covering the portion 4 of the

glass side and the skylight, and by opening

the portions 2 of the glass side, and 2 B B
and 2 C C of the skylight ; when more front

light is required, the part 1 A, B, C of the

skylight is opened also. When we desire

to keep the light from the feet of the sitter,

we take the lower corner of the side cur-

tains (as &is t, s t) and fold them together,

keeping them in that position by means of

a clamp. Kembrandt eflTects are produced

by placing the camera at V or W. An im-

portant point in this construction is that

neither strings nor rollers are employed,

which, by breaking or getting loose, cause

the photographer frequently a great deal of

trouble.

The curtains are moved by pushing them

with a long stick, and the whole arrange-

ment for an atelier, having a glass side of

twenty-five feet in length and a skylight of

fourteen feet, would cost about thirty

dollars.

Some time ago I received from Mr.

Kranz, retoucher in a gallery in Philadel-

phia, a retouching composition which has

pleased me very much. The composition is

rubbed on the negative, and the surface is

afterwards easily worked with a Siberian

lead-pencil ; another advantage is this, that

spoiled parts may be easily removed with

turpentine ; this will recommend itself par-

ticularly to those who are not very skilful

in retouching.

In this country retouching on gum has
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recently been again very highly recom-

mended; the gum is placed on the negative

previous to the varnishing and left to dry;

it has the advantage of admitting of very

fine work, and besides it has certainly the

other advantage, that the retouch is pro-

tected by the subsequent coating with var-

nish, but it requires an experienced liand,

as a line once made cannot be removed

again, and besides, the retouch itself, until

coated with varnish, is very easily injured.

I received recently from Mr. England,

the well-known London landscape photog-

rapher, a number of cabinet-sized pictures,

representing views in the Mont Cenis pass,

in the Savoy Alps. I must confess that they

are. amongst the best landscapes which I

have ever seen. The aerial perspective is ad-

mirable, the plastic eifect of the picture, the

richness in tone, the transition from the

most delicate haze of the distant and scarcely

visible mountain to the deep black of the

foreground, added to this the unsurpassed

clearness of details in the high-lights as

well as in the deepest shadow, give to these

pictures an excellence which is unsurpassed.

I would particularly call attention to Nos.

93, 94, 97, 99, and 104 of the collection, which

has been published with the title " Album of

Switzerland, Savoy, and Italy," and recom-

mend them to the study of every landscape

photographer. The beauty of these pictures

is certainly not due to retouching, as with so

small a size it would not pay, and the

minuteness of the objects would almost pre-

clude the possibility. Many of the plates

show even faults of the negative process,

such as streaks, &c. If, after all this, the

general result is such a splendid one, it

must partly be due to the splendid light of

Italy, but principally it is owing to the

proper exposure and a careful handling of

the intensifying process.

It is the latter in which the inexperienced

landscape photographer generally fails, and

the reasons are very near at hand. The

brightness of the tent, which is illuminated

by daylight entering through the yellow

window, is very variable according to the

state of the weather, and we are generally

inclined to underestimate the intensity of a

negative in bright light, and to overestimate

it in feeble light ; the consequence is that,

according to the weather, negatives are too

much or too little strengthened ; the latter

is most frequently the case, as landscape

photographers are generally pressed for

time, and do not notice it until they com-

pare the negative with others at home.

Yours truly. Dr. Vogel.

NOTES IN AND OUT OF THE
STUDIO.

BY G. WHARTON SIMPSON, M.A., F.S.A.

A Hint on Enla7'ging—Bigelow's Album.

A Hint 071 Enlarging —In a country like

America, where many months of uninter-

rupted sunshine may be relied upon, the

solar camera may possibly present the best

possible appliances for enlargement. In

England, where the climate is more fickle,

other methods demand careful considera-

tion, and the chief favorite is, I think, the

plan of making a transparency, and from

that an enlarged negative ; a plan which

possesses many advantages, and one which

has been, if I am rightly informed, recently

adopted by some of the first portraitists in

the States in preference to producing large

negatives direct. The reason for this

adoption is, I believe, the recent acquisition

of a secret method of avoiding the prevalent

defects which have hitherto attended such

negatives. I think I am in a position to

throw some light on the question, and both

point out the weak place in the process and

the remedies which may be employed. It

may be stated at the outset that the chief

inevitable defects in the negative arise from .

certain inherent shortcomings in the trans-

parency usually employed. The most ob-

trusive defect generally present in enlarged

negatives is a certain coarseness of texture

and granulation, due to the magnification of

the physical structure of the collodion and

of the deposit of which the image is formed.

As a rule, collodion shows no structural

markings or texture of any kind in the

prints, nor does the deposit of reduced silver

forming the image show any granulation in

the priiits taken direct from it. But when
the collodion film is magnified eight or ten

diameters, structure Avhich before was in-

visible becomes coarsely apparent; and the
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reduced silver which had rendered with ac-

curacy the most subtle gradations and fine

lines with delicacy and crispness, when so

magnified, appears coarse, granular, and

rough. And to these defects the further

coarseness and spreading of the light caused

by the light reflected from the back of the

plate, known as "blurring," was added, and

it will be readily understood why an en-

larged negative possesses an exaggerated

coarseness, in which the skin is rugose as a

piece of saddle leather, and the beard and

flowing locks have rather the texture of

rough rope or Avorsted, than the soft, fine,

silky sheen of hair. The rough texture of

the skin, chiefly due to enlarged collodion

texture, can be to a considerable extent re-

moved by skilful retouching of the negative

;

but the coarseness of the hair and other

portions of the half-lights of the picture, due

to the magnification of the deposit in the

original negative, is much more difficult to

manage, and, when once present, can only

be modified in the final print.

The defects I have indicated are largely

due to the usual mode of working in pro-

ducing enlarged negatives, and may to a.

considerable extent be avoided by adopting

another method, which I am about to sug-

gest. The first step in the ordinary opera-

tions is to produce a transparency by camera

printing with the wet process, either of the

same size, or amplified to some extent—more

commonly, probably., the latter—and then

to produce a negative of the size required hj

a similar process. In this large negative,

whatever of texture was present in the origi-

nal negative, and whatever of texture was

present in the transparency, is found ampli-

fied in the same ratio which the image is

enlarged, with the additional spreading of

the lights caused by two camera operations

conducive in their nature to the production

of "blurring." I propose, then, to avoid

at least some of these causes of coarseness.

The first thing to be done is to secure in

the image to be magnified freedom from tex-

ture as far as this is possible. In the origi-

nal small negative it is impossible to avoid

this texture entirely. A fine collodion with

as little structure as possible should, of

course, be employed, and a full exposure

given, yielding a tolerably vigorous image

without piling up silver by intensification.

The negative may contain the minimum of

texture, but as an image formed by a de-

posit of silver reduced by a developer must

always be more or less granular when mag-
nified, I propose to avoid enlarging this

image, and to obtain the image to be mag-
nified by a process requiring no develop-

ment. The most important secret of pro-

ducing a good enlarged negative consists in

the use of a suitable transparency. Every

defect in the transparency is, of course, re-

produced in an amplified form in the large

negative. If the transparency be good in

gradation, free—or as nearly so as possible

—from structure in its film, and from gran-

ulation in the deposit, and from blurring or

spreading of the lights, then the resulting

negative may, providing the operator is

.'skilful, be as good, or very nearly, as a

direct negative of the same size.

Various methods might be employed to

produce the transparency better than the

ordinary wet process. A collodio-bromide

emulsion dry plate would answer better,

because the image produced on such a plate

by alkaline development is very much finer

and more free from granulation than one

produced by a bath process, and by the re-

duction of silver on the face of the image,

and being produced by contact printing, no

blurring could occur. An albumen dry

plate would yield a transparency more free

from texture than one produced by the ordi-

nary method. But the easiest and simplest

method of producing such a transparency is

by means of contact printing on collodio-

chloride of silver. If a fine short pyroxy-

line, yielding a film as textureless as pos-

sible, be employed, an image may be secured

which will bear a large amount of magni-

fying without showing any coarseness or

granulation. Contact printing secures, of

course, freedom from "blurring." En-
largement to the full extent required, atone

operation, using a small cliche, decreases

the optical difficulties. A deeply printed

collodio-chloride print on a piece of good

plate glass, simply fixed without any toning,

yields a transparency of singular delicacy

and perfection of gradation, whilst the non-

actinic color of the image fixed without

toning is admirably suited for the work.
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The cliief element in the secret process

used by one of the first New York por-

traitists, and some others, consists in the use

of an albumen plate for the transparency
;

but as the difficulties and inconveniences of

working an albumen process are very great,

and similar results may be obtained on

collodio-chloride plates, I think the latter

is in every way preferable.

The use of collodio-chloride for producing

the transparency is not strictly new, but the

special difficulty to be overcome, and its

special advantages, have not before been

pointed out ; hence it has not been generally

adopted. Some of the finest enlargements

ever shown in this country were those of

Dr. Von Monckhoven, the transparencies

for producing which were obtained by

means of the collodio-chloride process. As
it may interest many of your readers to

know precise details of their production, I

reproduce here an abstract of the instruc-

tions with which Dr. Von Monckhoven fa-

vored me.

Preparation of the CoUodio- Chloride.—
Make the following solutions :

A.—Pyroxyline, . . 10 grammes.

Ether, . . . 400 cents, cub.

Absolute Alcohol, . 400

The best pyroxyline is that which yields

a thin collodion. Allow the liquid to re-

pose for some time before employment, and

employ only the transparent portion.

B.—Crystallized Chloride of

Magnesium, . . 10 grammes.

Alcohol, at 38°, . . 100 cents, cub.

Filter as soon as the solution is complete.

C.—Powdered Nitrate of Sil-

ver, . . . .20 grammes.

Boiling distilled Water, . 30 cents, cub.

Alcohol at 38°, . . 70

T.he nitrate is first dissolved in the hot

water, then the alcohol added, and the so-

lution filtered.

D.—Powdered Citric Acid, . 18 grammes.

Boiling Water, . . 18 cents, cub.

Alcohol at 38°, . .162 "

The citric acid is firsjt dissolved in the

water, the alcohol added, and the solution

filtered.

The collodion should be stored in a non-

actinic glass vessel, a hock wine bottle.

capable of holding seven hundred cents.

cub., being suitable for the purpose.

To six hundred cub. cents, of normal col-

lodion (A) fifty cub. cents, of chloride of

magnesium (B) are added, and the bottle

closed and well shaken ; sixty cub. cents, of

the silver solution (C) are then added, and

the bottle again agitated ; and finally, forty

cub. cents, of the citric acid solution (D) are

put in, and the mixture well shaken.

The collodion thus prepared has an opa-

line tint, and gives no precipitate even after

several weeks. It should be kept eight or

ten days before use, and improves on keep-

ing ; I have employed some six months old.

The formulae given above should be strictly

followed, as the collodion is a very delicate

compound. If it contain too little silver,

the film will be totally inaccessible to light,

and another five cub. cents, of the solution

C should be added ; if too much silver is

present, it crystallizes out of the film, and

a little more of the chloride of magnesium

solution, two or three cub. cents, at a time,

should be added. As the collodion thickens

by use, small quantities of ether and alcohol

must be supplemented from time to time.

The plates, which should be of thin plate

glass, are albumenized in the ordinary man-

ner, and kept ready for use.

Collodionizing the Plate.—Much attention

is needed in this operation. With light

negatives, such as are used for enlargements,

a thin coating is necessary ; but for vigorous

pictures a very thick film is required. The

first is a condition easy to fulfil, as the col-

lodion need merely be applied in the ordi-

nary manner. In the second case, if it is

not desired to apply two successive coatings

—an operation difficult to perform—the

plate must be held horizontally, the liquid

poured on in large quantity, and allowed to

extend slowly over the surface, and the ex-

cess afterwards poured off by a slight incli-

nation of the plate. In this way a very

opaque white film of collodion may be se-

cured, two or three minutes elapsing before

the plate is moved from its horizontal po-

sition to allow the collodion to set. A large

number of yjlates may be prepared at once,

and allowed to remain for a night in dark-

ness. It is not until they are perfectly dry

that they afford good results, and that they
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may be placed in a grooved box, wbere they

will keep good for a week.

Printing.—Before printing, the film (well

dried) is subjected to the action of ammonia
vapor. The ammonia is poured into a

watch-glass, and placed at the bottom of the

grooved box at a distance of ten or fifteen

centimetres from the plates. These latter

are submitted to the fumes for a period of

three minutes, and then placed in the air for

a quarter of an hour before entering the

pressure-frame.

The operation of printing requires a few

special precautions so that the positive may
not lose in sharpness. The negative is put

into the frame, covered with the coUodio-

chloride film (as in the case of albumenized

paper), and a thick piece of velvet or velvet

carpet, of the same size exactly as the nega-

tive, put over the collodio-chloride before the

lid and springs of the frame are adjusted.

This precaution adds much to the perfect

sharpness of the result. The action of light

may easily be watched, and the picture

should be vigorously printed.

If on examination the transparency is

deemed too feeble for enlarging, it is at once

placed in a solution of ten per cent, of hypo-

sulphite of soda ; an immersion of one

minute is sufficient, when a yellowish tone

will be obtained, which increases, photo-

graphically, the vigor of the image. If, on

the other hand, the result is judged too

vigorous, it is passed, without washing, for

ten or twelve seconds, into a toning bath

which has already been used for albumen-

ized paper. The print is then fixed, pos-

sessing a bluish-violet tone. Thus it is pos-

sible to intensify or weaken the tone or

vigor of the print at will, making the tone

yellow or violet as the case demands.

The positive is well washed, and dried in

the open air. Varnishing is unnecessary, as

the film is very tough and adherent to the

glass.

THE "LIBEL FUND."

This is a very delicate matter for us to

allude to, but we are placed in such a posi-

tion by our friends that we cannot help our-

selves and do justice to them. When it was

known that we had suffered a considerable

loss in defending the fraternity against

wrong, a few of our good friends took it

upon themselves to try to make us whole.

We explained to them that it would be ex-

tremely distasteful to us, but they made the

eff"ort, and already a long list of kind re-

sponses has been published. Mr. Trench,

the Treasurer of the enterprise, also sends

us the following to add to the list, asking us

to do so publicly, and save him the trouble

of acknowledging each one by letter. They
are as follows

:

William H. Eishel, G-eorge H. Nicker-

son, F. M. Eood, H. Gurlitz, S. M. Towle,

N. E. Keenan, A. S. Barber, and E. H.

Wallis, $1 each ; E. B. Ives and L. A.

Gillette $2 each; B. E. Davies and S. P.

Burgert, $3 each; J. H. Lamson, C. E.

Savage, Alfred Freeman, Buchtel & Stolle,

A. E. Brinkerhoff, Z. P. McMillan, D. T.

Burrill, Charles Waldack, J. Landy, Leon
Van Loo, and E. Moore, $o each ; L. De
Planque and J. M. Capper, $10 each ; C. A.

Zimmerman, $15; H. Eocher, $20. Many
of these gentlemen we have never seen,

and perhaps never shall, and we must say

that Ave are by no means insensible to the

cordial responses they have made. We duly

appreciate it, and it makes us feel glad that

we had the opportunity to bear trial for

such noble-hearted, generous men. From
all parts of the country we have had such

approval of our conduct as is most gratify-

ing.

A word finally to our esteemed co-laborers

in foreign lands, Mr. G. Wharton Simpson

and Dr. Vogel. Both of these gentlemen

have written us kind letters of sympathy,

and subscribed $50 each to the fund. This

is more than any man could expect, and

touches tenderer chords than anything else.

To all we say, many, many thanks, and pray

excuse us for alluding to the matter at all.

TRASK'S PEACTICAL FERRO-
TYPER.

Mr. Trask's book has met with a most

flattering reception. Over one thousand

five hundred copies were ordered by dealers

before it was issued, and now at this writing

but a few copies of the second thousand re-

main, and a third thousand are in prepara-
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tion, so that there will be no hitch in the

supply. Mr. Trask is not unknown as a

writer, as his occasional very practical com-

munications to Mosaics, our magazines, &c.,

testify; and what he writes in his book will

repay any photographer, as well as ferro-

typer, for the outlay of money and time

required to study it. Mr. Trask stands

high both as a practical photographer and

ferrotyper in this city, and from morniftg

until night daily works in the dark-room

and skylight. He therefore knows what he

writes, and we commend his book to all.

Besides very full instructions on making

ferrotypes, the 2^'}'i'>^<^ip'^l aim of the book,

he gives us interesting chapters on skylights,

their construction and management; inside

and outside blinds ; how to vignette in the

camera ; how to make medallions in the

camera ; and many other useful dodges.

We shall keep up to the demand for the

book. It contains a splendid card specimen

of Mr. Trask's work, which alone is worth

the cost of the whole book,—75 cents.

As an example of the style of the author,

we quote the following chapter on

INSIDE BLINDS.

" There is no doubt in my mind about the

advantages of having plenty of conveniences

for controlling your light, so you can shut

it off in any portion of your room or let it

on as you desire. With a large light you

have every advantage, and can have as much
or as little as you wish. I think it is neces-

sary in every skylight to have a set of cur-

tains to soften your light, and a set of opaque

curtains to shut the light off entirely. This

gives you full control of what light you

have, and you can arrange it to produce

any effect you desire. I prefer blue cur-

tains, but some prefer white, to soften the

light. For blue, I think French lawn is

about the best ; it seems to be a pure blue,

and does not change to a green, like com-

mon blue muslin. I use blue French lawn

hung on spring rollers, and like it very

much. The curtains are three-quarters of

a yard wide, and they roll up. The rollers

are placed at the top of the light, and I draw

them down with a cord, running through a

small brass pulley having a little brass catch

to hold my cord, and to keep the curtain in

its place. The side-light is the same ; I

have a double set on the side-light to enable

me to shut off light when and where 1 please.

" My skylight-room is 60 feet long and 15

wide. I constructed my light so as to make
two of it in case I required it ; it is 38 feet

long and 13 wide, with blinds outside and

blue lawn inside. Many told me I would

have more than I could control, but there

is no trouble where you can cut it all off or

any portion of it at will.

" In most cases I only use about 22 to 26

feet in length, and the balance is nearly all

cut off. This teaches me that a light of this

width never need be over 25 feet long ; all

you have over that for a single light will, I

think, be unnecessary. I mean a light in a

room of this width ; but a room that is wider

you can get a larger light with 15ne results.

You can have as much or little back-light

effect, or front-light, or light all around your

model, as you want. In fact, under a large

light like this, you only have to move your

sitter on a movable platform a little to

change materially the effect of light. It is

wonderful to see the number of effects that

can be obtained without changing your

light, just by moving your model in either

direction you may. I take great pleasure

in working under my light; it is no trouble

to arrange. All I have to do is to make up

my mind what I want, and move my sub-

ject into such a light as I require, to obtain

the desired effects. I can get them very

soft or harsh as I please.

" I am aware that the greater portion of

American photographers claim a preference

for small lights, and produce beautifully

illuminated work, but you give them such

a light as I have in my gallery, or one such

as I have described, and they will outdo

their best, and produce many other beautiful

effects they cannot get under a small light.

The light is nearly the same at all times in

the day, and it is wonderful what a uniform

good effect can be obtained by a good artist

the year round."

All through the work we have the same

practical teachings, assuring one that the

author is entirely familiar with his subject.

Since writing the above, we have received

orders to send 1000 copies to England,

where the ferrotype is being introduced.
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1873.

One more number will end the subscrip-

tion to our magazine of the major portion

of our readers. Presuming upon their im-

mediate renewal, however, we are proceed-

ing with our arrangements for 1873, which

will, we feel sure, be greatly to their benefit.

We think we do not misstate when we say

that we procure everything from month to

month for our readers that comes up in our

art that can be of any possible service to

them. Our magazine is remarkably free

from scientific twaddle or empty discussion.

Every month we feel that our space is in-

sufiicient for the practical matter which

seems to crowd upon us, and what we use

we really mean to be beneficial to our pa-

trons, though on some occasions we may fall

wide of the mark. We want every page to

do somebody some good. It would be too

much to expect every page to do everybody

some good.

We expect to continue our magazine an-

other year once a nionth. It shall always

take the lead in style and quality if we can

make it so, and we beseech the fraternity

to procure the genuine. We shall endeavor

to make it valuable to you, and to give you

the worth of all your money. We dare not

tell you what we are going to do. That

would be bad policy. Yet, notwithstanding

a grievous lawsuit, resulting from our eiforts

to protect our readers, and in our loss, has

so sapped our time and our means during

the past year, and made it one we cannot

forget, as well as necessary that we should

have an increased number of subscribers

during the years 1873 and 1874 to make it

up, still we have means suflficient to carry

us along, and we mean to do it with good

cheer, and with confidence in the ^'goodwill"

of our friends.

We do not ask gratuitous interest on their

part. We refer them to our list of premi-

ums, and ask them to please make effort to

secure them all. We have made the list as

liberal as we can aflbrd to.

In this number we supply our usual order

sheets. We send them this early in order

that there may be no unnecessary delay in

renewing subscriptions, and having the

names transferred to our 1873 subscription

list in due season, so that there may be no

delay in your receiving the first number.

It will also relieve us from the burden we
have had to bear heretofore at the end of

the j^ear of having so much to do just when
we are m the midst of our preparation for

the close of the old year and the opening of

the new. If you are kindly disposed to us,

have mercy.

In conclusion, one word about "premiums.

Our offer for each new subscriber for one

year is equivalent to one dollar, payable in

any of our publications. For half a year,

half a dollar. This is two and four times

as much as any other publishers ofi'er. Any
smart, active operator can secure his own

magazine free by a very little eflTort. Make
the efi^ort.

Hints from the Record of an Artist

and Photographer.

BY JOHN L. GIHON.

No. 4.

As yet we have had no opportunity of

speaking of the room, the qualifications of

which are of such vital importance to the

operator. It is almost needless to premise

that I refer to the apartment in which we
make our sittings. An inspection of a large

number of these places has given me a very

good idea of their general character and

comparative merits. It is the practice of

hundreds of our professionals to attribute

the fine results produced by some expert to

the marvellous construction of his glass-

house, and the most of us are familiar with

the fact that the first request of a visiting

photographer is, that he should see that

portion of the gallery. My experience

teaches me that it is to the management of

the place that we should attach the primary

importance. A suggestive anecdote related

by Mr. Hughes, some years ago, made a

strong impression upon me, and is not

foreign to this subject. A most beautifully

modelled and well-lighted picture attracted

his observation, and at much personal in-

convenience he travelled a long distance

until he visited the studio in which it had

been produced. He was exceedingly sur-

prised and mortified to find the artist (?)
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both ignorant and stupid. As usual, in

such cases, egotism was a pi-edominant fea-

ture in his character, and becoming aware

of the excellent illumination of his subjects,

he attributed all of the good qualities to his

own manipulations. Unfortunately, how-

ever, his ambition induced him to enlarge

his sphere of action, and to prompt him to

build another and a larger place. The re-

sult was, that pictures emanating from the

new establishment were altogether worth-

less. In the first instance the fellow had

been operating in a room accidentally ap-

propriate to the purpose, but when after-

wards forced to display his knowledge of

the requirements of such a place, at once

exposed his want of power. This incident

might be snatched at as an argument in

favor of construction versus management,

but I do not adduce it with that end in view,

for I maintain that the skilful poser should

be able to produce pleasing effects under

very adverse cii'cumstances. The highest

compliment that I ever remember to have

been paid to any one in our profession was

an assertion that a gentleman (very illus-

trious in our ranks) was able to make a fine

picture under any skylight beneath which

he should tread. I do not ignore the fact

that certain principles should govern us in

the construction of our work-rooms, and as

briefiy as possible, I hope to be able to ex-

press my views in regard to them. I have

collected engravings and drawings, with ac-

companying descriptions, of almost all of

the leading ateliers, both in this country

and upon the continent. A pervading senti-

ment attaches itself to all of them. It is

the desirability of a northern exposure.

This is best effected by an upper or sky-

sash, inclined at an angle rather indifferent-

ly placed at between thirty-five to forty-five

degrees. Without serious separation from

this, there should be another sash extend-

ing from the bottom of the above to about

twelve inches from the floor of the room.

This latter constitutes the so-called side-

light, and as now generally placed in posi-

tion, has its top inclined somewhat inward.

In regard to t^e sizes of these glazed frames,

there is as much variety as in the dimen-

sions of the buildings containing them

There are advocates, too, of both the large

and small, and I should be most happy if I

were able to suggest a medium in feet and

inches that would meet with the commen-
dation of all parties. I feel no constraint

in expressing my admiration of plenty of

distance, both east and west, and should

doubtless be extravagant in my proportions

were I to have the planning of a new con-

struction. The subject is not disposed of

until some remarks have been made in re-

gard to the glass itself and to the manner
in which it is usually laid. Who among
us has not been at some time troubled with

leaky roofs ; and how very few of us can

even yet boast of dry ones ?

One ofmy chief recommendations in favor

of a steep angle, is that it assists in throw-

ing off the water. Some years ago I oc-

cupied rooms, in one of which my light

was exceedingly flat, and I can readily re-

call, without much pleasure, the qualms and

fears that every threatening storm would

bring with it. It would seem extravagant

for me to relate how many times I had the

glasses removed and reset, how they were

bedded in putty bj' experienced glaziers,

how their lower edges were in turn cut into

points and curves, and how they were lap-

ped at great and little distances. All was

of no avail, for soon after every change the

trouble would renew itself, and I believe

that the present occupant of the premises

has had more than one occasion to sympa-

thize with me in my former tribulations.

The most sensible way to overcome such a

difiiculty is to adopt the suggestion made in

the Photographer a long time since, and

have the glasses laid in frames that are

furnished with little grooves or gutters, into

which the obtruding drops can find their

way and trickle down to the eaves. An-
other serious difiiculty presents itself in the

possible occurrence of hail-storms, and as I

was a sufferer on two occasions by such

casualties, I most strongly advise precaution-

ary devices against their damages. A most

ingenious arrangement was invented by

Mr. Whitney, of Illinois, and fully de-

scribed in one of the numbers of the Pho-

tographer, in 1870. It consisted of blinds

or shutters of light wooden material, so

connected with webbing that the joint

would work either way ; cords passed
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through small pulleys into the room in such

a manner that it could be worked readily

there. The whole was an effective covering,

not only furnishing a safeguard against

storm, but also giving a ready method of

altering the size of the opening exposed to

the sky. At one time, photographers be-

came possessed of a mania for blue frosting

all of their glasses, but I believe the ad-

vantages to have been but of doubtful

character. More can be said in favor

of the ground-glass, but even that has some

objections that induce me to recommend in

preference the ordinary clear lights. It is

more desirable to have under our control a

method by which we can adapt the extent

of the illumination to the character of the

sky itself. This is certainly at our com-

mand by means of curtains and screens. The
former should always be attached to spring

rollers, or to such contrivances as will

obviate the necessity of a superfluous amount

of cordage. There should be two sets, the

one working from the top downwards, the

other from the bottom upwards. The ma-
terial is best of a blue thick stuff that will

pretty eflFectually exclude all rays. Care

must be taken that the edges overlap. The
screens or clouds, as I call them, should be

of thin white cambric or paper saturated

with parafEne. They can be stretched on

light frames and attached to wires, be easily

moved backwards or forwards, with the as-

sistance of a wand or light rod. With the

aid and judicious use of such contrivances,

any possible illumination can be given to

the model. I know, however, of many
places, from which large quantities of work
emanate, where no effort is ever made to

suit the light to the sitter. Every one is

placed in an almost identical position in

very nearly the same locality of the room.

The only uniformity of result, produced by
such a method of working is, that bad pic-

tures become the rule, good ones the ex-

ception to it. Another important measure

to observe, is the screening of the sunlight

from your studio. As the sun so markedly

changes its altitude during the progress of

the different seasons, it is desirable to have

a shutter capable of being raised or lowered

at will. Nothiug is more disastrous to ar-

tistic lighting than strong reflections from

surrounding objects. The most annoying

causes of these are generally neighboring

buildings, and notwithstanding the incon-

veniences accompanying long flights of

stairs, we are after all forced to prefer those

rooms from^which we can look upon the

surrounding roofs. I shall ultimately have

very much more to say in regard to our

management of the curtains referred to, for

my remarks will soon be confined to the

proper arrangement of the varied classes of

sitters with whom we come in contact. I

intended in this article to have spoken of

the furniture and accessories generally used,

but find that in doing so I should encroach

too much upon the space of the Photog-

rapher. Next month I hope to be able to

speak of those matters, and to give some in-

formation in regard to the preparation,

painting, and use of the backgrounds.

OBITUARY.
PROFESSOR JOHN P. TRAZER.

CONSTANT GUILLOU, ESQ.

Since the issue of our last number science,

and especially photography, has been bereft

of two of its brightest and best votaries.

Professor John F. Frazer fell dead at the

d»or of his laboratory, in the University of

Pennsylvania, in this city, on October 12th,

of heart disease. He was one of the very

first in this country to make daguerreotypes,

and the first we think who made them in

this city. He was always a warm friend of

our art ; a most industrious worker in the

University, and as a member of the Frank-

lin Institute, whose Journal he edited sev-

eral years, was much esteemed.

Constant Guillou, Esq., died on Sunday,

October 20th, at 3 p.m., after a lingering

and painful illness, resulting from sunstroke

last summer, aged 61 years. Mr. Guillou

was also one of the first to welcome daguer-

reotypy to this country, and did very much
to further its progress. For over twenty-five

years he was a most industrious worker as an

amateur photographer, never once losing his

interest, and working up to f^e time of his

last illness. He was one of the counsel in

the Bromide and in the Solar Camera suits,

and for several years the president of the
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Photographic Society of Philadelphia. He
was esteemed and beloved by all who knew

him for his genial and generous disposition

to all. Pew knew more of our art than he,

and none was ever more ready to answer

questions, or more willing to be taught.

On Tuesday afternoon, October 22d, in

this city, an unusually large meeting of the

Bar was held in the Supreme Court room,

to pay a tribute to Mr. Guillou. The

Courts took a recess during the session of

the meeting, and there were present all the

* Judges of the county, as well as Judge Cad-

walader, of the United States District

Court. Hon. William M. Meredith was

called to the Chair, with George Junkin

and Samuel C. Perkins as Secretaries.

Charles Gilpin, in presenting the resolu-

tions, said: "We are called together not

merely from custom, but because of our per-

sonal attachment to Constant Guillou. Mr.

Guillou stood before this bar and this com-

munity as a lawyer, a scholar, and a gentle-

man. He was a lawyer well versed in all

the principles which it is the duty of a

lawyer to apply and bring to the prepara-

tion of his case. He was an earnest lawyer,

throughout and to the end. He was a suc-

cessful lawyer, bringing to his profession

the resources of a well-gifted mind in all

branches of science. He was a scholar.

Early in life he applied himself to literature,

and was the companion of the best literary

men of the day. He was a gentleman. No
one at the bar can point to an instance in

which' Constant Guillou was ever false to

the oath he took upon entering his profes-

sional career. It was not only in his pro-

fessional career that he was a gentleman.

He was a gentleman in his social relations,

in his intercourse with every one. He was

a plover of nature, because the products of

nature would give pleasure to his friends.

His amusements were directed to the same

end. In matters of scientific pursuit he

stood prominent, not merely as a proficient

in the manipulation, but in the mastery of

the principles. Where can we find among
us one who combines these rare qualities ?

As we knew him at the bar so was he every-

where. He was the same Constant Guillou

everywhere, in motion and in rest, early

and late."

Resolutions were then passed appropriate

to the occasion. The Ledger truly says :

" His flow of high spirits was unfailing,

and in his hours of relaxation he was the

delight of a large circle of warm and ad-

miring friends."

Personally we have lost a most valued

friend. At the birth of our magazine he

did all in his power to encourage the en-

terprise, and has frequently contributed

to its pages. We shall miss his presence

at our Society meetings and his friendly

calls more than we can tell. Thus the early

friends, the fathers of our art, are departing.

OUR PICTURE.

Our picture this month is a decided

novelty, compared with what we usually

present to our readers, and we use it, de-

parting from our usual rule not to allow our

embellishments to subserve any trade pur-

poses ; for the reason that it brings to the

eyes of the practical photographer a matter

which, if attended to, must lead towards

that end which is the chief object of our

magazine, namely, the improvement of

photography.

All will concede that in most cases a de-

sign of some sort in the background, always

harmonizing with the figure, and always

good, is of decided advantage pictorially.

Nothing can be more villanous than a plain

background of one tint throughout, unless it

be one of an inappropriate and badly paint-

ed design. Plain gradated backgrounds are

very tasteful and proper, but if gradation

and a pleasant design can be secured in

combination, then we have something really

pleasing. The difficulty of producing such

backgrounds has been a barrier to their

use, and no one knows that difBculty more

fully than the painters of such backgrounds

themselves, and among them our well-

known friend, Mr. L. W. Seavey, of New
York, who has done more than any one

man in his profession towards improvement

in the production of painted scenic back-

grounds, and who has done, and is doing

remarkably well. The Messrs. Bendann

Brothei's, however, have stepped out of the
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beaten track and made a new way of their

own, in the direction of which our present

picture leads us. Let us refer to it. We
have here first, a photograph of a lady

reading, sitting—nowhere ! There is no

background to tell us whether she be placed

on a barn floor, or in the hall of a palace.

The plain background leaves us entirely at

sea in the matter. Now look at the pic-

tures which follow and see what great

changes are niade, simply by the introduc-

tion of beautiful and harmonious back-

grounds. Nearly all pictures can be meta-

morphosed in precisely this way by only a

few moments' more labor, and a very trifling

expense in the beginning.

We shall briefly state the method and

then give further instructions. In the first

place Messrs. Bendann Brothers have drawn,

in pastel and ink, elaborate designs made
especially for the purpose, every point being

taken into consideration that will secure

the very best eflfect. Sometimes the origi-

nals have to be tested many times, and

changes made as often, before they are con-

sidered perfect, which makes them very

costly. When satisfactory, negatives are

made from them of various sizes, which are

sold to the photographer for producing the

efi'ects shown in our picture.

One plain ground only is required to pro-

duce any number of eflTects in as many prints,

from the same negative, with certainty,

ease, and expedition, and now as we leave

these negatives in your hands, or we will

suppose so, we go on with the instructions

how to use them, viz.

:

The portrait is made on a plain ground,

the usual dove-colored or gray [not too dark).

A single piece of furniture or curtain can

be introduced, and serves to give additional

effect.

Streaks, stains or scratches do not impair

the value of the negative, as they totally

disappear in the print. Any old negative

can be used to produce the new style

prints.

Print your photograph as usual ; remove

it from the printing-frame
;
place it face up

on the shutter of your frame (pad behind

the print) ; adjust the negative background

on the print in the desired position, then

slip the printing-frame over all and fasten

the springs.*

Take a roughly cut mask (the shape of

the photograph operated upon), made either

of the proof—or what is better, lay the proof

on a piece of cardboard and cut the board out

the shape of it ; lay that mask on top of the

negative over the figure, which can be seen

through the ground negative, and hold it in

the sun or light, moving either the whole

frame or the cut-out, only, at your pleasure,

so as to prevent sharp lines printing in.

But very little care is necessary, except to

protect the face and drapery of the pho-

tograph by the mask. " When printed deep

enough, it is finished. It takes about as

much time and trouble as printing a medal-

lion.

The printer can at his taste and pleasure

regulate the lights and shades in various

portions of the print, as will be obvious to

anj one ;
although that is calculated for

in every ground made by us so as to produce

proper effect.

In cloudy weather the mask can be laid

on top of the frame ; by giving the printing-

frame a turn or move every minute or two

it will print itself.

A background negative should always be

selected that will harmonize with the pho-

tograph and position of the subject.

Not much care need be taken when cut-

ting the mask, where the drapery, hair, fur-

niture, &c., are dark, even cutting away an

eighth of an inch or so of the drapery, &c.,

makes no difference ; more care, however,

should be exercised with light drapery,

bald-headed or white-haired persons, &c.

A little experience will develop many
ways and points, to every careful and think-

ing operator, impossible to embody in these

instructions.

It is desirable to file the mask with the

negative, placing the same number or name

upon it, so as to save it for future use.

When spaces occur between the arms,

legs, or between two figures, «fcc., the spaces

should be cut out in the mask so they will

permit the background to print in.

* The background negative is simply put in

place of the other.
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When in a hurry the hand or a cloth can

be used in place of a mask.

The effect of any portion of the back-

ground negative can be heightened at pleas-

ure by retouching with pencil or stump,

and thus present greater contrast.

All this we have seen the inventors do

rapidly and with perfect ease, and we have

no hesitation in saying, that any tasteful

printer can do the same thing just as readily.

Thus the opportunity is given every pho-

tographer of securing at little expense the

means of producing better results than most

artists could produce in India ink, and bet-

ter than they could possibly produce in any

other way. Better still, it gives them the

means of getting four to six times as much
for their work as they could with simply a

plain background. "We cannot see how any

sensible photographer will do without at

least a few of the Bendann background neg-

atives. There are some few other points

concerning them which we have failed in

our remarks to cover, but which we are pre-

pared to assent to, and which we extract

from a letter from the inventors, Messrs.

Bendann Brothers, 1153 Broadway, New
York, as follows

:

•' We desire especially to impress upon

photographers the ease with which these

effects are secured, and without any require-

ments or preparation whatsoever ; also that

the copying of grounds, &c., will not pro-

duce the effect.

" We also call attention to the simplicity,

cheapness, variety, immediate application

without preparation to old negatives and

new, of our invention
;
likewise the saving

of artists and their expensive work, render-

ing the photographer in a measure indepen-

dent of them. The latter was one of our

aims in searching for it. We save from

four to five thousand dollars per year in

artists' work by their use in our galleries.

"They possess grSat advantages for

copies—rounding out the face and figure of

a flat copy as nothing else will—oblitera-

ting scratches, spots, and inequalities in the

backgrounds. For weak pictures, especially

of children, by their use brilliancy, strength,

vigor, boldness, and effect, obtainable in no

other way, are secured. Without any cum-

bersome or expensive traps any effect desired

may be obtained suiting the subject, whether

a clergyman or child.

"The effect produced by our grounds

cannot be obtained (as some have attempted)

by merely printing in (even in the same way)

any landscape from nature, or copy of scenic

or painted ground, such copies producing

no atmospheric relief, but a flat, hard sur-

face, outliving as it were the figure it sur-

rounds, not sustaining or backing it, as it

should. The success depends upon the

manner in which our original drawings are

made, and the printing in upon a dove-

colored (not stopped out) ground.

" We shall be happy to give any informa-

tion upon the subject by letter, or show its

working at our galleries to any one calling

upon us."

We now leave the matter with our read-

ers, knowing that the wise will take advan-

tage of what we have said and shown to

them.

INDEPENDENCE HALL.
Messrs. K. Newell & Son, No. 626

Arch Street, Philadelphia, have just made

a 14 X 18 negative of Independence Hall,

which is the largest that has ever been

made. Owing to the length of the building,

and the narrowness of the street, it has been

thought almost impossible to make such a

picture of the dear old building, so sacred

to the hearts of all true Americans, where

liberty was first proclaimed to the land.

But Mr. Newell has made an admirable

success of it, as we can testify. It is a pic-

ture that should hang on the walls of every

photographer's studio, because it is one

which every American, man, woman, and

child, should be privileged to see. In order

to enable their fellow-photographers to pos-

sess it, Messrs. Newell & Son have had

handsome mounts printed, on which they

supply the picture mounted for $1.50 per

copy. No doubt there are many who will

take advantage of this ofter, and thousands

of people who have no idea what Indepen-

dence Hall looks like may have the privilege

through the kindness of their favorite pho-

tographer. It is a picture that would at-

tract visitors anywhere that it might be on

exhibition. The trade are supplied at a dis-

count we understand.
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News.— The Photographic World for October

contains a beautiful composition picture by Mr.

J. Landy, of Cincinnati, Ohio, and the usual

variety of excellent articles by foreign and home

contributors

—

Mosaics for 1873 is in press.

—

Owing to carelessness on the part of our mounter

some few of the prints issued with our last num-

ber spotted after we delivered the copies. Par-

ties having such may have them exchanged by

sending them to this office.—The last meeting of

the Pennsylvania Photographic Association was

a very full and a very interesting one. Every

city should have such a society. Organize I
—

Read the advertisement of the Wonder Camera.

It is a really entertaining source of amusement.

—Mr. R. F. Channell, Phoenixville, Pa., desires

us to state that the lenses stolen from him were

without flanges and stops, and that he will pay

$50 for their recovery. AVatch for the thief and

bring him to justice.—Mr William H. Rhoads,

1800 Frankford Avenue, Philadelphia, has been

building additions to his already fine establish-

ment, and now has a place that would make any

one proud to own.

Pictures Received.—Mr. E. M. Van Aken,

Lowville, N. Y., has sent us some excellent

stereographs of young chickens, and of the

noisy waterfalls and trout streams abounding in

his section. Two views called "The Farmer's

Cart," and " Lilies of the Wilderness," are per-

fect gems. Some portraits sent us by Mr. Van
Aken are also excellent. Mr. J. P. Whipple,

White Water, Wis., sends us some amusing po-

litical pictures called "Small Potatoes," Ac,

in card and stereo size, and some interesting

stereographs. From Mr. John Phillips, Fort

Madison, Iowa, a very pretty stereo of Butter-

milk Falls, and some examples of his good por-

trait work. From Mr. F. G. Weller, a new com-

position stereo, called "A Doubtful Case,"

representing a little girl with a sick doll, and a

young six-year old boy impersonating '

' Doctor, '

'

feeling and timing the doll's pulse. It is very

cute. We have some of their best examples of

portraiture from Messrs. J. F. Keniston, J H.

Hunter, Frank Jewell, Cook Ely, Jones & Elliott,

and G. Weingarth, also a beautiful cameo vign-

ette picture from Mr. J. M. Capper, Troy, N. Y.

Mr. Capper will tell us how to make his very

pretty style in 1873 Mosaics.

Robinson's New Print Trimmer is one of

the most complete and useful contrivances we
ever saw. It trims a print most beautifully, and

so expeditiously that when one first uses it, it

almost startles him. A full description of it was

given in our last number, and we recommend it

as a capital little tool. In a large establish-

ment it will pay for itself in a day or two, by the

saving of prints from tearing. It works like the

flange of a rail ear wheel upon a man's body.

There must be a separation somewhere and

quickly too. Please read the advertisement, and

ask your dealer to show you the article.

We are requested to print the following :

Indianapolis, Oct. Ifith, 1872.

Mr. Editor ; At a meeting of the Indiana

Photographic Association, it was proposed that

an Artist Exposition be held by the Society in

this city, some time near, or during the week of

the holidays, and I was appointed as a committee

to bring the matter before the members of the

Society throughout the States, and all brother art-

ists in this and neighboring States, and ask their

co-operation. It is proposed to secure a suitable

hall and hold the Exposition two or three days

and evenings. Those who wish to exhibit, and

mherwise interested in the matter, will please

notify me by mail at their earliest convenience.

If the right interest is manifested it can be made
a grand success.

Respectfully, L. D. Judkins,

163^ E. Washington Street, Indianapolis, Ind.

We hope photographers handy to Indianapolis

will enter into this enterprise with spirit. It

will do you good, and perhaps you may excel

all others. Try.

Medals Awarded at the Cincinnati Ex-

position.—We learn with pleasure that Mr. J.

Landy has received the first prize—a silver

medal—for the best portrait photographs ex-

hibited at the Cincinnati Exposition. Also the

first prize, a bronze medal, for the best pho-

tographic chemicals, Mr. Landy having entered

his collodion in competition in that department.

Mr. Charles Waldack received two silver

medals, first premiums respectively for land-

scape and architectural photography. Also a

prize of $100 offered for the best photographs of

i\iQ Garden of Eden,
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NINE YEARS.

At this season of the year it is customary

for editors of enterprising magazines to

make statements of what they are going to

do in behalf of their subscribers during the

coming new year, and we suppose it is but

just that we should fall into line and make
our say in the same direction.

In an art that grows so rapidly and im-

proves so much as ours does each year, it is,

however, a difficult task for one standing

just where we do to lay out a programme
for a year ahead. We cannot announce

any sensation stories, or extended serials,

or eloquent poetical effusions, but this we
will say to our readers, namely, that what-

ever is new, or novel, or startling, or inter-

esting, or attractive, or, better than all, of

value to them in the art of photography

during the year, they shall be thoroughly

informed of at the earliest possible date, and

in the fullest manner.

Our connections in Germany, England,

and France enable us to have the very

earliest information concerning all that goes

on there, and we are assured by the former

generosity of the leading spirits at home
that there will nothing useful be discovered

here without being sent at once to us for

publication for the benefit of you all..

"With all these advantages, we hope to be

more useful to you than we have ever been

before. This is our prime desire. And
we are happy in being able to state that

we shall have more time to devote to the

interests of the Philadelphia Photographer.

As we announced in the last issue of that

magazine, the publication of the Photo-

graphic World will be suspended after the

December number.

We have for some time been convinced

of the fact that we were attempting more
than one head and one pair of hands should

undertake. The "old favorite," Philadel-

phia Photographer, is growing so fast, and

with its growth becoming so much more

grasping for our time and more imperative

in its demands, that we are forced to give

way to it and give up what ambition and

pride we had in the publication of the

World. We make some sacrifice in taking

this step, but it seems to be only a question

of one healthy magazine for a long time, we
trust, or two for less than half that time.

Our work is such as cannot be trusted to

others to do. We must do it personally.

And as our person is limited in size and

capability, we must merge the World into

the Photographer. In doing so, we hope to

preserve the best features of the two in the

surviving one, and thus our subscribers will

doubtless find additional benefit from the

change.

We now ask you to join hands with us

during the tenth year of our service as your

26
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caterer in these matters, and give us that

generous and cordial support whicli has

always characterized you from the begin-

ning.

With this number ends the subscrip-

tion of nearly all of you. Will you not

please vene-^ promptly. Order blanks have

already been sent you. Please fill them up

as liberally as you can, and we guarantee

to give you the worth of your money.

We have just issued an eight-page cata-

logue of our publications, a copy of which

please see in our advertisements, or we will

mail one to any address free of charge.

We take the risk of all these publi-

cations to enable you to improve in your

art, and to give you all the light in each

and all departments that you can have.

Shall we hope for encouragement in our

enterprise?

We make the following extracts from the

catalogue

:

" The rapid progress which has been made

in our art of late makes it compulsory on

the part of the photographer who would

excel, or even keep pace with it, to read

and study more than he has ever done be-

fore. We are enabled to offer you for your

instruction such a catalogue of publications

this year as has never been offered ta the

world before. It embraces full information

from the most competent sources upon every

branch of your vocation, and you cannot

invest money that will return you more

largely and quickly than what you invest

in a selection of works from our catalogue.

"Subscribe for the Philadelphia Photog-

rapher, the oldest, best, and most popular

photographic magazine in America. It is

the photographer's true and tried advo-

cate, and has done more to elevate photog-

raphy, and worked harder to put money into

the pockets of its patrons, than any maga-

zine of the art was ever known to do. It

is the old favorite, just now entering its

tenth year. The best authorities in the

world are paid to write for it ; the most

practiced operators in America contribute

to its pages, and a host of generous photog-

raphers continually send it all the useful

hints they discover. No money, labor, or

time is spared to make it all that a photo-

graphic journal should be. Each number

is embellished' by a fine specimen of pho-

tography, intended to set up before the fra-

ternity examples worthy of imitation. This •

magazine is invaluable, and you cannot af-

ford to do without it. You actually lose

money if you do not have it, as could be

proven by a thousand letters if there was

space for them. Subscription price, $5 a

year; $2.50 for six months, in advance.

Specimen copies, 50 cents.

" [Note —The companion magazine, the

Photographic World, has been discontinued.

The back volumes, 1871 and 1872, may be

had for $6, or $3 eaqh. They are magnifi-

cent and useful volumes. Only a few copies

to be had, and no more will be printed.] "

We now leave the matter in your hands,

merely adding the old invitation to consult

us freely when we can serve you, and when
you know of anything new or useful, please

to send it to us without delay. Any little

hints or ideas are always welcome.

Let us worlc together, and strive in every

way to make our magazine a credit to our-

selves and to our whole country, a represen-

tative of the art, east, west, north and south.

We now wish you a pleasant and profit-

able holiday season and a real happy New
Year.

ELBERT ANDERSON.
BY CHAELES WAGER HULL.

In the year 1868 (no matter the month

or the day) there was born to our art in the

city of New York, a son (with or without

the U), and inasmuch as I had somewhat to

do with the event which I propose at this

time to celebrate, I fancy that none other

has a better right to speak thereof than I

have.

At or about the time named, Mr. Elbert

Anderson, with a letter of introduction from

a relative of his and a friend of mine, pre-

sented himself to me. Whereupon I was

duly informed that he wished to link his

fortunes with photography, and desired that

I would do all that in my power lay to in-

troduce him to our leading photographers.

He stated his willingness to do any and all

things that might be required of him, and

at the same time informed me that he knew
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nothing whatever of our art. Satisfied in my
own mind that he was truly in earnest, I at

once wrote to a number of my friends solic-

iting a situation for him
; among them I now

remember Kurtz, Sarony, Fredericks, Gur-

ney, and Bogardus.

Mr. Anderson subsequently called to see

me, and stated that neither of the gentlemen

were inclined to give him a position even at

the very bottom of the ladder ; nothing

daunted, however, he continued his visits,

and finally accepted a position with Kurtz

to "clean glass," but in a rather curious

way. The story may be told in a few words.

Happening possibly for the twentieth time

into Kurtz's gallery, he was informed that

there was no place suited to him. Hesitating

an instant, he informed Mr. Huston (at that

time Kurtz's partner) that he was willing

to clean the window b}- which they were

then standing, and would do so at once if not

forbidden.

The window was cleaned, admirably

cleaned, so well .cleaned that there was no

hesitation about employing him to clean

glass photographic. Thus by unfaltering

perseverance Elbert Anderson became one

of us, and by the same ever successful char-

acteristic has made his mark, and is to-day

not only the peer of those of us who began

years before we knew of him, but by the

same token our better.

Some may say this is luck, not merit:

it partakes of both. I am not a believer in

luck in its broad sense, nevertheless I think

it " better to be born lucky than rich."

It was to some extent luck that Anderson

had an introduction to the writer; probably

had he not, he would not have been listened

to for even an instant by those who may
have listened for a moment, and possibly

might not have secured a situation to wash
windows with Kurtz.

Again it was luck that Kurtz employed

him; for Kurtz and Anderson suit each

other; though unlike they arealike—Kurtz

without Anderson in the "dark-room"
would be at sea, and Anderson without

Kurtz " under the light " would be in a fog.

I am somewhat ahead of my biography.

From cleaning the glass in the windows

to cleaning window-glass for negatives was

but a step for one who had made up his

mind to do all and everything ; consequently

Anderson shot ahead, and soon made his first

appearance in the " dark-room ;" of this and
of his triumphs therein all your readers know
nearly as well as I do.

Labor, study, thought, early and late, a

fixed resolve to do as well as he could all

that he had to do, has placed him where he

stands to-day, as good a photographer and

as well known and as highly appreciated an

authority in our art as we have, and all

within four years.

I would not have the gentleman of whom
I have written, nor yet those who may read

these lines, think that I am of the opinion

that he would hold his enviable position of

to-day, were it not for the genius with whom
his goodfortune east his lot.

The world holds many men as well fitted

to be as great photographers as my friend

Anderson, and such they would be had they

met a Kurtz; yet meeting a man of narrow

mind and without artistic soul, they natu-

rally take their form and are forever lost.

Elbert Anderson, like all men who excel,

is ever ready to seize upon the ideas of those

who know better than he may know in

matters whereon he may not bo fully in-

structed; in other words, he is ever willing

to accept suggestions from those who are

able to give, and with his own combine.

This quality leads to success.

It may be that my kindly friend Wilson

of the Philadelphia Photographer may de-

cline to admit this notice to his pages ; I

hope not. Should such be the case it will be

the first time that I have been "shut out,"

and I would not be now, for I consider that

this short story is one which, if carefully

considered, may be of service to many young

men who are to-day preparing to be the

photographers of the future.

My excuse for writing can be summed up

in a few lines.

Elbert Anderson has written a book which

is now within your reach. It is practical,

plain-speaking, and tells all that can be told

;

the untold story is experience tempered with

common sense. Neither of these can be given

by any known combination of Roman or

other letters. Study diligently, work hard,

determine to equal, never be satisfied, and

you will excel.
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FEELING AND INTENTION.
BY DANIEL BENDANN.

It is totally incompreliensible to me how
nine-tenths of the photographs made by

"old and experienced " operators (?), have

not the slightest meaning, study, or inten-

tion, as it were, in them, but are simply the

result of a lens here, a chair with a subject

in it there, and a certain amount of action

of iron upon silver. Ever}' picture of a

photographer who is an artist should have

more or less meaning in it. It should

evince upon its face what its author in-

tended. I never have any more trouble in

reading the intention of a few of our pho-

tographers from any of their work, no

matter how poor in execution otherwise,

than I would their signature. Their mean-

ing, aims, and eflForts to produce that result

is as plainly before me as if I had been pres-

ent. Every turn of the head, pose of hand,

dress, &c., has intention and study in it.

No matter how simple otherwise, for it is

the highest quality in art to hide as it were

the labor and etibrt to produce a result.

People who are even beautiful have a

hundred ditferent aspects ; to seize the best

one and reproduce it is the function of

genius and not of chemicals.

There are one or two simple matters

which photographers generally might bear

in mind with immense advantage to their

sitter, and to their own reputation as well

:

that they do not yet quite understand their

trade.

Let me quote from an essay I read some

years ago, and which made such a strong

impression upon me that I preserved and

read it again and again, and which will

elucidate my meaning better than anything

I can say. It is worthy of being printed in

letters of gold, and hung where every ope-

rator in the land must see it daily and

hourly :

" The two great main considekations

which should occupy the mind of every
PHOTOGRAPHER ARE THESE: "WhAT IS THE
BEST VIEW HE CAN TAKE OF HIS SITTER,

AND WHAT THE EFFECT OF LIGHT AND
SHADE ? Which will be most becoming
TO that sitter's countenance? On
these two considerations the success

OF the portrait entirely depends."

Now as to the question of view there is

some tolerable amount of understanding

manifested by the great body of photogra-

phers. The sitter is generally so placed

that the most favorable aspect of his face

comes before the lens, and so that the rapid

perspective to which he is subjected shall

distort him as little as may be.

Such rules as these applying equally to

all sitters are then pretty well understood,

but this is not enough. The photographic

artist who would wish to produce a really

successful portrait, should study the special

defects and the special beauties of the indi-

vidual before him, and consider in what

view the faults of such physiognomy will

assert themselves least strongly and the

merits show the most.

This is the function of an artist ; of a man
of considerable natural abilities and im-

mense experience. It is exercised by some

of the best Erench photographers in an

eminent degree.

In conclusion , do not be afraid of shadows,

proper transparent shadows which lie in

such agreeable masses on faces which come
in the range of our skill. I do not mean

those fearful innovations that have lately

come into fashion, fostered by those who
ought to know better than to take every one

in a style misnamed Rembrandt, and which

in most cases consists of patches of black

and white haphazardly distributed over the

human face divine, and when analyzed

amounting to nothing but a smudgy dirty

thing; but lights and shadows as solid, as

bright, as round, and as finished, as when
the sun flashes brilliantly and warmly

;

which are as ditferent as such sunshine is

from a wet, dull, cheerless, monotonous day.

Mr. Elbert Anderson's new book, The

Skylight and the Dark-Room, is the most

comprehensive work ever published on pho-

tography. No worker in any department

of photographic labor has been overlooked.

On the contrary, the wants of all are given

the most careful attention and instruction.

We care not how well or how little you are

informed, this book will aid you.
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THE UNITED STATES CENTEN-
NIAL EXHIBITION.

As our readers are aware, the one hun-

dredth atiniversnry of the Independence of

the United States is to be celebrated in

1876, by a grand International Exhibition

to be held in this city. All patriotic Amer-

ican citizens and photographers especially,

and Pennsylvania photographers more par-

ticularly, will feel a deep interest in this

affair, and all join earnestly with the proper

parties in. due time in giving eclat to the

occasion.

We have received from the Secretary of

the United States Centennial Commission

of Pennsylvania, a copy of the minutes of

the proceedings of the corporators of the

Board of Finance, at their meeting held in

this city November 7th.

The Hon. Daniel M. Fox was chosen

Chairman, and in accepting the honor,

among other things, said:

" Although the duties of the convention

are not many, nor likely to be difficult, the

purpose for which we have come together is

one of unusual character ; it is to furnish

the facilities and the opportunity to the

people of Pennsylvania to demonstrate their

love of country in contributing toward the

grandest celebration that can possibly take

place in the generation in which we live,

and I very much mistake the sentiment of

the citizens of this one of the ' glorious old

thirteen,' if the entire portion of the stock

of the Centennial Board of Finance allotted

to this Commonwealth be not very speedily

taken, upon the opening of the books of the

corporation. Indeed, I feel quite sure that

there will be thousands who will rejoice in

the privilege of subscribing for the great

object now dear to the A.merican heart.

Only think of it ! The Centennial Anni-

versary—the hundredth year of the nation's

existence ! What tongue, however elo-

quent, can possibly come up to the magni-

tude of the theme ? The
'
infancy, the

struggles, the trials, privations, and perils

through which our government has passed ?

Its victories over all, its early poverty, and

now its most wonderful opulence ? Its early

struggles for independence, and now its

guaranteeing the largest measure of liberty

to all good citizens? And, indeed, its most

remarkable progression in all that makes

for the general welfare and happiness ?

These and a thousand other blessings, for

which we have the greatest reason most

devoutly to render thanks to Almighty God,

and to pray that they may be vouchsafed

not only unto us, but also to all who shall

come after us—these things, I repeat, must

occupy the ablest and the best in the land,

and it is not for us to dilate upon them ; and

I therefore leave them. G-entlemen, it is

to do what we can in the mode the law
points out, to promote the great purpose of

the nation, for which we have assembled;

and it is to this we must now give our at-

tention."

These are the words we wish our readers

to keep before them, and which we shall

try to keep before them if we are spared

until the great event is over.

At the meeting alluded to, the act of Con-

gress approved June 1st, 1872, creating the

Centennial Board of Finance, was read.

The said act, inter alia provides as follows :

Section 2. That the said corporation

shall have authority, and is hereby em-

powered to secure subscriptions of capital

stock to an amount not exceeding ten million

dollars, to be divided into shares of ten dol-

lars each, and to issue to the subscribers of

said stock certificates therefor under the

corporate seal of said corporation, which

certificates shall bear the signature of the

President and Treasurer, and be transfer-

able under such rules and regulations as

maj' be made for the purpose. A.nd it shall

be lawful for any municipal or other cor-

porate body existing by or under the laws

of the United States, to subscribe and pay

for shares of said capital stock, and all

holders of said stock shall become associates

in said corporation, and shall be entitled to

one vote on each share ; and it shall be the

duty of the United States Centennial Com-
mission to prescribe rules to enable absent

stockholders to vote by proxy. The pro-

ceeds of said stock, together with the re-

ceipts from all other sources, shall be used

by said corporation for the erection of suit-

able buildings, with their appropriate fix-

tures and appurtenances, and for all other

expenditures required in carrying out the
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objects of the said act of Congress of March
3d, 1871, and which may be incident there-

to. And the said corporation shall keep

regular minutes of its proceedings, and full

accounts, with the vouchers thereof, of all

the receipts and expenditures, and the same

shall be always open to the inspection of the

United States Centennial Commission, or

any member thereof.

Section 3. That books of subscription

shall be opened by the United States Cen-

tennial Commission, under such rules as it

may prescribe, and an opportunity shall be

given, during a period of one hundred days,

to the citizens of each State and Territory,

to subscribe for stock to an amount not ex-

ceeding its quota, according to its popula-

tion, after which period of one hundred

days, stock not taken may be sold to any

person or persons, or corporation willing to

purchase the same.

It will be seen from this that Congress

makes no appropriation to aid the Commis-

sion in its work. Therefore the funds nec-

essary must be raised by subscription to the

corporation stock.

It will therefore become every true pa-

, triot to subscribe for this stock as he is able,

when the proper time comes.

The committee appointed to suggest busi-

ness for the action of the body presented the

following resolutions which were adopted :

Resolved, That all national banks and

other incorporated banking or savings in-

stitutions in the State are hereby requested

and authorized to act as agents to receive

subscriptions to the stock, and that in coun-

ties where no incorporated banks or savings

institutions exist, the corporators represent-

ing such counties shall designate private

banks or bankers to act as agents for such

purpose, and each corporator may designate

to the executive commissioner such private

banks in his district as he may deem ad-

visable ; all agents appointed shall receive

subscriptions in accordance with the rules

adopted by the United States Centennial

Commission.

Resolved^ That a short and tersely-written

address from the corporators of this State to

the people of. Pennsylvania be prepared,

setting forth the.reasons why subscriptions

should be made to the stock of the Centen-

nial Board of Finance; the address to be

sent to the agents, with the books of sub-

scriptions, and to be distributed by the

agents to the people. Also, that a suitable

handbill, inviting the attention of the pub-

lic to the stock, be printed for the use of the

agents.

Resolved^ That we recommend the form-

ing of auxiliary associations throughout the

State, upon the basis of the plan set forth in

the pamphlet referred to the committee.

As we have said, this is only the action of

our own State Commission, but we expect

other States will adopt a similar plan, and
our suggestions will come good in all

quarters.

At our Kochester Convention next year

a Commission will undoubtedly be ap-

pointed to look after a proper and creditable

representation of our blessed art at the

great Exhibition.

As matters develop we shall gladly keep

our readers posted. \

"The Same Subject Continued."

Br H. H. SNELLING.

In writing my last article concerning re-

touching, I intended it should be the last

for the present ; but all who have written

for your journal in reply to me seem to be

so obtuse in understanding the drift of my
aim, that I feel constrained to make one

more attempt to set myself in my true po-

sition on the subject.

First, in answer to Mr. Heighway and one

other correspondent. My first article was

not hastily written, without due considera-

tion, merely for the sake of saying or

writing something. I, perhaps, thought on

all these subjects of external aid to pho-

tography years before my critics dreamed

of photography, to say nothing about com-

mencing its practice, and although for a

few yt^ars out of the photographic ranks, I

have never lost sight of it, and have not

been an idle student of its progress ; my first

article was, therefore, based upon observing

the results effected by calling in the aid of

"artists" to finish what photography had

begun, from the time F. Scott Archer gave
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his collodion process to the world up to the

present. I certainly did not feel in any

way excited upon the subject when I wrote

that article, and if calm argument was want-

ing, friend Heighway must charge it to

style; and certainly I did not feel in a scold-

ing vim, and I fear our friend has allowed

his imagination too much play on this point,

as well as on the idea that the exclusion of

the retouching operation closes the " door

against all future discoveries of new and

beautiful formulas and manipulations."

Here is just where the argument com-

mences. To my mind—based, as I have

said, on facts in the past history of photog-

raphy—it is not the exclusion of retouching

that closes the door, &c., but its intToduction,

if it were possible to shut it eflectually, for

there are some active minds more or less

connected with photography who will guard

it against such a calamity. Therefore I do

not assert so much, but I do say that the prog-

ress of photography, in the discovery of new
and important formulas and manipulations,

is very materially retarded by the practice

of artistic retouching and all kindred aids.

This is the reason, simply, why I oppose the

practice of retouching the negative. When
Mr. H. has dipped as deeply into the his-

tory of photography, and had as many
years experience in it as I have, I have no hes-

itation in predicting that he will agree with

me. Photography has made, in the minu-

tiaj of its practice, very little progress since

1857-58, compared to what it might have

done had these external " aids " been called

in. Just sufficient has been done to show

us that more could have been done had not

these retouching improvements been intro-

duced.

It is folly to expect men who follow a

trade or profession for a living to toil and

labor to discover the direct means of im-

proving their work, when they can reach

the desired end bj;- an easier way, and

whatever discovery is made it must be

made—always has been—by outside experi-

mentalists.

There is no " awkward corner " in this

—

that little "indiscretion" happens to be

this time in the brain of our friend.

Again : I have not based my argument

on the ground that a photograph Is " nec-

essarily natural." I make no such claim.

I go further : I have never yet seen a pic-

ture, whether photograph, painting, pencil

drawing, or engraving that was " natural,"

"life-like," " true to nature," and all that

sort of nonsense; but I firmly believe that

it is possible for photography to make as

perfect a picture as the painter, engraver,

or " any other man," and that the proper

processes for doing this will yet be dis-

covered, but the time will be near or dis-

tant, just in proportion to the amount of

"external aid brought in by the photog-

rapher."

In conclusion I repeat, that my aim for

photography is to place it above art, that is

"high art," so-called; revolutionizing the

world of taste, directing and not being dic-

tated to, for I am not singular in the opinion

that there is a great deal of bad taste in

that same " his-h art."

RAMBLINGS WITH THE CAMERA.
An unusual amount of work during the

past year made it necessary for us to take

an unusual time for recuperation within

the few weeks back. Hearing that phos-

phorus made brain and that fish made phos-

phorus, we accepted the kind invitation of

Geo. B. Durfee, Esq., of Fall River, Mass.,

to join him and our mutual friend, Mr. B.

W. Kilburn, on a cruiae aboard Mr. Durfee's

splendid yacht, the "Elaine," along "New
England's rocky coast." The cruise began

early in September and lasted over two

weeks. The time was employed in sailing,

hunting, and fishing, and resting. The
" Elaine " is a remarkably swift sailer, car-

ries a great deal of sail, and is so cosy that

she can be tucked into almost any safe har-

bor in case of a storm. But it did not

storm ; it never does when we are out pleas-

uring. We have all the "points" about

the "Elaine," especially those concerning

her locker, but they are not photographic,

and our readers must not know them Mr.

Kilburn and his traps are inseparable, how-

ever, and when we were not riding the

waves along through Buzzard's Bay, or

coveting the fish—and catching the great

noble fellows too—off No Man's Land, or
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stumbling with gun in hand along the

beach or over the ever romantic, never so

rolling, always to be remembered Cutty-

hunk—land of the lingering rock-bass—the

wrecker's favorite resting (?) place—or

lounging about the cabin of the "Elaine,"

we were off with the camera making pic-

tures, instantaneous and otherwise, of the

peculiar scenerj-^ about us and of the grace-

ful vessels as they sailed along. The light

was remarkably actinic, and with " White

Mountain collodion," such as is made in

this city by Mr. Alfred L. Hance, some

most admirable results were obtained. Thus

the time was occupied while we laid in

a stock of phosphorus for the future illu-

mination of these pages. Captain John B.

Smith, of the Elaine, we shall never forget.

" Charlie" and "Joe," the deckhands, ditto,

and for "George," the steward, we always

had a strong affection. The day we left it

rained.

Returning home for three weeks in order

to issue our two magazines promptly,

we departed again for our favorite pleas-

ure-ground, the glorious "White Hills"

of dear old New Hampshire. At Little-

ton we sprung upon our same good friend

Kilburn. His traps were packed in his

photographic buggy—that buggy has run

thousands of miles after stereoscopic views

—when we arrived, and we started for a

week among the mountains. Such a "red

letter " week few people are privileged to

have. The mountains were as white as

snow could make them (Oct. 5th) ; the

foliage was tinted most gaudily; the sky

was clear and blue ; the sun warm and

bright, and with a good horse, imagine

anything more enchanting if you can. Our

first halt was for negatives, within two

miles of the base of Mt. Washington. Our

first and second nights were spent with

Captain John W. Dodge, manager of the

Mt. Washington Railway. Only a few

know what a host Captain Dodge is. Our

first scramble was up Mt. Washington half

way, thence down a ravine via a "slide,"

thence up to the Lake of the Clouds via some

leaping cascades, including "Dodge's," and

from there through the snows to the sum-

mit, five hours' hard work being required

to do the route. The third day we drove

forty miles, via the Crawford Notch, to

Jackson, N. H., through the most gorgeous

scenery man ever beheld—mountains clothed

and naked—on all sides color, color, color.

From Jackson, on the next day, to the Glen

House. There we left our friend Kilburn

busy with his camera, and clambered up to

the summit of Mt. Washington again

—

time, 4 hours, distance, 8 miles—and after

an hour about the summit we returned to

the base much fresher and more exhilarated

than we often are after a day's work at our

desk. We found our friend had secured

sixteen grand negatives of the glorious

mountains seen from the Glen, and we
spent the evening talking over.and drying

them. Forty more miles of enchanting

drive, via Randolph, Waumbek House, &c.,

and we were back in Littleton, having been

enLirely around Mt. Washington and its

companions. It rained just before we
reached Littleton. We left so much gran-

deur very reluctantly, but the dear Phila-

delphia Photographer must be promptly

issued, and we had no choice. We learned

some useful lessons while away, which we
may give in detail at some other time.

Among other things we saw the wondrous

workings of chloride of palladium, which

Mr. Kilburn tells us all about in 1873

Mosaics.

THE SCIOPTICON MANUAL.
Mr. L. J. Marcy, 1340 Chestnut Street,

Philadelphia, inventor and manufacturer of

the \erj convenient form of magic lantern

known as the Sciopticon, and to which we
have so often alluded, has sent us a copy of

a revised edition of his excellent Manual

which is a great improvement over the other

one. Some forty-eight pages have been

added, and the catalogue of slides increased,

yet the price is kept at the very low figure

of 50 cents. We consider that Mr. Marcy

is doing a great deal of good to our art in

creating a demand for glass positives, and

more than that, he is educating the public

and creating a taste for the beautiful.

One great drawback to giving lantern

exhibitions has been the want of something

to say when projecting a view upon the
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screen. One seems to feel that something

more is needed besides the mere showing of

the view. Your audience wants to know
what and where it is, and all about it, and be-

sides they don 't want to hear too much. Mr.

Marcy has met all these points by devoting

some twenty-six pages of his Manual to

^^ oral descriptions," or short lectures upon

manyof the best of his pictures. An example

or two will explain :

Here we have on the screen the Pyramids

Ledure. — "The
Pyramids of Gizeh,

three in number, are

situated about eight

miles from Cairo,

and should be visited

by the tourist before

entering on his river

cruise. They stand

on a ridge of stone,

which has been so cut

as to form part of the

basement. The great

Pyramid is mainly

composed of blocks

of limestone brought

from the qunrries on

the other side of the

Nile, about sixteen

miles off. It covers

about lu^ acres ; its present height is 456 feet;

it must formerly have been about 480 feet

high. Its sides now present the appearance

of irregular steps, varying from four feet

eight inches to one foot eight inches ; but it

appears to have been covered originally

with a casing of

polished granite
;

a portion of the

covering still re-

mains on the sec-

ond Pyramid. He-

rodotus tells us that

100,000 men were

employed twenty

years in building ^
this Pyramid, and

appears to have

been chiefly intended as a mausoleum of its

founder. The granite covering on the

second Pyramid makes its ascent more

dangerous than the first, which presents no

other difficulty than the ascent of a rugged

staircase, about four hundred feet in height,

in which the steps vary from two feet to a

little more than four."

Or it may be the picture of the farm scene

below. Whereupon we say :

"The cow, so gently submitting to the

maiden's manipulations, evidently feels

quite at home. Appearances indicate that

she is capable of giving a pailful of milk.

She has taken the position convenient for

the milkmaid, who, for the time, has sus-

pended operations for a social chat with the

young farmer who is resting upon the barn-

yard gate. We may not hear what they

say, but little sister, doubtless, is verifying

the old adage, that ' little pitchers have

large ears.'

"The two reclining animals may have

borne the yoke seen at the left, during
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the long working hours, and are now woo-

ing

' Tired nature's sweet restorer, balmy sleep.'

" The animal at the right is too young

for active service, and has not yet expe-

rienced the ills of a laborious life, of which

the harrow near by is a suggestive emblem.

The old hen in front cannot boast a very

numerous brood, but the fewer mouths the

better cheer.

' Throw some crumbs and scatter seed,

And let the hungry chickens feed.'

"The farmhouse on the rising ground,

nestled among the trees, has an imposing

appearance, but it is nothing to be com-

pared to the elegant castles built in the air

by that admiring young farmer and the

loving maiden. May the course of their

true love ever run smooth," &c., &c.

Certainly in this department of his Man-
ual Mr. Marcy has made a great step for-

ward, and made the giving of lantern ex-

hibitions almost possible to the stupidest

kind of people.

Now is the season for those things, and

with the display of ordinary tact " there is

money in it " for those who undertake it.

PHOTOGRAPHY IN EUROPE.

BY PKOF. J. TOWLER, M.D.

Our first stopping-place in Germany,
that is, in Germany before the conquest of

Alsace and Lorraine, was Baden, the cele-

brated watering-place of the Grand Duchy
of Baden. Baden ought to be called Babel

;

here all languages are confused and inter-

mingled, but especially is this the case with

English, French, and German, as is evident

from the following example out of an in-

definite number of other similar ones: "It

is tout a'fait viereckig " (it is quite square).

Here you meet with Russian princes, Hun-

garian nobles, German barons, French

counts, English lords, Irish O'Donoughues,

Polish Jews, American millionaires, Italian

musicians, and Spanish peers, all com-

mingled together, like votes in the ballot-

box. What a jargon of tongues ! How
like the chattering of our prototypes in the

zoological gardens. And then what a noise,

what a hissing, croaking, and clatter, when
their better halves were promenading before

the Conversation House 1

When I heard all this, and saw all the

varied habiliments of foreign climes in

friendly contact, I said to myself, "This is

the spot for a photographer to thrive."

The photographer does thrive here ; he can-

not help but thrive, the "big" wheels are

behind him, he must go on ! I inquired of

a Russian princess who happened to be sit-

ting on the next stool (we were both listening

to Struuss's band, or rather watching little

Strauss's comical contortions and fiddle-

gesticulations), who was the best photogra-

pher in Baden. "Monsieur N. N.," she

quickly replied", " he has a studio some dis-

tance from here up the Oos ; but everybody

drives up to him and orders the photograph

a month in advance ; he makes photographs

aux couleurs naturelles; it is the greatest

discovery of the age." Falling in with an

English lady, who simpered the language

as if it were hydrochloric acid passing

through her teeth, I respectfully asked her

if she could recommend a good photogra-

pher. " Oh, certainly; Professor N. N. in

the Lichenthal is decidedly a distingui?hed

artist, a gentleman, and a chemist ; did you

never hear of his wonderful genius ? he

has solved the great problem of taking

photographs in their natural colors!" All

inquiries for the best photographer in

Baden received the same responses. "Vox
populi," said I to myself, "vox Dei est,"

and so I resolved to walk up the glen called

Lichenthal, and visit the distinguished dis-

coverer of the process for taking pictures in

the camera aux couleurs naturelles.

Arriving at the studio I found it very

cosily located near the rivulet amid shady

trees, but there was no pretence about it,

nothing to shock good taste—a few pictures

in natural colors and neatly framed were

hung on the outside of the walls—^just what

I was eager to examine. I examined them,

they were delightful portraits of superb

creatures. The only fault I could find with

them was that Nature herself—not the ar-

tist—must have lavished too much color on

her divine types of beauty. And now for

the process. "What is it?" thought I to
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myself for a moment, and then ejaculated ;

"Jupiter Amnion and U. S. Grant 1 it is

my old friend, the DiaphonI" I rushed

into the studio at once, found the distin-

guished artist and discoverer busy laying

on the couleurs naturelles, as I have done

myself hundreds of times, and I introduced

myself as a distinguished foreigner from

the backwoods of America, desirous of mak-

ing his acquaintance and of admiring the

works of his genius. Of course it takes a

little time to speak all this sentence in Ger-

man, and the discoverer listened to it very

placidly to near the end, when a slight

shrug of the shoulders indicated distinctly

that my fine-set speech had vitterly failed of

its mark. " Je ne comprends pas du tout

I'Allemand, Monsieur," said he, at last,

" you want your photographic aux couleurs

naturelles, n'est ce pas, my lord?" I

changed tack, and repeated stammeringly

in French what I had said so Teutonically a

moment before. He also changed tack now

from superlatively polite to coolly respect-

ful, seeing that I did not want a photo-

graphic aux couleurs naturelles, but came
probably like an agent from the Herald, a

photographic Stanley, to interview him and

to ferret out his secret. But he was deter-

mined to hold Stanley at a respectably dis-

tance. I admired his pictures (they de-

served the praise I lavished upon them)

;

the laudation had no effect. I pretended

ignorance of the process and solicited infor-

mation. He replied that the process was

his own discovery and, of course, as a mat-

ter of business it must remain a trade-

secret ; but this much he might communi-

cate to me, namely, that the picture was

taken on glass in the ordinary way, and

then by peculiar manipulations afterwards

was prepared for the muffle, where it was

burned in. I requested Monsieur to favor

me with a single glance at one of his plates

of glass with the burnt-in pictures. He
showed me a beautiful plate of glass, four-

fourth size. " But where is the picture.

Monsieur?" said I. "C'est I'secret, Mon-
sieur." Finally comprehending that he

was determined to be reticent to the end I

told him curtly that I thought the process

was an old friend of mine, and then asked

him if he did not use two photographs on

plain paper from the same negative in the

preparation of his " charming " picture,

and that the one which he was then color-

ing was designed for the front picture,

which had to be made transparent by a

subsequent process. He admitted the ques-

tions as answered, but still persisted that

his process was his own discovery, and that

it was one thing to write about a process,

and quite another to put it in practice, and

he furthermore remarked, that hitherto no

one had discovered any means of making

the photograph transparent and capable of

retaining the transparency free from, color.

I replied that I knew the process that was

capable of doing just the work in question.

"Do you recollect the formula?" said he.

"Certainly," said I; "and will willingly

communicate it to you." 1 gave him the

receipt. He rose from his seat, made quite

a French bow, and begged me to excuse

him as Mademoiselle la Countess de

was waiting for a sitting.

I was thus left alone, which meant briefly

expressed " allez-vous en " (be off). I left

the studio and again examined the pictures

at the door ; they were admirable, superior

to any other photograph at present in vogue.

How is it then that this picture is kept so

much in the background ? It can be exe-

cuted by the ordinary photographer, and

admits of embellishment by the hands of

the artist; in either case it is a richer pho-

tograph than can be presented by any other

process and with same amount of labor.

It is possible that some of our readers

are acquainted with the general mode of

preparing the photograph, but may not

possess the formula for making the front

photograph transparent. The following is

the last best

:

Canada Balsam,
Spermaceti,

Gum Dammar, .

12 ounces.

1 ounce.

Melt the ingredients thoroughly in an evapo-

rating dish over a lamp, then pour the mix-

ture into a wide-mouthed vial for future use.

What is the price of such a photograph,

you ask ?

You can easily get twenty dollars for

a four-fourth picture in this style, and

the price may vary from $20 to $100 ac-

cording to place and circumstance.
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COLORING PHOTOGRAPHS.
"While retouching the negative seems to

be getting hard raps from all quarters, it

seems a little strange that we hear no allu-

sion made to the coloring of photographs as

a " degenerating, demoralizing, untruthful

practice."

The fact of the matter is, photographers

are human, and while many of them are in-

fluenced by " feeling for art," yet they all

"do business for their dollar," and the

wisest of them are realizing the fact that

there are a great many legitimate, honest

dollars to be had by coloring pictures.

Many of the larger establishments are able

to employ one or more artists constantly,

while another class either do the work them-

selves or hire it done.

Many such have idle time on their hands

which they could soon learn to use to

great profit if they would but give careful

attention and study, backed up by diligent

practice, to the very plain and practical di-

rections given by Mr. Ayres in his excellent

manual of coloring. How to Paint Photo-

gi-aphs, the third edition of which can now
easily be had through your stockdealer.

The first edition of the work was rapidly

taken up, and a second supplied promptly

with a few additions. This second thou-

sand was likewise so quickly taken up that

the author set himself to work to revise the

whole book, which he did, making many
extensive and important additions, among
others full instructions on coloring in oil,

and the best information on the subject of

retouching the negative which has yet been

published. This last eff'ort makes up the

third edition, which is surely the most use-

ful work—in fact the only comprehensive

one—of the kind ever published anywhere.

Here is the testimony of a practical artist

and painter, extracted from a letter written

to Mr. Ayres

:

Independence, Iowa, Nov. 2d, 1872.

I have been photographing and working

in ink and water colors for nine or ten

years, and when I got the first edition of

your little book, a few years ago, I thought

it contained more practical inntruction than

I had received in two expensive courses of

lessons in Cleveland and New York. I

have recommended it to pupils I have had,

and I really think it is a very good thing.

I fully believe that in its publication you

have met a want in our profession, who feel

that with instruction they are capable of

doing some of their own coloring ; and to

them your little book is invaluable.

Its great merit lies in its clearness and

simplicity, and you seem to have kept this

object more prominently in view than some

authors who lose sight of this important mat-

ter in the endeavor to show their learning.

I believe that How to Paint Photographs

will develop a great deal of ability as color-

ists among photographers, and I am glad to

see that it is meeting with the success which

it deserves. "With best wishes,

J. C. Ensminger.

• Now the long evenings and the dreary,

stormy daj^s are at hand, the tedium of idle

hours maybe pleasantly relieved hy business

attention to the thoughts given above.

UNDER THE SKYLIGHT AND IN
THE DARK-ROOM.
BY ROLAND VANWEIKE.

No. V.
" You spoke of the manner of dipping the

plate. Is it necessary to be very particular

about the way of doing it?"

Yes, it is very necessary that it should be

done right. The bath, collodion, developer

—all are found fault with and doctored for

troubles that are entirely due, oftentimes,

to the manner of putting the plate in and

taking it out of the bath. I recommended

lowering the plate slowly and steadily into

the bath. Plunging the plate quickly into

the bath is almost sure to produce streaks.

They are sometimes of one form and some-

times of another. They are at one time of

a serpentine form, starting from the edge

of the plate that first strikes the bath, and

often extending nearly across the plate.

These are usually opaque. Another form

is the zigzag or lightning mark. I have

seen them start from the two prongs of the

dipper, and diverge nearly across the plate.

These were transparent.

"To what do you attribute them, and

why are they opaque at one time and trans-

parent at another?"
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They are produced more readily under

some conditions of the chemicals than others.

My theory is that as the plate descends

swiftly into the bath, the edge of the plate,

and particularly the forks of the dipper,

agitate the solution, and it passes in a dis-

turbed and irregular current across the

plate. The current thus produced acts in

concentrated lines, causing the iodide of

silver to be formed unevenly in the first

contact.

Dipping slowly allows the solution to pass

smoothly over the surface of the plate,

making an even and perfect deposit from

the beginning. As to the markings being

opaque or transparent, I think it due to the

condition of the chemicals, though I will

not attempt to explain the precise action

that takes place.

The opaque lines are produced usually

with a cotton made at rather a high tem-

perature

—

i. e., of short fibre and rather

powdery. The bath will probably be found

nearly neutral, and rather reduced in

strength. The transparent marks will be

produced with a cotton making a tough

leathery collodion, freshly made, and when
the bath is rather full strength.

" Well, if your theory is correct, the trou-

bles are easily removed."

Certainly, it is only the difference gen-

erally whether John or James coats the

plate. I have seen one operator produce a

plate so completely covered with marks and

streaks that one would suppose everything

was in a hopeless condition of demoraliza-

tion; when another would take the same

chemicals and produce clean, perfect work.

I only give you my experience, and what I

have seen in the hands of different workers.

When the manipulations do not remove

the diflaculties, then the chemicals are at

fault. If your collodion is fresh, add a little

old. If the bath be weak, strengthen it;

always remembering that if one thing don't

remove a trouble, then the cause and remedy

are to be looked for somewhere else.

Drawing the plate from the bath is also

important.

" Is it best to take it out slowly the same

as it is put in ?"

No, just the reverse. If the plate be

drawn out slowly it retains any particles

that may be resting on the surface, while

it draws all particles from the .surface of the

bath. Taking it quickly from the bath

clears it from all particles, and avoids spots

and pinholes that we are often troubled

with.

" Well, this gives me a pretty good idea

of how to coat a plate. Now, I would like

to know how to manage the development."

That is the next step after the exposure,

and of equal importance with the other.

There is no better formula for developer

than that given by Mr. Gihon in the Sep-

tember Phoiographer, viz., to make a satu-

rated solution of iron, and then bring it to

the proper strength with the hydrometer.

A simpler method dispensing with the hy-

drometer is equally reliable. A saturated

solution of iron contains about tOO grains to

the ounce. To one ounce add two ounces of

water, and you have a solution of a little

over 30 grains. This is standard developer.

It may be made stronger or weaker a.s the

work may require. Use just acid enough

to have the developer flow smoothly.

"Don't you use alcohol in the devel-

oper ?"

No, not for general work. When the

developer will not flow with a fair propor-

tion of acid, I boil my bath.

" Well, does it make any difference about

flowing the developer?"

Yes, indeed ; that is a very particular

point. You dash your developer on, rush

it across the plate in a perfect torrent, spill-

ing about three times as much as is neces-

sary to use, and then rock the plate contin-

ually during the development ; the proba-

bility is that your negative will be streaked

in the direction the developer flows, and be

too intense to make anything like respectable

work. Flowing the developer is something

that should be practiced with great care

and with the view to become expert in the

operation.

It should be flowed with a steady hand,

pouring on enough to cover the plate

well, and spill as little as possible. After

you see that the developer lies evenly

over the plate, hold still while the image

comes up. If the deep shadows do not come

up in proportion to the other parts, pour on

a little more developer. By holding the
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plate still or keeping it in motion, you have

the development under control, and can

regulate the intensity according to the

working of the chemicals or the subject

under treatment.

The best effects are produced hy having

things in such condition that the proper

intensity vs^ill be had by keeping the devel-

oper quiet on the plate. This admits of an

even, harmonious reduction all over the sur-

face ; the shadows as well as the lights re-

ceiving their due proportion of the deposit.

" Then, when there is a tendency to flat-

ness or working weak, it can be obviated by

keeping the developer in motion."

Exactly, but don't practice it unless ab-

solutely necessary.

CONCERNING CUSTOMERS.

BY WILLIAM HKIGHWAY.

The misunderstandings between the pho-

tographer and the public are numerous

and grievous, and tending as they do to an-

noyance and loss to both, it should be the

aim of each to do away with them as far as

they are severally concerned, and are able.

We know that there is some little excuse

for the ill-temper of both photographer and

sitter. It does seem that there is something

particularly trying about the production of

a photographic picture. The sitter feels

aggrieved, perhaps not without cause—there

is logic in it, at least to the sitter—that she

{^pldce aux dannes, say it is a lady) has to

wait so long for her turn, and that the " dis-

agreeable, bad-tempered photographer -re-

wards her patience (!) with sour looks and

short answers;" she, of course, with fem-

inine logic, thinks it her duty to pay back

in the same coin, and is, in consequence,

perversely awkward and constrained, an

unposable daughter of a " stilf-necked

generation."

On the other hand, Mr. Focus, who has,

perhaps, come out of an encounter with a

mother's idol of a six weeks old piece of

mottled anatomy, covered with confusion

as with a garment, and with half a score or

so of plates more or less ruined, is in any-

thing but an enviable mood, and feels that

the sitter should make some allowance for

the trying nature of his duties. Make al-

lowance for what, my dear friend? What
does she kno^ about Mrs. Honeybun's new
baby, and the gymnastics and contortions

and convulsions it has been indulging in for

the last forty minutes ; how it was deaf to

all the charms of the charmer who charmed

not wisely enough to keep the weak-backed,

winking and blinking, writhing and wrig-

gling baby still, and in focus before the lens ?

All this is very trying, but it does no good

to give way to irritability, and it is cer-

tainly not fair to vent it on the next unfor-

tunate sitter ; they have trials and cares

enough of their own. It is difficult to

withstand this wear and tear on the nerves,

you will say, as you swear and tear. It is

difficult I grant you, but what good end

does it serve to give way ? It does not re-

lieve the feelings, for it rather perpetuates

the irritation, keeping you on the simmer

all day, and you are an annoyance to your-

self and all around you, as harassing as a

mad dog in close vicinity.

The lady who enters to you with her hair

elaborately crimped when it should have

been dressed plain, and is treated by you in

your jaundiced state of mind as one who
should be snubbed as vain and ridiculous,

or perhaps regarded as one having some

fell intent to ruin your comfort and peace

of mind, has most likely been racked with

anxiety for weeks past as to the best way of

dressing her hair, and has at last, in a weak

moment, yielded to the advice of well-

meaning bilt injudicious friends to adopt

the obnoxious manner of "fixing up " the

hair, which you now treat with such deris-

ion. Tour fussing, fuming, discontented

air worries all the soul out of her, and per-

haps an otherwise excellent picture is spoiled

by the limp, worn-out, and utterly miser-

able expression of one listening to a funeral

sermon.

Now all this is very lamentable, and is

about as necessary as the first quarrel of the

newly-married young Spooners just after

the honeymoon, when the j'oung bride fan-

cies she has lost the afi'ections of her husband

because he is not alwaj'^s beside her and

foolishly hugging her, only in this case

they can, and generally do, I believe,

" make it up ;" but with us, if our conduct
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does not please the exacting patrons, they

divorce themselves and take up with the

new love over the way, " such a pleasant,

attentive man." Our rival, by the way,

generally seems to please better than we do;

perhaps he has less to worry him, or does

not suffer so much from nervousness.

It really rests with photographers, as the

loss is theirs and we cannot very well get

at the customers to argue with them on the

unreasonableness of their ways.

They are very aggravating though, are

customers !

A great deal of annoyance and trouble

arises from customers coming to a sitting in

dresses of a shade which the camera cannot

satisfactorily reproduce. This entails re-

turning home to change it for a more suit-

able color, much to the disappointment of

the lady, for not unlikely the other dress is

one she has worn so often, that those dread-

fully censorious members of society, the

Browns, the Joneses, and the Kobinsons,

•' know every fold in it, and are sure to

make aU sorts of horrid, ill-natured re-

marks about it ; if she had only known she

would have had that beautiful ashes of rose

suit which suited her so well." Frail wom-
ankind returns home miserable, almost in

tears, yet there is no gentle sympathy in

the breast of Mr. Focus who thinks how
silly women are; "she ought to have

known that was no dress to sit for a picture

in," he ungallantly growls. How can she

know ? How is it possible that she should

know anything about the eccentricities of

the photographic lens ? You are the per-

son to have taught her, to have told her

that the lavender she wore was not a happy

color for a picture ; or better, to have pro-

vided her with the useful little pamphlet,

TJ],e Photograjiher to His Patrons, when
you made the appointment. By this means

your customer would have been spared the

annoyance of dressing twice for her picture,

not to speak of the danger of rendering

her fearful of the commission of fresh blun-

ders in some part of the mystic rites, so

that she appears in her picture as if she mo-

mentarily expected the roof to fall in ; and

your time would have been saved,- and your

precious nerves.

I will not speak of the grievances of the

sterner sex ; how j'ou resent the impatience

of the down town man who is miserable out

of his office ; and your unsympathetic treat-

ment of the curled and scented darling who
is almost afraid to wink lest he should vh&Lg

his beautifully dressed hair, and fears that

in sitting down he will make ugly creases

in his coat and unmentionables. How
rough you cut up at the persistency of the

lanky man who desires a full-length stand-

ing, or the apple-face individual who would
like a full face, if you please. I will not

say more of your trials at their hands, but

as they are not to be avoided, try and
lighten them by cheerfulness and forbear-

ance, and I think you will find as you grow
better able to bear them, the causes of an-

noyance will diminish too. Our old copy-

book maxim of "bear and forbear" has

peculiar force to the photographic operator.

PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY OF
PHILADELPHIA.

Stated meeting held Wednesday, No-
vember 6th, 1872 ; the President in the

chair.

The minutes of the last meeting were

read and approved.

The President announced the death of

Constant Guillou, Esq., in the following

terms :
" The members of this Society have

no doubt heard with sorrow of the death of

its honored ex-President, Constant Guillou,

Esq. He died Sunday October 20th, 1872,

at his residence near Philadelphia. Mr.

Guillou was one of the founders of this So-

ciety, and has ever been one of its most

talented and prominent members ; always

willing to attend its meetings even at con-

siderable sacrifice to himself. For the past

quarter of a century Mr. Guillou devoted

much time and attention to the various

branches of photography, but was especially

interested in landscape work. Many of his

local views, and pictures made in Cuba will

be favorably remembered. Some of the

members present this evening may recall

with what pleasure they attended a photo-

graphic reunion at his house in Walnut

Street. Mr. Guillou was much interested
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in the formation of a photographic society

in Philadelphia, for the interchange of ideas

and experience upon that subject. I have

been led to suppose, that owing in a great

measure to that meeting and his active

interest, this Society was organized. On
the evening of November 15th, 1862, an

informal meeting of those interested in pho-

tography was held at the Assembly Build-

ings, Tenth and Chestnut Streets, the call

for which was signed by Guillou, Emerson,

Kogers, Corlies, Borda, and Sellers. An
adjourned meeting was held at Horticul-

tural Hall, Broad and Walnut Streets, No-

vember 26th, 1862, and upon the first bal-

lot Mr. Guillou was unanimously elected to

the office of President. From that time to

the present he has always felt a warm
interest in our meetings.

"Mr. Guillou 's death must cause a feeling

of sadness among his fellow-members, and

we shall long continue to miss the cheerful

companionship and valued experience of

our first President."

Mr. Tilghman offered the following reso-

lutions which were adopted unanimously:

" Resolved^ That we have learned with

.great concern the death of our late fellow-

member Constant Guillou, Esq., one of the

founders of this Society, its earliest Presi-

dent and ever its most energetic promoter.

" i?esofoe<;?. That the singularly winning

manners and rare social qualities of Mr.

Guillou make us feel deeply his loss from

among us.

" Resolved, That the officers of the Society

are hereby requested to have his photograph

appropriately framed and hung upon our

walls.

" Resolved, That we tender to his bereaved

family our sincere sympathy in this their

great affliction.

" Resolved, That these resolutions be pub-

lished in the evening papers."

The election of officers to serve for the

ensuing year being now in order, the fol-

lowing gentlemen were nominated and duly

elected

:

President—Mr. John C. Browne.

Mr. John Moran.

Mr. John Carbutt.

Treasurer—Mr. S. Fisher Corlies.

Vice-Presidents-

1

Recording Secretary—Mr. Ellerslie Wal-
lace.

Corresponding Secretary—Mr. F. T. Fas-

sitt.

The Chair appointed Messrs. Fassitt,

Tilghman, and Pepper, Eoom Committee,

and Messrs. Hewitt, Dixon, and Wallace,

Revising Committee.

The Treasurer's report was read and

adopted.

Dr. Charles Seller and Mr. Charles E.

Dana were elected to membership.

New business being now in order, the

President said that he desired to say a few

words about the existing emulsion process.

He felt that this subject was now assuming

an importance which rendered it worthy of

a close investigation by the members of this

Society, particularly as the results obtained

by European operators, both professional

and amateur, are of great excellence, and

the process does not seem to have attracted

the attention that it deserves in this country.

He would be glad to hear any communica-

tions that the members might have to make

on the subject.

On motion of Mr. Graff, it was resolved

that those members who were working the

process and interested in it, should form

themselves into a committee, and report

their experiments at a future meeting.

The Secretary announced that the Pho-

tographic Society of Paris had been send-

ing to us for some time the Bulletin de la

Society Fr'an^aise de Photographie. On mo-

tion, it was resolved that the Corresponding

Secretary be authorized to express the

thanks of the Society and the appreciation

of the compliment to the Photographic

Society of Paris, and to forward the prints

for exchange to the aforesaid Society at as

early a date as convenient.

The President exhibited a copy of Elbert

Anderson's new book, The SkyUgkt and the

Dark-room, and some very neatly made

double backs for dry plates by Mr. Peace, of

this city.

The Secretary presented the exchange

prints from the photographic societies of

Liverpool and Oldham, England, which

were much admired, and referred to a

committee consisting of Messrs. Wallace,

Hewitt, and Dr. Wilcocks for mounting.
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The Secretary also exhibited- some prints

from collodio-bromide dry negatives.

Mr. Dixon exhibited one of Dubroni's

cameras for making wet collodion nega-

tives in the open air without a tent. The

operations of sensitizing and developing are

performed in the body of the camera itself,

which is composed of a yellow glass globe,

open at the back end to receive the col-

lodionized glass ; this latter being held

firmly against the mouth of the globe by a

swinging door furnished with a spring.

This door is light-tight when closed. The

bath solution, having been placed in the

bottom of the camera b^' means of a pipette,

is made to flow over the collodionized glass

by turning the camera at an angle
; after

sensitizing, the solution is withdrawn by

means of the pipette, and the exposure made
by uncapping the lens. The developer is

introduced and applied to the plate in the

same manner as the bath ; the progress of

the developement being watched through a

small yellow glass window in the back of

the camera. The plate is then rinsed with

water, and fixed in the open air.

E. Wallace. Jr.,

Recording Secretary.

PENNSYLVANIA PHOTOGRAPHIC
ASSOCIATION.

A STATED monthly meeting of the Penn-

sylvania Photographic Association was held

at the hall, southeast corner of Tenth and

Walnut Streets, Philadelphia, November
18th, 1872, President William H. Ehoads

in the chair.

The minutes of the last meeting were read

and approved.

The committees on the propositions of

Charles McCormick, H. G. Wilman, and

A. S. Harper, reported favorably, and they

were duly elected members of the Associa-

tion.

The Association nominations for oflScers

for the ensuing year were made as usual.

Mr. Moore made a few remarks in refer-

ence to Mr. Wilson's suit with the Shaw
& Wilcox Company, urging the members

of this Association to do all in their power

in the way of contributions to assist in de-

fraying the expenses he was subjected to, for

saving the photographers from an unjust

taxation by his action in the matter.

A motion of Mr. Moore that the Treas-

urer be instructed to receive all contribu-

tions, and forward the same to Mr. Benjamin

French, of the Boston Photographic Asso-

ciation, was agreed to.

On motion of M r. Hurn, one hundred slips,

with the names of the candidates for the dif-

ferent offices, were ordered to be printed.

A communication was read from the In-

dianapolis Photographic Association, thank-

ing this Association for the contributiuns of

photographs sent to them.

Mr. Rhoads exhibited several negatives^,

showing that by placing thin slips of tin or

paper in the back part of the lens a sharper

picture may be obtained, but with longer

exposure; also demonstrating the fact that

the rays of light in passing through the lens

are in nowise obstructed so as to form an

imperfect picture.

Mr. Rhoads alluded to his remarks at a

former meeting, and to those of his operator,

Mr. H. F. Smith, on some experiments they

had made with the dividing piece in the box

across the back lens. Mr. Smith had been

led to make further trials with the following

results

:

A strip of ferrotype plate, three-eighths

of an inch wide, was then taken and bent at

the ends so as to tit in the mounting across

the back lens, vertically, as shown in Fig,

Fig. 1. Fig. 2.

1, and tried with the same result, there being

very little change in the time between that

and when the open lens was used, but a de-

cided difference in favor of the obstruction,

in the rotundity of the image.

Strips of the same material crossed at right

angles, as in Fig. 2, were then tried. The
exposure with it was thirty seconds, while

with the open lens twenty seconds were

given. The results were exactly the same

so far as chemical effect was concerned, but

27
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there was a difference in favor of the ob-

struction, as far as roundness of figure is con-

cerned.

Fig. 3. Fig. 4.

Next a piece of plate was cut of the shape

shown in Fig 3, thus obstructing the lens

twice the amount that the riglit-angled strips

did. The exposure was made ; time, seventy-

five seconds ; and with the open lens eighteen

seconds.

The results were identical with those from

the second experiment. Although one-half

the lens was hidden the resulting image was

perfect, only more time being required to

make it so.

Pinalh' a disk was perforated with a large

nail, with triangular perforations, as shown

in Fig. 4, and this placed over the lens, thus

covering the main part of the back lens. The

exposure was made, eighty seconds being

given, and then the obstruction was re-

moved, and an exposure made with the

open lens, time, twenty seconds. The re-

sulting pictures are identical, except, per-

haps, a little rounder figure is secured by

the use of the obstruction.

Now the query occurred to our minds,

how can these things be so? How is it v/e

may cove?' nearly the whole of a lens, or

cover it more or li^ss, and yet get as per-

fectly a formed picture as if no obstruction

were there? Again, how much of a lens is

used or needed in making a picture? Evi-

dently it makes but little difference how
much, or what part, of the lens is used, or

^yhat part obstructed, except that the greater

the obstruction, the slower the lens will

work, of course.

But how is it that we may thus obstruct

a lens and cause no distortion or hiding of

part< of the image?

The matter excited a great deal of interest,

and an explanation was promised at the next

meeting.

The question for the evening, viz.. Print-

ing, Toning, and Finishing the Picture, was

now taken up and discussed. Messrs. Schrei-

ber, Hurn, Marston, and Khoads, gave their

different ideas and formulas, which were

listened to with great interest.

Mr. Schreiber urged the members to keep

up their prices of photographs, and spoke of

several that had raised their prices, and

were doing a larger business.

On motion, adjourned.

Thomas J. Lindsey, '

Sec. pro tem.

PHOTOGRAPHIC, ASSOCIATION OF
THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA.

We are glad to know that a photographic

association has" been formed at Washington,

D. C , and that our magazine has been

adopted as its organ. The Secretary sends

us the following

:

Washington, November 11th, 1872.

Mr. E. L. Wilson,
Editor Philadelphia Photographer.

Dear Sir : At the suggestion of some of

the members of the Photographic Associa-

tion, I will give you a statement of prog-

ress. I learn you are aware we were about

to organize a photographic association.

We have done so here under the name of

the Photographic Association of the District

of Columbia, to meet regularly the first

Tuesday evening of each month. By our

Constitution the Philndelphia Photographer

is made the authorized and oflacial organ of

the Association. The officers are :

President—^. J. Ward.
Vice-President—Julius Ulke.

Recording Secretary—E. J. Pulman.

Corresponding Secretary—C. M. Bell.

Treasurer—J. O. Johnson.

Our first stated meeting was held Tues-

day evening, Nov. 5th, 1872, at Mr. John-

son's gallery. After the roll was called,

the minutes of the previous meeting were

read and approved. When the routine

business of the Association had been trans-

acted, there being no regular bu.-^iness be-

fore the meeting, the members engaged in

the discu.'^sion of various matters of interest

to the fraternity.

A beautifully enamelled specimen of the
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art, made in Italy, was presented by J. R.

Maney, of Brady's gallery, for examination

and discussion.

The next stated meeting will be held at

E. J. Pulman's gallery, Tuesday evening,

Dec. 3d, 1872.

E. J. PULMAN,
Recording Secretary.

MARYLAND PHOTOGRAPHERS'
ASSOCIATION.

We are glad to learn that Baltimore is

also furthering the good work of photo-

graphic advancement by the organization

of a State Photographic Association. We
clip the following from the Sun:

" Meeting of Photographers.—At a meet-

ing of a large number of photographers held

last night at Lyric Hall, corner of St. Paul

and Saratoga Streets, it was resolved to form

a society, to be called 'The Maryland Pho-

tographers' Association,' for mutual benefit

and protection. Mr. N. H. Busey was

elected Permanent President, Mr, P. L.

Perkins Vice-President, Mr. G. O. Brown
Secretary, and Mr. W. Dinmore Treasurer.

A committee of three, consisting of Messrs.

Mosher, Wilson, and Brown, was then ap-

pointed to draw up a constitution and by-

laws, and the meeting adjourned, subject to

the call of the President."

MATTERS OF THE

BROOKLYN PHOTOGRAPHIC ART
ASSOCIATION.

The Brooklyn Photographic Art Asso-

ciation was organized on November 25th,

at the gallery of Messrs. Knowlton & Mac-
Gregor, Mr. Van Door presiding, and Mr.

B. F. Traxell, Secretary joro tern. Messrs.

P. Pearsall, Hanway, and Knowlton were

appointed a committee to draft constitution

and by-laws. After sundry preliminary

discussions, the meeting adjourned to De-

cember 2d.

We rejoice at the formation of every

new photographic association. Conducted

in the proper spirit, they must do good. We
wish this new one great success, and hope to

receive reports of their proceedings regu-

larly.

We expect to make a very important an-

nouncement next month concerning the

next Exhibition.

Mr. Albert Moore, No. 828 Wood
Street, Philadelphia, is the Treasurer of the

National Photographic Association. Pay
back dues to him. Due annually June 1st.

Mr. Edward L. Wilson, Seventh and
Cherry, Philadelphia, is the Permanent Sec-

retary of the National Photographic Asso-

ciation. All applications for membership
or life membership should be sent to him.

For membership, entrance fee, $2, and dues

one year, $2, in advance. Employees, half

rates. Life membership fee, $25. See

regulations in our July number. Be a life

member.

Veterans —The following have been

added to the veteran list since our last : E.

Long, Quincy, Ills. ; John C. Gray, Cen-

tralia. Ills., and E. D. Ritton, Danbury,

Conn.

The new constitution, with revised list of

members, will be ready in a few weeks. Are

your dues paid up? Hurry, life members!

The National Price-List is not to be

forgotten. It is having the attention of

the Executive Committee now.

Support the National Photographic

Association. Pay your dues promptly if

a member already. If not, joi7i it now and

become a life member. You will never

regret it. The Association is doing great

good, and has a great deal of work on hand

at present for the benefit of all.

Life Members will take precedence in

the new list to be published, and their

names should be handed in by December

1st to insure a place.

Since our last issue Mr. Andrew Simp-

son, Bufialo, N. Y., has been made a life

member.
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PEOCEEDINGS
OF THE

Executive Committee of the National

Photographic Association.

A MEETING of the Executive Committee

was held on Tuesday, November 19th, at

No. 4 Beekman Street, New York, President

Bogardus presiding, and present Messrs.

Adams, Wilcox, and Wilson. Minutes of

former meetings were read, amended, and

approved.

The reports of several sub-committees

were received, pertaining to the business

of the Association, and the committees

discharged.

The Secretary presented about one hun-

dred letters received from members of the

Association, giving their rates of charge

for pictures. He was instructed to make
up a general scale from them, and report

at the next meeting.

The Chairman and Secretary were de-

tailed to obtain the opinion of Counsellor

Bell in the matter of the late reissue of the

Shaw patent.

Mr. Andrew Simpson, Buffalo, N. Y.

,

was accepted as a life member.

On motion, adjourned.

Edward L. Wilson,
Secretary.

THE BOSTON FIRE.
It is a happy fact that the great fire in

Boston did but little damage among the

representatives of our art. This is in strik-

ing contrast with the Chicago fire, where

all the leading photographers and dealers

were completely burned out. In our last

December issue we published a list of the

noble, generous photographers who had re-

sponded to the call for the relief of their

suffering brethren in Chicago. We shall

have no duty of this kind to perform for

our Boston fraternity, we are thankful to

say, though we would gladly undertake the

work if a necessity existed.

Many of our good friends in Boston had

a very narrow escape. Had the raging

element crossed Washington Street all the

stockdealers and the principal photogra-

phers would have been completely burned

out. As it was our good friends Messrs. J.

W. Black, and B. French & Co., who are

next door to each other, nearly opposite the

"Old South Church," had a very narrow

escape, the buildings directly opposite them

having been blown up with powder to save

the spread of the flames. In a letter to us

Mr. French says:

"Our windows were all stove out. At
four o'clock, Sunday morning, we left the

old store, not expecting to ever be able to

enter it again. But fortune favored us, and

we lose but a trifle. We took out our books,

and about $12,000 to $15,000 worth of len-

ses, &c., and carried them to my house, and

left the rest to be burned up, as we could

not get teams to get other goods out. It

was one of the most awful fires I ever saw

;

you could see to read a newspaper anj'where,

and in all parts of the city in the streets.

There are but few photographers burnt;

Black's place was saved."

This was the first hasty news we received
;

afterwards Mr. French writes:

" We have got our store all fixed up, and

are all right. If the fire had crossed Wash-
ington Street there would have been heavy

loss to the photographers ; as it was there

were but three or four burnt out, and their

loss, as near as I can learn, will not be very

large, as some had good insurance.

" We have received letters from all parts

of the country, hoping we escaped the awful

fire; also telegrams from Europe; and we
are very thankful we did escape such a

terrible confiagration."

Mr. Black writes us in good spirits, viz. :

" Although the fire came directly oppo-

site my building, and laid waste massive

stone buildings, yet I escaped uninjured,

with the exception of the windows, which

were badly broken.

" I consider myself a fortunate individual

to escape as I have. I have a plenty of

glass left, and a strong will to do anything,

and what more can be desired? For the

past week I have had hardly time to take a

breath, such has been the call for photo-

graphs of the burnt district. I have made

about one hundred and fifty negatives of

different portions, some of which are very

artistic."

Here is enterprise for you, characteristic

of the man. Mr. J. H. Hallenbeck wrote

us that Mr. Black was at work making
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negatives while his place was in great dan-

ger of being burned out. Mr. Black is sel-

dom behind in such things. We are glad

he is unharmed.

Our friend, Mr. B. W. Kilburn, has been

on the scene ever since the smoke cleared

away, busy with his camera. He writes,

viz :

" There is a general rush of photographers

here. I think I counted eight cameras right

around me this morning. They seemed to

love to work in the smoke. I think I shall

do better by waiting until it settles ; shall

spend several days here yet."

Thus we see our fraternity had a most

narrow escape.

Those burned out were W. H. Wardwell,

lost everything and no insurance, and G. P.

Miller, fully insured. Messrs. G. S. Bry-

ant & Co., stockdealers, had a very narrow

escape.

We trust they are already nicely under

way again.

THE LIBEL FUND.
We are requested by Benjamin French,

Esq., Treasurer of the Libel Fund, to make
acknowledgment of the following sums re-

ceived by him for the Libel Fund.

From members of the ladiana Photographic

Association, sent by J. Perry Elliott, President,

Indianapolis :

George Henderson,

J. Perry Elliott,

L. D. Judkins,

Harry Fowler,

J. D. Mendenhall,

G. W. Murdock,

George W. Dryer,

Adams & Allison,

F. J. Brent, .

D. L. Clark, .

A. J. Sargent, .

T. C. Farley, Baltimore, .

G. W. Sittler. Shelbyville, Ind.

F. A. Simonds, Chilicothe, 0., .

B. L. Wright, Canton, Pa.,

J. W. Moore, Bellefonte, Pa., ,

A. Simpson, Buffalo, N. Y.

,

$5 00

5 00

10 00

6 00

3 00

3 00

2 00

2 00

2 00

2 00

1 00

$40 00

2 00

1 00

10 00

2 86

5 00

25 00

MOSAICS, 1873.

Our little annual for 1878 is ready. Un-
fortunatel}'^ our hands are so tied that we
cannot modestly saj' much about it. We
will say, however, for the articles by others

"

than us, that they are the very best their au-

thors ever wrote, and that Mosaics is croivded

with them. The articles are better, because

the authors themselves know more and bet-

ter how to make good work than they did

a year ago, and hence know better how to

tell others. We are, therefore, free to say

to our readers that this our eighth issue of

Mosaics is far ahead of any of its predeces-

sors. It is so cheap that every employer

can afford to give his operators, his printers,

and his glass-cleaners, each a copy, and if

he cannot, they can afford to club together

and give a copy to their poor employer, and

thus bring gladness all around.

The following is the list of beautifully-

colored jewels which we have endeavored

to form neatly and carefully into a piece of

useful Mosaic work. Listen to the

LIST:

1872. By Edward L. Wilson.

Relations between the Distance, the Image, and

the Focal Length of a Lens. By J. Zentmayer.

Concerning the Annual Exhibitions. By GKORafi

B. Ayres.

Women's Rights. By Mrs. E. N. Lockwood.

Did You Ever Think' of It? By R. J. Chute.

De Legibus. By W. J. Baker.

Trifles. By E. M. Estabrook.

A Bull in a Glass Room. By Wm. Heighway.

Flowing and Developing Large Plates. By Wil-

liam H. Shersian.

What to Do and When to Do it. By I. B. Web-
ster.

Taste. By D. H. Anderson.

Haifa Dozen Curious Pictures and How to Frame
Them. By Capt. J. Lee Knight.

Two or Three Things to Write About. By J. H.

Fitzgibbon.

Medallion Printing. By Charles W. Hearn.

How to Shorten the Exposure in the Camera.

By H. J. Newton.

We do Think. By C. Alfred Garrett.

To find Beforehand what Lens will be Required

to Include a Given View. By John M. Blake.

The Negative Bath and How to Make it from

Silver Coin. By J. H. Lamson.

Retouching. By F. G. Wkller.

Vignette Cameo Pictures. By J. M. Capper.
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Light for the Printing-Room. By J. R. Clemons.

The A, B, C, and D of Photography. By Elbert

Anderson.

My Method. By Frank Rowell
The Everlasting Background. By W. J. Baker.

What is Retouching? By E. N. Lockwood.

Photographic Pot-Pourri. By John L Gihon.

On Washed Sensitized Paper. By Arthur Green.

Plain Photographic Paper. By H. H. Snelling.

About Retouching Negatives. By B F. Swlob.

A New Method of Albumenizing Glass. By W.
Klauser.

Palladium as a Power. By B. W. Kilburn.

Landscapes and Escapes. By Geo. W. Walton.

What is a Good Photograph? By Old Ar-

gentdm.

Copying. By Alfred Hall.

Lighting. By I. P. Johnston.

Practical Ideas upon Lights and Negatives. By
A. SiMSON.

Variety. By H. P. Robinson.

About Collodion. By Dr. H. Vogel.

What Apparatus is Best Suited for Wet Photog-

raphy in the Field. By J. C. Browne.

Photography as an Art and as a Business. By
A. A. Pearsall.

Ferrotype Fixings. By A. K. P. Trask.

Keep Cool. By A. Bogardus.

Focussing Cameras. By A. E. TuRNBtJLL.

Faithfulness in Pictures. By J. H. Kent.

Where the Trouble is. By Daniel Bendann.

Backbone. By J. A. Scholten.

Reduction of Wastes. By W. L. Shoemaker.

The Transfer of Impressed Collodion Films, and

their Utility in Photographic Reproductions,

&c. By 0. G. Mason.

Advantages of Art Study. By Young Chloride.

The Field for Field Work. By Geo. E. Curtis.

Curious Lens Experiments. By Wm. H. Rhoads.

About Backgrounds. By Edward L Wilson.

New Method of Ascertaining the Strength of

the Silver Bath. By Prof. J. Towler,

M.D.

About Light. By Walter Dinmore.

The Use of Albumen for a Preliminary Coating.

By G. Wharton Simpson, M.A., F.S.A.

Many Mites from Many Minds. By Edward L.

Wilson.

We now commend it to you, believing

you will find it exceedingly useful. We
have taken unusual pains to make it so, and

to get as much of a variety as possible. We
hope you will purchase it liberally, for

we have printed several thousand copies.

Mailed, post paid, in cloth, for $1. Paper

cover, 50 cents.

GERMAN CORRESPONDENCE.

Intensifying with Tincture of Iodine—A Var-

nish which Intensiijies at the Same Time—
Weakening with Tincture of Iodine—Ef-

fects of Iodide of Potassium 07i Exposed

Plates.

In my last letter I mentioned a method

of intensifying with tincture of iodine,

which had done me good service. I have

learned afterwards that this method has

already been described by linger in the

April number of the Bulletin Beige, al-

though it was unknown to me. I hope that

my description has drawn attention to this

method. I have tried it repeatedly, and

with excellen,t results. A short time ago I

heard of a negative varnish which was said

to possess intensifying properties. I have

not seen the varnish, but it is probable that,

if this is so, it is due to the presence of

iodine. If we add J gramme of iodine to

100 grammes of varnish we will get a yel-

low varnish, which will act as a strong

intensifier, but the strengthening is fre-

quently uneven, and I prefer tincture of

iodine. I notice that we may also make
places which are too dense a little thinner

by means of tincture of iodine and cyanide

of potassium. Frequently we make a neg-

ative thinner by simply treating it with

cyanide of potassium. This method has

the drawback that sometimes fine details

are lost, they are dissolved out ; but this

can be avoided by first using tincture of

iodine. This has at first, of course, the

efi'ect of intensifying. AgjI is formed,

which is of a blackish-green color. Cyan-

ide of potassium destroys this, by convert-

ing it into iodide of silver and silver

:

Ag2l= AgI + Ag.

Iodide of silver is at once dissolved in the

cyanide of potassium and one atom silver

(Ag) remains. This remnarit of silver would

also be dissolved if the action of the cyanide

was to continue too long. But it is not

necessary to do this ; it can be readily re-

moved by washing, and we have the pleas-

ure of seeing the intensity of the picture

considerably reduced, while all the details

are preserved. I have employed this method

particularly with magic-lantern slides. The

process is so rapid that in half an hour I
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have finished more than twenty. It must

he remarked that the degree of weakening

the picture depends on the previous treat-

ment with tincture of iodine.

When we wisli to reduce the intensity

but slightly, the treatment with iodine

tincture should he short. When consider-

able thinning is necessary, it should be con-

tinued for some time, and a stronger tinc-

ture should be used. The plate always

becomes darker, but the subsequent treat-

ment with cyanide of potassium restores the

original gray color, and requires but a short

time.

I read, some time ago, the proposition of

Mr. Tilghman how to make exposed plates

sensitive again and fit for a second ex-

posure, by treating them with iodide of

potassium. The honorable president of the

Philadelphia Society has tried the process,

but did not succeed with it; for the plate

showed, after the second exposure, traces

of the first picture. I am not surprised at

it. I observed already ten years ago that

the invisible picture of an exposed plate is

entirely destroyed by a solution of iodide of

potassium; so much so that a subsequent

development shows no traces of a picture.

Schnauss maintained, however, that iodide

of potassium does not destroy the picture

completely, and we have adhered to our

opinions. The difference was at that time

not explained, and remained a mystery

until a year ago, when I made experiments

again with iodide of potassium. Then 1

found, to my surprise, that under certain

conditions iodide of potassium does not

destroy the light impression. When, for

instance, the bath is old, or when it contains

organic matter, the picture remains in

spite of the treatment with iodide of potas-

sium,. But when the bath is fresh, the im-

pression is destroj'ed ; and this explains

why Mr. Tilghman 's method does not

always succeed.

Yours truly.

Dr. Vogel.

The Skylight and the DaTk-Room is the

title of Mr. Anderson's new work, and now
is the season to study its rich contents care-

fully.

DIALOGUES ON DISEASES PHOTO-
GRAPHIC.

BY ELBKIIT ANDERSON.

" Ah, Mon Dieu ! Monsieur Tonson come again !"

MiLWAUKiE, Nov. 20th, 1872. '

My dkar Anderson : It is a very long

time since I had this pleasure {fortunately,

you will say). Remembering well, when
some of our authors said " black " and the

others said " white," and your showing me
that both might be right, has taught me
not to decide too hurriedly. But now a

case arises which puzzles me, more than

anything which has gone before, particu-

larly as two real good fellows come into di-

rect opposition. Will you spin me a yarn,

the wherewith to find my way out of this

labyrinth ? But here are the facts of the

case.

Mr. Heartsease, a friend in whom I have

every confidence, and whom I esteem

highly, is a man who has about as little

"trouble" in the dark-room as the next

man ; and happening in to see me, at my
gallery, last week, asked me what I was

doing. I was just pouring my bath into an

equal amount of water to filter out the

iodide after precipitation, which had begun

to pinhole. He smiled, shook his head, and

said it was all Greek to him. It is true he

had read about it, but had never had occa-

sion to do it, nor had he ever had his bath

over-iodized, in fact never knew what an

over-iodized bath was, and yet has been in

the business for years.

Now I have implicit confidence in all he

says, and know that he would not wilfully

deceive me ; and when I see various author-

ities [you among the number) advising the

dilution of the bath to precipitate iodide of

silver and its subsequent filtration, I am
somewhat at a loss to reconcile these two

divergent statements. A little enlighten-

ment on this subject will greatly oblige,

Yours very truly,

A. B. Marshall,
Photographic Arti.«t.

New York, Not. 24th, 1872.

Friend Marshall : Your favor of 20th

inst. safe to hand, and J hasten to give you

the desired information to the best of my
ability. Strange as it may appear to you,
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these two statements are not at all at vari-

ance. You must bear well in mind, that I

do not practice a?^ I preach. [Now I fancy

I see your face fall, and a slight look of

disappointment come over your features

;

but when you thoroughly understand me,

you will brighten up again.]

If j'ou are using a small bath, say of a

gallon or so capacity, and dipping forty or

fifty four-fourth plates per day, you may
rest assured that such a bath cannot fail to

become in a very short time saturated with

iodide of silver, and pinholes must be the

result, and at the same time its strength

must become greatly reduced. Now if

boiled down to its proper strength, the loss

of solution must also be supplied, and no

sooner is all in readiness, when the same

trouble again makes its appearance. There-

fore I have advised the only method to be

pursued. Why the bath should be poured

in the water, and not the reverse, I have

fully explained on former occasions.

But, when you are employing a large

bath of three or more gallons, you may
dip several hundred plates before it ap-

proaches absolute saturation. When that

stage is reached, the bath will be found to

be reduced eight to ten grains per ounce in

strength of silver, so that when boiled to

that strength to which it originally was, it

will last nearly as long again. Finally

when the bath is reduced in solution (and

also strength eight to ten grains), make up

more solution to the strength of the re-

duced bath, mix, and boil the whole to its

normal strength. By so doing you will

not have to filter out the iodide. My baths,

as I have before told you, hold about three

gallons, and I have not filtered out the

iodide, certainly for a year or more, and

probably shall have no such occasion for a

year or so more. I cannot say I never

shall, as 1 coat sixty or seventy eight by

ten plates per day, but when I used small

baths (a gallon or so), 1 was obliged to di-

lute and filter out every week at least, and

sometimes oftener.

Some small baths, much contaminated,

require to be fused, but this is very rarely,

if ever, necessary, for a large one ; thus

you see I must preach that which I think

you require, whilst I myself have no occa-

sion to practice.

You asked me some time ago to write

you a book. I have done so, with the

hopes that such as you may buy it and

make a fortune, and not bother me any

more with your stupid questions.

If you want my blessing why take it,

and Lovingly,

Anderson.

The Skylig-ht and the Dark-Room.

MR ANDERSON'S NEW BOOK.

The handsome welcome which Mr. An-
derson's book has received is very gratifying

to us as well as' to the author. He being a

practical operator, working daily at his

camera, excites a " fellow feeling " among
the fraternity, and they are giving his book

a reception such as it deserves.

Several of the more enthusiastic ones have

written us to congratulate us on having

found a man who could and who would take

the time to write such a book. We are very

glad to have our estimate of the book so

very promptly confirmed. Be assured we

were well aware of its value before a letter

of it was in type, and we had the manuscript

in our hands nearly a year, keeping it back

until we thought the fraternity was ready

for and needed such a work. We believe

we have published it at just the right time,

for never was photography growing so fast

in progress, and never was there more real

need for a progressive work upon it in all

its details than the present.

Nearly five hundred copies have already

parted company with us, but there are plenty

more left. Send for them.

Mr, J. C. Browne, a gentleman whose

work and words are familiar to you, says of

Mr. Anderson's book, "I have examined

Mr. Anderson's new book with much inter-

est, and find in it a great deal of valuable

information. It appears to me that those

portions relating to the practice of photog-

raphy in the dark-room and skylight, to-

gether with defects, their causes and reme-

dies, are written with a truth and clearness

not to be found in any other treatise on the

subject. I do not write this for publication,
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but I do hope that the photographers in this

country will study the book and profit by

the advice of such a practical man as An-
derson."

Mr. Andrew Simson, of Buffalo, N. Y.,

says: " I consider it the most useful work

published for the practical photographer.

It is explicit upon the generally prevailing

troubles in manipulation, plain in diction,

concise, and very readable."

Mr. William Heighway, at Estabrooke's

gallery, N. Y., says :
" It is grand, and you

deserve the congratulations and thanks of

us all for securing its publication, and for

the manner in which you present it to us."

Mr. John L. Gihon writes us quite at

length about it, viz.: " I have just finished

reading Elbert Anderson's ' Skylight and

Dark-room,' and confess to closing the book

with mingled feelings of gratification and

disappointment. The first are occasioned

by the fact that so comprehensive and pleas-

ing a work of reference should be placed

within the reach of all of our fraternity, and

the latter that he should have so entirely

canvassed the subject-matter as to leave no

room for future competitors. For some

years past I have been collecting photo-

graphic scraps with the idea of prospective

publication, but I find that the author has

so thoroughly spoken about all of the points

it is our business to comprehend, that I must

abandon the idea. In connection with this,

let me compliment your firm upon the man-

ner in which you have presented the publi-

cation. There has been left no room for

adverse criticism, and I know the book can-

not but prove a great success."

Mr. B. W. Kilburn, a worthy represent-

ative of the outdoor branch, says :
" I have

received Mr. Anderson's book and am de-

lighted with it. The first page I read paid

me back the $4 I invested in it, for it treated

on a point I was in doubt about most clearly

and to my satisfaction, thus saving me a long

process of experimenting. It pleases me and

will save trouble in points of doubt where I

should not know, without experiment, which

way to go."

There are many testimonials of this kind

and one of another. One photographer, who
has evidently only glanced at the book on

some dealer's counter, says: "The book

contains the worst set of photographs I

ever laid my eyes on." This is precisely

what the author says. They are badly posed,

carelessly draped, unskilfully lighted; the

eyes are crooked, the necks twisted, the

noses flattened, the faces of some speckled
;

they are mounted crookedly, some too high

up the card, and some too low, and in many
ways are bad. Why? Merely to serve as

examples illustrative of the author's instruc-

tions how to make the best of work. This

he does most graphically and plainly. He
wants to show you all these things and then

tells you how to avoid them.

We do not see how any photographer can

afford to be without " The Skylight and the

Dark-Koom." Please read the table of con-

tents in the advertisement.

Hints from the Record of an Artist

and Photographer.

BY JOHN h. GIHON.

JSTo. 5.

I PROMISED that in this number I should

make some remarks relative to back-

grounds, furniture, and accessories. The ex-

treme difficulty of properly providing such

articles was never more pertinently brought

to my notice, than when recently I was

commissioned to furnish a first-class estab-

lishment with all that was requisite in

these departments. Let us commence with

our screens or those appurtenances which

scene painters would call "flats." Every

establishment in the country is provided

with one or more of them. There is gen-

erally more or less of an attempt to repre-

sent either in or outdoor scenery. It is

almost unnecessary to call attention to the

fact, that these efforts are for the most part

caricatures of all that we desire to imitate.

It is difficult to trace the subject up so that

we can attach the blame to the proper par-

ties. The gentlemen who make a business

of painting the grounds are generally

skilled, and the customers who order them

usually have some well-defined notions of

that which they require. Unfortunately,

however, there always seems to be a

"hitch." Trace the trouble down to its
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foundation, and you will find that the diffi-

culty consists in too much being expected

from inadequate resources. A photographer

stumbles over a picture, half of the merit

of which depends upon its superior combi-

nation of lines. He naturally copies it,

and on the impulse of the moment, orders

a background, a fac-simile of the preferred

design, and then inconsistently enough

shoves it behind each of his patrons, and in

turn becomes discontented and disgusted

because every individual result does not

meet the acme of excellence. It is my con-

viction, that unlessone has ample resources,

it is folly to undertake the semblance of

natural objects in our every-day work.

Unfortunately we are hampered with such

articles as dollars and cents, and few of us

can afford to get up designs suited to the

requirements of particular individuals,

whilst on the other hand, we rarely meet

with those who for the sake of securing su-

perior results, would encourage us in the

necessary outlay. With these facts com-

bating us, it sfill remains imperative to

make our work. acceptable and agreeable to

the preconceived notions of our friends
;

we are forced into a compromise, and we,

all of us, acquire the habit of forcing much
out of little. Probably nine out of every

ten galleries each boast of at least one

fancy background, and it depends alto-

gether upon the taste or judgment of the

operator as to the extent to which its use is

limited. In fitting up an establishment I

should strongly advise you to ignore all at-

tempts at the reproduction of peculiar land-

scape or even interior views. Monotonously

flat screens are, to be sure, objectionable,

but they are infinitely preferable to a

backing, which, from the want of power of

the lenses mostly in use, is imperfectly re-

produced.

Fortunately the tendency of the business

is to resolve itself into the delineation of

bust, or at the most, three-quarter length

pictures. When this is the case, the grad-

uated backgrounds are, in every instance,

to be preferred, and it almost seems super-

fluous to remind the intelligent or observant

poser that he should contrast the light or

dark portion of his screen with the shadows

which he produces upon his model. There

are many contrivances ingeniously planned

for the furtherance or consummation of

these effects, but a well-graduated screen

will meet with every demand. It is diffi-

cult to imagine the possibility of any one

being placed beyond the bounds of com-
munication with a stockdealer, but sup-

posing that he was so situated, it would not

be amiss to know how to provide for the

emergency. Some years ago I was ver-

dant enough to buy every receipt that any

travelling peddler or sharper might offer

for sale. Amongst one of my speculations

was the purchase of a very simple sug-

gestion which I herewith give.

Presuming that you desire to prepare a

" flat " for yourself, you must in the first

place procure some untwilled muslin,

and after neatly straining it upon a frame

suitable for the purpose, coat it with a mix-

ture of boiled oil and copal varnish, thick-

ened with sufficient white lead to give body

to the liquid. It may be as well to add

some lampblack, that this under-coating

will not be too raw or harsh. After smear-

ing your muslin with this composition,

sieve upon it the color of flock that you
prefer. You can obtain a beautifully even

and durable background by this method.

When you buy the flock, don't get dis-

couraged if you cannot at once procure the

neutral tint you have set your mind upon.

Eemember that there are very many ways

of attaining one end, and that if one color

will not answer, a combination of several

will do equally as well.

Select, then, some white, black, red, and

green flock, and whilst dry, mix them to-

gether until you get a powder of the desired

tone. When you sprinkle your prepared

surface, make no effort at economy of ma-

terial. Be lavish in your supply.

My most discouraging venture in the

background business, was when I en-

deavored (by description) to imitate that

which we understand to be used by M.

Adam Salomon. The construction of the

whole affair is, of course, somewhat com-

plex, but the chief peculiarity is, that the

surface exposed to the camera is very con-

cave, or in fact, hemispherical.

I was beguiled into the experiment by a

published report, that fifteen or twenty
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dollars would cover the expense. My cash

account most certainly told a different

story. The problem to solve, about which

the description gave no detail, was, how to

cover this curved surface with a material

that would be without seams, cracks, or un-

evenness of any kind. I believe that I

covered and recovered my framework at

least half a dozen times, and only at the

last moment remembered that in oil-cloth,

we were provided with a flexible, durable,

and efficient material. Make use of the

wrong side of it, and paint that of any de-

sired tint with oil color thinned almost

entirely with turpentine or benzine.

I find that this subject cannot be so very

easily disposed of, and that much remains

to talk of. I am often asked what number

of graj' tint I prefer. Answers to this as

to every other query for information have

to be very guarded. If 1 had the space to

command, I should have screens of almost

every imaginable shade. A good contri-

vance was one that I saw mentioned and

used, I think, by a London photographer.

He had a perpendicular roller placed on

each side of his room, and an endless can-

vass working around them, was so painted

that it could present a number of different

faces.* I, myself, long ago, devised a some-

what elaborate arrangement by which a

number of screens could be supported by

rollers, and dropped into position as occasion

required. The trouble is that few galleries

are warranted in undertaking the expenses

that these contrivances entail. I have fre-

quently yearned for unbounded wealth,

that I might institute an "atelier" that

would approach my ideas of perfection.

It is doubtless a wish that most of you

have shared with me, and I feel sure that I

can have the sympathy of the majority;

whilst condoling with each other, we de-

plore the impossibility' of carrying out our

individual views. Although I have used up

the space allotted me, I have not yet finished

the background subject. More of it anon.

Photographic Mosaics for 1873 is ready,

and is unusually good. Read the review of

it and contents on page 421.

=* See ndvertisement of Messrs. Johnson &
Bixby.—Ed.

RIGHT IDEAS ON RETOUCHING.

In looking over your Octobeir number of

the Philadelphia Photographer, I came
across an article on I'etouching by a Mr.

Heighway, from which I inferred that there

is, as Lord Dundreary would say, a "prob-

ability of a wow " between the advocates

of retouching and the anti's.

Being excessively fond of hot water, and

deeming this too g<wd an opportunity to let

slip, you can rest assured that I was not

long in making up my mind to take a band

in, and so here goes. Being a sort of a

lounger around the galleries, whenever 1

have leisure time, and knowing just about

enough of photography and high art to as-

tonish those who know less, and to bother

the life out of those who know more, I am
probably as well posted in regard to the

ways of the photographers as the next man,

as the saying is.

The objections against retouching come

from those who are either too stingy to pay

for it, fancying that thereby they are saving

money, whilst the case is precisely the re-

verse, or from those who are too ignorant

to understand its object or appreciate its

value. It is not at all uncommon for me
to hear photographers oppose retouching on

"principle," "love of the art," and all

that sort of thing. I often wonder why on

the same principle they don't get out of the

business altogether. I often have a card

stuck under my nose by some of the " anti's "

just spoken of, and am asked in a defiant

way, "What is the matter with that?"

their object being to convince me how un-

necessary retouching is. I generally tell

them that " I don't know, that it would

puzzle even an Anderson to tell what the

dickens is the matter with it."

Whilst admitting all that Mr. Heigh-

way claims for the pencil when directed

by the hand of a skilful retoucher, still it is

but little after all that the retoucher can

have time to do, in a gallery doing even a

fair business. After he has softened down

the shadows and touched up the eyes, he

has done about all that is really necessary.

I remember well a case wherein a retoucher

made a background containing shrubbery,

trees, &c., but it was during the dull season
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when he had plenty of time, and he did it

merely for a " lark."

To those who are opposed to retouching I

would say, make a negative that will not

need retouching, and bring it to New York

and name your salary, for you are just the

man we have been looking for. I have had

considerable experience in examining nega-

tives, and I have never as yet seen the

negative that could not be improved by re-

touching, not excepting those negatives of

Anderson from which were made those

prints that astonished the Parisians, and

which, by the way, a leading Broadway

photographer would persist in telling me,

were retouched negatives. He judged from

the prints. I knew the contrary, having

examined the negatives. Much has been

said about "losing the likeness," "over-

retouching," &c. Surely such expressions

can not be intended to convey an argument

against retouching. If so, one might, with

equal propriety, point to over-exposure as an

argument against making a negative. Others

again oppose retouching on the ground

that it induces carelessness in the operator,

leaving us to infer that it is within the

power of a careful operator to do with his

chemicals all that the retoucher, through

lack of such care, is called upon to do with

his pencil. If this be so, then are there

some very loose ideas abroad regarding the

object of retouching. As I understand the

subject, the necessity for retouching is

caused chiefly by the fact that there are

some colors that do not "take;" that some

of those colors are to be seen upon the

human face (an artist told me that he could

see five colors on a man's face when shaven)

;

that these give rise to imperfections in the

print, thereby marring the beauty of the

picture, giving the shadows a mottled ap-

pearance, in some cases totally destroy-

ing the expression in blue eyes; that al-

though these are imperfections in an artistic

sense of the word, they are not so photo-

graphically speaking; for it is by reason of

the fact that some colors do not take, that

we are enabled to sensitize a plate for those

that do take. "Were it otherwise, the mis-

named "dark-room" would have to be so

literally. Thus you will perceive that it is

not within the power of the operator to do

with his chemicals that which the retoucher

is required to do with his pencil ; and the

sooner the anti-retouchers get this idea into

their heads (if anything short of a surgical

operation can get an idea into their heads),

that no matter how things were done in my
grandfather's days, at the present time a

negative is like a bargain,—it takes two to

make it ; the two in this case being, the one

a chemist and the other an artist.

I have }ieard a great deal about negatives

that didn't need retouching, but always

found upon inquiry that such negatives

were made with the mouth, and not with

the hands.

But after all what does all this " prate "

amount to ? Do those " fellers " who fancy

that because they've served an apprentice-

ship at sash and blind making that there-

fore they are photographers, and who know
about as much about chemistry and optics

as a jackass does about a solar camera,

imagine for one moment that a customer

cares the snap of his finger about the means

employed to make his picture. It is imma-
terial to him whether it is made with silver

or lead, with a crayon or with a blacking

brush, so long as the picture looks like him.

No 1 You can not do without the retoucher

nowadays. The public understand too well

the ditference between an inferior and a

superior picture. Put out the retoucher and

in walks the sheriff, and so let Snelling keep

snarling, and Heighway have his way,

whilst I wind up with a slight alteration in

an old copy-book rhyme which I advise all

retouchers to cut out and paste on their re-

touching-frames as a gentle reminder, and

which will run thuswisely:

All ye, who in retouching would excel,

Regard not how much you retouch, but how well.

N. O. Phyve.

PHOTOGRAPHIC MINCEMEAT.
BY I. B. WEBSTER.

Seventhly. Something Seasonable.—
Now that cold weather has set in we must

prepare for it in all departments. 1. Pro-

vide good stoves and place them in position

for warming your premises, especial refer-

ence being had to the show or reception-
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room, and the dark or chemical-room. A
warm reception-room makes the visitor

comfortable and happy. To see the bright-

ening of the eye as the opening door ad-

mits the visitor from a cold and freezing

air outside, will repay all the cost in grati-

fication. Set a chair towards the lire as

they come in, and you will soon thaw the

tongue into motion, and a trade is sure to

be the result. But continue your cold

room, and only in cases of persistent friend-

ship, will you secure a customer. At the

same time have your dark-room warm and

cosy. I have a small stove (called in this

section a " monkey," but nothing like the

stove of that name used in New England,

New York, and other Eastern and Northern

States), with which I warm my little room

delightfully, at a cost not exceeding $5

for the whole season. There is another ad-

vantage in this. Of course there must be

a flue for the smoke to make its escape.

Now in hot weather this identical flue is a

first rate ventilator, through which all (or

nearly all) of the heated and poisonous air

of the dark-room escapes.

AVe will now suppose that you have pro-

vided for heating. What next ? To take

precautionary measures to prevent an over-

flow of water in some of the many neces-

sary water-pipes, tubs, sinks, &c. The
best way to do this is very simple. Leave

the cocks open all the time, and it will not

freeze in the coldest weather. The philos-

ophy of it, is so simple that I will not in-

sult your intelligence by writing it. Suf-

fice it to say, that I know it works well.

Try it.

Observe nature closely. " Lavater told

Goethe that on a certain occasion he held

the church-bag for the collection of ofl^erings

from the people, when he tried to observe

only the hands, and satisfied himself that in

every individual the shape of the fingers and

hand, and the action expressive of the feel-

ing in dropping the gift, were, in each one,

distinctly difl'erentand characteristic " So

do their actions diff"er when they take off

their hats, and especially when they come
to sit for a picture. Hence the positive ne-

cessity of studying them well before we at-

tempt a negative of them.

A LECTURE ON FLUORESCENT
LIGHT.

Br PRESIDENT HENRY MORTON.

(Delivered in the Academy of Music, Philadelphia,

November 6th, 1872.)

The lecturer opened his subject by com-

paring man's knowledge of science with

that which a shipwrecked sailor, like Rob-

inson Crusoe, would obtain of his island

and its surroundings; some things, like his

dwelling, animals, and utensils, being per-

fectl3'' familiar ; others, like the woods,

peaks, and distant headlands, being less

intimately and yet well known ; while yet

others, such as the neighboring lands which

appeared only as blue cloudlike lines on the

horizon, being subjects rather of conjecture

than of knowledge.

Thus it was with the realm of science;

and having on many previous occasions in

that place made excursions with his hearers

over some of the well-known parts of the

island, he now proposed to take them to one

of the rocky headlands, and thence to point

out such features as might be distinguishable

in certain, as yet inaccessible regions, just

visible upon the horizon of our present

knowledge.

In order that his relation should be con-

nected it would be, however, necessary that

a few points should be recapitulated.

Thus, in the first place, it should be re-

membered that light consisted simply of

wave-like motions in a universally per-

vading medium, and that the ditference be-

tween one color and another was simply a

difference in the number of waves occurring

within a given time or space; or, in other

words, in the lengths of the individual waves

which constitute them.

Thus a crimson color may be compared

to the long-heaving billows of the ocean

;

while a blue tint would find its parallel in

the ripple which the fitful zephyr arouses on

some pond or lake.

Again, we know that when these waves

strike obliquely on some medium differing

in density from that through which they

have been travelling, but which is never-

theless capable of transmitting them, their

directions will be changed; and that this

change will be greater with the little waves
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than with the great ones. Such an action

as this evidently leads to a separation be-

tween the waves of different lengths, and

this separation we call "dispersion;" while

we give the name "refraction" to the

mere act of bending without regard to its

varying degree with reference to the difier-

ent colors.

The following diagram will exhibit the

case now of most importance to us, in which

this action of dispersion is developed and

utilized. (See Fig. 1.;

The name spectrum is applied to the re-

solved or separated light after its passage

through the prism, whether that separation

be into a continuous band, as at S Y, which
is found when the incident light contains

waves of every variety in length, or into a

few separate lines, as at L M, where the

incident light is made up of only two sorts

or lengths of waves ; or when, as at K, the

incident light is entirely made up of waves

of the same length, or is purely of one color,

or to use a single word is monochromatic,

and is then not separated at all,

but is simply refracted, and goes

all to one place.

When pure white light, such

as we get from luminous, solid,

Fig. 1.

Let AB represent a screen, behind which

are located various sources of light emitting

rays which respectively pass through slits

at G, H, and O.

Let C D be a prism, and E F a screen.

If the light rays passing by Gr are all of

one wave length, then they will be all

equally bent by the prism at I and J, and

will fall upon the screen in a single line at

K.

Again, suppose that the light passing

through the opening H were a mixture of

two wave lengths or colors, one part like

that coming through G, and the other of

greater wave length, or as we say of a lower

color. Then that portion which resembles

the former will be equally bent, and will

fall on the screen in a single line at L

;

while the other part will be less bent, and

will form another single line at M.

Lastly, if a beam were to come through

O, composed of a great number of colors or

waves of various lengths, it would be sep-

arated by the prism into as many lines from

S to Y ; or if this number were very great

the lines would blend with each other and

give a continuous band.

or indeed dense bodies generally,

is thus dispersed, separated, or

as we often say analyzed, as above

by the prism, it yields a continu-

ous spectrum, i.e., a long band

of blended color, beginning at

one end with red and running

through various tints of vermilion, orange,

yellow, green, blue, and purple, to violet

at tlie other.

But this is not all. With the stronger

sorts of light we find that this spectrum runs

on beyond the violet for a distance more

than five times as great as that usually visi-

ble, in what are called actinic rays, that is

to say, waves so short and quick that under

no ordinary condition do they affect the

sense of sight, though they are potent in

producing those changes which are recog-

nized in photography.

For present examples of this you now see

on the screen a photograph of the actinic

or extra-violet spectrum of sunlight.

The dark lines indicated by letters (Fig.

2) we cannot pause now even to allude to,

otherwise than to rernark that they are found

all through the solar spectrum', and are use-

ful as points of reference.

I hope presently, when the necessary

preliminary points have been explained, to

show you such a spectrum of actinic rays

from this electric light.

Slight as seems to be the difference be-

tween colors according to the view I have

just explained, i. e., merely a question of
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Vngth of waves, yet, except in the case

which is the subject of our present study,

go fixed and unchangeable is each element

Fig. 2.

of the most composite beam, that not the

least change of tint is ever found to occur.

Red light, though it be passed through a

hundred prisms or lenses, or other optical

machines, cannot be made one atom more

or less red, and still less, therefore, changed

to 3'ellow, or green, or any other color.

" But," you may well asic, "to what then

are due all the colors which we sec in nature?

Does not the white light find itself changed

into green when it falls on a leaf, and into

red when it encounters a brick wall?"

I answer. No. "White light consists of or

contains all colors. "When it falls upon a

leaf, all the colors, but such as produce to

us the effect of green, are absorbed and de-

stroyed or changed to other forms of force,

and only the green-appearing rays are re-

flected to our eyes. So, again, the red ob-

jects absorb all but the red rays.

In proof of this I will now illuminate

this cluster of brightly-colored banners

with light of various colors in succession,

and you will see that in each single color,

only the object of the same color shows, all

the others looking black. "While if the

colored objects could change the color of

the light, then certainly the red object

would still look red in the green light, and

the green object would show in the red

light.

But, again, you might well ask, " Do not

colored glasses and solutions and like trans-

parent media modify the wave lengths or

colors of the rays which they transmit?"

Again I answer. No. They only exert a

selective absorption, or arrrest and refuse to

transmit some colors or wave lengths while

they allow others to pass, and thus taking

from the white light some of the tints whose

combined effect is the origin of its white-

ness, leave it of the residual tint.

This I will prove to you in the following

manner

:

I produce with this electric light and these

prisms, lenses, &c , a continuous spectrum

on the screen
;
you see there that we have

present every tint of pure color.

I now place in the path of the rays a plate

of red glass. Is the red light on the screen

increased in brightness by this? No; but

all the other colors are extinguished. So in

turn with this green and this blue solution;

in all cases the action is not a production of

the color peculiar to the body, but a destruc-

tion of all the others.
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This selective absorption moreover need

not be so uniform as in the instances which

I have just shown you, but may select a

number of rays here and there in the spec-

trum, the resulting transmitted color being

then a mixed tint.

Thus this solution, made by treating boiled

tea-leaves with alcohol, as you see, absorbs

entirely the violet light, but lets the rest

pass with the exception of some special

tints, as a certain crimson which is want-

ing, an orange, and certain green colors.

The combined effect of the colors which

do pass is to produce an olive green.

Again, this solution of permanganate of

potash shows five strong dark bands in the

green which nearly obliterate that color,

and hence, as we might expect, the color of

the transmitted light is a reddish-purple.

Such being the all but universal condition

of objects in relation to color, you will ap-

preciate the surprise which was experienced

by the first observers when they encountered

substances which illuminated with one kind

of light or color exhibited another.

To give you an idea of such a phenome-

non, I have here arranged two rough pic-

tures of a flower with leaves and buds alike

in outline, but one, as you perceive, showing

by the ordinary light many vivid colors,

while the other shows only a yellowish shade

in parts, and that so faint that it might

easily escape notice.

If, now, these are both illuminated with

bright yellow light, the highly-colored pic-

ture fades and loses all its distinctive hues,

as did the banners before, and is as colorless

as its companion, which remains in this light

unchanged ; but if violet light is substituted

for the yellow, see what a wonderful change

we have. The colored picture indeed is as

dull and tintless as with the yellow light,

but the uncolored one now seems fairly to

glow and burn with brilliant green, and

blue, and red.

Here is certainly* an astonishing thing: a

substance or substances which receiving

violet light neither absorb nor reflect it,

but change it into blue, or green, or red.

What shall we call this action ? Let me
give you the answer to this question by

means of an experiment. It has been often

said in another sense from that in which I

now for your amusement employ the phrase,

that an experiment is a question addressed

to nature, and if rightly put will receive a

true answer.

Let us thus ask this large curtain now
hanging before you, what property it pos-

sesses in relation to light. We ask it thus

with red light and with green light, and it

is silent; but when the question or experi-

ment is made with blue light, it flashes out

the answer. Fluorescence. (In the experi-

ment above alluded to a screen or curtain

seemingly with no device upon it was sup-

ported before the electric light, and when
the violet light was thrown on it, the word

^'' Fluorescence,^^ in letters six feet high,

flashed out in luminous green.)

To return for a moment to our original

allegory, we have now taken a look from

the shore of our island at the blue outline of

the distant land, and have seen how it lies

with reference to the well-known objects

about us, and by what a distance it is re-

moved from them. Let us next endeavor,

with such spyglasses as may be at our com-

mand, to make out further details of the

distant region.

In the first place, then, let us inquire

more particularly as to the limiting condi-

tions of the exciting light. We have seen

that in the substance just used red, green,

and yellow light will not produce the effect,

but that violet or a mixture of blue and

violet will.

Is this then universal ? Thousands of ex-

periments have evoked answers to this

question, and I will give you in brief a

summary of these replies.

Violet light alone develops fluorescence

in all bodies that are capable of exhibiting

this phenomenon, but every sort of color

may evoke fluorescence from some body.

Thus, in the picture of a flower which

you first saw fluorescent, thematerial which

gave a blue color is only " excited " by vio-

let light; that which gave a green color is

excited by even the lowest of the blue rays

and by all above, but with variations in in-

tensity ; that is, one color or particular

length of wave acts upon it more strongly

than those of neighboring lengths.

Lastly, the centre of the flower was, you

noticed, red, and the body which developed
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this color is not only excited by the violet

rays, but also by those of red light, though

not by all the colors between.

So, again, chlorophyl, which can be best

obtained by exhausting tea-leaves repeatedly

with boiling water so as to remove all that

water will dissolve, and then treating theui

with strong hot alcohol, is excited by certain

particular waves of red, other special tints

of orange, some of green, and special ones

of violet.

So we might cite a hundred other cases,

all varying more or less, but yet all obeying

this general law discovered by Prof. Stokes,

that the exciting light is always of a less

wave-length than the fluorescent light which

it develops.

Thus violet light may develop a blue

fluorescence, but a blue light can never de-

velop a violet fluorescence, and if, as in

chlorophyl, the exciting light is red, that

developed must be of a lower red or longer

wave.

But we must not forget those invisible

actinic rays which, as we noticed before,

were found in the light from very intense

sources.

Do not they likewise excite this remark-

able action of fluorescence ?

We will answer this question also with an

experiment.

I have here a flat screen coated in part

with the same highly fluorescent body used

in the preparation of the flower and the

word, and we will throw a spectrum from

this electric light in such a way as to make
its extreme violet and extra-violet rays fall

in part upon it. There you see that far be-

yond the end of the visible spectrum where

it falls on the muslin screen, appears a deli-

cate green light where the rays from the

prism fall on the fluorescent substance.

And while we are at this point, let me
show you a beautiful application of this

fact, first made by Stokes, but never before

shown to an audience, as you will presently

see it.

You all know about the bright spectrum

lines of the metals, and many of you last

year in this place saw my friend Dr. Bark-

er's beautiful projections of the same.

Now if silver, for example, gives two

bright lines in the visible green, may it not

also give some lines in the extra-violet or

actinic region ? This screen will answer

this question. There you see a number of

invisible bright lines in this part, and if we
use copper we get others yet further off, and

so also with zinc and other bodies, as you see.

We see then that sources of light rich in

the violet rays, will be the most efficient in

exciting this action of fluorescence, and of

such sources we have first of all in this re-

gard the electric discharge obtained from

an induction coil. In proportion to the

total amount of light it gives, this is the

richest in very short waves, that is, in those

visible as violet light and those active in

eff'ecting chemical change, though as a rule

invisible.

For such purposes as the present, this

discharge when taking place in the little

tubes containing highly rarefied pure nitro-

gen, is most effective, and I have accordingly

arranged here a multitude of these which

we can illuminate with this immense in-

duction coil.

I turn them towards you, and you per-

ceive what a blaze of violet light they emit,

and now turning them away they light up

the whole stage, and cause every fluorescent

object on it to glow.

The electric discharge from a powerful

galvanic battery which we have already

used and shall use again, is another eflicient

source of the fiuorescence-exciting rays, so

is the light from burning magnesium, from
the ignited lime of the lime-light, only in

these last cases we must sift out the excess of

the longer waves which are also present, by
the use of a plate of blue glass. Sunlight

I have strangely omitted, as it comes next

to the electric arc, but requires the blue

glass also. I may mention here that a very

neat arrangement has been made by Messrs.

Hawkins & Wale, of Hoboken, to exhibit

this fluorescence. It consists of a card with

a flower painted in fluorescent material

upon it. This is contained in a little fold-

ing pocket of glass which can be carried in

one's pocket and exhibited at a moment's
notice, in daylight brilliantly, and even to

some extent by gaslight.

Such, then, being the limitations as to the

exciting light, and the sources from which

we can derive it, we inquire as to what

28
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bodies are capable of exhibiting this ac-

tion.

If we apply the most accurate tests, and

use the most powerful means of excitement

at our command, we find that it is much
easier to say what does not than what does

fluoresce, for almost all organic matters and

many minerals possess this property in some

degree. Thus paper, muslin, leaves of plants,

alumina or clay in many of its combina-

tions, the sulphides of lime, &c., show this

property.

But if we confine ourselves to bodies

who#e fluorescent properties are easily per-

ceived, our list is by no means so long.

One of the first substances in which this

property was perceived is a solution of the

acid sulphate of quinine.

This I will exhibit to you in the follow-

ing manner:

I have here some large vessels of water

so placed that they will be lit by the little

group of tubes we used recently.

Into one of them I pour a little of this

solution of quinine sulphate, and as it mixes

with the water you see that it all lights up

with a blue luminosity which makes it seem

opaque, but j'et this candle shows clearly

through it, and by the gaslight the water

looks as clear as before.

Into this other jar I pour a solution of

sesculin, the principle of the horse-chestnut

bark, and you see that it lights up in a sim-

ilar manner. The quantity required in this

case is so small that a fluorescence could be

detected in water which contained but one

twenty -millionth part of sesculin.

Into this last I pour a little extract of the

seeds of the stramonium, which lights up,

as you see, with a green color.

The stramonium extract and the quinine,

and also the sesculin, when painted on paper,

show likewise a fluorescence which is very

marked, as those specimens testify.

The fluorescent painting of a flower, which

I first showed you,"'had its leaves painted

with a new body which I recently discovered

in certain petroleum distillates, namely, in

the last run of the still when the residues

left from the distillation of illuminating oils

are redistilled for lubricating oils and paraf-

fine.

For this substance I would propose the

name Thallene, from the Greek word BaXAoc,

meaning a young shoot or branch, which is

appropriate not only to its brilliant green

fluorescence, but also to ihe fact that when
its fluorescent light is observed with the

spectroscope, two brilliant green bands ap-

pear as the most prominent features.

The flower is painted with a substance

which I have obtained from the foregoing

by exposing its solution to sunlight, and for

it I would propose the compound name
Petrollucene, in allusion to the fact that it

comes from petroleum and shi?ies, as you

see by fluorescence, with a very vivid blue

light.

The solutions of both these substances are

richly fluorescent with a blue color, as I will

show you presently in another way; but as

these bodies are only soluble in such inflam-

mable liquids as alcohol, benzole, benzine,

and the like, I did not think it prudent to

handle in this place such large quantities as

would be needed to show you the properties

of these bodies in the manner just employed

with those soluble in water.

A solution of morin, which is a principle

obtained from the. yellow dye-wood called

fustic or Brazil-wood, gives a brilliant green

fluorescence, A solution of bichloranthra-

cene in alcohol gives a rich purplish blue,

and a solution of comenamic acid in water

with ammonia. For this body I am in-

debted to Mr. Henry How, of King's Col-

lege, Nova Scotia.

All these I now show you in a series of

what from their inventor are called Geissler

tubes, in which a spiral tube containing a

trace of nitrogen gas is surrounded by a

jacket of glass filled with the substance

whose fluorescence we desire to show.

A number of tubes, with various solutions

and arranged in different patterns, were then

exhibited.

Among the substances that were earliest

known to possess fluorescent properties was

glass colored of a yellowish-green with oxide

of uranium. This goes by the name of Ca-

nary-glass among the manufacturers.

Its fluorescent power is well shown by

these Geissler tubes, in which a portion of

the tube is made of this sort of glass, which

is thus seen to fluoresce with a very beauti-

ful green light. I have placed among these
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Canary-glass tubes some of ordinary glass,

in which the electric discharge is seen of its

natural purple color.

This fluorescence is without doubt due to

the uranic oxide, most of whose salts fluor-

esce very brightly. Among these should be

specially noticed the acetate, the double

acetate of sodium and uranium, the sulphate

and the double sulphates generally.

When 1 hold this large bottle of'uranium

acetate in the blue beam of the electric light

filtered through blue glass, you perceive how
brilliantly it lights up, while this other filled

with a salt of an almost identical color

(ferrocyanide of potassium) looks utterly

dull and dark.

Solutions of these salts have, however, so

little fluorescence that though by the use of

certain accurate tests it may be distinguished,

it is yet diflScult to develop, and in the Geiss-

ler tubes, though the contrary has been as-

serted by high authorities, cannot be made
in the faintest degree perceptible.

In addition to the salts of uranium, all of

which fluoresce with a green color, we have

the platino-cyanides, which fluoresce with a

great variety of tints. Thus the platino-

cyanides of potassium and strontium give a

blue color, that of barium a brilliant green,

and that of magnesium a rich red.

Having thus noticed the nature of the ex-

citing light and of the bodies capable of being

excited to fluorescence by it, we come natu-

rally to a consideration of the nature of the

fluorescent light emitted.

When a beam of sunlight, reflected from

the mirror. A, of a port-lumiere placed in

the window of a darkened room, is concen-

trated by a lens, B, and sifted from all but

its blue and violet rays by a little tank of

ammonio-sulphate of copper, and is allowed

to fall upon a fluorescent body at C, and

the light which is emitted by this last is ex-

amined by a spectroscope, D, we see in the

case of some substances, such as solutions of

quinine, aesculin, fustic, stramonium, and

the like, only a continuous spectrum.

But in the case of the uranium salts, of

thallene and petroUucene, either in the solid

state or in solution, the alcoholic solution of

bichloranthracene, &c., we find spectra

made up of a series of bright bands, as a

rule very regularly disposed.

In the case of the uranium salts, these are

very remarkable both for the regularity and

diversity of character which they present.

Figure 4 shows a specimen of those which

I have observed and carefully measured.

At the time when these observations were

made, it had been observed by Stokes and

Becquerel that a difference existed between

the fluorescent spectra of two or three ura-

nium salts, but these diflFerences had ni4ther

been measured nor in any waj' accurately

described. Very recently Becquerel has

published in the Comptes Kendus, vol Ixxv,

p. 296, an extract from some as yet unpub-

lished memoir, in which the subject is much
more fully discussed, but yet in a manner

far from perfect, since many of the results

announced as general are only true with re-

spect to a few examples, and some of the

most remarkable characteristics of certain

salts are overlooked.

In addition to their fluorescent spectra

these salts show, as a rule, very marked

absorption bands. These are seen by a dif-

ferent method of observation. In this case

(see Fig. 5), the port-lumiere A, and lens B,

and tank of ammonio-sulphate of copper C,

are arranged as before, but the object D (a

crystal or crystalline film of the salt, or a

solution of the same), is placed in such a

position that the light which passes through

may be examined with the spectroscope E.
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Except in their similarity of arrangement

no connection has been found between these

bands of absorption and the luminous bands

of fluorescence.

Indeed, while solution almost entirely

destroys the fluorescence of these salts, I

For this end I will again call upon an
experiment for a reply.

You see upon the screen the image of a

tuning-fork placed in the lantern, and also

that of a little pith-ball hanging against it.

I now, at a great distance, sound this

Fig. 5.

have found no change in the absorption

bands of the solution compared with those

of the solid, except in the case of the oxa-

late, where a slight displacement down-

wards in the spectrum occurs, and perhaps

a still smaller change in a few other salts of

uranium.

The platino-cyanides give spectra which

are in a certain degree monochromatic, that

is to say, are confined to a certain tint, and

those above and below it for a moderate

distance, but do not present a series of bands

as do the uranium salts.

Finally the body thallene, which has been

so useful to us in previous illustrations, from

its prodigious power of fluorescence, gives,

when treated in the same manner as the

uranium salts, the spectrum shown in Fig. 6,

and the other new body, petrollucene, that

shown in Fig. 7.

3 4^ 5 ^ J 8

B C D El
Fig. 6.

These absorption bands, moreover, unlike

those of the uranium salts, have a very close

relation to the bands of fluorescence. (See

Am. Chem., Nov., 1872.)

3 4 5 6 7

other fork, when, as you perceive, the ball

is violently driven away, and swings back

and forth. The air has here carried the

sound-motion from the one fork to the other,

and the motion of this last so acquired has

acted upon the pith-ball, producing in it,

however, a movement much less rapid than

its own. In some such way as this, then,

we can imagine the luminiferous ether to

carry motion to a fluorescent body, which,

in turn gives this to the ether entangled

among its atoms, but with a change of rate

which corresponds to the lowering of tint

observed in all cases of fluorescence.

In conclusion let me illustrate to you

another action closely related to this which

we have been observing.

"When fluorescence does not cease at once

with the withdrawal of the exciting light,

we call the action phosphorescence.

S JO Thus I have here a number

of tubes filled with sulphides

of calcium and strontium. I

excite these by a flash from

the coil, and you see that

they continue to glow with

various tints for many minutes.

Here, again, I have a number of large

wreath-shaped tubes containing a gas which

act in a similar manner.

Here is an action about which we know

9 10 11 12

Fig. 7.

Let us now see if we can throw any light

of conjecture even upon the nature of this

action of fluorescence.

so little that high authorities are not even

agreed as to their conjectures concerning its

nature, but this is not unusual, for every
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field of known science is surrounded by a

vast unexplored region filled with unlimited

possibilities, and unless we deliberately shut

our eyes to the fact, we must see that the

unknown is to our fullest knowledge as the

vast ocean shored by continents to the few

drops of its water which we can hold in our

hand.

The lecturer was frequently interrupted

by the applause of his delighted hearers, and

the lecture was one of his most brilliant suc-

cesses.

OUE PICTURE.

The very beautiful examples of photog-

raphy which adorn our present number,

are from negatives made by Mr. W. E.

Howell, No. 867 & 869 Broadway, New
York. Mr. Howell is a young artist than

whom few only have made more rapid prog-

ress or better success. He is a most indus-

trious worker himself, and possesses great

good taste and skill.

The present picture is remarkable for its

simplicity, yet it evinces careful study and

thought in the posing and lighting, and as

a photograph it is rich and round, yet soft

and delicate. In some of the negatives the

subject was taken reclining, while in the

other she is sitting erect. For this reason

we were obliged to print the mounts with-

out Mr. Howell's name upon them. The
picture, however, so bears his impress upon

it that his friends will recognize it as one of

his best productions. Any man who can pro-

duce such work is worthy of a high place in

our art. In answer to our inquiries about

his negatives, Mr. Howell writes, viz.

:

They were made with the 3 A Dallmeyer.

Formula of collodion as follows :

Ether and Alcohol, .

Iodide of Ammonium,
Bromide of Potassium,

. equal parts

. 2 grains.

. 2 "

DEVELOPER.

Water, ....
Protosulphate of Iron,

Acetic Acid,

. 16 ounces

. 1 ounce.

. 1 "

NEGATIVE BATH.

Water, ..... 1 ounce.

Nitrate of Silver, . . .45 grains.

Acidulated with Acetic Acid.

Much will be found in this picture for

both the photographicoperator and the pho-

tographic chemist to study, and we are

under obligations to Mr. Howell for en-

abling us to close our ninth volume with so

beautiful and brilliant a picture. "We hope

he will also find time to take the place of

one in twelve in our new volume, the tenth.

Lantern Slides by the Woodbury
Process.

Some of the most exquisite things we
have ever seen on glass, are the Woodbury
prints now made at the works of the Amer-
ican Photo-Kelief Printing Company, No.

1002 Arch Street, by Mr. J. Carbutt, Su-

perintendent.

They reproduce every molecule in the

negative film. In speaking of them in

Marcy's Sciopticon Manual, J. C. Browne,

Esq., President of the Photographic Society

of Philadelphia, says

:

" While it is a comparatively easy matter

to produce fine positives by either the wet

or dry process of photography, yet the re-

sults are liable to vary somewhat even in

the hands of the most careful manipulator.

The Woodbury photo-relief process, as now
worked in Philadelphia, has the merit of

distancing all competition, in the uniform

excellence of its lantern slides. It would

be a pleasure to give in detail a description

of this wonderful process, did space permit,

commencing with the sensitive gelatine

tissue, resembling in appearance a piece of

patent leather, and following it in its expo-

sure to light under a negative, the light's

action rendering insoluble those parts

reached through the negative ; its subse-

quent immersion in hot water dissolves out

those parts not rendered insoluble, pro-

ducing a relief as thin as writing paper,

which when dry is pressed into a piece of soft

metal by a hydraulic press of fabulous

power, forcing this delicate substance into

the smooth metal, and leaving upon its sur-

face a counterpart or mould of all its finest

lines and half tones. Strange to say this

flimsy gelatine relief is not crushed to atoms

by this treatment. It is not damaged in
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the least, but ready to make its mark again

as often as it is necessary.

"This leaden mould is the type that prints

the picture, a solution of gelatine and India-

ink being poured over it before the glass is

placed in position.

"A slight pressure is given in a press of

peculiar construction, squeezing out the

surplus ink ; a few minutes is allowed th^

ink to set, when the glass, being removed,

brings with it the delicate gelatine picture,

which is well named ' Excelsior.' "

Mr. Carbutt has recently issued a priced

catalogue of lantern slides which he will

supply to all applicants.

Exhibitors should consult it.

Happy New Year I

Index fok 1873.—A copious index to the

current volume will be given to our readers

with this issue. Please to examine it. It, with

eight other extra pages, makes this number

forty-eight pages, half as large again as usual.

President Morton's Lecture on Fluores-

cent Light.—We seldom have had a greater

scientific treat than the recent lecture in this

city by President Henry Morton, of Stevens

Institute, Hoboken, N. J. We devote consider-

able space to a report of it, because it contains

much of interest to our readers. We wish they

could all have seen his very beautiful experi-

ments.

"The Photographer to His Patrons " and

"Pretty Faces" are both necessarily copy-

righted works. No one would have them gotten

up nicely if his neighbor could get up a cheap

imitation. It would not be right. We cannot

for that reason grant the privilege to any one of

making extracts from our leaflets. If parties do

not like ours and want alterations in them, we

have the services of a large job printing office at

hand, and will be glad to do such work reason-

ably.

Honor where Honor is Due —We are glad

to learn that our good friend Dr. Vogel has been

honored by his government with the title of

Professor. That is ^o empty title in Germany,

where the honor is conferred only by the Empe-

ror, an'd we congratulate our friend on his good

fortune. His talents not only make him worthy

of it, but his services at Aden, at Paris, and

daring the late war, make it his due by merit,

and not by any sort of favoritism. It is one of

those eases where honor alone cannot pay for the

good service done.

Mr. Bigelow's Album seems to have created

an excitement in London, and it is well worthy

of it. Dealers may obtain their supply of any

of our publications of Messrs, Piper & Carter,

whom we have made our agents. They already

have a supply of Mr. Anderson's new work, and

also of Mr. Trask's. We are glad to see a de-

mand for American books in Europe. It is a

compliment alike to American photographers as

well as to the authors and publishers.

We notice that Messrs. Benjamin French &
Co., of Boston, notwithstanding the "•blowing

?/^" they received during the great fire, still live,

and will, as they have for the past twenty-five

years, continue to supply the fraternity with the

celebrated Voigtlander lens, and all other goods

used in photography.

The only loss sustained by Messrs. Benjam n

French & Co., was in the cleaning out of all the

massive glass contained in the windows of their

splendid edifice, which was blown to atoms by

the shock of the buildings opposite, which were

demolished by powder.

Mr. Albert Moore, tke solar printer, at 828

Wood Street, Philiidelphia, assisted by Mr. W.

L. Shoemaker, has succeeded in making an im-

mense (40 inches by 60 inches) solar portrait of

Mr. Well. Gr. Singhi, from nn ordinary sized neg-

ative. It is an immensity—even exceeding Mr.

Moore, and as good as it is immense. It is a

marvel of solar printing, in which branch Mr.

Moore excels.
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PlCTURKS FOR THE PHILADELPHIA PHOTOG-

RAPHER.—As we now have only one magazine to

provide for, we want our pictures to be the very

best that can be produced. We also w.int them

to represent the work of the North, South, East

and West—the whole wide country. Will not

those in distant States make a note of this?

If amj of our readers have anything they would

like to offer, please send us proofs. We have

always had to select our photographers. We
wish they would select us. It would aid us in

our work very materially.

In" our October number we incidentally men-

tioned that our friend and correspondent, Mr.

John L. Grihon, was about to sail for South

America. A very pleasing incident, dependent

upon his proposed voyage, has lately come under

our notice. For some time past he has been su-

perintending the gallery of Mr. C. D. Mosher in

Chicago. The latter gentleman took occasion

to give him a very marked testimonial of his

personal friendship and appreciation of his ser-

vices, by the presentation of a very valuable and

elegantly ornamented gold-headed cane. The

following flattering letter was attached to it.

Prof. John L. Gihon.

This is a token of friendship. May this cane

ever bear the burden of an honest, upright man
;

one who does credit to our profession, and who

will ever be a shining star to the lovers of our

beautiful art—photography.

It is the wish of the giver.

Your sincere friend,

C. D. Mosher.

Chicago, Sept. 20th, 1S72.

It is to be regretted that we do not more fre-

quently have such incidents to chronicle, for we

are a firm advocate of the principles that con-

nect with lionds of union, the interests of the

proprietors with those who are associated with

them.

One of the rapidly rising young photographers

of this country, and the worthy representative

of a class whose growth and progress we watch

with much interest, is Mr. Frank Jewell, of

Scranton, Pa. Some examples of his excellent

work whioh are before us convince us that he is

bound to be master of his art. His positions

and lighting are arranged with much good taste

and feeling, and all through, from the skylight

through the dark-room, retouching and printing-

room, the same care and good judgment

throughout, and the same rich, refreshing look

which all good work has. In our February num-

ber we hope to verify our assertions by giving

an example of Mr. Jewell's work therein.

Mr. W. E. Bowman, Ottawa, III., one of the

most enterprising busiMess photographers we

know of, sends us a batch of his cabinets and

cards to show what he is doing. Mr. Bowman
is one of those good fellows who generally takes

the secretaryship of everything in which he is

interested, and that means does the major por-

tion of the work. Thus much of his time has

been taken with agricultural fairs, political or-

ganizations, <tc. He finds his business suffers,

and now he declares he is going to devote his

whole time to plai7i photography. We congrat-

ulate him on his good sense, and expect him now

to make better pictures than ever. Some of the

examples he sends us show that the Ottawa

people are happy in having a good photographer,

and they show it in their faces. So it should be.

We have received examples of their best por-

trait work from Messrs. Fasnot & Hunter, H.

G. AVhite, Henry Sutter, operator at Cadman's,

Jncksonville, 111., and W. H. Jacoby, Minne-

apolis, Minn. The latter are printed with Mr.

Jacoby's new printing-frame by which he secures

a soft " porcelain effect. " We congratulate all

these gentlemen on the steady improvement they

are making in their work.

Landscape Work.—From Messrs. Finley &
Sons, Canandaigua, N. Y., we have some more

of their exquisite views of Canandaigna Lake.

They are most artistically taken, and compel

one to think of those lazy, dreamy days of sum-

mer when one is wont to linger in such places.

Messrs. Finley &, Sons have few rivals as land-

scape photographers.

We are indebted to Mr. C. P. Hibbard, Lis-

bon, N. H., for stereo views of that city, and of

the Falls of the Ammonoosuc, which are equal to

anything we have seen from him.

Mr. Pi. Poole, Nashville, Tenn., sends us a

very fine view of the Capitol Buildings in that

city. The cloud effect is very finely rendered

indeed. Mr. Poole's examples of portrait work

sent are also creditable to him.

From Fritz, Lambertville, N. J., we have a

photograph of a mill, very well taken.

Items of News.—Read the advertisement of

Messrs. Anderson & Bixby, 65 East Indiana

Street, Chicago. Mr. Anderson, it will be re-

membered, exhibited his novel and useful back-

ground frame at Cleveland, and it had many
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admirers. It is good.— Messrs. C. T. White &

Co., New York, send us their monthly price list

as usual.—Messrs. Goodridge Brothers, East Sag-

inaw, Mich., were burned out a short time ago,

but a new and beautiful gallery is nearly ready

for them to occupy. A local paper praises them

for their enterprise in the matter. We hope

they will soon retrieve their losses entire.—Mr.

Well. G. Singhi has sold out his establishment at

Waverly, N. Y. , and removed to Binghamton,

where he is about to open a new and beautiful

suite of rooms well worthy of that enterprising

city. We wish him much success.—Please send

us little items of news all the time,, from the

East, West, North and South.

The Photographic World for November con-

tains a fine example of portraiture by Mr. John

A. Scholten, St. Louis, Mo., and an unusually

interesting selection of articles. The World

will be discontinued with the December issue.

In reviewing this number the Age says :

"This magazine is to be merged in the

Philadelphia Photographer , issued by the same

editors and publishers. Indeed, the two maga-

zines were so identical as to make two titles su-

perfluous, and the consolidation of them will, we

think, be an advantage. The magazine is in-

dispensable to every practitioner or intelligent

amateur of photography ; it furnishes every in-

struction and improvement and suggestion that

is necessary to success and progress. The pic-

ture in this number is a fine exhibition of

drapery, and is altogether a striking and original

representation of a full-length female figure.

The attitude is certainly novel, if all will not

agree that it is graceful."

Enterprise.—We are again reminded of

Chicago pluck and enterprise on receiving some

copy for new advertisements for this issue of the

Photographer, from that pushing photographic

stockdealer, Mr. Charles W. Stevens. It will be

noticed that he has secured new and commodious

quarters in the late burnt district and present

business centre of that wonderful city, having

located at 158 State Street, in close proximity to

the great Palmer Hotel now in process of erec-

tion. The "Great Central" was the first to

rise from the ashes of burnt Chicago, and now is

the first to locate again, where business can be

done conveniently, promptly, and satisfactorily

to its legion of customers. One thing is certain,

the success of the " Great Central,'' for its pro-

prietor believes in printer'' s ink, and with his

pluck, enterprise, and liberal dealing, will com-

mand the attention of the fraternity.

When you visit Chicago do not fail to give

friend Stevens a call. Meanwhile, please read

his tiuo pages of advertisements in this issue. We
wish him much success, and hope the wish may
do him some good.

Photographisches Taschen-worterbuch
(Photographic Pocket Dictionary). Von Dr. H.

Vogel. We have received a copy of the German
edition of this handy little work, the last eman-

ation from our friend Dr. Vogel. It is a care-

fully arranged dictionary, so to speak, of all the

terms commonly used in our art, and will be

found very convenient for ready reference.

Coming from Dr. Vogel. of course it is good and

useful, and some time during the new year we
hope to give our readers the benefit of it by
publishing an English translation of it, in good

and convenient style, at which time we shall

have more to say about it.

BiGiELGw's Album.—Messrs. Piper k Carter,

printers and publishers of the Photographic

News, 15 & 16 Gough Square, Fleet Street,

London, write us as follows concerning Bigeloiv's

Album :

"If not already sent off, please double the

order for Bigeloiv^s Album, as we have more

ordered than the first lot we named. As we have

the entire advertising and pushing of the books,

we should like to have the exclusive sale as

publishers, to supply the trade as well as the

public."

Get Your Wives Interested.—We always

find thrift and good sense and management in a

gallery where the wife is interested. A photog-

rapher away out on Puget Sound says :
" My

wife told a friend that when the Philadelphia

Photographer comes I sit down and never

open my mouth until I have read it all, and

she is nearly right. She is, however, interested

in the art, and very often I read the magazine

to her." That is right. Read what Mrs. Lock-

wood says on Women's Rights in 1873 Mosaics.

We are two or three days late this month,

owing to the interruption of Thanksgiving Day,

and the fact that our number is half as large

again as usual, i. e., forty-eight pages.

Mr. William Kurtz, New York (Mr. Elbert

Anderson, operator), obtained the first premiums

at the American Institute this year. Particulars

in our next.



ADVERTISINO RATSSi FOR SPECIAI/riES.—It will bo umlorslood that matter under
this head is not to be considered as always iiaving editorial sanction, though we sliall endeavor to clear it

of anything tending to deceive or mislead. Stockdealers will hnd tliis a beneficial mode of advertising,
and sure to pay largely. Six lines, one insertion, !|i2.00, and 26 cents lor each additional line, seven words
to a line—in advance. Ojierators desiring situations, no charge. Matter must be received by the 23rd
to secure insertion. Advertisers will please not ask us for recommendations. 4®=- We cannot undertake

mail answers to parties who advertise. Please always add your address to the advertisement.

Wanted.—Apositionist, also a chemical oper-

ator. None but men of recognized ability in

either line need apply. To such, liberal compen-

sation and steady employment is assured.

BOGAEDUS & BeNDANN BrOS.

New York.

Notice.—Having purchased the entire inter-

est of the late firm of Warren, Adderly & Ap-

pelt, we have appointed George R. Angell, 129

Jefferson Avenue, Detroit, agent for the sale of

our Picture Frames, and would assure you that

any prices he may name to you will be as low

as if coming direct from us, and that any con-

tracts he may make will be filled by us.

Waeren & Adderley.

I would respectfully call your attention to the

above notice, and solicit your orders.

George R. Angell,

129 Jefferson Av., Detroit, Mich.

Robinson Photo. Triinmer.
A new thing. $4.00. See advt.

Wanted.—An artist to work in India-ink and

water colors, on enlarged copies. Address

Joseph Reimann,

No. 28 W. Fourth Street,

Cincinnati, Ohio.

Wanted.—A 17x20 rolling press—Lewis' pre-

ferred. Also, an extra 4-4 tube, short focus.

Send sample of its work.

D. H. Anderson,

Richmond, Va.

JBTance's Photo. S^tecialties.

Gill's Imp'vd Chi'otno Intensifler.

W-estern Enterprise.—Chicago, ever for-

ward, and always noted for the enterprise of her

business men, has another event to chronicle in

the accession of the firm of Anderson & Bixby,

manufacturers of Photographic Apparatus. The

nucleus of this business was commenced some

four years ago by Mr. J. A. Anderson, who has

associated with himself Mr. C. S. Bixby. Hav-

ing rebuilt their factory, No. 65 Bast Indiana

Street, and having thoroughly fitted it up with

machinery and facilities suited to this branch of

business ; being practical men, and giving their

personal attention, and assisted by skilled me-

chanics, success is unquestionable.

For Sale.—Our large tent, located, and doing
a fine business. With or without apparatus.

Sold on account of sickness. Fine winter cli-

mate. Inquire of Wilson, Hood & Co.,

Or Engle & Furlong,

Gainesville, Fla.

First-class Gallery For Sale—One of the

best locations on the Hudson River. Population,

abotit 8000. No other gallery. Recently re-

fitted and furnished
; everything new and first-

class. Price, $900. Address D. W. M.,

Care of E. L. Wilson,

Seventh and Cherry Sts. , Philada.

Wanted.—A first-class printer and toner.

None but the best need apply.

J. M. Capper, Troy, N. Y.

Robinson Photo,. Trimmer.
A new thing. $4.00. See advt.

Remember.—Charles W. Stevens has removed
his " Great. Central " Cash Piiotographic Ware-
house from 562 and 564 West Madison Street to

158 State Street, Chicago.

For Sale.—A gallery, doing a good business,

in Carlisle, Penna. Address

H. P. Chapman,
Divinity Hall, West Philadelphia.

The oldest and the best on tJie

Pacific coasjb is H. W. Rradley^s
Stock Depot, 618 and 620 Clay
Street, San Francisco. See advt.

Wanted.—A printer and toner ; one who un-

derstands negative retouching preferred. Ad-

dress, stating salary,

Photo. Copying Co.,

Tyrone, Pa.

Use Mardock & Co.'s Special Preparations.

See advertisement

For Sale.—The neatest and best located

little gallery in the city. Doing a good business,

complete in all its appointments. Rent, $30 per

month. Price, $1000. Address

Edward Mead & Co.,

Stock Dealers,

304 N. Fourth St., St. Louis, Mo.



To Give Away.—One-half intei»est in a Gal-

lery. First-class only. Inventory, $1600. Popu-

lation, 4000. Everything in good order. Good

business in plain and colored work. A large

stock of frames and mouldings. No other good

gallery within thirty miles. Cash price,

Address M. M. 0.,

Box 217, Mt. Carroll, Ills.

Wanted.— A situation by a first-class poser

and manipulator ; also, printing and toning ; a

tip-top porcelain worker. No cheap shop will be

accepted. Address Monroe,

Box 217, Mt. Carroll, Ills.

Examine Chute's Universal Cameo
Press. See advertisement of the

Universal Cameo Press.

Rembmbee.—Headquarters for Photographic

Goods is now at 158 State Street, Chicago, where

Charles W. Stevens has located with the " Great

Central" Photographic Warehouse.

Royal Albumen Paper is the best. Wm. H.

Mardock & Co., importers.

Hance^s Photo. Specialties.

Uance's Silver Spray Gun Cotton.

For Sale.—A good travelling gallery and

contents, all in good repair. Will sell for less

than half cost. The car is 9 x 28 ; suitable for

man and wife to live in, and travel around the

country, or stop stationary. Address

Photograph,

Box 313, Spencer, Mass.

Gallery Foe Sale.—In a town of 400 in-

habitants, in Central Pennsylvania. Splendid

large light. Price, from $300 to $500. Bad
health the cause of selling. Address

C. A. Ward,
Box 927, Altoona, Pa.

For Sale.—A photograph gallery in the most

enterprising town in the State. Instruments all

of the best kind—no old traps. A splendid

chance for a wide-awake young man with limited

means to build up a good and substantial busi-

ness. For particulars, address

Photo. Copying Co.,

Tyrone, Pa.

Wanted.—A competent worker in India-ink,

water colors, and negative retouching. State

lowest terms, with sample of work, if possible.

Address Latour,

Box 383, Sedalia, Mo.

Foreign Lantern Slides.—American, for

eign, and miscellaneous transparencies made to

order; size, 3^- inch square, or '' quarter'''' size,

as desired
;
price, from 50 to 75 cents each. The

finest and most complete sets of Foreign Slides

in this country, having over 500 original, nega-

tives., and being both an exhibitor and yhotogra-

pher, I can produce transparencies superior to

most imported ones. Practical modern lanterns

and oxy-hydrogen light apparatus made to order,

and instructions furnished. Send stamp for list

of views, IfC, to

A. H. FoLSOM, View Photographer,

No. 20 Alleghany Street,

Boston Highlands, Mass.

Robinson Photo. Trirnmer.
A neyj thing. $4^.00. See advt.

New York, Oct. 28th, 1872.

To all ivkotn it may concern.

You are hereby notified that the late V. M.

Griswold is the original inventor of the Com-

bined Filtering and Pouring Bottle, and persons

using any such bottles, made by other parties,

are liable to prosecution for infringement.

Mrs. C. M. Griswold,

Administratrix.

Wanted.—Two first-class artists in India-ink

or water colors. None but first-class need apply.

Central N. Y. Copying House,

Utica, N. Y.

Hance's Photo. Specialties.

Iinproved Grit Varnish.

Remember.—If you want the unrivalled Col-

lodion, Brilliant Varnish, and "Geneva" Albu-

men Paper, it can be had at 158 State Street,

Chicago, Charles W. Stevens having removed to

new and elegant warerooms opposite the Palmer

Hotel.

You can buy even one of Bendann's Back-

grounds, price $3.50, of any stockdealer. Try

one, and you will purchase more. See advertise-

ment.

Itoblnson Photo. Trinnner.
A new thing. $4.00. See advt.

Wanted.—Negatives ofAmerican scenery and

objects of interest, of a size suitable for magic

lantern slides. Will either purchase or pay for

use of same to obtain a relief from, to be used

only for making the Excelsior Lantern Slide by

the Woodbury process. Parties having such will

please send paper print, stating price wanted, to

John Carbutt,

Supt. American Photo-Relief Printing Co.,

1002 Arch St., Philadelphia.



VoiGTLANDEE & SoN Lenses.—If you want
the best and quickest-working lenses, buy the

above. For sale by all stockdealers. Sole agents

in the United States, Bbnj. French & Co.

Remember.—The largest and most complete

stock of Photographic requisites can be found at

the "Great Central" Photographic Warehouse

of Charles W. Stevens, now located at 158 State

Street, Chicago.

Use Estabrooke's Non-Reversible Ferrotype

Collodion.

The oldest and the best on the

Pacific coast is H. W. Bradley's
StocJe Depot, 618 and 620 Clay
Street, San Francisco. See advt.

By buying one of Bendann's Grounds of any

stockdealer for $.3.60, you can make it back

on the first picture made with it. For descrip-

tion, see advertisement.

A Boston Gallery for Sale.—We regret to

have to print the following : "I am admonished

by continued ill-healtli that I must dispose of my
business, and now for the first time publicly in-

vite the attention of photographers to the invest-

ment, which I propose to make worthy the atten-

tion of such as desire a first-class establishment,

at a moderate price. The gallery is located on

one of the best thoroughfares in the city, is fully

equipped in every department, produces excel-

lent work and commands corresponding prices.

By careful management and close attention I

have built up a remunerative business which is

steadily increasing, and nothing but stern ne-

cessity could induce me to pass it into other

hands. I must, however, surrender, and if need

be, at a large pecuniary sacrifice. A better op-

portunity seldom occurs, and I most earnestly

invite the attention of such as are out of busi-

ness, or contemplate a change, to investigate

this ofier. For particulars, terms, &c. , address

G. H. LooMis,

7 Tremont Row, Boston."

We regret to hear of the continued ill-health

of our good friend Loomis, and having many
times visited his rooms know them to be most

desirable. We recommend those in search of a

locality to look into the matter.

—

Editor P. P.

Sance'S'Photo. Specialties.

Elbert Anderson's Collodion.

Advance your work in effect and beauty by

getting of any stockdealer even only one of Ben-

dann's Grounds. For description of styles, see

advertisement.

Negatives for Sale.— J. J. Reiily, of Stock-

ton, Cal., offers for sale good negatives of the

Yosemite Valley, the Big Trees, the Volcanos,

and the Sierra Nevada Mountains. Sample

proofs furnished on application ; but such sam-

ples must be returned. Also stereoscopic views

for sale. J. J. Reilly, Photographer,

Stockton, Cal.

Mobinson Photo. Trimmer.
A new thing. $4:.00. See advt.

Remember.—If you want anything to make
pictures with, and want the best for the least

money, you must send your orders to the " Great

Central," 158 State Street, Chicago. Charles
AV. Stevens.

One Thousand Dollars will buy my pho-

tographic stock, instruments, negatives, &c.

Among the 2000 negatives are the original Mt.

Washington Frost Views, Summer Views of

White Mountains, &c. For quality of negatives

I refer to Edward L. Wilson, editor this journal,

or E. & H. T. Anthony & Co., New York. For

particulars, inquire of H. A. Kimball,

Formerly Clough & Kimball,

Concord, N. H.

Photographic Society op Philadelphia.—
520 Walnut Street, third floor, front room.

Meeting on the first Wednesday evening of every

month at eight o'clock.

Jno. C. Browne, President.

B. Wallace, Corresponding Secretary,

11.30 Spruce Street.

BiGELOw's Album. — What a First-class

Operator thinks :

Philadelphia, July 24th, 1872.

A brief examination of the Bigelow Album,

with the Key, convinces me that it is a more

practical work than I supposed. I have felt

averse to anything that would have a tendency

to induce photographers to work by rule, but

I am satisfied that this will be a help to any man,

without trammeling in the least.

Yours truly, R. J. Chute.

Fairs ! Fairs ! Fairs !—Photographers who
wish a splendid medium for advertising their

business during agricultural and other fairs,

should use "The Photographer to his Patrons,"

or "Pretty Faces." See advertisements.

To enable anyone to order, we will state the

numbers of Grounds in illustration. The one

next to plain print is No. 12 ; next, No. 7. The

one under plain print is No. 10 ; next, 13 ; next,

5. For descriptions of others, see advertisement.



ROSS LENSES,
Wants some more 1

Trial is the true test.

San Francisco, Sept. 9th, 1872.

Messrs. Wilson, Hood & Co.
Gents: Please send us, C.O.D., a

No. 3 Moss Carte-de-visite Tube,
2^ inches diameter, 6 incli focal
length—one of your very best—for
a standing card picture.

We have had THREE of the
Ross tubes of you, and they are
SUPERIOR to anytliing else tnade.
We are more than satisfied ivith

them. Flease send by express, and
oblige

B. F. HOWLAND S CO.,

New York Gallery,

Nos. 23, 25 & 27 Third Street,

San Francisco, Cal.

Rememker.— Geneva Albumen Paper, White

and Pink Steinbaeh and Rives, sold only at the

" Great Central " Photographic Warehouse, 158

State Street, Chicago. Charles W. Stevens.

Robinson Fhoto. Trimmer.
A new thing. $4:.00. See advt.

For Sale.— Best gallery in one of the largest

cities (population 30,000) in central NeAV York.

All modern improvements in apparatus, Ac.
;

reception room newly fitted up this spring ; two

skylights; about 20,000 negatives. Fine suite

of living rooms connected wi th the gallery. Rent,

$400 yearly ; lease four years to run ; worth over

$5000, can be bought for $3500. Sickness sole

cause for soiling. Address 0. S. Follett,

Of firm of Wm. B. Holmes & Co.,

646 Broadway, New York.

Wanted.—Agents to travel' through the seve-

ral states. None need apply except practical

photographers, and those acquainted with the

use of the solar camera. Apply to

H. L. Emmons, Baltimore, Md.

Pennsylvania Photographic Association.

The stated monthly meeting will be held at the

southeast corner Tenth and Walnut Streets,

entrance on Tenth Street, on the third Monday
evening of each njonth. Meetings practical and

interesting-. A cordial invitation to photogra-

phers not members.

Wm. H. Rhoads, R. J. Chute,

President. Secretary.

Mountains and "Valleys of New Hampshire, in

summer and winter, lantern slides and stereo-

graphs. For catalogues address

H. A. Kimball, Concord, N. H.

Hance's Fhoto. Specialties.

Hance^s Feculiar Collodion.

Ezekiel Y. Bell, 43 Wall Street, N. Y.

Attorney-at-law. Official counsel of the Na-
tional Photographic Association. All law busi-

ness attended to promptly
;
patents solicited,

etc., etc. Parties at a distance can rely on their

causes having the best of attention. Advice by
letter.

OPAQUE.
Do you use Opaque? Read what is said by

those who do:

Philadelphia, April 20, 1872.
We have used' more than a dozen boxes of the

"Opaque,'' manufactured by John L. Gihon,
for "blocking out'' negatives, as well as posi-

tives for the magic lantern, and are happy to
state that it answers remarkably well.

W. & F. Langknheim,
Manufacturers of Lantern Slides, 1018 Wood St.

Opaque is as valuable in our business, in its

way, as is sunlight. With it we are enabled to

cover out backgrounds on solar negatives, and it

is the only article that will not crack by the ex-
pansion of the glass during printing in the solar

camera. We have recommended it to many.
Truly yours, Albert Moore,

Solar Printer, 828 Wood St., Philada.

Philadelphia, April 24, 1872.
Gihon's Opaque "stops out" the backgrounds

of magic lantern slides better than any article

with which I am acquainted. L. J. Marcy,
Manufacturer of Sciopticons.

Philadelphia, May, 1872.

I wouldn't be without Mr. Gihon's Opaque,
If it cost me all of five dollars a cake.

S. McMuLLiN, View Photographer.

Remember.—You get the purest chemicals,

full weight, C. W. S. Gun-Cotton, C. W. S.

Chloride Gold, and Stevens' Gem Camera, only

at the "Great Central^" 158 State Street, Chi.

cago. Charles W. Stevens.

$3.50 is all the outlay required to put Ben-

dann's Backgrounds in use. Order one of your

stockdealer. Nearly four thousand sold since

May.

For Sale.—The leading gallery in Chester,

Pa., now doing a good business. Tie city is

fourteen miles from Philadelphia, has a popula-

tion of 10,000, and is growing rapidly. A rare

chance for a good operator. Price, from $350

to $500. For particulars, address

William Snell, Chester, Pa.



For Sale, at invoice price for cash, my gal-
lery in Clinton, Iowa. Best location in the city.
Established over seven years. A good opportu-
nity to step into a business that has always been
a success, and may be greatly extended by an
energetic man. For particulars, address,

J. Blackball, Clinton, Iowa.

Read our Prospectus for 1S72 on
third page of this cover.

New Lens.—AVe are now getting some extra
4-4 Darlot new lenses—said to be very fine.

Price $100. Benj. French & Co.

Remember.—^Brilliant Varnish for negatives
and gems, quarts, pints, and small bottles, manu-
factured and sold only at the " Great Central,"
158 State Street, Chicago. Chas. W. Stevens.

Hance^s Photo. Specialties.
Curtis's Niagara Collodion.

SITUATIONS WANTED.
{No charge for advertisements wilder this head.

Inserted once only , unless by request.)

>6®=- Hereafter we cannot have letters directed to
our care ; if they are, parties must send for them,
and send stamps to pay postage. We cannot under-
take to mail them

;
please do not request it.

WANTED—A situation as negative retoucher.

No objections to running a gallery on shares.

Sample of work sent to those really in want of

valuable help. References exchanged. Direct,

Drawer 380, Sheboygan, Wis.

AVANTED—A young lady desires a situation

in a photograph gallery. Has had some experi-

ence, and can give reference. Address M. E.,

1717 Fitzwater Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

WANTED—A situation by a real good ope
rator. Can do anything in the business, but pre*

fers operating. Address James A. Smith, Jr.,

Hopkinton, Iowa.

A¥ANTED—By a lady artist, a situation to

work in water colors, India-ink, or to retouch
negatives. Address G. H., P. 0. Box 2256, New
York City.

AVANTED—A position by a first-class printer

and toner of over 12 years experience. Refer to

leading photographers. Address " Photo.," care
of Benerman & Wilson, Philadelphia, Pa.

WANTED—A situation in a gallery, by a
young man of one year's experience in the busi-

ness. I promise close application to business,

and will furnish references as to character, &c.

Address B. F. Spilman, Harrodsburg, Ky.

WANTED^An artist and skilful painter, who
can deliver every description of the finest and
best finished work, and also understands the
management of the whole photographic business,

wishes to meet with a number one photographer
East. Address Mr. Smith, Golden Gate Hotel,

Market Street, San Francisco, Cal.

WANTED—A situation by a young lady in a
photograph gallery as printer, and understands
retouching negatives ; is willing to attend re-

ception-room. References given. Address P.
0. Bo.x, Hudson, Lenawee Co., Mich.

AVANTED—A young man wants a situation as
printer or assistant operator. AVill give good
reference. Address George A. Young, Box 1195,
Elmira, New York.

AVANTED—A situation as dark-room opera-

tor, or as printer and toner, by a young man of

over two years experience. References given if

required. Address P. 0. Box 40, Cambridge,
Ohio.

AVANTED—A position by a negative retoucher

of skill and experience. Also works nicely in

India-ink. Address Miss E. Grace, Detroit,

Mich.

AVANTED—A situation by a young man who
is a first-class operator and printer ; also has

some knowledge of retouching. Have had charge

of a first- class gallery for the last year. Address

with particulars, terms, &c., T. Lyon, Berea,

Ohio.

This cut lepresents
Woodward's Photo Tent-
Gallery, and Dark-Eoora
Trunk, which for sim-
plicity, compactness,
durability, practicabili-
ty, and cheapness,
stands unrivaled.
Our Tents furnished

from $35 00, upward ; our
Trunks, from $15 00 up-
ward ; or license to make
and to use the same for

SIO 00 each. Send for a
circular. Halfthe jiatent

for sale.
Address, J. Fletch.

Woodward, M.D., Me
Minnville, Tenn.

^^T. PAUL^M/////.

FIRST MINNESOTA PHOTOGRAPHIC STOCK HOUSE.
ESTABLISHED TEN YEARS.

MARTIN'S ART GALLERY, St. Paul, Minn.
JOHN MORRISON, Proprietor.
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Photographic Publications.

"If you expect meritorinua success, ' study.' * * By the study of books you are experiencing the observations of others
to add' to your own stock and acquirements."—A. S. Southwoeth, Esq., before the N. P. A., at St. Louis.
" We are apt to loolc with too much complacency and satisfaction upon the results we have been able to accomplish ; too

apt to think, 'Now we ce?'toinZj/ have almost arrived at the end, and the stage must put up somewhere.'"—J. H. Keht,
before the N. P. A.
"I am certain that what we all require is more study of art rules and principles, so that there shall be more intelligent

"working, and less dependence upon chance for success. This- faculty of seeing is only acquired by close observation and
careful study. * * This guessing it will come out all right is a delusion, and almost inevitably results in failure."—R. J.

Chute, before the N. P. A.
" The field for study in your art is boundless."—E. Y. Bell, at St. Louis.

You see by the above extracts that wise heads consider that study secures success.

It is our exclusive business to sujp'ply you with proper works to study, and tve ask your attention

to the following list:

THE PHILADELPHIA PHOTOGRAPHEE. The oldest photograpliic magazine in America.
Issued the 1st of every month.

THE PHOTOGRAPHIC WORLD. A new magazine issued the fifteenth of every month. There is

nothing in one that is in the other. They are as different from each other as if different parties pub-
lished them. The subscription price of each magazine is $5.00 per year, or the two to one address

for $9.00. Half a year's at the same rate. See prospectus in this number.

DR. VOGEL'S HANDBOOK OP THE PRACTICE AND ART OF PHOTOGRAPHY. Treats on all

matters of photographic practice in every department. Decidedly the most practical and the best
photographic work ever published. Full of illustrations, and has four photographs showing the various
methods of lighting the face. Price, $3.50, post-paid.

BIGELOWS ALBUM OF LIGHTING AND POSING. See full page advertisement. Price, $6.

WILSON'S FOREIGN LANDSCAPE STUDIES. Price, $4.00.

HOW TO PAINT PHOTOGRAPHS IN WATER COLORS. A practical Handbook designed es-

pecially for the use of Students and Photographers, containing directions for Brush Work in all des-

cription of Photo-Portraiture, Oil, Water Colors, Ink, &e. By Geoege B. Ayees, Artist. Third
edition. Price, $2.00.

PICTORIAL EFFECT IN PHOTOGRAPHY. By H. P. Robinson, 'London. English edition. A
splendidly illustrated work, teaching how to pose and light the subject, the rules of composition,
&o., &o. Handsomely bound in cloth, $3.60.

THE AMERICAN CARBON MANUAL. By Fdwakd L. Wilson. A complete manual of the
Carbon Process from beginning to end. With a fine example by the process. Cloth, $2.00.

HIMES' GLIMPSES AT-PHOTOGRAPHY. By Prof. Charles F. Himes, Ph.D. Pull of useful
information for the photographic printer. Illustrated with a whole-size photograph. Cloth, $1.25.

THE YEAR-BOOK OF PHOTOGRAPHY. By G. Wharton Simpson. English edition. Similar
to Mosaics, and full of good, short, practical articles. 50 cents. 1869, 1870, 1871, and 1872 now
ON HAND. 1873 in due season.

AYRES' CHART OF PHOTOGRAPHIC DRAPERY. This is a photograph of forty-two pieces of
cloth, of all the colors and shades, handsomely mounted on card. Price, $2.00.
PHOTOGRAPHIC MOSAICS, 1872. Every article in it was prepared expressly for its pages by

practical workers all over the world. This is the seventh year ot Mosaics. A few copies of some of
the former issues are to be had. Prices same as for the new issue for 1872, i.e., paper cover, 50 cents

;

cloth bound, $1 .00. Postage paid. 1873 in press.

"THE PHOTOGRAPHER TO HIS PATRONS." A splendid little twelve page leaflet, which an-
swers all vexatious questions put to you by your sitters, and serves as a grand advertising medium.
It is for photographers to give away to their customers. Send for a copy and illustrated circular.
Over 200,000 already sold and in use all over the country. $20.00 for 1000, $35.00 for 2000, and so on.
PRETTY FACES. A leaflet much smaller than " Pkotogra2>her to his Patro7ts," for the same pur-

pose, but costing less, viz : 1000 copies, $10.00 ; 2000, $17.60, and larger orders at less rates.

HOW TO SIT FOR YOUR PHOTOGRAPH. This is a fine little work of 48 pages, written by the
wife of a celebrated New York photographer, for the purpose of educating the public on the all-

important subject of sitting for a picture, and to assist the photographer in securing the best possible
results. Bound in cloth at 60 cents per copy, and paper cover 30 cents.

LOOKOUT LANDSCAPE PHOTOGRAPHY. By Prof. R. M. Linn, Lookout Mountain, Tenn. A
pocket manual for the outdoor worker, and full of good for every photographer. 75 cents. Just out,
June 30th, 1872. Be sure to get it.

TRASK'S PRACTICAL FERROTYPER. Just out. Price, 75 cents.

THE SKYLIGHT AND THE DARK ROOM. Just issued, a new work by Mr. Elbert Anderson,
the world-renowned operator at Kurtz's, New York. Price, $4.00.

[[^Always ask your dealer for our publications. They all sell them. See special advertisements.

SENERMAN & WILSON, ^^°^°?s^^]''

Seventh and Cherry Sts., Philadelphia.



GMHOIST'S

1fft^01fft
Are the very best that are made, and are now without a rival in the market. They are clean
cut, most desirable shapes and sizes, and made of non-actinic paper, manufactured specially

for the purpose. Each package contains 30 Cut-Outs, or Masks, with corresponding Insides,

assorted for five differently sized ovals and one arch-top.

PRICE, $1.00 PER PACKAC^E. Sent by mail on receipt of price.

Parties wishing special sizes, or large lots of a few sizes, may have them cut to order
promptly, by addressing the manufacturer. No lot costing less than $1.00 made at a time.

No printer should attempt to make medallion pictures without them.

GMHOIST'S

Is designed for RETOUCHING NEGATIVES; COMPLETELY OBSCUPvING THE
IMPEEFECT BACKGROUNDS OF COPIES ; FAULTY SKIES IN LANDSCAPES

;

COATING THE INSIDE' OF LENSES OR CAMERA BOXES; BACKING SOLAR
NEGATIVES; COVERING VIGNETTING BOARDS; and for answering all the re-

quirements of the intelligent Photographer in the production of ARTISTIC RESULTS
IN PRINTING.

Wherever you want TO KEEP OUT IIGRT, USE OPAdUE. It is applied with a brash, dries quidly and sticks.

DO YOU USE OPAQUE? READ WHAT IS SAID BY THOSE WHO DO:

From W. &F. Langenheim, Manufacturers of Lantern Slides, 1018 Wood St., Philadelphia, April

20, 1872.—"We have used more than a dozen boxes of the 'Opaque.' manufactured by John L. Gihon,
for 'blocking out' negatives, as well as positives for the magic lantern, and are happy to state that

it answers remarkably well."

From Albert Moore, Solar Printer, 828 Wood St., Philadelphia.— "Opaque is as valuable in our
business, in its way, as is sunlight. With it we are enabled to cover out backgrounds on solar nega-
tives, and it is the only article that will not crack by the expansion of the glass during printing in the

solar camera. We have recommended it to many."

From L. J. Marcy, Manufacturer of Sciopticons, Philadelphia, April 24, 1872.— " Gihon's Opaque
' stops out ' the backgrounds of magic lantern slides better than any article with which I am acquainted . '

'

From S. McMullin, View Photographer, Philadelphia, May, 1872.—"I wouldn't be without
Mr. Grihon's 'Opaque,' if it cost me all of five dollars a cake."

From Mr. J. Pitcher Spooner, Stockton, Cal.— "Gihon's Opaque and Cut-Outs, are not adver-
tised half as much as they should be. They are the best thing for the purpose ever got out."

CUT-OUTS (thirty), $1.00. OPAQUE, 50 cents.

FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.
Address all orders to

JOHN L. GIHON, Inventor,
128 JV, Seventh St,, I*hiladel2)hia, Pa.

* *



PATENT

PHOTOGRAPH TRIHER.
The usefulness of this little contrivance

is as extensive as it is simple. It will trim
all photographs with equal facility, from
the little circular print of a quarter of an
inch in diameter for the locket to the full

life size, and in this particular it has
greatly the advantnge over the clumsy and
costly punches, and dies, and appliances
heretofore used for the purpose.
But to provide for a reasonable number

of sizes requires an outlay which most
artists do not feel justified in making. The
trimmer illustrated in the engraving is

within the reach of all, and artists cannot
only talk about a photograph trimmer,
but can actually own and use one of un-
paralleled adaptability

; not only trimming
photographs, but cutting all kinds of paper
for all purposes, such as diaphragms, cut-
outs, &G., used in printing, and not when
dry simply, but when covered with paste,
varnish, oil, or water.

This new implement is represented in
the act of trimming a photograph, in the
accompanying engraving. It consists, all

told, of a severing roller set in a handle,
and guide patterns, or shapes, of such form
and in such numbers as needed.

PRICE

$4.00

ONLY.
S8P BY IIAII, POSTPAID.

We put them up in little

paper boxes carefully

for mailing.

It will be easily seen that the spindle
and roller turn around on a vertical axis
with almost perfect freedom, when the
roller is pressed down against the glass

plate. The object of this is to enable the
roller to follow easily, with precision and
certainty, around a curved guide of greater
or less curvature, without any aid from the
hand

;
permitting the latter to retain a

fixed position with reference to the arm.
With this arrangement it is easily under-
stood how a simple sweep around of the
hand, with a slight outward and downward
pressure, is all that is necessary to trim a
photograph, th.e guide conducting the roller

in the pursuit of the proper course. In-
deed the hand can have no influence what-
ever in guiding, by reason of the free

movement in the socket. The annoyance
of being pinned down to exercising care
and skill in directing the cut, as in the use
of the common knife or scissors, is there-

fore entirely avoided, and the cutting done
as easily and indifferently as a knife can
be drawn at random across a paper.

It will last a life-time, will save an im-
mense amount of labor, and is no humbug.

Mr. W. H. Rhoads of

Philadelphia, says : "The

Robinson Trimmer is a

magnificent thing and

does its work splendidly;

you can say anything

you please in its favor in

my namfe. I wonder I

have done so long with-

out it."

"It works perfectly;

send us another one and

a set of guides. It is

worth its weightin gold."

—Messrs. Garrett,
Fhila.

This trimmer is skillfully and well made, and does its work with astonishing rapidity and excellence.
All photographers now save the trouble and loss from torn prints in cutting out oval and elliptic prints.

It is all ended now if you use one of the ROBINSON TRIMMERS.

ROBINSON'S IMPROVED GUIDES.
We supply mathematically true shaped Guides for Photographs, at the rate of 5 cents per

inch the long way. For example : a card size would be about 15 cents, and a 6x8, 40 cents.

A complete, illustrated catalogue and price-list of these will be issued next month.
Please read tjie description of the Trimmer on page 34G, Oct. No. Philadelphia Photogra-

pher.

So pleased are we with the workings and excellence of these articles, that we have con-
sented to act as trade agents for them.

BENERMAN & WILSON,
FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS. PHILADELPHIA, PA.



PRETTY FACES.

ij.

Is .1 new leaflet we have just published, and of which we will send a free

copy to all who apply. The "Photographer to his Patrons " is so popular

(nearly 200,000 having been sold) that we issue

PRETTY FACES,"
to supply those who want something cheaper to enable them to supply

their customers, at little cost, such facts as should be understood before

the PICTURE is made, which, if followed, will save the time of all and se-

cure pretty faces, or at least the best results.

Every thousand you distribute of "Pretty Faces" will enable you to

secure numbers of pictures of pretty faces.

It is the Best Advertising Dodge you can Practice,

And besides it assists you in your work. Get a sample copy and

look into it.

THE FIRST CHAPTER SAYS:
"It is doubtless the desire of all who have photographs made to look as

U'ell as possible. That this may be brought about the photographer needs
the assistance of his patrons, and nothing assists him more at the time of

sitting than appropriate dress, suitable humor, and a happy, natural ex-

pression. It is the purpose of this little book to convey a few hints to the

minds of those who consider a photograph something more than an evanes-
cent curiosity, produced by a simple optical and chemical process, and who
wish to obtain a pleasing likeness, a permanent remembrancer for them-
selves and their families. If the simple suggestions here made are fol-

lowed, the few oppressive moments necessary for the production of the

likeness will be greatly shortened, and the resulting picture will be much
better. Besides the artist will be assisted in his arduous and difficult cal-

ling."

It is followed by chapters on The Best Time; Personal; Dress; P.
P., and P. ; The Trying Moment; Children; %.%.%.; and OtherTliings.

We offer it to you on fine tinted paper, at the following rates :

1000 copies, $10 00

2000 " 17 50

3000 •' . .' . . . . 26 00

5000 " 40 00

Parties wishing cuts, extra paper, &c., will be supplied low.

Address all orders to the publishers,

BENERMAN & WILSON,
Photographic Publishers,

Seventh, and Cherry Streets, Philadelphia.

CC^ The body of this book is electrotyped. The two outside pages of the cover are left blank for

your business card, or anything you wish to go on it ; no extra charge for that.



CHAS. W. STEVENS'
" GREAT CENTRAL " CASH

Photographic Warehouse.
The LARGEST and most COMPLETE STOCK of every-

thing pertaining to PHOTOGRAPHY. Best Goods. Lowest

prices.

IS^-SEE NEXT PAGE.



CHAS. W. STEVENS,

AVIN& BEMOVED the '^ great central" cash
ikkkkkkkkkkkkkk PHOTOGRAPHIC WAREHOUSE

from 562 & 564 West Madison Street, where it was
located the next day after the Great Fire (Oct. 9th,

1871), to new, elegant, and commodious Warerooms,

158 STATE ST., in Otis' Marble Block, nearly opposite the

great Palmer Hotel, where with increased facilities, large

additions to my complete stock, I am prepared to meet the

wants of Photographers with everything pertaining to the

ART. The usual high, standard of excellence of all articles

sold at the " Great Central " shall be sustained, and the

reputation for unexampledpromptness in filling orders intrust-

ed to my care most carefully watched over.

Thanking th Fraternity for the liberal support accorded

in the past, every effort (guided by my long experience in

the trade) shall be made to merit a continuance of the same.

I keep the largest and most complete stock of Photogra-

phers' Supplies, and make the lowest prices. Your atten-

tion is called to my advertisements in the journals.

Price Lists, Catalogues, and frequent Circulars, noting introduction of New Goods and Changes.
The " Great Central " was the first to resume business after the fire, and is the first to secure and re-

move to new and commodious quarters in the business centre.



PHOTOGRAPHIC
:fo:r.

EDITED BY EDWARD L. WILSON.

This Favorite Annual is NOW READY, wholly Filled with Articles Prepared

Expressly for it by the Eminent Photographers of Europe and America.

READ THE LIST OF ARTICLES AND THEIR AUTHORS.

1872. By Edward L. Wilson.

Relations between the Distance, the Image, and
the Focal Length of a Lens, by J. Zentmayer.

Concerning the Annual Exhibition, by George
B. Ayres.

Woman's Rights, by Mrs. E. N. Lockwood.
Did You Ever Think of It? By R. J. Chute.
De Legibus, by W. J. Baker'.

Trifles, by E. M. Estabrook.
A Bull in a Glass Room, by William Heighway.
Flowing and Developing Large Plates, by Wil-

liam H. Sherman.
What to Do and When to Do it, by I. B.Webster.
Taste, by D. H. Anderson.
Half a Dozen Curious Pictures and How to Frame
Them, by Capt. J. Lee Knight.

Two or Three Things to Write About, by J. H.
Fitzgibbon.

Medallion Printing, by Charles W. Hearn.
How to Shorten the Exposure in the Camera, by

H. J. Newton.
We do Think, by C. Alfred Garrett.

To find Beforehand what Lens will be Required
to Include a Given View, by John M. Blake.

The Negative Bath and How to Make it from
Silver Coin, by J. H. Lamson,

Retouching, by F. G. Weller.

Vignette Cameo Pictures, by J. M. Capper.
Light for the Printing-Room, by J. R. Clemons.
The A, B. C, and D of Photography, by Elbert

Anderson.
My Method, by Frank Rowell.
The Everlasting Background, by W. J. Baker.
What is Retouching? By E. N. Lockwood.
Photographic Pot-Pouri, by John L. Gihon.
On Washed Sensitized Paper, by Arthur Green.
Plain Photographic Paper, by H. H. Snelling.

About Retouching Negatives, b^' B. F. Saylor.

A New Method of Albumenizing Glass, by W.
Klauser.

Palladium as a Power, by B. W. Kilburn.
Landscape Escapes, by George W. Walton.
What is a Good Photograph, by Old Argentum.
Copying, by Alfred Hall.

Lighting, by J. P. Johnston.
Practical Ideas upon Lights and Negatives, by

A. Simpson.
Variety, by H. P. Robinson.
About Collodion, by Dr. H. Vogel.
What Apparatus is Best Suited for Wet Photog-
raphy in the Field, by J. C. Browne.

Photography as an Art and as a Business, by A.

A. Pearsall

Ferrotype Fixings, by A. K. P. Trask.
Keep Cool, by A. Bogardus.
Focussing Cameras, by A. E. Turnbull.
Faithfulness in Pictures, by J. H. Kent.
Where the Trouble is, by Daniel Bendann.
Backbone, by J. A. Scholten.

Reduction of Wastes, by W. L. Shoemaker.
The Transfer of Impressed Collodion Films, and

their Utility in Photographic Reproductions,
&c., by 0. G. Mason.

Advantages of Art Study, by Young Chloride.

The Field for Field Work, by George E. Curtis.

Curious Lens Experiments, by Wm. H. Rhoads.
About Backgrounds, by Edward L. Wilson.
New Method of Ascertaining the Strength of the

Silver Bath, by Prof. J. Towler, M.D.
About Light, by Walter Dinmore.
The Use of Albumen for a Preliminary Coating,

by G. Wharton Simpson.
Many Mites from Many Minds, by Edward L.

Wilson.

Price, in Cloth, $1.00; in Paper Cover, 50 Cents.

IT EXCELS ALL OF ITS PREDECESSORS.
FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.

l^early 2000 copies are already sold.

BEHEEMN & WILSON
Pliotographio Publishers,

Seventh and Cherry Streets, ilDliia.



JUST OUT!

ESTABROOK'S J^ COLLODION
FOR FERROTYPES.

We take pleasure in announcing, that we have made arrangements with iftr. E. M. ESTABROOK,
of this city, author of a new and complete work on Ferrotyping, entitled

'^THE FEREOTYPE AND HOW TO MAKE IT,"

Eor the exclusive sale of his

SUPERIOR FERROTYPE COLLODION,
Which will be found to excel any article of this kind hitherto offered. For manipulations see his

book, which is for sale by the undersigned.

The genuine article bears the signature of the manufacturer on each label.

WM. H. MARDOCK & CO.,

15 Amity St., New York.

THE KEY OF OUR STUDIO.
A NEW BOOK BY

IRISH & CO., Bridgeport, Conn.

It is designed to illustrate the most practical method of printing " Photos, in Gray." Also con-

tains our complete formulas ; "Irish's Improved Negative Working Process
;
" simple methods of fine

retouching ;
how to draw new custom, and how to keep it. Price, including a specimen of " Photo,

in Gray," 76 cents.

Or Studies of Improvement in the

Art of Printing.

No. 2. A pair of 4x4
No. 3. One dozen cards

IRISH & CO.'S PHOTOS. IN GRAY,
No. 1. Head of lady, 11x14, in gray, double arch form, price, $1.75

heads, one in gray, the other white, both from same negative, price, $1.75

of selected beauties, in gray, very fine, price, $2.76.

IRISH & CO.'S CAMEO TABLET PRINTING GLASSES, entirely new and novel; a very

attractive style of photograph can be produced by them. Card size (two different designs made),

each $1.50. Cabinet size (four different designs made), each $2.00.

IRISH & CO.'S MEDALLION PATTERNS, or Plate-Glass Printing Frames; nine designs of each

size. Card size, each $1.60 ; Cabinet and Victoria, each $2.00.

The Patterns and Glasses are sold by all dealers. E. & H. T. ANTHONY & CO., Trade AgentS.

DO YOUR O PRINTING!!!

Pat. Aug. 6, 1867.

Novelty Job Printing Press.
Photographic Artists -will find the Novelty Press a very valuable addition to their

studio furniture. Next to the camera and its accessories, a printing press should be the
first consideration, for printing Titles and Imprints on Carte Photographs, and Stereoscopic
Views, Borders for Ferrotypes, Price Lists, Envelopes and other Office Stationery, Labels,
and hundreds of other jobs, thatare continually occurring. Many photographers are using
them and have given the highest testimonials regarding their usefulness. ,One firm write
that they cannot see how any well conducted establishment can do without one. The
exceedingly low price they are sold at, place them within the reach of, every photographer

Send for illustrated pamphlet to

Bi::9rj. O. woods. Manufacturer,
351 Federal Street, Boston

;

W. T. EDWARDS, 543 Broadway, N. Y. ; J. F. EDWARDS, 120 N. Sixth Street, St. Louis;
KELLY, HOWELL & LUDWIG,917 Market Street, Philadelphia ; A. C. KELLOGG, 53
South Jefferson Street, Chicago, Manufacturer's Agents.



DEALERS IN

PlOTOGRAFIIC
FRAMES, STEREOSCOPES, AND VIEWS,

822 Arch St., Philadelphia, Pa.,

Have in compliance with many requests,

prepared the following articles, which they

feel sure will be appreciated by the photo-

graphic fraternity. We guarantee them

to be full weight and measure, and of

uniform quality. They will all be known

||^g|iLs? and each label will bear this trade mark.

We offer them in lots to suit purchasers

at following prices :

M TRADE MARK.

^No G R At^*

O
IM

O
G
R
A
M

]¥EGATIVE COLiLOOIOlV, in 8 oz. bottles, per pound,

POSITIVE
RETOUCHIIVG VARIVISM, in 4 oz. bottles, per bottle,

NEGATIVE " 6 " "

POSITIVE " 6 " "

PAPYUOXYI^ISTE, per oz.,

IVEGATIVE COTTOIV, per oz., ....''....
POSITIVE " "

EIVAMEIj, for polishing and preserving photographs, per jar,

Askfortlie MONOaHAM Goods.

$1.50
1.50
50
40
40

l.OO
50
50

l.OO

FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.

WE ARE ALSO SOLE AGENTS FOR

ROSS AND 8TEINHEIL LENSES, NOTMAN'S ENAMEL, $100 per bottle

BERGNER'S CUTTERS, LIESEGANG'S PAPYROXYLINE, $1.25 per oz.

The American Artists' Association for Copying, Enlarging, and Coloring in Ink, Water Colors,

and Oil for the trade only.

We manufacture PHOTOGRAPHIC ACCESSOEIES, WILSON'S EESTS (Nos. I, 2 & 3), RE-

TOUCHING FRAMES, &c., &c.

We have always in store, a complete assortment of STEREOSCOPES, AND FOREIGN AND
AMERICAN STEREOSCOPIC VIEWS, at low prices.

Our very complete illustrated price list will be furnished gratis to all applicants. A share of your

orders will have careful attention, and we guarantee satisfaction.

Yours truly, WILSON, HOOD & 00.



ANDERSON & BIXBY,
MANUFACTUllERS OF

Photographic Apparatus
CAMERA BOXES AND STANDS,

CHAIRS, PRINTING-FRAMES,
NEGATIVE BOXES,

AND NEGATIVE RACKS,

And everything appertaining to the gallery and out-door work. Would call special

attention to our

NEW SELF-BALANCED CAMERA STAND.
Balanced with ANDERSON'S PATENT BALANCE. Is neat, light, and durable, and is made

to balance any weight of camera. Prices : $10, $15, and $20. We also manufacture

WOOD'S PATEUT HEVOLVIITG SHOW CASES.

No. 68 EAST INDIANA STREET, CHICAGO

CONANT'S METALLIC RETOUCHING PENCIL,
The Best ami only Perfect Pencil ever yet discovered for Retoncliing Negatives. Full Directions in each

We ask for them a Trial. PRICE, $1.00 PER BOX. A liberal discount to the Trade.

READ THE FOLLOWING EXTRACTS AND LETTERS OF REFERENCE:

From J. F. Ryder, Cleveland, 0., June 18, 1872.— " I find pleasure in certifying to the worth of

your Metallic Retouching Pencils ; since they were put in the hands of my retouching artist they have
been in daily use, to the exclusion of everything else,'' &c.

From AYillS. Wheeler, Operator for E. W. Pierce, Galena, 111., August 15, 1872.— " The Metallic

Peneils I ordered of you are received, and in reply would say they give the most perfect satisfaction.

Please send by return three more boxes."
From J. Paul Martin, Boone, Boone Co., Iowa,— " Your favor with Pencils came duly to hand,

and I am well pleased with them. I would not be without them for $5.00 a box. They beat every-
thing I ever heard of or ever saw," &c.

From A. L. Washburn, Operator for L. S. W., Louisville, Ky. , July 24, 1872.—"I think any one,

after giving them a fair and impartial trial, must like them better than the Faber Pencil. Thinking
also that they are in every way worthy the encouragement of the photographic public, I heartily

endorse, the Metallic Pencil.

"

From J. S. Hendee, Augusta, Maine, August 15, 1872.—" I find your Metallic Retouching Pen-
cils vastly superior to anything that I have yet used; they are just the thing, and I would not be
without them. Find enclosed $1.00 for another box.

From Gardner Gates, Auburn, W. E. G. Worthley, Spragoe & Tapley, and A. Messer,
Lewiston, Maine, August 25, 1872.—"Having tried your Metallic Retouching Pencils, we unhesitat-

ingly pronounce them the best thing we have ever used for retouching negatives, and earnestly recom-
mend them to brother photographers.''

Information given and the trade supplied by the Proprietor,

C. B. CONANT, Lewiston, Maine,
Or his authorized Agents, SCOVII^Ii MANUFACTURING CO., 4 Beekman Street,

and E. «fe H. T. ANTHONY «fe CO., 591 Broadway, N. Y.

N. B.—Excellent Retouching Frames may be had of either of the above firms.

* *



WM. R MARDOCK & CO.,

Manufacturing Chemists,
Beg to

) mr 4r niffin^T fimmmifl T
One Slock west of

'"TCt.^r'' J No, 15 AMITY bTREETJ^'-^;r.fH:«i.'™*

Desire to call the attention of Photographers to their superior Photographic Chemicals, and

Preparations, including

COLLODIONS, NEGATIVE AND POSITIVE.-FuUy acknowledged the finest

in the market, and lately much improved.

NEW SPECIAL COLLODION for Rembrandt Pictures.

ROSE VARNISH-Patented April 4th, 1871.—The best for" Ferrotypes.

CHALLENGE VARNISH—Self-drying.—For Negative work.

NEW RETOUCHING VARNISH.—Price, Fifty Cents per Bottle.

CHALLENGE COTTON—Free from Acid.—Price, Fifty Cents per Ounce.

Nitrate of Silver, * Iodide and Bromide Sodium,

Chloride of Gold, Iodide and Bromide Potassium,

Iodide and Bromide Cadmium, Iodide and Bromide Lithium,

Iodide and Bromide Ammonium, Acetic Acid,

Iodide and Bromide Magnesium, Cone. Sulph. Ether.

(* This article is prepared by us with special care, and of absolute purity.)

SPECIAL AND EiRE CHEMICALS PGEPAEED TO ORDER,

Sole Importers of the Celebrated Eoyal Brand of

ALBUMENIZED PAPER
In Pink, White, or Blae, Rives and Steinbach.

>e^A large sbipment of Extra Doable Albnmen Paper expected sbortly to band.

A Choice Selection of

^FANCY FRAMES AND VELVET STANDS
IN GEEAT VARIETY.

SHOW CARDSm DISPLAY MATS,*""
PHOTOGRAPHIC MATERIAIiS

GESTERAIiliT.

TERMS: C.O.D., OR CASH.
OOOSS AT LOWEST UABEET FBICES.



TO PEOFBSSIONAL PHOTOGRAPHERS AND THE TRADE

CH. DAUVOIS,
Acknowledged to be the Best and Cheapest in the World.

iiiim, iw
No. 43 Rue Greneta, Paris,

ESPECIAL MANUFACTURERS OP

MOUNTSo-ji^FOR PHOTOGRAPHY
TRADE MARK, Ch.D.

Artists' Cabinet Portrait Mounts, with large margin. Mounts for Cartes-de-Visite. Mounts for

Medallion Portraits (a splendid assortment). Cases for holding Cartes-de-Visite. Book-post (patent).

French Bristol Cards of every strength and size. French Bristol Boards, with India Tint. Mounts
for Stereoscopic Views, <fec.. &c.

Medals awarded at every Exhibition. All orders (accompanied by correct name and address) are

to be sent direct to their establishment, 43 Rue Geeneta, Paris, and all remittances are to be made
payable to ROHAUT et HUTINET, 43 Rue Greneta, Steam Factory, Paris.

Sample Books sent on application to

WILSON, HOOD k CO., U. S. Agents, 822 Arch St., Philadelphia.

THE ZENTMAYER LENS,
For Views and Copying.

These Lenses possess pre-eminently, the following qualities :

Width of visual angle, ranging from 80" to 90°
; depth of focus ; extreme sharpness over the

whole field ; true perspective ; freedom from all distortion in copying ; portability and cheapness.

Each mounting is provided with a revolving Diaphragm, containing the stops of the different com-
binations for which they are designed. The larger ones are provided with an internal shutter for

making and closing the exposure.

No. 1,

" 2,

" 3,

" 4
" 5,

2^ inch focus, .3 x

H

8

12

18

4 X

6i X

10 X

14 X

20 X

3 plate, . . $20 00 No 1 and No. 2 combined, .

5 " . . 25 00 2 " " 3

3 " " 4 "
4 " " 5 "8i "

. . 30 00
' • • •

12 "
. . 42 00 5 " " 6 " .

17 " . . 60 00 1, 2, and 3,

24 "
, . 90 00 3, 4, and 5, "

$33 00
40 06

55 00
75 00

110 00
48 00

88 00

No. 3, with large mounting to combine with No. 4 and No. 5, $35.

No. 1 and No. 2, specially adapted for Stereoscopic Views, are furnished in matched pairs. No. 1

and No. 2, single, not to combine with other sizes, $36 a pair.

Lenses and mountings to form all six combinations, from 2^ to 18 inches, $173.

Zentmayer's Stereoscopic outfits, including a pair of No. 2 Lenses 4x7 box, 7 x 10 India Rubber
Bath and Dipper, Tripod, Printing Frames, and outside box, $60.

JOSEPH ZENTMAYER, Manufacturer,

14:7 South Fourth Street, Philadelphia.
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BENERMAN & WILSON'S
CATALOGUE OF

PHOTOGRAPHIC PUBLICATIONS.

The rapid progress which has been made in our art of late

makes it compulsory on the part of the photographer who

would excel, or even keep pace with it, to read and study

more than he has. ever done before. Thanks to our enter-

prising publishers, we are enabled to offer you for your in-

struction, such a catalogue of publications this year, as has

never been offered to the world before. It embraces full in-

formation from the most competent sources upon every

branch of your vocation, and you cannot invest money that

will return you more largely and quickly than what you in-

vest in a selection of works from the following

CA TALOG UE.

A.—THE PHILADELPHIA PHOTOGRAPHER, the old-

est, best, and most popular Photographic Magazine in America.

It is the photographer's true and tried advocate, and has done

more to elevate photography, and worked harder to put money

into the pockets of its patrons than any magazine of the art

was ever known to do. It is the old favorite, just now enter-

ing its tenth year. The best authorities in the world are paid

to write for it ; the most practiced operators in America con-

tribute to its pages, and a host of generous photographers

continually send it all the useful hints they discover. No
money, labor, or time is spared to make it all that a photo-

graphic journal should be. Each number is embellished by a

fine specimen of photography, intended to set up before the

fraternity examples worthy of imitation. This magazine is

invaluable, and you ca^mot afford to do without it. You actually

lose money if you do not have it, as could be proven by a

thousand letters if there was space for them. Subscription

price, to a year, $2.50 for six months, in advance. Specimen

copies, 50 cents.

[Note.—The companion magazine, the Photographic World,

has been discontinued. The back volumes, 1871 and 1872,

may be had for $8, or $3 each. They are magnificent and
useful volumes. Only a few copies to be had, and no more
will be printed. They will soon be at a premiunj.]

B.—THE SKYLIGHT AND THE DARK-ROOM. By
Elbert Anderson, operator at Kurtz's studio. New York.

This is the most beautiful and elaborate work on the art ever

published. It was issued November 1st. It contains nearly 250

pages—large, square—twelve photographs mad-e by the author

to illustrate the lessons of the work, and almost two hundred

fine wood-cuts. The author gives more information in a con-

cise shape than any of his predecessors, and being eipractical

operator, gaining his daily bread under the skylight and in

the dark-room, he tells his story in such a way as to make it

most plain to the beginner, as well as most valuable to the

more practiced. It is a magnificent work, and as good and

useful as it is magnificent. Author and publisher have been

nearly a year at work on it, and may be proud of the result.

Read the contents

:

Introduction.
Something, though not much, about Hydrostatics—Specific

gravity ; The Hydrometer ; The Syphon ; The Hydraulic
Bam.

Something, though not much, about Pneumatics—The Ba-
rometer.

Something, though not much, about Acoustics.
Something, though not much, about Heat.
Optics-j-Decomposition of Light; Colors of Bodies; Comple-
mentary Colors ; Interference of Waves of Light ; Disper-
sion of "Lenses, The Diaphragm; Curvature of Field ; Op-
tical Instruments ; The Magic Lantern ; Camera Obscura

;

The Eye ; Insensibility of a cei'tain portion of the Retina

;

Stereoscopicity ; The Stereoscope ; The Refracting Stereo-

scope ;
Polarization of Light.

Outlines of Chemistry—The Atomic Theory ; Atomic Weight

,

Chemical Equivalents ; Nomenclature of the Elements;
Diflfusion of Gases ; Double Decomposition ; Crystallization;

Efflorescence; Deliquescence; Cleavage; Chemical Afiinity
;

On the Chemical Action of Light ; Theory of Photography.
Photography—Photographic Chemicals; The Skylight; The
Backgrounds ; Accessories ; Reflectors ; The Platform ; The
Reception Room; The Dark Room; The Tanks; The
Chemical Room ; On the Selection of Glass for Negatives

;

On the Method of Cleaning the Plates ; Polishing the
Plates ; Albumenizing the Plates ; Preparation of the Albu-
men ; Collodion ; Iodides and Bromides used in Collodion

;

Formula for Iodized Collodion ; Elbert Anderson's Portrait
Collodion; The Negative Bath; Development; Nature of

the Invisible Image ; Developing and Redeveloping ; Effects

of Intensification ; The Fixing Solutions ; Rectification of

the Negative Bath ; To Fuse the Bath ; To Restore a Dis-
ordered Bath by Precipitation ; To Throw Down the Silver

in th<3 Metallic State; The Camera; The Plateholder; The
Lens ; Varnishing the Negative ; Negative Varnish ; Re-
touching the Negative ; The Printing Room ; Silvering
Plain Paper; Aramonio-Nitrate of Silver; Albumen Paper

;

The Positive Bath ; To Silver the Paper ; Fuming ; The
Print ; The Press ; Vignette Printing Boards ; Medallion
Printing ; Fancy Medallion Printing ;"Washing the Prints

;

Toning the Prints ;
Fixing Bath ;" The Washing Tank

;

Mounting; The Press; Encaustic Paste; Miscellaneous
Hints; Porcelain Printing by the Collodio-Chloride Pro-
cess ;

Collodio-Chloride ; Porcelain Printing Frames ; The
Ferrotype ; Transparencies for the Magic Lantern—How
Made , By the Copying Camera ; By Direct Printing on
Dry Plates ; By the Collodio-Chloride Process ; Coloring
Magic Lantern Slides ; On Copying; To Clean a Daguerreo-
type; On the Recovery of Silver from the Wastes; Silver

from the Developer ; The Washings from the Prints ; Waste
from the Toning IBath ; Clippings, Filters, &c. ; Of the
Treatment of these Residues.

Art, as Applied to Photography—Balance of Lines ; Perspec-
tive ; Drawbacks of the Camera ; Examples of Distortion of
the Camera ; Curious Effects of Distance of a Lons ; Imper-
fections of the Human Face; Brilliancy; Relief; Position.

Concluding Remarks.
Something about We, Us, Ourselves & Co.

Details of Manipulation—Manipulation No. 1 ; Exposure

;

Manipulation No. 2 ; Remarks on Development ; Pinholes
Fogging; Filtering the Bath.

Price, in cloth, gilt, postpaid, $4.

C PHOTOGRAPHIC MOSAICS. The 1873 edition excels

all of its seven older brethren. The list of articles is made
up of original contributions, written especially fox its pages,

on all departments of the art, wholly by practical men who
are only heard from once a year through the persuasion of

the editor, in this way. Among them are R. J. Chute, Elbert

Anderson, Dr. Vogel, G. Wharton Simpson, A.M., F.S.A., H.

P. Robinson, W. J. Baker, H. J. Newton, O. G. Mason, John
L. Gihon, D. H. Anderson, J. H. Lamson, C. W. Hearn, E. M.
Estabrook, William Heighway, John M. Blake, J. Lee Knight,

Alfred Hall, Edward L. Wilson, C. Alfred Garrett, W. L.

Shoemaker, John R. Clemens, W. H. Rhoads, Mrs. E. N. Lock-

wood, I. B. Webster, J. H. Fitzgibbon, A. Bogardus, J. H. Kent,

D. Bendann, J. A. Scholten, George B. Ayres, G. E. Curtis, J.

Zentmayer, J. C. Browne, A. Pearsall, A. K. P. Trask, B. W.
Kilburn, Frank Rowell, B. Frank Saylor, W. Klauser, and
many others.

The poser, the dark-room man, the printer, the toner, the

painter, the landscapist, the retoucher, the glass-cleaner, the

business photographer, and the amateur, will find much in

Mosaics of value to them this year; 144 pages as usual, paper

cover, 50 cents. Cloth, $1. A few copies of former editions,

from 1866, at same price.

».—TRASK'S PRACTICAL FERROTYPER. Kill not

the Ferrotype but imiDrove it, is the advice now given by
those who formerly opposed its introduction. And to aid i.^

this work of improvement we recommend you to follow the

good counsel given in Trask's Practical Fkrrotvper ; a

new book just issued.

Mr. A. K. P. Trask, the author, is the best known Ferro-

typer in the country, and also an excellent Photographer.

His work contains much useful instruction, which will be of

benefit to every man who dijjs a plate, glass or iron. Over

1500 copies were sold before the book was out of press. 2500

have now been sold.

An elegant Ferrotype of card size, made by the author

personally, accomjianies each book.

Its mission is not to tell but to teach everything necessary



to ouable even a novice to make good ferrotypes, and to get

better prices.

Look at the contents :

Introduction; The Rise and Progress of Ferrotypiug; Sil-

ver Batli for Ferrotypes ; Over-Acid Baths ; Flowing of Scum
over the Plates; How to make over Old Baths

;
Collodion for

Ferrotypes; Developing Solution; Remarks on Developing
;

Cyanide for Fixing Ferrotypes; Metallic Stains on Plates;
Pinholes in Pictures and how to Prevent them ; How to

Strengthen a Ferrotype when too Light; Coloring Ferrotypes
;

Ferrotype Varnish; Remarks on Varnishing; Remarks on
Coloring; Ferrotype Heater; Tablets for Ferrotypes ; Light-
ing Ferrotypes; Timing the Exposure; The Camera Box;
Remarks on Exposing the Plate ; How to Mount Ferrotypes

;

Paste ; The diiferent styles of Mounting and fitting up the
Ferrotype ; Ferrotype Plates ; Skylights ; Improved Sash for

Skylights; Protection from Hailstorms; Outside Blinds to

Regulate the Light ; Inside Blinds ; Head-Rests ; Accessories

;

Backgrounds and Curtains ; How to make Vignette Ferro-
types ; How to make Medallion Ferrotypes ; Rays of Light

;

The Picture.

Price, paper cover, 75 cents.

E.—BIGELOW'S ALBUM OP LIGHTING AND POS-

ING. This is not exactly a book, but a collection of 24 large

Victoria size photographic studies in lighting and posing, made
especially to teach how to light and pose ordinary and extra-

ordinary, subjects in all the plain, fancy, " Rembrandt " and
" Shadow " styles. It is accompanied by an explanatory key

of instructions, together with a diagram for each picture,

showing how the sitter and the camera were placed in the

skylight, their relation to the background, and what blinds

were opened and closed at the time of the sitting. It almost

supplies a rule by which you can quickly tell how to manage
every subject that comes to you.

" It is one of the most valuable aids to art education which
has yet been presented to the photo portraitist. Each print
represents a distinct study of pose and lighting, the widest
variety of efiects being comprehended. We should be glad
to see it in the hands of English portraitists generally."

—

Photo. Neios.
" The method is an admirable one, and Mr. Bigelow deserves

credit for the systematic way in which he has carried it out."

British Journal of Photography.
" I confess that this work has furnished me much instruc-

tion, particularly the manner in whichj byword and picture,
studies about light and pose are explained and made compre-
hensible."

—

Dr. Vogel.
" We do not know ot anything ourselves that has been pre-

sented to the trade which is calculated to do so much real
good as Bigelow's Album, with the explanatory key to the
studies. It is an invaluable guide to the portraitist."

—

Phila-
delphia Photographer.

A large lot sent to England was sold in a week, and more
demanded at once. The studies are mounted on folding

leaves, so that twelve can be examined at once. Price, in

cloth, gilt, $6, postpaid.

F.—WILSON'S LANDSCAPE STUDIES. An album of
landscape studies in style similar to Bigelow's Album, con-
taining ten 5x8 views, with the formula, &c., by George
Washington Wilson, Esq., the renowned Scotch landscape
photographer. A splendid work. In cloth, gilt, $4.

G.—DR. VOGEL'S HANDBOOK OF THE PRACTICE
AND ART OF PHOTOGRAPHY. Treats on all matters of
photographic practice in every department. Decidedly a
most practical and useful photographic work by a popular
German author. Full of illustrations, and has four photo-
graphs showing the various methods of lighting the face.
Price, 8i3.50, postpaid.

The N. P. A. Committee on the Progress of Photography
say :

" The publication of such a book as Dr. Vogel's Treatise
on Photography would alone render the photographic litera-
ture of 1871 and 1872 celebrated. This work passes beyond
the limits of processes, and treats on the sestheties of our art,
a knowledge of which is daily felt to be of the utmost import-
ance by all photographers."

H.—HOW TO PAINT PHOTOGRAPHS IN WATER
COLORS. A practical Handbook designed especially for the
use of Students and Photographers, containing directions for
Brush Work in all descriptions of Photo-Portraiture, Oil,
Water Colors, Ink, &c. By Gkorge B. Ayres, Artist. Third
edition. Differing largely from previous editions. Price, $2.00.
The new chapter on retouching negatives, contvihuted by the

distinguished artist-photographer, Mr. William Kurtz, ofNew
York, is a conspicuous feature of this edition ; and is needed

by every photographer who desires to accomplish this beauti-

ful process. It is alone worth the price of the book.

The author says :
" There is no good reason why every pho-

tographer should not become somewhat qualified to do an
amount of his ordinary coloring, and by study and practice,

a considerable portion." He is right. Try.

I—PICTORIAL EFFECT IN PHOTOGRAPHY. By H.
P. Robinson, London. English edition. A splendidly illus-

trated work, teaching how to pose and light the subject, the

rules of composition, &e., &c. Handsomely bound in cloth,

$3..50. No landscape or portrait photographer can read it

without improvement.

J—HOW TO SIT FOR YOUR PHOTOGRAPH. This is

a fine little work of 48 pages, written by the wife of a cele-

brated Nejv York photographer, for the purpose of educating

the public on the all-important subject of sitting for a picture,

and to assist the photographer in securing the best possible

results. Practical, yet spicy and amusing in style. It is

bound in cloth at 60 cents per copy, and paper cover 30 cents,

retail. Sample copies sent free of postage to any address on
receipt of price.

K.—LOOKOUT LANDSCAPE PHOTOGRAPHY. By
Prof. R. M. Linn, Lookout Mountain, Tenn. A pocket manual
for the outdoor worker, and full of good for every photogra-

pher. 75 cents. Just out June 30, 1872. Be sure to get it.

T,—HIMES'S LEAF PRINTS; or, GLIMPSES AT PHO-
TOGRAPHY. By Prof. Charles F. Himes, Ph.D. Full of

useful information for the photographic printer. Illustrated

with a whole-size photograph. Cloth, $1.25.

M—THE AMERICAN CARBON MANUAL. By Edw.
L. Wilson. A complete manual of the Carbon process from
beginning to end. With a fine example by the process. Cloth,

$2.00.

N.—AYRES'S CHART OF PHOTOGRAPHIC DRA-
PERY. This is a photograpn of forty-two pieces of cloth, of
all the colors and shades, handsomely mounted on a card

It should be hung in every reception-room, to show your
customers what color dresses to wear, and to show you what
sort of backgrounds and accessories to use. Price, $2.00.

0.-"THE PHOTOGRAPHER TO HIS PATRONS." A
splendid little twelve-page leaflet, which answers all vexatious
questions put to you by your sitters, and serves as a grand ad-
vertising medium. It is for photographers to give away to
their customers. Send for a copy and an illustrated circular.
Over 300,000 already sold and in use all over the country.
$20.00 for 1000, $35.00 for 2000, and so on. Printed and sup-
plied in English, German, and Spanish.

P.-PRETTY FACES. A leaflet much smaller than " The
Photographer to his Patrons," for the same purpose, but costing
less, viz.

: 1000 copies, $10.00 ; 2000, $17.50, and larger orders
at less rates.

Q.-THE YEAR-BOOK OF PHOTOGRAPHY. By G.
Wharton Simpson. English edition. Similar to Mosaics,
and FULL of good, short, practical articles. 50 cents. 1869,
i870, 1871, and 1872 now on hand. 1873, about January 1st.

To save writing, photographers may order the above of us
by the marginal letters, thus, " Please send us one copy of
each, book A, B, K," &c., &c. Any of the above .sent post
free on receipt of price by

BENERMAN & WILSON,
PHOTOGRAPHIC PUBLISHERS,

Philadelphia, Pa.



Steinheil Lenses 'Indispensable!"

(Actual size of a JVo. 1 Steinheil Lens.)

U^ During the Convention of the N. P. A. held in Philadelphia, nothing attracted more attention
than the Steinheil Lenses, and pictures made hy them, exhibited by Wilson, Hood & Co., at their
Salesrooms 822 Arch Street. Upon the wall in their Stereoscopic Department hung a portrait, a
landscape, and a copy of an engraving of six different sizes made with

No. I, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 STEINHEIL LENSES.
The same subject being used for the six admirable pictures of each class, of course a capital and

practical illustration was given of exactly what each size Steinheil Lens would do.

Crowds of photographers were often found gathered around these pictures and the general verdict

was that the Steinheil Lenses were

"LITTLE! OI-A.IsrTS!"
and although a man might have, as he should have, a dozen dififerent lenses, of various focas, for

different work, yet he should have a Steinheil, for they

iiWERE DECLARED TO BE "INDISPENSABLE. »»

Only look at the sizes and prices. They are invaluable to every photographer for the following
reasons

:

THEIR WONDERFUL DEPTH, THEIR WIDTH OF ANGLE,
THEIR IMMENSE FIELD, THEIR UNPARALLELED CHEAPNESS,

And their ready adaptability to either gallery or out-door work.

They took the Gold Medal the Hamburg Exhibition.

PLEASE NOTE THE VERY LOW PRICES.

No. 1, 1-4 Size, 3i in. foous, . . $20 00 No. 4, 8-10 Size, 10| in. foous, . $55 00
" 2, 1-2 " bk . 25 00 " 6, 11-14 " 131 . 66 00
" 3, 4-4 " 7 . 40 00 " 6, 13-16 " 16i " . 100 00

We now have a few pairs of NO. 1 AND NO. 2 MATCHED FOR STEEEOSCOEIC WORK.
Will be sent C. 0. D., and Express Agent be instructed to keep cash one week, until lenses are tried >

and money returned if not satisfactory.

WILSON, HOOD & CO., Sole Agents, 822 Arch Street, Philadelphia.

Messrs. Wilson, Hood & Co., TESTIMONIAL. BRiNDON, Vt., June 8th, 1871.

I have just received those Steinheil's No. 2. I have tried them both indoors and out; I never saw anything in
the shape of portrait or view tube to equal them ; I would not take $500 for this pair, if 1 could not get another pair,

and as for their depth of focus, there is no end to it. I made a view this morning where a corner of a brick house, 12
feet from me, came on the edge of my plate, sharp and clear, and at the same time everything up the Valley some
28 miles was equally sharp, I never saw their equal before. I also made a picture of a group of four men and a horse,
the nearest subject was 13 feet from me, the horse and three men were 28 feet from me, the stable 35 feet, and also a
pile of lumber and a house on the opposite side of the barn, seen through the window of the barn, all of which were
pei'fectly sharp, in fact I cannot tell which is the sharpest, the man 13 feet from me or the house and lumber, that I

see through the barn window, some where about one half mile distant. Many have told me that they work slow, but
I cannot see any difference in the working out doors. Take them ail in all, they are just what the doctor ordered.

Yours truly, A. M. GILES.



ScoviLL Manufacturing Co.

WHOLESALE DEALERS IN FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC

Photographic Goods

No. 4 BEEKMAN STREET, NEW YORK,

No. 73 BOLD STREET, LIVERPOOL, ENGLAND.

DEALERS SUPPLIED
WITH THE BEST GOODS OJV THE BEST TERMS.

Our own extensive facilities for manufacturing enable us

to produce first quality of goods, and our extensive connec-

tions at home and abroad give us facilities which no one

else has.

MAJSrUFACTOEIES:

Waterbury, Ct—New Haven, Ct—New York City

See oilier Myertiseients in tie PMoiraBHic Boots ani fflaiazines.

EEAD THE PHOTOGRAPHIC TIMES.



BENJAMIN FRENCH $( CO.,
159 Washington St., Boston,

Importers and Sole Agents in the United States for the celebrated

Yoigtiander & Son, and Darlot Lenses
For Portraits, Views, and Stereoscopic Work of all sizes. Send for Price List.

TRY OUR NEW

STEREOSCOPIC LENSES
IF YOU WANT THE BBST, Price $22 per pair.

OUE NAME IS MAEKED ON THEM.

AGENTS IN BOSTON FOE

CLEMONS' NEW ALBUMEN PAPER.

Black Walnut Frames, '™ ^^' "^"S^r^t^r'
'''' ''''''' "^

Carved Rustic Frames, '^"^'^'
'^^^^'S:sVto'i8:22°^^'^™^''^-

^"

Sherman Card Frames.

White Hollywood Frames

We have of these three different sizes and styles for the Card,

Victoria, and Cabinet Photographs.

We have these in three different styles of each size,

for the Card, Victoria, and Cabinet Photographs.

Stereoscopes, Prang's Chromos, Glass Baths, Albumen Paper,
Porcelain Ware,

r LENSES, demons Paper,

A.nd every description of goods used in the business, at wholesale and retail, at the lowest cash prices.

BENJAMIN FRENCH & CO.



Phenix Ferrotype Plates.
EGGSHELL, GLOSSY, CHOCOLATE-TINTED.

(PATENTED MARCH 1st, 1870.)

ALL SIZES, FEOM 1-9 to 10x14. USE NONE BUT THE PHENIX.

THE PHENIX PLATE CO., Worcester, Mass.,

ARE NOW MAKING THE MOST POPULAR BRANDS OF PLATES IN THE TRADE.

For examples of work on them see Trash's Practical Ferrotyper. In his com-

ments on the pictures Mr. Trask says

:

" The largest portion is made on the eggshell, chocolate-tinted plate, manufactured by the Phenix
Plate Co., Worcester, Mass., and I must compliment them on their success in manufacturing the best
eggshell, chocolate-tinted plates I ever used. They have overcome all the objections I have heretofore
found, and mentioned on other pages. There are no signs of the black comet. The plates are per-
fectly clean, the surface is hard, and the collodion flows smooth, without spilling. They also give the
picture that rich, warm tone which cannot be had with the black plate. I cannot help congratulating
the ferrotype world on the successful manufacture of this valuable plate, as it will create a new era
in the ferrotype business, and the Phenix Ferrotype Plate Company are entitled to great credit. I
have not spoiled one picture in a whole day's work on account of imperfections in the plate. This is

a great saving of time and material."

We could not ask a better testimonial than this.

ipiaioie] XiisT^ip-Bia bos:.
Sizes, 1.9 1.6 1-4 4i4x5]4 1-3 4-4 5x7 7xio 8xio I0xi4

per Sheet.

Eggshell, $0.70 $1.15 $1.70 $1.70 $2.00 $2.25 $2.25 $2.50 $2.50 $0.12

Glossy, .80 1.25 1.85 1.85 2.25 2.50 2.50 2.75 2.75 14

EGGSHELL, GLOSSY, AND CHOCOLATE-TINTED PLATES, ALL SIZES AND STYLES,

ALWAYS ON HAND AND READY EOR DELIVERY.

Each package of Phenix Plates has printed on the wrapper, "Manufactured
BY THE Phenix Plate Co., Worcester, Mass.," and none

are genuine unless bearing that stamp.

We have made arrangements with the Scovill llanufacturing Co., constitu-

ting them our sole and exclusive agents for the sale of our Plates.

That company is so well and favorably known in the business, that no com-

mendation of ours is required to assure the Trade that they will be liberally

dealt with in every respect.

Pienix Plates are for sale ly all Stocl Dealers llirouglioiit ttie couutry.

PHENIX PLATE CO., Manufacturers,

Worcester^ Mass.

SCOVILL H&. CO, Apits for tie Me, i Beelm St„ 1

1



TRASK'S
Practical ferrotyper.

A COMPLETE MANUAL OF FERROTYPING.
By A. K. P. TRASK.

THIS WORK IS NOW READY.
Paper Cover^ 75 cents.

The book is entirely given up to practical instruction. The author is the

best known ferrotyper in the country, and no one is so completely master of

ferrotyping as he.

AN ELEGANT FERROTYPE OF CARD SIZE, MADE BY
THE AUTHOR, ACCOMPANIES EACH BOOK,

Which is well worth the price as a study; also, several wood cuts.

PLEASE EXAMINE THE CONTENTS.

Introduction.
The Rise and Progress of Ferro-

typing.

Silver Bath for Ferrotypes.
Over-acid Baths.
Flowing of Scum over the Plates.

How to make over Old Baths.
Collodion for Ferrotypes.
Developing Solution.

Remarks on Developing.
Cyanide for Fi.xing Ferrotypes.
Metallic Stains on Plates.

Pinholes in Pictures and how to

prevent them.
How to Strengthen a Ferrotype
when too Light.

Coloring Ferrotypes.

Ferrotype Varnish.
Remarks on Varnishing.
Remarks on Coloring.

Ferrotype Heater.
Tablets for Ferrotypes.
Lighting Ferrotypes.

Timing the Exposure.
The Camera Box.
Remarks on Exposing the Plate.

How to Mount Ferrotypes.

Paste.

The different styles of Mounting
and fitting up the Ferrotype.

Ferrotype Plates.

Skylights.

Improved Sash for Skylight.

Protection from Hailstorms.

Outside Blinds to regulate the

Light.

Inside Blinds.

Head-Rests.
Accessories.

Backgrounds and Curtains.

How to make Vignette Fefro-
• types.

How to make Medallion Ferro-

types.

Rays of Light.

The Picture.

This work is not only useful to eerrotypers but it contains much that is

USEFUL TO every PHOTOGRAPHER, as Mr. Trask is both a feri'otyper and

photographer of the best class. He is successful too and in his work gives

his SECRET OP SUCCESS. SeND FOR IT, IT WILL AID YOU.

NOW EEADY! FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS. NOW EEADY!

1500 Copies Sold before Completion. Nearly 3000 Now Sold.

BENERMAN & WILSON, Photographic Publishers,

Seventh and Cherry Sts., Philadelphia.



BALTIMORE

IndeDendent Stook DeDot

FROM 125 WEST

Baltimore St. REMOm
TO No. 7 NORTH

CHARLES St.

Parties in the South and Southwest, or in any other direction, desiring

Superior Photographic Goods,
and fair, square dealing, will do well to try us We believe our customers

will warrant us in saying that we

Sell at Low Prices, Pill Orders Promptly,

Keep Everything Wanted,
And Carefully Regard their Interests.

We ask respectfully for a share of your patronage; we find that a house

based on our principles is supported and can be established.

Photographic Printing and Coloring done for the Trade,

Thus securing to our customers the work of the best artists.

Our WHOJOE ATTENTION is now given TO OUR STOCK TRADE.

Please call and see our new store, or send us a trial order.

Confidential list of special discounts for large orders sent on application to us.

DiNMORE & Wilson,

No. 7 North CHARLES Street,

BALTIMORE, MD.



IIIO- ' GOODS WILL M&DE ARE HALF SOLD."

FAIRBANK, MURPHY & CO.,

No. 6 North Charles St., Baltimore, Md.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Passepartouts, Bevel Matts, and Picture Frames,

Display Matts, and Velvet Stands.

Our Goods are all put up in Paper Boxes, properly labeled and numbered.

Sample orders from the Photographic trade solicited.

ENLABGEMSiN' X

IDE Bf THE SOLAR CAMERA,

AND COPYING DONE, FOR THE TRADE.

18 SOLAR CAMERAS.

EXPEDITIOUS. '"""^la^KlTo^ilVir^"'' EXCELLENT,

ALBERT MOORE,
No. 828 Wood Street, Philadelphia.



JAMES W. QUEEN & CO.

924 Chestnut St., Philadelphia,
AND

535 Broadway, New York.

Have always on hand a large and complete assortment of

'€)

ALSO,

MARCY'S SOIOPTICON, STEREOPTICONS,

OXYHYDROGEN MICROSCOPES,

AND POLARISCOPES.

With views and objects for the same. Also, Spectroscopic attachments for

projection, to use with the oxyhjdrogen flame. Our views consist of plain

and colored photographs of almost all subjects and countries.

The objects for the Oxyhydrogen Microscopes are well prepared speci-

mens of insects and parts of insects, vegetables, and anatomical preparations,

plain and injected.

THE OBJECTS FOK THE POLARISCOPE COMPRISE

SELENITES, MICA PLATES, QUARTZ, VBRRE TRUMPE, &c., &c.

;

AND FOR THE SPECTROSCOPE OF

CALCIUM, LITHIUM, STRONTIUM, AND SODIUM.

For further information send ten cents for illustrated catalogue of.

eighty-eight pages.



L. DUBERNET,Established in 1857. ! B^v^EifVlllEi I « Manufacturer of

PAPER PASSEPARTOUTS,
EBTAMEEEJ* AJiJ* VEEVET PASSEPARTOUTS,

PEAIN A5ri> OOUBEE MATTS,
TEEVET STANDS,

FASrCY GIET FRAMES, AND EASEES,

AND THE NEWEST STYLES OF PHOTOGRAPHIC FRAMES,

13 & 15 AMITY ST. (near tie Grant Central Hotel), NEW YORK.

PICTURE AND STOCK DEALERS SUPPLIED.

EWELL & SON,

GENfR&L BUSINESS AND LANDSCAPE PHOTOGRAPHERS,

No, 626 Arch Street, Philadelphia.

14x18 View of Independence Hall, $1.50. Trade Supplied.

Skylight on the ground floor. Large Photographic Terrace in the rear. Entrance for Horses and
Carriages, and large Machinery, Scippio Place, adjoining Seventh St. Opera House.

Special attention given to Merchandise and Manufacturers' Goods, &c.

SAN FRANCISCO PIONEER PHOTOGRAPHIC STOCK DEPOT.

Nos. 618 & 620 CLAY ST, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL
Keeps constantly on hand the LAEGEST and best assorted stock of

Gil

hotographicJtlaterials
to be found in the West.

He does not embarrass his movements nor curtail his stock to engage in other branches
of trade, but devotes his undivided attention to furnishing Photographers with

THE VERY BEST GOODS

!

the Eastern and European markets can supply.

Being connected with the Largest Photographic Gallery on the Pacific, he pos-

sesses advantages enjoyed by none other, which enable him to test the quality of every article

offered, and to fimiish his patrons with all the NEWEST and BEST METHODS of pro-

ducing his unrivalled pictures.

All Orders filled Promptly and at the Lowest Figures.

B^° Questions cheerfully answered, and Entire Satisfaction guaranteed.



NIAGARA
STEREOSCOPIC VIEV7S.

Winter and Summer views of Niagara Falls, of all sizes. Trade supplied on good terms. Variety-

unequalled.

G. E. CURTIS, Photographer,
Niagara Palls, N. Y.

Mr. Curtis' views answer Mr. Robinson's query : "Are there any clouds in America? "

iEA's Manual of Photography.
_ NEW EDITION, REVISED AND ENLARGED.

The rapid exhaustion of the first edition of this Text-book has rendered necessary the issuing of a

Second Edition, which has been thoroughly brought up, in every part, to the day on which the

respective sheets have gone to press.

The illustrations have been nearly doubled in number. Every illustration, without exception, has
been engraved especially for the work, and all, with very few exceptions, have been made from draw-
ings executed by the author.

JPvice, $3»75. 8vo., pp. 440, fine toned paper, 150 wood-cuts, cloth, bevelled edges.

\r^ SENT BY RETURN MAIL BY

BENEHMAN k WILSON, Photographic Publishers, Philada.

SOMETHING JTEW AND USEFUIi!

JUDUS PATENT DISSOLVING JAR.
Dissolves Iron, Hypo, Soda, and any Chemical you wish to dissolve by putting it in the jar.

No pulverizing or shaking, doing its work well and quickly. ____,___^__, ^^-i e-r^
For sale, wholesale and retail, by lE^^RXOIEJ, ibLSU.

6E0. S. BRYAKT I CO., sS°g£, 34 BroMeU Street, Boston, Mass,

The undersigned do fully recommend to all photographers who wish for a really neat, cheap, and
useful article, the use of Judd's Patent Dissolving Jar.

J. W. Black, G. H. Loomis, S. B Hbald, formerly Boynton & Heald, E. J. Foss,

A. Marshall, A. N. Hardy, F. C. Low, Pres N. E. Photo. Assoc.

Boston, October 1 , 1872.

• STEREOSCOPIC flEfTS.
Dealers selecting their autumn stock of Stereoscopic Views, would do well to examine our

unrivalled variety of Yiews of

THE WHITE MOUNTAINS,
NIAGARA, WASHINGTON,

FAIBMOVNT PARK, PHILADELPHIA,
FLOWERS, GROUPS, &c.

«B- Q,UAMTY UNSURPASSED I

KILBURN BROS., Littleton, New Hampshire.
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SCOVILL MANUFACTURING CO.

No. 4 Beekman Street, New York,
WHOLESALE DEALERS IN

Photographic Stock.

Dealers Supplied on the most Advantageous Terms.

PEIRL PAPER
HOVEY'S,

TRAPP & MUNCH,
CLEMONS'

DRESDEN,

And other popular Brands of Albumenized Paper.

RIVES PLAIN PAPER,
"ENDLESS" ROLL SAXE PAPER,

CARTOON PAPER,
SUN FERROTYPE PLATES.

Ne-wton's Quick Collodion.

Tagliabue's Actino-Hydrometers.

Card Supports.

Porcelain Baths and Trays.

Berlin Evaporating Dishes.

Peck's ITnion Cases and Frames-

Hall's Collodion Accelerator.

Hall's Negative Intensifier.

French Azotate.

Porcelain Glass, Ground and XJnground.

Porcelain Collodion.

Passepartouts, Velvet and Paper.

Scovill's Posing Chairs.

Scovill's Excelsior Roller Presses, '„1h?

Scovill's Manilla, Leather, Jewel, Cupid,

Fancy, and Oval Velvet Cases.

French Fittings.

Scovill's Mattings and Preservers.

Chemicals.

Japanese Water Colors.

Scovill's Dry Colors.

Anderson's Dry Colors.

Ne-wman's Dry Colors.

Sable Pencils, Brushes, Dusters, etc.

Card Stock, endless variety.

Varnishes, Gun-Cottons, Head Rests.

Solar Cameras and Plate Glass, S. M. C
B. P. C.

Ferrotype Cards.

BigeloTv's Backgrounds and Curtains.

Gihon's Opaque.
Gihon's Cut-Outs.

Trapp's Syphon Pumps.
Knell's Chairs and Accessories.

Photographic Publications.

Photographic Clocks,

And everything required in the PRODUCTION of PHOTOGRAPHS.

ASK YOUR DEALER FOR SCOyiL.I.'S GOODS.

READ THE " PHOTOGRAPHIC TIMES.
« »
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F. &. WELLEU, PUBLISHER OF STEREOSCOPIC VIEWS
OF THE WHITE MOUNTAINS AND VICINITY AND MISCELLANEOUS SUBJECTS,

LITTLETON, N. H.
SPECIALTY: WELLER'S STEREOSCOPIC TREASURES, which embrace a series of subject pic-

tures from nature, such as are not made by any other artist in the country. New subjects added continually.
Dealers and jobbers supplied on favorable terms.

Successors to L. MARTIN & CO.,

<3x>x:xi.a.'x*x'\7'e: ozx:]E33ve:zss<x*s,

29 Liberty Street^ and 54= Maiden Lane, New YorTc.

.^-^^^^^ WM. "WEIGHT, Jr., Snp't Sales Dep't.

NITRATE OF SILVER, Pure and Neutral, which has taken the first premium over all competitors
wherever exhibited, and being always made by our principal chemist, may be relied upon for

uniform excellence.

PURE ACETIC ACID. Free from impurities invariably found in the ordinary, which prevent proper
chemical action, and cause disappointment to the operator.

CHLORIDE GOLD AND CHLORIDE GOLD AND SODIUM.
SOLUTION OP CHLORIDE OP GOLD. Each bottle containing 15 grains, saving the loss by ab-

sorption in the cork, readily and easily measured in a minim graduate, every 32 minims repre-

senting one grain. CHROME ALUM, BROMIDE AND IODIDE OP POTASSIUM, Ac, &c.

TRY IT AND BE CONVINCED.
—

The best COLLODION in use is
LEWIS & HOLT'S POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE,

Sold with a Printed Formula accompanying each Bottle.

Being among the first in this country to make Collodion Pictures, they can warrant it to be one
of the best in use.

ALSO, THEIR

ADAMANTINE TABNISH for AfflWjpes, Neptms, and Melaiiotypes.

This Varnish, when applied to Negatives, dries in a few seconds perfectly hard, and does not lower the
intensity, or soften by the heat of the sun, in Printing. It gives a beautiful gloss and brilliancy to
Ambrotypes. For Sale by Stockdealers genet-ally. Prepared by E A LEWIS

160 Chatham Street, New York.

HEADQUARTERS FOR THE TRADE.
Show Displayers, Velvet Stands,

Velvet Passepartouts, Velvet Cases,

Beveled Matts, Double Matts,
Fancy Metal Frames, Standard Matts,

Fancy Paper Passepartouts.
These goods are entirely of our own manufacturing,

sizes and styles made to order.

A large assortment constantly on hand ; odd

LEWIS PATTBEEG & BEO., 561 & 563 Broadway, New York.



MAMMOTH

TOCK HOUSE OF THE WESI

RICE & THOMPSON

519 WEST MADISON ST., CHICAGO, ILL.

As the Fall trade is now close at hand, we desire to inform our numerous friends and customers

that we have recently added to our immense stock, a choice variety of all the novelties of the season,

and shall as in the past be happy to serve you with anything in the Photographic line, at the lowest

possible price consistent with first-class goods, and a strictly chemically pure line of chemicals. Our

facilities for furnishing you with any article used in your profession is not exceeded by any house in

the United States. We import direct from Europe a large selection of PORCELAIN WARE,
EVAPORATING DISHES, GLASS BATHS, FRENCH AND ENGLISH NEGATIVE GLASS,
CAMERA TUBES., &c. Thus getting them direct from headquarters, we are enabled to sell as low as

the lowest, and give you genuine goods.

In FRAMES and MOULDINGS, we can offer special inducements, being identified with the largest

manufacturer of these articles in the West.

We also deal heavily in all kinds of PICTURES, including CHROMOS, ENGRAVINGS, LITHO-

GRAPHS, PHOTOGRAPHS, ALBUMS, CORDS and TASSELS, MIRRORS and FANCY GOODS.
Catalogues sent upon application.

We are rapidly pushing to completion, the erection of our new and elegant store on Wabash Avenue,

which will be ready for occupancy by the 1st of November, 1872. The same when completed, will be

160 feet in depth, by 25 feet in width, and five stories in heighth, .and costing us about $60,000. We
shall occupy the entire building, and shall carry the largest and best assorted stock to be found in the

market, east or west.

You will find us until December 1st, 1872, at

519 WEST MADISON STREET,
And on and .after that date, at our new headquarters,

. 259 WABASH AVENUE.
Thanking you for the very liberal patronage extended to us during the past season, and hoping to

receive your future favor, we remain,

Tours respectfully, - .... .-,

RICE & THOMPSON.



NEW STORE. NEW GOODS. NEW FIRM.

JVew York, May /st, 7872.

We beg leave to inform the trade that we have removed from No. 555 Broadway, the

premises occupied by us for the past seven years, and have established ourselves at

Nos. 644 & 646 BROADWAY,
Cor. Bleecker Street, over Manhattan Sa-dngs Bank,

Where we have opened a new and commodious warehouse for the prosecution of our in-

creasing business, and shall be happy to receive visits from all of our friends who may favor

us with a call. We also have the pleasure to announce that

Mr. J. ^V. V^AILLARD,
long and favorably known in the stock trade, has associated himself with us, and will give

his personal services to the welfare of our customers, while the peculiar wants of his numer-

ous friends will continue to have his individual attention. Having replenished our stock

with every requisite of the

PIIOTOGRA.I>HIO ART,
and with increased facilities for filling orders promptly, it will be our aim to continue to

merit the entire confidence of all who deal with us. Believing that the united efforts of

each member of our

NEW FIRM
will be conducive to the interest and special advantage of our customers, we hope to receive

a liberal share of patronage.

Yours truly.

Wm. B. Holmes,
o. 8. follktt,
J. W. WlLLAED. WILLIAM B. HOLMES & CO.,

IMPOETER8 AND DBALBES IN

Photographic Materials, Stereoscopes and Views,

644 & 646 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.



7 REMOVAL! J
C. A. WILSON. WALTER DINMORE.

DINIKEORXS <£ ViriliSOIff,
3ALTIM0RE STREET,)

BALTimORE, MD.,

(LATE OF 125 WEST BALTIMORE STREET,)

HAVE REMOVED THEIR

TOGE HOIE

N. Charles Street, / N. Charles Street,

To which fact they invite the attention of Photographers in the South and Southwest. The effort will be

to keep a variety, in order to fill orders promptly, and the quality of goods and prices shall be satisfactory-

EVERYTHING IN ANY KNOWN TRADE CATALOGUE SUPPLIED

American Optical Co.'s Apparatus.
Gilion's Opaque and Cut-Outg.

Scovill's CSiairs and Union Croods.
Ross and Toi^ilander L<enses.

IVilson's PlaotograplBic Head-Resfs.
Fancy TaMes and Accessories.

Knell's FrlBi^ed and otiier Chairs.
Lienses and Gem Boxes.

Card Stock. Chemicals,
nance's Photographic Specialties.

Dinmore's JVe^ative and Oem Collodion.
Oval, 'Walnut, Square, and Rustic Frames.

Stereoscopes and Stereoscopic VIevrs.
Cases, from the Commonest to the Best.

French Frances, Velvet Cases and Stands.
Porcelain Glass, Ferrotype Stock, &c.

AGENTS FOR BENERMAN & WILSON'S PUBLICATIONS.

ARTISTIC COLORING DONE FOR THE TRADE.
Send for Circular and Prices.

We now devote ourselves entirely to our stock trade, having given up our gallery branch to

accommodate our increasing stock trade.

PLEASE REMEIVIBER THE NUMBER!

North
UaOCWa rthi^rlAc ^tr^At- liO. /



BENDANN BROTHERS' BACKGROUNDS.

To the PhotograpMc Fraternity of tte United States

:

We have for years seriously felt the want of

picturesque effect in plain photographic work,
especially in figures; the lack of completeness
as a picture where the background was blank,
and when a scenic background was used, its

utter failure to give artistic and atmospheric ef-

fect.

After many experiments we perfected our pres-

ent process, and take pleasure and pride in an-

nouncing its COMPLETE SUCCESS in accomplish-
ing all the desired results.

It is so simple that a boy can learn to work it

intelligently in fifteen minutes.
Any old negative can be used to give the im-

proved results, as the process is entirely in the
printing.

Its advantages, without the slightest exagger-
ation, are as follows :

Any one can produce, with no more trouble

than is required to print a medallion, a photo-
graph as good, if not better, than any India-ink
work.'

All fancy backgrounds in the skylight are dis-

pensed with, requiring only

ONE PLAIN GROUND
TO PRODUCE

ANY NUMBER OF EFFECTS.

Any number of entirely different scenes can
be produced in as many prints, from the same
negative, with

Certainty, Ease, and Expedition.
The background is in harmony and subservient

to the portrait, which it never is when taken in

the camera
Spots, streaks, or stains do not impair the value

of a negative, as they entirely disappear in the

print.

It does in one minute what an artist could not

do as well in a day.

It can be made profitable by any photographer
AT ONCE, without delay or expense.

It gives the operator such control over his

work as is fully equivalent to an India-ink ar-

tist.

They can be us^d with the same facility in

solar work, and the most beautiful and astonish-

ing results obtained at no expense beyond the

negative.

Those having solar work made by regular solar

printers, need only request one of their pictures

to be treated by our method and they will never
abandon it.

In colored work it saves fully one-third to one-

half the work to artists, besides producing better

results than same artists can produce without it.

For copies they are invaluable.

Persons using them a short time will find that

their customers will not accept the old prints,

even were the photographer so to retrogade as to

offer it.

The backgrounds are in the shape of negatives

of different sizes, and the originals are of the

highest artistic excellence, costing in some in-

stances over one hundred and fifty dollars each to

produce.
The difference in the work of any establish-

ment using them (and we make no exception)

,

would be patent to the most careless observer,

from any of their previous efforts.

No expense is incurred beyond purchasing the
original negative backgrounds, ten or fifteen of

which can be purchased for what one old-fash-

ioned background cost, while any customer will

pay double for a print made by their aid, and
in a number of prints it gives a pleasing variety

of grounds.
We do not hesitate to say that every photog-

rapher in the land will find it a necessity to use

these grounds, for his neighbor's work must
eclipse his if he does not.

As a slight description may aid those wishing
to order, we append it.

No. 1. Part of Parlor, with exquisite design

of flowers running over wall.

No. 2. A Balcony, with out-door view ; vase

of flowers on one side, grand column, with sun-

light effect, on the other.

No. 3. Parlor, with windows one side and
piano on the other.

No. 4. A Grand Library, with column and
curtain.

No. 6. Conservatory, with out-door distance.

No. 6. Part of Parlor, with picture on wall,

and portion of mantelpiece showing.

No. 7. A Room, with magnificent Spanish
screen. One of the most effective in the list.

No. 8. Suitable for Busts. Artistic effect of

light and shade. Globe and books in corner.

No. 9. A Grand Room, with elaborate fold-

ing-doors, antique bookcase in corner. Beauti-

ful effect of light and shade.

No. 10. Corridor; doors in distance, and
writing-table in corner.

No. 11. Original Drawing of a Room in one of

the finest palaces in Paris, made especially for us.

No. 12. A Library Scene from Windsor Cas-

tle, with large window, and exquisite effect of

sunlight streaming in.

No. 13. Grand Drawing-Room, introducing a

bay window, beautiful effects in light and shade,

statuary, &c. Original drawing made especially

for us in Europe from nature.

Nos. 4 and 5 combined, on one 8 x 10 plate,

form two distinct grounds for Imperial "cartes."

We are adding new grounds continually.

Full instructions sent with grounds so there

will not be the slightest difiSculty in using them.

Desiring to give everyone an opportunity of

testing them without any onerous expense, we
have concluded to sell even one negative, which

can be obtained of any stockdealer or of our-

selves.

We have patented our invention so that no

cheap imitations can bring them in disrepute.

Every negative is carefully examined before

leaving our establishment.

PRICES OP NEGATIVES:
On heavy French plate glass, not liable to break.

8 x 10 $3 60 each.

11 xl4 5 00 "

17x20 7 50 "

The National Photographic Association at St.

Louis awarded us the Holmes medal for our in-

vention.

They are now in use by some of the leading

galleries in the country.

Prints will soon be on exhibition at all stock

houses.

BENDANN BROTHERS, 1153 Broadway, New York.



IT IS

COMPLETELY

REVISED.

HOW TO
PAINT.

3000 Copies

HAVE BEEN SOLD.

The THIED EDITION is so different from former ones, that it may almost be said that it is A new
WORK. It gives the best andfreshest instructions to be had ; written by a practical photo, eolorist.

PRICE $2.00. FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.

Photographers and artists whose interest it is to produce work in Water Colors, Oil, India Ink, or

who wish complete instructions in retouching negatives, should consult Mr. Ayres' capital work.

BENERMAN & WILSON, Publishers,

PHILADELPHIA.

No. 50 Cedar Street, New Yorlz,

SOLE AGENTS FOR

'F.Z.IMPERIAL" DRESDEN ALBUMEN PAPER,
Rives and Steinbach ; Light and Heavy ; White, Pink, and Blue.

We beg leave to inform the Photographic Stockhouses that we keep a complete assortment of

"F. Z. IMPERIAL" ALBUMEN PAPER always on hand, and offer it to the trade at the lowest

market prices.

KARSTENS & BHAUN, No. 50 Cedar Street, New York.

No. 138 South Eighth Street, Philadelphia,
MANUFACTURER AND WHOLESALE DEALER IN

The attention of the trade is particularly called to the superior quality of our Glass and materials
and neatness of finish. A large assortment constantly on hand.

No. 528 Arch Street, Philadelphia,

MANUFACTURERS AND IMPORTERS OF PURE CHEMICALS FOR PHOTOGRAPHY.
IMPORTERS OF GLASS AND PORCELAIN, APPARATUS, ETC.
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American Optical Company
MANUFACTURE

The C. C. Harrison Portrait Lenses,

Harrison & Schnitzer's Globe and Ratio Lenses,

•Morrison's Landscape Lenses,

Focusing Glasses,

Magic Lantern Objectives,

And all instruments pertaining to the Optics of Photography.

Unequalled Portrait, View, and Copying Camera
Soxes, with single or double swiug backs, or without swing; with

reversible holders and shields, and solid glass corners.

Gem, Card, and Universal Camera Boxes,
Nine Tube Multiplying Boxes,
Imperial Card or Cabinet Portrait Boxes,
Victoria Boxes,
The Chicago Card Boxes,
The Philadelphia Stereo, and Single View Boxes,
Holders and Parts of Holders,
Perfect Camera Stands,
Patent Lever Adjustment Gallery Stands,

Tripods, Dark Tents,
Dryplate Boxes, Wood Screw Vises,

Stock's Patent Baths, Negative Boxes,
Printing frames,

AND EVERYTHING IN THE APPARATUS LINE.

Parties desiring Boxes, or other Apparatus of special construction, can be

accommodated. None but the best workmen employed.

See Illustrated Catalogue, with June Photographic Times.

SCOVILL MANUFACTURING COMPANY,
Proprietors American Optical Co.'s Works,

No. 4 Beekman Street, New York.



ELBERT ANDERSON'S GREAT BOOK!

THE

KYlI&HT™-i3ARK-ROOM
IS NOW READY. PRICE $4.00.

PLEASE READ THE OTHER ADVERTISEMENTS AND TESTIMONIALS.

JVo tvorJi so thoroughly practical was ever written hy so thoroughly
practical a man.

The book contains a vast amount of invaluable information never found in elementnry works on
this subject. There are no visionary nor theoretical notions ; there is not a single manipulation given
that has not been practiced a thousand times over by the author.

READ THE CONTENTS:
Introduction.
SoMETHiNa, THOUGH NOT MUCH, ABOUT HYDROSTATICS.—Specific Gravity—The Hydrometer—The Sy-
phon—The Hydraulic Ram.

Something, though not much about Pneumatics—The Barometer.
Something, though not much, about Acoustics.
Something, though not much, about Heat.
Optics.—Decomposition of Light—Colors of Bodies—Complementary Colors—Interference of Waves

of Light—Dispersion of Lenses—The Diaphragm—Curvature of Field—Optical Instruments—The
Magic Lantern—Camera Obscurn—The Eye—Insensibility of a Certain Portion of the Retina— Ster-

eoscopicity—The Stereoscope—The Refracting Stereoscope—Polarization of Light.

Outlines of Chemistry.—The Atomic Theory—Atomic Weight—Chemical Equivalents—Nomencla-
ture of the Elements—Diffusion of Gases—Double Decomposition—Crystallization—Efilorescence

—

Deliquescence—Cleavage—Chemical Affinity—On the Chemical Action of Light—Theory of Photog-
raphy.

Photography.—Photographic Chemicals—The Skylight—The Backgrounds—Accessories—Reflectors

—

The Platform—The Reception-Room—The Dark-Room—The Tanks—The Chemical Room—On the
Selection of Glass for Negatives—On the Method of Cleaning the Plates—Polishing the Plates—Al-
bumenizing the Plates—Preparation of the Albumen—Collodion—Iodides and Bromides used in

Collodion—Formula for Iodized Collodion—Elbert Anderson's Portrait Collodion—The Negative
Bath—Development—Nature of the Invisible Image—Developing and Redeveloping—Effects of In-

tensification—The Fixing Solutions—Rectification of the Negative Bath—To Fuse the Bath—To
Restore a Disordered Bath by Precipitation—To Throw Down the Silver in the Metallic State—The
Camera—The Platebolder—The Lens—Varnishing the Negative—Negative Varnish—Retouching the

Negative—The Printing-Room—Silvering Plain Paper—Ammonio-Nitrate of Silver—Albumen Paper
—The Positive Bath—To Silver the Paper—Fuming—The Print—The Press—Vignette Printing
Boards—Medallion Printing—Fancy Medallion Printing—Washing the Prints—Toning the Prints

—

Fixing Bath—The Washing Tank—Mounting—The Press—Encaustic Paste—Miscellaneous Hints

—

Porcelain Printing by the Collodio-Chloride Process—CoUodio-Chloride—Porcelain Printing Frames
—The Ferrotype—Transparencies for the Magic Lantern : How Made—By the Copying Camera—By
Direct Printing on Dry Plates—By the Collodio-Chloride Process—Coloring Magic Lantern Slides

—

On Copying—To Clean a Daguerreotype—On the Recovery of Silver from the Wastes—Silver from
the Developer—The Washings from the Prints—Waste from the Toning Bath—Clippings, Filters, &c.

—Of the Treatment of these Residues.
Ai?T AS Applied to Photography.—Balance of Lines—Perspective—Drawbacks of the Camera

—

Examples of Distortion of the Camera—Curious Effects of Distance of a Lens—Imperfections of the

Human Face—Brilliancy—Relief—Position
Concluding Remarks.—Something about We, Us, Ourselves & Co.

Details of Manipulations.—Manipulation No. 1—Exposure—Manipulation No. 2—Remarks on
Development—Pinholes—Fogging—Filtering the Bath.

Great JVumber of Original Illustrations^ 12 Interesting
JPhotographs, Fine Paper, Durable JSlnding.

The book is written in a style at once dignified, elegant, and yet perfectly simple, and almost the

only streak of the author's well-known humor is to be found in the preface, which is alone worth
the price of the book.

BENERMAN & WILSON, Publishers,

S. W. cor. Seventh and Cherry Sts., Philadelphia.



CEO. KNELL,
N'o. 153 North Fourth St.^ JPhiladelphia,

MANUFACTURER OP

PHOTOGRAPHIC CHAIRS, &c.,

IN DIFFERENT STYLES.

A supply always on hand, and to be had by Stockdealers.

H^ Send for display circular.

Seavey's New Style Backgrounds.
THE HOWELL POEOH. a newstyle of interior. Sold extensively. Send for Sample.

A NEW STYLE FOR GHILDREIT. r^°"
"*°

"S^Vornet%x1?ell'^rounJ."^^^^
'^°"''

THE NEW PAINTED WOOLEN GROUND (Landscape or Interior).

Will not injure by scratching or punching of the head-rest. A useful invention.

Scenery for Theatres, Public Halls, and Amateurs. Panoramas, Banners, &c. Theatres and Churches
Frescoed. Panoramas, Scenery for Private Theatricals.

Flags and Decorations for Balls and Political Associations, TO LET. Patterns and Stencils for

Fresco Painters.

LAFAYETTE W. SEAVEY, 684 Broadway, N.Y.

Solar Cameras!
PHOTOGRAPHERS, DEALERS, AND OTHERS, who desire to CONSTRUCT, USE, or SELL,

Solar Cameras would consult their own interest, by applying to the undersigned, who will furnish

PATENT LICENSE AND STAMP FOR FUTURE USE AT $40.

Those who may MAKE, USE, or SELL, without first procuring the above authority, will be re-

quired to pay a much higher rate for such infringement.

D. A. WOODWARD,
Saltimore^ Md.

SOLAR CAMERA PATENT.

ALL PERSONS ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED, and cautioned against infringing my Solar Camera
Patent.

Infringers will settle with H. L. Emmons, Attorney-at-Law, Baltimore, Md., or his duly au-

thorized agents.

D. A. WOODWARD,
Baltifnoref Md,
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This album brings lighting and posing down to a system at once plain, easy and desirable. No

good, intelligent operator can afford to work without it. It contains

24- Victoria Portrait Studies in Light and Pose,

With an EXPIiAXATORY KEY, telling exactly HOW EACH PICTURE WAS MABE,
WHERE THE CAMERA AHD THE SITTER W^ERE PEACED when it was made, WHAT
CURTAINS WERE OPENED in lighting the subject, &c. A diagram of the interior of the skylight

is given in each case, telling the whole story. IT IS HOUND HANDSOMELY IN CLOTH, GILT.

2

' It is one of the most valuable aids to art education which has yet been presented to the photo,
portraitist. Each print represents a distinct study of pose and lighting, the widest variety of effects

being comprehended. We should be glad to see it in the hands of English portraitists generally."

—

Photo. News.
" The •method is an admirable one and Mr. Bigelow deserves credit for the systematic way in which

he has carried it out."

—

British Journal of Photography.
"I confess that this work has furnished me much instruction, particularly the manner in which,

by word and picture, studies about light and pose are explained and made comprehensible."

—

Dr.
Vogel.

" We do not know of anything ourselves that has been presented to the trade which. is calculated
to do so much real good as Bigelow's Album, with the explanatory key to the studies. It is an in-

valuable guide to the portraitist."

—

Philadelphia Photographer.

J^"" The first large lot sent to England were sold in a week, and more
ordered. IT IS GOOD!

PRICE, $6.00. FOR SALE BY ALL STOCKDEALERS.

BENERMAN & WILSON, Publishers, Philadelphia, Pa.



A. M. OOLLINS, SON & CO.

No. 18 S. Sixth St., and No. 9 Decatur St.,

PHILADELPHIA.
On hand and made to order every variety and size of

Mounting Cards, Card Mounts,
Stereoscopic Mounts, Minnette Cards,

Cabinet Portrait Cards, Victoria Card Mounts,
Mounting Cards with Gilt Oyals,

Card Boards with India Tint,

Paper Mats,

Double Embossed Mats, &c., &c.

Slee's Patent Prepared Card Mounts
FOR MOUNTINQ PRINTS WITHOUT THE USE OF GUM.

[t^ All of the above of our manufacture can be obtained from the Photographic Stock Dealers
generally throughout the country.

JAMES F. MAGEE & 00^

MANUFAOTUREB,S OF

PURE
PHOTOGRAPHIC CHEMICALS,

No. 103 North Fifth Street,

stock Dealers only Supplied.
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ALBUMEN PAPER,

SALTED ARROWROOT PAPER,

NEGATIVE VARNISH,

FERROTYPE VARNISH,

RETOUCHING VARNISH.
Mr. Clemons asks that

IT iril^L. WOT BE FORGOTTEBf
By Photographers who use such articles,

TO ASK FOR Cl-EMOaJS'.

They have stood the test of years, and are For Sale by all Dealers.

demons' NEW Albumen Paper,
Just introduced, and fully equal to any imported article. Praised by all who use

it. $40.00 per Eeam.

Clemons' Albumen Paper is equal to any manufactured for brilliancy, uniform-
ity, and easy working, and is made Pink, White, and Blue.

Clemons' Salted Arrowroot Paper is preferred by ail solar printers and eolorists,

Clemons' Varnish is used by Kurtz, Rhoads, Trask, and many other first-class

Photographers and Ferrotypers.

JNO. R. CLEMONS, Manufacturer,

915 Sansom Street, Philadelphia,
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LEMONS' GOLDEN VARNISH
An Entirely New Article,

INTENSIFIES AND VARNISHES AT THE SAME TIME.

IS ALSO A CAPITAL

(See June No. of Scovill Manf'g Co.'s

PhotograpJdc Times.)

50 cents per Bottle. Try it!

[I^ALL DEALERS HAVE IT.

TRY CLEMONS' GLYCERINE PROCESS FOR PRINTING.

Gold Medal awarded for it. Given free to all at the N.P.A. Convention at St. Louis.

JOHN R. CLEMONS, Manufacturer,

915 Sansom Street, Philadelphia,



ELBERT ANDERSON'S NEW BOOK,

SKYLIGHT-™eAeK-eOOM.
IS READY, AND IS THE

Most Useful, Elaborate, and Handsome Work ever

issued on Photography

!

IT DIGS D[[P[R, Wmrni AND mi MORE
THAN ANY OF ITS PREDECESSORS.

IT IS THE FIRST WORK OF THE KIND EVER

WRITTEN BY A PRACTICAL OPERATOR,
And is therefore a

WORKING PHOTOGRAPHER'S BOOK!

IT CONTAINS, MADE BY THE AUTHOR,

4 Card and 8 Victoria Photographs, -^^^z^""'''- 176 Engravings,
Many of them large, handsome, and quite original.

Among other things the author treats on the following topics, kindred to, and useful in the

practice of, the photographic art

:

FOECE, INERTIA, HYDROSTATICS, PNEUMATICS, ACOUSTICS, HEAT, OPTICS, CHEMIS-
TRY, &C., &c. With ample chapters on all branches of photography, CHEMICALS,

SKYLIGHTS, APPARATUS, ACCESSORIES, LIGHTING, POSING,
RETOUCHING, PRINTING, &c.

All being splendidly illustrated and delineated most completely. With due regard

for our former publications, there

SEVER WAS SnCHA BOOK '"s?„.,?:SSrKrf" DOM fITHOUf IT.

Author and publisher have endeavored to make it invaluable to every fortunate owner of a copy.

It is a square book, handsomely bound in cloth and gilt.

IPI^IOE ^4=.00.
Sent post-paid on receipt of price by all stockdealers. For contents please see the other advertisement

BENERMAN & WILSON, Photographic Publishers,

S. W. comer Seventh and Cherry Sts., Philada.
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